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EU agrees funds
for manned space
research project
European space ministers yesterday approved a
Ecu2.6bn ($L25bn) funding package to ensure the
EU will have a significant role in manned space
research into the next century. The money will be
spent on projects related to the Alpha permanently
manned international space station, due to begin
operations in 2002. The station, which will be the
largest man-made construction in space, will orbit

the earth with six astronauts on board. Page 2

Intel, the world’s largest semiconductor
manufacturer, plans to spend more than $3.ibn over
the next two years to expand production in Ireland.

Israel and Malaysia. Page 22; Japan to scrap chip
market access accord. Page 3

London stocks end 1CL2 down on week:
The FT-SE 100 ended a
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week of volatile trading,

which saw aS the main
market indices hit new
all-time highs, under
pressure, it closed down
27.2 on the session and
1&2 lower on the week.
With the continued
absence of any of the

much rumoured takeover

bids again causingmany
of the market's specula-

tors to lose their enthusi-

asm, there was plenty of

scope for profit-takers to

move into the market place. London stocks. Page
19; Editorial Comment, Page 8

G6n6rale des Eaux, the French water,

construction and communications group, revealed a
sharp fall in profits for the first half of 1995 and
warned property losses for the toll year could reach

between FFrfbn and FFr7bn ($L4lbn). Page 6

IIS bank reform MU dropped: Hopes for a

speedy overhaul of the antiquated laws governing

the US banking industry have been dashed after a

reform bill was dropped from the House of Repre-

sentatives calendar at the last moment Page 3

Yeltsin softens stance on Kozyrev: President

Boris Yeltsin appeared to back away from his

threat to dismiss Andrei Kozyrev, suggesting Rus-

sia's foreign minister needed a good deputy to share

his official burdens. Page 3

S Korea to investigate funding scandal: The

South Korean government is to investigate allega-

tions that former president Roh Tae-woo controls a

secret $500m political slush fund. Page 3

Groupe Bull, the French computer manufacturer,

reduced its net losses tram FFr2-22hn to EFr874m

(5172m) in the first nine months of the year, and

said it was maintaining its target of break-even for

1995. Pages

Student wins record slot-machine Jackpot:

A history student, who has not been named, won a

record slot-machine jackpot of $10.9m at a Las

Vegas hotel.
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‘Faction’ vote by Belgian MPs attacked M Call for quick succession

‘Angry’ Claes
quits Nato post

with bribery denial
By Carotin* Southey in Brussels

Mr Willy Claes resigned
yesterday as Nato secretary-
general, defiantly proclaiming his
innocence against charges of cor-

ruption and launching a bitter

attack on Belgium's legal system.
Mr Claes's decision to quit fol-

lowed the Belgian parliament's
vote on Thursday night to lift his

immunity from prosecution. He
could fhee charges of corruption,
fraud and forgery over a bribery
srandai involving the Italian heli-

copter maker Agusta.
The resignation comes at a crit-

ical time for Nato, which has
been unable to reach agreement
with Russia over the command
structure for a multinational
peacekeeping force in former
Yugoslavia.
Alliance leaders were quick to

express their regret at the resig-

nation and to praise Mr Claes’s

work. President Bill Clinton said

Mr Claes had provided “great
leadership” and would be missed
at the helm of the alliancp. Mr
Helmut Kohl, the German chan-
cellar, praised Mr Claes's “com-
mitted and successful" work. Mr

Kohl urged Nato to replace Mr
Claes as quickly as possible
although he ruled out nominat-
ing a German for the job.

Mr Ufle EMpmann -Ipngon
,
the

former Danish foreign minister)

immediately announced his will-

ingness to stand, while Mr Hans
van den Broek, the EU commis-
sioner for eastern and central

Europe, indicated he would
remain at the commission. Mr
Ruud Lubbers, the former Dutch
prime minister, is also a possible

candidate.

Nato said no deadline had been
set for the appointment of a suc-

cessor and that Mr Sergio Balan-
zino, deputy secretary-general,

would take charge in the interim.

Mr Claes told a packed press

room at Nato headquarters in
Brussels that his resignation was
a tragedy “for myself and for my
family”.

At times raising his voice and
banging the table with his fist,

Mr Claes said that although he
was “an angry man I am not, and

do hot intend to become, a bitter

one despite the injustices with
which I have been treated". He
intended “to get on with my life

and I intend to clear my name".
He vehemently denied any know-
ledge of bribes being paid to the

Flemish Socialist party in
exchange for the Belgian army's

purchase in 1988 of 46 Agusta
helicopters. Mr Claes, a member
of the party, was Belgium's econ-
omy minister at the time.

He bitterly attacked the parlia-

mentary vote against him and
accused MPs of voting along
party lines. “Each was meant to

play the role of judge. But I was
faced with factions," he said.

Mr Claes, repeatedly stressing

his commitment to the alliance,

spoke passionately about Nato's
achievements during his 13-

month tenure.

He noted that Nato forces had
broken the siege of Sarajevo and
contributed in large part to the

moves towards peace in former
Yugoslavia. Work on Nato’s
enlargement to include countries

from central and eastern Europe
was well advanced and was
“essential to the future of
Europe”, he said.

Perfection preferred for

Nato chief, Page 2
Nato secretary-general Willy Claes announcing his resignation
yesterday, the day after MPs voted to send him for trial

Major may rule out joining Emu before 2002
By Robert Shrimstoy

in London

Mr John Major, the British prime
minister, is dose to agreeing to a
commitment in the ruling Con-
servative party’s general election

manifesto that would rule out
British membership of a single

European currency in the life-

time of the next parliament
The prime minister is being

pushed towards this stand - the
one advocated by Mr John Red-
wood In his failed ehaTlenga for

the party leadership - by a num-
ber of cabinet colleagues. Mr Nor-
man Blackwell, head of the prime
minister's policy unit is also said

to support the idea.

A key figure will be Mr Step-

hen DorrelL health secretary and
the rising hope of the Tory left

Mr Darrell believes it increas-

ingly unlikely that monetary
union will become a practical

reality in the life of the next par-

liament — which could run until

2002 - and can therefore see no
harm in ruling it out

Mr Major is hoping that Mr
Dorrell’s pro-European creden-
tials will reassure the Tory left

that such a policy can be sup-

ported on pragmatic grounds.

The health secretary could also

play a pivotal role in convincing
Mr Kenneth Clarke, the chancel-

lor, who supports monetary
union. Mr Major has resisted rul-

ing out a single currency for fear

that Mr Clarke would resign.

However, strategists believe Mr
Clarke can be persuaded to agree

on the grounds that the UK is

now unlikely to have to face such
a decision by 2002 and that it is

the date and not the principle

which has been rejected.

One close colleague said Mr
Major was still "teetering" on the

issue but that he had “come very
close” to floating the policy shift

in his speech to party agents at

the Tory conference in Blackpool

last week.
Party spokesmen said the

speech had been toned down
after the death of Lord Home, the

former Conservative prime minis-

ter. But one minister said that

was simply a cover tar the fact

that Mr Major had got “cold feet”

about announcing the move so
far ahead of the next election.

The prime minister’s previous
public position had been only to

rule out joining a single currency
in 1997, although at last month's
EU summit in Majorca he
doubted whether it would be pos-

sible lor many countries by 1999.

During the summer leadership

Continued on Page 22

Berlusconi

in vote

move to

topple

Italian PM
by Robert Graham in Rome

Mr SDvio Berlusconi, the former
Italian prime minister, last night

formally introduced a motion of

no confidence aimed at toppling

the government, despite strong
pressure from moderates within

his right-wing alliance to hold
back.

The motion will be debated in

the chamber of deputies early

next week. Normally three days
must elapse between introducing
the motion and the no-confidence

debate.

The lira weakened against the

D-Mark to LI ,038 on concern in

the financial markets over the
potential impact of the crisis on
the passage of the 1996 budget
through pmliament

Earlier in the day the Berlus-

coni camp had appeared deeply
divided over moves against the

eight month-old government
headed by Mr Lamberto Dini.

This followed Mr Berlusconi's

pledge on Thursday to confront

the government in response to

the Senate passing a vote of no
confidence in Mr Filippo Man-
cuso, the justice minister. Mr
Berlusconi’s alliance has strongly

defended the minister for his rig-

orous approach to curbing the
power of the magistrature.

The unprecedented vote
against Mr Mancuso, combined
with his refusal to leave the jus-

tice portfolio and his release in a
speech this week of damaging
allegations about Mr Dini and
President Oscar Luigi Scalfaro,

have created an explosive cock-

tail

The prospect of a bitter no-con-

fidence motion bringing down
the government led to urgent
efforts by the former Christian

Democrats in the right-wing alli-

ance to mediate.

But last night the mediation
efforts failed as Mr Berlusconi
pressed on with his determina-

tion to have parliament dissolved

and early elections called.

The government is supported

Continued on Page 22

Titanium producers merge to

take 24% of western market
By Paid ChMMriflht
In Birmingham

The western world's two largest

producers of titanium - a tough,

expensive metal used in every-

thing from aero-engines to medi-
cal equipment and golf clubs -

are to merge.
IMI, the Birmingham-based

engineering group, said yester-

day that it would transfer its tita-

nium operations to Titanium
Metals Corporation (Timet), the
US producer which is 75 per cent
owned by Denver, Colorado-based
Tremont Corporation.

The deal will create a company
with about 24 per cent of the
market in North America and
Europe, and combined annual
sales of *309.4m.

“This is a merger of two

almost-equals,” said Dr Frank
Lucas, manager of JRoskill Con-
sulting, the metals specialist. “It

creates the most powerful force

in titanium in the world."

The main application of tita-

nium is in aerospace, and partic-

ularly engines. Reductions in
defence spending and sluggish

performance in the main econo-

mies of the west have pushed
producers into loss and forced

them to cut costs. IMI has not

made profits from titanium since

1990.

New alliances in the titanium
industry have been expected as a
result of the difficulties of mak-
ing profits at a time of over-sup-

ply.

"AD the producers have gone
through retrenchment" said Mr
Barry Pointon, IMI director In

charge of the group's titanium

interests. “We have been looking
for a stronger position in the US
and a restructuring of the tita-

nium industry."

Hie main International rivals

to the. merged Timet -IMI
operations will be three US pro-

ducers, Oremet, RMI and Tele-

dyne.

But their scope to consolidate

may be limited. “It depends how
far they can go without getting

into anti-trust problems," said Mr
Tim Bennett, analyst at Albert E_

Sharp, stockbrokers.
The alliance between IMI and

Timet comes just as the demand
for titanium is beginning to

recover. Both producers expect to

be at breakeven point or in profit

Continued on Page 22
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NEWS: EUROPE

Ecu2.6bn budget ensures role

for Europe into next century

EU approves

maimed space

research cash
By Andrew Jack in Paris and
Michael Skapinker in London

European space ministers
yesterday approved a funding
package to ensure the EU will
have a significant role in
manned space research into
the next century.

Ministers decided on an
Ecu2.6bn ($3-3bn) budget run-
ning up to the year 2006 in

projects related to the Alpha
permanently manned interna-

tional space station, due to
begin operations in 2002-

The station, which will be
the largest man-made construc-
tion in space, will orbit the
earth with six astronauts on
board. Europe win contribute
the Columbus laboratory, a
research module where astro-

nauts will carry out experi-

ments. It will also build the
Automated Transfer Vehicle,
which will carry cargo to the

space station.

The EU Columbus module -

one of 10 which will make up
the Space station - is designed
to carry out a range of scien-

tific experiments in fields

including observation of Earth,

metallurgy and physiology.

The space station is designed
to operate over 20 years, and
will be built in co-operation

with the US, Canada, Japan
and Russia. The EU contribu-

tion reflects about 10 per cent
of the development budget
Yesterday’s decision - at the

conclusion of a European
Space Agency meeting In Toul-

ouse - endorsed revised pro-

posals submitted by the agency
after a more ambitious
Ecu3.5bn plan at the start of
this year was rejected because
of budgetary constraints and
objections from a number of

countries.

"We are in orbit and have
solved our financial problems,”
an ESA official said yesterday.

“It would have been shameful
if we had not been able to par-

ticipate in the spirit of interna-

tional co-operation by contri-

buting to the space station.

This is a very satisfactory pro-

gramme which leaves nothing

out”
European space officials had

warned earlier this year that

Europe ran the danger of being

excluded from the project

unless ministers made a fund-

ing commitment at this week's

meeting. Officials said the US,

Canada, Russia and Japan,
which were already involved in

the project, bad begun assem-

bling equipment
Under the new proposals the

agency will proceed with its

plans to build the Columbus
facility, as well as the transfer

vehicle and the Ariane-5 space

launcher. However, to bring
about the necessary budget
reductions the ministers
approved the ESA's revised

plans to scale back considera-

bly its commitment to the idea

of a crew transport vehicle

that would have brought Euro-

pean scientists up to the space

laboratory.

Instead, Europeans will

travel from Earth on board
either the US space shuttle or

the Soyuz space vehicle being

managed by the former Soviet

Union.
However, some feasibility

studies are still continuing and
ministers will make a final

decision In 1997 on whether to

proceed with the crew trans-

port vehicle.

As part of the ministerial

compromise, a number of

changes were agreed to the
share of tbe budget between
member states.

It is believed Germany will

pay 41 per cent of the develop-

ment costs of the £LTs contri-

bution to the space station.

France 27 per cent and the Ital-

ians 19 per cent Mr Francois

Fillon, French minister for

information technology, wel-
comed the agreement yester-

day. “This is a landmark for

the European space industry,”

he said. “It is again unified and
its future restored.”

Paris calls for ideas on education reform
By Andrew Jack in Paris

The French government has launched

a wide-ranging consultation on the

future of the country’s higher educa-

tion system, in the first step towards

the reforms pledged by President Jac-

ques Chirac during his election cam-

paign last spring.

Mr Francois Bayrou, education min-

ister, called for students and teachers

to suggest reforms on subjects rang-

ing from the funding of the education

system to the structure of the univer-

sity curriculum.

The ideas brought forward may
eventually be used in a national refer-

endum on education issues promised

by Mr Chirac during his election.

Critics have questioned whether

education policy can sensibly be dis-

cussed and approved in a referendum,

but the government appears set on

pursuing it

A commission headed by Mr Roger
Fauroux. a businessman and former

civil servant on the logistics of the

referendum is set to report by next

summer. It is considering three topics

for reform: the structure of school

teaching, integration of students into

the workforce, and higher education.

Speaking at the inauguration of a

science and technology unit at the

university of Cergy-Pontoise north of

Paris this week, Mr Bayrou caned a

“wide-ranging general reflection” on

subjects ranging from the structure of

Students and teachers

have a tradition of

taking to the streets

loans, grants and housing aid for stu-

dents. to passible changes to the first

stages of university education, during

which the drop-out and failure rate is

very high

His call far dialogue with students

and teachers reflects the French gov-

ernment's emphasis on consultation

in a number of areas including that of

inner dty policy.

Reform of the education system is

an extremely sensitive subject in

France, where students and teachers

have had a tradition, of taking to the

streets in opposition ;to change since,

file troubles of 1968.

Early last year the government of

Mr Edouard Bahadur withdrew educa-

tion reforms in tbe free of mass pro-

tests, mainly in Paris.' A few months

later, the education minister dissoci-

ated himself from a consultative docu-

ment he bad commissioned on univer-

sity reform after students and: teach-

ers mice again took to the streets.

But criticism of the education sys-

tem has intensified, particularly now
that the unemployment rate is far

higher than in otherEuiopeaB coun-

tries. even dining a period of. eco-

nomic growth.

.In an article on Thursday

^

mil Le
Monde, the daily newspaper, several

academics argued that “educational

failure is eating into our society like

cancer”. They called for widespread
reforms to make the system less eQ-
ist ami said the structure of time-
tables was “absurd” because it ftiflefl

to meet the needs of most students.

Scharping head
on the block

in Berlin poll

European cities

of culture

set to multiply
winners of the -2000 title after

By Judy Dempsey in Berlin

Berliners go to the polls

tomorrow in an election vital

to the future of Mr Rudolf
Scharping, leader of the opposi-

tion Social Democratic part)'

(SPD).

Backing for the SPD in Ber-

lin has fallen from 30 per cent

to 25-27 per cent over the past

month, as traditional support-

ers blame Mr Scharping for

poor leadership and failure to

end party infighting. Tomor-
row’s poll is the last big elec-

toral test for the SPD leader

before his party's conference in

Mannheim next month.
A collapse of the SPD vote in

Berlin - where it is currently

junior partner in a grand coali-

tion with the Christian Demo-
crats (CDU) - could galvanise

Mr Scharping's opponents, who
are calling for his resignation.

But yesterday he remained

defiant telling German radio

he would still be leading the

party after the election.

Liberal Free Democratic
party (FDP) supporters also

face a tough test A poor result

would damage Chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl's junior national
coalition partner, which has
lost 11 state elections over the
past two years.

Opinion polls suggest the
FDP's support will fall well

short of the 5 per cent required

to enter the city's Senate. It

polled 7.1 per cent in 1990, but
has since been weakened by

an internal split.

Tbe crisis in both parties has

played into the hands of the

CDU. It is mopping up the lib-

eral vote, while the divisions

within the SPD and an anti-

communist campaign are driv-

ing traditional SPD voters to

both tbe CDU and the Greens.

Ms Ingrid Stahmer, senator

for social affairs and the SFD's
principal candidate, has admit-

ted that infighting in the

national leadership has dam-
aged her chances of holding on
to the 30 per cent of votes

secured by the party in 1990.

“We are not getting our poli-

cies across. The morale in the

party is low because of all the
bickering in the top leader-

ship,” she said.

Latest opinion polls give the

CDU a few percentage points

above the 40 per cent it polled

in 1990, indicating that another
grand coalition is on the cards.

As the SPD wants to hold on
to votes in west Berlin, where
anti-Communist sentiment is

still strong, it is prevented
from openly supporting a red/

green coalition. Nor can it

openly support continuation of

the grand coalition with the

CDU for fear of losing the left

vote, especially in the east and
Kreuzberg, once the radical

heart of west Berlin.

“No matter what we do, we
are caught," said Ms Stahmer.

Mr Andre Brie, campaign
manager for the Party of Dem-
ocratic Socialism (PDS), suc-

cessor to the former East Ger-

man Communist party, is con-

fident the party will become
the third largest in the Senate.

He sees the party increasing its

share of the vote from an over-

all 9.2 per cent in 1990 to 14 per
cent, with 90 per cent of sup-

port coming from east Berlin.

• About 35 per cent of German
students would vote for the
environmentalist Green party.

according to a wide-ranging
pall in Die Zeit, the liberal Ger-

man weekly newspaper, Mich-
ael IJndgimmn adds.

Student support for the SPD
has fallen to 18 per cent from
37 per cent in 1979, tbe last

time tbe poll was taken. About
19 per cent would back the

CDU, up from 13 per cent in
the last poll, according to the
1,019 students questioned.

By Emma Tucker in Madrid

So many cities want to be
Europe's Millennium City of
Culture that EU culture minis-

ters have decided not to pick a
winner. Instead of one such
city for the year 2000, there

will be several.

“We have agreed the princi-

ple of many cultural capitals,

rather than just one," said Ms
Carmen Alborch, the Spanish
culture minister, yesterday
after securing agreement from
her colleagues at a meeting in

Madrid.
This means that eight con-

tenders which have already
expressed an interest have
high hopes of being picked.

They may yet be joined by oth-

ers, as the dMfOinp for sugges-

tions closes on November 20. It

is not even necessary to be in

an EU country to qualify -

Prague is one of the eight The
others are Santiago de Compos-
tela, Bergen, Reykjavik, Brus-

sels, Helsinki, Bologna and
Avignon.
The title was created in 1983

when the EU agreed that one
city would act as a focus for

the promotion of European cul-

tural activities year. One
Commission official said yes-

terday that to have a number
of cities of culture would
undermine the whole concept
The Spanish solution would

avoid disappointment for Bolo-

gna, Avignon and Prague,,
which all declared themselves
N* . 7 . . ..

disappointment at a bitter

meeting in 2993 when they lost

out on the years 1998 and 1999.

“It gets us out of a tricky

position with Avignon, Bolo-

gna and Prague and allows

Spain to stick its own candi-

date on the list," said one
relieved official.

There is still debate an how
to make the final selection.

Some favour a list that gives

full weight to the points of the

compass. “Same in the south,

some in the north, some in the

west and some in the east,"

said a Commission official

Another suggested method is

that “theme” cities represent

the different eras of Europe's

rich history.

Only one area was not
touched on yesterday; the deli-

cate issue , of financing. Each
European capital costs the
Commission Ecu300,000
(3381,000) for one year but offi-

cials were reluctant to elabo-

rate on how as many as 10

capitals might be funded.

Luxembourg is this year’s

holder of the title. Next year
tbe honour goes to Copen-
hagen, with Salonika, Stock-

holm and Weimar following in

tire countdown to 2000.

Once the issue for the year
2000 has been decided, tbe task

of who gets 2001 will have to be

addressed. “That will be a
problem for the Italian presi-

dency," sighed a Spanish offi-

cial. . ..
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T he perfect secretary-
general of Nato proba-
bly does not exist. If

such a mixture of talents did

come together In a single per-

son, he or she would probably
be deployed in some more
lucrative or glamorous posi-

tion.

In an ideal world, the holder

of Nato's top political post
should be a master bureaucrat
a generator of new ideas, a

mediator of disputes, and a
convincing advocate of the mil-

itary alliance.

“It's a very important job,"

said Gen William Odom, a for-

mer US national security direc-

tor. “It has to be a sort of pul-

pit for expressing Nato's
purpose and collective con-

sciousness."

The job traditionally goes to

a European, but Ire must be a
convinced AtlanticisL This cri-

terion is amply fulfilled by the

two main candidates to suc-

ceed Mr Willy Claes: Mr Uffe

Ellemann-Jensen, the former
Danish foreign minister, and
Mr Ruud Lubbers, the former
Dutch prime minister.

Mr Hans van den Broek, a

Dutch European commissioner
seen by some as a possible suc-
cessor to Mr Claes, said yester-
day he was not a candidate.

^ any surprise candidates
along, they too will need

ZyP devout believers in the
transatlantic tie.

Aparrtsgtn having Washing-
ton s impiftqatur, the sec-

Bruce Clark on the special characteristics

demanded of a new secretary-general

retary-general should not be
actively opposed by any Euro-

pean ally.

Here, the calculations are
harder. Mr Ellemann-Jensen
has raised French eyebrows
because of Denmark's opposi-

tion to nuclear tests, while Mr
Lubbers has poor personal
chemistry with Germany's
Chancellor Helmut Kohl
In cold war times, the sec-

retary-general often had to

nurse any “weaker brethren"
among the nations of western
Europe into line with the poli-

cies of the US. More recently,

the need has been for a trans-

mission belt in the other direc-

tion: a leader who can convey
the viewpoint of western
Europe to the US, where isola-

tionist sentiment is growing.
While the political left in

Europe has sometimes accused
Washington of foisting hawk-
ish policies on its allies, there

is a suspicion in Washington -

especially on the political right
- that west Europeans get a
free ride on the coat-tails of the

US defence budget Both con-
cerns need to be parried if

Nato is to survive.

An effective secretary-
general should be able to nip
unnecessary squabbles in the
bud, leaving plenty of energy

to spare for important issues,

such as the future of Nato's

military structure or accession

of new members.
Apart from finessing differ-

ences within the alliance, the

holder of the job should- pres-

ent a convincing face to non-

Nato countries.

The job has to

be a pulpit for
expressing

Nato’s purpose

Sir Michael Alexander, a for-

mer UK ambassador to Nato,
believes the worst effect of the
Belgian scandal which brought
Mr Claes down was to sap the
alliance's credibility in the
eyes of third countries.

“The secretary-general has
three main roles: to administer
the machinery, to initiate
ideas, and to act as the face
and voice of the alliance,” Sir
Michael said. “He fulfilled the
first two but the third was
made more difficult by the
ongoing drama "

The weakness of Mr Claes
has not been all bad for the US,

whose leading role within the
alliance has been reasserted
within the last few months fol-

lowing the effective US take-

over of western policy in Bos-
nia.

“To the degree that the sec-

retary-general is not very
strong. American dominance is

easier,” said Mr Dan Nelson, a
US expert on European secu-

rity. This may explain why Mr
Claes has recently received for

more support from Washington
than from any other Nato capi-

tal.

From Washington’s view-
point, a secretary-general who
loyally reflects American con-
cerns - and the concerns of the
US officers who run Nato's mil-

itary structure - may have
been the right formula at a
time when the US was jolting

the alliance oat of a period of

ineffectiveness.

The efficiency of the Nato
military machine, which
mounted a bombing campaign
against the Serbs in Septem-
ber, appears to have been undi-

minished by the ferment in its

political structure.

But the need for a strong sec-

retary-general will come to tbe

fore again .in a few weeks, if

and when the alliance starts to

implement its plan to deploy

up to 60,000 troops as a peace
implementation force (IFOR) in
Bosnia.

The alliance is still searching
for a formula to incorporate
Russian troops in the force, as
well as troops from the central

European states which hope to
join Nato.

Key questions over Russia's

role may be decided bilaterally

at Monday's US-Russian sum-
mit in New York. But
two-sided deals will not be
enough to resolve the squab-
bles that are bound to arise

daring the deployment of

IFOR.
Settling these disputes will

require a go-between who can
plead Europe's case to tbe US
or vice-versa. It remains to be

seen whether any of the
candidates can perform this

feat
As foreign minister from

1982 to 1993, Mr EUemann-Jen-
sen is a veteran of the hoise-

trading politics of the Euro-
pean Union, whose members
have refined the art of hagg-
ling furiously in the knowledge
that some compromise will

eventually be found.

As Dutch prime minister, Mr
Lubbers observed the Euro-
pean scene from a loftier plane.

But Mr Carl Bildt the ex-Swed-
ish prime minister and EU
mediator on Bosnia, has found
that success in western Europe
cannot always be matched in
the more deadly and ruthless
world of tire Balkans.

EU push for TV
quota consensus
By Emma Tucker

The first flicker of a
breakthrough on whether to

impose EU-wide quotas for

locally-made television pro-

gramming was apparent at a
T^»»ttng of culture ministers in
Madrid yesterday.

The pro-quota French and
the anti-quota Germans and
British _made emollient
approaches to each other in
unofficial discussions as minis-
ters worked to break a dead-
lock on proposed revisions to

EU-wide broadcasting rules.

“There is a genuine wish to
reach a consensus,” said Ms
Carmen Alborch, Spain's cul-

ture minister. “This is exceed-
ingly positive."

The issue erf television quo-
tas has divided EU member
states for more than a year,
since the Commission put for-
ward proposals for revising the
1989 Television without Fron-
tiers law introduced to ensure
that television broadcasts
could circulate freely inside
the EU.
The draft Commission revi-

sion removed a loophole that
allowed broadcasters to avoid a
requirement that 51 per cent of
their output be devoted to
European-made works. Its

removal infuriated the Ger-
mans and British who are
against the idea of mandatory

quotas. They were joined by
tile Netherlands and the Nor-
dic countries.

The proposal was enthusias-
tically supported by the
French, who have the strictest

quota system of any EU coun-
try in a bid to protect their

culture from US influences.

Because so many countries

had national quota systems,

the Coxnxnission believed it

was necessary to harmonise
quotas at an EU level to be

certain that one country could

not Mods channels broadcast

from another nation on the
grounds that they contained
too many US-made soap-

operas, films and talk-shows.

The most likely compromise
around which discussions cir-

culated yesterday is simply to

keep the 1989 law. Although it

is legally shaky - thanks to

the loophole on quotas - it

appears to be the only system
with which all member states

can live.

The modest progress being
made by ministers could be
overturned by the European
parliament which takes a more
militant view on culture quo-
tas. Parliament has the right to
amend the Commission's pro-
posal and is likely to side with
France in proposing tighter
quotas to preserve European
culture from cheaply made
Hollywood products.

£40ni - it’s our reward for looking beyond research
The University ofNottingham won new research

grants and contracts of £40 million in 1994-95 - an
impressive 22% on the already record-breaking total
of £32.8 million recorded the previous year.

The success underlines Nottingham’s status as one
of the leading research universities in the United
Kingdom and flows from our policy ofrecruiting and
supporting high quality staff
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^Indonesia

signs deals

to double

telephone

capacity
By Manuela Saragosa
in Jakarta

Telkom, the Indonesian
domestic telecoms groop doe
to be partially floated next
month, has finalised and
rngned contracts with private
sector groups to build and
manage new telephone lines in
various parts of Indonesia.
The contracts are important

because they guarantee
Telkom wfll receive significant
revenues over the next few
years.

Five private sector
consortia, which include
Australia’s Telstra. France
Telecom, US West, Telekom
Malaysia and Japan’s NTT,
had signed memoranda of
understanding with the
Indonesian government in
June to build 2m new
telephone lines and manage
them for the next 15 yean,
effectively doubling Telkom’s
capacity.

The signing allayed the
companies’ fears that time was
running out just weeks ah«*nri

of Telkom's initial public
offering in New York, London
and Indonesia, which is

expected to raise between
$2.5bn and SS.lbn.

Some industry executives
had complained privately that

the deals were heavily
weighted against the foreign
companies and their local
partners, making some
concessions barely profitable.

But both sides appear to have 1

reached a compromise an such
details as transfer of assets
and tax.

Addressing the private
regional operators at the
signing ceremony yesterday
Mr Joop Ave, the minister for

post, tourism and
telecommunications, said;
“You have just signed what we
know are the first of their
kind in Indonesia, perhaps in
the world."
The contracts guarantee

Telkom minimnm revenues of

Rpl,458.6bn ($670m) in 1996
and “will account for a
significant proportion of
Telkom’s operating revenues”

in the few years after that,

according to Telkom's “red
herring” prospectus.

Under the contracts, private

regional operators will be
allowed to seek offshore
financing far the projects and
are obliged to take on
employees from Telkom,
which is trimming its number
of employees.
On January 1 1996, Telkom

is required to transfer
operations in the assigned

areas to the private regional

operators.

Clash betweeen bankers and insurers sinks overhaul of Glass Steagall Act

Setback for US bank law reform
By George Graham h -

Washington

Hopes for a speedy overhaul of
the antiquated laws that gov-
ern the US hanking industry
have been dashed once

'

again.

A bill to repeal the Glass-
Steagall Act. a 1933 law barring
banks from the ^ritinc busi-
ness. was due to be debated by
the House of Representatives
next week, but has been
dropped from the calendar
after a last minute row over its

contents.

The bill was supposed* to
eliminate the artificial barrier

between commercial and
investment banking, but it

ended up being opposed by the
-very banks it was supposed to
benefit

Bankers objected to provi-
sions, inserted at the insistence

of the powerful insurance
agents* lobby, that would have
restricted banks’ ability to sell

hiairrancp products, as Well as
to a levy intended to bolster

the savings and loan deposit

insurance ftuuL

“We simply must oppose the
current proposal because of the
insurance provision," said Mr
James Culberson, president of
the American Bankers Associa-

tion. in a letter formally
announcing his association’s
position to Congressman Jim
Leach, chairman or the House
banking committee.

- But it was a dispute over
rules for municipal bond
underwriting between the
banking committee and the
commerce committee, which
claims jurisdiction over the
securities industry, which
dealt the latest blow to the
hanking reform bill
Even if a banking reform bill

does pass the House - which
now seems unlikely before
next year at the earliest - it

faces significant obstacles in

the Senate, where Senator
Alphonse D’Amato, chairman
of that body's backing commit-
tee, is an ally of the securities

industry.

“Whatever happens in the

House, the spnata is still to

come, and people need to real-

ise that that is going to he
tough,” said Mr Randal
Quarles, a lawyer with Davis,

Polk & Wardwen who served at

the Treasury in the Bush
mlminllif rat inn
Many hanks have now con-

cluded that they can get the

changes they need without a
new law. The Supreme Court is

due to decide a case brought by

Barnett Banks against the Flo-

rida insurance commissioner
which could give banks more
freedom in the insurance frW
The Federal Reserve may

also expand a loophole allow-

ing banks to do some securities

business in separate subsid-

iaries.

These securities affiliates are
currently allowed to earn no
more than lO pa- cent of then-

revenues from activities forbid-

den by Glass-Steagall, but an
increase to 25 per cent or even
15 per cent would in practice

allow most banks to do as
much securities business as
they like-

Japan to scrap chip market access accord
By WSRam Dawkins In Tokyo

Japan plans to end its

controversial semiconductor
trade accord with the US,
under which foreign chip mak-
ers have, for nine years, been
reserved a 20 per cent share of
the Japanese market.

Officials of the Ministry of
International Trade and Indus-
try said they had no intention
of extending the accord when
it comes up for renewal next
July.

Any attempt to end the chip
pact is likely to arouse opposi-
tion from US microchip pro-
ducers, which value it greatly,
said Mr Roger Mathus, director

of the US Semiconductor
Industry Association in Japan.

It is not hard to see why US
companies appreciate the pact
The foreign share of Japan’s
semiconductor market has
risen from 8.4 per cent, when
the deal was signed in 1986. to

22.4 per cent last year. By the
three months to June, foreign

sales had exceeded one fifth of
the Japanese market for seven
quarters running. Japanese
companies bought S42bn worth
of semiconductors last year,

just over a third of the $140bn

C£90bn) world market.

Even after . that increase in

market share, foreign semicon-
ductors still meet unwarranted

resistance in Japan, said Mr
Maithus. “There is a tendency
to favour a local product even
if it is not the best product,” he
maintained. SIA directors
would discuss a response when
they meet next month. A US
diplomat believed that US
semiconductor producers
might be flexible on the figure

in a revised deal, but wanted to

keep a written Japanese prom-
ise of market access.

European semiconductor
companies, by contrast, may
welcome an end to the accord.

They have always criticised it

as an unfair plan by the
world’s two largest chip mak-
ing nations to carve up the

Japanese market, despite the
fact that it is formally open to

all foreign producers. Elec-

tronic equipment producers
had also opposed the deal, say-
ing it pushed up chip prices.

A Miti official said world
semiconductor demand was
growing so fast - by 35 per
cent in the first half of this

year, according to industry sta-

tistics - and international

semiconductor companies had

become so inter-dependent, as
shown by this week’s
announcement of cooperation

among four of the world’s big-

gest producers, that the accord
was no longer needed.
The objective of the agree-

ment has been reached." he
said.

The chip pact has always
been unwelcome to the Japa-

nese government. Japanese
officiate complain that the US
side interpreted it as a firm

guarantee, rather than just an
intention, to grant foreigners a
fifth of the Japanese market

In addition. Miti disliked the
semiconductor accord as a bad
precedent, opening Japan to

pressure to grant import tar-

gets in other sectors. It may
have tempted the US to seek
import targets for cars and car

parts, which Mr Hashimoto
refused, after bitter negotia-
tions last summer.

Boh Tae-woo: *$500m slush fund*

Accused businessmen and bankers go into hiding

Political funding scandal

erupts in South Korea
By John Buton In Seoul

The South Korean government
yesterday said it would investi-

gate allegations that former
President Rob Tae-woo con-
trols a secret 9500m (£322m)
political slush fund.

The inquiry threatens to

split the ruling Democratic
Liberal party by alienating
conservative MPs allied with
Mr Rah, a former general who
was the elected president
between 1967 and I960.

The government is already
in danger of losing its afim 16-

seat parliamentary majority as

conservative MPs defect to the

United Liberal Democrats, a
new right-wing party.

hi addition, an investigation

could implicate some of
Korea’s leading conglomerates,
which were forced to make
political donations to the previ-

ous government in return for

business favours.

The government was forced

to launch the inquiry after an
opposition MP on Thursday
provided evidence that Mr Rob
had allegedly hidden the politi-

cal funds in 40 hank accounts
using borrowed names.
Some of the businessmen

and bank officials named in

connection with the scandal
have gone into hiding in the
last 24 hours.

Word of the political slush

funds first surfaced this sum-
mer when a close aide to Presi-

dent Kim Ycrung-sam told jour-

nalists about their prfst»»nr*»

Analysts believe the aide

leaked the information to dam-
age the reputation of Mr Kim’s
conservative opponents within
the ruling party. Most of them
supported previous military-

backed governments.
But when the affair threat-

ened to damage the president

by causing a party split, a pre-

liminary investigation into the

allegations was quickly ended
and the aide was sacked for

making “baseless’’ statements.

President Kim is now under
public pressure to conduct a
more thorough investigation if

he wants to maintain his repu-

tation as a vigorous cam-
paigner against corruption.

Securities analysts predict

the stock market could be
adversely affected by the
probe. “Because nearly every
company has bent the rules,

there is no telling what the
investigators will unearth,”
said Mr Eugene Yun, chief
economist at Schroders Securi-

ties in SeouL
Investor attention will be

paid to Sunkyong, one of the
Korea’s largest conglomerates,

because Mr Roh’s daughter is

married to the son of the Sun-
kyong chairman, and the
Dongbang group, whose chair-

man is also related to Mr Roh
through marriage. Both groups
appeared to have been
favoured during the Roh
adtnlnlslration.

Cover-up claims put Daiwa managers in dock
If allegations are true, top bankers may face prosecution while disgraced bank may lose its US licence

I
f Daiwa Bank’s senior
management had been hoping

that Mr Toshihide Iguchi’s

decision to plead guilty in a

Manhattan courtroom to charges of

fraud would mark the end of their

long nightmare, they were quickly

disabused on Thursday night.

In entering his guilty plea the

former bond trader gave a long

statement that contained the most
damning allegations yet against the

hank and its senior managers.

The statement claimed that Daiwa’s

management colluded with the trader

after he had notified them of SLlbn

(£700m) of losses from US treasury

bond-dealing, in an attempt to hide

these losses from US regulatory

authorities.

Daiwa's reaction yesterday was to

deny the allegations of a cover-up.

although it was, it said, continuing

with its own investigation. But in

rebutting the charges, the bank failed

to dispel suspicions that top affichus

had been involved in some way with

the disposal of the losses.

If the allegations turn out to he
true, the repercussions would he
extensive. The possibility that the top

management of a leading Japanese
bank actively concealed vital

information from the highest
regulatory authorities in the US
would be deeply damaging for

confidence in the banking system.

The bank itself could face draconian

punishment both in the US and
Japan, including withdrawal of its US
hanking licence. There is also the
intriguing possibility that the bank’s

senior Japanese management could
face prosecution in a US courtroom.

Daiwa’s head office in Osaka
admitted the moment the losses were
revealed at the end of September that

it had first been told about them on
July 24 in a letter from Mr Iguchi. It is

already under fire from regulators in

the US and Japan for foiling to report

the losses to the US authorities
throughout that eight-week period.

But it has always maintained that the

reason for the delay was the need to

conduct a detailed investigation into

the circumstances surrounding the
losses.

Mr Iguchi’s story is rather different

He had built up the losses over an
11-year period of uniquely disastrous

trading. To cover them he bad sold

securities, forging statements so that

they purported to show the bank still

held the securities.

On Thursday he claimed that, after

July 24. a member of the bank’s

senior management told him to

continue to bide the losses.

Management, he said, filed a false

report with the Federal Reserve Board
on July 31 that it still held 9600m in

Treasury bills that Mr Iguchi had in

fact sold;
' At the direction of senior
management he said, he then sold

other securities to cover interest

payments on the securities he had
previously disposed of. In the process

he continued to falsify the bank’s

records, also with the management’s

approval.

The deception continued until

September. “On three occasions I sold

securities with the knowledge of the
management to pay interest and I

produced two fictitious safekeeping
statements, also with the knowledge
Of the senior manapmwnt," he said.

Daiwa's version of events seems to

be that their involvement in the

process was part of an elaborate
counter-subterfuge.

Daiwa yesterday acknowledged that

the bank bad authorised Mr Iguchi to

continue selling securities but that

the sales were made not to conceal

the loss but to continue to pay
interest due to customers. The bank
said it was anxious to enlist Mr
Iguchi’s co-operation in its own
inquiries and, to prevent him from
fleeing, it agreed to go along with the
securities sales.

At best this account suggests the

bank was in no obvious hurry to
resolve and disclose the matter
expeditiously as it was required to

under US laws. Indeed , Mr Iguchi also

claimed that the bank said it had a
plan to disclose the losses “same time

in November”.

Mr Iguchi also owned up, for the
first time, to embezzling money
himself - $500,000 which he had used
to purchase Teal estate. He also said

he had two conspirators at the New
York branch during the period he
made the losses.

The Japanese finance ministry’s
response yesterday was terse. It said

that, if they woe true, the allegations

were “regrettable”. Its officials may
have particular reason to regret them.

They are under heavy criticism for

foiling to pass on what they knew
about the discovery of the losses more
quickly. They were told by Daiwa’s
management about the problems on
August 8. but it was only six weeks
later that they passed on the
information to US authorities.

Gerard Baker

INTERNATIONAL NEWS DIGEST

Yeltsin may not

dismiss Kozyrev
President Boris Yeltsin yesterday appeared to back away from
his threat to dismiss Mr Andrei Kozyrev, suggesting that
Russia’s foreign minister perhaps needed only a good deputy
to share his nfficfai burdens.

"What is it that Kozyrev is lacking? He needs a good person
- because he is travelling all the time - who can look after the
administrative affairs of the ministry,*' Mr Yeltsin said before
departing an a trip to France and the US.
Mr Yeltsin’s apparent volte-face - on Thursday he said Mr

Kozyrev had proved incapable of coordinating all of Russia's

foreign policy interests aid would be replaced - is a further

sign of tiie erratic nature of his administration.
Observers in Moscow suggested his criticisms of the foreign

minister were an attempt to appease nationalist critics ahead
ofDecember's elections. John Thornhill, Moscow

$lbn McDonnell Douglas sale
McDonnell Douglas of the US has ended the search for a
launch customer for its MD-95 aircraft by announcing that

VahUet, a cut-price carrier, has agreed to buy 50.

The order comes as a relief to the US company, which has
repeatedly stressed its determination to remain a maker of

civil aircraft. It is also a boost forBMW Rolls-Royce, a joint

venture between the German and UK companies, which will

make the engines for all MD-95S.
The $lbn order comes after McDonnell Douglas foiled to

persuade Scandinavian Airlines System to buy the 100-seat

twin-jet aircraft. SAS, a long-time McDonnell Douglas
customer, opted irretaari to buy 35 Boeing 737-600S, with

options on 35 more. ValuJet has taken options on a further 50
MD-95S. Michael Skapmker, Aerospace Correspondent

Japan and UK in insurance pact
The Japanese and British governments have agreed to

co-operate in providing trade insurance for each other’s

exports, to promote joint contracts in third countries.

Britain is the second country after France to win MrtL's

cooperation, in a deal signed by Mr Brian Willot. chief

executive of the Export Credit Guarantee Department, and Mr
Hhumuchi Aoki, his counterpart at Miti's export insurance
division.

Under the accord, Miti can support a bid. involving a
Japanese company, in which the British content is up to 70 per
cent, while the ECGD will insure joint contracts with up to 30
per cent Japanese content
This comes in response to the growing number of joint

UK-Japanese contracts in developing countries.

In another expansion of trade policy, Japan has lifted a
three-year ban on export credit insurance to Russia and given
its blessing to a 9700m sale of oil pipes and pumps, officials

announced yesterday. The insurance, for Mitsui, is the
largest ever granted by Miti’s export unit for a project in

Russia. WUHam Dawkins, Tokyo

Clinton to visit Tokyo
The US and Japan will seek to patch up tense relations next
month when US President Bill Clinton makes his first official

visit to Tokyo for two years. _
Mr Clinton will be in Japan from November 17 to 21, starting

in Osaka with the summit of the 18 leaders of the Asia Pacific

Economic Co-operation forum, chaired this year byMr
Tomiichi Murayama, the Japanese prime minister.

The pair will hold bilateral talks In Tokyo the day after the
summit, on November 20. They are expected to reaffirm the

US-Japan security alliance, under criticism in Japan following

the alleged rape of a schoolgirl by three US servicemen near a

base in Okinawa. William Dawkins

Green light on toll road
Melbourne’s US$L7bn City Link toll-road project was finally

set to go ahead last night, after 10 days of Intense negotiations

between the Victorian state government and the hanks which
are helping to to fund the project
City Link, which will link and expand a number of freeways

in and around Melbourne, is thought to be Australia's largest

infrastructure project since the Snowy Mountains
hydro-electric scheme in the 1950s. The state government had
already awarded the contract to the Transurban consortium,
whose main partners were Australia's Transfield group and
Oyabashi of Japan, but its ftiture was in doubt two weeks ago,
when the consortium’s banking backers objected to the risks
they were being asked to assume. Nikki Tail. Sydney

Taiwan export orders rising
Taiwan’s export orders grew
by double digits for the 13th

successive month in

September. Orders grew 1689
pa- cent year-on-year to a
total of$98bn for the month.
However, they were down 2.7

per cent from August’s total

of llO.lbn.

Growth was fastest in

exports to Japan, with a 288
per cent Increase from a year
earlier helped by the strong

yen, but the US was stiR

Taiwan's largest single export

market orders grew 17.8 per
cent to $3.1bn. Asian

countries accounted for 488
per cent of all orders.

The electronics and telecommunications sectors showed the

most rapid increases. Orders for electronic products grew 33.1

per cent from the previous year to £L53bn, and those for

telecommunications equipment were up 278 per cent at

$185bn. Textile orders were also strong, up 208 per cent and
basic metal and metal product orders grew 30 per cent.

Machinery orders foil 2 per cent to 9586m.
Taiwan’s industrial output in September grew 385 per cent

from a year earlier, after rising 7.95 per cent year-on-year in

August The manufacturing index rose 3.47 per cent, but real

estate and construction were down 10.66 per cent from the

previous year. Bethan Button, Taipei

Taiwan .

industrial production
annual %chanpe
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Arts to lobby

over use of

lottery funds
By James Blitz,

Lobby Correspondent

The Arts Council - the body
which administers Britain's

arts funding' - plans to ask the
government to ease the restric-

tions on the way it uses
receipts from the National Lot-
tery, amid growing expecta-
tions that its funding faces a
tight squeeze in this year's
Budget
Although the government

continues to insist that lottery

money cannot be used to
replace grants, the Treasury
has put pressure on the
Department of National Heri-
tage - which funds arts and
sports bodies now receiving
money from the lottery' - to

cut its budget
The Arts Council confirmed

yesterday that a “preliminary
decision" had been made last

week to seek a widening of its

discretion oxer the use of lot-

tery receipts so they could be
spent on projects deemed to be
outside existing guidelines. But
it insisted this would not mean
lottery money could be used to

replace its existing allocation

from the government
Senior figures in the arts

world have expressed concern,

however, that the decision

amounted to an acceptance
that the council will have to

use lottery funds to compen-
sate for a tight squeeze on arts

spending which Mr Kenneth
Clarke, the chancellor, is

expected to impose in next
month’s Budget.

One said yesterday: “What
the council is doing indicates a

desire to allow new projects to

go ahead which would other-

wise founder for want of reve-

nue funding through the par-

liamentary vote. But the policy

has dangers. For each excep-

tion they find, other potential

beneficiaries under their

umbrella will scream that they

want more."
Under guidelines set out by

both the government and the

Arts Council, the £181.6m
($286.9m) of lottery money
which it has received so far

can only be used on capital

projects such as buildings,

design and refurbishment
However, an exception to

this rule was allowed by the

government earlier this year

when the council was allowed

to spend some lottery receipts

on film production.

The Council said yesterday

one specific proposal was that

lottery money might be used to

help record classical music and
jazz that was considered not

commercially viable.

Final decisions on the spend-

ing allocation for each depart-

ment were being taken yester-

day by Mr Clarke and Treasury’

ministers. The exact size of

each department's spending
allocation will be finalised at a
full meeting of cabinet at the

start of next month. But offi-

cials at the Department of

National Heritage confirmed
that its budget allocation for

the next three years was under
particularly strong pressure.

Investment boost for private finance scheme
By Andrew Taylor,

Construction Correspondent

One of Britain’s largest pension

schemes is supporting plans to launch

a £100m (|158m) private equity fund

to invest in projects identified under

the government's private finance ini-

tiative.

Hermes Investment Management,
which manages Britain's post and
telecoms pension funds, has agreed to

invest a substantial sum as well as to

sponsor the innisfree PFI Fund
The emergence of the first equity

fund dedicated to investing in PFI

projects would provide an important

confidence boost for the government’s

policy of shifting the financing and

management of state-funded invest-

ment to the private sector.

Privately financed infrastructure

projects have previously been funded

on a piecemeal basis with promoters

and operators mostly investing small

amounts of their own money in equity

and raising .the bulk of the finance

from debt
Equity funds would provide an

additional source of finance as well as

an alternative for smaller promoters

and operators which lack the balance

sheet strength to invest in their own

right

The scale of the PFI programme

means that greater equity involve-

ment by City institutions will be

expressed serious interestm “vesting

in innisfree, which is chaired by Mr

Roger Brooke, chairman of Candover

Investments, the management

buy-out specialists.

Mr David Metter, who last year

managed the £80Gm demerger and flo-

port, health, prisons, and other infra-

structure traditionally financed by
the public sector.

Financing of the new fhnd i&expec-

ted to be completed before the Budget.,

on November 28.

Mr Kenneth Clarke, the chancellor,

SETS Capital Shopping Centres is expected to set a target next year
nqmlifi!®— SS^r^sAUantii: Holdings, is chief for the award of atom £5hn worth of
are to proceed. Some 300 projects,

with an estimated value of more than

£25bn, have been identified by the

government's private finance panel as

potential PFI developments.

Several large investment institu-

tions, in addition to Hermes, have

from TransAtlantic Holdings,

executive of Innisfree. He left Trans-

Atlantic, the life assurance and prop-

erty group, in April to form the new

fund.

Its aim is to provide private equity

for projects in sectors including trans-

PFI projects. This would represent
more than one-fifth of the .govern-

ment's total investment programme
of£21.7bn.

Les, Page'S

Latest official figures point to continued gap in the long term

Non-EU trade deficit narrows
By Graham Bowley,
Economics staff

Britain's trade deficit with
non-European Union countries

arrowed last month for the
first time since March, as
exports grew at tbeir fastest

rate for more than six years.

But despite this latest
improvement, the long-run
trend still suggests a widening
deficit. The quarterly deficit, in
the three months to Septem-
ber, is the highest since the
first quarter of 1993.

The Central Statistical Office

said yesterday the visible trade

gap fell to £696m (SI.099bn) in

September, from £9SOm in

August, the smallest deficit for

five months. In the three
months to September, the defi-

cit was £2.5bn. compared with
£2.1bn in the second quarter.

Both exports and imports
reached record levels. Exports
grew by 10 per cent in Septem-
ber, to £5.7bn, while imports
rose by 3.5 per cent to £6.4bn-

Changes in the trade bal-

EU trade with North America

£bn Eapoita . bi*uts Non-EU trade deficit, £tn

ances on oil and erratic items,

such as ships and precious
stones, accounted for nearly

half the reduction in last

month's deficit, the CSO said.

In recent months, the trade

figures have been hit by main-

tenance work in the North Sea.

which has pushed Britain's

trade balance in oil into the
red. However, last month the

trade deficit in oil fell from

£Slm to £17m- The UK's total

underlying deficit, excluding

oil and erratics, shrank to

£5B2m from £74-im.

Exports to north America
rose sharply last month. This
came as a relief io some City

economists, who fear the slow-

down in the US, one of the

UK’s mam markets, has been
acting as a drag on UK growth.

The CSO said the deficit with

north America declined to

£174m from £413m, as exports

rose 19 per cent to £U9ba
Elsewhere, exports to Asia

rose strongly.

The increase in total exports

was accounted for mainly by a

rise in exports of capital goods,

intermediate goods and con-

sumer goods other than cars.

The rise in imports was
largely due to an increase in

imports of semi-manufactured
goods, including silver from
the US. the CSO said.

• Overseas earnings by UK
consultancy and legal firms

rose last year for the first time
since 1990, according to yester-

day's figures.

The CSO said net overseas
earnings of consultants and
legal firms were £L34bn last

year, compared with £1.31bn,

in 1993. This brings to an end
the decline in net overseas
eamings since 1990, when earn-

ings stood at £l.61bn.
Famings from legal services

rose to £502m, from £46&m, in

1993.

Lloyd’s sees lowest level of business for five years
By Ralph Atkins,

Insurance Correspondent

The level of insurance business
transacted at Lloyd's of London has
fallen to the lowest level since 1990,

largely as as a result of price competi-

tion from other insurers and uncer-
tainty about the 300-year old market's

future.

The contraction during this year -

forecast in an internal report circu-

lated within the market - highlights

the pressures faced by Lloyd's as it

seeks to secure its future with an
ambitious recovery plan.

Lloyd's ruling council is expected
next week to debate plans to obtain

Names' approval for the plan in late

November - a step seem as important

to boost policyholders' and investors'

confidence.

Implementation of the plan is not
due until Spring and some Names'
representatives hare expressed alarm
at being asked to vote before many

details are available. Possibilities

included seeking a mandate from
Names via a a less formal procedure
than a vote, or postponning the poll

until next year.

The plan is worth at least £2.Sbn to
lossmaking and litigating Names -

individuals whose assets have tradi-

tionally supported the insurance mar-
ket. It would also transfer billions of
pounds of old liabilities into a new
reinsurance company. Equitos, leav-

ing a “clean" on-going Lloyd's.

The Lloyd's report on business con-

ditions forecasts an 11 per cent fall in

insurance premiums fhfc year, net of
reinsurance taken out by underwrit-

ers to protect themselves against big

losses. Part of the fall was attributed

by Lloyd’s to lower premium rates

and a greater selectivity by under-
writers towards the risks they under-
write.

But the report points out that other
UK insurers reported broadly flat non-
life premium income in the first half

of 1995 while US insurers and US and
Bermudian reinsurers reported signif-

icant increases in international pre-

miums. That suggests Lloyd's is also

lcsicg significant amounts of business

to competitors.

Separately, Mr Mark Brockbank,
underwriter on Lloyd's syndicate 861.

announced he was cutting by 25 per
cent his ship hull and machinery
insurance business. He said across the
board rate redactions by some insur-

ers were not sustainable.
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UK NEWS DIGEST

Warning over

level of research

investment
British companies were wanted yesterday by the government
they face annihilation in world markets unless they step up
investment in research and development
Mr Ian Taylor, science and technology minister, praised the

UK pharmaceutical industry for its long-term BAD invest-

ment, but said some sectors woe lagging behind.
“They are hparting for annihilation in the great world mar-

ket nnlass they do something about it," be said during a
Commons debate on science. “Our great centres of excellence

have thrived because they know a strong industrial base

depends an a strong science base.”

The Department of Trade and Industry, which took over
responsibility for science last summer, has analysed the level

of R&D in different sectors of the economy. Mr Taylor said

number of “frightening warts" had been unearthed.

But the government's contribution to research was attacked
by Mr Robert Jackson, a former education minister, who
warned the DTI was presiding over a cut in university

research funding. He said the prospects for university research

were “pretty bleak" and accused the government of developing

"a fundamentally mistaken policy towards basic science".

Mr Ian I^ng, the trade and industry secretary, defended the

transfer science from the office ofpublic service and science to

the DTI, claiming it was an opportunity. “There wifi be no
lurch, to shart-tennism - I fully accept the role of the science

base is to undertake long-term and strategic research," he
said. George Parker, Political Staff

Barings accountancy probe
Ihe' accountancy profession's senior disciplinary body yester-

day said it is to investigate whether there are grounds for

full scale tribunal over the role played by accountants in the

collapse of Barings Bank. The executive committee of the

profession's Joint Disciplinary Scheme has asked its executive

counsel, Mr Michael Chance, to see if there are grounds for

complaint against any member, of member firm. A tribunal, if

called, could levy unlimited fines and exclude members.The
inquiry will look at the role of all those involved. Counsel is

expected to report in 1997. Jim Kelly

Pill decision criticised
The government’s Committee on Safety of Medicines was
criticised yesterday following its health warning on Thursday
about seven brands of low-dose contraceptive pill taken by
L5m British women.
Most vocal was Professor Walter Spitzer of McGill Univer

sitv in Montreal, who directed one of the three unpublished
studies cited by the committee in its warning that the seven
brands doubled the risk of deep vein thrombosis (blood clot

ting). He flew from Canada to London, to denounce the com-
mittee and the way it had treated his data. Prof Spitzer
accused the government’s medical advisers of breaking the
Hippocratic Oath by their action.

“The core of the Hippocratic Oath is, above all, do no harm.'
7

he said. “Every time yon create an epidemic of anxiety you do
harm. In my opinion there has teen a serious breach of
acceptable health protection procedure. The likely result is an
unnecessary arid harmful ‘pill scare’." Prof Spitzer echoed the
views of the pill manufacturers when he said any increased
risk of thrombosis might be outweighed by the greater safety
of the “third generation" piDs in other respects, such as heart
attacks or stroke. ClmeCookson, Science Editor

Swan Hunter staff win ruling
Former employees of Swan Hunter, the Tyneside shipbuilder
which went into receivership in May 1993. have won a test
case ruling which, solicitors estimate, will bring them a gov-
ernment payout totalling about £4m. The Employment
Appeals Tribunal has ruled that no deductions should have
been made by the Conner Department of Employment from the
protective awards made by industrial tribunate in favour
of the 2,500 people who lost their jobs following Swans’
receivership. Cftm Tighe

Company chiefs’ pay rises 5.9%
Chief executives of UK public companies received an average
salary increase in the 12 months to July l of 5.9 per cent,
according to a survey by Bacon & Woodrow, the remuneration
consultancy. Main board directors' average increase was 7 5

EJEf’iASn?1
•ft salary TO*8 023.470 ($195,082) withU^ £26-567. making a

The average basic salary paid to chief executive wa*
£228,738, or £344,990 with benefits, and -£399,318 including
bonus wmente. The study estimates that chief executives
and directors have options outstanding of more than twiceannual cash eamings. WiUiomLeuZ
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a

^>rder books more than double but bidder ‘surprised’ by flat sales

Dobson estimates 41% growth
By Tim Burt

Dobson Park Industries, themming equipment manufac-
a hostile £i72m

tad from Harnischfeger Indus-
trt^. its US rival, yesterday
said profits would increase by
41 per cent this year following
a sharp rise in orders.

companyi which has
rejected Haraischfeger’s llOp a
share offer, predicted pre-tax
profits of £i*L8m t£io.5m) for
the year to September 30 and
saw the value of its order book
had more than doubled to
£l47tn.

It also promised sharehold-
ers an increased final dividend
of 3J3p (2L55p) - mak-ing- 4_^p
(3.7Sp) for the year - and said
it would offer a pay-out or at
least 5.2p next year. Earnings
per share are estimated to rise
to B.5p (5.3p).

“This is not a dividend give-
away to entice shareholder
support." said Mr Adrian Buck-
master, chief executive.

Launching Dobson Park's
defence document, he added:
“It simply reflects our strong
operating profits and order
book."

Although Dobson Park’s
share price rose lp to I25p.
Harmschfeger said it was

Trow HwnpnriM
Adrian Buckmasten dividend is not a giveaway to entice support

unimpressed by the figures
and suggested the shares
would be trading at less than
lOOp were it not for its
bid.

“The profit performance is In

line with our expectation and
certainly no less than share-
holders should demand of a

company approaching its cycli-

cal peak,” said Mr John Han-
son, chief operating officer at

Hamlschfeger.
“However, we are surprised

and disappointed that the com-
pany's sales are effectively
stagnant at a time when it is

claiming strong order books.”

Those sales increased
marginally from £224m to
£280m.

Harnischfeger - which wants
to integrate Dobson Park's
Lougwall International mining
subsidiary with Joy Mining
Machinery, its coai cutting
business - has until next Fri

day to revise its offer.

Mr Hanson played down sug
gestions of a significanl
increase and said several oi

Hamischfeger's institutional

shareholders had urged it not

to over pay.
“They have done their owr

valuation or Dobson Park anc
told us our [existing] offer wtu
too high,” he added.
Some City analysts dis

agreed, and one suggested that

yesterday’s profit forecast
would have pushed Dobsor
Park shares above Harnisch-
feger’s offer price even in the

absence of a bid.

Dobson Park, meanwhile, is

expected to strengthen its bal-

ance sheet by selling its toys

business, surplus property and
its Richard Simon bagging
equipment subsidiary.

Clyde Blowers, the materials

handling company, has signed

an outline agreement to
acquire the Richard Simon
business.

Grid terms
delayed

by Hanson
tax problem
By David LasceHes,

Resources Editor

A last-minute tax problem
with Hanson, the industrial
conglomerate, prevented publi-

cation of the terms of the
National Grid Company flota-

tion as planned yesterday.

Hanson became a share-
holder in the Grid through its

recent acquisition of Eastern
Group, the Ipswich-based elec-

tricity distributor. The tax
clearances for the £3-5bn flota-

tion which had previously
been agreed by Eastern now

Kbave to be transferred to Han-
son, or “refreshed”.

Hanson said it expected that

this would be done by early

next week. “We remain enthu-

siastic about the flotation and
expect -it to go

1

ahead,”, the
group said. “This is only a pro-

Cash call from Cordiant

expected before year end
By Diane Summers, the rights issue to be on a now take a 7-for-8 share issue,

Marketing Correspondent

Cordiant. the Saatchi &
Saatcbi holding company, is

finalising details of a rights

issue to help clear its debts of

£150m.
The cash call now looks set

to go ahead before the end of

the year. Mr Bob Seelert, who
was appointed chief executive

in July, will, under the terms
of his contract, collect a
bonus of $160,000 (£103,000) if

the issue is completed by
December 3L
Analysts had been expecting

Laporte
expands

in Canada *

3-for-3 basis at lOOp, when the

share price stood about I20p in

August
Since then, shares have

dropped to 96p.

The lower share price means
a greater number of shares
would have to be Issued to
raise the cash to pa; off all the

debt
This would have the effect of

diluting future earnings and
dividends, when they are
resinned

Ms Lorna Tilbian, media ana-

lyst with Panmure Gordon,
said yesterday that it could

NEWS DIGEST

start-up costs in Malaysia and
Indonesia. The benefits of
these plants were expected to

show in next year's results.

Losses per share emerged at

9.57p (0.36p earnings).

with a discount to 78p, to wipe
out the debt
“Perhaps the time isn't right

The share price has come back
and they’d have to issue more
shares. But he [Mr Seelert] has
got a personal incentive to do
it sooner rather than later,”

she said.

Mr Seelert's contract which
is for an initial three years,

provides for an annual salary

of $800,000, the $160,000 bonus
for refinancing by the year
end, and an annual perfor-

mance bonus in subsequent
years.

Ross to over 12 per cent
Clyde estimates Ross has

some 65m barrels of good
quality oil.

Voss Net
cess issue.

National Grid said: This is
1

not something that will jeop-

ardise the transaction.”

The terms to be announced
will include a valuation of the

Grid and a forecast of its divi-

dends. The shares are due to

.

start trading on December 11.

Surrey Group
warns after

summer slump
By Nigel Clark

Surrey Group, the
bookmaking concern, is expec-

ted to fall back into the red for

the six months to September

30.

Although the year started

satisfactorily, directors said

that in common with much of

the betting industry the com-

pany experienced a downturn

in margins daring August and
i

September. The board thought
,

it was too early to estimate the

result for the year.

The shares fefi %p to lp.

In the six months to Septem-

ber 30 1994, the company
returned to profits with

£45,000 pre-tax against losses

of £57,000. Full year profits

were £195,000, when the com-

pany said It was considering a

number of opportunities for

expansion in leisure related

activities.

Laporte, the speciality
chemicals group, is expanding
its organics division with the

purchase and planned develop-

ment of the Clover Bar facility

in Edmonton, Canada.
This facility is currently

owned by the Provincial Gov-
ernment of Alberta and oper-

ated by the Alberta Research
Council.

The initial investment of

C$30m (£14m) will create 60
jobs and should be completed
by mid-1997. It will provide

additional annual sales of more
than C$40m of advanced drug
substances and pharmaceutical
intermediates for the growing
North American market

,

Pengkalen (UK) loss

Pengkalen (UK), the foods

group formerly known as

Grand Centra] Investment
Holdings, reported a pre-tax

deficit of £4.33m for the six

.months to June 30, compared
with profits of £203,000.

Turnover rose 39 per cent to

£35.4m.
Network Foods, listed on the

Australian stock exchange ,.

increased sales by 34 per cent;

however, associated develop-

ment costs reduced profits in

the first halt The second half

was expected to show improve-

ments, the company said.

Pengkalen Investments lost

£2.13m following natural disas-

ters in Japan and plant

Westminster Scaff
Westminster Scaffolding Group
has withdrawn from negotia-

tions over its planned merger
with John Gibson Agencies.

The USM-traded group
announced in August that it

had reached provisional agree-

ment on the merger, but due
diligence caused it to revise

the terms and these were not
acceptable to Gibson.

DCC expands
DCC, the Dublin-based indus-

trial company, has acquired
44L5 per amt of International

Translation & Publishing, plus

an option to raise its holding to

90 per cent at any time up to

September 30 1997.

EIS/Aerostructures
ECS, the specialist engineering
group, has declared its £18m
agreed offer for Aerostructures
Hamble, the aircraft parts

maker, unconditional as to

acceptances.
It has received valid accep-

tances in respect of 29m shares

(50.74 per cent). The offer

remains open until further
notice.

Richards ahead
Richards Group, the- engineer-

ing and support
,
systems com-

pany, reported pretax profits

up from £120,000 to £175,000 for

the six months to June 30.

Turnover was up from
£8.23m to £9-3m, of which 24
per cent was exported, the
company said. The interim div-

idend is maintained at lp, pay-
able from earnings of 1.55p

(LQ7p) per share.

The company said Invest-

ment in two new product
ranges, pre-galvanised cable

tray and distribution of
imported busbars, would bene-

fit the group in 1996.

Clyde Petroleum
Clyde Petroleum is to pay a net

$52m (£3.4m) to acquire a fur-

ther interest in the Ross devel-

opment, with' an additional

11.9167 per cent stake in Block
13/282L

Clyde is to acquire from Elf

Enterprise its 18.25 per cent
interest in the Block, while
Clyde has also reached a sepa-

rate agreement with Lasmo to
pass on to Lasmo a 63333 per
cent interest in Block 13/28a on
pro rata terms.

Mir Roy_ Franklin, Clyde's

managing director, said the net
result of these deals -should be
to add about 34m barrels of oil

to the company’s reserve base
and raise its overall interest in

Voss Net, the Aim-listed com-
pany which markets a comput-
erised view order sales system,
turned in a pre-tax loss of
£320,511 for the six months to

June 30.

For the year to December 31

1994 there was a pro forma def-

icit of £298,371.

Turnover came to £161,222

(£57,722 for year) mainly
reflecting progress of the com-
pany’s medical services prod-

uct. there was also a contribu-
tion from the Voss Net On Line
service.

Secs Trust Scotland
Securities Trust of Scotland,

the diversified investment
trust managed by Martin Cur-

rie, bad a net asset value of 94p
a share at September 30, a rise

of 1L5 per cent during the six

month period.

Mr David Whitaker, chair-

man, said the advance - which
underperformed the bench-
mark PT-SE-A All-Share Index
by more than three percentage

points - reflected good returns

from equities being partly off-

set by a poorer showing from
fixed interest holdings.

Attributable revenue for the

period edged up from £5.03m to

£5.21m, for earnings of l-63p

<L57p) per share. The interim
dividend is held at L08p.

Independent Parts
Independent Parts Group is to

acquire Autostart Group and
Quest Components for an ini-

tial £5.5m, payable in new
shares. IPG will also assume
debt of £500,000.

The group announced the
placing and open offer of a

total of -L21m new shares at

130p, of which 461,500 have
been allotted to the vendors
and the remainder placed with

institutions. The shares will be
available to qualifying share-

holders on a 3-far-14 basis.

The businesses being
acquired rebuild car engine

components and complement
IPG's existing operations.

Their combined operating prof-

its for the year to March 31

were £548,000 on sales of

£4.S5m. Net assets stood at

£403,000.

Armour Trust
Amour Trust has acquired

House of Despina, a maker and
distributor of pot pourri, fra-

grance gifts, associated toilet-

ries and cosmetics, for £100,000

in cash and shares. HoD’s turn-

over for the year to June 30

was ELfim. It has a 17 per cent

share of Mercia International

Fragrances, which develops

and mates fragrances.
Signal
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Scholl ready to meet

rebel holders halfway

Rentokil

expands

security

business
By Geoff Dyer

Rentokil, the environmental
and property services group, is

to expand its growing security

business with the acquisition

of GMIC in Belgium for
BFrSOOm (£19.7m).

The group has agreed to buy
the business, which would be
Its first security operation In

continental Europe, from
Mayne Nickless, the Austra-
lian transport, security and
healthcare company, and Gen-
eral e de Banque, Belgium’s
biggest bank.
The deal, which is subject to

regulatory clearance, follows

Rentokil’s acquisition in
Angust of Mayne 's North
American security businesses
for £33.2m.
The group moved into the

industry in 1993 with the
£76m purchase of Securiguard
in the UK. It plans to make
further acquisitions In the sec-

tor, particularly in the US.
GMIC has 1,750 employees

and is the second largest secu-

rity business in Belgium, pro-

viding mobile patrols, cash
transportation and overnight

courier services- It has net
assets of BFr212m and in 1994
made operating profits of
BFrSlm on turnover of
BFr2J>bn.

This is the latest in a series

of divestments by Mayne of its

non-Australian security busi-

nesses. It recently sold Secu-

rity Express Alarms in the UK
to Chnbb and its Spanish
alarms businesses, Cinsesa
and Inglesa, to Cerberus, the
Swiss security group.

Bid for Fisons

unconditional
By Daniel Green

Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, the US
drugs company controlled by
Rhone-Poulenc, the French
chemicals group, has declared
unconditional its £1Jim take-

ova- bid for Fisons.

RPR had received accep-

tances from shareholders rep-

resenting 46 per cent of Fisons

shares; it had previously
bought 21 per cent of the
shares in the market
The closing date was yester-

day and RPR said that the .

265p a share offer was
!

extended indefinitely.

By David Blackwell

Scholl, the healthcare products

group, yesterday said it was
prepared to appoint an addi-

tional non-executive director

“of a stature acceptable to all

its shareholders” in order to

end the battle with the rebel

faction.

The announcement followed

an approach from J.O. Hambro
& Partners, which together
with the UK Active Value
Fund holds a 15 per cent stake.

The rebels have requisitioned

an extraordinary meeting for

next Tuesday with the aim of

electing three of their nomi-
nees to the board and putting
the group up for sale.

Mr Christopher Mills of

Hambro contacted Samuel
Montagu, Scholl's adviser, with
the proposal on Thursday. It is

understood to have been initi-

ated by a large institutional

shareholder that wanted both
sides to start talking.

Both sides were claiming vic-

tory yesterday. Mr MiDs. who
rejected any suggestion that

the rebels were climbing down,
said: “In oor opinion the vote
is incredibly close. But both
sides believe it is not in the

best interests of the company
for the battle to be protracted.”

Mr Mills has proposed that a

By Geoff Dyer

Independent shareholders in

Eurocopy now doubt that the
photocopier distributor, which
announced in August it was in

discussions which might lead

to an offer, will in fact be the

subject of a takeover.

Mr Matthew Burton, finance

director, said yesterday that
Eurocopy was “still actively
talking to two parties" which
might lead to an offer, and was
rammnnfnating with a number
of other companies “on a less

intense basis". He confirmed
that a sale memorandum had
been produced.
However, some shareholders,

who have seen a spate of take-

overs of other companies in the

office equipment sector this

year, are becoming sceptical.

One institution said: “It is

looking curious that things
have dragged on for this long.”

senior colleague at Hambro be
appointed a non-executive
director who would “chair a
committee of the board to con-

sider any approaches the com-
pany receives”. Acceptance of

the proposal would lead to the

withdrawal of the requisition

for an EGM.
UK Active Value said it

hoped the Scholl board would
“enter into the spirit of the
negotiation positively”.

Mrs Judy Stammers. Scholl

finance director, said the dis-

pute had been “very, very dis-

ruptive, time consuming and
costly. It could have been done
in a much more positive way”.
She added that while the

board would accept another
non-executive, he or she would
have to be independent of any
faction, be chosen from a range
of candidates, and would have
to work with the main board

rather than through a commit-
tee if there were an approach
from a potential bidder.

The board hoped agreement
would now be reached, but
warned that there could be “no
certainty as to this".

It is too late to cancel the

EGM but it might be adjourned
- in any case the rebels will be
able to change their proxy
votes. The proxy vote will

be finalised tomorrow.

Eurocopy, in which the fam-
ily of Mr Cyril Gay, chairman,
owns more than 50 per cent of

the shares, is the last indepen-
dent quoted office equipment
distributor in the UK.
Sources close to the com-

pany said the two parties
talking to it were Alco Stan-

dard Corporation, the US paper
distributor and office equip-
ment group, and Ricoh, the

Japanese office products group.

Both refused to comment
Alco has been on an acquisi-

tion spree this year, paying
£81.1m for Southern Business
Group in May and £23£m for

Cqpymore in August It said

yesterday that it was keen to

make more acquisitions and
had had conversations with a
number of companies. Ricoh
moved into the UK market in
July with the £l79m acquisi-

tion of Gestetner, the office

equipment distributor.

The battle began last month
as the group reported an IS per

cent rise in interim pre-tax
profits to £11.8m and the
appointment of a new chief

executive.

Mr Julian Treger of UK
Active Value, who has been
the principal spokesman for

the rebel taction, argued that

the ownership of a stand-alone
brand made no sense as it

entailed considerable distribu-

tion costs.

He suggested that a lot of

international consumer prod-
uct companies would be inter-

ested in Scholl, which domi-
nates the leg and foot care
markets. Four potential bid-

ders were said to have
approached the rebels.

Mr Gordon Stevens, chair-

man of Scholl, has vigorously
rejected the plan and pressed
hard for further information
about potential bidders. His let-

ter to shareholders earlier this

month described the directors

proposed by the rebels as
“short-term investors” who did

not merit places on the board.

Earlier this week Scholl

received a letter from Arko-
pharma, a private French com-
pany, interested in a merger.

Arkopharma, which is based in

Provence, has annual sales of

about £75m.

However, there is growing
speculation that a bid from
either company is unlikely. “In

the past when Alco has wanted
to act, it has acted very
quickly,” said one analyst.

Sources close to Ricoh said

they would be surprised if the

group made an offer.

Other potential bidders have
ruled themselves out Mr Alan
Baldwin, chairman of Cardinal

Business Group, formerly
known as Berkeley Business
Group, said it had no plans to

make a bid, and Danka Busi-

ness Systems, the acquisitive

photocopier company, is also

understood to have ruled out
an offer.

The prolonged negotiations
have been complicated by
Eurocopy’s decision to change
its adviser, with N.M. Roth-
schild's Manchester office

replacing Samuel Montagu last

month.

Shareholders cast doubt on
likelihood of Eurocopy bid

Spy HQ comes in from the cold
Development Securities buys former MI5 home
for up to £50m, writes Simon London

Foiiua Wine

One Curzon Street, where mirrors and telephone wires remain as evidence of its forma: occupants

T he former London head-

quarters of MI5, the
counter-intelligence ser-

vice, has been acquired for

between £45m and £50m by
Development Securities, the
small UK property company,
backed by an unnamed Ger-

man investment fund.

The existing building at One
Curzon Street, in Mayfair, will

be demolished and replaced by
a 300,000 sq ft office building in

what will be one of London’s
largest property developments.

Hie German fund is putting

up most of the finance for the

£2Q0m project although the

scheme will be managed by
Development Securities under
Mr Martin Landau, its chief

executive.

Development Securities will

be paid a project management
fee and take a share of the

profits when the new building

is finished and let The scheme
is expected to take about two
years with a building ready for

occupation by mid-1996.

The existing six-storey Cur-

zon Street office block stands

on a 1 acre site, which is the
largest freehold plot in Mayfair
to have come on to the market
for at least 20 years.

At first glance the building is

an unremarkable 1930s block.

Inside it is the usual drab mix
of long corridors and small
offices.

But although the interior has
been stripped by its former
occupants, MI5 left behind
some clues that this was not
an ordinary office building.

A sign beneath a red warn-

ing in the car-park reads: ‘Sus-

pected hostile activity. Con-
sider counter measures.’

The walls of the central “reg-

istry" area, where files were
kept on potential security sus-

pects, are peppered with mir-

rors which allowed MIS agents
to see over their shoulders.

One large room on the sixth

floor is empty apart from a
maze of metal ducts from
which dangle thousands of

severed telephone wires. The
most likely explanation is that

the security service main-
tained its own telephone
exchange for surveillance.

Some legends about the
building have turned out to be

true. For example, ME5 did run
its own bar on the top floor -

known as the Grapevine - to

discourage agents from fre-

quenting local pubs.

But although the royal fam-

ily sheltered in the basement
during the second world war,
surveys have not uncovered
any traces of the underground
passage which was reputed to

have linked Curzon Street with
Buckingham Palace.

• Mitsubishi Estate, the Japa-
nese property company, has
taken full control of Paternos-

ter Square, the development
site next to St Paul's Cathedral
in the City of London. Mitsubi-

shi is paying £lm each to Grey-
coat the UK developer, and
Park Tower Realty of the US,
to buy out their interests in

the site, which has been await-

ing redevelopment for more
than a decade.
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Property losses hit Generale des Eaux
By John FHtkflng in Paris

G€a6rale des Eaux, the French
water, construction and com-
munications group, yesterday
announced a sharp fall in prof-
its for the first hah of 1996 and
warned that property losses for
the full year could reach
between FFr6bn and FFr7bn
(51.21bn to $1.41bn).

The company, one of several

casualties of France's
depressed property sector, said

it would probiddy suffer a loss
this year, against net profits of

FFr3.35bn In 1994. Mr Jean-
Marie Messier, managing direc-

tor, said losses would be offset

by receipts from a programme
of asset sales, and forecast a

strong rebound in warnings in
1996.

In the first half, Generate des

Eaux saw net profits fall to

FFr224-3m from FFrl.26bn in

the comparable period of 1994

- but excluding property and

construction losses, the result

was stable. Operating profits

rose by 4.5 per cent to

FFrl.87bn on sales of

FFr80.6bn. a rise of 10.8 per

cent.

In addition to the acute prob-

lems in the property sector, Mr
Messier said the company had
been hit by losses in its Ger-

man construction business.

These losses, mainly in roads

and environmental engineering

activities, were forecast to

result in a significant deficit

for the full year.

Industry analysts said Mr
Messier, who joined the group

last year and is preparing to

succeed Mr Guy Dejouany as

chairman, is seeking to resolve

problems in the company's

property activities.

He has already overseen the

absorption and recapitalisation

of Compagnie Immobiliere Phe-

nix, the company's troubled

property subsidiary, which suf-

fered a big loss in 1994.

Mr Messier claimed the pro-

visions and restructuring in

the property sector should be

completed by the end of the

year. He said G6nerale des

Eaux would Increasingly focus

on its strategic businesses,

expanding its international

water and electricity

operations and developing its

telecommunications activities

in France.

Generate des Eaux said it

had seen a strong expansion in

its water and services business
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overseas this year, including
contract awards in Puerto-

Rico, Malaysia and Australia.

Electricity sales in the US dou-

bled during the period.

Overall, international sales

grew by 17.5 per cent to

FFl24.4bn.

Mr Messier is aiming tobnild

the group into France’s second-

largest telecoms operator after

state-owned France TfelScom.

He said SFR, the group’s

mobile telecoms division and
one of France’s two mobile

operators, had significantly

increased its market penetra-

tion since the beginning of

1995. The cost of investment in

the network prompted an oper-

ating loss of FFr567m at SFR in

the first half.

Despite sluggish demand in

the construction sector, the
company said it was on course
to achieve its sales forecast of

FFrl63bn to FFrl65bn for the

full year, a rise of between 5
per cent and 6 per cent

Divorce settlement unsettles Nouvelles Frontieres
By Andrew Jack in Paris

A divorce is threatening to break the

long-standing stability in ownership of

one of France’s most successful tourism
companies for the first time since it was
founded in 1967.

A shareholder in Nouvelles Fron-
tieres, a privately-controlled tourist

operator, yesterday placed some of her
shares on the Paris stock market In

spite of the express intention of the
founder and chairman to keep his com-
pany out of public hands.
Mr Jacques Maillot the colourful

founder of Nouvelles Frontieres, hunt
his company with financial support
from a handful of childhood friends

who have remained almost its sole

shareholders ever since. Most continue

to work for the company.
It has grown to become one of the

best-known and most successful opera-

tors in France with an estimated turn-

over for the current year of FFr7.2bn

(S1.45bn) and 2.2m clients.

However, the ownership structure

was threatened after Mr Patrick Nottin,

a one-time boy scout friend of Mr Mail-

lot and an original shareholder in the

company, divorced his wife Catherine

Cadepond three years ago.

He gave half of his 13.9 per cent stake

to her, and at the start of this year sold

his shares to Mr Maillot for FFr5m. But
Ms Cadepond wanted far more money,
and had offered to sell her shares for

more than FFrlOOm - figures which Mr

Maillot described yesterday as "unrea-

sonable".

Ms Cadepond then decided to sell her

shares publicly, and introduced 10 of

her 566 shares to the hors-cote or off-

market exchange in Paris yesterday at

FFr73,350 each.

She can accept the highest bid by the

time the offer expires on Tuesday and
her advisers said she was likely to sen
her remaining shares in the same way
if the price were sufficiently attractive.

Leven, a Paris-based stockbroker
organising the quotation, estimates that

Nouvelles Frontieres is worth up to

FFrlAbn. However, in a letter from the

company at the start of the official pro-

spectus for the shares, Nouvelles Fron-

tieres criticised many aspects of the

offer and said the valuations were
excessive and "81111631".

Mr Maillot said yesterday he did not

rule out a partial flotation of the group
- or more likely some of its subsidiaries
- but pointed out that the existing

structure, in private hands, had worked
perfectly well until now.
He stressed that the group statutes

stated it had to approve any change in

share ownership, leaving open the
option for him to buy them from who-
ever makes an offer to Ms Cadepond.
He added that the company had never

paid a dividend, with ah the money
being re-invested in the group, and it

did not intend to change this policy. "I

am laid-back about the whole thing," he
said.

Groupe Bull cuts loss and expects break-even for year
By John Ridding

Groupe Bull, the French
computer manufacturer,
reduced its net losses from
FFr2. 22bn to FFr674m
(SI 70.69m J In the first nine
months of the year, and said it

was maintaining its target Of

break-even for 1995.

However, the resalt
prompted concern among
industry observers who had
forecast a stronger improve-
ment after the return to oper-

ating profit in the first half.

They said the performance in

the third quarter and the sharp
fall in sales in the group's two

core businesses, enterprise
systems and customer services,

demonstrated the fragility of
the recovery.

The state-controlled French
group, which has recently con-

cluded the sale of significant

equity stakes to international

partners including Motorola of

the US and NEC of Japan, has
lost more than FFr20bn over
the past five years. It has
implemented a radical restruct-

uring programme under the
chairmanship of Mr Jean-Marie
Descarpentries, who took
charge of the company in 1993.

Total sales, excluding divest-

ments, in the nine months

amounted to FFrl7.7bn,
against FFrl8.1bn in the same
period last year. However,
turnover at the two core busi-

nesses fell 12 per cent, while

sales in France declined 11 per
cent
Bull cited several positive

aspects of the performance
during the period, which saw
the operating loss shrink from
FFr893m to FFr417m.

It said its six designated high
growth businesses, which
include open systems and
systems integration, achieved
combined sales growth of 7 per
cent. Bull said growth was
especially satisfying in its

European operations outside
France.

The company said that three

out of every five Bull employ-
ees had became shareholders

in the group as part of its par-

tial privatisation, which was
launched earlier this year. The
tranche for personnel was
almost twice subscribed, for a
total value of FFrllBm.
The French group is

involved in a two-stage pri-

vatisation process, needed
partly to satisfy conditions
from the European Commis-
sion for a FFrilbn capital
increase which was approved
last year.

Last month. Motorola con-
firmed it would exercise an
option to take a stake of 17 per
cent in the group, having pre-

viously committed itself to a

10 per cent holding.

NEC of Japan and France
Telecom also have stakes
of 17 per cent, while several

other international groups
have smaller holdings in
BulL
The French government's

share of just over one-third of
Bull’s capital effectively gives

it control although a full pri-

vatisation will be achieved
through the sale of further
stakes in the company.

advance at

Metsa-Serla
By Hugh Camegy
in Stockholm

MetsS-Serta, one of Finland's

leading forestry industry

groups, yesterday joined its

rivals in announcing a big

jump in profits in the first

eight months of the year, but
investors worried about the

longevity of the cycle

remained unimpressed.
Metsa said profits after

financial items jumped from
FMSolm in the same period

last year to FM1.28bn
(US$300.9m). Sales were also

i up strongly, rising from
: FMGbn to FM8.4Sbn.

The results brought the com-
bined profits daring the parted

for the four top Finnish pulp
and paper groups to almost
FM7.8bu, compared with less

than FM3bn last

Metsfi said it expected the

recent sti oug upward trend in

product prices to continue and
forecast further improvement
in profitability during the
final four months of the year.

But Mets&'s most-traded B
share tell despite the results,

dosing down FM2.00 on the

day at FM162. Forestry shares

continued their recent down-
ward trend on both the Hel-

sinki and Stockholm stock
exchanges. The Helsinki for-

estry index fell almost 2 per

cent to 139433, far below its

level at the end of last month
when it stood at 2,096.4.

Investors are worried that

the upward price trend has
weakened and may have
peaked. They are also con-

caned that new investment in

paper capacity win come cm
stream just as the cycle is

turning down, undermining
prices.

Metsfi acknowledged that
price rises would be slower in

the near future than over the

past two years. It said a
run-down m stocks had caused
a depletion of order backlogs
for some products, but it said

it expected a resumption of
strong demand growth once
stocks had been run down.
Group operating profit at

Metsa rose from FM504m to

FML4bn in the period. AH file

group’s three main business
areas showed increased sales

j

and operating profits. I

Small investors :

,

back ADM as

board stands firm

A rcher Daniels Midland The easting board was reap,

bowed very slightly to pointed, despite protest votes

pressure from large representing more than 33mA rcher Daniels Midland

bowed very slightly to

pressure from large

shareholders on Thursday and

agreed to form a committee of

five directors to examine cor-

porate governance issues. But

the move was the only conces-

sion to protesting pension

funds at an annual meeting

where ADM’s Mr Dwayne
Andreas declared: “I*m the

chairman, and I make the rales

as I go along.”

ADM and Mr Andreas, have

been under fire since June for

not giving shareholders infor-

mation about a continuing gov-

ernment investigation into

alleged price-fixing at the com-

pany.
But the most vocal critics,

institutional shareholders
which hold nearly half of

ADM’s shares, were not at

Thursday's meeting, held in a

high-school gymnasium only

yards from ADM’s main pro-

cessing plant. Instead the

meeting was packed with

elderly residents who are long-

time shareholders and owe
their livelihoods to the
company.
“We don't think there's

much wrong here," said Mr
Bill Stocks, a local termer who
also sits on the board of a bank
and a grain elevator which do

; business with Archer Daniels.

“ADM has been awful good to

farmers here."

The row has escalated into a
protest over the structure of

the 17-member board, which is

stacked with ADM executives

and relatives of the Andreas
family.

ADM, with sales of $12.7bn

last year, is North America's
largest flour miller and com
processor, and operates the
world's biggest soyabean pro-

cessing plant in the Nether-

lands.

The 77-year-old Andreas
quickly quashed contributions

from the floor seeking manage-
ment reform. He was
applauded when he chastised

speakers for “imposing” on
attendees and ordered their

microphones shut down.
The only shareholder resolu-

tion before the meeting, a
motion to add more women
and minorities to the all-white

board, was roundly defeated.

The existing board was re-ap-

pointed, despite protest votes

representing more than 33m
*

shares, or about 6 per cat -

Just before the meeting the

board voted to doable ADM’s
cash dividend and repurchase

another 25m shares - moves
which bolstered the company’s
share price.

When Mr James Randall,
ADM’s president, took the
podium, he fumbled for a min.

ute with his microphone and
then said: “Excuse me. I’m
having trouble with my wire."

Nobody laughed, perhaps
because few caught the refer-

ence to Mr Mark Whitacre, the

former ADM executive . who
wore a secret microphone to

ADM meetings during his

three-year stint as an FBI
undercover agent
ADM has accused Mr Whit,

acre of embezzling S9m. Mr
Andreas disclosed that the
company's insurance would
cover the alleged theft He also

said ADM had initiated civil -

proceedings in Switzerland to -

recover about $4m of the lad
funds still held in bank
accounts controlled by Mr
Whitacre.

M r Brian Mulroney,-
farzoer prime minis-

ter of Canada and
now an ADM director., who
heads a special board commit-
tee formed to respond to the
government investigation,
gave a rousing defence of his

own and the board's indepen-

dence. Yet he admitted his

committee had not been asked
to carry out an independent
investigation of the anti-trust

matter.

He and Mr Andreas told

shareholders that legal consid-

erations linked to the govern-

ment inquiry and a raft of
related civil suits prevented
them from offering more
details on the company's situa-

tion.

As shareholders filed out of

the meeting several said they

had learned very little from
the gathering. One said: "The
company’s doing good, but the

stock would be doing better if

they were more up-front abort ,

this whole thing." c.

Laurie Morse

COMPANY NEWS: UK AND IRELAND

Ciro accuses Country
Casuals of ‘desperation’
By David Blackwell

Ciro Holdings has accused
Country Casuals, the women’s
wear manufacturer, of trying

to distract attention from its

14Qp a share cash offer.

“We are surprised by Coun-
try Casuals' sorry attempt to

continue to shift the focus
away from the cash offer” said

the group. “This smacks of des-

peration on the part of the
board."

Ciro's remarks follow further

statements from Country Casu-

als yesterday concerning the

amount of money that Mr John
Shannon, the former chief

executive of Country Casuals

who now heads Ciro, will make
if the £26An bid succeeds.

On Thursday, Ciro put out a

supplement to its offer docu-

ment which said that Mr Shan-

non would be paid £60,000 in

fees for arranging the financ-

ing. In the original offer docu-

ment, Mr Shannon, who is the

Superframe
downturn
to £42,000
Superframe, the St Albans-
bared manufacturer of acrylic

display systems, blamed reloca-

tion to new premises and prob-

lems with deliveries for a
sharp setback in interim prof-

its, writes Graham Delfer.

This, coupled with a cautions
statement on current trading

Cram Mr Andy Gilbert, chair-

man. saw the shares drop 5p to

40p. This compares with a
flotation price in March of

5Qp.
On turnover down some 8

per cent at £L74m, pre-tax prof-

its for the first half of the year

dropped from £152,310 to
£41,877.

Mr Gilbert said that growth

in the seasonally favourable
]

second half would emanate
from new product sales. He
warned, however, of “uncer-

tainty among some of our
retail customers, resulting in

both orders and deliveries for

new products being slower
than anticipated".

An uncovered interim divi-

dend of 0.7p is declared. Earn-

ings per share were 0.48p
<136p).

Country Casuals

Share price since flotation ralatlva

to the FT-SE-A General FtotaHere

Sauce: FT Extol

biggest Country Casuals share-

holder with 19 per cent, said he
would pay himself £128,100 in

compensation to settle his
claims following the board-

room row that preceded his

resignation.

Yesterday Country Casuals,

which publishes its defence
document next week, said the

two payments meant an extra

5p a share for Mr Shannon. It

also described his determina-
tion to pay himself compensa-
tion as “a contradiction of the

normal standards of corporate
governance" and suggested
that the maximum he would
get from an industrial tribunal

would be £12,333.

Next week's defence docu-
ment will reiterate Country
Casuals' commitment to Elvi,

its lossmaking brand for larger

women which caused part of

the row with Mr Shannon.
Ciro said on Thursday that it

would “dispose of or discon-
tinue the business of Elvi" not
later than six months after tak-

ing it over.

Country Casuals said yester-

day that it would “demonstrate
that Elvi has significant poten-

tial". The board was also con-

cerned about “the damaging
uncertainty which Mr Shan-
non's comments could have oil

Elvi".

Low-class roots and high-class profits
John Murray Brown explains why family links keep Fyffes at the top of a rough trade

N ot long ago, it was the Europe’s second largest main fresh produce market difficulties prevail On top of FyffeB
view of institutional banana and general produce And unlike others in the sec- that, there is the political

.
.
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investors that the operation. tor which have diversified, uncertainly, with the US nhal- Banana sales
4043 boxes, mSSons
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CableTel wins fresh

Welsh franchise
By Raymond Snoddy

International CableTel, one of
the UK's largest cable opera-
tors and the first to be quoted,

has consolidated its Welsh
interests with the award of a
new 800.000-home franchise in

Gwent and Glamorgan.
The licence has gone to

CableTel South Wales, a 60:40

joint venture with South Wales
Electricity.

It will pay £104488 a year for

the 15-year “local delivery

licence" plus 2 per cent of qual-

ifying revenue for the ghrth to

tenth years and 4 per cent for
the remainder of the period.

The venture already operates

a franchise covering more than

300.000 homes in Cardiff, New-
port and West Glamorgan.
Mr Terry Ryan, managing

director of CSW, said yesterday
the new licence was an impor-

tant part of a strategy of

expanding its ability “to pro-

vide a true choice for tele-

phony, television, data and
multimedia services through-
out south Wales".

The investment needed to

build a cable network to
300.000 homes is about £100m.
much of which will be met out
of cash flow from subscribers.

CableTel also recently won
the right to cable Northern
Ireland as a single franchise

covering more than 500,000

homes.

N ot long ago, it was the

view of institutional

investors that the
McCann family would have to

loosen its grip on the top man-
agement of Fyffes, the Dublin-

based international fruit and
vegetable distribution com-
pany.

As Mr Neil McCann prepares
to step down as chief executive

at the end of this month, hand-
ing over to his two sons. Carl
and David, the family connec-
tion is seen as the driving force

for the company's success.

The change in investor senti-

ment in part reflects the com-
pany's solid profits perfor-
mance, in a difficult market for

bananas, its main product It is

also a measure of the poor
record of Fyffes's main rivals.

Geest, the UK-based fruit

trader, has suffered a string of

setbacks which some analysts

trace to the end of the Geest
family interest, while US mul-
tinationals tikp Chiquita mis-
read the market and became
overstretched in the expecta-
tion of bigger quotas with the
introduction of the European
Union's single market in 1993.

“Knowledge of the banana
business is far more important
than any worries about how
much of the company the fam-
ily controls*" says a London
analyst
The 71-year-old founder will

certainly be a bard act to fol-

low, having transformed what
was in the 1950s a small Dun-
dalk-based wholesaler into

Europe's second largest
banana and general produce
operation.

In 1986, Fruit Importers of

Ireland, the McCann family
company, bought the UK-based
Fyffes group from Chiquita for

I£26m, at a time when FITs
own market value was only
IElSrn. Since then, sales have
risen from I£154m to close to

I£lbn (£l.Q2bn), the forecast

figure for the current year.
Fyffes has seen earnings per
share grow on average more
than 5 per rant a year since

1990.

‘Anyone who lives

above a fruit

company in hot
weather knows

how unpleasant it

can be9

“Fyffes would be seen in the
trade as slightly different,”
says Mr McCann. “The rest
would be regarded as ‘office

hours' and slightly bureau-
cratic. Fresh produce is a night
and day business, and it's an
attitude that families retain.”

The company is proud of
what Mr McCann calls its “low-
class" roots. The company
headquarters is still located in
the fruit-littered street just off
the Liffey quayside, in Dublin's

main fresh produce market
And unlike others in the sec-

tor which have diversified,

Fyffes has remained focused on
its core activities, while
expanding through acquisition.

For all that. Mr McCann
would be the first to admit be
could have done more for the

cause of “investor relations,"

although his explanation is

characteristically direct “I

think we're so busy selling

bananas that we probably
don't give much effort to sell-

ing the company to investors."

In 1991, the company, egged
on by increasingly anxious
institutions, appointed a new
chief executive - Mr John Cal-

laghan, senior partner of a
local accountancy firm. He
stepped down two years later.

Although both parties agreed
not to discuss the break-up
publicly, Mr McCann concedes
the move was ill-judged.

“1 think we made a mistake
and I think he made a mistake.
The fruit trade is a rather spe-

cial business. It requires an
urgency. Prices change by the
hour, by the minute. It's more
like the bookies at the races,”
he says.

Mr McCann's own departure
inevitably raises questions
about the capabilities of the
second generation in a difficult
trading climate.

In developed markets like
the EU, consumption remains
flat and in the less sophisti-
cated areas like eastern
Europe, logistic and payment

difficulties prevail On top of

that, there is the political

uncertainty, with the US chal-

lenging the EU’s banana
regime, which gives preferen-

tial access to African, Carib-

bean and Pacific bananas.
Fyffes is certainly better

placed than its competitors,
sourcing about half of its sup-
plies from AGP countries and
half from “dollar” producers in
Latin America.
Mr McCann sees no early

end to the EU regime. Nonethe-
less, Fyffes appears anxious to

position itself for the return to
a free market in bananas and
has made a number of acquisi-
tions in Germany and the
Netherlands, which have no
links with former banana
growing colonies and therefore
buy dollar bananas.
The timing has been fortu-

itous too, with interest rates
easing - diminishing the
attractions of holding high
cash positions. Mr McCann
says asset prices have also sta-

bilised, after the “sffly" levels
reached in the wake of the
acquisition spree of Mr Asil
Nadir, the Turkish Cypriot
head of Polly Peck Interna-
tional Fyffes had a “good hard
look" at Del Monte when the
PPI administrators were
looking for buyers, but Mexi-
can investors outbid Fyffes. Mr
McCann would be interested
again

, but only in buying the
brand.

Ironically the share price has
remained fairly flat since 19%
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when Dole, the US fruit con-
glomerate, bid l£420m for
Fyffes, and when strong stock
buying “discounted a couple of
years of earnings in a couple of
weeks”, as one analyst remem-
bers. The shares closed yester-
day at 104p - valuing the com-
pany at l£36A3m - against
at the time of the Dole bid.
The banana industry is

enjoying a modest comeback,
with athletes and tannic play-
ers promoting the fruit’s
health properties. Mr McCann
ruefully observes: “It wasn't
the companies that did any-
thing; it just happened. It may
look romantic but its still a
rough trade with long hours.
Anyone who lives above a fruit
company in hot weather knows
how unpleasant it can be."

Changes to FT-SE 100 and Mid 250 Index

The FT-SE Actuaries UK
Indices Committee' has
approved that Fisons be
replaced by London Electricity

in the FT-SE 100, following the

announcement that the Rhone-

Poulenc Rorer offer for

Fisons has become uncondi-

tional in all respects.

London Electricity will be
replaced by London Clubs
International in the FT-SE Mid
250. London Clubs will also

become a constituent of the

FT-SE Actuaries 350 Higher
Yield Index.

Molyneux
doubles

to £2.31m
Molyneux Estates, the property

investment company, more
than doubled pre-tax profits

from El.llm to £231m in the

year to June 23, on turnover

ahead 56 per cent to £73m.
At the year-end, die value of

the portfolio, which Mr David

Lewis, chairman, said was well

spread geographically and

comprised about liSm sq ft of

net accommodation, amounted
to £983m (£61.6m).

Earnings per share came
through at 4.61p (2-6ip) and a

proposed final dividend of L75p

makes a total of 335p (2p).

Holmes & Marchant
Holmes & Merchant Group, the
marketing and communica-
tions consultant, said that
mainly because of a shortfall
In sales, results for the second
half would offset the £200,000

profits made in the six months
to March 3L
The shares fell 5‘4p to 6%p.
That outcome was produced

by a reduction or deferral of
about 4 per cent in sales, the
company said, because of its

high operational and finnnrial

gearing. Accordingly, it had
reduced overheads by about
£500,000.

GTI Corporation
GTI Corporation, the US sub-
sidiary of Telemetrix, the sup-
plier of specialised electronic

NEWS DIGEST

components, raised net income
from continuing operations
from $1.52m to S2.45m (£L58m)
in the third quarter to Septem-
ber 30, giving a nine months
figure of $3-74m ($3.39m).
GTI, which is quoted on Nas-

daq, turned in third quarter
sales of S353m ($27_2m) mgking
$95.3m ($73.3m) for nixie
months, while earnings per
share - including discontinued
operations - came to 28 cents
(20 cents) and 46 cents (47
cents) for the respective peri-
ods.

First Maryland np
Allied Irish Banks said its First
Maryland Bancorp unit
reported third-quarter net
Proa of $3lm (£20m), up from
52&-5m a year earlier.
Net profit for the nine

months to September 30 was
588.7m, up from $82.7m.

NatWest sells K3
National Westminster Bank
has announced the sale of K3
Group, a subsidiary of Manage-
ment Computing Services (for-
merly Centre-file), to IBM UK
for £7ttL

K3 is a supplier of software
and support services, primarily
to the insurance and building
society markets.

Animex loss
Costs relating to its recent list-
ing and substantial upgrading
of production facilities in Rus-
sia left Animex, the Dublin-
baaed oil exploration and pro-
duction company, with a net
loss of $295386 (£190,959) for

the first half of 1995, against a
$348,070 profit last time.

Sales were static at $536m
because of an upgrading pro-
gramme. Loss® per share were
*037 ($1.04).

Following the agreement to
participate in a second develop-
ment in the Komi republic at
Kirtayel, Animex's net proven
and probable reserves have
increased to 38m barrels of oil
equivalent

Grosvenor placing
Grosvenor Inns has placed
662,999 new shares at 219p to
raise about gi.am

. Je shares were placed with
institutions and represented
4.99 per cent of the current
issued capital.

Proceeds would finance fur-
ther pub acquisitions.
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COMMODITIES AND AGRICULTURE
WEEK IN THE MARKETS

* Squeeze
slows LME
copper fall
Concern about a shortage of
{“mediately available supplies
helped the copper market to
regain some of this week’s
sharp fall yestenlay morSSg*
*»* the bearish tone wS
quickly reasserted.
The three months delivery

price at the London Metal
Exchange bounced to *2714 atonne at one stage, but by the
close it was back to £L283.5o
up $2 on the day and down $81
on the week. Reflecting the
supply tightness the cash pre-mium, or ‘'backwardation”
widened out to $79 tonne
before lunch time, compared
with $68 at Thursday’s close
and $24 in mid-week.

WAREHOUSE STOCKS
(As at Thursday's doao)
Inmeg

Akatrirdum *11575 10 534.450
Aluminium alloy +940 10 47,980
Copper +4.H25 to 161.550
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-990 IO54JJ90
-2.450 to 730.150

7*1 -65 to 14420
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In view of the widening
backwardation - a reversal of
the normal “contango" situa-
tion. where the cash position
trades at a discount, reflecting
the costs (storage. Insurant
and lost interest) of holding
physical metal - LME officials

are closely monitoring the cop-
per market
“We are looking a bit more

closely at copper because the
backwardation is for nearby
dates as well as the forward
dates,” said Mr David King the
chief executive. But be added:
“We are not overly concerned”.
Traders told the Reuters

news agency that the flare-up

in the backwardation over the
latter stages of this week
reflected the perception that
there was a large cash pricing

requirement in the market
“Pricing” involves purchasing
cash metal to cancel earlier

hedging sales, thereby fnring

the effective cost of physical

purchases.

However, the high ««h pro-

WEEKLY PRICE CHANGES
Latest Change Ynr
prices on wwk ago

mium encouraged speculators
to “lend” metal to the market
by selling cash and buying for-

ward, which capped the price
rise.

Other LME metals followed
copper's gyrations. The three
months delivery aluminium
price jumped to $1,700 a tonne
early yesterday but closed at
$1,646, down $23 on the day
and $60.50 on the week.
News of a sharpish rise in

LME stocks of the metal was
cancelled out by the Interna-
tional Primary Aluminium
Institute's reporting of a smalt
er-than-expected increase in
primary production in Septem-
ber.

At the London bullion mar-
ket the gold price ended the
week with a test of the bottom
end of its recent restricted
trading range. The price closed
yesterday at $382 a troy ounce,
down 25 cents on the day and
$2-20 on the week. Most of the
fall happened on Thursday,
when a wave of investment
fund and commission house
selling sent the price to a six-

week low of $181.45 at the
afternoon "fixing".

“There is still good demand
under the market,” a dealer
told Reuters at that time,
adding that the move looked
the more dramatic because of
the near moribund state of the
precious metals markets
recently.

Yesterday some traders were
suggesting that a test of sup-
port at $380 was likely before
the market made any further

attempt on the upside. “! think

people had got a touch compla-
cent about the precious metals,
leaving them vulnerable to a
move like that seen on Thurs-
day,” one dealer said. “Senti-

ment has turned a touch bear-
ish and it could fall another
dollar or so, but I would look
to buy into any dips,” he
added.

At the London Commodity
Exchange cocoa and coffee
futures staged modest rallies

this week, but both were a lit-

tle easier yesterday.

Cocoa market operators were
cautious sellers as they ner-
vously awaited this weekends
elections in the Ivory Coast,

the world's biggest producer.

Richard Mooney

High

Gold ptt trey az. £382.00 -020 £390.70 *394 *373
SSver per hoy oz 338JCp -3.40 32fiJ50p 375u50p 2G7$0p
Aluminium 09.7% (cadi) $1609.5 -82^ S1734J50 S214O50 *1809.50
Copper Grade A (cash) £2762.5 -60X1 $255250 $321000 S270ZB0
Lead (cash) 3650^ +6D SKIOO 5892.50 SS3850
Nickel (cash) 17865.0 +25.0 $6877.5 *10160 $69475
Zinc SHG (cash) $858.0' -18.5 £1067.5 51208J *958.0
Tin (cash) S817DD •oao $5520.0 £7175.0 Mwsn
Cocoa Futures Dec $018 +19 $961 *1050 5830
Coffee Future Nov $8388 +29 $8863 $3297 *2354
Sugar (LDP Raw) *308.6 15 $3173 $378.1 $2892
BaleyFuturwiMav .*110.75 _*aix> S10425 *113.00 JS1O2J0.
Wheaf Fu&mre Now

~
£12025 +4.05 $10725 $12025 *11150

Colton Outioofc A Index 8BB0C -025 73.60c 1l6i60c BS55c
Wool (64& Supari 445p -6 440p 532p 475p
ON (Brent Btend) $15,705 -0.205 $1625 £19.01 *15.06
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WORLD BOND PRICES

BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
Red Day's

Coupon Data Price change YWd ago
Month
HO

Australia 7.500 07/Q5 BQ5500 -8190 843 845 878
Austria 6575 06/05 98.4300 -8050 855 750 881
Belgium 8500 03/05 962700 -8220 755 758 7.03

Canada* 8.750 12/05 1087500 -1.100 7.77 7.56 810
Denmark 7.000 12/04 942800 -8420 750 755 751
France BTAN 7.750 04AM 1083750 -0.130 654 887 882

OAT 7.750 1005 1015500 -0280 755 750 7.37

Germany Bund 6575 05/05 102.4600 -8070 851 654 858
Ireland CWl 10/04 87.7500 -0500 823 819 8.14

Italy 10500 04AJ5 822000 -1580 115OT 11.42 11.10

Japan No 129 6.400 03AM 1281520 -0.180 151 151 151

NO 174 4500 09AM 1125230 -8200 250 2.71 252
Netherlands 7.000 08/05 1025300 -0560 857 852 860
Portugal 11.875 02AM 1035200 -0230 11.22 11.19 11.08

Spain 10.000 02/05 945700 -0560 1050 1051 10.87

Sweden 6.000 02AM 881810 -0280 827 ’ 958 953
LIKGUte 8500 12AM 101-20 -10/32 750 750 756

8500 12/05 102-10 -17/32 816 807 754
9500 lo/oe 105-27 -18/32 828 818 752

US Treasury * 8500 oaA» 103-19 -8/32 801 556 818
6575 06/25 107-05 -12/32 834 620 852

ECU (French Govt} 7500 04/D5 983800 -0.120 7.7
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ECONOMIC DIARY - FORWARD EVENTS

TODAY: Ulster Unionist Party

holds its annual conference in

Portrush. Informal meeting of

European Union (EU) environ-

ment ministers in Spain. Start

of London Fashion Week.

TOMORROW: Clocks go tack

one hour in the UK and

Ireland. Swiss general elec-

tions. Berlin state elections.

Government leaders from six

countries, that border the

Mekong river meet in Bangkok

for trade talks.

MONDAY: Gross domestic

product (preliminary estimate-

third quarter). US budget defi-

cit (September). EU finance

ministers meet in Brussels. Mr

Bill Clinton. US president,

hosts visit by Mr Boris Yeltsin.

Russian president. European

Parliament in plenary session

in Strasbourg (until'October

27). EU agriculture ministers

meet in Luxembourg (until

October 25). Singapore. Kuala

Lumpur markets closed for

holiday. Mining and metal

industry executives from all

over the world are converging

on London today for “metals

week”. Institute of Directors

holds conference “Hong Kong;

Best for Business" at HiJton

Hotel, Park Lane, London.

TUESDAY: Monthly digest of

statistics (OctoberV CB1 indus-

trial trends survey (October).

Six German research Institutes

issue economic report
WEDNESDAY: Bricks and
cement production and deliv-

eries (third quarter). Mortgage
possession actions and orders

(third quarter). US existing

home sales (September). Span-

ish parliament votes on bud-

get US/Japan car makers meet
in Tokyo. SNCF railways

strike. Taipei, Bombay bourses

closed for holiday.

THURSDAY: New earnings

survey - 1995 Part C: Analyses

by industry- New vehicle regis-

trations (September). Energy
trends (August). US durable
goods (September). EU fish-

eries council meets in Luxem-
bourg. Meeting in Beijing on
China/Hong Kong trade after

1997. ICI interim figures.

FRIDAY: Major British bank-

ing groups' mortgage lending

(September). Digest of Agricul-

tural Census statistics for UK
(1994). US gross domestic prod-

uct (third quarter-advance).

Malaysian budget presented.

Meeting of EU- employment
and social affairs ministers in

Cordoba {until October 29).

BASE METALS
LONDON METAL EXCHANGE
(Prion Iran Arndgamated Mauri TfwSng)

ALUMNtUM, 99.7 PURITY ($ par tonne)

Precious Metals continued
GOLD COMEX (TOO Trpy az.; S/!rt»y ag-l

GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
WHEAT LC£ g par taring)

SOFTS
COCOA LCE (Etamd

MEAT AND LIVESTOCK
LIVE CATTLE CME (40,000tbe; cents/lbs)

Cosh 3 irtfu

Oon 16085-10.5 1645-47

Previous 1632-34 1868-70

High/low 1700/1648

AM Official 1854-55 1681-82
Kerb ctaae T656-6
Open M. 313,407

ToM ddy turnover 64.029

ALUMDOUM ALLOY 0 per tonne)

Ctosa 1370-90
.

1410-30
Previous 1385-95 1425-30
HJflft/low 1450

AM Official 1400-10 1440-50

Kerb dose 1420-30

Open Ira. 3,136

Total dapy turnover 1247

LEAD (S per tonne)

Clone 650-51 650-51

Prevkas 648-50 640-49.5

MJghtov 854 655/851

AM Official 654-54.5 053-53,5

Kerb ctoee 654-5
Open toL 32.439

Total Only Hanover 8470

NICKEL fS per tome)

Close 7880-70 7960-90
Previous 7870-80 7085-805

Wflh/iow 8010 8170/B010
AM Official 7995-3000 8130-40
Kerb dose 6000-10
Open hit. 44.963

Total dally turnover 9575

TEI ($ per tonne}

Ctoeo 8165-76 6230-40
Previous 6105-15 6175-30
HtgMow 6205/6195 6265/6190
AM Official 6205-10 6265-70
Kerb dose 6200-20
Open im. 18273
Total duly turnover 2.185 '

2INC, apodal high (pad* (S per tonne)

Close B675-585 981-82

Previous 9645-55 QfHtpQ

Htgh/tow 968 992/977
AM Official 967558 991-81.5

Kart) does 975-77
Open to. 80277
Tent doly turnover 8579

COPPER, grade A ($ per tonne)

Close 2760-65 2683-84
Previous 2745-50 2681-32
HtoiAow 2810/2775 2715/2883
AM Offldal 2807-12 2713-16
Kerb dose 2685-88

Open to 180.188

Total dsNy turnover 87.778

LME AM Official E/S ratse 15715
LME Ctodng E/S rate: 15770

Sob w* Opn s«n Dafi OffiB sen najre up* SOI 8aJ*» Opm
price danga ffigb fare VW M (dee effiags Hgh law M id price 1rireags Hgh law «M fat prim dwoge Hfafa law Wd M

Od 3622 +84 381* 100 252 Ml* 120*5 +1*0 12025 T1B50 197 1*62 Dac 916 -3 830 9ii 1509 22.702 net 66.400 -0.025 (£.450 56300 1321 2*83
Ore 384.1 +03 3MJ 3834 45.135 106*44 Jm 12290 +135 122*5 12235 98 2*41 (Mr 947 -2 959 942 2*07 32.723 Ore 97*75 -0*25 67*00 67*50 3306 20*94
Fab 3881 +03 3862 38*3 2.456 24JBZB far 12475 +U0 13485 124.15 144 1*Z0 an 955 - 976 960 343 15.421 to 66*00 -0*75 66*00 66.673 1*49 14*99

ms 0.3 38*3 3880 200 am fay 13075 +130 126.75 12035 222 2.130 M 962 +1 989 977 115 4,425 Apr 87.100 -0*50 57300 86.975 591 8*23
tea 391.1 +0.3 390* 380.8 489 10945 jd 12035 +175 - - 135 74 8«P 908 - 1005 897 437 21,404 Jm 61175 -0*25 83375 63.125 563 3*60
Mi me +03 _ 43 2*70 Sffi 10075 +1*0 10075 109.75 10 21 Me 1017 +2 1025 1014 89 6*63 Cl *00 +0*50 61*00 61.750 88 1*04
ToOti 48*62131,117 TtW 205 fl*B8 .ToM 7*14110*27 ToM a/A nffi

P1ATWUM NYMEX (50 Troy oe.; S/ttoy oe.) WHEAT GST [S.OOOtxi mtn; centa/6M> DuShel)

Spot I57SS3mttK 1-5729 6 mBE 1.5606 9 mbs: 1.5682

HIGH GRADE COPPER (COMEX)

San Open

price umvi ffigh Low Vfii M
0d 128.10 +6*0 128.10 12110 487 993

Hev 12885 +5.15 126*5 121*0 31 1379
Dec 124*5 +175 12100 120*0 10*82 22*27

Jm 12175 +130 12175 121.B0 IE 57G

Mi 122.85 +2*5 122.05 12020 5 431

Mar 121.85 +2.40 122.10 118*0 901 5.454

Tdd 11*83 38,130

PRECIOUS METALS
LONDON BULLION MARKET

(Prices supplied by N M RothschacQ

Od 410.9 -03 4100 4100 13 470
Jm 409* -03 4105 407* 2*03 20.520
Apr -0* 411* 4000 32 1*53
Jd 411.1 -0* 409* 409* 9 1*11
Dd 411* -0* 410* 410* 110 1Z6
Tdd

. 2*81 24380

PALLADIUM NYMEX (100 Troy az^SArayozJ

DM 13150 -0.10 13735 136*0 337 4*95
Mar 13100 138.2S 13HJ5 32 1*44
Jm 139*5 -030 - _ SO 125

Tdd see b.184

SILVER COMEX (ftOOO Troy oil; Centa/troy os.)

oa 5340 +4* _ 526* 155 136
Dm 537* +18 5380 5310 13*95 82.763
Jm S3&7 +3* - - 8 35
War 5416 +3* 544* 539* 683 14*14
dw 547* +1B 545* 545* SB 6*21
Jd 551.4 +3* 550* 550* 30 6/473

Told 14*53104,733

ENERGY
CRUDE OB. NYMEX (42JM0 US gate SAtornsQ

Luted Days Open
Afcdeimd M0

fav 17*1 -0.11 17/40 17.14 30373 28358
DM 17*1 -0*6 1714 1195 51399102,031

Jan 16.90 -005 1701 16*3 13*98 48*14
Feb 15*4 -0.06 16.05 18*0 1495 22*18
MPT mat -003 16*2 18*0 1,737 17*45
Apr 16*2 -fin? 16*9 18*0 - 373 13338
Tdd 107*77346381

CRUDE OIL IPE (SAxvreO

idest DRfte 0P“
prtet change Mgh Law Vol M

Dm 1EL7S -005 15*5 1174 1 9*41 68.451

Jm 15*9 -0*5 1581 15.B5 6*79 36*16
Feb 15*3 -006 15.72 15*6 418 11*47
aire 1140 -Oil 15*2 1149 83 7*01

Apr 1155 +0*1 15.71 IIS 411 3.454

Mar 15.45 -005 15*6 1145 312 1*40
Tom 20*95140*88

m HEATING OIL NYMEX (42*00 US Bate: C/US gdEL)

lafad byte 0pm
prim donge Hgh law Vd fat

Nw 4835 +0.10 4045 48*5 11*01 32*57
Dm 48.70 +0.15 4185 48*0 11*78 41413
Jm 49.10 +014 4130 4805 5*36 35.633M 4BJB +014 4021 48*0 2364 18*72

Her 4835 +0*9 48*0 4116 742 6*61

Ad 4735 +004 47*1 4731 545 1762
Tttd 35*80160*82

GAS OB. IPE (SAoneS)

Sett dm* Opee

price cfm«e M* Law Vd Id

Nn 14635 -050 146.75 14175 1491 35*41

Dm 147*0 -035 147*0 14635 2,167 22*35
Jen 14735 -035 147.50 146*D 1*95 21/442

Feb 14775 +035 147.75 14735 623 6,412

Uar 147*0 - 14735 147*0 227 1650
Apr 146*0 - '

146*0 14635 79 1.433

Tdd 8*38 91443

NATURAL GAS IIYMEX (10*00 mnfitiL; S/imaBau

DM 508.75 +1.25 611-50 50150 21.0® 56.00

Mar 515.00 +1.25 5l?*0 S1Q50 10.606 29.414

Kq 477.00 *1.00 477S0 47150 764 3,401M 433.00 -050 43500 43000 2683 12.419

Sop 434.00 - 436.00 43150 712 >£37

DM 44250 -050 44800 44250 219 559

TOM 104*99 3M76
MAIZE C8T (5*00 bu min; cerc/568> hu3twt)

Dm 332.75 -075 33350 3302S 59*93214.901

liar 33750 +050 33850 335425 54.612 169.967

Bay 33655 +050 337.25 33440 4.909 28.938

Jot 33250 +050 333.75 330.50 6.062 43,151

Sap 29650 -150 297.25 29500 374 6JM6
DM 27600 -125 28600 27750 2*54 20.150

TaM 484,106100542

BARLEY LCE (C per tome)

COCOA CSCE (10 tornon; Vtonnes)

Dm

LIVE HOGS CME (40*00*0; Mota/toa)

1314 -S 1330 1307 M34 21761 Od 41400 -0325 41650 45*75 1323 2*66
1345 1361 .1341 2*04 21*35 Dm 44*25 -0*25.41400 44.750 3318 13*86
1366 -4 1332 1863 37B 8*74 Fd) 47*00 -0475 48400 47*75 708 7*64
1388 -5' 1402 1401 32 1454 Apr 47*75 -0*00 47.700 47*00 IBS 2*76
1410 -7 - - 20 6300 Jm 52*75 -0325 62650 52400 86 2*97
1438 -7 - 1440 153 6370 Jd -0350 52450 52200 18 1*79

Sap
Dec
1MB
cocoa (ICCQ) (SDffa/toma)

10538 73^409 Total K7A JVA

Del IB
.94146

Pnw. day

924.15

PORKBSLUES CME (40*00*0; centa/lbs)

M
MB’
Hay

COFFEE LCEfS/tormeJ

Ha* 11175 +0.75 110.75 110*0 21 $46

Jm 114.15 +0*0 11425 11180 53 821

Uar 11140 +1.00 116*0 11125 28 611

day 11840 +1.T5 - - 161

10150 +1*0 _ -

tent 109 75 +275 — - -

Tflld 102 2.139

SOYABEANS CBT (5,000*1 ran; CdttGOfa DtiStid)

Nov 67225 +625 675*0 663*0 39*46 67*17
Jm +825 68100 674.00 12711 47.713

Mr 691*0 +7.75 894 00 683*0 4246 24279
Iter G962S 775 69800 68850 1.427 8,743

Jd 701*0 +7.HJ 70250 69175 1/464 11*80
»»g 697.00 +6*0 697*0 69300 12 172

2383 -13 2420 2380 877 7,199

2329 -17 2372 2325 1*59 10*45
2274 -27 2320 2270 749 5*04
2213 -40 2265 2212 224 IKOft

2175 -35 2399 2700 - 433

2145 -33 2168 2168 - 264

2*09 27*31

82*00 +0*25 63.160 61*50 1.106 5*68

62.800 +0*25 82*00 61*50 153 680

63400 -0.160 61675 62.600 26 203

84.700 -0.160 64.700 63.400 17 544

81*00 -0.600 61.800 61*00 11 43

N/A m

7«tB 171534 BUM
SOYABEAN OIL CBT (60*009jk cents/lb)

COFFBE X? CSCE (37*00fea; cante/tto)

Dae 12455 -050 12540 12180 420B 15,031

Mar 12255 -050 123.00 12005 971 9,482

May 121.75 -050 122.40 120*0 145 2.481

JM 12250 -050 12250 12250 13 5W
Sep 12225 - 12025 12625 5 310

Dac 123.75 - 12250 12250 - 64

TOM 630 27,888

COFFEE (ICO) (US came/pound)

Oct 19 Prim Pm. day

Comp. [My 12220 12060

15 Day avenge 11633 118.78

ToM

LONDON TRADED OPTIONS
Strike price $ tome — Calls Puta—

ALUMINIUM

0d 28 47 -022 2874 2545 +» 157 M No7 PflEMA
Dm 26*1 -0 02 26*5 2863 7*88 31540
Jm 20*0 -0*4 27*3 26.7+ 1*05 12*43 Jm 1325

Mar 27 08 +0*2 2720 2595 1*30 10*44 Mar 10*0

an 27*0 +0*5 27*7 27.10 337 1410 May 11*5

Jd 27*5 +0.05 2745 27*5 302 3206 Jd 11*5

Tfltel 07*88 rl.sn Tdd

SOYABEAN MEAL CBT (100 tom: S/ton) WHITE SUGAR LCE (8/toreio)

Dd 203* +Z1 204* 2010 1.182 534 DM 346* -1.1 3500 3414 473 7,740

Dec 2089 +42 210* 2M.7 16*66 41876 Mar 328* +0.1 3289 533 11234

Jm 2093 +1* 210.4 2015 4232 15287 May 324.6 +01 2216 323* 528 4*07

Mar 209* +10 211.S enen 2*00 11.086 *n 321* +03 3211 133 1*86

day 2085 +2.3 2102 206* 1.183 5*86 0d nrpf] DJ +97 n 290* 119 2*47

Jd 209* +2* 2107 2087 1*23 4JOB Dm 2892 +0* 289* 2881 - 719

Total 86*33 27*82 Total 1JT9 30,178

M POTATOES LCE (EAcame) SUGAR 11' CSCE (IlSJXXXbs; oerta/bs)

Her 184* 3 Mar 1067 -001 1074 10*2 6*62 67*96

Mar 280* Hay 1059 - 1064 10*5 1*55 18*11

Apr 272* +1* 2711 271* 147 1.157 Jd 1048 -0*2 10*3 1045 819 13*20

Nay 312.5 6 Od 1045 -0*1 1050 1043 525 13*23

Jm 360* liar 1040 -0*2 10.42 1040 381 7*76

Tdd 147 1,165 ToM 1242121,138

FREIGHT (B1FFEX) LCE (Sld/mdex point) COTTON NYCE (5Q.OOO(ba: oants/lte)

(99.7%) LME Dec Feb Dec Feb
iqnn 153 123 10 58
1600 _ ..— 90 73 38 105
17D0 __ _ 33 40 88 170

M COPPER
(Grade AJ.LME Dec Fet> Dec Feb
2*00 140 126 33 61

2700 _ 80 76 72 its
9nnn 40 43 131 173

M COFFEE LCE Jan Mar Jan Mar

1600 731 684 2 10
Tiwn 682 638 3 14
1700 — ... _... 633 893 4 10

COCOA LCE Dec Mar Dec Mar

875 50 90 s 18
arm 33 73 17 26
OK 20 58 29 96

M BRENT CRUDE IPE Nov Dec Nov Dec

1550 - 44 - 15
1600 - 14 . 34
1650

.

- 2 - 72

LONDON SPOT MARKETS
CRUDE OH. FOB (per baneVDee) +or

Dm
Jm
*>r

JM
ToM

1615

1570
1561'

1569

1561

1440

1668 1179

-3 1620 1615 4 507 DM 8148 +050 84*5 62*3 7*26 25*47

+5 1585 1560 46 580 ite 6153 +0/0 84.60 6270 2.1T1 11634

+8 1555 68 246 Hay 84*5 +070 84*0 82*0 445 7*27

-4 1575 1555 60 1.192 Jd 8190 +0*0 84.60 6100 1*27 5*09

+6 1575 1555 36 1,056 Od 73.15 +0*0 78.60 7160 52 1*17

+2 1450 1435 32 290 Dec 76*0 +0.10 76*0 75*0 287 8*32

H7 3*87 Tdd 12,123 81963

ORANGE JUICE NYCE f15,000fc3; cents/fae)

GoUfTroy az) S price £ equiv SFr equiv

Ctoeo 38150-382^0
Opening 381.80-38220

Morning fbc 381.B5 24257E 439.357
Afternoon fix 361.75 242.335 438531
Day's High 38200-38240
Day's Low 381*0-382*0
Previous dose 38210-38240

loco Ldn Moon QoM Landtag Rates (Vs USS)

DM

Feb

Latest Day's

pries Mange Mgh

1.736 +0.013 1.745

1512 +O.Q23 1515

15S4 +0513 1585
1506 +0507 1510
1.784 +5012 1.768

1.708 +0.012 1.710

FUTURES DATA
Alt Mima data supplied by CMS

Apr

ToM

UNLEADED GASOLINE

Lw Vol U
1.723 10.150 20515
1.795 9518 30566

1545 4533 23,984

1500 1599 12553
1J55 1562 9,485

1.700 355 6507

32535144511

1 mrmtti . . .**2 6 months . - . a«l Knee (42*00 US gate; cAJS gate.)

2 months -3.B1 12 months 3.84 ldsd Baft 0pm
3 manure ______**5 priee change

. High lew VW Id
Steer Hx p/troy az. US cts equiv. Ite* 46*5 -0*1 48*0 4025 9.725 21,012
Spot 33185 532.75 Dm * CARS +•0.17 4160 4140.. 5*72 20.499
3 months 343.15.V - 53&20 •

- Jm
'

48*0 +0.17 46*1 -41701-1,326 -1962
8 months 347*5 548*0 Feb 48*5 -aw +9.40 4926 428 3*71
1 year 356l20 554.70 Star 49.70 - 48.95 4870 39 1J989

Gold Cohn S price E equiv. Apr 5275 - 5275 52*5 58 2*44
Krugerrand 381-384 242-244 Tdd 18*79 82*98

Maple Leaf 332*6-304*0
New Sovereign 87-BO 55-57

Spices
Black pepper prices continued to decline
stonily, mainly because of continued aaflng

pressure from trie main supplier to Casu,
Indonesia, reports Man Productsn. Other
sources adopted a much more reluctant

approach. Demand for black pepper has bean
uuuaBy low lately. Spot suppiss were betog
offered at about US$2500 a tonne. Whin
popper, to contrast, was showing a somewhat
Inner bend due lo which the price gap with

black widened. We expect to see a much
ti^rier supply, position far tills type of pepper
until the new crop to becomes avalable to

August 1966. Spot while pepper Is available to

nmol quantities at about 53500 a tonne.

HOV 119.10 +1.10 11115 117*0 1*04 6*50

Jm 121*5 +0*5 121.10 11175 2*59 12*73

Ite 12150 +1*0 12150 12225 135 2*10
May 125*0 +1*0 125*0 124*0 3 1*99
Jd 127.B5 +1*5 12100 12100 - 533

sap 12050 +1*0 12100 129.00 5 318

Tdd 3*12 23,777

VOLUME DATA
Open totBrest and Vokxne dare shewn tor

contracts traded on COMEX. NYMEX. CBT.
NYCE. CME. CSCE and IPE Crude OH are ana
day to aneare.

INDICES
REUlBtS [Base: 1879/31-100)

Oct 2D Oct ID month ago year ago
21122 2097.4 2127.8 20855

CBBFMures (Base: 1967=100)

Oct 19 Dot 18 month ago year ago
241.79 24150
QSa Spot (Base: 1970=100)

Dubai $14.61 >4.672 -0.110

Brent Blend (dated) $15*0-5 82 -0*55

Brent Blend (Dec) $15.79-5*0 -an 5
W.T.I. (ipm esq $17.01-7*22 -0.105

M OB. PRODUCTS NWEprcmpt ddriiery OF pome)

Premium OasoTme 5171-172

Gas Oil $147-146 -1

Heavy Fuel Ofl $86-86 -l

Naphtha $153-155 +2*
Jet fuel $170-172 -2.5

Dieeel $152-153

AWetoum Ague. TaL London fll.’ll 859 873?

M OTHER

Gold (per trey 02)* $382*0 -0*5
Sivar (per troy az& 5315c
Platinum (per tray ciZj $409.35 -1/40

PaBodhan (per troy cbu) $135*0 +1*5

Copper (US prod.) Unq.

Lead (US prod.) 41.75c

Tin (Kuala Lumpur) 15*8m -0.12

Tin (New Yorit) 204.5c +2*
Canto (tee weight}T 128*6p -

Sheep (llw waighi)r4 104.45p 3*7-
Plge (Eve weightJT B7*3p 01*1*

Lon. day sugar (raw) $306.6 +5.1

Lon. day sugar (wta) $384* -1.7

Barley (Eng. feed) Unq
Mates (US No3 Yelowl £104*w
Wheal (US Dwfc North) Unq.

Rubber (Nov)V 9B*5p +1.75

Rubber (DedV 9S*5p 1.75
Rubber (KLRSSNolJ 3610m +1.6

Coconut Of (PtdQS £720.Ou
Palm 01 (MalayJ§ $832* +5*
Copra (pti^S .

461 *y
Soyabeans (UQ 134* +2.0

Canon Outkx**A’ fades 89.80c -0*5
Woohopa (64s Super) - 445p —

-

Oct 19
179,73

E par torno minis uBw+se ranted p ponc*/V«. c cantu/b.
r rtnogt/kg. m MMaufert canfeAg. z Dec. u NoVDacJf »
Nov. y Dcl/Nov. x Oct/Dec London PhynfcoL § OF Rotter-

dam.
-

4 OMtan nretai dose. Sheep (LiM might prices).

Chinee on weak T Prices are lor prawoa day.

US INTEREST RATES LONG GILT FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFQ £50500 64ths of 10016

Latest

FeAtaads at kfenwataa-

On mnA
Treasury Bffls

&
Tmd mmfli L _ _ 5.48
Ttkao moitfti—

.

- 5.42a Sb muulli

(kmjtm
5*5
5*0

5.71

5.78

557
651
653

Stifce

Price Nov Dec
CALLS —

Jan Mar Nov Dec
PUTS

Jan Mar

105 0-27 1-07 1-10 1-47 0-17 0-81 1-38 2-09

106 0-05 0-42 CMS 1-20 0-59 1-32 2-10 2-46

107 0*1 0-22 0-30 0-62 1-55 2-12 2-56 3-24

Ere vol. MW, Cato 4504 Puts 1720. Rravtoui day's open It. Cafe 40456 PUB 3446b

BONO FUTURES AND OPTIONS

France
NOTIONAL FRENCH BOND FUTURES (MAW) FFr500,000

Ecu
ECU BOND FUTURES (MAT1F) ECU100,000

Oct 18 month ago year ago
17950 18359 174.74

US
US TREASURY BOND FUTURES (Cap S1D6000 32nds of 100%

Open Latest Change High Low EsL voL Open to
Dec 117-09 116-20 -0-22 117-11 118-17 342533 370,316
Mar 118-28 116-13 -0-18 116-29 116-08 2317 20.591
Jun 116-00 .115-25 -0-23 118-00 115-25 256 4511

Japan
NOTIONAL LONG TBIM JAPANESE GOVT. BOND FUTURES
(UFFE) YlOOm IQOthe of 100%

Opan Sett price Change Hgh Low EsL voL Open to Open Sea priee Change High Lon EsL vd. Open fat.
Open Close Chmge Ffigh Low EsL vd Open to

Dec 115*6 . 115.18 -0*2 11148 115.06 80*04 99*01 Dec 88.72 88*6 -0.06 88*4 86.60 884
*

g.08i Dec 12174 120.74 120.40 2423 0

Mar 114*0 114*8 -0*0 114*4 114*6 777 5*83 Mar 119*4 119.64 119*0 285 0

Jun 114*2 114.78 -0*2 115.00 114.82 116 1.544 * UFFE future dee Haded on APT. M Open Internal tip. me tor pnfeus day

LONG TERM FRENCH BOM) OPTIONS (MATIF)

FT-ACTUARIES FIXED INTEREST INDICES

Stow
Price Nov

CALLS
Dec Mv Nov

— PUTS —
Dec Mar

IM - 1.63 . 0*6 046 -

115 0/43 1*0 1.38 0*7 0.7B 1*7
116 0.0S 0*0 0*6 0.7B 1*8 -

117 aoi 0*0 0*2 - - -

IIS - 0.08 0*5 - - -

Ebl ml bu. Cafe 11836 Pub 13*80 . FVeitouu days open to. Cal* 147*87 Pub 169*39.

UK Cate Price fadtoas
Fn

Oct 20
Day"s

change %
Thu

Oct 19
Acctued
merest

xd ad)
yield

Fit

oct a
Dq/b

chtnge %
Thu

Oct 19
Accrued

1 Up to 5 yaars (??)

2 5-15 yeere pil
3 Over 15 years^}
4 toedeenwlriM (B)

5 Al stocks (58)

120.73 +005 12087 1.11 9.72 6 (Jfai to S yens (1

J

192*7 +0*1 192*5 -at
144*3 -0.15 144.77 1.79 10*2 7 Over 5 yean fill

8 Al stocks (12)

184.18 -0*0 1M.74 0.71

15B*9 -0*2 159.7B 94? 10/45 184*5 -0*0 184.79 0.60
183*0 +0.15 182.73 4*1 B*3
139*2 -0.12 140*4 1*9 10*1

xd ad)
yield

657
4.45

454

Germany
NOTIONAL GERMAN BUND FUTURES (UFFE)* DM250.000 IQOtfa of 100%
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Waiting for the
next election
From Mr John Major's point of>
view, perhaps the most ominous
development of the week has been
the way in which a new stock-
market high has coincided with a
distinct shift towards a pre-
election mood in London's finan-
cial markets.
The attention paid to the elec-

toral calendar is scarcely surpris-
ing. Though Mr Major still has 17
months of elbow-room before the
vote if he chooses to use it the
week’s developments have raised
the political temperature. The row
over the prison service; the linger-
ing effects of the party confer-
ences; the sense that Mr Kenneth
Clarke's imminent Budget will be
his last opportunity to influence
the public's feelgood factor; and
the threat by the Ulster unionists
to bring down the government
unless Northern Ireland policy
changes - all these have focused
investors' minds on the vote to

come.
Normally, these reminders that

an election is on its way, coming
at a time when the Conservatives
stand so poorly in the opinion
polls, might be expected to send
the markets into gloom. Yet the

FT-SE 100 index reached a new
high on Wednesday, as the equity
market resumed the upwards
momentum that has gained it

nearly 600 points since the rally

started in March.
This enthusiasm does not neces-

sarily mean that the markets wel-

come the prospect of a Labour
government, though Mr Tony
Blair has clearly gone some way
towards neutralising their tradi-

tional mistrust of his party. From
the Conservatives' point of view,

this erosion of one of their tradi-

tional weapons - fear of Labour -

must be a cause for concern.

Seen in a wider perspective, the

traditional pattern of a sharp
run-up in shares in the 18 months
before an election appears to be
reasserting itself, at least for the

moment. In the year and a half

before the 1979 election, the All-

Share rose 30 per cent It went up
42 per cent ahead of the 1983 elec-

tion. and 61 per cent before the
1987 one.

Downward influence
These were all elections the

Conservatives were expected to

win. Before the 1992 election,

where the outlook appeared to

favour Labour, the rise was much
more modest, a mere 19 per cent.

In this case, though, the index had
first risen 31 per cent before fall-

ing back in the nine months
immediately ahead of the vote.

A repetition of this pattern is

not inconceivable. Today's market
is driven by liquidity, as takeover

bids pump cash into investors'

pockets. For the moment, the obvi-

ous home for that cash is the
equity market, especially since

there is every' likelihood of more
bids to come. The once-in-a

lifetime restructuring of the util-

ity industry is not yet complete;

the probability that any future

Labour government would subject

all takeover bids to greater scru-

tiny is also likely to lead compa-

nies to act sooner rather than

later! And fears of a crash in US
technology stocks, an important

downward influence on the UK
market earlier this autumn,
receded this week.

Investment dilemma
Still, even if the short-term out-

look suggests a continuation of

the pressures that have pushed

the market upwards, there are

medium-term forces at work in the

other direction. Whenever equities

rally without a comparable rise in

gilts, there is room for doubt as to

how durable the huh market will

prove. When this year’s rally

started in the spring, bonds and
equities moved up together. Since

June, however, their paths have

diverged. The FT-SE Actuaries

All-Share index has risen 8 per

cent over this period, but long-

dated gilts have fallen 3 per cent

in price. A month ago, long gilts

were yielding just under 8 per
cent; they are now well above that

magic figure.

Last month's gilt auction flop-

ped; the prospect for next week's

is rather better. Mr Clarke appears
to be making heroic efforts to per-

suade the markets that govern-

ment spending is under tight con-

trol despite the relatively poor
performance of official borrowing
so far this year and the clear

desire of Tory backbenchers for

tax cuts.

Even a successful auction next
week will not resolve the invest-

ment dilemma, however. As long

as bond investors continue to
share the Bank of England's fore-

bodings about future inflation, the

divergence between gilts and equi-

ties will threaten to bring the
stock market rally to an end -

perhaps an abrupt one. Yet the
political pressures on Mr Clarke
must incline him towards taking

greater risks on inflation than the
Bank and the gilts market would
wish. And Labour's search for rev-

enues to finance its electoral

promises is likely to point it back
towards the corporate sector,

already targeted for a windfall

levy on privatised utilities. If

Labour does make it clear that it

intends to move Ln this direction,

Mr Clarke may be tempted to grab
the money first

In the short run, electoral peril

for the government can co-exist

with a continued stock market
rally. In the longer term, however,

the evolution of Labour policy and
the Conservatives' response to the

threat of defeat may make that

co-existence more fragile.

F
our years after it was
first declared dead and
buried, communism is

again haunting Russia.

The Communist party

was briefly outlawed after theMed
1991 coup against then president

Mikhail Gorbachev, and seemed

perpetually discredited. But it now
leads in most opinion polls and is

expected to win more votes than

any other party in parliamentary

elections in December.

Some analysts predict that an alli-

ance of Communists anfi hardline

nationalists will emerge as the dom-

inant political force in the new Rus-

sia, controlling a majority of seats

in the new legislature.

One of the most striking signs of

the power of what Russian analysts

call the “red-brown" bloc is the

magnetic pull it already exerts on
Russia's leaders. As recently as two

years ago, the Russian govern-

ment’s rallying cry was about dis-

mantling the old communist regime
- which it vilified in phrases bor-

rowed from Mr Ronald Reagan, for-

mer US president - and replacing it

with a new democratic market econ-

omy. Last week Mr Victor Cherno-

myrdin, the prime minister and
leader of a pro-government party,

went out of his way to accommo-
date his communist opponents.

“I have absolutely normal rela-

tions with the communists," he
said. “I was communist myself and
a member of the Central Committee
of the Communist party and I do
not regret it"

Ironically, the rehabilitation of

communism and the growing
appeal of hardline nationalism
come at a time when the policies of

the anti-communist reformers who
came to power in 1991 appear
finally to be paying off. Inflation is

lower and the rouble has stabilised.

Gross domestic product, which
declined by 19 per cent in 1992. 12

per cent in 1993 and 15 per cent last

year, is expected to fall by only 5

per cent this year. Western econo-

mists say it could grow by up to 10

per cent next year.

But Russians have yet to be
affected by any economic “feelgood

factor". The price of austerity has

been a fall in consumption and real

wages and a rise in unemployment.
Many people, including soldiers,

teachers and doctors, are being paid

their wages with a delay of several

months. Life expectancy has plum-
meted. and Russia has become a
turbulent country in which civil

wars, attempted coups and violence

seem commonplace.
Even In the countries of eastern

Europe, where the communist order

was less deeply established and eco-

nomic recovery came more quickly,

disgruntled voters have punished
reformers for the pain of the transi-

tion by replacing them with com-
munist or left-wing parties. In
Russia, the backlash could be even
greater, in this month's municipal
elections in the southern Russian
city of Volgograd, Communists

D ecember’s parliamentary
elections will be an
important measure of
public sentiment in Rus-

sia. Bat it is the presidential ballot

scheduled for next June that will

decide who really rules Russia.

Under the Russian constitution,

the presidency dwarfs all other
political institutions, and it is ulti-

mately the president who deter-
mines the country's domestic and
foreign policies.

Although he drew the support of

only 7 per cent of respondents in a
recent opinion poll, Mr Boris Yelt-

sin, Russian president, is still the

favourite of many analysts. A

Chrystia Freeland on the prospects for a

Communist-nationalist alliance in Russia

When the reds

turn to brown
won 22 out of the 24 seats.

A second source of anger is the

popular belief that members of the

elite have used market reforms to

transform the prerogatives they

enjoyed under communism into the

even more pleasant rewards of capi-

talism. Most Russian voters are con-

vinced that corruption is common
at the highest levels of government;

in almost every region of the coun-

try
-
a local factory allegedly given

away to its director at a bargain

price serves as a focus for public

resentment of the country’s leaders.

For Communist parts
-

leaders,

government corruption is a particu-

larly effective campaign slogan

because it allows them to distin-

guish between the good, honest

rank-and-file communists (them-

selves) and the corrupt communist
leadership (the current government)

which oppressed Russians under
the old regime and continues to do

so with a different ideology today.

“There were two (communist 1

parties,'' said Mr Aman Tuliev. the

number two candidate on the Com-
munist party list. "There was the

party of real people, the honest

workers, who believed in their lead-

ers and then there was the party of

the leaders, which sold its people

down the river."

In exploiting popular discontent

over economic reform and corrup-

tion. the communists have forged

alliances with the hardline national-

ists. particularly the Congress of

Russian Communities. This new
nationalist parry was formed only
this year and is organisationally

weak, but its deputy leader. Mr
Alexander Lebed, a former general

regularly beats all other Russian
politicians, including President
Boris Yeltsin, in opinion polls.

Predictions of a strong showing
for the communists and nationalists

in December's parliamentary elec-

tions have become conventional
wisdom in Russia. But many west-

ern diplomats argue that a “red-

brown” triumph would not have
much impact on the country. Con-
stitutionally. this argument goes,

the powers of parliament are very

limited and thus even a parliament

controlled by the communists and
nationalists would have little direct

influence over Russian politics or
the economy.

. lussia’s most popular politicians

Who would you vote for If the 1996 election were held today?
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“We hare been going on the the-

ory that the elections don't really

matter that much.” one western
ambassador says. “Even if the bad
guys take aver the parliament they

can't do that much damage.”
Many observers also expect the

communists and nationalists to
moderate their sometimes vehe-

ment campaign rhetoric If they
achieve real power. Mr Gennady
Zyuganov, the leader of the Com-
munist party, has been encouraging
western and Russian business-

people to take this view over a
round of lunches and simpers at

which he has worn smart suits and
positioned himself as a Russian ver-

Presidential race runners
minor heart attack in the summer
raised questions about his physical
ability to run the country, but he
has emerged from a September
vacation as a vigorous leader who
appears keen to stay in power. He
has already survived four turbulent
years in charge.

But - as his low standing in opin-

ion polls suggests - Mr Yeltsin
could also become a victim of the
deep-seated public discontent with
the hardships accompanying eco-

nomic reforms.

Mr Victor Chernomyrdin. prime
minister, was once viewed as Mr
Yeltsin's heir-apparent But he is

now thought to have a less promis-
ing political fixture.

Our Home is Russia, the pro-gov-
ernment party he leads, has put an
a lacklustre performance in recent

regional elections and in opinion

polls. And there is speculation that

Mr Yeltsin, anxious to shift the
blame for Russia’s economic diffi-

culties on to someone else, wants to

sack him-

There is more interest in the
chances of the two leaders whose
parties appear set to dominate the

parliamentary elections: Mr Gen-
nady Zyuganov, the Communist
leader, and Mr Alexander Lebed,
the former general who has
emerged as the poster pin-up of the

nationalist Congress of Russian
Communities. Both have poten-
tially appealing messages, but it is

not yet dear how effective either

one wil] be as a messenger.
Although Mr Zyuganov leads

sion of the technocratic Euro-com-

munists now in charge ofHungary.

Furthermore, in contrast with the

gratuitously offensive Mr Vbtfimrr

Zhirlupvksy - Russia's best known
ultra-nationalist - Mr Lebed,, the

rising star of the natianafist ramp.

appeals to'moderate patriots as well

as hardliners. Like' America's
favourite fanner general Mr.CpHn
Powell, Mr Lebed has shfed away
from committing himself to-sp&Sc
policies, relying instead an Iris aura
as an officer and a gentleman to
attract voters.

But, as the ratings cfthe cffimnu-

nists and nationalists have been
steadily rising in opinion polls,

other analysts have begun to warn'
that Russian communists and their

'

new nationalist allies pose a very
real threat

“If our Communist party were a
good, charming, reformist party of a
social-democratic nature, which has
embraced the principles of the mar-
ket, private property and democ-
racy, the free press and.a policy of
peace, then 1 .would not attach any
importance to the outcome of the

elections,'’ says Mr Yegor Gaidar,
who first launched Russian reforms
as prime minister in 1992 ami today
leads Russia’s Choke, a democratic,
pro-reform party.

"But it requires enormous igno- -

ranee to confhse our Communist
party with the [ex-communist] par-

ties of eastern Europe," Mr Gaidar
says. In a reference to their growing
links with nationalists, he says that -

Russia's Communist party *is shift-

ing not from red to pink but from
red to brown. Their ascent will

mean the ascent of a party of

destruction, a party of war.”

A s Mr Gaidar points out;

the greatest impact of a
communist [nationalist
HnmiiMtori parliament is

likely to be felt in for-

eign policy. Despite popular dissat-

isfaction. market reforms arefomly
entrenched in Russia with more
than 80 per cent of the workforce

employed by at least partially priva-

tised enterprises. Reversing this

change in ownership would be well

nigh impossible.

Striking a note of robust Russian
nationalism offers an easier way for

the “red-browns” to win support.

Over the past few months Russia’s

government has already begun to

shift to a more nationalist and anti-

western stance, objecting to Nato
air strikes in Bosnia, opposing the

eastward expansion of the Nato alli-

ance pledging to fiwd the con-

struction of a nuclear reactor in

Cuba.
A strong showing by communists

and nationalists in the December
parliamentary elections could well

exacerbate this shift. In the months

following that vote, western politi-

cians might well discover that Rus-

sia’s new communists have been
converted to capitalism, but are
almost as hostile to the west as

their Soviet predecessors were

Russia’s largest and best organised
party, he is a rather grey individ-

ual Air Lebed, a charismatic officer

who inspired the loyalty of Iris sol-

diers, may be a better figurehead
for the “red-brown” bloc; his
appearances on the campaign frail,

however, have been disappointing;
Such is the random nature of

post-Soviet politics that the presi-

dential race could even be won by a
dark horse candidate who has not
yet emerged on the political scene.

Observers point to the strong show-
ing in recent Latvian elections of
Air Joachim Siegerist, a largely
unknown German citizen who
speaks only broken Latvian.

New life from a watery grave
European oil companies would like

to follow US practice in dumping
old rigs at sea, says Robert Corzine
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New home: Shell's Anger platform may one day be a marine habitat

T
he scrapping of obsolete oil

production platforms in the

North Sea has become a

bitter political issue in
western Europe. The attempt by
Shell UK to dump the obsolete

Brent Spar storage installation in

the Atlantic ocean earlier this year

galvanised European public opinion

against disposal at sea and forced

the company to back down.
But a consensus between environ-

mentalists, oil companies and fed-

eral and state governments in the

US allows disused platforms in the

Gulf of Mexico to be dumped at sea

to create artificial reefs. Far from
harming the environment, some
experts believe old rigs enhance it

by providing a habitat in which fish

and other marine life can breed
more easily.

Greenpeace, which organised the

successful campaign to force Shell

to abandon the sinking of the Brent
Spar, has not objected to the US
“rigs to reefs" programme. How-
ever, Greenpeace this week stressed

that the absence of an objection
“was not the same as supporting

it".

Nevertheless, the programme has

not fallen foul of the environmental
movement in the US, which demon-
strated its power b; establishing a
moratorium on new exploration
drilling off much of the Pacific and
Atlantic coasts and stiff anti-

pollution laws in oil-producing

areas such as the Gulf of Mexico.
This has given hope to the oil

industry that it could persuade

European governments to adopt a
similar programme for the North
Sea.

The creation of artificial reefs to

attract fish has been common in the

US for decades. Many of the surplus

Liberty ships that were mass-pro-

duced by American shipyards dur-

ing the second world war were sunk
off Texas. They are now being

joined by armoured vehicles made
surplus by the end of the cold war.

In 1985 the US Congress decided
that the US should have a national

artificial reef plan, and that disused

oil platforms could be part of it.

Since then. 100 platforms belonging

to 36 companies have been used to

create such reefs.

Most or all of these have been in

the Gulf of Mexico, the cradle of the

US offshore oil and gas Industry.

Industrial historians can trace its

50-year development through the
thousands of production platforms

that stretch from the mudflats of

the Mississippi delta to the deep
water of the open ocean hundreds
of miles from land.

As older and smaller fields reach

the end of their productive lives,

large numbers of the &800 or so

remaining platforms on the US
outer continental shelf will soon be
declared redundant The US govern-

ment estimates that over the next

five years as many as 150 a year
will need to be removed.
For obsolete platforms located in

inshore waters, removal is rela-
tively easy and cheap, according to
the US oil companies. Giant cranes
lift them on to barges for transport

to land where they are cut np as

scrap.

But the costs of disposal multiply

according to the depth of the sea,

distance from land and size of struc-

ture. A growing number of plat-

forms in deeper waters or further

offshore are being used to build

artificial reefs in the Gulf of Mexico.

There are eight “planning" areas

in the Gulf of Mexico where artifi-

cial reefs can be created. No federal

money is involved in the pro-

gramme. Instead, companies
“donate" their obsolete platforms to

the appropriate state government
such as Texas or Louisiana. They
must also hand over half the cost

savings made by not having to dis-

pose of the platforms on land. The
funds pay for long-term monitoring

of the reefs by the states and
research into their effects on
marine life.

In exchange the government
absolves the companies of any

future liabilities. That says Mr Vil-

lere Reggio, an official with the

Minerals Management Service, a
federal agency which oversees the

US offshore oil industry, is “key to

the programme's success".

He says that although the pro-

gramme has been limited in scope

so far, initial studies suggest it is

working weD and it is expected to

expand in coming years.

Fish stocks around the reefs have
grown steadily, although scientists

remain divided as to whether the
reefs boost stocks. “The age-old
question that must still be
answered is whether the reefs just

attract fish or actually help produce
them," Mr Reggio says.
Local commercial fishermen in

the Golf of Mexico have supported
the programme after initial opposi-

tion, says Mr Reggio. “But they
dropped their opposition when the
benefits of the programme became
apparent," he says.

O ne reason why there has
been little opposition
from environmentalists
is that all pollutants and

hydrocarbons must be removed
from platforms before they can be
considered for disposal. Such a

requirement would prevent Brent
Spar from being used as part of a
reef - there is too much oil and
sludge left in its tanks and pipes to

qualify. But most conventional
North Sea platforms could be con-
verted to reefs once stripped of
potential pollutants and cleaned.

Despite the enthusiasm of the oil

industry for a North Sea “rigs-to-

reef’ programme, however, there
remains strong opposition in

Europe to dumping obsolete rigs at

sea. Fishing organisations would
still like to see most platforms
removed entirely.

And Greenpeace this week
repeated its call for the complete

removal to land of the vast majority

of the 400 or so North Sea plat-

forms. Air Geir Anderson of Green-

peace International says there is no
need for such reefs in the North

Sea. “We want everything removed
as for as technically possible."
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ê Warning that some brands of the pill could cause deep-vein thrombosis has sparked a furious reaction, says Clive Cooksonwheh drug regulators
receive new evidence
about the side-effects

. ,

cr mass-market meHi
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between warning doctors asquickly as possible and causing
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tlie government’s

CJmnuttee on Safety of Medicines

H^Sni
h
<tJ?Creased of blood

Se^WniiaT hraDdS
taken by L5mwomen in the UK, shows how hard

i® to fiot tbe balance right.
The committee, a statutory bodycomposed ot independent medjcal

mid pharmacological specialists,
a barrage of outrage from all

Doctors, nurses and family plan-ing staff accused the committee of
causing unnecessary panic among
osers - and risking an epidemic of
unwanted pregnancies - by rushing
out a warning without consulting
professionals in the field.
They said that the increased risk

?i
de
^P~Ye.i11 thrombosis (clotting)

identified by the committee on the
basis of three unpublished studies
was not serious enough to justify
the action.

The British Medical Association's
GPs committee is one of several
organisations writing protest letters
to Professor Michael Rawlins, the
CSM chairman. "We are furious,'’
said Dr Peter Holden, a committee
member. "This is not the same as
having a batch of contaminated
drugs out in circulation, where this

kind of handling would be right."
The three manufacturers affected

were equally vocal in rejecting the
committee’s action Schering of Ger-
many, Akzo Nobel of the Nether-

Fine line between alarm and caution
lands and American Home Products
insisted that their products -
"third-generation” combination
pills introduced over the past
decade - were safer overall than the
older brands to which many women
were likely to switch in response to
the warning.
But the most explosive reaction

came from Professor Walter Spitzer
of McGill University in Montreal, a
Canadian epidemiologist who is in
charge of one of the three studies
cited by the committee. He flew
overnight from a medical confer-
ence in Montreal and spent three
hours in London yesterday,
denouncing the committee and the
way it bad treated his data, before
returning to Canada.
Prof Spitzer’s rhetoric extended to

an accusation that the govern-
ment's medical advisers on the com-
mittee and Medicines Control
Agency, the UK drugs licensing
body, had broken the Hippocratic
Oath by their action. “The core of
the Hippocratic Oath is, above aD,
do no harm,” he said. "Every time
you create an epidemic of anxiety
you do harm In my opinion there
has been a serious breach of accept-
able health protection procedure.
The likely result is an unnecessary
and harmful ‘pill scare’.”

More substantively. Prof Spitzer
said the hazard cm which the com-
mittee focused, deep-vein thrombo-
sis, was “a treatable disorder which
is not nearly as serious as heart
attacks or stroke.” There was pre-
liminary evidence, he said, that the
new generation of iow-dose com-

Contraception: the pill’s progress - Sb
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Worldwide methods
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bined pills, represented by the
seven brands, could protect against
heart attacks - and this might out-

weigh any slightly increased risk of
thrombosis.
The risk of thrombosis Is about

five in 100,000 for healthy young
women who are not on the pilL Doc-
tors have known since the 1970s
that oral contraceptives treble this

risk to about IS in 100,000. Now, if

the studies cited by the CMS are
right, the risk is doubled again to 30
in 100,000 by taking third-
generation pills.
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According to Prof Spitzer, the
number of extra deaths caused by
the third-generation pills in the UK
might be about two per year,
whereas between five and 10 deaths
from heart attacks might be pre-

vented.

But Prof Rawlins, speaking for

the committee and Department of

Health, strongly refutes Prof Spitz-

er’s accusations. "In no way was
our action premature.” he says.

"There is now dear evidence of an
increased risk of thrombosis with
these pills and it is right that

women using them and doctors
prescribing them should have been
made aware of this as soon as possi-

ble.”

He points out that Prof Spitzer’s

study was just one of three, "all of

which show the thing”. The
other two studies come from the
World Health Organisation in
Geneva and from a computerised
system maintained by family doc-

tors in the UK.
On the other side of the fence,

people and organisations who gen-
erally favour stronger regulation erf

pharmaceuticals were also critical

of the committee - not fin- having
issued the warning but for its

secrecy and lack of information in

its statements.

“Without the unpublished data no
one can really judge whether or not
this action was justified,” says Dr
Joe Collier, consultant pharmacolo-
gist at St George’s Hospital Medical

School, London, and editor of the
Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin.

“Doctors cannot tell on the evidence
presented whether they should be
advising patients to switch to other

pills. The committee really does not
help its case with this level of
secrecy."

The seven brands affected are

Triadene, Femodene and Femodene
ED (made by Sobering); Marvelon
and Mercilon (Akzo Nobel); and
Mioulet and Tri-Minulet (AH?).
They contain a synthetic progesto-

gen hormone - either desogestrei or
gestodene - with an oestrogen hor-

mone.
They represent about half of the

UK oral contraceptive market in

terms of prescriptions hut 70 per

cent by value, because as newer
products introduced over the past

decade they command a considera-

bly higher price than the older

brands that are still on the market
For example, as Schering pointed

out, a three-month course of Femo-
dene costs £5.70 compared to Micro-
gynon. an older contraceptive

which costs* £2.85 for three
months.
Therefore the industry will lose

money — and, as conspiracy theo-

rists were pointing out yesterday,
the government will make a saving
on the National Health Service
drugs bill if large numbers of

women switch pills.

But the UK represents only a
small part of the world market for
oral contraceptives. The pill is

much more popular in several other

European countries.

So the manufacturers are waiting
anxiously to see what view other
regulatory authorities in Europe
and North America take of the
three unpublished studies. Most
vulnerable is Schering. the world's
largest manufacturer of oral contra-

ceptives; its total contraceptive
sales amounted to DM1.41bn
(£635m), or 30 per cent of the compa-
ny’s turnover last year.

Akey meeting win be held in

London at the end of next
week when the European
Committee for Proprietary

Medicinal Products - the EU's
equivalent to the committee -

reviews the data. Now that Europe
is harmonising its drug regulations,

the European committee's advice
will be very influential.

With the pharmaceutical compa-
nies under constant criticism from
family planning advocates for the
relatively modest effort they have
made over the past few years to

develop improved contraceptives, it

will be sad if one of the industry's

main innovations turns out to have
a safety flaw.

Whatever happens to the third-

generation pills, however, everyone
Involved in drug prescribing hopes
that the MCA will prepare the
ground better and issue more infor-

mation next time it puts out a
safety warning.

Taking stock with a white elephant

I
n most parts of the world,
stockbrokers tend to be
identifiable by their brief-

cases and portable tele-

phones. In India, they are as
likely to be carryingjute sacks,

mango crates or suitcases bulg-
ing with share certificates.

For India's stockmarkets,
capitalised at $135bn (£85.4bn)

and listing more than 7,000

companies, still rely on the
physical transfer of share cer-

tificates for all transactions.

Since most shares are issued in

small lots and transfers require

a deed for each share, brokers
toting large bundles of paper-
work are a common sight in

and around the country’s 23
stock exchanges.
“During the monsoon you

can see share certificates in
puddles of water in some
offices. You know you will

never see them again,” says Mr
James Hogan, who manages
the Indian share custody
operations of HSBC, the UK-
based banking group. Shares
can be damaged so much that

they become worthless as proof

of ownership - or even com-
pletely lost

One consequence of this

paper-based system is that it

typically takes up to 28 days to

settle transactions - compared
to five days or less in the mar-

kets of most advanced econo-

mies. But the registration of

new ownership can take even
longer, since all shares and
accompanying transfer deeds

must be taken to the company
registrars. They audit and
check each document, and
return any where they have
queries - for example, over

illegible signatures.

The process is labour-

intensive and time-consuming
- and in 10 per cent of share

transactions takes more than

six months. Mr Hogan cites a

case in which a share certifi-

cate has not been registered

more than two years after the

original deal.

Delays mean that the risk of

a share transaction going

wrong is high. About a fifth of

the transactions on the Bom-

bay Stock Exchange, India's

biggest result in “bad deliv-

eries" - where paperwork is

queried by one or other party.

The horrors of the outmoded

Mark Nicholson and Richard Lapper on India's
outmoded paper-based share trading system

paper-based system are com-
pounded by the fragmentation
of the country’s equity market
Millions of small shareholders
own roughly half the shares,

which allows company owners
- known as “promoters" - to

control their businesses with
relatively small share stakes. If

they spot an investor building

a stake that threatens this,

they can exploit opportunities

to delay or refuse registration

of changes of ownership.
The delays, risk and ineffi-

ciencies of India’s paper-based

share settlement system are
widely regarded as the biggest

deterrent to the entry of for-

eign investors into the market
For those which have invested

almost $4bn in India's stock-

market since it opened to for-

eigners in 1992, it can be a
quagmire, says the head of one

of the biggest foreign institu-

tional investors in Bombay.
“India is right down at the bot-

tom - maybe through the bot-

tom - of efficiency in share

settlements,” he says.

The system is “the single

most important thing, to
address” in the Indian market,
says Mr John Moore, head in

India of Barings, the merchant
bank recently purchased by
Internationale Nederlanden
Group, the Dutch bank.

Hie system is costly for
investors who pay higher

Brokers toting
bundles of paper
are a common

sight around the
23 exchanges

charges on share transactions

than elsewhere. Typically an
investor pays between £500 and
$600 on a $250,000 transaction

in India, as well as 05 par cent

erf the value of the deal each
year for custody services. In

other markets, investors rarely

pay more than $100 on such a
transaction, with annual
costs unlikely to exceed 0.05

per cent of the deal's value.

But it is also expensive for

the companies iwaring shares

on the Indian stockmarkets.
All this could be about to

change. At the end of this

month the Securities and
Exchange Board of India, the

stockmarket regulator, plans
to publish regulations that

would pave the way for an
electronic settlement system
and the eventual disappear-
ance of share certificates.

The most important element
is the creation of depositories

that would register share own-
ership on computers, eliminat-

ing the need for paper certifi-

cates. Transactions would be
recorded electronically, in prin-

ciple making settlement almost
instantaneous.

Mr Manmohan Singh, India's

finance minister, recently said

the introduction of depositaries

was the most important
remaining reform In the four-

year-old programme to mod-
ernise India's capital markets.

Foreign investors say the-

reform could unlock billions of

dollars of foreign portfolio

investment, perhaps immedi-
ately doubling inflows which
have recently averaged
between $i80m and $200m a
month.

It would also reduce costs for

companies seeking to issue

new capital. And by reducing
the ability of companies to

manipulate share registers, it

could make mergers and take-

overs easier. This would allow

consolidation in the corporate

sector and the threat of take-

over could encourage better

management and greater effi-

ciency.

“It’s a huge step,” says the

head of one lug ipdian broker-
age. “People have no idee bow
far it can change the structure

of the market"
Some critics argue that the

government's reforms do not
go far enough and that the
reform is not sufficiently radi-

cal. Foreign investors say the
government’s plans to allow
more than one depositary to do
business may create unneces-

sary confusion.

Tliere are also questions
about whether investors and
companies will be prepared to

switch to the new system -

there will be no compulsion on
companies to use a depositary.

But Mr R. Chandrasekaran,
managing director of the
Stock-Holding Corporation of
India, which plans to open a
depository next year, believes

most will. The lower costs of

issuing shares and registering

them will make the new sys-

tem attractive, he says.

Mr Pradip Kar, executive
director at the Securities and
Exchange Board of India,

agrees. “Market forces will

drive companies towards the
use of depositaries,*’ he says.

“By the end of next year a
significant amount of institu-

tional trading in specific stocks

has a good chance of being
scripless," says a Bombay-
based stockbroker.

Indian retail investors may
still choose to keep their pre-

cious shares under their mat-
tresses for some time to come.
But India’s financial institu-

tions. at least will be able to

reserve their mango boxes for

more conventional uses.

C
ritics have given it

mixed reviews. liter-

ary purists loathe it
But after only four

episodes, the BBC’s adaptation

of Pride and Prejudice has
attracted a weekly audience of
11m and Jane Austen's 182-

year-old novel is climbing the

bestseller lists.

Penguin has sold 80,000
copies of the novel since the
series started and has sold out
of the “behind the scenes”
book on the making of the
series it produced with the
BBC. Everyman has almost
sold out of its £9.99 hardback
edition and Wordsworth, the

cut-price classic publisher, has
sold 10,000 of its 99p paper-
back in the past month.
The Pride and Prejudice

revival follows a surge in sales

of George Eliot's Middlemarch
after the BBC series two years
ago. Publishers are now hop-
ing for a similar reaction to
the forthcoming flhn and tele-

vision versions of other clas-

sics including Thomas Hardy’s
Jude the Obscure, Henry
James’s Portrait of a Lady,
George Eliot's Daniel Deronda,
Joseph Conrad’s Nostromo and
two more Jane Austens, Emma
and Sense and Sensibility.

“Sometimes a TV series

reminds people how good a
classic is and sometimes it per-

suades them that they aren’t

as inaccessible as they
thought,” says Mr Tony Lacey,

publishing director of Pen-
guin, part of Pearson, owner
of the Financial Times. “It's

great for ns. Middlemarch was
brilliant. And it’s anyone’s
guess where Pride and Preju-

dice will end up."

Pride and Prejudice could
not have been better timed for

the UK book trade. A number
of large publishers, including
Penguin and HarperCollins,
announced job losses this sum-
mer after months of lacklustre

sales and steep increases in

both authors' advances and
paper prices.

The industry has since been
flung into chaos by last

month's collapse of the net
book agreement, the 95 year-
old pact that prevented retail-

ers from discounting the
prices of new books. The
agreement had been unravell-

ing for some time, but its final

demise was so sudden that
publishers have been propelled

into a new era of haggling
over prices.

Classic

tales of

revival
TV tie-ins are

a boost for the

book trade,

says Alice
Rawsthom
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Publishers badly needed a
success this autumn. Prices of
classics have been under pres-

sure since the launch of
Wordsworth in 1987. Estab-
lished publishers, such as Pen-
guin and Oxford University
Press, have since cut the
prices of their popular titles.

But classics are cheap to
produce as they are out of
copyright, which means any-
one publish them without
paying royalties to the
author's estate. If a classic

sells for £2.99, the retailer

takes £1.49, leaving the pub-
lisher with a £L20 profit after

spending 80p on production.

Films ami television series

have long provided fillips for

sales. Penguin reprinted Emily
Bronte’s Wuthering Heights
with a cover picture of the
actor, Laurence Olivier, as
Heathcliff, after the success of

MOM’S 1939 film version.
Since the early 1970s the BBC
and ITV have sold the exclu-

sive rights to “tie-ins",

whereby publishers pay a fee

or royalty to put a still from
file series on the cover. The
most successful was Penguin’s
“tie-in" for Granada's
1981 adaptation of Evelyn
Waugh's Brideshead Revisited,

which sold 420,000 copies in

the UK.
Sales of standard editions

also benefit from films or tele-

vision series. Publishers that
mi« out on “tie-ins” often pro-

duce “cod covers", special edi-

tions with photographs of

appropriate period images,
such as flickering candles or a
country house.
The recent classics revival

was triggered by the success

in 1993 of Martin Scorsese’s

film of Edith Wharton’s The
Age of Innocence, which was
quickly followed by the BBC’s
Middlemarch.
Penguin sold 61,000 copies

of The Age of Innocence in

three months after the film
came out in the UK, having
sold just 2,000 the year before.

It now publishes nine Wharton
novels, compared with three
before.

The OUP doubled sales of
Middlemarch during the year
of the series. Penguin sold
80.000 copies of its “tie-in"

and 40,000 of the standard
paperback in six months,
against sales of 30,000 in the
previous year.

Subsequent BBC dramas,
Edith Wharton’s The Bucca-
neers and Charles Dickens'
Martin Chuzzletoit, were more
modest successes. But Pride
and Prejudice now seems set to

outsell Middlemarch. "It’s got
everything,” said Mr Clive
Reynard, chief editor of
Wordsworth. “Boy meets glrL
Boy loses girl. Boy gets
girL"
Publishers expect Emma and

Sense and Sensibility to be as

popular. Random House,
Everyman's US distributor,

has already increased its order
of Sense and Sensibility from
5.000 to 50,000 in preparation
for this winter’s release of the
film starring Emma Thompson
and Hugh Grant.

“It's a lively read like Pride

and Prejudice”, says Mr Lacey.
“And Portrait of a Lady could
have the same effect on Henry
James as The Age of Innocence
on Wharton. But I wonder
about Nostromo [next
autumn’s BBC classic). It’s a
wonderful book, but rather
dark and difficult for a
bestseller."

High German tax rate not

incentive to take risk

From Professor Ira SohrL

Sir, Chancellor Helmut

Kohl’s call to Germans to

become risk takers by foun-

ding new companies in order

to overcome the country's

unemployment crisis (“Kohl

calls on Germans to become

risk takers", October 17), might

be an appropriate option if the

risk-return trade-off could be

improved.

As it stands, the corporate

tax rate in Germany, at 45 per

cent, is the highest among the

leading industrialised coun-

tries and incomes above $85,000

a year of single people are

taxed at a punishing rate of 56
per cent.

With the resulting after-tax

income, what rational young
person would be willing to

assume the risk of an entrepre-

neur?
Ira Sohn,

professor offinance,

Montclair Stale University.

Upper Montdair,

Seto Jersey 07043, US

Providing pensions for all

•Nigel Wans.
is difficult to escape

fusion that the only

cent standard ofliving

aintained into old age

u the UK is through

Dry pension contribu-

ng the lines proposed

t Field MP.
oblem is how to over-

e OTiating limitations

te pension arrange-

iiticularly the probibi-

of providing the Iow-

i personal pensions.

Perhaps one method would

be through introduction of a
pension scheme through

National Savings, offering a

guaranteed index-linked

return. This would also help

restore confidence in personal

pensions by providing a bench-

mark against which returns

from private sector pension

schemes could he judged.

Nigel Wilkins,

8 Petersham House,

Harrington Road,

London SWT 3HD, UK
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Discipline that stabilises exchange rates
From BSrZJL Schloss.

Sir, In their letter (October
16), Professor Steve Hanke and
Sir Alan Walters seem to envis-

age only one kind of regime
capable of producing'' stable

exchange rates, namely cur-
rency boards. (Under the other
regime which produces a simi-

lar effect, the use of a foreign

currency as legal tender, there

is no exchange rate.) The draw-
back of a currency board
regime is that it allows no

autonomous change at all in a
country’s monetary base and
hence no independence what-
ever in monetary policy.

There have, however, been
long periods of stable exchange

rates between countries with

monetary systems that allowed

for a considerable degree of

autonomous change in their

monetary bases.

These periods of exchange

rate stability occurred when
the currencies concerned were

subject to the discipline of con-

vertibility. This restrains the
growth of credit, and therefore

of money, by keeping alive the

threat of it having to be repaid

in a medium the availability of

which cannot be Increased

without considerable cost

The price of this combina-

tion of stable exchange rates

with a fair degree of monetary

independence is the risk of

occasional financial crises,

which seem to be necessary to

keep the discipline of convert-

ibility effective.

Floating or unified regimes
are by no means free from the

threat of crisis either, though
in tbeir case it will find expres-

sion in a large fall in the
exchange rate or severe
monetary contraction respec-

tively.

ZiL Schloss,

49 Dorset Drive,

Edgware,

Middlesex HAS 7NT, UK

Harmful effects of Emu both before and after transition

From MrAnthonyNorman.
Sir, Mr James Forman-Peck

(Letters, October 17) does not
go far enough in his analysis.
The harmful impart gf Euro-

pean Monetary Union will be
felt not just after but, more
severely, before the proposed
transition.

The use erf a specific target

date, combined with budgetary
convergence criteria beyond
most countries’ reach, are

likely to exert a progressively

unstable force on main eco-

nomic variables prior to Emu
completion. French woes are

just the beginning of a defla-

tionary, beggar-tby-neighbonr.

speculators’ paradise.

Paradoxically, the ensuing
chaos will only illustrate the

impossibility of uniting struc-

turally diverse economics via a
pre-announced timetable.

Perhaps the only feasible

transition method would be an
overnight, unsuspected fait

accompli. At least this would
only produce the harmful

effects of Emu after its imposi-

tion. However, I am sure the

undemocratic nature of such a

move would never appeal to

our friends In Brussels.

Anthony Norman,
Cavendish Equity.

82 Great Eastern Street,

London EC2A 3JL
UK

Concerns over benefits of

private finance initiative
From Ms Janet Salmon.

Sir, I note in your editorial

“PFI in focus" (October 16)

that you believe the principles

underpinning the private
finance initiative are sound,
and could bring “significant

benefits to both taxpayers and
consumers if applied sensibly".

Allow me to disagree. Local

communities in the UK are

concerned that the use of pri-

vate finance far the redevelop-

ment of hospital sites will not

“simply extend contracting out
the design, management and
financing of public sector

investment projects".

The public, local community
and taxpayers, and the Com-
munity Health Councils do not

know the ramifications of PFI
on the provision of medical ser-

vices. as they are not allowed

to assess the bids, and the final

decision will be taken by the

chief executives and boards of

the trusts.

ff a private company owns
the hospital buildings it may
influence the provision of ser-

vices, for example increasing

the percentage of private beds

versus National Health Service

beds, looking for profit rather

than meeting the priorities and
needs of the local community.
The hospitals and their land

are public assets, built and
maintained by taxpayers, past
and present If the land is sold

or the buildings redeveloped,

the public should be formally
consulted, prior to any bid
being accepted, and the impact
on services should be spelt

out
"Value for money” is subjec-

tive - but if smaller buildings

are bang proposed, as at The
West Middlesex Hospital, in

west London, so they can be
turned into offices at a later

stage, I would suggest the med-
ical needs of the taxpayers and
consumers are not paramount
PFI is a complex issue that

could have long-term ramifica-

tions for the National Health

Service and each of the 24 hos-

pital proposals needs to be
evaluated carefully, particu-

larly in these changing politi-

cal times.

Janet Salmon,

43 Montague Road,

Richmond.
Surrey TW10 6QJ. UK
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Lira sinks
Dollar

DM per$

Sterling

Yen per®
' DM per £

- 228

D-Mark

FFrperDM

By Phffip Gawtth

Political tensions In Italy

yesterday rippled across the
foreign exchanges leaving the
D-Mark as the big winner.
Currencies ifln* sterling and

Uie dollar suffered at the hands

of the stronger D-Mark, despite
the absence of any important
domestic developments.
The dollar lost nearly two

pfennigs to reach its lowest
level in two months, ninsmg in
London at DM1.3979 from
DML414L Against the yen it

finished at Y100.055, from
Y100.69, after dipping below
YlQQ for a while.

The lira, meanwhile, lost

nearly L20 on the day to finish

at Ll.145, from LI.128 - the low-
est level in 11 weeks.

Sterling lost nearly two pfen-

nigs against the stronger
D-Mark, closing at DM2.2031
from DM?. 2223. It was slightly

firmer against the dollar, at
$1,576, from 5L5715.

Another big mover was the

Swedish krona, which rallied

to SKr4.7680 against the
D-Mark on rumours of an early

entry, into the ERM, before also

falling victim to generalised

D-Mark strength, and closing

at SKKL79&
In TndU meanwhile, central

bank support was insufficient

to prevent the rupee foiling to

a record low of Rs35.7 against

the dollar. The currency has
fallen by around 12 per cent in

two months. Analyst said it

Oct 29 — Latest— -prw. dooB-

£S(JM 157B5 1-5718

1 mth 1.5754 1-5754

3 mfli 1.5732 1.5742

1 yr 1.5621 1-5825

was the result of a slowdown
in foreign capital inflows and a

widening deficit.

B The price action in curren-

cies yesterday was a classic

example of what integrated,

global markets can mean in

practice, as political events in

- JL48 —

™
Sop 1095 Oct

Source: FT Extol

Italy set the time for develop-

ments across the board.

The catalyst for market
nerves was the statement by
Mr Silvio Berlusconi, the for-

mer prime minister, that he
would table a vote of no confi-

dence in his successor, Mr
Lamberto Dim. This unnerved
markets, which bad assumed
that Mr Dini, a technocrat,

would stay in office at least

until the middle of next year.

Matters were later aggra-

vated when Mr Pier Fernando
Casini, a Berlusconi ally, said

that their Freedom Alliance

Sep 1995 Oct Sep 1995 Oct Sep 1995 Oct Sep 1995 Oct

bloc would vote against the

1996 budget, thus introducing

economic worries on top of

existing political uncertainty.

Mr Paul Chertkow, bead of

global currency strategy at

UBS in London, said the situa-

tion was similar to in March
when ptisting anxieties about
the dollar were aggravated by
political strains in Europe. But
he pointed out that the current

situation was different insofar

as there had not been a gener-

alised move ont of high-yield-

ing currencies into the D-Mark.
Currencies like the Swedish

krona and Finnish markka
have continued to do quite

welL “It is an isolated state-

ment about France and Italy in

conditions of political uncer-

tainty,” said Mr Chertkow.

Mr Steve Barrow, economist

at Chemical Bank in London.
Tfitened the behaviour of the

dollar to what happened dur-

ing the 1992,3 European
exchange rate crises. He said:

“When you have these tensions

in Europe, yon might as well

pot the dollar in the ERM. If

the D-Mark gets stronger in

Europe, it does so against the

POUND SPOT FORWARD AGAINST THE POUND DOLLAR SPOT FORWARD AGAINST THE DOLLAR
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dollar too."

Mr Chertkow said much of

the recent trade had been con-

centrated in D-Mark/Yen- This

was i^xplpnipri by the fact that

while the dollar was only four

yen below its recent high

against the yen, it was only

five pfennigs above its historic

low against the D-Mark.

The Bank of England pro-

vided £965m assistance
towards clearing a El.lbn

money market shortage. Three

month LIBOR traded at 6% per

cent

money rates , .
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GALLIARD HOMES LIMITED

FREEPHONE 0800 545658 • SALES TEL: 0171 620 1500

H-mrlmarfe Persian & Oriental

Carpets & Rugs

CLOSING
DOWNSALE

80% OFF
ALL STOCK

* LAST DAY 30TH OCTOBER*
All sizes, persian, turidsh, russian.

Silk & woolen carpets & rugs available

Every carpet must go

Mayfair Carpets Gallery Ltd

47 Conduit SLW1Y9HB
Td: 0171 437-0771 Faxi 0171 408-2496

Open 10am w 630pm Sunday Warn ro 5pm
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HOTELS

MARBELLA
Sp a i n

HOTEL LOS MONTEROS
“Escape to Golfers’ Paradise”

From £49imn Ptas.)

+

7% vat
per person in double room

Didndes champagne buffet breakfast

Private Beach Club * 4 Swimming Pools *

3 Gourmet Restaurants * 4 Bars * Live Musk *

10 Tennis Courts * 5 Squash Courts *

ENJOY UNLIMITED FREE GOLF at our 18-hole
championship course RfO REAL, considered

one of the four best courses in Marbella.

Tel: (34-5) 282 38 46 :N Fax: (34-5) 282 58

Argus Fundamentals
‘Understand what is driving oil prices'

r a, ,
.

-Petroleum Argus
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OFFSHORE

COMPANIES

PROPERTY
FINANCE

SOURCEBOOK
1995/96

WHYPAY EXPENSIVEFEES?
WITHTHEBOCK YOU ARE THE EXKRT

CONTACT ESTATES GAZETTE
ON 0171 411 2651
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Wee end
catering is an $8bn industry which

as become a nightmare for the modem
airlrne. Farrol Kahn reports

Throw a
chicken
in the
air . . . 1

^:Vw -

fo / i/Wj
/ /ji

w m

J
ust about everyone who
has flown will have
tasted that notorious
culinary speciality of air-

line cuisine: the rubber
chicken. Frequent fliers

will also have been told - no
doubt by an apologetic flight

attendant - that the in-flight

kitchen has run out of then-
choice of meal, but not to
worry since “all the food tastes

the same”.

Serving more than 700m
meals a year in the air has
become an $8bn (£5.1bn) night-
mare for the airiinfl industry.

As for passengers, food has tra-

ditionally beat high on their

list of complaints.

“Don’t expect great dishes in
the air.” admits Kurt Hafner.
head of catering standards at
British Airways. BA, which
has an annual catering budget
of £365m, has invested heavily
in improvements by experi-

menting with new cooking
techniques, devising special
dishpg and turning to famous
chefefor help. But the poetry
of their cuisine haw Invariably
been lost in the translation

from ground to air.

To serve good food at
30,000ft, in a metal tube travel-

ling at more than COOmph, is a
challenge for even the greatest

chef For a start, food has to be
prepared and cooked on the
ground before being stored,

loaded on to trucks, trans-

ported to the airport and
hurled into space.

Quirky cabin conditions can
play tricks on the food. Fried

eggs turn green at the edges,

dehydration is a problem and
using the beat ingredients is no
guarantee of getting the best

results. “What is expensive is

not necessarily good and what

is good is not necessarily

expensive," says Alain Van
Kote, Air France's catering

chief

The lack of kitchen equip-

ment on board an aircraft is a

great leveller in airline cater-

ing. It results in most airlines

producing a similar cuisine.

T
he next thing to be

privatised should be

divorce. Governments
are not elected to

arrange nuptial liaisons, much
Ipya to untangle them. What is

called “family policy" is too

important for politicians to

impose. It is a purely private

matter. The rules of cohabita-

tion vary, for they are derived

from freely-concluded and

messUy-discQQtinued arrange-

ments between individuals.

Public administrations that

cannot run airlines or tele-

phone systems are certainly

not qualified to settle quarrels

between men and women.

This is not to say that I am-

against marriage; after three-

and-a-bit decades of it I firm it

extremely congenial. Nor do I

deride the nuclear family-the

one that keeps parents with

their offspring. Along with

Tony Blair, John Major, Newt

Gingrich, and just about every

sensible democratic politician

I am convinced that children

thrive best when brought iff

by two natural parents, one of

each gender, bound to one

another at a minimum by

bonds of loyalty and at best by

a signed contract.
.

Contract? Surely that brings

the government into the pic-

ture. yes it does, but ini-
tially. There need be no dmer-

ence in the law affecting

marriage from that appertain-

ing to any other form of con-

tract. The case for making

The principal and almost only
culinary device in an aircraft
kitchen is a convection oven.
Microwaves are not used
because they interfere with air-

craft communications systems.
The other distinctive feature

of aircraft kitchens is the pro-
liferation of non-aesthetic plas-

tic to meet weight restrictions

and the standardisation of the
shape and sizes of eating uten-
sils and tableware for easy
handling and storage.

As for cabin staff, whose pri-

mary function is to ensure the
safety of passengers in an
emergency, they have been
allocated the secondary duty of
catering. In practice, they
spend half or more of their
training time on preparing and
serving food.

Although they are not pro-

fessional catering staff, they
have to perform the dual tasks

of cooking and serving within

a restricted space. While in the
galley, they are also exposed to

interruptions from passengers
which can lead to mpals being
overcooked and spoilt.

The final burden the ah-finp

caterer has to bear is the cus-

tomer. They do not come to
aircraft restaurants by choice
but by default. Once the doors

are locked, for periods of up to

14 hours, the cabin staff has no
access to a rescue kitchen for

supplies. Neither can the res-

taurant deal effectively with a
customer’s complaint by tear-

ing up the bill. I once heard a
fellow passenger grumbling to

a flight attendant for half an
hour about an unripe mango.
To make matters worse, a

passenger’s sensation of taste

is impaired by the cabin atmo-
sphere which dehydrates the
mucous membranes in the
nose and blunts the sense of
smell. As our response to food
is dependent on the conver-

gence of gustatory, olfactory
and visual information, the dis-

tortion of two of these ele-

ments alters our enjoyment of

a meal. This was a cause of

great consternation at All Nip-

twm

IkSs

pon Airways (ANA) when the
Japanese carrier first started

its international flights a few
years ago and bad complaints
about its food. The chefs hon-
our was redeemed when they
realised that the cabin environ-

ment was at fault

The lower cabin pressure
that results in mild lack of oxy-
gen also changes our response
to food. This in turn has a slug-

gish effect on our digestion and
absorption of nutrients. The
fact that we cannot take a post-

prandial stroll tends to exag-

gerate the situation. John
Peett, chairman of Vodafone
and a frequent flier, is aware of

this and tpfnris to eat just half

the amount offered on an a to

carte menu. Even with the best

intention of eating and drink-

ing moderately, the psychologi-

cal influences of flying, such as
stress, boredom, aerophobia
and emotional extremes, com-
pel passengers to eat in spite of
the lack of appetite.

Passengers seldom pick an
airline because of its food. In a
survey by Swissair that ranked
the reasons passengers chose
to fly with a particular airline,

food came seventh, only higher
than in-flight entertainment.
Schedules, punctuality, safety,

price, flight attendants and
seating were given priority.

However, as Cathay Pacific,

the Hong Kong airline, discov-

ered, food helps to build cus-

tomer loyalty, especially on
long flights. If passengers are

not fed properly they will not
fly with that airline again.

It is not just the food that

matters, it is also the ambience
in which it is served. As Futo-

sbi Goto, of ANA’S catering
department, explains: “Some 70
per cent of passenger satisfac-

tion with the food Ls dependent
on cabin service and 30 per
cent on the chefs." The right

cabin ambience also increases

a passenger’s enjoyment of a
meal. Lufthansa discovered
that if six people were seated
abreast in Business Class there

was bound to be a complaint
about the food. Not so when
the middle seats were empty.
Cramped conditions in Econ-
omy could also account for the
greater consumption of hard

Joe Rogaly

An awful wedded life
The case for privatising the marriage contract

wedlock special rests on the

assumption that it is tire task

of elected authorities to
strengthen family ties. It is

not The family will prosper if

the church does. Failing that,

we must rely on tradition,

innate human good sense, cul-

tural norms, individual val-

ues, the underlying belief of

potential mothers and fathers

that they will be better par-

ents if they take out a con-

tract to stick together.

Britain’s Conservative min-

isters are troubled by this

argument This is not surpris-

ing. The Tories are in at least

two minds about the family.

Some want the state to rein-

force matrimony; others

accept that that is not logical

for proponents of minimalist

government We know what
happens when ministries in

deep trouble are divided. They
concoct compromises. That is

what Lord Mackay has done

with his proposed bill to

reform the law of divorce. The
Lord Chancellor is offering a

little bit of privatisation, plus

a compensating dollop of

nationalisation.

In a White Paper published

earlier this year he proposed

the ending of “quickie” sepa-

rations, currently possible

where one partner accuses the

other of unreasonable behav-

iour or adultery. Under the

new system break-ups would

not require such accusations.

So for. so non-interventionist

Lord Mackay has, however,
also suggested that there be a
period of reflection, of one
year, during which the couple
might seek guidance and
mediation. Pre-divorce “infor-

mation sessions", which
would be government-funded,
would be undertaken by fam-
ily court welfare offices and
local mediation services.

We chatterers may therefore

have it both ways. Some of us

It would be

comforting to

place our faith

in something.

The family

would do nicely

may argue that the Mackay
bill would increase the num-
ber of divorces in Britain,

which already has the highest
split-up rate in Europe. Oth-
ers, led by the Lord Chancel-
lor himself, will calculate that

the mediation service and the
one-year wait might lead some
couples to cool down and stay

together. Both sides are right,

and both are wrong. Lord
Mackay of Forked Tongue has
spoken.

The squabble over this
impending legislation is a
minor manifestation of the
general sense of anxiety that

can be felt on both sides of the

Atlantic. “Family values" are

propounded by politicians and
think-tank experts who recog-

nise that there are no other
saleable ethical systems left. I

am with them. Socialism is

dead. The Judeo-Christian tra-

dition is not the overwhelming
force in determining our
behaviour that it ls popularly

supposed to have been in the

pak. It would be comforting to

place our faith in something,
just for a while. The family

would do nicely.

The difficulty is that it is an
illusion. You could argue that

the British should follow the
Germans, and tailor bath the

law and the tax and benefits

system to the principle of
maintaining the family Forget

it. No British government
would ever apply such a pol-

icy consistently enough for

long enough to make a signifi-

cant difference. The
Americans have support-the-

family slogans pumped into

their ears day and night and

they, with their pluralistic

democracy, cannot manage it

Fortunately, governments
are not able to create new cul-

tures. Francis Fukuyama, who
has been in London this week,

gives us the evidence for my
assertion in his new book on
trust, entitled The Social Vir-

tues and the Creation of Pros-

perity. He said in a speech on
Wednesday that the Chinese,

who place family ties above all

else, tend to create family-run
businesses, while the Japa-
nese, who trust their business
companions and revere their

nation, have built up giant
multinational corporations.
Governments may tafcn note of

what Mr Fukuyama observes,

but that is the end of the mat-
ter. Beijing could not impose
Tokyo values on its popula-

tion, even if it wanted to.

This is why 1 am indifferent

to the fete of Lord Mackay’s
bill, which might as well be
subject to a free vote in the

House of Commons. Nor is

there any fiscal solution on
j

the horizon. The British bud-
:

get to be presented by Ken-

!

neth Clarke next month may ,

or may not seek to turn the

balance of tax advantage
towards married couples with

children, but who cares?

Any government that

sought to turn the dock back

would Impose pro-family legis-

lation, and family-supporting

taxation and benefit struc-

tures. This package would be
accompanied by measures to

clear women out of the labour

market. It would be topped op
by the provision of properly-

paid jobs to enable Hi-educated

young bucks to support them-

selves, wives and children.

The state would have rolled

back over us with a ven-

geance. What a horror story! It

would be better to keep fis-

cally neutral, and privatise the

marriage contract

i

V

liquor in the back of the air-

craft.

To meet the challenge of air-

line cuisine, airlines have to

spend an average of 5 per cent
of their turnover and, accord-

ing to Professor Bigas Doganis,

of the Cranfield Institute,

“they have to get the balance
right between reducing costs

and improving their product”.

As part of cost-cutting strate-

gies during the recession,

many carriers chose outside
caterers. This has led to the
creation of big specialised
catering companies such as
LSG Lufthansa Service Sky
Chefs, the largest, producing
250m meals a year, and Gate

Gourmet, the second biggest

with 92m meals. British Air-

ways, which still caters
in-house, could easily fit into

one of the top five slots with
44m meals a year.

With passengers demanding
better quality airline food, air-

lines are under pressure to
increase or at least maintain

their food budgets. Lufthansa,
for example, is cutting costs

elsewhere - not on food. Mar-
tin Brandenbusch, the German
airline’s catering chief,
explains this can be achieved

by trimming back handling,
equipment and engineering
costs.

He says the breakdown of
the cost of a typical DM100
Business Class meal on the
New York to Frankfurt route
comprises food and beverage,

68 per cent; handling 22 per
cent; equipment 9 per cent; and
engineering 1 per cent
Regular passengers would

not forgive an airline for
skimping on food. Branden-
busch says that passengers on
Lufthansa's in-bound flights

from South America, for exam-
ple, expect to find German spe-

cialities including German rye
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I
n an anonymous unit on
a tiny rural industrial

estate in Kent, Martin
Dockett constantly moni-
tors the blast freezer

that contains the ice creams
and sorbets he rnakan

He is detennined that noth-
ing should go wrong. Yet if

anything does go wrong with
his blast freezer, Dockett may
not be the first to know - he is

more likely to get a telephone
call from the Netherlands
alerting him to the first sign of
trouble.

For Dockett's freezer is

linked by computer modem to
an early warning system in
Roermond. allowing Dutch
experts to advise him to carry

out checks or, in an emer-
gency, call out a UK-based ser-

vice engineer.

So far the freezer, which
Dockett bought from a com-
pany which had gone into
receivership, has worked
smoothly at temperatures as
low as minus 40°C. It is one of

the safeguards Dockett has
built into his gleaming white
and stainless steel kitchens.

After 20 years building up
his reputation as a patisserie

chef. Dockett, 39. is now work-
ing 16 hours a day, seven days

a week, to establish his first

solo venture in the catering
business.

He and his wife Jennifer,

who trained in hotel manage-
ment, have invested every-

thing in making La Glaeerie a
success - selling their house

and moving with their two

young daughters to live with

Jennifer's mother to raise capi-

tal

Since he was a teenager.

Dockett has never wavered in

his love of cooking but ambi-

tion and a need for new chal-

lenges led him on a varied

course to becoming his own
boss.

First stop was catering col-

lege in Tbanet, Kent. Then he
worked in London hotels, with

a seven-year spell lecturing in

professional cookery at West-

minster College. In 1987. he
was invited to join the Acade-
mic Culinaire de France.

Two years ago. he was work-

ing at the Connaught Hotel in

Mayfair. “It was a lovely place

to work and the food was
excellent but you knew exactly

what you were going to be
doing day in day out.

"I felt hemmed in, with no
room for growth- I had this

dream of getting out and being

my own boss. When you are at

college, your ultimate goal is

always to be head chef some-
where. But because I had cho-

ReaHy cool: Martin Dockett with hts range of sorbet and Ice-cream specialities
Timer Munpftnca

Minding Your Own Business / Grama Langdon-Down

A chefs frozen assets
sen to specialise in patisserie I

was always going to be one

rung down.
“I thought about opening a

patisserie unit which could
supply hotels with cold des-

serts, pastries and chocolates. I

went to four banks offering our
house in Chlslehurst, Kent, as

collateral, but they weren't
interested. They said it may be
worth £100,000, but, to them, it

was only worth about £20,000.

So I was unable to raise

enough capital to start on my
own."

Instead. Dockett moved to a

company which produced ice

creams, sorbets and patisserie,

as head chef in charge of 65

chefs.

“I was in my element The
company was turning over
£2.2m in sales. However, it

soon became clear it was in

financial difficulties. I cut the

staff down to 28, but within a
year it was in the hands of the

receivers and we were all made
redundant.

T went home to Jenny and
said: It’s now or never.’ We
put our house on the market at

the end of August 1994 and
sold it three days later."

The Midland Bank agreed to

match the amount raised from
the sale and money put in by

relatives, giving Dockett
£200,000 capital to work with.

In March this year, be signed

the lease on a 3,000 sq ft

"empty shell” in a small yard

of units in Cranbrook. Kent
The annual rent is £15.000,

with an office across the yard

costing a further £2,500 a year.

He was able to design the

layout of the unit to his own
specifications, working with
the local environmental health

officer to ensure it met all the

required standards.

Dockett said: “I think there

are a lot of people who don’t

want to listen to what the envi-

ronmental health peopleware

MINDING YOUR OWN BUSINESS

READERS ARE RECOMMENDED 70 SEEK APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVICE BEFORE ENTERING WTO COMMITMENTS

- RUGBY LOVING

CONTROLOF LEADING CLUB
A wealthy person wishing to buy a premier league soccer dub would

need to spend many millions purchasing its shares.

Now that Rugby Union Football has embraced professionalism, and a

new European League appears to be inevitable, dubs which are in a

position to do so can establish themselves among a European elite.

The commercial potential Is huge!

Given the current situation in British Rugby Rxrtbail, there is the

opportunity for an entrepreneur to gain effective control of one of the

best dubs in Rugby Football, a club which has a fine coaching set up.

a successful record In recent years, a sound commercial operation and

a squad of players Including many Internationals.

There Is a first class base upon which to build but the Club's access to

the kind of money necessary to achieve success In the new
professional game Is limited and so the present management, aware

of the exciting future and commercial opportunities are prepared to

accommodate a backer with significant funds either by taking a

secondary role or, even, subject to certain conditions, to step aside to

allow the new ‘owner1

to manage the Club's, affairs.

In the first instance, interested parties, principals only, who have the

necessary capital and are serious about the project's potential should

write in confidence, to the following address:

Box B4042, Financial Times,

V One Southwark Bridge, London SEL 9HL

Venture Capital
Required

Embryonic company with unlimited

potential & PLC ambitions, docs nor

meet banking criteria & seeks

substantial venture capital from

discerning but enlightened investors.

Quality management input welcomed.

Mayfield & Co,
Chartered Accountants,

Write to Box B4026. Financial

Times, One Southwark Bridge;

London SE1 9HLTeu 0116
2532000 Fax 0116 2532253

Awhortood by die beonae ofOwned
AcajuOMla to England & Wiles Co cany on

Invctaran Bmmm

Young, Dynamic, Exciting
Franchise Company

with substantial number of

franchisees seeks financial

partner to inject£1 60k for

business development.

Write to: Box B-UM1 , Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge. London SE1 9HL

RACEHORSE
PARTNERSHIPS

Have an interest in 30 horses,

eighteen of which are currently

two year olds and older:

available on free lease present

owner retaining 20%. Twelve

yearlings will be

purchased this Autumn

Reply in confidence to:

Tel: 0171-838 9737
Fax: 0171-838 9767

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE

FOR SALE Controlling Interest In well

established meat processing company in

south west Turnover 5300k - Profit before

directors lees SMOOh All Enquiries to: 45
Stupiegrme Road Taunton Somerset TA1
IDG

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Save 50% On
International
Phone Calls
Step Being Qvsr-Cfcargadl

Sint Saving Mowy TODAY!

UK-AntmS. Sew 30% - 25>/—
M-Brora - Sew 40% - Tlp/mlm

UK-Cm*nh Saw 30% - 22p/mm

l«-HxigKeag5m«%-44f/ria

UX-lavd - Ss« 36% - 68p/me

UK-Jepa* - Sew SO% - 44p/m*

UMLZmM -Saw25*- 3Hp/wm

MSeg^wn - Sow 50% - 39p/mh

UK-SJUria - Saw 40% - 59p/mm

UK-UM Saw 4054 - J/p/mk

Samgs Compared bB.Tde*am

CAll HOW FOR DFTA'IS!

Agents wanted WoWo*.

Tel 0181-490-5014
Fax 0181-568-2800

Dial IntTwatiomd UK

SAVEON INTL
PHONE CAULS!
As* start ournew tower rates

worldwide. Now featuring

Faxaway and Int'l Internet

access!

bt the UK; Galt: 0800-9S4O18
Fax: 080046-4015

In the US: Caflr 1-206-27&61B1

Fax: 1-2D6-216-62S2

*****? ISBUfM
34hour*!

::
J| vHpS

ffiSiibacK
wmmBm
iMfWMwMaOunnl

4l7 2ndAM. W. SsaHa, WAM119 USA]

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
To advertise in this section please telephone 0171-67S 3503 or write lo Charles Whitewood at the Financial Tima,

One Southwark Bridge , London SEJ 9HL or Fax 0171 873 3098

UNIVERSAL EXOTICS,
OPTIONS, SWAP, YIELD,
ZERO-CURVE ADD-INS
Additional spreadsheet lunctlons lor

Financial Markers Professionals using Lotus
1-3-3 and Excel (Windows, OS/2, Mac).
European and American styta options and
warrants on bonds, commacflaas. currenaes.

futures and shares

Prices range from £499 to £2,499.

PSS - Financial Systems Software

A (Svtslon of FNX Limited

The Ruyex House, 13th Boor

AMermanfaury Square
London ECZV 7HR
TOt *44 (Q) 171 - GOO 6033
Fad *44 (0] 171 8004109

ACT! THE SALES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
• TtactaaflyojrCterit Contact

• Prompts si your actions

• Has fuflWP, Modem. Fax support
- DOS, WINDOWS, NETWORKS, MAC,
• Training, Consultancy. Support, Product

- Dorfl complain compete!

ASK FOR THE DEMO DISC

Brawn andCompany
7W: 0158240444
Fax: 01582 488333

FINALLY: REAL-TIME
DATA YOU CAN AFFORD
STOCKS, CURRENCIES,
BONDS, DERIVATIVES AND
NEWS
Tenfoce provides global real-time financial

data cfcract to your PC at the lowest possWe
cost. Our Windows platform facilitates

seamless interfacing with other Windows
appNcadons
AvatbUsacross Europe
Can Tertore UK on 0171 405 4541

IMPROVE YOUR
PERFORMANCE
Meta Stock • SuperChana - TradeStatioiv-

VSA - Bay Options - CandoGDck Ferecmter
. Updam Software via Tetotext - Quicken
portfolio, books and videos. Historical and
end -o>-day prices available on CD ROM,
dshelte and via modem.
CALL OR PAX FOR FREE
CATALOGUE AND PRICING
Market Data Centre Lid.,

IB/21 Greet Tower Street

London EC3R SAG
TM: 0171 EZ20094 Fez: 0171 522 0095

StAR is all you need!
From only £9.00 p.w. Ns tocrmSHe program,

tram Synergy Software, offers ful valuation

and charting foeflUes for 5500 Inetrumenta.

Mo other package can contrtueas much to

your investments. Far management of LSE
equities. ITa. Warrants. Currencies or

tndees StAR odors unbeatable value.

Tb find out why, please telaphano 01582

424202 and aril lor on tntormetion peck.

Pain-free Data Collection

To got the most from your Investment

software package you must insist upon last,

accurate. flsxMe and ratable data. Locfc no
further. Synergy Software offers this service,

in various formats, of extremely low cosl

Please telephone far more doteDa on
01SB24242B2

IMADE 102% PROFIT IN
TWOWEEKS WITH MESA
award vrtming Baring software tom the USA
laee 1C 01 10 March) gnroe clear BUY and

SELL signals on stocks, shores, futures ...

PREDICTSfumeydeurns.

Also SUMMIT - fully automated trading

system. ExceliertfpnM record.

For a PWEEDaWDHKeallMESA(UK)
TM: 0181 303 7407 Fe>: D1B1 303 2BS0

7 days a week

CENTRAL SOFTWARE
UNIT TRUST SYSTEM
FtafauU Networked Package
Recommended by top Fund Menagera

Complete funcoonaSty

Muto-currency

MulMtooual Correspondence

Eifcpesn aral Arabic

high Sta* Productivity

Atotaly modern economic

Ptetfarm lor I.T. efficiency

John Ormond Central Software
1Mb 01624 824957 Free 01624 828703
BUNutbosn FC8 Select 400
01783 244 268 Ftoc 01783 244548

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE' ;

Appear in the

Financial Times

on Tuesdays, Fridays

and Saturdays.

For further information

or to advertise in this

section

please contact

Lesley Sumner on

+44 0171 873 3308

saving and complain about the

regulations being too restric-

tive. But if you produce some-

thing which poisons someone
then yon lose your business, so

the safeguards are for yon as

well as the customer."
Their efforts meant Forte,

the UK's largest hotel group,

approved them as suppliers

within weeks of production
starting, he added.

One of the biggest single

expenses was a £26,000 refriger-

ated van which prints out a
record of the temperature in

the back to confirm to custom-
ers that the frozen desserts and
ice creams have been delivered

in proper conditions.

So far he has taken on one
member of staff, Andrew Niz-

nik. 26, with whom Dockett
had worked previously. Nxznik

stays with the Dockerts during

the week, regularly setting out -

at about 5.30am to deliver

orders to London. Niznik is

also responsible for quality

assurance, sending off weekly

samples of the products for

analysis.

The business plan for La Gla-

cerie, drawn up with the help

of Dockett's chartered accoun-

tant brother-in-law Christopher

Stent, predicts a £20,000-plus

loss to February 1996 with a
turnover of about £145,000. It

then forecasts turnover of

£227,000 with a net profit of

£15,000 for the year to Febru-
ary 1997, increasing to £275,000

turnover and nearly £35,000

profit over the following 12

months.

Dockett produces the ice

creams and desserts single-

handedly. Turnover in the first

few months has been about
£6,000 but the aim is for £24JX)0

a month in the run-up to

Christmas. Achieving that

level of monthly sales means
sending out about 500 desserts

and 100 litres of ice cream a
day. *T can manage that on my
own. Once the money starts
mining in then we ran think

about employing some more
cheis." he said.

With such prestigious clients

as the Park Lane Hotel The
Cafe Royal and Mosimann's,
Dockett's main aim is to sup-

ply top London hotels and
exclusive outlets: "I am not
interested in mass production,"

he said. He is also pitching for

contracts with airlines’ first-

class services.

“Over the last five years, the

hotel trade, like everything
else, hit a low point and the

first people to be cut back were
the pastry chefs. So the goods
have to be bought in."

He is convinced it was right

to risk everything and go it

alone. "Everybody dreams
about running their own busi-

ness but a lot of people just

stand on the edge of the pond
My advice is jump in - you end
up coping because you have to

and often it is not as difficult

as you imagined.
La Glacerie, Unit 7. Cour-

tlands Farm, Tumden Lane,
Cranbrook, Kent TN17 2QL
Tel: 01580-715882. Fax:
01580-715S83.

F
ive thousand years ago

our ancestors started

to use a bitter extract

from willow bark to

reduce inflammation. Around

400BC Hippocrates relieved

the pain of childbirth with a

brew of willow leaves. And in

1763 the Rev Edward Stone

reported to the Royal Society

of London that willow extract

had brought down a high fever

in 50 patients.

One hundred years ago the

foul-tasting bark extract was
transformed by the young Ger-

man chemicals industry into

pure white tablets of acetytsal-

i icylic acid - launched by

i Bayer in 1899 as aspirin. Aspi-

rin was an instant commercial
success, and it is still manu-

(
factored in larger quantities -

[

300m doses a day - than any

other pharmaceutical. Yet sci-

entists are only now discover-

ing exactly haw it makes
aches and pains, arthritis and
rheumatism more bearable.

Their research should lead

to an improvement in the
large pharmaceutical category

known as Nsaids (non-stero-

idal anti-inflammatory drags),

which combine mild pain
relief with a reduction in

inflammation. They include
aspirin, ibuprofen and two
dozen others with names such

as naproxen, diclofenac and
indomethacin, which may be
familiar to readers with
chronic arthritis.

AH of these drags cause sim-

ilar side effects, notably on the

gastro-intestinal system. Regu-

lar consumption increases the

risk of peptic ulcers and bleed-

ing in the stomach. According
to a recent estimate, Nsaids
cause 30 per cent of the 4.000

deaths a year from peptic

nlcCTS in the OK.
John Vane, the British phar-

macologist and Nobel Laure-
ate, took the first step in 1971

when he proposed that aspirin

and other Nsaids work by
inhibiting production of pros-

taglandins - locally acting

hormones which have a vari-

ety of effects, including mak-
ing nerve endings more sensi-

tive to painful stimuli.

Further research In the
1970s and 1980s confirmed
Vane’s view and showed that

the key step in the process was
the blocking of an enzyme
called cyclo-oxygenase, or Cox,

which help6 to convert fatly

adds into prostaglandins. Sci-

entists believed then that both
the therapeutic benefits and
the unwanted side effects were
caused by inhibition, of the

Cox enzyme.
But in the 1990s, research at

laboratories including the Wil-

liam Harvey Institute which
Vane runs at St Bartholo-
mew’s Hospital, London, has
revealed that Cox is two dis-

tinct enzymes with similar
structures.

Nsaids do their good work
by blocking Cox-2 and their

The Nature of Things

From bark

to super
aspirin

harm by blocking Chx-1, Cox-I

is a "housekeeping enzyme*,
normally present throughout

the body, with a range of pro-

tective functions in toe stom-

ach, kidneys and elsewhere.

Cox-2 is an “Inducible
enzyme" produced, when tis-,

sues are stimulated by disease;'

accident or stress.

They are just different:

enough to open np toe possi-

bility of developing drugs,
which inhibit Cox-2 without

7

affecting Cox-L The latest evi-

dence, presented at a scientific

conference in .London this'

month, shows that Cox-2 has a
larger tunnel-like space . run-

ning through the molecule,
than Cox-1.

Drug companies are racing

to exploit the opportunity to

develop selective Nsaids which
would have a potent analgesic

and anti-inflammatory effect

without harming the stomach
and kidneys. They would bring
commercial r^uvmatian to a
rather tired sector of the phar-
maceutical market which, is

foil of old low-margin prod-

ucts.

The first purpose-designed
drugs of this sort are just

beginning f-iinfcal trials - far

example, Merck of the US has

one code-named L-745,337. If

all goes well, they may receive

approval as prescription medi-

cines soon after 2000.

However, an Nsaid called

meloxicam, developed by
Boehringer Ingelheim iff Ger-

many, turns out by chance to

be a more selective inhibitor

of Cox-2 than anything now on
the market. Meloxicam
recently received marketing
approval in France and the
company expects it to be
licensed within a few months
in other European countries

on the strength of clinical tri-

als with 5,000 patients. It

seems to have fewer side

effects than existing drugs but

is unlikely to be as selective as

toe specially designed snper-

Nsaids.

None of these drags is likely

to threaten the popularity of

aspirin in the near future. For
one thing, the regulatory
authorities will want to see

several years' of evidence that
they work safely as prescrip-

tion medicines before they per-

mit them to be sold over the
counter.

And they cannot offer

another of aspirin's benefits -
the fact that, taken In very
low doses over a long period,

it reduces toe risk of a heart
attack. Small quantities of
aspirin fa quarter of the
amount needed to relieve pain)
reduce toe tendency of blood
platelets to dot together. Even
if aspirin becomes redundant
as a pain-killer, its effect on
the heart should main tain its

popularity well into the next
century.

Clive Cookson

Throw a chicken in the air

HNAM3AI.TIMES

Continued from Page I

bread, beer, newspapers and
Franconia wine. This is costly

but their customers feel it is an
essential feature of being back
on German soil.

On all short domestic flights

from Frankfurt, Lufthansa has

introduced what it calls the
Gate Buffet Service which
enables passengers to select

their own food at the gate and
carry it an board in a paper
bag.

Swissair’s passengers expect
expensive food. "They would
punish us if we served only
peanuts and beverages on
short flights." says Hansruedi
Felchlin, of Swissair. "We once
tried to get away with a btber

(a stuffed patisserie) and
Orange juice and our customers
rebelled instantly."

By contrast, most US carri-

ers, despite their publicity,
have traditionally given low
priority to food, especially on
domestic routes, because they
believe passengers want, above
all, cheap fares.

Today the eating trend is

towards lighter, healthier, sim-
pler food. As an example, BA's
Hafner cites the company's trio

of grilled fish consisting of Arc-

tic char, sole and striped bass,

and a comfort food such as
steamed date pudding, which
reconstitutes wen in the air,

and is served with vanilla-

flavoured custard.

Jenny Sharp, head of BA’s
catering department, says that

the airline's current food phi-

losophy is to give passengers
what they did not know they
wanted. Instead of the tradi-

tional English breakfast on the

Brussels route, for example, a

Danish pastry with a hot

Aircraft food 1940s style

savoury filling is served. Such
fare, according to Sharp, is

healthier than a fry-up.

Raymond Blanc disagrees.
The renowned chef of Le Man-
oir aux Quat’ Saison near-
Oxford, who also designs guest
dishes for Richard Branson's
Virgin Atlantic Airways,
argues: “It’s a contradiction in
terms to offer passengers what
they don't want because most
of them know what they
want." From his experience,
they like food that does not
punish the stomach, particu-
larly heavy sauces that give
passengers a bloated feeling
after a long flight,

“But there is no reason to
give two thirds of the cabin the
worst food just because they
are paying Economy," says
Altila Dogudan, the Viennese

restaurateur who supplies the
food for Lauda Air, the small
airline started by Niki Lauda,
the Austrian racing driver.
“These passengers are usu-

ally hungrier t.h flq their pre-
mium class counterparts," he
adds. On an early morning
flight to Vienna, the breakfast
in Economy had one item less
than in Business. The menu
included fruit salad, a selection
of air-dried Tyrolean ham
Hungarian salami and
muesli, crepes stuffed with
scrambled egg and ham, a
croissant, an assorted bread
basket including rye, freshly
squeezed orange juice, a spe-
cial apricot jam and tea and
coffee.

To improve quality, Japan's
ANA is experimenting with on-
board steam ovens. These are

essential for the production of
their special sticky rice which
can be easily handled with
chopsticks. ANA has also
devised an airline service cart
that heats individual meals in
situ rather than in the convec-
tion oven in the galley.
With Japanese meals, the

visual aspect is just as impor-
tant as the taste and quality,
and ANA cabin staff are
trained by the chefs. But the
surprise items on board are the
organic vegetables and the
organic carrot juice served for
breakfast in First Class on out-
ward bound flights to the US
and Europe. The carrot juice is
of special interest because,,
while pressurisation causes a
lack of oxygen, scientific
research has shown the juice
fixes the oxygen content in
your cells. Thus you arrive in
better shape.
Wines, which iilm food are

also subject to rhangp when,
drunk in the cabin, have to be
carefully selected. In reds the
tannin can become accentu-
ated; in whites the acidity. In
champagnes not only the acid-
ity but also the expansion of
the bubbles can detract from
the taste.

To achieve good results. Air
France employs special inspec-
tors called piqueurs on board,
while others blend wines
in-flight and go for fniitiness,

“It's difficult to tell some top
vineyards that their wine does
not fly," says Adrian Oil of
Cathay Pacific.

But forget the best vintages.

.

They are bad for you and your
jet lag. Stick to carrot juice- to
get oxygen fix.

Farrol Kahn is die founder
and director of the Aviation
Health Institute, Oxford.
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Lunch with the FTP | UAV X X

lhe not-so-gay
hussar chews

fmmmmmml•^jydTV . v. -V v-r.

over life
'
- -i.

A t one table in the
Gay Hussar, a res-
taurant in London's
Soho, I sat waiting
for Richard

Ingrams. At another, he sat
waiting for me.
It might seem remarkable

Uiat anyone could miss
Britain’s foremost fogey and
satirist, especially in such a
tiny place. But he was tucked
away behind the door and was,
in any case, looking most
unlike himself, as he was rela-

ytively well groomed and wear-
%ig a conservative suit and tie.

Eventually, a waiter realised
that these two sole diners were
meant to be lunching together
and led me over to join
Ingrams, who ran the satirical

magazine Private Eye for 25
years before retiring in 1986.
He appeared to be reading an
advertisement for the Isle of
Man post office in the Oldie
magazine he now edits.

I sat down beside him on a
red velvet bench, so I had to
turn my head to look at him.
But, as he chose to stare
straight ahead, I bad a good
view of his profile, which was
greyer, thicker and more
weary than I had expected.

I had been looting forward
to this lunch. Not everyone
cares for Ingrams, who was
described by one newspaper
recently as an uptight, ungen-
erous, censorious, pock-marked
old codger. But I like his writ-

ing, and was expecting to be
much amused.
Yet, 10 minutes into the

lunch, we were having a stilted

conversation about whether
Country Life magazine came
out weekly or fortnightly. We
.had ordered our heavy Hungar-
(am specials (fish dumplings
and rice for me; pancake and
potato for him) and refused
wine. 1 don’t drink at all,” he
said. ...

Lucy Kellaway meets satirist Richard Ingrams
i r'

• v •• •

Ingrams ha$ been a regular
at the Hussar for a long time.
He boycotted it briefly after its

long-time owner, Victor Sassie,
sold out, and went instead to
the nearby Groucho Club.
Now, though, he says he does
not like the Groucho and is

back in the comforting plush of
the Hussar.

“It's nice and quiet. At some
restaurants, I can’t hear a
word of what people say. I

went to a restaurant the other
day called the Kensington
something or other. 1 couldn't

Ingrams is 58
but, from the

way he was
talking, he
might be 20
years older

hear anything.”
While working on his just-

published biography of Mal-
colm Muggeridge, be had end-
less lunches in a corner
upstairs with cronies of the
late British journalist and
broadcaster - “Lord Longford,
Hugh Carleton Greene, all

those sort of people.” Appar-
ently, though, it was to little

avail: “People don't remember
anything.

1’

Ingrams is only 58 but, from
the way he was talking, you
might fhinir him 20 years
older. He believes that the past
was better and all the best peo-

ple are dead. “When the Mug-
geridge hook was commis-
sioned, he was incredibly
famous. But I hadn’t reckoned

on the speed with which some-
one like that Is forgotten. It is

to do with telly.”

He went on: *lt's ridiculous

to write a biography of some-

one when they are alive.” How,
then, did that square with his

own biography, a glowing
account written by his friend,

Harry Thompson, and pub-
lished earlier this year? “I

agreed to it because I knew be
wouldn't do a knocking job.

But you’re right - it all seemed
a bit pointless.”

While Ingrams Is a master at
handing out criticism, he is no
tougher than the next person
when It comes to receiving it

“It Is quite hard to rise above. I

mean, even an attack by some-
one like Paul Johnson. I know
it shouldn’t, but it makes me
angry for a day.”

He was referring to a less

than favourable review that

Johnson, a historian and fellow

journalist, had Just written of

his book. “I did have a very
good review in the Newbury
Weekly News by someone who
does not have an axe to grind

against me,” he added. New-
bury. west of London, is a
Bm»n town close to Ingrams’
home. I laughed, hoping he
meant this as a joke against
hlmoolf.

Given that his own aWn is so
thin

,
does he fed remorse

about all those people he pillo-

ried over the years when he
edited Private Eye? “lhe Eye
should attack powerful people.

It went wrong going for same
obscure people, ” he said. But
he also claims to feel badly
about Cedi Parkinson, a senior

Tory cabinet minister who
resigned in. 1 983 after revela-

tions that he had fathered an
illegitimate child with his sec-

retary, Sara Keays.
'

“I felt Fd been used by Sara
Keays,” said Ingrams. “The
story came in anonymously. 1
just didn't expect it to cause
any rumpus. You just don't
know what effect you are going
to have.

7J
“Some peqjrie are delighted

over Thames Trains
jk Tiu
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Okfto editor, Richard tograms: a difficult man to get to the bottom of

to be attacked. Far example,
Alan Clark [another former
Tory minister] is always send-

ing me Christmas cards. But
he has been absolutely sav-

aged.” I said that Clark was
not exactly typical and he men-
tioned novelist Jeffrey Archer,

who, in his thirst for any kind
of publicity, is not typical

either.

Ingrams has put his satirical

skills to one side In the Mug-
geridge biography, which
glosses over much of the lat-

ter's rampant womanising.
Some people have concluded
that Ingrams is going soft, an
accusation that left him chew-
ing on his pancake for same
time. “I hope Pm not,” he said.

“There was a time when Mal-

colm was groping every
woman he met Should I list

them all?

“If you do too much, it

becomes boring like any long

,

Diversions

A stroll through history

A s you walk west along
one of London's great,

yet largely unknown,
arterial pathways, the

landscape softens. You encoun-

ter more grass and trees, and a
better class of fisherman.

This is London's alternative

waterway: not the well-trodden

route that follows close to the

the Thames but a wondrously

historic 28-mile towpath next

to the Grand Union Canal,
||nlr|ng T.lrriehouse In the east

and Brentford in the west
Cutting through a large

swathe of north London, for

much of the time below street

level and with only the occa-

sional sightings of vehicles, the

rctute provides a view of the

capital that is always interest-

ing, at tiroes beautiful and

above all different

The hidden nature of much
of the path gives it a curious,

Narnia-like quality, as though

you are looking at London
)from the inside out
s The sights range from nonde-

script to exotic. They include

grim council estates and float

ing restaurants; railway goods

yards and ornate iron bridges;

the Heinz baked bean factory

and the London Zoo aviary; the

squat cooling towers of WUles-

den power station and the

soaring spire of Kensington’s

St Mary Magdalene.

While there are some mod-

ern buildings - such as a

mosque and the sheds for the

Eurostar ^annel tunnel trains

- many of the features have

changed little since the canal

was dug around 200 years ago

to connect the capital to indus-

trial centres in the Midlands.

Lock out In particular for a

magnificent, though disused,

canopied warehouse for load-

ing and unloading narrowboats

at Brent Meadow Wharf.

Along the route your most

frequent companions are likely

to be fishermen (and a few fish-

erwomen) for whom the canal

is a permanent magnet. The

ones in the east, close to some

of London’s poorest areas,

make do with fairly rudimen-

tary equipment Further west,

as you pass through thebetter-

off suburbs of Greenford, Peri-

vale and Alperton, they have

* sophisticated carbon-fibre rods

and special boxes for keeping a

wide range of maggots, pre-

sumably to attract different

types of fish. .

Technically the Grand Umon
rinnai in London Is not one nut

Peter Marsh discovers the delights of London's towpath

three canals: the eight-mile

Regent’s Canal which connects

Limehouse Basin on the

Thames to Paddington Basin;

the 13-mile Paddington Canal

to Bull's Bridge; and the seven-

mile stretch of the (bend Junc-

tion Canal which joins the

Thames at Brentford.

The different sections ware

dug from west to east over a
27-year period from 1798. The

Paddington and Regent links

allowed barge traffic from Bir-

mingham (where the Grand
Junction comes from) to drive

directly through London rather

than entering the Thames west

of the capital.

The Paddington link was rel-

atively straightforward and

was completed without any

significant financial overrun,

but the Regent section was

much more problematic.

It runs through hillier

ground and so presented the

terhpiral challenge of tunnels

and locks. The Regent canal

has two tunnels and 12 locks -

the Paddington stretch has

none. The Regent route also

went closer to built-up areas,

lifting its builders into dis-

putes with landowners. Nor

was the Regent's building pro-

gramme helped when the
canal's architect, Thomas
Homer, embezzled much of its

development capital - a crime
for which he was transported.

By the time the canal opened
in 1620, much of momen-
tum of the canal age had dissi-

pated. The advent of the rail-

ways soon afterwards killed off

its chances of proving a finan-
cial success.

Today, the walker may
regard the route as just
another way of getting across

London. It is just about possi-

ble to finish it in one day,
although most people might
prefer to do it in sections.

From Limehouse (dose to a
Docklands Light Railway sta-

tion) the walk goes through an
evocative, though somewhat
grim, landscape of battered fac-

tories and disused wharves,
brightened by the occasional
well-kept back garden and the
greenery of Hackney's Victoria

Park, -for which the canal acts
as a boundary.
At City Road Basin, for the

only significant stretch on the
route, the waiter has to leave
the towpath and take to the
streets as the canal flows -

through the 960-yard Islington

tunnel. After this comes the

best known stretch between
Camden Locks and Little

Venice, which takes in the
northern edge of Regent’s
Park. Here, on a warm week-
end afternoon, the towpath
will probably be packed with
strollers.

Heading west Is perhaps the

most pleasant part of the walk.

The path leads through some
good modem housing dose to

Paddington station and the
open spaces of Wormwood
Scrubs, with its dozens of foot-

ball pitches and nasty looking

prison. Ahead lie long sections

where there will be few other
walkers, with open views
across stretches of near coun-

tryside.

The western suburbs are
home to large numbers of
moored narrowboats with
soothingly old-fashioned
names; Top O’ The Morning,
Lancashire Lass, Ivy Rose,
Autumn Days, Toots and Otto:.

Lots of light Industry Is packed
around the Park Royal estate -

one of Britain's earliest indus-

trial parks, which is the base
fru* household names such as
Guinness and Allied Lyons.
The Regent Canal links up
with the Grand Junction close

to a Tesco superstore. A big
Nestlfi coffee factory
HmrnnnrBs itself a mile away
by its smell.

The route Is then a switch-

back ride south-east back
towards the Thames via six

locks at Hanwell, which raise

the amal 53ft Watch out for

the delightfully understated

cast-iron Gallows Bridge a mile

away from Brentford, close to

the elevated section of the M4
motorway.
The most technically accom-

plished part of the canal Is

probably the stylish aqueduct
that carries the waterway over

the North Circular Road near

Wembley - the most danger-

ous is the section near Boston

Manor where a large goat may
block the towpath.

For sheer pleasure, linger for

a few minutes on the towpath

opposite Kansal Green Ceme-
tery. which is impressively

shaded with trees and makes a
glorious contrast to some huge

and surprisingly attractive gas-

holders on the south side of

the canal. If - as happened in

my case ~ a large flock of

geese comes chasing over the

canal at this moment, your

enjoyment will be complete.

catalogue - terrible. But where
J would criticise Mugg is for

not facing up to his past He
blotted it out He should have
said: T may have done this that

and the other, but now I see
my mistake'."

Ingrams himsalf is often crit-

icised for having double stan-

dards: a pillar of the establish-

ment and its greatest scourge;

a lampooner of sexual infideli-

ties who has a broken mar-
riage of his own and a girl-

friend younger than hie
children. Yet he does not con-

sider himself a worse offender

than most other journalists.

"You could make the charge of

hypocrisy against anyone. You
need to be on your guard all

the time and ask; can I justify

this with relation to my own
life? But I don't think Mugg
was at all aware of that”
We started to talk of Mugger-

idge and.his increasingly fanat-

ical Catholicism. “1 wanted to

know to what extent he
believed all the things Catho-

lics are supposed to believe in.

But I discovered that it is very
difficult to pin down what peo-

ple believe. If you ask me what
my religion is, Td find it quite

difficult to define it The whole
point of life is to try to make
progress all the time.”

I asked if he felt he was con-

tinuing to make progress.

"Well, hopefully, yes. I have
just become aware of huge
areas of Ignorance. A lade of

education generally. At school

I was taught Latin and Greek:

nothing else, really. I don’t
know anything at all about sci-

ence. I have a duty to find out
History, too. Tm very ignorant

about that”
This bizarrel; earnest con-

versation was brought to an
end by a

(

waiter asking if we
wanted pudding. Ingrams, hav-

ing left half of the brown lump
on his plate unfinished,
declined. He said be normally

had a sandwich from Marks
and Spencer for lunch. 1 asked
if he cooked, and he admitted

to “developing a slight interest

in cookery through the good
offices of Delia Smith” - the
popular television cook.

This new found domesticity

also runs to staying in for Cor-

onation Street. ‘1 was reading
today that they are going to

have Coronation Street four
nights a week instead of three.

That will place a great burden
on viewers.” He gave a barking
laugh and informed me that

poet Sir John Betjeman was
also a great fan erf

-

the soap
opera.

Returning to Muggeridge,
Ingrams observed: “He just

shut down when he was 70- He
lost his sense of irony.” There
can be little danger of Ingrams

losing bis. On the way to our
lunch, he had an unfortunate

chance encounter with a
woman who recently sued Him
for sexual discrimination after

he fired most of the females on
the Oldie staff.

At the time, he had put out a
press release "miring a joke of

the sackings and predicting the

launch of “The Crone - a mag-
azine for old bags”. He is impa-
tient about the whole matter.

“If I had taken them all out to

lunch, I would have been all

right But I just couldn’t be
bothered.”

I am not so confident it

would have been all right At
the end of our meal, he was
just as impenetrable as when
we started. Was he bored? Or
is that just his way? His biog-

rapher complained that he
could not get to the bottom of

Ingrams, and I see what he
meant
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FOOD AND DRINK

F
or reliably ripe, luscious

wines, ready to drink

young from recent years

(which have not exactly
been ontroubled in northern
Europe) look south, to the

Languedoc and southern Rhfine

Valley and beyond.
It has been a convenient

shorthand to say that

supermarkets, with thetr ability to
buy in unthinkable hulk, are best
at bargains under £5 a bottle,

while independent merchants are
better at offering dependable
excitement at more than a fiver.

I have recently, however, come
across convincing evidence that in

the £4-£5 bracket, the independents
are fighting back. Exhibits A, B
and C are three characterful
southern French reds from the
precocious 1994 vintage at

£4-something from traditional

merchants.
(All, coincidentally, are members

of the informal Bunch group of

merchants which exists to

guarantee its customers’ safety

Wine / Jancis Robinson

O for a beaker full of the warm South
when buying and storing fine wine
- and to guarantee its members, 1

suspect, a jolly good gossip about

the shortcomings of other

retailers.)

Syrah. Les Plataines de Marquise

1994 (£4.65 from Lay & Wheeler, of

Colchester, Essex) is a densely

peppery archetypal Languedoc

rendition of the north Rhine’s

great grape made from grapes

grown in the foothills of the

Cevennes.
Cuvee des Templiers 1994, on the

other Hand (£4.70 from Laytons of

London NW1), is a Vin de Pays

from the southern Rhone valley

which has all the warm. juicy

appeal of a Cotes-du-Rhone

fashioned in drink-up style.

It is made mainly from ultra-ripe

Grenache grapes with a bit of

Syrah structure and a dollop of

Cinsault and Carignan.

Adnams of Southwold, Suffolk,

meanwhile has another
Cotes-du-Rhone manque hi the

rather softer, more Merlot-

influenced form of Domaine
Michel. Vin de Pays de Vaucluse

1994 at £4.50. These three wines are

directly comparable with Oddbins’

brace of delicious, round, supple

red 1993s from the Costteres de

Nimes appellation on the cusp of

the southern Rhdne and the

Languedoc: Domaine Mas Carlot at

£4.69 and Chateau Paul Blanc at

£4.99.

But Adnams’ real current

excitement is a trio of stunning
Italian reds at £5-something

How to build

new bridges over
the Bosphorus

Nicholas Woodsworth gorges on swordfish, bluefish, turbot,

calamari, shrimps, tuna and much more in IstanbulW e live in a world of

sad impermanence.
Time passes, cities

change, fish restau-

rants we once
thought immortal disappear.

Not so long ago, my favourite pas-

time on visits to Istanbul was sit-

ting down to a meal at one of the
restaurants on the Gaiata bridge.

As sites for fish dinners go. it was
hard to beat an establishment
suspended from the underside of a
floating pontoon bridge on the
Golden Horn.
The traffic would rumble over-

head. the iron girders encasing the

restaurant would creak and moan,
and the bridge itself gently dip and
rise on the water. With a plate of
turbot and a bottle of cold white

Marmara wine. I would sit at an
outdoor table there on a summer
evening and think myself the lucki-

est of diners.

The fish may not have been
always of the highest quality’ and
the service raised eyebrows from
time to time, but the place had
atmosphere. Ships' horns hooted.

Ferry boats came and went. There
was something about gazing out on
to the lights, the docked boats, the

busy maritime traffic steaming
through the Bosphorus that seemed
to contribute to the taste of the fish

itself. It was superb.

The old, floating Gaiata bridge
has disappeared now, replaced by a
modem one which is fixed firmly,

efficient, and without a single fish

restaurant. Where in heaven's
name, I wondered as I walked
across the new structure on my last

visit to Istanbul, was I going to find

dinner with the same maritime set-

ting so close at hand, the same fishy

pleasures offered up so congenially?

At the Eminiimi ferry docks on
the old Istanbul side of the bridge, I

stopped to gaze, sniffed the air -

and brightened up immediately.
Somewhere, someone was grilling

fish. I followed my nose past a Bos-

phorus ferry with gangplanks
choked by boarding passengers and,

at its steam, came upon the Lale, a
pretty wooden boat with scrolly,

painted woodwork on its bow and a

star-and-crescent Turkish flag fly-

ing overhead.
I thought at first It was on fire.

But no: the smoke and crackling

flames coming from its open mid-

ships were contained in a large tin-

plate cooker. On one side of it was a
grill, on the other a shallow frying

pan at least 3ft across. Both were

loaded with fish fillets, and two
moustachioed Turks were working
at fall speed serving up fish sand-

wiches. The Lale was the Istanbul

equivalent of the English fish and
chip take-out.

The fire sizzled, the Lale rocked
up and down, the fillets slipped

about in the pan and, in a minute or

two, 1 was eating a crusty hunk of

fresh, baguette-like Turkish bread

filled with hot fish and grilled green

peppers and tomatoes. With no shop

counter from which to offer condi-

ments. the hole's crew had wired
little tubs of salt and sliced onions
to the dock railings. The whole
affair cost less than 50p. It was sim-

ple and delicious.

Munching great door-stoppers of
sandwiches on a ferry dock was all

very well as an afternoon snack - it

is the fastest way to enjoy good,

fresh fish from the waters around
Istanbul. But it did not quite consti-

tute the leisurely and sustained din-

ing 1 had envisaged. So. that even-

ing. I wandered off to Kumkapi. the

Istanbul district on the Sea of Mar-
mara where seafood has long been
an established tradition.

It is a colourful, noisy, happy,
hectic set of streets, and much too

commercial. On summer evenings,

traffic is blocked off. restaurant
tables are set outside, and tourists

Hunting out

fish

restaurants is a

pleasant way
of getting to

know the

towns along

the Bosphorus

from all over the world squeeze
through over-crowded streets. I

found it hard to enjoy. Restaurant
touts pushed menus at me, hungry
tour groups wandered about, ambu-
lating bands of gypsy musicians
each played a different tune louder
than the other. The seafood at

Kumkapi may be fine, if somewhat
over-priced. I never found out. I

fled.

In a bar later that evening, over a
calming glass of the cloudy drink
the Greeks know as ouzo but the
Turks call raki, 1 recounted my
escape to Cevdet Uygun. A man
who carried his considerable girth

with pride and confidence, he
looked a good bet to engage on any
food-related subject
Journalist, drinker, raconteur,

admirer of women and immoderate
lover of seafood, Cevdet is not a

man, I discovered, to let obstacles
get In the way of his passions. Pos-

sessed, like most Turks, of a vast

sense of hospitality to strangers, he
offered immediately to show me
some of his own favourite eating

places around Istanbul-
Hunting down fish restaurants is,

without doubt, the most pleasant
way to get to know the towns and
restaurants along the Bosphorus.
We left the next morning on one of

the ferries that set the Lale rocking

at its mooring and, for the next few

hours, hopped back and forth

between Asia and Europe.

There are many towns along
these supremely beautiful shores,

most with good fish restaurants,

some of them highly sophisticated

and expensive. Of them all, I pre-

ferred unsophisticated Sariyen it

remains the active, working fishing

port it has always been.

Big. steel-bulled Black Sea fishing

boats, their nets wound on hydrau-

lic drums at their sterns, lay at
their moorings in the harbour. Tiny
little wooden craft with single-cylin-

der engines hammering away - pop-

pop-pop-pop - arrived with more
modest catches. It was a bright
scene painted in lively colours: the
boats bobbing in a fresh breeze: the

green, forested hills rising behind

the town; the brilliant blue, foam-
flecked Bosphorus: and a port
where all life was concentrated on
catching, selling and serving fish.

There was a market where fish

and crabs lay on iced beds of fig

leaves and ferns. On the waterfront,

small boys fished from the docks.

Women shucked tubs of mussels.

Whiskery old men sat in the sun
preparing and selling hand lines.

Under a sail rigged overhead
against the sun, I talked to two net-

mending fishermen who lamented,

like fishermen all over the world,

that fishing is not what it used to

be.

The Bosphorus and Black Sea
catches still come in nonetheless,

for the display, cases and live tanks

of the restaurants along the water
were full of treasures. At the Gaga-
noz restaurant, I gazed at swordfish

skewered on kebabs, at bluefish,

turbot, sea bass, mackerel, cala-

mari, shrimps, small tri
, sardines,

crabs, fresh anchovies, red mullet
All are caught locally, and all are

delicious.

In the end, we reached the small
port of Rumeli Kavagt at the north
end of the Bosphorus where it

opens out into the Black Sea. There,

I plumped for a small, whole pola-

mut (or bonito), grilled and accom-
panied by a salad. Like the prepa-

ration, the restaurant where we ate,

the Meydan, was simple: when the
fish Is as good as this, Cevdet
reminded me, nothing need be com-
plicated.

For real aficionados of Turkish
fish restaurants, though, food alone

is not enough. On my last night in

Istanbul, Cevdet and I made our
way to Mustaphapasha. Like
Kumkapi, it sits on the Sea of Mar-
mara. But the similarities end
there.

In the streets around the railway
station, the fish restaurants are
places where locals - many of them
fishermen - gather each evening for

company. What counts is not just

the food and drink, but conviviality.

The table where we settled down
with half a dozen Turks was loaded

already with raki bottles, glasses

(validating the £5 theory). Their

own special, unffltered bottling of

Rosso Conero 1993, Le Terrazze at

£5.60 is everything cme could ask

of a gulpable Italian red: deep
vibrant crimson colour, lovely soft

damson flavour, and an appetising

bite at the end.

Adnams claims h saved the wine
from Its usual pre-bottling

filtration by a chance telephone

call to the producers just as the
wine was about to be bottled. “We
could even hear the bottling fine

rattling in the background,”
reports Adnams' Simon Lottos

excitedly.

Two other plums were extracted

from further south by Nicolas

Beifrage, the original Italophfle

Master of Wine.

Many a retailer now offers a

Salice Salentmo and they are

generally good value if dense and

occasionally explosively alcoholic.

Adnams’ Salice Salenttoo 1990

Vallone. £5-20. is mercifully tamer

than most with a sweet fullness,

only the merest suggestion of

volcanoes and still some lively

tannins at the end of the palate.

Fervini is a wine producer name

to conjure with. The Beifrage/

Adnams combination has come up

with its admirable Primitive di

Maudaria 1992 at £5.90, made from

the grape known as Zinfandel in

California (although which was
and which egg Is Still the

subject of some debate). This

almost sweet, 14 percenter is

saved from being completely over

the top by its flick of appetising

aridity and the overall impression

is one of miraculous balance.

Ail three of these wines could be

drunk with great pleasure this

winter but should continue to

improve over the next two or three

years-
.

.

Adnams’ Helen Doddridge has

worked equally hard to nose out

some plums from Portugal's

evolving vinescape. Just to show

that the supermarkets and chains

do not have a monopoly on

discovering the Australian effect in

Europe, Adnams now imports a red

and a white of table wine strength

from the Douro (port) valley, two

expressions of Portuguese vineyard

tradition but fashioned by
Australian-trained winemakers.

Quinta do Crasto.19W at £5J0 .

(£5.49 at Oddbins) is an extremely

modern, upfront deepred rendition

ofTempranillo and Touriga .

Fnmcesa, traditional port grapes, :

with great richness and lifemade
by David Baverstock who Is based

in the Alentejo further south. "
•

Dom Prior 1994 at £4.60 fethe

creation of David Gmmaraens,
"

another Roseworthygraduate, but
this time raised in Oporto Of

Fonseca port-producing ^oek,This

exclusively from one grape variety J

(unusual in Portugal), Malvasia

Ffaia, grown in cool, high . i , >
vineyards up the Douro valley,

The result is someitHfrgpqwetftil'

with a slightly apricot-llke
*

"

‘i

perfume and a litffe astringency v
for the moment but mi
amount of cfcaracter.itsdeep lv
brown bottle quite rightly -•

reminiscent of Chateau Griflet,the^‘

Rhdne’s most expensive white..--
Just the sort (rfnou-identSdt wfew: -

to bring out the best in an
Australian education . - Vi

On Golden Horn: fish salesmen arrange their catch

and seafood meze, the small plates

of spicy appetisers popular through-
out the Levant There was octopus

in green olive sauce; tiny silver

sardines cooked with red pepper
and olive ofl; rings of calamari deep-
fried in batter; fish pickled in a rich
pilaki tomato and pepper sauce;
mussels sitting in their own shells

on beds of cumin-spiced rice.

We made our own honourable
contribution to the chaos on the
table. But as we enjoyed these mar-
vellous things, we also enjoyed a
constant stream of conversation
and chatter with our neighbours.
Turks are, after all. a Mediterra-
nean people. “The food is just an

excuse," Cevdet joked as he poured
a tall glass of raki. "What we really
love is talk."

We ordered plates of meze for our
table companions, and they ordered
for us. They told me about fishing
an the Bosphorus, I told them about
fishing in Britain. We ate, we
smoked, we drank prodigiously.

Somewhere, towards the gnd of the
evening, our new friends invited us
on a Bosphorus fishing trip.

It is an invitation 1 look forward
to taking up on my next visit. Not
just for the eating, either, but for
the friendship. Old bridges disap-
pear, but new and equally interest-
ing ones get built

I
t is not often that a grand old

restaurant returns to life after

early 50 years in limbo. Even
rarer that it should come back

to haunt a wing of the original

premises.

Stranger by for, then, that this

should happen in the centre of Ber-

lin, a city flattened by Allied bomb-
ing in the second world war, and
where a regime anathema to luxury

installed itself in the mins.

Borchardt was once the grandest

of the grand. It was founded by
Friedrich Wilhelm Borchardt in a
neo-renaissance palazzo at number
48 Franzosische Strasse in 1853, as a
restaurant and catering business
with delicatessen and wine shop. It

was rapidly taken up by the Prus-

sian royal family.

Eight years later Borchardt was
dignified with its first appointment

to the court and in 1875 Friedrich

Wilhelm was invested with the por-

tentous title of Eommerzienrat, or

commercial counsellor. Obsequious

diplomats were not slow to take the

From Prussian royalty to Kevin Costner
hint and Borchardt went on to sup-
ply all the main embassies.
Borchardt catered for the great

occasions of the Second German
Empire: the Congress of Berlin in
1878; the last session of the Council

of State before Bismarck's reluctant

departure in 1890; and the opening

of the Kiel Canal in 1895, when the
company served 1,050 covers with
U courses and six different wines in

55 minutes flat.

The restaurant was the scene of

Friedrich von Holstein's little gath-

erings. The ‘‘grey eminence" of the

German foreign office “thought that

in the course of a half hour lunch

he could govern the world". It was a

sentiment which would have
greatly appealed to early 19th cen-

tury French gastronomic writers.

In the course of one of these ses-

sions Holstein invented the Schnit-

zel which still bears his name.
These days you are most likely to

find it in France: a veal escalope

with a fried egg on top. The original

conception was more baroque: a
veal chop “topped with a lightly

poached egg and garnished with

mushrooms, caviar, lobster and
salmon".

Borchardt’s dining rooms were
originally much in favour with the

provincial Prussian nobility, but
things began to change after Wil-

liam II ascended the imperial

throne in 1888 and the restaurant

hung a portrait of the “All Highest”

in its Red Saloon. Possibly the

Junkers did not approve of the

flashier style of the new emperor,

perhaps the food had gone off.

Whatever the explanation they
began to look elsewhere. Theodor

Fontane recorded their disaffection

in his novella Irrungen, Whnmgen
(Aberrations) of 1887.

Borchardt nevertheless retained
its official patronage and its food
and grocery business was booming.
In 1899 It constructed a new wine
and food shop next door at No.47
and refitted the restaurant at No.48.

But the war and the departure of
the Hbhenzollem kings and emper-
ors knocked some of the stuffing

out of Borchardt

By the time Germany had recov-

ered from the trials of inflation it

bad become fashionable to visit the

new restaurants in the city's west
end. Borchardt continued to be pop-

ular with the embassies, even dur-

ing the second world war,

A former diplomat told Roland
Mary, one of Borchardt’s new own-
ers, that the Nazis had used the

place almost as a high-class brothel.

planting prostitutes about the
chambres separeis to gain informa-
tion from the remaining diplomatic
missions in Berlin.

All this came to an end when
No.47 was destroyed by an Allied
bomb. For a while the East German
regime licensed a restaurant called
LukuQus in No.48. where formerly
the wines and gourmandises had
been sold. In the declining years of
the DDR it became a storeroom, a
discotheque, and, finally, a canteen,
Mary and his partner, Marina

Richter, bought Borchardt from the
state four years ago. The fine sand-
stone facade of the building was
restored while they carried out fur-
ther work inside the pillared ground
floor room to reveal, among other
things, a fine mosaic figure which
had been lost under successive
coats of paint

In the courtyard they built a bar
into the red brick building which
used to house the old wine cellars
and put out tables for al fresco din-
ing in summer. Similar to the old
Borchardt, the owners also have
created an off-the-premises catering
business.

But Borchardt’s rebirth has not
been without labour pangs* nearby
Friednchstrasso has been turned
into a vast building site for the
city's new shopping precinct For
two years Borchardt was forced to
close. Besides being almost impossi-
ble to get at, there was no water or
electricity.

The restaurant reopened in June.
Not the pompous, old-world
Borchardt with its Junkers and
gourmand privy -counsellors, but
something on the lines of a smart
Fans brasserie with decent, unpre-

tentious food and wine. ?
Mary cites the Coupole in Paris

and the Paris Bar in west Berlin as
his models: he wants something
lively and socially smart and Is
proud to admit that on a good da?
he might have a bevy of fashion
models in one comer and the city’s
governing mayor, Eberhard Diep-
gen, or the former east German pot
itician, Lothar de Maizfcres in
another. - .

Of course you could argue that
Diepgen and de Malsrieres are the
modem replacements for the silver-
chain Swinging, cigar-puffing' Htonf-

taries of the Second Empire. BuF*
could not hglp wondering.who. tXfe

equivalent of the Kaiser was. Matt
took me down to the kitchens ^Q , -

show me a feast they were-prepS?*
tog

-

tor Kevin Costner that evening.
Then I knew. ;

Information: Borchardt, 48 Frifr
zostsche Strasse. Teh 00 49 3028397
110. Lunch DM70, dimer DM100.

Giles MacDonogh
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Trade secrets
of a Chinese

chicken chopper

Safi

!

*^eran Cooke on his local food stall in Kuala Lumpur
f there was a chefs’
Olympics then Ah Fat
proprietor of my local
Kuala Lumpur food stall,
would surely win a gold

I SafV - r _ . .{medal. Ah Fat’s speciality is
chicken chopping.

{

He lifts the plucked and
j
cooked beast down from its
{book on to a chopping boardiu a ujopping ooaru
the size of a truck tyre. A

LflUick examination, a sharnen-

£** -1

Lauick examination, a sharpen-
ing of his mighty cleaver, a few
lightning movements of the
wrist and hey presto - the bird
lies on a platter, neat as an
Btebana display. Once I timed
him: one minute and eight sec-
onds from first cut to last chop.

The Chinese food business in

the west Is dominated by the
Cantonese: even restaurants
specialising in regional Chi-
nese dishes are usually run by
families from Canton or Hong
Kong. One of the joys of eating
in south-east Asia is the avail-
ability of countless authentic
Chinese regional dishes - usu-
ally best eaten at roadside
Stalls, at knockdown prices.

Ah Fat’s ancestors came
from the island of Hainan, off

the south coast of China. The
Various groups among the 30m
Chinese that left southern
Gfrina over the centuries speci-

alised in certain sectors: some
wfent into tin mining Others
dqmered the gold trade. Some
joined the underworld of the
triads. The Hainanese went
iifto catering.

In the old days no British

colonial house in Malaya or
Singapore was without its set

a£ Hainanese “houseboys" -

greased-back hair carefully

cgmbed, white jackets that
crinkled with starch, cotton
sandals padding across the
verandah with the whisky
4cprs-

;iA rles was once a
rj\ Roman power base in

‘J
1 % Gaul. Its splendidly.

-£ jLsked ^tophitheatrr
(how a setting for Spanish and
E£bvencaa style bullfights) is

one of the largest of the
ancient Roman world. The
c&al built by the Romans for

4$t access from the city to the

S made it an important port

trading centra Even now
tge Saturday market in Arles

isrsaid to be the best in Prov-

etffce, bringing together all the

nphes of the region and favour-

ip? imports too.

r&ll manner of fresh foods are

t£be found there, from fat'sun-

iypened vegetables and Bruit to

lrte poultry and rabbits. Other

ipgats include bulls from file

tyfeU ring (sometimes roasted

B in summer, usually

en daube in winter with

anchovy and orange)

sffld spicy saucisson d’Arles.

is traditionally made of

three parts pork, one part beef

a little donkey meat for

S
d measure.
alt cod is relished here-

uts - le grand trioK is the

JBonal dish. Freshwater fish

Sf-Vi as zander is plentiful

^4ule the sea yields fine cuttle-

fjSfti. tiny crabs, shrimps and

dmssels. Best of all are pebble

dpbured thumbnail-size clams

cg&ed tellines. The Arlesians

]gfie them so much that they

t$we earned the nickname tel-

ljjjiers.

FARR VINTNERS
No-one sells more Bat

’h
wine in the U.K.

sri We make it easy and profitable

» . to seD your wine.

.
Cash or braking terms offered.

Contact Jonathan Stephens

TeL 0171828 1960

Fax. 0171 828 3500

-Seckford Wines

W WANTED
it: VINTAGE PORTAND

CLARET-CASH PAH?

RICHARD HARVEVJONES

t. TO: 01473 626072

Fax: 0W73 626004

Fine and affordable red

and white Burgundies-

For stockists,

tel: 0171-409 7276

The Hainanese not only
cooked British food — they
could cook it just as badly or
as well as the master of the
house required. Mushy peas
and congealed sprouts. But
magnificent toad in the hole
and gooseberry fool The Hain-
anese opened restaurants serv-
ing British style cuisine: sur-
prisingly some locals gained an
appetite for “chicken chop
Hainan style” and, even more
exotic, “Welsh rarebit with
bull’s eye egg”.

O nly a few of these
establishments sur-

vive. The cooks and
waiters are now old

and a little grumpy. It seems
few want to eat this peculiar
English tropical food any more.
Soon, no one will remember
the Ingredients of a good mulli-
gatawny soup or know how to
knock up a mouth-watering
rhubarb crumble or sherry tri-

fle.

But in Chinese cuisine the
Hainanese still have a Arm
grip on one very popular seg-
ment of the market - the
chicken rice business. Ah Fat
and his colleagues chop thou-
sands of chickens each day,
serving portions at about
M$L5D (SO US cents) p«rh

Chicken rice is a simple dish
to prepare: it is also one of the

healthiest, highly recom-
mended for any jittery tummy.
One evening when business
was quiet. Ah Fat sat over a
beer and divulged a few trade
secrets.

First, find your chicken. Ah
Fat once went to see a brother
in England. He was appalled at

the chickens an the supermar-
ket shelves. All fat and water.

For chicken rice, the bird has
to be relatively small and lean:

any fat should be peeled off

and put to one side.

Wash and salt the bird. Cut a
generous amount of fresh gin-

ger and, together with spring
onions, pot inside. Seal with
toothpicks. Bring a large
saucepan of water to boil: put
the chicken inside, bring to the
boil again and then simmw for

about 30 minutes.
Take out and immerse in a

basin or cold water for one
minute. Drain and rub sesame
oil all over. Meanwhile, wash
rice, drain and fry briefly in

some of tbe fat taken off the
bird earlier. Then boil the rice

in the chicken stock (for cook-

ing rice Asian style the level of

liquid should be one joint of

the first finger above the top of

tbe rice).

When the chicken has
cooled, chop off the wings and
thighs and halve them. Chop
straight down the breast bone
and then cut each side of
chicken into lin pieces, always
leaving the flesh on the hope
(The Chinese cannot under-
stand the western predilection

for carving meat off the bone.)

Mix soy sauce, sesame oil

with a small amount of

chicken stock and pour over
the chicken on the dish. For
gamtehinjT use some cucum-
ber slices and Chinese corian-

der. Tbe chicken pieces can be
dipped in a side sauce of
pounded fresh chilli, together

with a little lime and soy
sauce.

The stock can be served as
soup. A 31b chicken should
serve six people: Ah Fat recom-
mends this either as a light

lunch or one of two or three

dishes to be served at dinner.

He advises against novices try-

ing to break any chicken chop-
ping records.
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Cookery/Philippa Davenport

Taming wild rice on the Camargue
Long soaking is needed to rid

tellines of sand. They call for

careful cooking and persever-

ance to eat - but what a treat

Cooked and dressed with olive

oil, wine, garlic and parsley or
herb fennel they are as tanta-

lising and more-ish as pistac-

chio nuts. Sucking the salty-

sweet flesh from them, as you
rip wine or pastas in good com-
pany, is a most agreeable way
to while away time.

Cheeses on sale in Arles mar-
ket axe sure to include chevre,

brousse, medicinally strong lou

cachat and the delectable little

fromage d'Arles known as per-

mile with its soft bloom rind

and faintly melting centre.

Usually you- will find
mounds of olives, just as they
are or marinaded, fresh wal-

nuts in season, honey, calces

and sweetmeats, lentils, rice,

couscous, herbs, dried flowers

and leaves for tisanes, and just

about every spice imaginable,

not to mention Provencal pot-

tery, basketwork and the
brightly printed cotton fabrics

made internationally famous
by Soleiado.

Look inland and you are in

van Gogh country: the yellow

ochre wheat fields, the olive

groves, vines and sunflowers.

Turn towards tbe Mediterra-
nean and you see, embraced by
the two meandering arms of

tbe Rhdue, tbe seemingly end-

less fiatlands cf the Camargue,
legendary home of semi-wild
white horses, stocky black
bulls bred for the bull ring,

sunset' pink flamingoes, cow-
boys (les gardiens of the bulls)
and gypsies.

The Camargue is an extraor-

dinary mix of marshy wilder-

ness and rich agricultural

ranchland. Alas, the area is

mosquito paradise. But I fell

under the spell of tbe place

nonetheless, not least I sup-

pose because I was protected

and cosseted at night by stay-

ing at Le Mas de Peint, Le
Sambuc (tel: 9057 20 62, fax: 90

97 22 20), an old farmhouse
newly converted into a com-
fortable right-bedroomed hotel

of exceptional stylishness.

The Camargue used to be
famous for its salt marsh lamb
but in recent decades sheep
fanning has given way to crop
cultivation. Field upon field of

herb fennel is grown for fla-

vouring pastis, and rice culture

has increased by leaps and
bounds.
Rice was first introduced by

the Spaniards in tbe 14th cen-

tury but its cultivation petered

out over the centuries. Interest

revived in the late 1940s when

^ -y.T
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major drainage and irrigation

programmes were introduced,

paddy fields were built and
new strains of rice came on
stream.

Long grain is more fashion-

able now than riiort grain rice.

The longer the better. And the

taste for novelty is strong in

those for whom rice is a sup-

plementary food, not basic

rations. Scarcity value can also

heighten appeal and the tale of

tbe birth and development of

Camargue red rice is undoubt-

edly romantic.

Fifteen years ago. a farmer
called Griotto noticed a rogue
plant in one of bis paddy fields,

dramatically coloured and
standing head and shoulders
above the rest of the crop. He
picked it when it was ripe and
found it was a spontaneous
mutation, a chance cross
between a locally cultivated
rice and an indigenous wild
red grass, the heads of which
do not normally produce
mature grains .

The 30 grams of grain
yielded from this single head
were, for 12 patient years,

planted, nursed and replanted

by Griotto and his son Serge
until they were sure they had a
cultivable and saleable com-
modity. The Griottos’ enthusi-

asm and devotion to the grain

they have gently and success-

fully cajoled on to tbe market-
place is understandly akin to

that of proud parents.

It is good grain. It is decora-

tive, nutty and feels agreeably
full in the mouth - yet it is not

unbearably heavyweight, as
some brown rice can be

I had my first taste of it at

Le Gavroche in London, where
it was used to great effect in a
dish of mussels with wine,
herbs and cream. At Le Mas de
Peint, in its native Camargue,
it was served with bull meat
hung long enough to render it

so tender that it could be
cooked until just pink, dressed
with a simple jus. Back in my
own kitchen I have success-

fully teamed the grain with pot
roast partridge and quail.

This year is the third of com-
mercial production and the
first of the new season's crop
should start to trickle into our
shops on or about November 4.

Melt the fat in a Le Creuset
buffet casserole or other heavy
flameproof pot that will take
the quail snugly side by side.

Brown the birds all over,
adding the shallots after the
first minute or two to colour
them well ton
Pour on the Marsala and let

it bubble up vigorously. Add
the stock and bring back to a
fast simmer. Stir in the raisins,

the leaves stripped from sev-

eral sprigs of thyme, a bay leaf

or two and a grinding of pep-

per.

Turn the birds breast down-
wards and lay a sheet of
greaseproof paper directly over

them. Cover with a tight-fitting

lid and cook at 400“F (200“0

gas mark 6 for 5 minutes. Then
reduce oven temperature to
350°F (180*0 gas mark 4 and
cook for about 25 minutes
more until the meat is melt-

ing!y tender.

To cook the rice, boil it in
plenty of well salted water
with sprigs of thyme and pars-

ley for flavour. The instruc-

tions on the packet suggest 30

minutes boiling followed by
10-15 minutes rest. 1 find 25
minutes and 10 minutes respec-

tively are enough.
Transfer the cooked quail to

a warmed serving dish, tuck-

ing the shallots and watercress
amnng them. Stir the almonds
and raisins into the rice and
spoon it round the birds. Boil

up the cooking liquor until

reduced to your liking, check
seasoning and serve it in a

gravy boat.

QUAIL WITH RED RICE.
SHALLOTS, RAISINS
AND ALMONDS

(serves 4)

8 quail; 20 shallots; 2oz rai-

sins; 2oz slivered and lightly

toasted almonds; 4 fl oz Mar-
sala; V=pt poultry stock; 1-1’Aaz

olive oil or unsalted batter;

parsley, thyme and bay leaves;

5oz Camargue red rice; 1

bunch or pillow pack of water-
cress.

.Hunting for Perfection^
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T
he pleasure of eating
well and calmly in a
waterside setting is

surely under-rated.
Three recent meals, dinner in

Scotland, lunch by the Thames
and an indifferent pwaat by a
French canal, have reminded
me bow even a mediocre meal
can be made .enjoyable if eaten
beside water.

In the early 1380s. I ate a
memorable lunch at Berowra
Waters, a restaurant now sadly
defunct, in Australia. There
were tiro ways to reach Bero-

wra; either by by boat, across
the Hawkesbury river, or by
sea-plane from Sydney har-

bour. Looking out across the

water, you could concentrate
on eating exquisitely and
peacefully.

Water, supported by stun-

ning scenery, humbles any
diner into passive enjoyment
as I discovered in June this

year when visiting the Altna-
harrie Inn, across the loch
from Ullapool on the west
coast of Scotland.

To reach the restaurant run
by Fred Brown and Gunar
Erikson, you must leave the
car at Ullapool and take tbe
boot

“It doesn't matter what car

Eating out /Nicholas Lander

Tales from the water’s edge

LlZ S E E B E E
Old Cookery, Food S’ Wine

Books

Catalogue on Request

Td 0181 852 7807 fin 01813134675

VINEYARD
FOR SALE
LANGUEDOC

35 Hectares of Vines:

Mainly itd-haifAOCA bait VDP
Mason de Moitre

ChmCme-wdlaptipped

Price: 3lOQOJM0FF
Leisure A Land

Td: (44) 01 81 90S 3065

Fac (44)0181 «S 6381
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the customer arrives in,"

Brown explained, “they all

have to clamber into the boat

and when they arrive here
they’re absolutely equaL"
Dinner that night included a

bisque made from crabs caught

in the pots floating outside the

restaurant. They were of con-

centrated, lingering flavour.

After dinner, we walked along

the water’s edge in the beauti-

ful near-midnight light which
only Scotland can provide at

that rime of year.

Yet the pleasure of eating

well by the water’s edge is eas-

ily available to those wbo live

in England
One experience not to be

missed is at the Beetle &
Wedge, in Moulsford, Oxford-

shire. If you are going by train

arrange for a taxi to meet you

at Goring station (£3 each

way).

If you are leaving from cen-

tral London, catch the Thames
Turbo from Paddington. Tbe
journey offers views of the

Thames, riverboats, moorings

and allotment gardens.

When you arrive at the res-

taurant you will be unable to

decide whether to concentrate

on the wine list, the menu or

the views. The location is so

lovely that, from June until

October, at least one wedding
reception takes place there
every weekend.
Should your table be in the

lower half of the restaurant

you are seated close to the
cooking range, with chef/

proprietor Richard Smith at

The sight of a

Dover sole,

made almost

translucent by
the heat, was

mouth-watering

the grill. Smith, with an almost

professorial demeanour, in

chefs jacket, pin stripe trou-

sers and half-moon glasses,

ensures that all his raw ingre-

dients are correctly oiled and
seasoned before grilling. The
sight of a whole Dover sole,

made almost translucent by
the heat from the charcoal

underneath, was mouth-
watering.

Main courses from the grill

include steaks, salmon, calves

liver, kidneys with black pud-

ding, bacon and a grain mus-
tard sauce and a pan of crispy,

rosti potatoes. From the
kitchen come the starters - a
salad of grilled goat's cheese, a
spicy cuttlefish salad, mussels
d la crime or a warm pigeon
salad - and more intricate

main courses. We could choose
from a whole roast English red

partridge, baked red mullet or
a fillet of hake.

Puddings are gargantuan -

an apple and blackcurrant
crumble, meringues with
Guernsey cream or a chocolate

truffle cake. A wine list invites

you to experiment by not

charging you for what you
leave in the bottle (so long as

you drink at least half).

Friendly waiting staff complete

the picture and after lunch you
can even walk along the river

bank with the Smiths’ compan-
iable dog.

The Beetle & Wedge Hotel,

Moulsford, Oxfordshire OXJO
9JP. Tel: 01491-651381. fax
01491-651376 Ten rooms, B&B
£75-025. Restaurant E3Q-E35 per
hold. Boathouse £20-925.

M Altnahanie Inn, Ullapool

1V26 2SS, Scotland. Tel:

01854-633230, fax 01854-633203.

Dimer, B&B and drinks will

cost around £300 per ample.

Ah~
haf

A finely balanced,

deliriously smooth ale,

with a subtle blend of

flavours.A fitting

reward for all wbo

pursue perfection.

Catch one at your local.

Brewed by Morland
of Abingdon.

Ert'd. 1711.
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Designers

who want to

keep jeans
on the march

Denim has its dedicated followers, says

Tamasin Doe. And the manufacturers love it

I
n 1981, 15-year-old Brooke Shields

breathed the words: “Nothing
comes between me and my Cal-

vins" and 15m pairs of Calvin

Klein jeans promptly marched
out of the shops. It was a performance
that beat the pants off Gloria Vander-
bilt - the first to put her name on the

pocket of her 1 own jeans. Two years

before she had sold 6m pairs.

But Calvin and Gloria between them
had made jeans a sexy, upmarket gar-

ment They took the symbol of western

revolution out of Woodstock and put it

into Studio 54, disco palace of bourgeois

hedonism.
Status jeans, it seemed, were the

future far designers of casual clothing.

The denim industry bad not looked so

lively since the mid-19th century when
the Strauss family sent younger brother

Levi out west to make money from the

Gold Rush. He started by trying to sell

his heavy-duty canvas for tents in the

Sunshine State: the miners told him
that what they really needed were trou-

sers.

The designer jeans business today is

the antithesis of Levi's original canvas

trousers held together with copper riv-

ets - then they were proper working
men's trousers. They are now as impor-

tant to a designer's marketing strategy

as a signature perfume.

Jeans are one of those happy few
products, along with scent and hosiery,

which allow the designer to sell large

quantities without compromising his

image. Nobody will forget the lesson of
Pierre Cardin who put his signature to

a frying pan.

Jeans are also a canny way of picking

up teenage customers in the hope of
fostering designer loyalty. “The jeans

line will push brand awareness," says

Robert Bensoussan, president of Chris-

tian Lacroix, which has just introduced

a jeans line. “It will find another
Lacroix customer - the 18-year-old who
will be looking for more than a basic

pair of jeans."

And they will certainly be getting

more than a basic pair of jeans. Jeans
de Christian Lacroix feature the same
cultural cocktail that has endeared him
to. and at times alienated him from, the

rest of the fashion world - a heady mix
of traditional cloth, highly embellished

with Hawaiian flowers and Mexican
embroideries. Lacroix explains further
"Let’s say that I like to think that the

'denim' fabric comes from Nimes, just

as my family does!"

Romeo Gigli, who has also joined the
jeans-making ranks, also likes to cite

his country's working history with the

jeans trade as a reason for moving into

designer denim (jeans were named after

the home town of Genoese sailors who
wore an early version of them).

American designer Todd Oldham,
another newcomer to the market this

autumn, joins the Europeans in moving
on from the usual five-pocket, western

style jeans and a jean jacket - he has

used the fabric to reinvent Oxford bags,

with a high waist and loose legs

designed to flap around in time to

Northern Soul music.

All three designers have included tai-

lored coats which could just as easily

have been cut from camel-coloured

wool - in other words denim is useful

in providing designers with the perfect

opportunity to produce other ranges in

response to a recession in designer

sales.

At a time when the market is flooded

with designer versions of the standard

five-pocket style that differ only slightly

in cut, price and, of course, name, it

seems obvious that designers have to

move on. The style itself is simply a

vehicle for the label and the logo.

There are fan clubs which care about
these details. Members swear that when
they spend an average £79 for their

jeans they are receiving a unique prod-

uct which could not be bettered by any
other label

Customer Rhona Daniels from North
London is selecting her tenth pair of

Armani jeans. “Nothing." she says,

“suits me as well as these do. I did try

Moschino once because my next door
neighbour raves about hers but the}'

weren’t the same.” Does Daniels wear
ready-to-wear Armani? “When I can."

Would anything persuade her to wear
Moschino? “Not in a million years."

Although she agrees that both pairs

are as comfortable as each other, the

issue is actually about her not wanting
to be seen as a Moschino woman. “If

Fm wearing a white T-shirt and sneak-

ers. that label will fill in the rest of the

information about me. I want to give

out the right impression," she says.

Adrian Moore, a Chelsea football club

and a Valentino fan, agrees with her.

Tve got to be honest, the label does

matter to the boys. They’d laugh me
out of a match if I tamed up wearing
Versace jeans."

Levi can fairly argue that when
designers enter the jeans fray, they will

simply be toying with 501s, the first and
for many the best, the most authentic,

jeans style.

As American as Raymond Loewy’s
Lucky Strike packet, anything after

deep indigo shrink-to-fit 501s would
seem to be tinkering with perfection.

Levi isn't complaining. “It’s great to

have designers in this field. It keeps the

denim market interesting," says Roy
Edmondson, the company's marketing
director.

Designers try to keep one step ahead
by introducing innovations that would
not be feasible for the mass-
market Armani, for instance, is launch-
ing a new range or recycled denim next
spring and Versace offers a few extras

which are built-in to make customers
feel they have not simply bought a
derivative of Strauss's invention.

These include a spare stud button

Levi Strauss can fairly argue that when designers enter the fray, they are toying with the

authentic 501s, seen here for women at £49.99

and a bologrammed label designed to

prevent counterfeiting. To make the
counterfeiters’ job really difficult Ver-

sace also gives every pair its own iden-

tification number - which presumably
can be registered at police stations

along with the video recorder.

Evisu is a Japanese company that has

set itself apart from the competition by
cbarging £150 for each pair of jeans and
feeding them so slowly into a few Brit-

ish outlets that they have acquired a

cult status.

Another innovation this autumn is

Miracle Boost jeans which promise to
do for the bottom what the Wonderbra
did for Eva Herzigova's chest. The

advertising campaign illustrates a der-

riere supported by a giant underwired
bra, like a Vivienne Westwood folly.

But one Italian manufacturer talks of

an impending down-turn in the popular-

ity of the denim five-pocket style.

Which explains why the new contend-

ers, which hope to win a slice of the

British market worth £1.2bn a year, are

developing other garments.
One company which has taken an

individual route is Gucci.

Creative director Tom Ford's velvet

hipster jeans for autumn have been
walking out of the shop. "Every time
we sell jeans in the collection we sell

out." said a representative.

Street fight
Richard Rawlinson lines up the opposing sides .

T
Street
The

he equilibrium of

Savile Row has

been disturbed by a

significant happen-

ing in New Bond

two world-famous
clothes shopping streets run

parallel to one another but

they have never had a great

deal in common. New Bond
Street stands for chic high

fashion with its line-up of

ready-to-wear boutiques of

international designers such as

Chanel. Yves Saint Laurent,

Gucci and Christian Lacroix.

[

Savile Row is symbolic of time-

}
less good taste with its roster

; of quintessential!}
- English

|

suitmakers such as Gieves and
: Hawkes, Huntsman, and Henry
Poole.

« However, proudly displayed

i in the window of the Polo

\ Ralph Lauren store on New

j

Bond Street is a new range of

I suits of such classical elegance

1
and luxurious quality that the

I bespoke brigade could be for-

i given for suspecting that the

;
US designer is taking them on

;
at their own game.

' They have reason to be anx-

. i dus. Lauren has just launched
• his Purple Label, a collection

i of suits combining the charac-

teristics of custom-made tailor-
:

tag with high style.

the finest cloth from English

and Italian mills is cut and
stitched by hand at the factory

’

of the Savile Row tailor, Ches-

ter Barrie, for the Purple Label

. collection. Other bespoke
details include working button-

holes on sleeves, a choice of

lining, dress extension waist-

bands and a price tag of
: around £1,200.

But the suits' main appeal

lies, not so much in the
• touches, but in the cut Jacket

:
shoulders are broad and sloped

• aac the torso is narrow with
< high armholes and a decidedly

;

nipped-in waist Trousers are

;
loose-fitting with pleated front

;

and wide turn-up. This silhou-

,
ette reminds one of the Duke of

.
Windsor. Cary Grant and Wall
Screeds Gordon Gekko at the

. same time: a hybrid of aristo-

;

cratic refinement, old-style

,

Hollywood glamour and high
;
finance flashness, which some-

;

how looks sophisticated and
: modern. Lauren says it makes
a man look powerful and hip at

the same time.

But the Purple Label suits

are made to order rather than
made to measure. The cus-

tomer tries on ready-made
samples in regular sizes, which
can then be adjusted to St his

length and width. He can
choose between double-
breasted or single-breasted
styles in navy, charcoal or
black and fabric pattern
options of plain flannel glen

plaid, beaded or chalk stripe.

Sir Hardy Amies, the men's
and women’s wear designer
who this year celebrates his

50th anniversary on Savile

Row. is among those who
believes nothing beats a suit

that has been built on the body
layer by layer. He also claims
to be nonplussed by Lauren's
taste. “Ralph [which Sir Hardy
pronounces Rafe] has given
himself a magnificent image by

Charcoal chaUcstripe wooVeauhmere two-button suit from Rafertr Lauren

.

superb advertising,” he says.

The whole ambience is ofEast
Coast WASP. But double-
breasted pinstripe is not
WASP, it is nouveau-riche,
fraudulent financier. I have
always felt sympathetically
towards Ralph, but why he has
gone and copied the worst ele-

ments of Italian off-the-peg

styling I cannot imagine.

"

Lauren did not reply to this

criticism, but, in an interview

with American GQ, the glossy

magazine, he said: “There is

more stress and aggravation in

custom [made] suits [than
made to order}. I have had cus-

tom suits that have not come
out as good. The quality from
our factory is more consist-

ent”
It is true that a bespoke suit

often provides unbeatable com-
fort and fit for those prepared
to endure several sessions with
the tailor. There is also no rea-

son why custom-made suits
cannot be as contemporary in
shape as those from innovative
and influential designers.
While Savile Row is known for

Its ultra-traditional City and
country clothes, its younger
tailors, such as Richard James
and Ozwald Boateng, will

make jackets and trousers in

any colour and fabric, be it

dandy green velvet or the
aforementioned gangster pin-

stripe.

However, for some men, hav-
ing to choose cut and cloth and
communicate their preferences
to a tailor is a hassle they can

do without 'and one which
could lead to a potentially

costly mistake. They would
rather let designers do the
thinking and see the results of
their experience in ready-made
form before buying.

The Purple Label offers pre-

packaged style with some of

the benefits of bespoke. If any-

thing. Lauren has done Saviie

Row a favour. His lavish mar-
keting campaign wili help pro-

mote the street worldwide. The
sculpted fit of the suits is

likely to appeal to athletic,!!

younger men who buy off-the-

peg but who may now better

appreciate the beauty of

custom-made. At a time when
fashion is becoming increas-

ingly casual. Lauren is also

persuading us that smart is

cool again.

Tbe World's Finest Men's

Underwear.
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BREITLING
1884

NAvmMSft; On Course and ON Time. With time a crucial aspect of air travel pilots and
navigators have long viewed their watch as their basic personal Instrument Even wtth today's

sophisticated navigation satellites and radio beacons, "flight computers” like the Navtttmfrs
are still used for routine calculations.
A slide rule of this kind Is built into Nayttimek mechanical chronographs. The pilot's sole

personal instrument, today's Navttimers are based on a design voted official watch of the

Aircraft Owners& Riots Association in 1952. Relentlessly improved since then. Navtumers are

totally efficient and fascinating to operate while their good looks remain as unmistakable as
wee

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED JEWELLERS THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST TELEPHONE 0171 637 5167.

INSTRUMENTS FOR PROFESSIONALS

FOR A LIMITED
PERIOD, HARRODS

OFFERS
24 MONTH INTEREST

FREE CREDIT.

0% APR.

Until Saturday 25th November 1995, urn can take
adv.-in layi- ol Harmds interest free credit at 0% APR.The offer is

available on the Second and Third Floors for purchases

over £1500. Please check in siore for non-participating departments

and full details. Harrods asks for a 25% deposit on special

orders while current slock orders require a 10% deposit.The 12- month,
interest Irrv credit for purchases over £500 cunenth

advertised in store still applies. Written quotations arc available

on requcsL Credit agreements are subject to status.

4raWuwl$
I KMCHTSBHlDGEi^

Harmds Lid.. KnigfsUbridge, &WIX 7XL. Ttlfphone: 0171-73

H

ttplcal runipU-. cull prlr. mi nuimi iii*A £4.000 drpinit HU uCEBR. 2 1 i»«Ut (JJ T„t»l prtc. i ilM1

HERMES
PARIS

Hermfes at 2/3 Royal Exchange, EC3

To celebrate the re-opening of our
newly refurbished Royal Exchange boutkpK,

a famous Hermfes tie or a bottle of our newest
ladies’ fragrance, ‘24 Faubourg’ can now be yours

if you predict the closing level of
die FISE 100 Index (to one decimal place)

on Wednesday 1st November, 1995.

All entrants must visit tie Hermfes boutique
'

at 2/3 Royal Exchange , EG
to complete an entry card. . .

No jnrrhuu naeattaiy.
Opeaug tare Mowlqr to Pridiy HUM— » 6.00pm

AD correct entries will be winners.

Competfcion dwtUmi
640PM ON FRIDAY 27TH OCTOBER, 199S

t
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HOW TO SPEND IT

A downtown for

every sort
of shopping

But visitors will be stunned by the number of
zeros on the bill, says Emiko Terazono

T he Japanese have
not allowed them-
selves to be
deterred by the con-

- , .
turning reports of

•• gloom m the country's econ-
“ shopping remains one of

« *—eu" national obsessions,
along with karaoke and pach-

* inko, the Japanese pinball

^ game. The main shopping
». areas in central Tokyo are
* crowded at weekends as sbop-

Z Pers search for cheap imports
- and other bargains which have
» started to become available

It * since recession hit.

- But while prices for every-
* day goods have come down
* considerably, bargain hunting
» should not be on the visitors'
* agenda. In Tokyo, designer
* brands, antiques, art and other
j crafts remain luxuries even to
* ordinary Japanese. Visitors
' will still be stunned by the
. number of zeros on the bill and
- should plan their spending
“ carefully.

„ Tokyo consists of a numbs*
»- of crowded “downtowns" gagh
* with an identity of its own.
“ Getting around is easy via the
- subway system, which is clean,
* bright and cheap. Taxi drivers,

on the other hand, tend to
come from the country and

‘ often need directions; non-
. Japanese speakers are advised

to ask a local to write down
~
destinations for them.

If you are in search of Japa-
nese designer brands, get off at
Omotesando station in the
western part of Tokyo. Lined
with tall zelkova trees, Omote-
sando street, with its restau-

rants, Parisian style cafes and
flagship boutiques for the lead-

l ing Japanese designers, is the
' trendiest in Tokyo.

Although brand names such
as Issey Miyake and Comma
des Garpons tend to cost less

than they would in Europe,
1

this can be cancelled out by
’ recent currency fluctuations.

One note of caution is that
- while styles tend to be loose-
' fitting, the range of sizes can
be limited. Tokyo stores usu-

-ally stock small and medium

sizes, which can be a drawback
for tall shoppers.
Issey Miyake's colourful

Pleats Please line, which
comes in one size intended to
fit everyone, may be an
answer. Although some of
Tokyo's leading department
stores started offering their
own brand of permanently
pleated clothes a few years
ago. the designer, who has a
patent on the pleats technol-
ogy, threatened them with
legal action. Issey's shirts,
skirts and jackets, which are
permanently crumpled rather
than pleated, are also in fash-

ion, although slightly more
expensive.

Comme des Garmons’ one-
floor boutique, where jackets

and skirts made of plastics and
wool are the newest fashion, is

across the street from Issey.

Shoppers looking for Yohji
Yamamoto's boutique will find

the dimly lit store further
down the street Although the
interior is quite modem, with
dark steel shafts and pillars,

the atmosphere is almost medi-
eval. The soft-spoken atten-

dants, in their long dark Yohji
numbers, glide around like

nuns in their flowing robes.

A short walk from Yohji is

Yoku Moku, a blue-tiled caffe

which offers elaborate desserts

and
.
expensive coffees.

Recently it lias become trendy

to sit in Cafe des Pres, an imi-
tation of a French caffe, though
in Tokyo passers-by seem to

stare inside at the clientele

rather than vice versa.

Another stylish caffe in the
area Is in the Spiral Building
where there is also an art gal-

lery on an elevated platform
with modern Japanese and
western art on show. The Spi-

ral Market on the second floor

has a selection of washi, or
Japanese molded paper, pot-

tery and chopsticks as well as
fashionable trinkets from
Europe and the US.
You do not have to be a fash-

ion break to appreciate Omote-
sando. In the basement of the
Hanae Mori building, which
offers a conservative collection

for both sexes, shoppers can
find a row of antique shops.

Kikori is the most famous,
with branches around Tokyo.

Gallery Kawano, in the back
streets of Omotesando, offers a
wide selection of silk antique
kimonos made in the Meiji era

of the late I9th century.
Antique kimonos are cheaper
compared with new kimonos
because Japanese tend to avoid
used clothing.

While the price of a new
kimono can cost over Ylm,
Kawano 's items range from
about Y2300 to Y46.000. Intri-

cately woven silk obi. or
sashes, can be bought for

Y4.000 to Y18,000, and can be
used for table centres or dis-

plays. Antique happi, the tradi-

tional cotton coat worn by
merchants, are popular both
with Japanese and foreign

shoppers and the stock is

declining.

Further down the street

towards Harajuku is Oriental

Bazaar. While its exterior looks

a little touristy, it offers a good
selection of pottery, kites and
prints and remains a favourite

among visitors and expatriates
- Jean-Paul Gaultier was
recently spotted shopping
there.

A few stores down. Kiddy-
land, Japan's first toy shop,

offers a convoluted array of
toys, stationery and other gew
gaws. Trying to choose from
the store's vast range of goods
can be daunting for adults.

Some parents, attacked by

Antique kimonos on sale in Gallery Kawano; antique I i are cheaper than new because Japanese avoid used clotting

Ukiyoe print shop, Toshusal, sens authentic woodprints from the 18th and 19th centuries

pangs of guilt when they see

how little their child has com-
pared with what's on offer,

later regret buying so much.
Music aficionados must visit

Tower Records in Shibuya
which, according to the store

manager, is the largest in the

world - though he admits that

it has yet to apply to the Guin-
ness Book of Records. The
chances of finding that long
sought-after CD is quite high
since it stocks about 450,000

CDs of 100,000 artists.

The Seibu department store

offers the latest fashions for

Tokyo's young crowd, and also

offers Seed, for cutting edge
design, and Loft, which has a
wide selection of stationery,

gifts and sportswear.

While in Shibuya. make time
to visit the seven-storey Maru-
han Pachihko Tower, which
opened in July.

For the sbort-stay visitor, the

most convenient places to shop
are the department stores. Mat-
saya in Ginza, and Mitsuicoshi,

Takashimaya in Nihonbashi,
are among some of the mare
traditional stores and offer a
good selection of ceramics, lac-

quer wear and other souvenirs.

The yukata. the cotton kimo-
nos warn in the summer or for

nightwear, can be had quite
cheaply.

Shopping in the large depart-

ment stores can be an experi-

ence. Get there for opening
time and be greeted by bowing
attendants. The elevators are

operated by mannequin-like
“elevator girls" who announce
each floor with squeaky child-

like voices.

The high street retailers'

elaborate food floors are invari-

ably in the basement A wide
range of expensive fresh and
prepared foods including
organic vegetables, delicate

cakes, prepared food and boxed
lunches can be bought hi the

evenings, just before closing
time, the atmosphere is that of

a large outside market with
employees at booths selling

produce which cannot be
stored until the next day,
shouting out discount offers.

Ginza is also home to Ro-Ya.

a large department store spe-

cialising in stationery. It is

famous for a wide selection of

washi, or hand molded paper

made from . coarse woodpulp
and bark fibre. The washi sec-

tion, which is in one of the two
annexes, offers over 2,600 dif-

ferent kinds of paper, including
washi which can be put into

computer printers, ranging
from Y26 to Y2.000. Various
items made from washi, includ-

ing lamps and luncheon mats
are also available.

One area where prices have

every carpet we make is unique
Oar studio will wo* with you to tailor a traditional pattern to your

otte or to creaiB a totally new design. Pleaae caH us and make an

a«Knntm«ii visit our New Bond

TOephone: 017I~629 0626 Fmc 0171409 2969

been particularly affected by
the recession - in favour of the

shopper - is electronic goods.

Many audio retailers have been
forced to shut up shop in Aki-

habara, the electronics goods
centre, and prices of gadgets

have dropped sharply.

Akihabara is one of the few
places in Tokyo where shop-

pers baggie, and attendants

normally agree to take 15 to 20

per cent off if cash is offered

instead of credit cards. While
Akihabara may equal Hong
Kong or Singapore prices in

some top Japanese brand
names, shoppers are ill-advised

to purchase computers and
computer accessories, since

prices are for higher than in

the US or Europe. For duty-free

purchases, remember to bring
a passport
Akihabara and the surround-

ing lower east part of Tokyo is

part of Tokyo's shitamachi. or
the downtown area of old
Tokyo in the feudal ages. Ueno,

Asakusa are also part of shita-

machi. along with Kanda and
Jinbocho. Although much of
the area lost its character dur-

ing the development craze of

the late 1980s, some small
houses remain tucked away in
the back streets.

O ne such traditional

wooden structure is

Yabu, a soba restau-

rant in Kanda. In
the Meiji era, customers took a
dip in a bath in the bamboo
garden, and ate soba - brown
buckwheat noodles eaten
dunked in soy-flavoured broth.

The etiquette when eating noo-
dles is to slurp. A favourite

joke among Japanese about
foreigners' reluctance to slurp

is that they have some kind of
physical deficiency.

Those seeking ukiyoe wood-
prints may find something in
Jinbocho. the area for books,

old and new, calligraphy and
antique art Book stores there

sell prints used as illustrations

for old volumes of traditional

texts.

Tostausai, a small print store,

deals in authentic woodprints

from the 18th and 19th cent-

uries. Trices range from about
Y3 0,000, and can go as high as
vsm depending on condition.

Reproductions are considera-

bly cheaper at around Y5.000 to

Y7.000. Prints made in the
Meiji era. when Japan started

to open up to outside influence,

are gaining popularity. Most
print stores in Jinbocho are

closed on Sundays and
national holidays.

In Ueno, browse through
Ame-Yoko, or American Alley,

the biggest black market area

after the second world war.
After the Korean War, the area
became an outlet for surplus

army goods. The sheet is remi-

niscent of its black market
past, with jeans and leather
goods stores sandwiched
between fish stores selling

Photographic DnfeiO Tem/uio

squid and chunks of salmon
roe and candy and cookie
wholesalers.

For the kitsch gift, go to

Kappabashi for the plastic rep-

lica meals one sees in restau-

rants. The replicas are made
by pouring wax over the real

food to create a mold, into

which plastic is then poured. It

is tacky pop art - with a piece

of sushi costing about Y2.000,

it makes an expensive sou-
venir.

In Ryogoku. the home of the

sumo wrestler, visit sumo sta-

bles to watch the wrestlers in

their morning training and
look for sumo memorabilia.
Have chanko, the traditional

sumo hot-pot, which contains

various kinds of meat, fish,

vegetables and tofu, for dinner.

Kawasaki, a chanko restau-

rant. has a real dohyo, a sumo
wrestling ring.

There ore approximately 158

yen to the pound sterling

Issay M*ske boutique: dotoes name pleated or oumpled

Vanessa Redgrave. Andrew Lloyd

Webber. Jeremy Irons. Diana Rigg.

Alan Rickman. Elaine Paige. Helen

Mirren. Michael Gambon. Richard

O’Brien. Tim Rice. Leo McKern

Joanna Lumley. Peter Hall. Juliet

Stevenson. Julie Christie. Felicity

Kendal. Anna Massey. Lionel

Bart. Ian Holm. Michael Williams. Alan

Bates. Kenneth Branagh. Simon Callows Rupert

Everett. Glenda Jackson. Alan Bennett. Tom
Courtenay. Joan Plowright. Nicholas Hytner. Miranda

Richardson. Griff Rhys Jones. Ian McKellen. Richard

E. Grant. Peter O’Toole. Alec Guinness. Julia Ormond.

Jonathan Pryce. Nigel Hawthorne. Ben Kingsley.

Derek Jacobi. Phil Daniels. Maggie Smith. John Hurt.

Harold Pinter. Imogen Stubbs. Daniel Day-Lewis.

Timothy West. Jude Law. Alan Ayckbourn. Steven

Berkoff. Natasha Richardson. Tom Stoppard. Ralph

Fiennes. Prunella Scales. Peter Ustinov. Saskia Reeves.

Judi Dench. Anthony Hopkins. John Gielgud.

Photographed by Snowdon
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TRAVEL

Selous game reserve / Ruaha National Park *

A stroll among the lions ana rhinos
Weekend FT writers go on an African safari,

offering views on the best places to visit and
how best to protect a fragile environment.

Here, Lucia van der Post visits two camps
in search of ‘vanished freedom’, far

away from the camera-clicking crowds

A frica always has a

surprise in store.

“Come to the
Selous in August"
they said. "It's the

best month of the year. Dry,
not yet too hot. and animals
are easily seen drinking at the
rivers and lakes." It was, of

course, tempting fate. We
arrived in a thunderous down-
pour. The grass was green, the

antmal.s dispersed.

We bad come because 1 had
wanted to go to the Selous

Game Reserve in Southern
Tanzania for years. A vast wil-

derness roughly the size of

Ireland, 52,000 square kilo-

metres of Miombo woodland,
savannah, marsh, lakes and
dry sand rivers, it has fewer
than 2,000 visitors a year and is

one of the last remaining areas

where you can have the sort of

walking adventure that 1 had
in mind
There is a passage in Denys

Reitz's classic book Com-
mando, on the Boer War, that

never fails to make me home-
sick for the Africa I never

knew. There he describes how
in the South Africa of the late

1880s be and his brothers led a

Tom-Sawyer- like existence
“riding over the game-covered

plains by day and sleeping

under the stars at night, hunt-

ing, fishing and camping to our

heart's content".

That, for me, sums up why
many of us keep going back to

Africa - to recapture that

sense of vanished freedom.
You will not And it in the big

national game parks where
you are confined to closed

trucks and mini-buses: nor will

you find it watching a lion kill

in the company of a horde of
camera-toting, video-whirring

fellow tourists. What you need

are the hard-to-get-to places or

the places where the facilities

are a bit below par or there is

something like tsetse or the
threat of a little bit of discom-

fort to keep the hordes at bay.

But vanished freedom is defi-

nitely what we had come far

and vanished freedom is Rich-

ard Bonham’s speciality. Bon-

ham (though only in bis early

40s) is one of those old Africa

hands who looks so at home in

the bush, in his khaki shorts,

gun in hand, that you feel

something essential in him
would die if he ever had to

queue up for the number 11

bus.

Bonham now has his own
camp and concession on the

The Ruaha: on no one's route to

anywhere NckmGmom

North bank of the Rufiji - a
small (just six cottages) and
very upmarket camp called

Sand Rivers perched overlook-

ing the Rufiji river so that you
wake to the sounds of snorting

hippos, the cry ofthe fish eagle

and the harsh racket of the

hadeda ibis.

You can fly straight into

Sand River's own little airstrip

from Dar-es-Salaam or you
could do what we did, which is

to ease your way in gently,

divesting yourself of metropoli-
tan angst by degrees, by stop-

ping off first at a charming

SKIING

Xmas handed to you

S
on a plate

. Boxing Day
1

blues
Christmas trees, snowmen and toboggans

Traditional French and British festive fare

Mince pies, smoked salmon, port and Stilton

Blue skies, fresh air and snow covered peaks

The Ski Company
The civilised way to spend Christmas

For a brochure call Abercrombie & Kent on 0171 730 5551

FROM * GUARANTEED SHOW
* HIS FROM STMSIED-MANQIESIER

%
* LOTPASSES FROM 158 A
* LOG CABINS ES

(Sleep up to 20 persons)

01455 202010@IjCHILD DISCOUNT

AUSTRALIA FINLAND

AUSTRALIA

FROM OPERA
TO OUTBACK

bcpennKt the Red Centre.

riv Cml Burner Reef,

cilia or mm^xsts

lei as fartlor-adltt your holiday.

tel: 01284 762255
TOR DETAILS AND A BROCHURE

yrravel
y PORTFOLIO

73 CHURCHGATE STREET
PURY ST EDMUNDS IP33 «L

Enjoy 2,3,4 or 5 day trips i

in December to beai/tiflil,

snowy Finnish Lapland.

.Visit Santa at home, enjoy

reindeer, husky &
snowmobile rides and
other arctic activities.

Stay in a 4* hilltop hotel

with great views &
private sauna in your
bedroom. Toboggan &
ski direct from the hotel.

Ring for Free brochure.

OLYMPICS 96 “FINLAND^

19% Olympic Games
Atlanta, Georgia
A large idecuoo ofquality

wcootmadalkm available. One bedim

apo. to tunny estates. Multiple Units,

Hospitality Suites, ail clou: to rvenu
OLYMPICS 96

Td or Fax: 0171 381 3500

96 OLYMPICS • ATLANTA. FOR RENT
azft Houseboat sloops 8. shower,
stovo. toilet. 60 miles from Atlanta on
beautiful big lake. Will send video
$800.00 per night. Tel; 001 770 955 7866.
Fan: 001 70G 884 8484

96 OLYMPICS - ATLANTA, GEORGIA.
For rent: 3 Bedroom Home, a.000 so

foot. Near all evenls. 3 Bedroom
Condominium on beach, a hours tram

Atlanta. Worlds Nicest Beach. 23 Day*

for Son $58,000 tar noth. Td; 001 770

955 7868.

Fa»: 001 706 884 8464

A cross the dry bed of

the Auob River the
cheetah lounged
behind sparse bushes,

her dark shape against the

light sand blurred by the
undergrowth. Through binocu-
lars it was possible to pick out
the faces of three almost grown
cubs lying in more dense scrub
nearby. She was hunting for

four.

A small herd of springbok
was moving slowly down the

valley towards us. They fal-

tered when a black backed
jackal, bored with waiting for

the cheetah to kill, trotted pur-

posefully among them intent

on finding its supper else-

where.
They briefly left the river

bed when the buck led them, to

browse on the steep valley

side. But slowly, and seem-
ingly inevitably, they moved
towards *hp rhpptah

,

nibbling

the short thin grasses on the
way.
As the antelope drew near,

the cat shifted from her
relaxed sprawl to lie on her
belly, her body flattened in the
dust and palpably tense. The
highest points were the knees
of her muscular hind legs, taut
and ready to thrust her into

action.

At this point some of the

herd became suspicious. They
turned towards her staring

hard. One or two eves took a
few tentative steps in her
direction as if to Investigate

the strange shape.

With the element of surprise

rapidly evaporating this was
her cue. She sprang from her

hiding place and flew towards

them, small spurts of sand fly-

ing into the air at each long

bound.
The herd split and she fol-

lowed two animals down river

until they climbed the bank
and sped off into the desert

leaving her to flop, hungry and
panting, on the river bed.

In his book, The Guide to the

Kalahari Gemsbok National

Park, Gus Mills suggests that

this is the best place in the

world to see cheetah and our

sightings of 10 of them in four

days reinforces his claim.

tented camp called Mbuyini It

sits on a little promontory on a
bend in the river and you can
Spend happy days tootling up
and down the river learning to

tell the grey heron from its

black-headed near relation, pic-

nicking beside the lakes
fringed by Borassus palm trees

and tracking the local pack of

hunting dogs.

Then, if you are very very

lucky, Bonham Himself turns

up to take you up-river by
boat, drifting past the nesting

storks and hippo pods, arriving

in old-fashioned style at the

wooden landing-stage of Sand
River.

At Sand River you go on
game drives through the 15 or

so square miles of Bonham's
private concession or you walk
with a well-trained guide
through the bush or you go on
jaunts up the river sure of see-

ing hippo, crocodile, waterbuck
and buffalo and hoping for a

sighting of the rare Rock Pra-

tincole or the even rarer leop-

ard.

But, above all. you get the

chance to sleep out on the sand

river hank in a little mosquito

net. We spent a magical 24

hours walking with Bonham
and a game scout for miles

along the sand river which we
had entirely to ourselves.

We went to sleep watching

packs of hyena coming to feast

on the bones of a dead buffalo

by the light of the frill moon
and listening to that spine-

chilling noise of the lion roar-

ing in the distance.

At dawn we breakfasted on
scrambled eggs and bacon and
then set off to walk back to

base, climbing up small hills

for better views, sometimes
resting quietly beside lakes

decorated with drowned palm
trees, watching a Goliath
heron balancing precariously

on the back of a hippo and
flocks of open-billed stork cir-

cling high in the sky.

All this is just a taster for

the real treat, the thing that

makes Bonham's outfit special

which is his long portered

walks into the Southern
Selous. The Selous north of the

Rufiji is wild by most people's

standards - it has just six

lodges (of which Mbuyini and
Sands River are much the best)

together catering for no more
than 100 people at a time.

But that is crowded com-
pared with the Selous south of

the Rufiji This is serious wil-

derness country, the country

Serious wilderness: The Selous game reserve north of the river Rufiji is wild - but it is crowded compared to the south

that Peter Matthieson, Tom
Arnold and a very young Bon-

ham explored 16 years ago on
what they dubbed the “last

real safari” (and which Peter

Matthieson wrote about in
Sand River). Here there are no
lodges at all - just a few tem-

porary tented camps in the
hunting blocks and Bonham's
occasional mobile camps.
For a usual minimum of two

weeks (and the real luxury
would be to have three or four)

and a maximum of 10 people,

you can truly enjoy that sense

of vanished freedom - you can

sleep under the stars, fish (but

not hunt) and camp to your
heart's content. With Bonham
as your guide (and make no
mistake - without him this

would be a hazardous enter-

prise, for these are rivers in

which you do not dangle so

much as a toe and this is bush
in which you could easily have

a fatal encounter with an
angry black rhino or a fiercely

maternal lion) you can also

walk - all day if it pleases you
- until you are ready to drop.

He will take you on fly-camp-

ing trips up river, tracking

black rhino or searching for

hunting dog (now rare in the

rest of Africa but still appar-

ently Thriving in the Selous i.

The animals in this part of

the Selous are shy. skittish and
hard to see but the quality of

what you see when you are on
fooi (just wait for the adrenalin

surge when a hippo looms up
in front of you and there is

nowhere to hide) is so much
more intense that you will I

promise, remember it forever.

The real kick comes from the

sense of being in the wild, of

you and your little group being

alone in areas little visited by
man, with nothing but the
aarth, the animals

, the sky and
the water around you.

This kind of Tom Sawyer-
like life does not come cheap -

costs vary between S35Q and
$550 a day. depending upon the

size of the party - but an
extremely high level of comfort

and food is conjured up in a

well-run camp.
The Selous may be one of the

greatest, least visited reserves

in Africa but the Ruaha
National Park must run it very

close. Most people I mentioned

it to had never even heard of

it. Keep it that way. Whisper
its name very, very quietly,

and only to those you know
and trust- It is wild, unsophisti-

cated. little visited. No smart

lodges, no candlelit, black-tie

dinners, very few vehicles. It is

on no one’s route to anywhere.

You come only because you
love the Ruaha.

There are no
smart lodges, .

no black-tie

dinners, and
few vehicles in

the Ruaha
The place to stay is Chris

Fox's Mwagusi Safari Camp.
There is also the 110-bed River

Camp which is much nicer

than it sounds because the cot-

tages are tactfully deployed
along the river but Mwagusi
has that sense of intimacy, of

quiet, of being surrounded by
bush which are the hallmarks

of the camps I love best

Chris Fox comes from an old

Tanzanian family and is

regarded as so eccentric that

on the African bush-telegraph

he is known as that mad
Mzungu (whiteman).

His little tented camp (just

six) is pitched beside the
almost empty Ruaha river bed
and there, through our tent

door we could watch the
giraffe, the zebra, the baboons,

come down to the sandy river

to play as we drank our morn-
ing tea or had our afternoon

siesta.

One amazing night we Jay

scarcely able to move as a
lordly leopard gave a text-book

rendition of its sawing cough
along the river bed outside our
tent for two or three hours.

By day you have adventures
with Fox - he finds you chee-

tah (we watched three cocky
adolescents up to no good for

something like an hour and a
half), lion prowling, rows of

palm trees filled with nesting

white-backed vultures, pairs of

jackals hunting, fanpala, roan

and sable antelope. If you want
to walk he gets a game scout to

come along and you can climb

up hiTte to find where the black

eagles nest, you can walk
along river beds tracking lion,

have a sun-set amble along the

river bed or walk along the rfft

valley escarpment . _ _

After the sun goes down
everybody gathers round the

camp-fire as the gossip of the

day is exchanged. Tales are
told, the exploits grow wilder

as the drink is passed round

and you do not really want to

be anywhere else in the world.

All three camps, Mbuyini.
Sand River and Mwagusi -

Safari Camp can be booked ’

through Abercrombie & Kent,

Sloane Square House, Holbein

Place, London SWl SNS. Tel:

0173-730 9600. In addition Rich-

ardBonham’sportered walks in
the Selous are normally far a
minimum of two weeks but if

there is enough interest he is

exploring the possibility of
organising a series of one-week
trips. Anybody interested could
contact his company directly at
Nomad Safaris, PO Box 24133,

Nairobi, Kenya. Fax.
254-2S8272&

Kalahari Gemsbok National Park

Stones mark the border
And the dunes stretch as far as the eye can see. Michael J. Woods reports
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Kalahari Gemsbok is a little

known park, an inverted

V-shaped piece of South Africa

protruding northwards into the

Kalahari Desert between Nami-
bia to the west and Botswana
to the east Hie park itself lies

between two rivers, the Auob
and the Nossob at whose con-

fluence. Twee Rivieren, the
main camp and entrance to the

park is located.

Although apparently remote,

by flying via Johannesburg to

Upington and picking UP a hire

car, it was possible to be there

well within 24 hours of leaving

Britain. In addition to Twee
Rivieren, I stayed at the only

other camps in the park at
Nossob and Mata-Mata, all of

them run by the National

Parks Department
hi the north of the park I

met two South African zoolo-

gists who took me to meet one

of their study groups working

with meerkats. Meerkats are a
speciality of the area and these

slim members of the mongoose
family were already up when
we arrived. As the sun crept

into the shadows to search out

and melt the overnight frost,

they stood on their hind legs

outside their burrows to warm
their bellies in its rays. Hie

animals were constantly on the

alert, their masked laces turn-
ing back and forth to scan the
sky for raptors.

Their numbers in the park
have been seriously depleted
by the recant drought during
which the area has received its
lowest rainfall for 20 years, a
meagre 30mm as opposed to its
normal paltry 200mm. As a
result this meerkat group was
down to just four individuals,
Meerkats are not the only“a™115 to be affected. Many

herds of herbivores have
migrated, marching in pursuit

JjSj*"!
r
?ms elsewhere in the

Kalahari, but the more territo-
rial carnivores are tied to the

area. The cool of winter meant
that they were active all day in

their efforts to assuage their

hunger and, in addition to
cheetah, we watched leopard,
hyena, black-backed jackal,
honey badger, bat-eared fox,
and yellow and slender mon-
gooses as well as catching a
distant glimpse of lion.

The desert nights were chilly
and the days sufficiently pleas-
ant to allow us to spend lots of
time in the park. I was not
surprised to discover that bee-
tles and other invertebrates
find these winter nights too
cold for comfort and conse-
quently confine their activities

to the warmer daylight hours.

Thor predators, such as bat-

eared foxes, followed suit
and were more visible than
normaL
The National Paries Board

recognises that the Kalahari
Gemsbok shares its ecosystem
with the Kalahari National
Park in neighbouring Bot-
swana. As a result there are
not fences, just simple white
stones to mark the border
between the two countries and
the same waves of dunes, cov-
ered with buff grass and

. the
occasional grey bush, undulate
into the distance.

With the coming of the new
South Africa, the two parks are
negotiating a joint manage-
ment agreement in order to co-
ordinate their activities. The
result will be the largest area
protected for wildlife in
southern Africa.

On our last afternoon we
came upon another mother.

.

Her fresh kill lay under a bush
400 metres away and riie was
taking her offspring to feed. - -

But Something Was worrying
her. She sat like a post staring
resolutely into the distance.
We tried in vain to ffad the
focus of her attention. Sud-
denly she was flat on the
ground, her cubs cowering
beside her.

On a faraway bluff stood a
male leopard, a threatening fig-
ure full of menace and impend-
tog doom. But he foiled to spot
the cheetah. With antelope so
scarce and cubs to feed, she
could ill afford to lose her
hard-won kill to hhm

'••W:
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Michael Woods' fly-drive to
\

South Africa was arranged by *

Southern Africa Travel. POBar ’

372, York Y03 4YW tel:
’

01904492469 or 0171-924 4008. He
flew with South African Air-
mays tek 0171-312 5000 and his
fare car was supplied by Avis.
Fuel can only be bought with

cash m South Africa. Banks are \

scarce and you should budget
'

accordingly. 1

‘Guide to the Kalahari Gems- \

bok National Park' by Gus
;

Mills and Clem Haagner is pub-
‘

tehed by Southern Book Pub-
lishers.
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not leave
your tent
at night

S
avutt South is an
upmarket game lodge.
Guests sleep in big,
walk-in. zip-up tents. The
ablutions block, where

each tent has its own bathroom, is
just 30ft away. So why the chamber-
pots under the beds?
“We don't recommend that guests

leave their tents at night” explains
Graeme Labe, general manager of
Gametrackers, the outpost of the
Orient Express group which owns a
number of these lodges in Bot-
swana. “They’re not fenced off, and
animals are free to walk through.
Some of them can be dangerous.”
After dinner, we are about to go

for coffee round the campfire (“bush
TV”) under a wide, starry sky when
Graeme suddenly stops. “Leopard,"
he mutters. Staff switch on their
torches and, agog, we watch a lithe,

spotted cat drinking from the bird
bath 10ft away.

It seems unconcerned at being in

so many spotlights, but everyone
stands well back anyway. Leopards
do not behave as handsomely as
they look; unlike most carnivores,
they may kill for the sake of killing .

Finally, it ambles off into the
night and we all go to bed in

silence. Nobody leaves the tents
until the staff come round in the

cold dawn shouting “Knock, knock!
Tea or coffee before the game
drive?"

Savuti used to sit in front of a

river, but it vanished a few years

ago. so we drive out into the arid

semi-desert of the Chobe national
park. We clutch checklists provided

vby the lodge to note the animals
wod birds we see, from mongoose to

elephant, dishevelled marabou
stork to dazzling lilac-breasted

roller, Botswana's national bird.

John Westbrooke has some close
encounters in a little-known area

Later in the day, we fly in a light,

bumpy aircraft to another Game-
trackers lodge. Khwai River. This
time, we are staying in solid brick
chalets (not entirely mosquito-
proof) with facilities en suite, and a
river is still flowing out front. Hip-
pos, baboons, crocodiles and sable
come out for midday drinks - and
these are just the species visible

without moving from the bar.
The country around Khwai River

is a mixture, some of it waving
savannah (which means animals
find the grass too unpleasant to
eat), some forested, some swamp,
some wilderness where elephants
have trampled down trees and
bushes. The ground looks devas-
tated, but many of the plants start

growing again at ground level, thus
providing food for smaller animals
Everywhere you go, these ecologi-

cal pros and cons are heard. Yes,

fires are awful, but they clear the
land for regrowth. Yes. drought is

terrible, but it encourages the big
game to move away in search of
water and lets smaller fry flourish.

Yes, hunting beasts to extinction is

a bad thing, but allowing a little

hunting, for a lot of money, pro-

vides valuable funds. (Botswana
permits this, though Gametrackers
does not take part.) Even such
apparently benign human interven-

tion as sinking water holes upsets

the natural order to some degree. It

is probably a good idea to try to

ensure the survival of endangered
species, but anything beyond that is

the source of endless, insoluble
debate.

The game viewing starts early.

We stroll along the river, fallowed

by suspicious hippos walking
through the water, and learn some
not very useful facts about hyena

Gorillas

Face
to

face

T
racking gorillas in

Uganda's Bwindi
Impenetrable forest Is

one of the memorable
experiences that Africa has to
offer. (Because of the current
problems in Ruanda, Burundi
and Zaire, Uganda is the only
safe place to do it)

Several companies will take
you to see tbe gorillas and. of
course, the chimpanzees in

Klbale forest but almost all

involve staying in simple,
sometimes primitive, lodges.

For those who dislike

permanent lodges and prefer

tents and who tike guides wbo
really know their stuff, African
Explorations is offering a
one-off chance to go gorilla

tracking on a small tented safari

in the company of Karl Amman,
author of Burners and the

Bunted and an expert in

primatology.
The trip lasts from Thursday

February 8 1996 and arrives

back in London on Wednesday
February 2L Yon need to be
tolerably fit for gorilla tracking
for it can take anything up to

four hours walking through
lush tropica] forest to find

them.
Uganda is interesting in itself

because it is only just opening
up to tourists after the years of
civil war and as yet still has a
sweetness and lackof
sophistication about it - its

people are thrilled to see you
(“How are you, Mzungu? [white

personr they cry whatever they
catch a sight of you).

So go before the avocado
bathroom suites arrive and its

hotels become unrecognisable

from any others in the world.

The trip takes in the other
great Ugandan national parks as

well (Queen Elizabeth and
Murchison Falls).

Yawning and snoozing: He with the Eons is mostly eating and steeping

dung, buffalo spoor and why ter-

mite mounds face west After two
hours, we arrive at a champagne
breakfast spread out under a tree,

and an open van ready for further

bush driving.

Animals are wary of creatures
with two legs, pith helmets and
cameras, but seem not to notice

them in the back of vans, which
they apparently see as some sort of

harmless mobile rock. So, to our
joy, the drive brings us to within

20ft of a couple of lion prides.

O
ne group Is lying
under a tree yawning
and snoozing and giv-

ing somnolent cuddles

to the cubs. Tbe other

is polishing off a giraffe under a
tree, and yawning and snoozing.

Life with the lions is mostly eating

and sleeping. They sometimes scav-

enge food killed by hyenas and, if

any killing is to be done, the lion-

esses usually do it while the males
lie around flexing their manes.
None of this exactly fits in with the

customary myths, bat who would
go to see a film called The Lion
Queen?

Across the river is Moreau
reserve, where the animals are pro-

tected - and they know it With
nothing to fear, they simply ignore

humans. The usual sight of a
warthog is of its behind as it scut-

tles away, tail erect Now for the

first time we see a warthog’s face. It

is hard to say which end is less

appealing.

We diligently search for more
wildlife to tick off: wildebeest and
tsessebe, hyena and jackal, bustard

and bee-eater. Zebras, which look so
vibrant in zoos with their op-art

stripes, become almost invisible in

long grass. Giraffes at a distance

are indistinguishable from the trees

on which they feed. Driving back at

night, we glimpse in our headlights

the extraordinary spring hare,
which looks like a little rabbit but
bounds along on its hind legs like a

kangaroo.

Next day, another flight takes us
to the Okavango Delta. Here, the

river takes on the desert and loses.

The Okavango flows down from
Angola, only to evaporate or melt

into the Kalahari, creating a

remarkable ecological world - 6,000

square miles of wetland whose

paisley-pattern whorls and loops of

waterway, seen from the air, are

studded by termite mounds and
palm trees. The Xaxaba camp is on
one of tbe innumerable islets.

Sated by now with animals, we
would hardly get out of bed for any-

thing less than a bandersnatch. But
tbe delta offers a different sort of

experience.

From powerboats we see croco-

diles close to and lions Car off, but

what we mostly notice are the river,

the palms and the papyrus, and
some of the 400 species of bird. Next
day we are poled slowly along in a

dugout and come even closer to the

water: reeds and lily pads, water-

boatmen scudding across the sur-

face and dragonflies perching
nose-in on tall grass like Zeppelins

mooring.

We also have to rescue Andrew,
the camp manager, whose power-
boat has malfunctioned and run
aground at dusk. What if we had
not seen him? Even if he had fixed

the motor, how would he have got

home in the dark? “Wait for the
stars to come out - if you can see

their reflections you know you're

following the water,” he says. And

if he had bumped into a hippo?
“That could be a problem.”

Despite the rich range of game.
Botswana is not yet a country most
Europeans think of for safaris (half

its visitors come from the US). As a

result, you encounter few other

humans: no lions surrounded by
minibus-loads of whirring cameras.

The best time to see game is

towards the end of tbe dry season,

when they visit water holes. The
wet season, is usually October to

April - the name of the Botswanan
currency, pula, means rain.

Before flying home we spent a
few days at the Elephant Hills hotel

at Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe,
which has magnificent views across

the Zambezi river to Zambia and
hippos on its golf course. But after a
week in Botswana, seeing animals

on anything but their own territory

seems all wrong.

John Westbrooke was a guest of
Gametrackers (0171-630 0100) and
Swissair (01 71-134 7300). A five-night

package, including flights within
Botswana, meals, game viewing and
accommodation at three Gametrack-
ers lodges, begins at £720.

•

For the gorilla tracking trip,

contact African Explorations.

Holwell Manor Bean, HoboeU,

Burford. Oxfordshire, OX18 4JS
Tet 02993822443.

Lucia van der Post
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Hippos cooling in the water one of the attractions for people who warn to be travellers, not tourists

South Africa

Bring on the eco-tourists
The republic is planning to capitalise on the decline in ‘slump by the pool' holidays, reports Keith Wheatley

O fficials of the Adventure conservation, when there are so many Aids deriving from a perception that traveL the number of holidaymakers state or private, that can come bai

Travel Society (a trade urgent human issues like housing and animals have priority over humans ” who want to “slump in a chair by the with a 10-foid return.- says Kev
group, not Dr Living- education to address," say’s Jordan. At present, says Msimang, a former pool" will decline. Whether it is to hevany. the bid’s marketing direct*

stone's club) know two He believes the country's future anti-apartheid activist who spent stalk lion or be part of the Olympic He believes the two-week Gam
things. First, that eco- must depend to a large extent on tour- many years in exile, the industry is crowd at the 1500m race, consumers would encourage many peopleO fficials of the Adventure
Travel Society (a trade

group, not Dr Living-

stone's club) know two
things. First, that eco-

tourism is the fastest-growing sector

in the travel industry, and, second,
that South Africa has almost unlim-
ited potential in this Beld. That is

v/tay the society’s world congress in
Hobart last year voted to hold its 1996

congress in Cape Town.
In the past, when helicopters flew

over the Kruger National Park, South
Africa's best-known game reserve, the
elephants stampeded with fear. Mem-
ory reminded them that the annual
cull of up to 500 beasts was managed
with airborne shooters.

Last year, an event took place that
symbolises the country's economic
future. Many of the elephants were
shot with tranquilliser darts and
moved by vehicles built to carry
whole families to locations that will

be able to support them.
This was uot the result of a senti-

mental vision of the World Wide Fund
for Nature, but a commercially-funded
operation to establish the Jumbo-land
game reserve, with the Rand Mer-
chant Bank as a big investor.

The bank's partner in the project is

Trevor Jordan, a developer who
makes a living from eco-tourism. He
spent more than Rl.2m (£209,000) to

stock Welgevonden. his private game
reserve in the Northern Transvaal,
with 50 elephants. He believes it is

money well spent.

“I don’t believe that it is the prior-

ity of the new government to fund

conservation, when there are so many
urgent human issues like bousing and
education to address," says Jordan.

He believes the country's future
must depend to a large extent on tour-

ism. "We are the only place in the
world where you can get in a vehicle

and see lions, giraffes and elephants.

That is what distinguishes us."

Half a century ago Jan Smuts, the

father of modem South Africa, said

that when he wanted to rest he
turned his face to nature and the
mountains for silence and solitude.

"There is nothing like getting away
into the wild. There is no equal to its

rivers, its mountains, plains and des-

erts in all their wonderful and chang-

ing aspects," be wrote, adding pro-

phetically: “In the years to come
thousands will flock to this country to

see things they can experience
nowhere else.”

Jordan touches on a controversial

point when he suggests that the gov-

ernment has other priorities. It has
long been a source of angry debate,

especially during the apartheid years,

whether animals were more impor-

tant to Pretoria than black people. If

the future role of the black population

is to be no more than serving drinks

at up-market safari lodges, the fine

vision of expanding eco-tourism will

come to nothing.

“Tourism must make a meaningful
contribution to black communities
around the country," says Walter Msi-

mang, the newly appointed executive
director of Satour, the government
tourist body. "In this way we could
And that we reduce perennial con-

flicts deriving from a perception that
animals have priority over humans."
At present, says Msimang, a former

anti-apartheid activist who spent
many years in exile, the industry is

dominated by a few big companies.
“This needs to be broadened and
opportunities opened up for smaller

entrepreneurs.” Tourism, he said, was
not doing as well as It might at pres-

ent, but there were tremendous oppor-
tunities for growth.

But tourists have been pouring in

this year. Many more came for the

‘There’s a growing

recognition that

there isn’t going to

be any kind of

Marshall Plan for

South Africa.’

recent Rugby World Cup than had
been expected. Events of this calibre,

including the future cricket world cup
and possibly the 2004 Olympics, for

which Cape Town has made a power-

ful bid, show that the republic is

doing all it can to attract the kind of
tourist who wants to “travel with a
purpose".

South Africa has become fashion-

able as a "new” destination, but the

country has longer term advantages
as well

It is widely believed that as the first

world grows familiar with cheap mass

traveL the number of holidaymakers
who want to “slump in a chair by the

pool” will decline. Whether it is to

stalk lion or be part of the Olympic
crowd at the 1500m race, consumers
are demanding a level of participation

and novelty not required before.

An increasing number of holiday-

makers also feels some sense of guilt

about pollution and the despoliation

of natural beauties which results from
mass travel. Such people tend to
despise "tourists" and see themselves

as “travellers".

South Africans are smart enough to

see the appeal of a visit to an interest-

ing country where the tourists' pres-

ence may improve the prosperity of

the black majority.

Rob Angel, chief executive of
Engen, a resource company which is

moving into travel and tourism, says

he hopes the benefits of tourism will

be shared by all South Africans,

including those involved in conserva-

tion.

“We need to ensure that South
Africa doesn’t' simply become the next

point on the globe to be exploited by
the international tourism industry,
leaving little or nothing behind if the

fashion changes and the tourism
boom moves on to another destina-

tion."

Those who organised the country's

Olympic bid are therefore working
hard for success. Some calculations

suggest that the $2bn required to

finance the games could add $20hn to

national income during the following

10 years.

“There aren't many investments.

state or private, that can come back
with a 10-fold return." says Kevin
nevany. the bid’s marketing director.

He believes the two-week Games
would encourage many people to

come to South Africa who might stay

for a while and consider the possibil-

ity of building factories in the
country.

Since there is little chance that the

new South Africa will be able to
attract large loans from other coun-
tries on the scale needed to revive its

economy. Kevany believes South Afri-

cans must put all their energies into

schemes for self help such as the bid

for the Olympics.
Even the most rigorous of self-help

programmes needs an element of

luck. After the peaceful end of apart-

heid. South Africa may be helped far-

ther by settlements of the long,

bloody wars in Angola and Mozambi-
que.

If truces hold and television sets

cease to snow images of bloodshed
and horror, the image of Sub-Saharan
Africa would be greatly improved
internationally and tourism and lei-

sure travel would be helped enor-
mously.
Increased regional trade (at present

tiny) could bring goods and services

into South Africa that will keep ser-

vice industry prices low by world
standards. Meals, hotels and transport
currently offer the kind of opportu-

nity that Australia represented to the

world in the mid-1980s. Eco-tourists
may be more sensitive souls than the
polyester-clad variety, but they also

like a bargain.

T
his summer's heat-

waves meant many
skiers could not
wait to book their

traditional winter
break. But is it quite as tradi-

tional as it used to be?

The days when most British

skiers packed up a hold-all con-

taining drab jackets and even
drabber salopettes and perhaps
some antiquated ski boots of

which they were often inordi-

nately proud seem to be over.

Once they headed off for the

usual pension or chalet and
then the usual ski rental shop

in Alpbach, Niederau or Mayr-
hofen without even having to

think.

But it is no longer true that

you can spot a Brit on the

slopes at 100 paces because of

sloppy ski-wear. Today - with

some exceptions - British ski-

ers tend to be smartly dad,
have designer boots, high-tech

skis, and are searching not

only Europe but North Amer-
ica far new skiing experiences.

The British snowboarder,
perhaps not quite so smartly

clad, will also be back in

greater numbers than ever.

Another rapidly changing ski-

ing institution is the old-fash-

ioned chalet party in which,

traditionally, a group of friends

shared a rather antiquated,

sometimes primitive chalet

with one bathroom, limited hot

water and a couple of lavato-

ries.

Altbougb the old chalet

party was sometimes compara-

tively cheap and could he great

fan, the trend now is for chalet

ski holidays to be much more
luxurious affairs, with spa-

Richard Evans
park with a maj

visits a natk)hM|

T
he white rhino and
her calf arnhtarf across

the dirt track Just

ahead of us. Suddenly

a big bull rhino poshed

through the long grass,

cantering at first, then

charging at surprising speed,

ebbing them back across the

track just 10 yards in front of

our Land Rover.

It was an exhilarating start

to our day in Zimbabwe’s
Matobo Hills national park

near Bulawayo, declared an
intensive protection zone far

the endangered rhinoceros.

Here, far from the Zambian
poachers who steal across the

Zambesi. 50 white rhinos, their

horns amputated, are making
their last stand.

Although designated a
national park, this is not big

,

.

game country. There are no
elephants, liras or buffalo, but

the place has a magical

atmosphere of its own, quite

different from the more typical

big game areas of Hwanga and
around Kariba.

The strange, brooding
Matobo Hills are a mix of

colossal bare whalebacks of

rock and sets of boulders

perched precariously one on
top of the other like children's

bricks about to tumble down.
In the local Ndebele - formerly

the Matebele - language.

Matobo means bald-headed

ones.

It is a holy place held in awe
both by the Ndebele and the

early white settlers. On an
extraordinary barren summit
known as World's View is the

grave of Cecil John Rhodes,
founder of Rhodesia.

Weather-stained domes and
pinnacles of granite stretch in

every direction.

With 2m visitors a year,

Zimbabwe is building a

reputation as one ofthe most
dependable and best-value

tourist destinations in Africa.

The country also retains an
atmosphere of old world
courtesy, cleanliness and
efficiency.

The main tourist attraction

remains Victoria Falls, where
the mile-wide Zambesi river

vanishes in a cloud of spray
into a chasm. The 400ftiigh
falls are the focal paint af a
vast adventure playground of

game reserves, safari areas and
fishing camps, but the
falls themselves remain
surprisingly uncommercial-
ised.

We crossed over the bridge

to the Zambian side - anyone
with a tendency to vertigo

should be warned that the path
skirts the very edge of the

gorge with do barrier of any
kind.

From the falls we flew to a
tiny airstrip near Lake Kariba
where the dirt runway which
dissects well-worn animal
tracks was cleared of elephant
and zebra as we approached.

It is untamed country. Herds

Skiing

A good season awaits - at least in theory
Araie Wilson on this winter’s latest trends: Italy and Canada are popular and the British are now smart
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cious neo-

rustic chalets,

cordon bleu cooks, fat.

plumped-up pillows in spark-

ling white linen, fresh flowers

in your bedroom, the odd
champagne breakfast, en suite

bathrooms or showers and of

course prices to match - about

as far removed from the creaky
old chalet image of the 1960s as
you could imagine.

According to Hilary Jackson

at Alpine Answers, a specialist

ski travel agency in London,
“appalling rates of exchange"

and a shrinking market have

forced tour operators to be
more competitive.

“In order to compete, chalet

operators have had to

strengthen their niche posi-

tions and expand in areas in

which the ‘big boys' just can-

not compete: the up-market
chalet sector," says her com-

pany.

The Italians, for so long in the

Soever wuNpi l
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skiing doldrums, have experi-

enced a renaissance.

Eugenio M aguard, deputy
director of the Italian Tourist

Office in London, was ecstatic

about the numbers of British

skiers who went to Italy last

year. "It was a wonderful sea-

son," he says. “A very, very big

surprise.’*

This winter most French and
Swiss resorts will cost 10 per

cent more, while the increase

in the cost of a ski holiday to

Italy could be as low as 3 per

cent The Swiss are confident

that their traditional British

clientele, many of whom make
their own travel arrangements,

will remain loyaL

The US is still popular, with

Big Sky, Montana, being

afflered to British skiers for the

first time. Big Sky now has the

biggest vertical drop in the US
(4,180ft), just 4lft higher than
Jackson Hole. Wyoming. If you
want to check whether Big Sky

really does have the extra ver-

tical, you can now book both

resorts as a twin-centre holi-

day - and take your tape mea-

sure.

The US is beginning to look

over its shoulder at Its Cana-

dian neighbours. The Cana-

dians, like tbe Italians, have

been benefiting from exchange
rates, and are hoping to lure

increasing numbers of British

mmm.

skiers to British Columbia and
Alberta who might otherwise

have tried the US resorts.

Italy and Canada are widely

regarded by specialist ski
travel agencies as offering

some of the best value skiing

around. Tina Crowther at the

Skiers Travel Bureau in Leeds

says: “it looks as though the

bonanza in Canada will con-

tinue. Italy is very much in

demand, but availability on

peak season dates is becoming
difficult Because of this, we
frequently have to persuade
clients to go elsewhere.”

^ WitxTb/VL

And according to Lizzie Nor-tm at Ski Solutions in London:
Not only is accommodation in

Italy and Canada cheaper, but
the extras, such as lift passes.^ a difference."
Yet France might still

emerge as the most popular
place to ski this winter, in
sprte of the franc fort Indeed,
according to Crystal Holidays,
France is already ahead
Heinz Fatzak, the new Aus-

trian Tourist Office director in
London, concedes that Italy
has taken market share from
both Austria and France. But
he claims: “We still attract
more British skiers (ban any
other country. The concept of
winter holidaymakers simply
choosing the hugest ski areas

of elephant crashed thwr4ay
fhyy>ngh bnsh, s-

leaning ton trees -

splfatering down. Antelope;-;'

watched nervously far
-

predators. Crocodiles ami .

hippos cooled off in the fake.
-'

Yet, after a banfrshattariag -

15-minute drive we were
'

'/. r.

installed in the cool cosafitof

.

Kateti, one of a numbered
luxurious safari lodges a»g»y^I

Lake Kariba that areWdenfag :

Zimbabwe’s appeal at ffia^j-
end of the tonrism marfcet ltis
an enclosed duster oftSab&ad-
lodges surrounding a ptofand -

open-sided lounges, bareafod a
restaurant There could bei»
greats- contrast to the world,
outside. C-" V.

The wooded savanna and
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shores of Lake Kariba are
flmnrxy fhp Iwwd: amwarihft

areas of Zimbabwe.^teherds
of elephant, buffalo, antelope

;

;

and predators axethe
descendantsofanimate

displaced inthel90(b.whefflf the
inland sea ofLake Kariba was
fanned by the damming ofthe
Zambesi * - ’

- Although artificial in origin.

Kariba has been reclaimed

wonderfully by nature. The
rising waters have left -

thousands of trees partly

submerged and their petrified

branches pierce the surface,

providing a resting place for

'cormorants, kites and fish

eagles.
~ Before breakfast, while the

sun was still low in the sky, we
went tracking, crocodile

fashion, like a Sunday School
nature ramble. We bad just

seen a lone bull elephant and
our guide, Mike, seemed
nervous.

“They can be dangerous. ,

There is usually a reason they *

are outcasts,” he said. The
elephant had been eating

marula fruit, which ferments
in the stomach and can make
them unpredictably tipsy and
aggressive.

But, reassuringly, Mike
patted the Winchester rifle

slung across his shoulder.

“Under no circumstances run
away ifwe meet a predator or
elephant," he said.

Easy for him, he was the
only one with a rifle. All I had
was a pair of binoculars and
my daughter’s camera.

We learned the difference

between bull and cow elephant
dung - useful when elephants
were stalked for their tusks -
and saw spoor of lion, kudu (a

large antelope), jackal and
porcupine.

A pile of bleached bones was
all that was left of a Cape
buffalo eaten by Hons.

Richard Evans ioas the guest
ofthe Zimbabwe Council for
Tourism and the Zimbabwe
Tourist Development
Corporation. Heflew to Harare
and Bulawayo with Air
Zimbabwe.

is out of date. The market
changed with the collapse of
the schools’ ski programme.
“Now we see more families,

where mum and dad have
skied for years and they want
to introduce their nhiWrpn to

the sport
“They are not so much con-

cerned with the volume of ski-
ing as with a comprehensive
holiday. And that mean-* a mix
of the modern with the tradi-
tional"

The Austrians, who at first had
something of a problem aban-
doning their rather staid atti-

tude to changes in the indus-
try, are now hunting for the
snowboard generation.
They acknowledge that

snowboarding is “the current
boom business" and Austrian
resorts are busy building more
“half-pipes" (artificial gullies
with specially designed curves,
shaped a little like the bottom
half of a huge pipe-line) and
more designated snowboard
areas in resorts such as Saal-
bach-HSnterglemm and Badgas*
tein.

• Q

Whatever and wherever yon go
skiing this winter - Fat Boy
skis in British Columbia, snow-
boards in Courchevel, or Tele-
mark skis in Telluride

, Colo1

ratio - the whisper is that it
could well be a good winter.
They have unusually good
snow in New Zealand and
some heavy falls in Chile,
which usually means plentiful
snow in the Northern Ham-
sphere too. There again, jt's

only a theory.
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A tuneful quartet
Huw Richards on the Pacific sun shining in England

T
he usual suspects may of the South Pacific” which, be. League needs them mo
be contesting this with its lm-plus population, than union does, and hi

weekend's semi-finals, includes large Tongan and shown by its world cup invit

but the success of the Samoan communities. Twenty tions that it wants them. Co

aKifi
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Self-righting craft which can be manoeuvred easily under oara

Rowing

In Chay Blyth’s wake
Keith Wheatley on one man’s mission to put adventure back into people’s lives

I
n the summer of 1966.

two British soldiers left

Cape Cod. Massachu-
setts, to row across the

Atlantic to Europe in a
20ft dory. It was a hellish 92
days of deprivation, discomfort
and danger. On the final day,
before they landed on an Irish

beach, sergeant Chay Blyth
wrote in his log: “It’s all over.

I'm not getting in that boat
again for anyone."
Nearly 30 years on, would-be

adventurers are falling over
themselves to pay Blyth £9.000

for the chance to follow in his

wake. His Challenge Business
has -38 paid-up entries for a

2.900-mile transatlantic rowing
race in autumn 1997 from
Tenerife, in the Canary
Islands, to Barbados, with
another 100 on the waiting list

The range of potential com-
petitors is enormous: from elite

athletes with hopes of rowing
in next summer’s Olympics, to

a carpenter who has never

been in a dinghy before. Two
Cornish club rowers, David
Jackson and Graham Burnett,

who tested the prototype boat,

were so smitten that they

signed immediately for the

race.

Each two-person crew will

make the voyage in identical

24ft craft created by Phil Morri-
son and Peter “Spud” Rowsell,
who normally design racing
yachts. They are self-righting

in the event of capsize and can
be driven easily under oars.

At each end, assembled from
a kit of laser-cut marine ply-

wood, is a watertight cuddie.

These will provide huddled
sleeping accommodation, stow-

before setting out. “The test we
have set will push the human
spirit to its limits. It is no good
if only one of you has the
tenacity to see it through to

the finish."

Personality clashes seem
inevitable. Three decades after

their own Atlantic epic, there

is no great affection between
Blyth and his co-rower, John

age for food and water, and -Ridgway. In the public rela-

cooking facilities.

In the event of a rogue wave
swamping a boat - 50-footers

are not unknown along the
route the rowers will take .-

the compartments will keep
the vessel afloat.

That every one of the contes-

tants should have an equal
chance of winning is central to

Blyth’s scheme. He put it into

effect three years ago when he
created the outstandingly suc-

cessful British Steel round-the-

world yacht race.

He explained: “We want the

boats identical to ensure that

the pair that wins do so
because of their rowing tech-

nique and courage and not
because they managed to

spend or raise enough money
to build a faster hull.”

Blyth also advised contes-

tants to take a long, hard look

at their rowing companion

tions blitz that followed, they
fell out over money.

“I was a sergeant whose dad
was a railwayman.” recalled
Blyth. “John’s family owned
the Marples Ridgway construc-

tion company, so our know-
ledge of the business world
was a long way apart"

Blyth has crane a long way
since then in understanding
Corporate Man. His book-
shelves are filled now with
manuals from the London
Business School, and he has a
reputation for being one of the

best fund-raisers around.

But his request to quote
from their joint book, A Fight-

ing Chance, in the brochure for

the 1997 race drew a dusty fax

from Ridgway. at sea on a
yacht in the south Atlantic. “In

the present climate of uncer-

tainty with Outdoor Activities

generally, I require a printed

disclaimer of any association

with me or my company," he
cabled.

Blyth, an inveterate risk-

taker who was enjoying gun
battles with Yemeni rebels
while still a teenage para-
trooper. cannot see what the

fuss is about. And he is irri-

tated that it will be necessary

to have a “mother ship" follow-

ing the rowers as a safety mea-
sure tn order to get sponsor-

ship.

“Unfortunately, we live in an
era obsessed with safety. It’s

the Umbrella Age,” he scoffs.

“People want to ensure that
whatever happens doesn't hap-

pen to them.”
When asked about the degree

of danger the rowers face,

Blyth becomes animated. He
and Ridgway were blown into

Ireland by an SOmph westerly
storm and he maintains that, if

they had reached the solid

cliffs of the mainland rather

than the negotiable lee of the

Aran islands, their boat would
have been wrecked.

“I guess a few of them are

going to miss Barbados and
laud somewhere else," he
mused- “We cant put a safety

net under everything. You’re
either going to be a hero or

you’re not”

It is too easy to make this

stocky, gutsy man sound like a
drill sergeant who sorts

humanity into sheep and goats

too readily. In fact, his biggest

thrill comes from putting
“ordinary” people into situa-

tions where they can discover

the extraordinary within them.
The rowers in 1997 can take

heart from Blyth's thoughts in

the summary of the voyage
that changed his life 30 years

ago. “Your concern is that
your courage will fail." he
wrote. "But, when your life

depends upon it, it never
does."

T
he usual suspects may
be contesting this

weekend's semi-finals,

but the success of the

Halifax Rugby League World
Cup has already been assured
by four teams who did not
make it

The Pacific island quartet of

Tonga. Fiji, Western Samoa
and Papua New Guinea have
done wonders for the entertain-

ment value of the competition
- and even more for its credi-

bility.

Previous world cups have
suffered for the lack of teams -

generally resembling nothing
so much as the continuation of
traditional Anglo-Australian
antagonism by other means,
leavened only by bit-pan
appearances from New Zea-
land, France and, more
recently. Papua New Guinea
(PNG).
No longer. In its centenary

year, beset by the traumas of

schism in Australia and the
clumsy hanHiing- of reorganisa-

tion in Britain, the taxpaying
code has at last shown itself

capable of producing a world
cup worthy of the name.
The organisers who took the

calculated risk of doubling the
size of the competition have
been splendidly vindicated,

with only South Africa looking

out of their depth.

Not that the success of the
newcomers should be that sur-

prising. Ever since the Fijians

first made an impact on Rugby
Union in the mid-1960s, fans
have been regretting that the

success of the island nations
has teen restricted by limita-

tions at union’s vital technical

ball-winning set-pieces, ruck.
maul, scrum flnri line-nut

Looking at their dazzling
handling and running

, love of

the open, flowing game and
ferocious tackling, they have
wondered how they might do
in a gamp where ability to run.

handle and tackle was para-

mount. Such a game has
existed all along - Rugby
League.

A natural predisposition to

league's basic skills has been
reinforced by know-how
acquired by contact with New
Zealand’s small but resilient

rugby league community, cen-

tred on Auckland, the “capital

of the South Pacific” which,
with its lm-plus population,
includes large Tongan and
Samoan communities. Twenty
of the 25-strong Western
Samoa squad were also quali-

fied to New Zealand. So were
nine of the Tongans.
How well they have learned

became clear on the competi-

tion’s opening weekend. Memo-
ries of 8,000 Lancastrians
chanting “Tonga, Tonga" at
Warrington, and of crowded
terraces at Keighley adopting
awesome Fijian second row
mesa Toga as a folk-hero for

devastating kick-off returns

that left a succession of hope-
lessly brave South African
t&cklers stunned in his wake,
null last as long as anything

about this competition.

The Tongans came desper-

Adrian Lam, of

Papua New
Guinea, was
possibly the

most creative

player

ately close to beating New Zea-

land in as gripping a contest as

you are likely to see in any
code of football, succumbing
only to tiredness and the extra

know-how of their desperate
opponents.

Fiji union roots showing in

their determination to keep the

ball alive at all costs, devas-

tated South Africa with won-
derfully fluent rugby. Too bad
they then had to play England
and Australia, probably the
strongest teams in the competi-

tion.

Adrian Lam, Papua New
Guinea skipper, was possibly

the most creative player in a
competition boasting such tal-

ents as Australia's Brad Fit-

tier. New Zealand's Henry Paul

and Wales' Jonathan Davies.

If the Samoans could have
added a little more imagination

to their awesome physicality,

they, rather than Wales, might
have been playing England in

Manchester today.

PNG is already firm league

territory. The other three could

be. League needs them mare
than union does, and has
shown by its world cup invita-

tions that it wants them. Con-
trast this with the attitude of

union, which dropped the
Pacific champions {invariably

Fiji. Tonga or Western Samoa),
formerly admitted to the Super
Ten championship from its

planned 12-team competition,
bringing together top prov-
inces from Australia, New Zea-

land and South Africa.

There was not enough popu-
lation or wealth in the island

communities to interest the TV
people, and bringing in their

unions might have slowed
secret negotiations. This may
not quite be classed as selling

your granny for a fiver - the
sums of money are larger and
nobody ever mistook a Samoan
prop for an old lady - but the
Fat Cat 12 is as close and
grasping an approximation
as even modern sport can
furnish.

The world cup organisers
wanted the islanders to do
well, but not too well. The
spectre of New Zealand v West-
ern Samoa at Wembley next
Saturday, potentially both a
wonderful game and a box
office nightmare, must have
haunted them. The final they

want is the one they will prob-

ably get - England v Australia.

Probably but not certainly.

The competition’s rich good
fortune continues with two
charged semi-finals, guarantee-

ing a north v south final.

England are happy to play
Wales at half-built Old Trafford

rather than the Celtic cauldron

at Swansea, fired by semi-
nostalgic joy at the sight of
any sort of Welsh rugby team
playing with craft and convic-

tion.

Australia overpowered New
Zealand three times itiis sum-
mer. They should make it four
tomorrow at Huddersfield. But
the Kiwis have a chance. At
their best they are the subtlest,

most exciting tram in the cup.

emphasising deception over
power and contriving angles
others cannot reach. But they

have sparked only intermit-

tently. If Paul is at his test,

they might just turn those
flashes into the sustained bril-

liance they will need.
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Golf

A thinker’s course

G iven that one would

have to be 100 years

old to remember the

last time a full-sized

golf course was built at St And-

rews, the tangibLe air of excite-

ment that has greeted the
' opening of the Duke's course is

understandable.
Designed by five-times Open

champion Peter Thomson, it

brings to 117 the number of

holes that can now be played

by visitors to this East Fife

' outpost. No wonder it is uni-

versally known as the home of

golf.

Thomson was brave to take

on the brief. The lure of mak-

ing a contribution to the sport

in the town that golfing folk

most revere had to be weighed

against the criticism that

would inevitably follow if the

course was not up to scratch.

Make a mess of a course in St

Andrews and Thomson the

architect would probably strug-

gle for design work again.

Furthermore, the sport has

changed massively in recent

Derek Lawrenson on how to fall in love with St Andrews again

years and the changes that

have occurred at St Andrews
have not met with universal

approval. The appearance of

the Old Course hotel, built on
the dog-leg of the fabled 17th

hole, is widely derided, as Is

the new clubhouse, which was
opened to coincide with the

Open in July. The Japanese
company that owns both.

Kosaido. also put up the

finance for the Duke's course.

What should be stressed Is

the Duke's offers no compari-

son with the established St

Andrews courses, all of which

are links venues. It is situated

two miles away and therefore

its characteristics are those of

an inland course. One may as

well compare Mozart to Beet-

hoven. It is, however, a splen-

did piece of land and the views

on some holes are spectacular.

Stand on the fourth tee and the

whole of the town is visible.

Playing the Duke's course

may cause the visitor to foil in

love with St Andrews all over

It was not supposed to open
until nest spring but favoura-

ble weather conditions have
meant that it will be open for

limited play this winter. Nei-

ther is there a subtext here,

namely that the owners are
keen to open ahead of schedule
to get the money rolling In. 1

played it last Wednesday,

The starting

hole is a brute
- a stark

contrast with
the Old Course
opening hole
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while the pro-am for the Alfred
Dunhlll Cup was proceeding in

the distance on the Old Course.

The Duke's is ready for play.

As one would expect of a
cerebral champion like Thom-
son, this is a thinking person’s

golf course. The starting hole
is a brpte, enough to make a
high hand!capper think of
trudging back to the car park.

The contrast with the easy
opening hole on the Old
Course could hardly be more
stark.

Thankfully, a relatively

straightforward couple of holes

follow before the course opens
out and the eye feasts on
sumptuous scaiery.

A word of wanting: St And-
rews in the winter can be a
humbling golfing experience.
The wind that whistles in from
the bay is bracing at brat and
icy at worst and either way the

ball does not travel very for.

The 8th on die Duke's course is

177 yards and into the prevail-

ing wind.

On a still day I would take a
five iron. I thought of a

four ... no perhaps a

three... heavens. I took a three

wood in the end and was not
sorry that I did.

The back nine possesses
some lovely holes. The IOth is

a fine par five and the tilth

perhaps the pick of four good
and varied short boles. The sea

is visible through the trees for

the approach to the 13th and 1

like the architect’s deceptive
little trick here: the green is

hidden by bunkers and looks

narrow and difficult to locate.

But get the distance right and
a pleasant surprise results - it

is much longer and wider than

it appears.

The finish is surprisingly

generous. The 15th is an easy

par five; the 16th a gentle par
four; the 17th is a treacherous

short hole but the 18th offers

every opportunity to end on
the high note of at least a regu-

lation figure.

Drawbacks? Yes, there are a
few. I am not fond of courses

where one has to cross a road

during play and you have to do

this twice at the Duke’s.

The principal grievance,

though, is when Thomson has

tried to plant firmly in the visi-

tor’s mind that he is playing a

course at St Andrews.

Several of the foirways have

been given bumps and hollows,

as one would fold on each of

the links down the road. At the

9th. use has even been made of

a small path which runs in

front of the green, clearly with

a nod in the direction of the

Road hole on the Old Course. It

is a terrible contrivance.

Green fees during the winter

will be £20 for Old Course hotel

guests and £25 for non-

residents.
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BOOKS

A life neither shaken nor stirred
This is a lazy biography of James Bond’s complex creator, argues J.D.F. Jones

I
an Fleming died in 1964 at the
early age of 56 and was
almost immediately given a
workmanlike biography by
John Pearson. The problem

which confronted Pearson was that
Mrs Ann Fleming, who had for-

merly been Lady O'Neill and then
Lady Rothermere, was still very
much alive fas was the widow of
Hugh Gaitskelk Ann bad had a long
affair with the Labour leader). so
the biography had to ignore some of
the more dramatic aspects of Flem-
ing's life - such as the miserable
state of the Fleming marriage, so
frequently discussed by their Fash-

ionable friends.

Andrew Lycett is not under these
constraints. He can write freely
about Fleming's long-term Jamai-
can mistress, Blanche Blackwell, he
can detail Fleming's 15-year cuck-
olding of his friend Esmond Rother-
mere. and he can throw in Flem-
ing's inclination to sado-masochism
- surely no surprise in the creator

of James Bond. But in a very long

book, lie does not have so much
more of significance to add: which
may be a reflection on the shallow-

ness. the immaturity, and the sad-

ness. of Ian Fleming's life.

Fleming’s early problems had to

do with a formidable widowed
mother and an effortlessly-success-

ful elder brother. Peter. Ian failed at

Sandhurst and in the foreign office

entrance, drifted through the 1930s

as a handsome young man-about-

town in Reuters and then the City,

and came into his own in the war as

the personal assistant to Admiral
Godfrey, head of Naval Intelligence.

He was never an agent in the field,

though be was once taught bow to

kill a man by biting him in the back
of the neck.

In 1945 be returned to journalism

as the foreign manager of the Sun-
day Times where, aloof, supercil-

ious, politically naive and privi-

leged with long vacations, he stayed
for nearly 15 years, long after his

thrillers had taken off. His health
was beginning to crack before he
was 40. thanks to his merciless diet

of cigarettes and booze. In the last

years, after a heart attack, he was a
sad figure, alienated from his wife,

exasperated by her social circle of

(in one of Lycett's better phrases)

“loquacious highbrows", unable to

relate to his only son. who would
later kill himself, and struggling to

find the energy to Fuel the James
Bond caravan.
There are two conspicuous fail-

ings in this book. The first is that it

is far too long - Lycett seems com-

pelled to Include everything that he
has ever discovered about Fleming,
which is not at all what we ask of a
biography-; to take an example at

random. . . 'Ntn' Ryan, later a
good friend of both lan and Ann,
was the astute daughter of the Ger-

1AN FLEMING
by Andrew Lycett

H 'ciJgnMJ it SicoLuvt £20. 480 pages

man-born New York financier Otto
Kahn, who had backed the acting

career of Diana Cooper. Another.
Peggy' Munster, was a talented inte-

rior decorator who, as the first part-

ner of Sibyl Colefix, had launched
fellow designer John Fowler. Fifty

miles away towards Villach. her

husband. Count Paul Munster, a

golfing friend of Ian's at
White’s . . ", and so on and so forth.

The detail is particularly tedious
when we get to the interminable
legal rows about film rights.

Second, and more serious, Lycett

has little of interest to say about
the books, nor even about the phe-

nomenon of “James Bond". It is

suggested that "Bond was a projec-

tion of the heroic image of (Flem-
ing’s) father . . that he started
writing at the time of his marriage
to Ann In order “to create some
literary manifestation of their sado-

masochistic relationship . . and
that the books were one way of
combatting bis fear of indolence.

This really won't do. Fleming was
responsible for the most extraordi-

narily successful popular novels
(and films) of a generation. Why did

these comic strips have such an
impact? Fleming vaguely under-
stood that Bond had a mythic role

as a sort of St George, saving the
girl (and the west) from the dragon,

but the criticism is inescapable that

his villains are the crudest carica-

tures, unbelievable figures deliber-

ately devoid of character or human-
ity twhich is not the case with true

myth). His heroes are not much bet-

ter.

Nor does Lycett engage with the
persuasive indictment that Fleming
was deliberately peddling “sex,

snobbery and sadism". John le

Cane has argued that the Bond
books are “cultural pornography"
in their ennobling of a Superman

who is endorsed to commit an/

crime in the of a “fake patrio-

tism". Other critics have been wor-

ried about a more literal pornogra-

phy; this is the author wb*
famously made a female character

say, “All women love semi-rape.

They love to he taken. It was tau

sweet brutality against my bruiser

body that had made bis act of love

so piercingly wonderful ..."

Fleming’s life story seems to con
firm that he remained a perpetual,

adolescent: one intelligent woman
friend later said that “his emotional

age was pre-puberty". (Was Bond
any older?) Can it surprise that,

after all the exciting years of illicit.

Hainan, he and Ann discovered soon,

after marriage that they could not

bear to live together? So Ann cour.

tinned on her giddy social round
and lan retreated to his undemand- .,

ing circle of clubmen and golfere,-

relisved only by the annual trip to
,

Ins beloved Jamaica and the books .

which he found increasingly hard to
'

complete.

Children’s books/Carolyn Hart

Drawn to wicked
offspring and

chaotic families

T
he terrifying scenario

portrayed in Philippe

Dupasquier's new pic-

ture book. No More Tele-

vision (Andersen £8.99) -

children without benefit of the cath-

ode ray tube - is a subtle, funny
and beautifully illustrated story

(Dupasquier's drawings show a cha-

otic household of exasperated par-

ents. idle children slumped on sofas,

sagging wallpaper, crumbs and
floors scattered with toys) of a
father who has a Damascus-like
vision of productive family life

and, accordingly, gets rid of the

television.

Soon the children are having a

horrible time playing monopoly,
practising the piano and cooking
supper. But when the television is

finally restored to them, they natu-

rally discover that they much pre-

ferred life without iL

By contrast, the eponymous hero

of Btxmpa Rumpus and (he Rainy
Day by Joanne Reay and Adriano

Gon (Heinemann £839) has no need
of the television at all. He is a child

who finds plenty of entertainment

in natural.phenomena. especially

the stormy, wet kind.

Bumpa Rumpus is perfect for

reading out loud, a book that makes
use of language to create an impres-

sion of noise, movement and music
as the rain pours down.
There is more wet weather to be

had in Amy Hest's In The Rain with

Baby Duck (Walker Books £8.99). a

moving, deftly written story about a

little duck who hates the rain, but

learns to love splashing in puddles

with her grandad. Baby Duck is

illustrated with seductive charm by
Jill Barton.

Apart from a drenching of rain

stories, this autumn also sees the

welcome return of the wicked child

and. although she - it usually is a
she nowadays - always gets her
comeuppance in the end. this is a
refreshingly anti-social develop-

ment compared with the virtuous,

politically correct characters who
have oiled their way into the nurs-

ery in recent years.

In This is the Bear and the Bad
Little Girl ("Walker £7.99). a witty

rhyming story by Sarah Hayes and
Helen Craig, a polite, curly-haired

little girl turns into a bear-stealing

villainess who lifts a small boy’s

teddy and makes off “down the
street holding the bear by one of his

feet". Apprehended by a helpful

dog, this monstrous child decides

decides that she didn't want the

bear anyway - “be was only a

baggy old sack” - and rightful own-
ership is restored.

For a true taste of villainy,

however, you must turn to ghastly

Bootsie Barker, a girl who terror-

ises her smaller friend by pretend-

ing to be a child-eating dinosaur.

Eventually her victim effects a sat-

isfying revenge by organising a

SpolligM on ehikJren’s novels: from

‘Blood and Banes', reviewed below

game called Palaeontologist which
sends Bootsie howling Into the

street. Bootside Barker Bites by
Barbara Bottner (Mammoth £3.99)

is a wry story taking an oblique

look at grown-ups who are

oblivious of their children's private

terrors.

In A ftps Book of Manners by
Nicholas /Ulan (Hutchinson £7.99). a

rude boy called Johnny slurps and
burps his way through life and then

wonders why be has no party invi-

tations. “You’re a pig” says his sis-

ter. “That's what you are".

But when a real pig moves next

door and is so charming and consid-

erate that he spends all his time

going to parties. Johnny puts two
and two together and resolves to be

less of a yob, finding that “be feels

better already."

The clear message of this book -

that you do not have to be a lout to

have fun - combined with Allan's

comical illustrations make A Pig's

Book an entertainingly thoughtful

read. Virtue is also rewarded in

Piper (Cape £8.99) by Emma Chi-

chester Clark, a tear-jerking story

about a lonely dog who, after many
tribulations, finds a happy home
with a kind old lady.

Colin McNaughton's Boo (Ander-

sen Press £8l99) is an exuberant
noisy story about Preston, the

Masked Avenger, who creeps

through the streets at night jump-

ing out at his unsuspecting victims.

Huge fun for three-to-five year olds

who can shout “Boo" at the oppor-

tune moment, and McNaughton's
illustrations are a lesson in how to

absorb a child - they glow with

colour and are full of the kind of

extraneous detail that small chil-

dren love.

Harriet Ziefert employs the same
tactics in Scare The Moon (Walker

£6.99) in which a little witcb and a

little wizard try to frighten the

moon by having a booing competi-

tion. My son loved this book as

much for its illustrations (curiously

unearthly drawings of a beaming
unperturbed moon, a bulgy ghost

and a cross-looking bat by G. Brian

Karas) as for the opportunity to do
a tremendous amount of shouting

as we read.

A kind of auto-da-fe of children’s

books can be found in Colin Thomp-
son's How To Live Forever (Julia

MacRae £9.99) in which books
become a living, breathing embodi-

ment of a landscape. This is a story

for older children, but adults will

relish it as well for the quality and
depths of Thompson's baroque,
mystical illustrations.

How To Live Forever tells the

story of a missing book, a child who
holds the secret of everlasting life

and a library that comes to life at

night: “Doors and windows appear
on the backs of books, lights come
on .. . full-grown trees spring up
and chimneys begin to smoke .

.

Bibfiomania: one of the baroque Bustrations from Cotin Thompson’s “How to Live Forever" (JuSa Macrae £9.99), a picture book with a mystical story set ki a Sxary

Spoofs, aliens

and animals
Entertaining educationP

eter Tabern's Blood and
Bones (Andersen £3.99).

illustrated by the inimita-

ble Korky Paul, is the book

of the BBC series. Pirates. This is a

funny, accessible story of suburban
pirates, bloodthirsty grannies, green
babies and mysterious hooded types

whose voices sound like "bat claws
scratching on a graveyard wall" -

one of several successful books
which cater for the transition from
illustrated story books to the more
complex demands of older chil-

dren's fiction.

From the same stable. Philip Cur-

tis' The Silence of (he Space Mafia
(Andersen £8.99). sequel to Hostages

of the Space Mafia, is a combination

of sci-fi and funny school story.

This time the Space Mafia are plan-

ning a revenge attack on Marsh
Farm School. Curtis" ability to com-
bine mundane detail with the out-

landish antics of the aliens make
this an excellent read for pre-teens.

Dick King Smith's Sophie series

T he most sympathetic
character in The Lam-
pitt Papers. A.N. Wil-

son’s sequence of nov-

els about an upper-mid dle-class
family in post-war England, is

the Reverend Roy Ramsay, the

uncle of the unhappy narrator
Julian Ramsay. The Rev Roy's
overwhelming obsession with

the lordly Lampitts. with the
minutiae of their lives, and
their far from obvious bril-

liance. drives his own relations

into paroxysms of tedium.

Followers of The Lampitt
Papers, now into their fourth

volume with the arrival of

Hearing Voices, must share the

reaches its final instalment this

autumn when the animal-mad
Sophie turns eight and inherits a

farm and a pony in Scotland. Aptly
entitled Sophie's Lucky (Walker
£6.99). the good fortune meted out

to this stolid heroine was almost
more than my own London-based
eight-year-old could stand.

Mo Kermode s Codename Sebas-
tian (Gollancz £10.99) explores the

world of second families, step-par-

ents and single mums. Holly and
Joe's mum has joined a dating
agency and. faced with the ghastly
prospect of a stepfather, they decide
to spy on her dates and grade each
man as a potential father. If you

thought Anne Fine bad said every-

thing there was to say about "step-

ping" in Goggle Eyes, you will be
pleasantly surprised by Kermode s

cheerful, well-written, perceptive
story".

Best title of the autumn must go
to Jesus. The Teenage Years by John
Farman (Bodley Head £9.99). iu

which an adolescent Jesus confides

his innermost thoughts in diary
form. Farman is the author of the
bestselling Very Bloody History of
Britain, and although his second
book owes more than a little to
Molesworth, this is a genuinely
funny book full of good jokes and
irreverent attempts to make sense

of the Testaments (try' Jesus' first

attempt at walking on water or his

first taste of the wine trade).

Bible spoofs aside, there are few
things trickier than catering for

teenage literary tastes, but in The
Dead Are Listening (Spindelwood
£9.95) Francis McCrickard has pul-

led off a stunner of a book. This is a
fast-paced story, at once sophisti-

cated and exciting, telling the story

of three teenagers - a girl and two
boys - who come across an old man
on the moors who has been beaten
up and left for dead. Their discov-

ery is the catalyst for a series of

dangerous events which take place
against a background of smoulder-
ing racial tension and the forthcom-
ing trial of alleged war criminals.

The subtle juxtaposition of the teen-

agers' life in the 1990s and the old
man s agonising memories of the
1940s combined with a thrilling
story" make this one of the most
intelligent teenage stories to be
published for some time.

S
tephen Beisty’s marvellous
non-fiction cross-section

series has spawned a whole
family of similar books

exploring in detail the inner
workings of machines, houses, even
cities. Once of the best is Everyday
Machines (Hamlyn £12i*9) whose
author. John Kelly, like Gulliver in

a BrobdJngnagian version ofa
Comet warehouse, ventures inside

the complicated innards of such
miracles of modern technology as
the computer, video recorder and
microwave oven. Cooly rummaging
throngh-the mysteries of beat
energy, decoders, gears and
molecules, Kelly presents an
entertaining, illustrated guide to

why, and bow, things work. Ideal

for clever children.

Less taxing for adult brains.

however, is Peter Kent’s
sophisticated, thoroughly
fascinating Slice Through a City
(Macdonald £9.99) which shows
how cities have developed from
early Saxon settlements to the
teeming streets we know today. As
each new age Is grafted onto the
ruins of the last, Kent’s
cross-section drawings shows
teetering pfle of houses, streets,

sewers and graves built one on top
of the other. Leo Harris has used
the same technique in Tkis Old
House, A Day in Proe Storeys (DK
£9.99) in which a single building is

given the cross section treatment to
show 24 hours in the life of a
dilapidated apartment block. Mad .

scientists conduct experiments in
the attic, ravers Ham* the night
away in the basement while a

grand dame who has seen better
days reclines on a chaise longue
upstairs. Excellent detailed
drawings combined with a good eye
for the seedier side of city life,

make this the sort of book
guaranteed to keep 7-10 year-olds
happy for boors.

Iliase blenching at the thought of
taking bored children to a public
art gallery for a traditional
half-term treat should invest in
Dorling Kindersley’s $ooi a Dog.
Spot a Cat series hy Lucy
Micklethwart. For less than £5 you
get a collection of 13 paintings
ranging from Renoir to Hockney all
of which feature either a cat or a
dog- Spotting the animal
question Is an enjoyable, pain-free
way of introducing a three- or
tour-year-old to culture.

Fiction/Antony Thomcroft

From delicious mundanity to wry melancholia
Reverend's addiction to the
mundane. Quite why Wilson,
perhaps the mos £ faci leiv

blessed novelist of the age.
should carry on churning out
books about such a collection

of stunted, unexciting, charac-

ters, is a mystery’.

And vet just as Julian Ram-
say finds his own life meshing
inextricably with the Lampitt
clan, so the reader turns the

page half eager Tor a reference
to Ernie. Lord Lampitt. the
determinedly demotic left wing
head of the family, or Sargie.

the academic, whose career
nose-dived alter an unfortu-

nate incident in an Oxford cin-

ema.
But the going sets harder. In

the earlier volumes there was a
certain style to the saga. We
shared Wilson’s interest in the

dead literary tradition personi-
fied by James Petworth Lam-
pitt. aa Edwardian belletrist

who met a mysterious death in

Marylebone. The intrigues uver
his papers in the bookish Lon-
don of the 1950s and "80s com-
bined period charm and some
contemporary relevance.

Now Wilson seems more
wrapped up in his own obses-

sions. A substantia! chunk of

Rearing Voices is taken up
with arguments about the con-
traceptive pill around a Catho-

HEARING VOICES
by A.N. WUson

Sinebir-Sreretaan £14.^.

-14 paxes

lie Sunday lunch table in 1966.

Increasiugly the chronicler

Julian Ramsay, a small-time
radio actor and occasional
lunatic, seems to become the
mouthpiece for Wilson's own
struggles with faith and reli-

gion.

Hearing Voices is Wilson in a
lower gear. The sad narrator
finds himself adrift on acid in
New York in the 1960s. and
through his constantly cross
mistress becomes enmeshed

with a less grand family than
the Lampitts, the Nolans. The
fact that Fergus Nolan, a pio-
neer of the contraceptive pill,

believes that God will giant his
wife a much desired pregnancy
if he can persuade the Pope to
ban the pill tor Cathodes, gives
Ramsay, and Wilson, plenty of
opportunities for" moral
anguish.

Sadly some of the most

appearances. There
wonderfully subtle j
humour and of sadr
is unlikely that Hea
will, attract many *
lers to join this In
vehicle.

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

ALL SUBJECTS CONSIDERED
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potty years on tbe whirligig of
time has bought in its desirable
Ranges. Homosexuals are no

pwceived as they used to be.
fnd it is because of such sharp
follfacal changes and transformed

Homosexuals come in from the cold
Nicholas de Jongh on an eloquent argument for the right of gays to join the armed forces and to marry

convictions that Andrew Sullivan,
the young English editor of the
right wing American magazine The
New Republic, can secure
publication for this eloquent,
meticulously argued book, which
proposes that gay men and
lesbians should be allowed to serve
in the armed services and to
contract same sex marriages as
well.

Sullivan’s title - which,
incidentally, serves as a reproof to
the vicious inhumanity pedalled by
Haflsbam and his sort in the 1950s
- gives a clue to his assindlationist
credo. In his closing chapter, “A
Politics of Homosexuality" Sullivan
proposes that all '‘public as
opposed to private discrimination
against homosexuals be

terminated.” The rules of political

correctness, which he
understandably diagnoses as the
Irritating bane of contemporary
American life, would lose their

salience.

His model homosexual, the one
who appears in his fantasising
mind’s eye would. I deduce, be for

example, a 35-year-old lieutenant
colonel who served in the

Falklands or Bosnia and lived
faithfully with the same man for
eight years. He is self-confident,

assertive and unashamed to be gay
- though not in the still-surviving

1960s argot, “proud."
This new genre of homosexual -

gay seems too frivolous a word for
him - does not, Sullivan argues,

ask fix' protection from hostility or

freedom from discrimination and
expressions of contempt. Nor does
he want to live in isolation from
the traditional family. He would
say. Luther-like, here I, and my

VIRTUALLY NORMAL:
AN ARGLVMENT

ABOUT
HOMOSEXUALITY
by Andrew Sullivan
Picjd,>r £14.W. 210 pages

kind stand, “protect us from
nothing, but treat ns as you would
any heterosexual”.
Liberals and conservatives alike.

Sullivan naively imagines, could

happily proceed from this new gay

beginning. I wonder. Leftists,

radical academics in their ivory

towers In university gay studies

departments, activists and gay
rights campaigners would look on
in anger and outrage.

They would see Sullivan’s plan as
an attempt to draw
homosexuality's sting, its newly
perceived sense of creative
apartness {though not of course in

the maligned 1950s sense), its

distinguishing behaviours and
jnhOant freedoms from tbe
conventional norms of family
faithfulness, procreation and all

that
So be It, as far as Sullivan is

concerned. He wants «g«miiatinn
rather than to torn the separation
of gay and lesbian people from the

heterosexual majority into a fall

divorce. And in his chapters on
what he calls the prohibitionist

liberationist conservative and
liberal standpoints on
homosexuality, he takes a little of

each to achieve his own
conservative gay cocktail. But only
when frying to make the Catholic

church seem freshly humane in its

attitude to homosexuals do the
linVc in his analysis begin to Chafe
and strain.

Although this is a most
articulate, imaginative and
convincing attempt to bring in

homosexuals from the cold, his

conservatism does come with a pair

of blinkers.

Sullivan believes it futile and
inappropriate to fry to modify the

expresskm of extreme attitudes to

homosexuality since he is

convinced that visceral attitudes

are inevitably resistant to

reasoning or liberal legalism.

But public opinion, belief and
behaviour is pliable and susceptible
to change. The attitudes to

homosexuals and homosexuality
have been transformed since the

1950s and not simply because of
liberal legislation.

The lifting of the taboos
surrounding homosexuality has
ensured that the demonising of
those of us who are gay or lesbian
no longer succeeds. And Sullivan,

in neglecting the still malign
influence of the churches,
falls to realise tbe need to

inform and educate the young
about the virtual normality of

homosexuality.

His programme suits tbe affluent
urban middle-class gay man and
not the poor, rural or small-town
homosexual or lesbian.

|A rummage under
the floorboards
of government

Andrew Adonis joins an enthusiastic search for the
realities of the unwritten British constitution

- • a

P
eter Hennessy is the
father confessor of
modem British gov-
ernment Even the
Queen confides in

him, although circumspection
allows him to disclose only
that Her Majesty finds the Brit-

ish constitution “puzzling”.

The Hidden Wiring is a rum-
mage under the floorboards of
British government, seeking to

reveal the underlying realities

of the country’s unwritten con-
stitution. It is a delight to read,

and the ceaseless name-drop-
ping is what makes it so. For
as manarchs, ministers, court-

iers and permanent secretaries

trot out their trite and often

contradictory views, the truth
of Philip Ziegeris observation
that “we just are a sort of

ttiback-of-the-envelope race”
becomes ever stronger.

Hennessy’s description of
himself as a fusion of Billy

Graham and David Bellamy Is

apposite. His every discovery -
from the cabinet secretary’s
private notebook to conversa-

tions with virtually everyone
connected with Number 10

Downing Street in recent times
- is relayed with Bellamyesque
enthusiasm. - -

We are repeatedly invited to

"savour" some banal remark
for its underlying significance.

Lord Bancroft, a former head
of the home civil service, tells

Hennessy that the job of

Whitehall is to provide “a

degree of balance and perma-

nence" to government. "Savour
those two words 'balance* and
‘permanence’” ,

interjects the

professor, who then puts the

words’ in perfect context -

“[they reveal] the notion of the

Civil Service as a kind of gyro-

scope of state".

Billy Graham appears in the

favour with which the status

qjo is defended. Not that Hen-

Efcssy is against all change. He
3s a few suggestions to make,

s&ch as a new strategic policy

committee of the cabinet,
which would doubtless ensure
that grand initiatives like
"back to basics” issue forth
from Downing Street with still

greater frequency.
But there is nothing to upset

the traditionalists unduly. Hen-
nessy is even worried that the
Qneen’s private diaries -

apparently she writes some 600
words a day - might be pub-
lished too soon. “Sponges", he
exclaims as if holding up one
of Bellamy's exhibits, “espe-

cially royal ones, are one of the
few commodities in respect of
which high state secrecy is

both necessary and desirable.”

Walter Bagehot is the lurk-

THE HIDDEN WIRING:
UNEARTHING THE

BRITISH
CONSTITUTION

by Peter Hennessy
.
Victor GoOancz £1739, 250pages

mg spectre, and the Victorian

jonmalist-cum-academic would
have been impressed by Hen-
nessy*s grasp of the realities of

the contemporary constitution.

Unsurprisingly, his vocation is

similar: a distinguished jour-

nalist who is now a professor

of history, able to reflect at lei-

sure on the world of Whitehall

and Westminster which he
understands better than most
of its inhabitants.

The observation of politi-

cians is especially acute. “Poli-

tics as a profession is

immensely risky and tends to

appeal to chancers who live on
a diet of adrenalin and are
engaged in a constant search

for 'boredom avoidance’”, he
remarks. Spot on. Tbe task of

constitutionalists is to ensure

that the roles of the game do
not allow tbe boredom avoid-

ance of politicians to become a
nuisance to the public.

Alas, in Britain the rules are

no longer up to the job. Per-

haps they used to be, when
“good chaps" like Lord Hone
and Harold Macmillan were
brought up to respect unwrit-

ten conventions and knew
when the country had “had
enough”. Nowadays there is

less respect for convention and
public sensibilities - witness
the poll tax - and there are far

more chancers in politics deter-

mined to ascend the ministe-

rial ladder.

Not that the “career politi-

cian” is a creation of recent
history. Hennessy anoints Sir

Robert Peel (Tory prime minis-
ter in the 1840s) as the first

“modern” prime minister, on
the grounds that he was a
workaholic, determined to
exercise personal supervision
over the executive machine.
Yet this was equally true of

previous chief ministers - from
Morton in the 15th century
through Wolsey. Cromwell.
Cecfi.-Walpole. right up to Wil-

liam Pitt in the generation
before FeeL
The point is important for

two reasons. First, the strength

of the centre in British govern-
ment cannot be appreciated
apart from England’s remark-
able history as a unitary state

with (for most of the time) a
powerful national government.
This makes constitutional

reform especially difficult if it

involves devolution of power.
Even those on the left ostensi-

bly in favour are usually cen-

tralisers by instinct

Secondly, it is misleading to

portray “modem" government
as inherently overloaded,

imposing an unbearable strain

on ministers compared with
tranquil times past Tbe stren-

uous and the tranquil alternate

within generations. John Major
is not remotely workaholic by
the standards of Wolsey or
Walpole - or Thatcher. It is all

to do with character and cir-

cumstance. for which no con-

stitution can legislate.

Two young gypsy girts at Epsom Fair, June 1994, photographed by fflm animator David Trainer, who also specialises in documentary portraSs of travellers and footbaB supporters: from
“Photovaplwrs’ London 1839-1994* by NBke Seaborne (Museum of London £35, 304 pages) which includes snages by B10 Brandt Henri Cartier-Bresson, Bert Hardy and Don McCuDin

F
or 50 years, main-

stream science has
denied that there is

any biological basis for

racism. We are all familiar

with the tenets of the post-Nazi

liberal consensus: tiie whole
- -concept of race is scientifically

1
1bogus; racial differences are

-just skin deep; no ethnic group

jis inherently more intelligent

'than another: poor perfor-

I
rnanrp by a group is the result

: of social and educational fec-

tors rather than genetics: what
:

really matters is the variability

: of individuals within each
• group, not of groups as a

whole.
i Marek Kohn. a young sci-

, ence writer with impeccably

liberal credentials, wrote The

Race Gallery as a wake-up call

to the scientists who share ms
beliefc. End your long act of

"denial", he pleads. Mobilise

scientific arguments against

the contemporary practitioners

of “race science" who have

been moving in from the intel-

lectual fringe since the end of

the cold war. Explore human

diversity in a positive spirit oi

tolerance and generosity,

rather than the selfishness of

racism.

The book provides a fascinat-

ing history of “race science

from Johann Bhimenbach, the

18th-century German taxono-

mist who coined the racial

term Caucasian, through the

Rassensaal. the antiquated

race, gallery at Vienna s Natu-

ral History Museum from

which Kohn took his title, to

the IQ-hased arguments oi

Richard Herrnstem and

Charles Murray published in

TheBell Curve last year-

But Kohn fails in his central

aim to show that race science

is a serious and growtag tfcreat

today. One understandable

A question
of colour

Clive Cookson discusses the
scientific arguments about race

problem is that he is so antipa-

thetic to the race scientists,

and so keen to refute their

arguments, that they come
across as an ID-assarted bunch

of mavericks and loonies,

whose research and theories

quickly fall apart on inspec-

tion. If Kohn is reflecting accu-

rately the state of contempo-

rary race science, the liberal

consensus has little to worry

about
Another point, which Kohn

does not face up to, is that

scientific arguments have

never played more than a

peripheral role in propagating

racism in politics and society.

The prejudice which many peo-

ple feel against ethnic groups

other than their own is based

on economic, social and psy-

chological factors - and, some

would argue, is an intrinsic

part of human nature. Science

has little to do with thefeelings

that prompt some whites to

deny blacks fair opportunities

in honing or employment
Although the most notori-

ously racist regimes of the 20th

century attracted support from

a small coterie of sycophantic

scientists, Kohn presents no

evidence that the policies

implemented by the Nazis or

the South African National

party were significantly influ-

enced by scientific advice.

Yet another problem with
The Race Gallery is that the
scientific debate is about to be
transformed by molecular
genetics, a key point that Kohn
recognises but underplays.
Almost all the race science
described in his book is based
on physical anthropology,
social biology, psychology and
traditional genetics.

THE RACE GALLERY:'”
THE RETURN OF
RACIAL SCIENCE
by Marek Kohn

Jonathan Cape £17.99. 210 pages

Over the next 20 years, how-
ever, most of the activity will

centre on discovering genes
(the precise stretches of DNA
that code fra

-
particular human

characteristics) and establish-

ing their distribution between
different ethnic groups.

The International endeavour
to identify and decode all of
our 100,900 or so genes goes
under the umbrella title of the
Human Genome Project. Its

first phase, printing out the
entire genetic code for a gener-
alised human being, may be
complete by 2005.

But It will take many more
years to resolve the Nature-
Nurture argument at the
molecular level - to discover

how inherited variations
between individuals interact
with environmental factors to

give different mental and phys-
ical traits.

Within tbe overall .pro-

gramme is the controversial
Human Genome Diversity Proj-

ect, which aims to study
genetic variation between pop-
ulations worldwide. Promoters
of the diversity project, led by
Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza of
Stanford University, say it will

not only “illuminate our under-

standing of human history *tiH

identity" but also help to com-
bat racism by proving that
Important traits vary less

between groups than within

them.

Many of the indigenous peo-

ples from whom DNA samples
would be taken are refusing to

cooperate, fearing that the

results could be used against

them. As Nature said in an edi-

torial this month, the scientific

justifications for the diversity

project miss tbe point of the

objection - that It “may make
racial members objectively

identifiable, and to their disad-

vantage.”

It is already remarkable how,

quite apart from the diversity

project, scientists are finding

more and more genetic vari-

ants that are characteristic of

particular groups. This month,

for example, an important

mutation in a hereditary breast

cancer gene was found to occur

eight times more frequently in

Ashkenazi Jews than among
the general population; Sci-

ence, the leading research jour-

nal, headed its report “Jewish

Breast Cancer Gene?”.

The Race Gallery will be an
even more interesting book if

Kohn rewrites it in ten years

time.

Old ghosts revisited
Jackie Wullschlager enjoys high society memoirs in fallen angel prose

G ore Vidal’s love
affair with Gore
Vidal is not just

infatuation, Martin
Amis noted, it is the real thing.

Id his essays, reviews, novels,

the boastful, patrician cynical

persona is always there,

unable to keep himself out of

the frame, that aristocratic

cleverness at once illuminating
anrt alienating.

“I am not my own subject”,

Vidal insists, but his brilliant,

idiosyncratic personal voice

comes from his ability to inte-

grate his own life so com-
pletely into his writings on
American politics and history.

Like Macaulay and Trevelyan

in 13th century England, Vidal,

with his roots in an influential

political family, writes national

history as if it were family his-

tory, and it is this imperturb-

able, wortfly insider’s view that

makes it distinctive.

Pa&mpsesU a memoir of his

first 40 years, opens an a recep-

tion with the Kennedy's and
closes on dinner Chez Clinton

and at first glance seems to be
familiar Vidal territory - a
Leporellolike catalogue of an
old man's social and sexual

connections. But it is not. Writ-

ten in exquisite silky prose, as

breathless and enthralled as a
child opening a chocolate box.

it is a story of boyhood love

and loss, dizzying happiness
and resignation. The first chap-

ters here are recalled with a
rapture which matches some of

the great literary memoirs of

childhood, such as Nabokov's
Speak, Memory.

"Here I am in Eden: the
Gore's house in Rock Creek
Park”, is Vidal’s caption to the

earliest photograph of himself,

in the grounds of a 1920s Wash-
ington mansion. He grew up at

the home of his grandfather,

the blind Senator Gore from
Oklahoma, who taught the boy
his alphabet so that he could
read aloud to him from the
Congressional Record. At six,

Vidal was hooked on Livy. At
ten, he was the youngest
American to pilot a plane,

supervised by bis father, who
was president Roosevelt’s
adviser cm aviation.

Vidal has never been sby of
parading his ancestors, but
here, seen from a child's eye
view, they have the resonance

of fairy tales. His grandmother
Dot, wrapped each day in a
pink lacy nightdress because
she saw no point in dressing

for a blind husband, is a pro-

tective fairy godmother. Sena-

tor Gore is a kindly seer. Their

alcoholic, hysterical daughter
Nina, Vidal's mother, is the

wicked witch. At 11. Vidal

started to vomit each time he
saw her. “Whenevermy daugh-

ter appears upon the scene, it

is like an evil spirit,” says Dot
Exile from paradise came

when Nina married Vidal's

stepfather, the fabulously
wealthy bat impotent Haghie
Auchincloss, in 1935. At his

home, the “ill named" Merry
Wood, there were silk sheets,

white servants, and the butler

who took your breakfast onler
as you went to bed. The mar-
riage did not last, and Hughie’s

next wife was Janet Lee Bou-
vier, making Gore a sort of
stepbrother of Jackie Kennedy.
His memory of Merry Wood
fens out from a moment in the
1950s when he stands with
Jackie at the door of tbe room
which each inherited on their

mother's marriage. Jackie later

shared it with Jack; Vidal
shared it with his teenage
lover, Jimmie Trimble. “The
small bedroom reminds me
that unlike Jack, 1 had once
been (in this very room - and
ever since?) in love”.

Palimpsest is a parchment

PALIMPSEST: A
MEMOIR

by Gore Vidal
Andrew Deulsch £20. 435 pages

which can be written on and
then wiped out For Vidal it is

a metaphor for the “archaeo-

logical layers of a life to be

excavated like the different

levels of old Troy, where, at

some point beneath those cities

upon cities, one hopes to find

Achilles and his beloved Patro-

clus." Trimble, killed at Two
Jlma in the Pacific in 1945, is

Vidal's Patroclus. The account

of their affair threads in and
out of Vidal's memories, senti-

ment always just held at bay

by irony, until on the last page
you realise that it is actually

the heart of the book: “I seem
to have written, for the first

and last time, not the ghost

story that I feared but a love

story." It is an elegantly modu-
lated performance.

The result of this memoir by
contrast is old ghosts. There is

the usual settling of scores -

Anais Nin, Updike - and the
absurd “sex'n’power" stories
that Vidal cannot resist. We
have heard them before - Ten-
nessee Williams taking a fancy
to JFK's bottom; Wallis Simp-
son stealing the King because
only she could cope with his

sexual deficiencies; Auchin-
closs money launching Jackie
into society after Nina had left,

so that “tme shudders to think
that there would never have
been a Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis if Hughie could have
had a satisfactory erection".

Vidal's bragging can be
obnoxious - of his encounter
with Jack Kerouac, "we owed
it to literary history to couple".

His snobbishness is outrageous
- he knows no sexual guilt, “a
middle class disorder from
which power people seem
exempt”. But he has, as he said

of Jackie Kennedy, a “life

enhancing malice”, and a
fallen angel prose - the “bright

confetti of lunacy” of Tennes-
see's lovers, the poison-ivyed

view of Merry Wood's lawn
and the milk chocolate brown
Potomac River - which makpc
even familiar tales shimmer.
While Vidal’s novels are

already beginning to look
leaden and dated, my guess is

that in half a century this

memoir will still be enjoyed,

along with Vidal's essays, as a
record of life and lifestyle in

old moneyed Washington, fil-

tered through an extraordinary

mind.
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Artists with
no need
to strike

attitudes
Forget the issues, look at the talent

argues William Packer

mm

./.jjf :7j

I
t is one or the great
orthodoxies of modern
art education that the
work of the artist should
be about something. The

jargon is of analysis and dis-

course, of the re-examination

and questioning of first princi-

ples. of engagement with
issues and ideas. That this is

all nonsense is made clear by
one simple consideration: for if

the “issue” were to be the final

measure of quality in a work of

art. there would, for example,
be no “Crucifixion” any better

or worse than any other. While
the artist may found his work
upon any theme he chooses, it

can only be what he makes of

it that counts.

But the pressure to conform
remains strong, most espe-

cially where the artist is

young, talented and ambitious
yet whose natural bent is

towards a kind of work that

might otherwise be deemed
old-fashioned and passe. Alison

Watt is such an artist - just 30,

a painter full of talent and
energy. Her principal formal
interest is in the figure, in par-

ticular the female nude, which
she is prepared to address
repeatedly on the grandest
scale. It is remarkable in one
so young, given current atti-

tudes to the disciplines of the

life-room, that she is techni-

cally equipped to carry it off at

all, let alone on such a scale.

Clearly she has been looking
long and hard at such painters

as Euan Uglow and, especially.

Lucian Freud, in the bare stu-

dio setting and the frank
nakedness of the image. But
what she has yet to achieve is

their confidence to leave it at

that, trusting the innate
authority of the naked human
presence to speak powerfully
for itself.

But no: on the floor below
the curled-up recumbent
model, her head wrapped so
tightly in a cloth as to seem no
more than a stomp, lies the
skinned carcass of a pig. The

I
n order to get away with

the line “Why is lobster

thermidor like oral sex?

Answer you don’t often
get either at home” most pro-

grammes would have to be on
Channel 4, or very late at

night, or of such minority
appeal that nobody would be
expected to notice. Cracker -

which is where it occurs - goes
out in peak time on ITV and
attracts 15 million viewers. It

has won the right to use such
material because, in its very
short history, a history which
(barring the occasional Christ-

mas special) we are assured
will end next week, it has
pushed the permissible to the

limits and beyond, and justi-

feminist allegory is inescapa-

ble. Again, to the left, the pig

Hangs from its hook, with the

model now standing to face us.

but holding a partial image of

the skeleton in place across

her chest. To the right, the

final panel of this huge trip-

tych has no pig. but only the

model standing now with her

back towards us and the appro-

priate skeleton-drawing of ribs

and shoulder-blades beside her.

“Everywhere . . . the body's

integrity seems threatened by
the sombre suggestion of ruin-

ation - by piercing, by slitting,

by binding, by the confounding

of that dualism which politely

separates the dark and myste-

rious privacy of the interior

from the publicly exposed sur-

faces of outer forms." Oh dear.

Here we have, suggests the cat-

alogue, "both a carefully

informed commentary upon,

and a strategic contribution to,

the history of the female nude

in the western painting tradi-

tion.” Issue painting indeed.

The pity of it is that wher-

ever such portentous and
self-conscious emphasis in the

imagery falls away, the work
comes alive in its freshness

and directness. Given the acre-

age she covers. Miss Watt is

unsurprisingly sometimes
rather mechanical in the mod-
elling of the form and the
description of flesh. But the

drawing is always sound, and
the handling overall most
assured and convincing. In

short, she is too good a painter

to need to strike attitudes. The
more straight-forward the
work, the better it is - the

small portraits and pastel

studies are quite delightful.

Across the road, Mary Mab-
butt, another figurative

painter, falls into a similar

trap, at least in her larger

works. She has always had a

strongly-mannered quality in

her drawing - rather odd and
quirky, coming dose to carica-

ture - that is inclined to be a
limitation on her intuitive

.
; ; .
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, 1994, by Alison Watt: wherever the portentous emphasis on imagery fate away, her work comes alive in its freshness

painterliness. The smaller
paintings, worked presumably
directly from the subject,

strike the balance perfectly

between the graphic and the

painterly. Shoes and gloves

spread across the bedroom
floor, a scatter of children's

toys, the familiar muddle of

the kitchen table - images of a
bright, but nervous domestic-

ity, and all registered with a

fresh and charming, just

slightly off-centre visual wit.

Back in the West End, four
senior painters simply get on
with what they have always
done, which is to respond
directly to the visible world.
The only “issue" which they
would ever admit is the central

and eternal painter's problem
of how to register what is seen
and felt of space and form, in

terms of line and colour on the

flat surface of the canvas.

The late Patrick Symons
looked at landscape and musi-
cians. Anthony Fry lays his

delicate expressionist nudes
upon the bed. Anthony Eyton
has lately been, working in the
vast spaces of the Bankside
Power Station, as turbines and
generators are removed. And
Euan Uglow stays in the stu-

dio. his magisterial nude, pale

against the red-brown panel-

ling, engaged with nothing

Television/Christopher Dunkley

The outer limits and beyond
fied its case every time. In the

process it has attracted numer-
ous complaints and the usual
simple-minded accusations of

causal connections between its

plots and events in real life.

After one story It was
blamed for the stabbing of a
midwife in Lincoln. When the

plot had a black man raping

white women it was accused of

“stereotyping” and endanger-
ing good race relations. And
when the narrative involved a

young man from Liverpool set-

ting out to murder 96 members
of the establishment in mem-
ory of Hillsborough even the

police complained. On each
occasion it quickly became

tine and the life and activities

of the criminal. Indeed, you
could argue that from Sherlock

Holmes to HiU Street Blues this

has been a standard character-

istic of the genre. Nor is it so
clear that the production com-- very unusual far the audience

sramroR

pany, Granada, and the pro-

duction team, especially the

creator of the series, Jimmy
McGovern, had thought much
longer and deeper and more
carefully about these problems
than the knee-jerk-response

hysterics who protested.

Cracker has now been
through the fire so often that

the cast-iron integrity in which
it is cased must be well nigh

impregnable. Hence the inclu-

sion of that line about lobster

thermidor which, in addition to

being funny, has a perfectly

serious point to make. What a

terrible shame if the three-part

story starting tomorrow really

is the last of the proper series.

There is nothing particularly

original in having a crime
series which looks at the life

and tribulations of the crime
solver as well as at police rou-

te know from the start who
committed the crime, which
has been the case with Cracker
usually.

C
racker’s power comes
partly from its larger-

than-life central char-

acter, Dr Fitzgerald,
known as Fitz, played at full

belt by the magnificent Robbie
Coltrane. It comes partly from
the fact that this character,
instead of being a detective is a
police psychologist. But it

comes mainly from the deci-

sion, presumably taken by
McGovern (there have been
other writers on the series) not
merely to include material
about the lives of the good
guys but to give equal weight
to show that these guys are
only comparatively good.
Thus in this final series.

which begins tomorrow, we
have not only the central case

which involves prostitutes

being killed, but the death of

Fitz's mother and a touchy
relationship with his brother,

several scenes in which Fitz

drinks too much; his lack of

faith with his wife over gam-
bling; his Roman Catholic

faith, or lack of it the coming
to term of his wife's preg-

nancy; the emergence from a
nervous breakdown of DS
Jimmy Beck who, at the end of

the last series had seemingly
raped Fitz's inamorata, DS
Jane Penhaligon; Penhaligon’s

determination to force a con-

fession out of Beck; and Beck's

continuing sorrow and guilt

about his Involvement in the

death of Chief Inspector BiH-

boraugh, an incident which
takes us back near to the
beginnings of Cracker.

There are other ways in

which Cracker differs from its

competitors. Fitz is not por-

trayed as a loveable rough dia-

mond or a fetching eccentric in

the long tradition of anti-hero

Alasdair Palmer: why do Judges

always think they know best?

Charles Moore: how to be British

Simon Jenkins: in defence of elitism

Nicholas O’ Dwyer meets the

criminals who rob only pensioners
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Antony Thomcroft explains th© -

arts lottery handouts ' V £1

L
ord Gowrie is feeling

slightly peeved. As
chairman of the Arts

Council of England he

has had the task over the last

six months of distributing

£i80m of lottery money
around 315 arts companies.

And all he has got for his

trouble is media abuse.

This week’s knee-jerk

tabloid reaction against the

award of up to £30m for the

redevelopment of Sadler's

Wells and £12.4m to complete

the Globe at Bankside was
typical: ill-informed diatribes

that the poor punters of the

north were subsidising the

pleasures of the privileged

rich of the south ignored the
fact that the Wells mainly
attracts the young, and the

Globe will regenerate a
depressed part ofSouthwalk.
Fortunately Gowrie is

;
pushing gamely ahead. “Tbi

1 years ago I travelled the
' country as arts minister. Now
! I go to the same places and
find that the level of interest

I in the arts has grown not ten

! times, but a thousand times”.

{ But he is niggled enough by

[

the criticism of the press to

I

consider some changes in the

i
way the lottery operates.

Much of the blame for the

absence of national rejoicing is

attributed to the charities’

lottery board which will

finally announce its first

grants on Monday. If it could

have got its act together faster

the arts would not have been
so exposed.

“We were efficient, and
processed our applications

rapidly, so the public thinks

that the lottery is only for the

arts” says Gowrie. Now the

chairmen of the five good
causes that receive lottery

money meet with the heritage

secretary, Virginia Bottomley,
each month to plan how to

process the good news, (hie

idea is that their

announcements should
coincide, so that an award to

an opera house comes
alongside approval ofanew
sports gtadinm, some
countryside preserved, and
millions to charities.

Gowrie is also trying to

drum up more applications
from the inner cities and the
distant regions. The council

cannot suggest projects: it can
only respond to ideas from the
arts world. According to

Jeremy Newton, who runs the
arts lottery, one of the

surprises to date has beat the

shortage of applications from
existing Arts Council cheats
in the regions, like the
repertory theatres, art

galleries and film houses. The
expectation is that their bids
wffl soon arrive, redressing
the perceived bias towards
London projects.

In the next few months
multi-million pound schemes,
like the Lowry art centre at
Salford; the conversion of a
flour mill in Gateshead into a
contemporary art gallery; and
concert halls for Bristol and
Newcastle should reach the
Arts Council. In contrast the
only big London developments
still to arrive are for the South
Bank, the Coliseum and the
Albert Wall, which is also
seeking help from the Heritage
Board.

Lottery funding can only go
towards capital projects.
Gowrie has successfully
stretched this to include
commissions for new works,
beita play, music, or art to
hejp launch a new, or
refurbished, arts venue. He

more than the perceived real-

ity of our shared and transi-

tory existence in this world.

Now there's an “issue” for you.

Alison Watt: Flowers East, 199
Richmond Koad E8, until

November 19. Mary Mabbutt:

Paton Gallery. 282 Richmnod
Road E8, until November 19.

Four Painters: Browse &
Darby, 19 Cork Street Wl,
until October 28.

detectives, but as a driven man
who is in several ways genu-

inely reprehensible. In one of
several paradoxes he perpetu-

ally defends women and wom-
en's rights in the course of his

work and is shown to be capa-

ble of understanding and sym-
pathising with them, yet his

own treatment of them is con-

sistently disgraceful

However - and this is one of
the most important ways in
which the series differs from
many others - Fitz is never in

any doubt about right and
wrong within the criminal con-

text, however ropy his own
morals may be. And. most
important of all in a world of

television drama where writers

and producers now seem lost

in a forest of relativism, unable
and unwilling to tell right from
wrong, Cracker as a series has
always been absolutely clear

on such matters whether crimi-

nal or social

Of course the stories have
been pretty good too. The di-

max of this final tale, a week
on Monday, simultaneously

,

solves the Beck rape conun-
drum and a seeming miscar-
riage of justice within the pros-

titute murder case in a way
which, while definitely climac-
tic, brings things down to
earth with a hump

Royal Festival Hall

has also embraced Ainu with -

grants of £750J)00 and££m;
going towards ptauned movtai
of Adrian NobJefeRSC -

production ofA afidsmaner ....

Night's Dream and Wffijam -

Golding’s novel. Theatre \- :-

Now he wants more -
.

applications from art forms
that lose but oia ffae lottery

because they have limited

capital needs Qkejazz - or --

reggae, an activity far which
'

Gowrie revealed an
unexpected passion: *roy
motto is ‘from reggae to - ~

.

Rigoletto". Reggae bands
could qualify for new ,. ...

instruments; jazz bands for

help with recordings;

He is more circumspect,
about the vociferous lobby
which is trying to widen
lottery funding to inefrafe

.

revmme grants to arts

companies. He believes that

there is still modi essential -

capital expenditure required.

In addition, binning the line

between capital and revenue
would threaten the

government’s annual grant to

the Arts ConnciL
Gowrie is also sceptical

The council

cannot suggest

projects; it can

only respond

to ideas from
the arts world

.

about the idea of channeling
lottery money into

endowments. “A satisfactory

endowment for Covent Garden
would consume most of a
years lottery money.” But in

time, there must be
movement The arts lottery

chairman, Peter Gununer, said

this week that there are

currently 395 applications

pending, seeking a collective

£218m. Beyond that there have
been 1,400 “notices of intent”

of an application, with a total

budget of £530m. If most of

these projects are approved
they would absorb just three

years' of lottery funds. Before

the millennium the capital

structure of the arts in

England should be secure.

Then the heritage secretary

of the day will be able to

examine how lottery funding
can sustain the arts in other
ways. Jeremy Newton
envisages different approaches
to each art form - orchestras
could be provided with an
instrument pool and helped
with recording deals. Theatres
would be encouraged to

commission plays for their

new stages which could then

!

be toured and videoed. The
aim would be to develop
packages that widen the read)
of the arts and that do not
disrupt traditional funding.
In the meantime Gowrie

must help Virginia Bottomley
to persuade the Treasury that
the arts need more subsidy on
top of the lottery. Only a
cock-eyed optimist will expect
a real increase in the annual
grant in the November budget
Gowrie is confining his

ambitions to recouping the 12
per cent cut in funding that
the Arts Council suffered two
years ago which, together with
an inflation increase, would
make a grant in excess of
£200m. This would endorse
John Major’s pledge that “the
money raised by the lottery
will not replace existing
government spending”.
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Radio/Martin Hoyie

Waves of
Prophet and scourge of Israel

contention
See how the fates their gifts~ A » AflflW. B is not.!

1 dare *>y. Ofmore prosperity than A.W .S. Gilbert’s phi-
losophising, as
durable as much
that we have

ncara asm nave still to hear inUus celebratory year of things
antish and Fairest Isle, mast
strike a chord with the toilers
®. BBC’s vineyard. For
A read Radio 2, doing

exceedingly well; for “B" read
Three. A casual mention of
Radio 3 to a friend over the
phone the other day, an ex-me-
dia social-working amateur
choral civilised sort of person,
the type who used to switch on
automatically to Radio 3.
prompted an explosion. “I
started the day with Paul
Gambacctni and ended it with
what sounded like heavy
rock," she spluttered.
She could of course have

started the day earlier with
Andrew McGregor whose On
Air record programme last
week scattered lesser-known
Martin n, Pleyel and Reger
among the tried and trusted,
though on Monday he gave a
painless lead-in to Gambaccini
with Rachmaninov’s Paganin i.

She could have dozed off to
an even richer selection last

week; French piano duets, a

reassessment of Admiral Nel-

son, a reminder of that stormy
petrel the actor/composer/au-
thor Charles Dibdin (a real

find for this British year); less

somniferously, the excellent
Hear and Now (Robert Ziegler
introducing new music), Amer-
icana (only the mischievous
would suggest we get that at
every level of current British

culture anyway) and - argu-
ably somnolent - a pro-
gramme devoted to the British

symphony of the 1950s.

In fact a glance at the Radio
Times in any week would
make the music-loving foreign-

er’s mouth water. There is a
tremendous range of music
still on Radio 3t much of it

still relatively obscure and
bravely programmed. This Is

no more than one would
expect from the controller

Nicholas Kenyon, amiable and
erudite, who in calmer times
would have won praise for his

taste and integrity.

But wheu Radio 3 stoops to

folly it gets a slipped disc. The
pressures ou the station to win
a broader and presumably
younger audience, and specifi-

cally (though officially this is

denied) to compete with Clas-

sic FM, lead to such bird-

brained schemes as Gambacci-

ui’s Morning Collection.

It is unfair to complain that

his programme consists of lol-

lipops. It doesn’t; last week
had the thread of Haydn piano

sonatas running through all

five programmes, and Debus-

sy's La Damoiselle elite is

hardly housewives’ choice. But

between nine and ten In the

morning we had such chest-

nuts as Fine kleine Nachtmu-

sik. Tchaik conducted by rock

star Bobby McFerrta, the aria

from the film Drua and Zadok

the Priest, all refugees from

Your Hundred Best Tunes.

The crowning misjudgement

is Gambaccini himself, his

tone hushed and unctuous, as

if handling something special

called high culture with kid

gloves. His delivery is the

speech equivalent of muzak in

Chess No 1097: 1 Be2+. If

Kxh4 2 Bh5 g5<gxh5 3 K£3

Kh3 4 Rxh5) 3 Bg6. and if Kg4

4 RdA or g4 4 Rha. If l...Kf4 2

Kf2 g5(Ke4 3 Bfi3+) 3 Ng6+
Ke4 4 Bf3 mate.
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a hotel lift. Gambaccini’s pro-
gramme is being trailed cm
Radio 4, a miscalculation since
that channel is now home to
quite a few defectors from
Three, escaping everything
that Gambaccini stands for:
the smooth Radio Two-isation
of that envy of the world, the
old Third Programme.
This is of course grossly

unjust. Last week’s pleasures
on Three Included Judith Bum-
pus’ Landscapes of the Mind
inspired by that genuine
English artform, the landscape
garden. Britten Plus Is a bril-

liant idea, a series coupling
the British composer’s songs
with composers be admired.
The Instrument Makers, five
close-ups of our musical his-

tory, introduced by Michael
Oliver who has one of those
voices I thought banned from
the new Three - reassuring,
friendly, authoritative - was a
cracker. Complete opera
broadcasts Included Turaage’s
Greek and Schubert’s Fierra-

bms. AU in the great tradition.

In drama. Radio 3 is right to

do new plays like God's
Locusts. In fact Terry Eagle-
ton’s satirical treatment of the
Irish potato famine was a ste-

reotype-filled cheat, underlin-
ing every point three times
with a red pencil. But the pol-

icy of presenting plays by emi-
nent academics on controver-
sial subjects is sound.
So why, given this catalogue

of excellence compiled with
probity and expertise, does I

Radio 3 attract so much oblo-

quy? When it falls, it falls

heavily and publicly, by defi-

nition inevitable when it sees

its business as catching the
public eye rather than gratify-

ing the individual ear; and
partly because it has become
the unwilling symbol - albeit

a victim - of the provincial

grocer’s philosophy by which
we now live, a philosophy of

cheesewire, of hiding choice
titbits of the service under the

counter to sell off to favoured

customers to exploit as they
will.

The philosophy, in short,

fails to realise that value for

money is not always quantifi-

able by scales or balance
sheets. But that is a problem
that occurs elsewhere, every-

where. in British life at the

moment. Don't shoot the pia-

nist (or harpsichordist or

theorbist or drama producer):

he’s doing his best The deejay

is another matter.

James Woodall talks to the outspoken
Amos Oz about his unique status as the

leading novelist in a country whose
language has no word for ‘fiction’

Amos Oz springs across the

room to shake my hand.
Short and weather-beaten,

he looks like a fanner and
cuts an unlikely figure for

a man who in his own country has
been called, by turns, prophet and
scourge of governments. Israel's fore-

most contemporary novelist, his repu-

tation built on the worldwide success

of My Michael (first published in

Britain in 1972), is over for the appear-
ance of his nth novel in English
translation: Don ’t Call It Night

It was time, he roared after Hamas
bombings of Israeli buses in April
1994, “to arrest and prosecute all

those who incite to bloodshed, and to

try and imprison all Arabs and Jews
who so much as dare to threaten to

stop the peace by violent means.”
His British equivalent might be a

Northern Irish novelist who for 25
years had never drawn breath over

the Troubles, and would now be rec-

ommending internment for suspected
post-ceasefire knee-cappers - on both
sides of the divide.

To be a novelist in Israel (whose
language. Hebrew, has no word Cor

“fiction”) is to have unique status,

both in his homeland - “Israel," says
Oz, “is one of the few places where an
editorial in a daily paper will disagree

with the politics of a fictional charac-

ter” - and in the world at large. Oz is

only too well aware of the fact: “Peo-

ple read novels from troubled parts of
the world as if they were allegorical

statements about the state of the
nation. If you write about a mother,
tether and a child’s pocket money in
Israel, there are reviewers who will

assume the tether is the state, the
mother tradition, and the pocket
money the inflation rate”
Don't Call It Night features a child-

less. middle-aged couple affected by
the recent drugs-related death of a

teenage boy. Noa. the female protago-

nist is driven to find out why and
bow the boy died and persuades her
reluctant partner, Tbeo. to open a

rehabilitation centre. While the book
touches on an increasingly acute

drugs problem amongst the young in

Israel's cities, the novel is not issue-

led; it is more a reflective account of
two people trying to re-discover each
other. It is Oz's quietest book to date.

“Even if I wrote a letter of denial or

a protestation (m the front page of the

novel, saying, ‘No, I don't mean Pales-

tinians. I don’t mean. Israelis, I don’t

mean church and state, I only mean a
family thing,’ people still wouldn't
believe me." Don’t Call It Night has
been greeted in Israel with accusa-

tions off “escapism". Yet if reviewers

suspect a cooling-offon Oz’s part from
engagement with the burning issues

of the Middle East, they fail to appre-

ciate that this has never been an over-

riding concern in his fiction. Nearly
all his novels deal with families, with
intense, and intensely Imagined, sex-

ual relationships and most strikingly
- from My Michael to the epic Black

Box (1987) and now the new book -

are told from the female point of view.

“This book was triggered by a per-

sonal experience of middle age,"

explains Oz, now in his mid-fifties

(the title in Hebrew makes It clear

that “Don’t call it night” is addressed
by a man to a woman - implying,
“Don't give up, yet”), “it's about mid-

dle-aged love, and comes out of a con-

scious evolution in my recent work to

focus on the family and relationships.

I'm fascinated both by the family, the

. 'vAs.V.

.

People read novels

from troubled

parts of the world

as if they were
allegorical

statements about

the state of the

'Mr.

nation

most mysterious, unlikeliest institu-

tion in the world, and by addiction, by
obsessions and fixations that don't
diminish but actually develop with

age."

As Oz moves out of his prime, he
shows no signs of leaving behind his

own fixations. The son of Slavic-Jew-

ish parents who fled the Nazis, he has
been a shrewd witness of his coun-

try’s evolution from violent birth to

shaky maturity. He has also taken
part, as a member of the Israeli army,
in its most crucial struggles: against

the Arabs in the 1967 Six Day War
and then again in 1973. He is passion-

ate about peace, and when Israel

invaded Lebanon in 1982 was unequiv-

ocal in his condemnation.

“Like the Falklands war. this was
an optional war. It was fought not for

survival, but for benefits, for an extra

bedroom for the nation.” He vehe-

mently opposed the government and
Israeli majority public opinion, joined

demonstrations and campaigned with
the Peace Now movement. Oz tails

himself a peacenik, not a pacifist he
will fight, that is. if attacked - which
is what allowed him, to the dismay of

many peace groups, to support the
offensive against Iraq in 1991.

In a nation built on absolutes, many
enshrined in religious law, 02’s
unpredictability can seem refreshing:

It is why he is a novelist, and not a
politician.

“I never write articles to conunis-

* ’.V k\V, *- ,
•

'-Jr »

Amoz Oz one pen for potties, another for fiction

sion. I have two biros. If I’m in a rage,

I pick up the biro I reserve for jour-

nalism; when I’m 100 per cent in
agreement with myself, I tell the gov-
ernment what to do. When I’m not in

full agreement with myself, I pick up
the other biro, and write a story.”

In the light of political develop-
ments in Israel I remind Oz of his

comments about imprisoning oppo-
nents to peace. 1 mention that last

year the distinguished Palestinian

writer Edward Said told me that civil

war was likely in Israel Israeli would
kill Israeli

Oz’s response is swift: “Is that
Said's pessimism, or Said's wishful
thinking? I do not anticipate rfvH war.
Israelis are too verbal, too loud, too
screamy actually to pick up guns and
start shooting each other. The reli-

gious-secular divide is a huge prob-

lem. Yes, there will be ugly scenes

between settlers and the police, and
long after the Arab-Israeli conflict is

over, this will stay with us. for a
century or two. Bnt I do not want the
problem to be solved by blood and
fire. It can only end through a process

of evolution.”

Don't Call It Night is published this

week by Chatto & Wtndus. £14.99. 199

pages.
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GROSVENOR
ESTATE

HOLDINGS Special Fearures:

3 BURTON MEWS - 34’ reception room,

1T6" dining room, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.

4 BURTON MEWS - 20’ reception room,

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms.

4A BURTON MEWS - 21' reception room,

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms.

Each of these fine properties indude

contemporary kitchens, high quality bathrooms,

gas fired central beating systems, individual

intruder alarms and garages.

Leasehold: New Grasvenor Estate 75 year leases.

Prices: From VH5,000.

For further information or an appoin tment to view,

please telephone the Sole Agents.

NEWTO THE MARKET
Fillv Refliuibhed Fuoly Hch.se

Charles Street. Mayfair
A Fide Grade II lisJcd house providing,

bright and spacious jccommodiLion of
over 4.300 sq fL

3 reception rooms. 4 bedrooms.
4 bathrooms, roof terrace and flatlet

comprising two rooms and shower room.

74 year lease Price upon Application

Sole Agents

DebenhamThorpe
RastticriHal

Mayfair Office

Td: 0171 408 1161 Fax: 0171 408 2768

NORTH CORNWALL
TREBETHER!CK

Choice of 4 self-contained furnished and

equipped 2 bedroom villas. Use of

Leisure and Hotel facilities. Full on she

management. Excellent letting return on

investment. Close to local beaches, golf

courses etc. set in the heart of Betjeman

Country. £84.500 Lease Hold. Comaa
Cole Raymeot & White 0120S 862299.

I'iriW&mil

COUNTRY PROPERTY

BRODIES
Land and Estate Agency Department

LANARKSHIRE
) miles Crawfordjoho 3 miles

A WELL ESTABLISHED COMMERCIAL
PLANTATION IN A HIGHLY
ACCESSIBLE LOCATION.

;
-. rrindplc Spec*-.. Sitka Spruce

j*'- God Forest Roads

j£-» .- :;r
4
-e_

•’ A VC Easy Aones* loti* National

Derelict Farmhouse
CodDepmusHuBablelorOpenCast vrortirg

GEORGE TROLLOPE

Sales oL Rentals

0171 • 824 Sill

OBSERVATORY GARDENS
KENSINGTONW8
Two hixury penthouse

apartments to let in this superb
development both interior

designed to the highest standard

behind an imposing

Victorian facade.

3 Double Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms
(all En Suite): Drawing Room:

Dining Room: Kitchen:

Cloakroom.- Terrace:

Bakuny: Roof Terrace:

Porterage: Lift

Underground Parking:

RENT: £ 950 Per Week

Lennox house

t ABOUT 717.57 ACRES GSOAfl ha) IN ALL
n-ghL.I TOR SALE AS A WHOLE OR IN 2 LOTS

BRODIES W'.S. IS Athoil Crosccni. Edinburgh EM3 S'HA.
Telephone 05 31-22S 4111 Fa\ 0 1 3 i -22S SST.s

K l; N N 1- D Y

Enpuiitr small chateau soperb condifHXi.

BwritzA Bonfcanz Ihe

3 reception, 6 beds, 3 tartw. Swimnung PooL

GtanfanV Cottage, rpanout outfaujkfeigi.

8 hemare* of paridamL Haven of tranquility.

Pike £3O0JU0U

Contact: bn Ptoriow

Gaccoay Property, St Mam-

323QQ Miraode. France

T* (33) 62 *7 61 59

Fax: (33)a 67 5* 35

COUNTRY PROPERTY

-T1

DEVON
THE RISING SUN HOTELAND FISHINGS

RiverTaw, Umberfeigh
fian&u&fe 12 mles. Exeter 45 mfies

Established Hotel business and high quality single and

double bank salmon and sea trout fishings.

10 letting bedrooms

Catch Records, five year average:

Salmon; 52 Sea Trout: 229

Freehold, available as a whole or in lots

)«niAtoms

STRUTT » PARKER Ewwr 1st 013*2 3 1 5611 Fare 01 192 41 3507

mri CLEGG KENNEDY DREW. London. 1W: 0171 409 1944 Rnc 0171 -4Q9 1904

TELEPHONE: 01 71 409 194

4

Safe to tomlpm auffaorW
Our wpacmMly rtn 1975

Lake Geneva &
Mountain resorts
Wu can own a quafly APARTMENT/
CHALET In MONTREUX, VB1ARS.
LES DMfiLERETS, LEYSIN. QSTAAD
VaUey. CHANS-MONTANA. VEHBCH,
ate. Ftom SFt 2DQD00.- Credt ladlttes

REVAC SJL
S2. rua da Uoirtntrt-CH-1211 GBUEW2
Td. 41.22/ 734 15 40 - Fm 734 12 20

SWITZERLAND-BAhGAIN. 3 bad
chalet, ski to from door. First class

resort. Tel U.K.+ 0181 348 4771

COSTA DEL SOL PROPERTIES Marbeta
Offices. For information & Price Hat ring

01B7 903 3761 anytime. Fax 3659

FRENCH PROPERTY NEWS Monthly
old, new 8 ski properties, legal column ate.

Aok ter your FREE copy now. Tel: 081 947
1834

HERTFORDSHIRE - near BUNTINGFORD
A most attractive period bouse -with lovely views
Reception hall. 2 reception rooms, study, studio/ utility room,

kitchen. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Pavilion/garden room/bedroom 4.

Delightful walled garden. Woodland. Fenced paddock.

In all about 2.29 acres - guide price ,£400,000

01223 841842
STOKtcno&s TauweiNoroe CflumioQE . cm rsu

BUIVY ST EDMUNDS . CAMMIDG* IPSWICH WfiTHMIPTOH - MOflWICH UWDO* R*™

Only the following remaining for February completion

Five 2 bedroom apartments and one stunning penthouse

24-hour security Leisure facilities Nursery

Prices from £220,000

0181 744 0113
: Knigjit Frank

& Kuliev

V iewing available 7 days a week. Fax: 0181 744 0034

the PROPERTY

6-^LLv£i
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Parking -
it's enough
to drive
you mad

Gerald Cadogan on the hidden
costs of owning a car in London

K ^ping a car In cen
tral London is
quite a game - the
owner versus the
borough council

and traffic wardens. And the
goalposts are always on the
move as councils paint more
yellow lines, create new resi-
dents’ parking zones or extend
the hours that parking rules
apply.

Their edicts - backed up by
wardens, clamping, towing and
financial pain - affect the daily
lives of thousands of London-
ers and the capital's property
market

It is a short-term contest It

is hard to spot more behind the
councils' restrictions than the
desire to keep space on the
street - a premium product of
limited availability - for the
use of the people who live
there, and not for the use of
commuters who leave their
cars all day.

Residents' zones are spread-
ing outwards, as in Camden
and in Hammersmith and Ful-
ham, forcing commuters to
take longer journeys by tube or
train.

The long-term issue of pri-

vate cars on the streets of
inner London hardly enters
people’s calculations, mainly
because no policy is apparent.
Nor will there be until London
has a central authority again
to decide such matters.

In the meantime, anyone
considering keeping a car in

central London must recognise
that they are a drain on the
emotions and the pocket. It

would be rational to use public

transport and taxis - and
when you need a car, do as
New Yorkers do and rent one
for a short period.

Yet car owners abound, see-

ing the machine as indispens-

able for shopping, school runs,
going out in the evening or
driving to work (provided a
parking space is waiting).
The price, of course, is high.

Frustrating traffic jams lead to
penalty points for speeding
when the road clears - the
police had brisk business on
Waterloo Bridge last week, for
example. And being caught
leaving the car in the wrong
place can easily cost £100.
The nub of the parking prob-

lem is that there is not enough
space on streets originally
designed for horses and car-
riages. Every terraced house
divided into five flats stretches
the demand since there is not
room for five cars in front
What happens? Residents'

permits exceed spaces avail-
able, which may or may not be
a problem during the day,
depending on how many peo-
ple in the street have taken
their cars to work.
Kensington and Chelsea

issues 36.881 permits (at £70 a
year each) for 24,500 bays (and
has 5.200 metered and pay-and-
display bays). Westminster
totals are 33,665 permits (£75),

and 25,893 residents' bays and
9,727 other bays. Both councils
stress that they are trying to

provide as much space as they
can by scrapping unnecessary
single yellow lines, which often
used to mark loading bays.
Camden has been doing the
same.
Kensington and Chelsea per-

mits are the most flexible.

They are not divided into zones
and offer free parking through-

out the borough, while other

councils (such as Westminster)

have zoned their permits and
restrict their use to a small
area.

This can lead to anomalies:

take note, for example, if yon

The road to nowhere: perking problems in residential west London

want to live on the edge of

Belgravia. One side of the
street may be Kensington and
Chelsea, allowing access to

Hatreds, the King's Road and
Kensington High Street, and
the other side Westminster,
with parking allowed only as

far as nearby Victoria.

Hammersmith and Fulham
in west London is steadily

extending its schemes, at about
four a year, and none too soon
for many residents who have
endured gross overcrowding
for years.

It intends to cover most of

the borough eventually. Thai
it will have time to review the
schemes, perhaps introducing
extended hours in some areas

so that residents do not lose

out on early evening spaces to

those who have come for the

pubs, clubs and restaurants.

Similarly in Camden, resi-

dents' parking even applies on
Sundays around Camden Mar-
ket
When a new scheme. is set

up, however, it increases the

parking load on any adjacent

free zone, said a Fulham resi-

dent who has found herself

leaving her small car 15

minutes’ walk away since
October 1.

Recognising this knock-on
effect, Hammersmith and Ful-

ham can only press on with

more schemes. New schemes
allotting only one permit force

a new pattern of life on two-car

households.

The options are expensive:

buy a garage - owners of clas-

sic cars favour the uncon-
verted ground floor of a mews
bouse - or live in a modem
apartment block with secure
underground parking. But this

is much in demand, and hard
to find.

John Hunter of Northacre,
the developer of Observatory
Gardens, W8, estimates that

the garages have added as
much as 25 per cent to the
value of the apartments.

An integral garage may add
£50,000 to the price of a house,

says David Forbes of Chester-

field, with an off-street space

between £25,000 and £30,000.

homa Vestey of Knight Frank
& Rutley suggests that such
parking may add 10 per cent to

the value of a house. The most
expensive individual garage
must be one off Cadogan
Square, SWI, which is said to

hare been sold last summer for

£100.000.

Mayfair is an especially diffi-

cult area. “Car parking spaces

here are like Havana cigars.

They never go down in value,"

says cigar-smoking local agent
Peter Wetherell of WethereiL
Residents can obtain conces-

sionary rates in the two big

NCP carparks.

The Hyde Park estate in W2
is easier, as most apartment
blocks have underground park-

ing and many houses have a
garage or secure parking is

available nearby, says Alison

Treneer of Chestertons Resi-

dential’s Hyde Park office. In

turn there are always meters

and residents' spaces free on
the street

And what is For sale? In May-
fair Lassmans (0171-499 3434)

offers a house in Farm Street,

ft>0u3 wjua With precious off-street parking: Stanford Road, London W8

Wl, with integral garage for

£lA5m. or take a fiat in a small

block off North Audley Street

with garage for £425,000
through Chestertons Residen-
tial (0171-629 4513).

Going half a mile north, the

London Mews Company
(0171-402 3075) lists two mews
houses off Devonshire Street,

Wl, one with space for three

cars (£275,000) and one for five

(£290,000) but in need of work.
In Lancaster Mews. W2, a simi-

lar mews bouse is available for

£275.000.

A mews bouse in Belgrare

Mews West costs much more,
£910.000 from KFR (0171-824

8171) - which must include a
premium for the possibility of

enfranchisement (the ground
rent being only £50 a year).

KFR's Kensington office (0171-

938 4311) offers two terraced

houses in W8 with off-street

space. One in Allen Street
costs £720.000. and one in Stan-

ford Road £l.lm.

Whether these spaces will

still be any use in 20 years is

an open question . .

.

With integral garage Farm Street, Mayfair

m
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CAPITAL GRADE H
LISTED TOWN HOUSES IN SW9

This impressive pair erf four storey Georgian

lownhuuMS. on the Cbpluuu Road have been

sympathetically rcfurWshcxJ to the highest standards.

The elegance and propanion of this majestic era blend

together with the comfort and convenience of the best

of today, creating these unique homes ofcharacter.

No.127-four bedroom £285,000 No.129 -five bedroom £350,000
/or full inform allot contact

BELLWAY HOMES
0171 793 1816

HAMILTON BROOKS
TUDOR STREET LONDON EC4

Grade II listed period bunding converted into four one and two bed apartments

*ori°inal features relame ^comprehensively fitted kitchens *tux bathroom with shower in 1 bed

° apt “fully carpeted *sash windows *large well proportioned living rooms

and video entry system *Iow service charge "long lease *all apartments approximately 700 sq.ft. *

Unique location minutes walk to Temple Chambers and Bfackfriare Tube

Prices from £140,000

0171 638 2153

ARTESIAN ESTATES

FARMS

Cundalls
East Yorkshire Rectory Farm Thwing

230.60 Hectares (570 Acres)

I A C-S- Registered 220 Ha. (545 Ac.)

WOLD FARM

«—*“ssjsr"-1"
For Sale by Private Heaty as a

Whole or in Seven Lots

15 Mirk* PI**, Miltm.
**»*“* YOU 0LP

Tel: 01653 697820

BWNBFQRNMGSnBIl? OROCCUHm?
Wa And the Mat oppratuiMee m London

land Canrbridfle) provtcfeig a M jmriwqa
sanies: AcqukWon, Finance (from 4.9%
fend) Fumishtno, Lading A Management.
1H MWMJ171 483 4891. Fax 431

9

UAYFAH WlJnwnnnimtjr praaerlad sryteh

2 bedroom apanment m prestige Mock.

fiMMOQ. Ham A Sore. 0171 499 9344

KENSINGTON/CENTRAL LONDON,
Largest selection of quaRy properties.

El 80-El 500 plW. From 3 wta to 3 yre.

CtwdAnodttn 0171 7920792. IfrTpm

INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY

ITALY New property brochure. Houses,

V*. <*aa. New restated or to raacra. See.
Lake or Country location. Phone Casa
TRWaiAtM322 860968 taS672»

GUERNSEY Shields 8 Company Ltd. 4 South
Esplanade. SL Peter Port . Orw orthe teJwKrt

kugea independent Estate Amt*.
fcttxai 714446 Fax: oa*i 713811

A SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION

OF

3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

AT
COUNTY HALL

FROM

£269,000
• STATE OFTHE AKTSECLIUTV*
• INDOOR POOL * HEALTH CLUB
• SECURE CAJl MltKXNGt
• EUROSTAR TERMINAL It0m
• PALACEOFWESTMINSTERMbn

u L iLA J

One iif tin- most
rii,fin^u I*. Ilfcl (J inns

ii: the hear! nfLr/Hilnn

'

jf niu y. / tsT
V-/ I-L\TF..\SlO\

OFFS' Sf’HISC MtK

<:• t v < •
j : 7/ 1 , i r, wox. i
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ROM) sTRFl.T IFPROX. I '.—.a.

NOT EVERYONE CAN
ENJOY A PALACE

ON THEER. DOORSTEP.
CALL1AJU} SALES OFFICE OPEN 7 DUS KL3AuhS.O0m

TEL: 0171 620 1500

cmjjmdsunofcu antrano c*mmag

FREEFONE: 0800 545 658

GALL1ARD HOMES LIMITED
M OLD BUKUNCTON STREET;

LONDON WIX IRL

photograph ahrmo a moJal cjtka
aaaating bvibUaga bmt doaa
tkw poaitum ar afjaet ofmaty
hmiMinga mturh may ha arartaat am tha
futarw.
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Oxfordshire

COUNTRY APARTMENTS
Bliss Mill offers City

convenience in some of England's

roost beautiful countryside.

The luxury

of the apartments and cottages,

swimming pool and leisure

facilities have made this a popular

Cotswolds retreaL

The final apartments

are now available.
The private swimming pool

THE MILL
1 bedroom from £90 <000

2 bedrooms firm £145.000

THE COTTAGES
2 bedrooms Irom £145.000

.1 tediwms from fl.Sg.000

SALES OFFICE
01608 645001

Open Friday - Tuesday
By Appointment

SAVILLS
01295 263535

ISLE OF WIGHT
Ideal mild farming climate. Very good sailing. ia foiling and swimming.

Relaxing peaceful amosphere and yet n uhin 2 hours ot London.

Delightfully positioned in lovely counu>
RESIDENTIALSTOCK & ARABLE UNIT
ofparticular iniciesi to equestrian enthusiasts

CHARACTER FARMHOUSE
TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS wnli

planning permission for conversion and further potential.

STUDIO FLAT
EXTENSIVEMODERN BUILDINGS

218ACRES with approximately 81 acres registered

SAND EXCAVATION SITE
Available as a Wbaie or in 2 Lot* Overall guide price E485JW0

Rmtiailars& plans front the Sole Selling Agents

GEORGE CREASEYAGRICULTURAL, 139 High Street, Newport, I W.
Tel: 01983 524268 Fax; 01983526722

INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY

For Sale - Cafe d'Azur

Rare and lovely 18th century

hacririe magnificently renovated

and consisting ofmain house

with 7 bedrooms, guaidiens gate

bouse and bergerie. Ji is quiedy

situated in 15 acres ofgrounds,

south of Grasse, and less than

half an hour from both the

Croisetie and Nice airport.

Call Riviera Retreats

(33) 93 64 86 40 or

fax (33) 9364 0080

BOCA RATON/PALH BEACH FLORIDA
Waterfront & Golf Course Homes-
Commercial Invest Buyer Rep. No Tee.

OontacL RcstynCeram, Rsb*k, Fax your

Ibl «. n e^ you tor dstaK- fox: USA 407
341 8028 Tel: USA407 347 2623.

HISTORIC rural site. 20 mins Siena. 7

spacious, DPwy tws; pn* eesfedK. CH,
Tel, pool stc. Track record 8 reasonable

prices. Rta widect selection in 9 regions.

BmnA French&Ass. Tel 0171 284 0114.

COTE D'AZUR, A1PGS UAfUIMES A WAR
SM {HJ} hem br sale a very e4de range or

vfflas and apartments and welcome your

Insmcaonc however spactfc and datsted.

Tat 0171 «3 0606 Fax: 0171 483 0438

BROWN
The Gunthorpe Estate

Norfolk

2976 Acres (1204 Ha)

The Risky Estate

North Humberside

2666 Acres (1078 Ha)

A Most Prestigious Agricultural

and Sporting Estate

5 Tenanted Farms
A 220 Acre Vacant Farm

and 364 Acres of Woodland

Current Rent£139,329 per annum
Details from;

Nigel Wild/Nick Dawes

An Exceptional ustate with
Sporting Potential

7 Tenanted Farms,
102 Acres ofVacant land
and 174 Acres of Woodland

Current Rent £129,745 per annum

Details from:

Martin Herbert/Andrew Sprawson,

Grantham Office Tel: (01476) 591991 Fax: (01476) 594242

PROFESSION AL STRENGTH I N THE COUNTRY

V
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Motoring / Stuart Marshall

A brave new world
at London’s show
With British buyers

reluctant to spend as
freely on new cars as
the industry and trade

would like, there is a distinct lack
of the feelgood factor in dealerships
- but not at the London Motor
Show, which is braver and more
up-beat than ever. It opened at the
Earl's Court exhibition centre this

week and runs until next Sunday.
Most of the star exhibits are making
their UK debut after being unveiled
at Frankfurt last month.
An alphabetical list of all the

exhibits would be nearly as long as
a London telephone book but some
stands should not be missed by any
potential buyer or user-chooser
even though, in many cases, the
cars may not be in dealerships for

weeks, even months, to come.
One is the new Rover 200: it is not

being launched officially until the
spring but is making a surprise first

appearance at Earl's Court.
The Fiat Brava five-door and

Bravo three-door, and the Renault

Megane (see adjacent story) are

essential viewing for those contem-

plating a change from their Escorts
and Golfs. Come 1996, they will be

raising the temperature in this most
hotly contested sector. For the same
reason. Honda’s three and four-door

versions of the Civic and the Nissan

Sunny’s successor, the Almera,
deserve a careful look.

The front-end styling of the new
Ford Fiesta might not be to every-

one's taste but the car has been

upgraded so much in performance
and refinement that it feels half a
class above the old one.

Among mid-sized family-cum-fleet

cars are the Peugeot 406. Vauxhall
Vectra. Mitsubishi Carisma and
Volvo S4. The 406 and Vectra are
straight replacements of the 405 and
Cavalier whereas the S4, which
shares a lot of the Carisma's under-

pinnings. falls between the Volvo
400 and &50 in size and price.

Chrysler’s return to the UK car
market is foreshadowed by the

Neon - a two-litre, four-door saloon

of European dimensions and han-
dling but decidedly transatlantic

detailing. Expect highly competitive

prices when it arrives early nest
year.

User-choosers and affluent private

buyers get their first opportunity to

see a new standard-setter from Ger-
many, the Mercedes-Benz E-Class.

More of this next week.
Two newly arrived estate cars

will be challenging that established

favourite, the Ford Mondea They
are the Citroen Xantia and Renault
Laguna. While the Xantia wins
hands down for elegance, the
Laguna - which replaces the
Savanna - is a touch roomier and
can be had with seven seats.

New multi-purpose vehicles can
be seen on the stands of Citroen,

Fiat. Ford. Honda. Peugeot, Seat (its

Alhambra is due in Britain in the

spring) and Volkswagen, while a
version of Ford's Galaxy is being
shown with permanent four-wheel
drive and leatber-trimmed swivel-

ling chairs.

i

'
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H aving sampled three ver-

sions of the new Renault
Megane, I am confident

that for build quality,

performance and refinement it will

give its class rivals a good run for

their money, writes Stuart Mar-
shall. It goes on sale in France next
month as a five-door hatchback
(pictured) and three-door coupe but
will not reach Britain until late

spring next year. Initially, buyers
will have a choice of 1.6-Iitre, 1.8-

Renault's challenge
litre and two-litre petrol engines;
1.9-litre diesels and turbo-diesels
will follow soon. Some will be
offered with a clutchless gear-shift

M&instream power unit is a 90bp,
L6-litre development of the Energy
engine from the Renault 19 winch
the Megane replaces. It spins
sweetly, pulls smoothly at low

speeds and I found it surprisingly

vigorous.

Although the 1.6-litre will be the

entry model for Britain, 1 liked it

best because it rode more softly

han the 1-8 or two-litre models,

which have slightly stiffer suspen-

sion and wider tyres. Power
steering is standard and the five-

speed gearbox has a light, positive

Shift.
•

Renault has ambitions plans fitr-

the Megane, which looks tike the .

Laguna's younger brother.
. tfltizm

'

about a year, a four-door saloon; a
cabriolet and an Bspace-style four-

seat, multi-purpose vehicle will be
added to the range.

The five-door is a roomy. 4/6-

_

seals: with a large boot. The three-

door coup£ is a genuine fourseater
but boot space is less generous.

S
ometimes it all goes
right - and it has
gone better than ever

in the past month.
Gardeners are enjoy-

ing a dream autumn, better

than any I remember in 40

years at the game. The light is

soft and variable. The rain is

intermittent and the soil is per-

fectly workable, a blessing to

anyone still planting bulbs.

I cannot understand those
gardeners who think the whole
business is past its peak in

mid-July. This year. October
has outclassed all other sea-

sons. just when traditional gar-

deners have shut themselves to

the public and started to think

about raking leaves.

1 mil never be tempted again
to spend serious money on
improving a lawn. Every year,

we do all the recommended
things to the front lawn in my
Oxford college and. every year.

1 do none of the recommended
things to my own lawn at

home. The result is that my
own lawn is as vibrantly green
as anyone’s mental image of

Galway, while much of the

An end to
Gardening / Robin Lane Fox

the midsummer dream
lawn in Oxford is stone dead.

The dry summer hit fine

grasses hardest and. on princi-

ple, we would not water. The
fine grass died, whereas my
home mixture of rye grass, dai-

sies and mixed vegetation
sprang back into vivid life

after the serious rains in Sep-

tember. I have seen this effect

too often to be seduced by
advertisements for yet more
activity and expense in search
of the perfect sward. They (and
you with a fragile covering of

fine green which is quite
unable to survive the summer
at its fiercest.

Only this spring. I was blam-
ing myself for the poor state of
the turf. If I had done anything
which the experts suggested. I

would now have a brown prai-

rie into which clover and moss
were re-appearing. The keen

gardeners who know most
about plants never seem to

waste time on lawns. In future.

I will not even blame myself

for trying to imitate them.
Elsewhere, the best things

have joined with some delayed

things in perfect light and
shade and reminded us all why
gardening can be an anticipa-

tion of heaven. The second sea-

son came late on many roses

after the dry summer. Some of

the phloxes started again and
there is a mass of flower on
bte clematis, especially the
yellow-flowered varieties.

Some of the stars of summer

have re-awakened after miss-

ing their turn in the dry
August My personal star is the

little-known Abelia chinensis
against a south wall.

This evergreen shrub seems
to be hardy but is mentioned

less than its taller cousins. It

has rounded clusters of flower

in palest pink which ought to

appear in August. They are fiat

out now. giving off a wonder-
fully sweet scent 1 recommend
this neat and easy grower
strongly to anyone with space

on a low. warm wall.

Older favourites are outper-

forming their high standards.

Last year. 1 gave serious space
here and in the garden to the
many good Michaelmas daisies,

grown beautifully in the
national collection of Paul Pic-

ton at Old Court Nurseries.

Colwall. Worcestershire. In the
care of the Picton family,
scores of varieties look then-

best. But 1 can now confirm
that some of them look almost
as good in the hands of a hard-

pressed scribe.

Unless you like mildew, the

right course is to opt for tie

smaller-flowered varieties,

such as amelias or cordifolius.

or the novae-angliae varieties,

which are so much healthier.

The small-flowered forms like

my dry soil and seem unhoth-
ered by the recent drought.

Everything bought in Col-

wall has been excellent but the
best is a marvellous, mic-rice

variety which stands out with
metallic clarity. Aster Little

Carlow is available widely bnt
few of the great authorities
seem to dwell on it It is about
3ft (0.9m) high, better when
staked lightly and quite excep-

tional. even in this exception-
ally rewarding family.

The tall Aster Chieftain is

almost as good, and the low
sprays of flower on Cinderella

and the familiar Pink Cloud
are unstoppable anywhere. AD

of mem can be divided into
dozens c: plants in their sec-

ond spring and they need no
complicated spraying or
manure.
This year, they have coin-

cided with my best delayed yel-

low daisies, the tall oid Helian-

:ael:a qxtnque nervis. as
botanists now call it. This
remarkable plant is rampant.
5f. 1 1.52m ) tall and forgotten

almost entirely, although it

used to grow in village gardens
before Gardeners' World dis-

torted their horizons.

Showers of blue asters stand
beautifully beside the unstop-

pable heliantfaella. I have no
idee if blue and lemon yellow
are acceptable on the scientific

charts with which authors now
try to direct us but. to my eye.

they have always been a spe-

cial pair, especially when the

light softens in autumn. And,
this year, they have been
joined by another belated dis-

covery.

Perhaps you know the same
catalogue sensation, whan you
start turning the pages hoping
to find the perfect plant which
is not yet known to you. By the

time you reach “R” you start

to despair and end up ordering
yet more salvia and compro-
mising with a tradescantia.

In your early optimism, you
hurry past old friends such as
chrysanthemums (which have,
anyway, been renamed and
stuck under the letter “D

M
. to

my disgust). A hardy chrysan-
themum for September and
October wifi not stop you in

your tracks, even less so as it

is billed as an apricot orange.

This year, I relented and
tried one plant of Chrysanthe-

mum Mary Stoker. It is excel-

lent, a soft and pale apricot

which goes wonderfully with,

the blue asters and needs no
attention. One. plant,, unat-
tended, has thrown up scores

.

of stems in this dry summer
and now asks to be increased

in quantity from its easy cut-

tings. There are others in this

hardy category, but Mm?
Stoker has that special some- .

thing and I cannot say any of
the others is quite so good. ~

.

Eventually, I think-

1 might
have found my gardafing voca- •„

tion. I am an October gardener
when the choice is narrower
but knowledge pays off. not
just at the upper level of
autumn leaves.

The hardy plumbago has
never been so brilliant a blue:

the asters are everywhere: my
incorrect turf looks wonderful
and, here and there, my per-

sonal signature is arching with
flowers as never before - the
remarkable lespedeza, which
looks almost dead every year
until midJuly. Why ever' are
we made to think that gardens
are only a midsummer dream?
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Leathermarket
Square SE1
This prestigious development in 5EI

is proving so popular Phase is now
released. Conveniently situated in the

geographical heart of London.

Leathermarket Square offers a choice

of superfj, high specification one. two

and three bedroom apartments and a

two bedroom maisonette.

SALES CENTRE OPEN DAILY
10.30am - 6pm

Telephone; 0171 378 8274

A spacious house, set within some 1J acres, with paddock and
swimming pool. Comprises hall, doakroom, lounge, dining room,

kfceherVbreakfast room, games
.room, study, sun room.

4 bedrooms (1 en suite), 2nd bathroom, swimming pool,
changing roora* 3 garages, gardens and parking.

22 Le Bondage, Guernsey GY1 IDE
Fax 01481 713819 Tel 01481 726798

AFRICAN GAME RESERVE
Ul-Uh SHARE

One of [he last true wilderness aeas.
1 1000 acres in Botswana, set in a
conservancy area of 300 000 acres,
contains largest herd of elephant* cm
privately owned land anywhere in the

world. Lkm. leopard, cheetah and a wide
variety of game. Thatched lodge,

boachcamp, 1000 metre runway and
hangar, game drive vehicles esc. The

reservei* accessible and professionally

““•“god for owners and guests.

PWCK£ 175000

Contact Peter Fitt

TeL * 27 1 1 706-24(4 n- Ru; +77 II 7U6-76J3.

MONTE-CARLO
Metropole Palace

For Rail in luxury

building with swimming

pool and hotel service,

apartmens available,

air conditioned, parking

space, storage room.

(14)

Are you looking to buy or sea that
unique- house m the USA? We

you connection to historical,
af®h*tecturaBy significant and
unique style homes!

aagedi
7/9 Bd des Moulnu MC O3000 Monaco

16395* Fax 3343 501942 j

COUNTRY PROPERTY

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Main fine station t Euston 45 minuses) tsmile.

Tring 5 miles. Leighton Buzzard s miles. MI 10 miles

An elegant early 191b century rectory with far reaching views

over the surrounding countryside.

S reception rooms, billiard/games room, principal bedroom with dressing

room and bathroom. 5 additional bedrooms. 2 further bathrooms, cellarage,

garaging, heated swimming pool, tennis court, gardens, paddock.

About 4Vj acres. £550,000 Rrfrcrm

Country House Department Tel; 01442 873901 Fax: 01442 862405

GEORGIAN
COUNTRY HOUSE

near Alnmouth

Northumberland

In elevated position.

Hall, three Reception Rooms,

seven Bedrooms, five

Bathrooms, utilities etc.

Also Cottage Annexe:

Ope Reception, two Bedrooms.

Contact Agen»
George F. White

6 Market Street, Alnwick

Northumberland

Tel. 01665 603581

KENSINGTON/CENTRAL LONDON,
Largest selection of quality properties.

E1SO-E1500 p/w. Prom 3 wks to 3 yrs.

Ctsid Aasooates 0171 7020792. 10.7pm

Wfe Speciafee in the “Art of
Real Estate" whether Frank
Ltoyd Wrfght. George Maher.
Bruce Goff or other distinguished
arcWteds. we will service year
specific needs.

Call us Today
(708) 803-6300

Mary Anton Harold Ruchholz
Coldwell Banker R.E.

BOCA RATON

PROPERTY FIND: Wo can Hud rtio

property you want. Call Mike Tall on
0171 5845004

COUNTRY
RENTALS

THE ESPACE RANGE HAS
FLEXIBLE ACCOMMODATION FOR Lip TO

7 PEOPLE FROM JUST £16.580.’

DRIVE AN ORIGINAL DRIVE AN ESPACE
TELEPHONE 0800 52 51 50.

PLATA DARO (COSTA BRAVA)
Oie of (be moo beautiful sites around
Costa Brava (80 icm from Barcelona ) i$

ou sale now. One site consisting of 4
pkxs 14 \ 1500 qm e «joo qm j Juny
developed MembcrdripGolfdub

Mas Now inclusive.

US S 400000 (negotiable)

Private Rme -* 49.71 [-61946-52.

Florida
Octanfrani condo 2 bed/2 tiring
tin. kitdien. balcony. Ocean views.
Healed pool. Sauna, eacnfee rm.

|underground parking. 24hr security,
livc-in manager. Besr location. Move-far

condition. PriceSl 89.000 folly -

furnished. Otherproperties available in

.

,™rious price ranges.
Mane Psrtarryi - Gimelstsb Realty be

One South Ocean Boutevsnl, -

Boca Raton FL 33432 USA
(USAl 407 750 5755

F" (USA) 407.J95-2S7

dsaiBB an?aaaiw*,

bedrooms. 340.000 chalets.

BATH Wide saectlan of pupuuy to tot £400-

£3-00 pern. Chaflenpei Estates 0122E
445445 Uon-Sa 9-5 &XIJ&-2

BHMIHT

SCOTLAND. To let lor 5 to 10 years,

large family house. 4 bedrooms, 4

reception rooms. 22 miles north Ol

Inverness. Smiths Gore, Fochabers.
Tel: 01343 820213

tom Cmee BTAUaB3«r txtdsnmte MrAtwaou: Cf 75 MTO, cS Be ftde: moon stoNh TJ|»toww 'omoid huwrwsewn suppM «9 4KMMsm— aetuonw aMiy fteerw« turn fateTSiSf'

*!£

Z

URGENT NR CANNES AND SEA
lovely 2 bedroom Hat on gall course with

Me orlong Kvm rert. f»3B
SB7S31Q7. Coasts Cwnby

ESTATES MTERNATtONAL MarbeHa EW
Resales spectafat vHaa & f**
•Wale vHOi photagr^he ut7i 844 yaaa

^NIDES DEVELOPERS LTD.
high quaUry vrqaa. aparcmena.

eetages. UomssoI Plssourt.Paphos^ mountains. For further into a
^“^^.LrrawiCypn*.
TH. 05-384877. FAX 05-384974.

UK LB. D»AH< la*. WWSB.!«««« tanenw hofa-. 4 tod. 4 (My pad. Sftarty. gatr. & tocefcm.
P"*ae asle, Fax ASP; LBArt 4D7-5SB0747

°5!™» v̂"O0a Prororra, vto
P
~s ^dependant apartment. Exceptional

-ffissasresasss
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What’s on in
the principal
cities

AMSTERDAM

galleries

• 873 21 21

SSEKSils* Re~
Tel: (020) 5732 911

L^Sf ,hree exhibitions to^™te
.

10° years of The StedeUjk.
is art from the RagnauitC^waon which includes the likes of

Jansky. Chagall and Chirico; to

i*rf?Jt£?aan Bastiaans; giant video
Installation; to Nov 26

ANTWERP

OPERA/BALLET
De Vlaamse Opera Tel: (03) 233 66
85
• The Marriage of Figaro: by Mozart.
A new production directed by Guy
Joosien and conducted by Peter
Erckens. Soloists include Boje
Skovhus, Gillian Webster and
Stephen Gadd; 7.30pm; Oct 22 (3pm)
. 25, 28, 31

ATHENS

GALLERIES
Cycladic Art
• British Images of Greece: from the
Benaki Museum; to Oct 30

BALTIMORE

CONCERTS
Symphony Had Tel: (410) 783 8000
• Baltimore Symphony Orchestra:
with soprano Harotyn Blackwell,

mezzo-soprano Delores Ziegler and
tenor Karl Dent Robert Shaw
conducts Barber and Mozart; 8.15pm;
Oct 21

OPERA/BALLET
Lyric Opera House Tel: (410) 727
6000
• La Traviata: conducted by Alfredo

SHipigni and directed by Frank
Corsaro. Cast includes Daniela
Longhi/Maria Pellegrini, Nicole Biondl

and Steven Rainbolt; 8.15pm; Oct 21

,

22 (3pm)

BARCELONA

GALLERIES
Centre de Culture Contempor&nia
Tel: (093) 4120781
• A Century of Cinema: documents,
photographs, excerpts from films,

sound documents and showings of

the most representative images of the

medium; to Jan 15

Fundacrdn Joan Mir6 Tel: (93) 329
19 08
• Arata IsozaW: drawings and
paintings by the Japanese architect

who was responsible for the Los

Angeles Museum of Art, the Brooklyn

Museum, Munich Museum of Art and

other buildings of a public nature; to

Nov 5
• Oix, Reus, Paris, London - That’s

How I Wander...: installation by the

group of artists, Fundacid Joan
Tablque. A voyage through time and

memories; to Nov 19

BERLIN

GALLERIES
Bauhaus Archiv Tel: (030) 254 020

• The A and O of the Bauhaus:

more than 400 Bauhaus advertising

designs that demonstrate their

printing, typography and graphics; to

Nov 12
BrOcke Museum Tel: (030) 831 2029

• The Bridge’s Watercolours: more

than 250 pieces by ’’Bridge" artists

such as Erich Heckel and Ernst

Ludwig; to Jan 7
M^tin-Gropius-Sau Tel: (030) 25 48

S? Berlin-Moscow Moscow-Berlin:

2,000 paintings, photographs, film

and stage sets by artists such as Dix,

Chagall, Nabokov and Grosz- This Is

the centrepiece of the Berlin-Moscow

festival; to Jan 1 _

Neue Nationalgalene Tel: (030)

2662653 _ _
• Cy Twombiy: retrospective

consisting of 120 works by the

American artist to Nov 19

OPERA/BALLET
Deutsche Oper Teh (030) 34384^1

• Madame Butterfly: by Puccini.

Conductor Sebastian Lang-Lessing,

production by Pier Luigi Samaritan.

7.30pm; Oct 21, 25

BILBAO

GALLERIES
Bellas Arties rwjnth*
• Uebermann, Stevogt and Corinth:

representatives of German

Impressionism; to Oct 29

CHICAGO

GALLERIES

INTERNATIONAL ARTS GUIDE

OPERA/BALLET
Muziektheater Tel: (020) 551 89

• Moses and Aron: by Schoenberg.
A new production directed by Peter
Stein and conducted by Pierre
Boulez. Soloists include David
Pittman-Jennings as Moses and Chris
Merritt as Aron; 8pm; Oct 23, 25, 28

Art Institute Tel: (312) 443 3600
• Claude Monet (1840-1926);
comprehensive exhibition of Monet's
work. 66 institutions and 37 private

collections from 1 5 countries have
contributed 159 works for this show;
7pm; to Nov 26

DUSSELDORF

Tennessee Williams, directed by Sam
Mendes. Cast includes Zfie

Wanamaker and Claire Skinner; 8pm;
to Nov 5
Royal Court Tel: (0171) 730 1745/

2554
• The Steward of Christendom: by
Sebastian Barry, produced by Max
Stafford-Clark. Cast includes Donal
McCann; 7.30pm;

GALLERIES
Kunstsammliing
Nordheln-Westfalen Tel: (0211)
83810
• The World of Children:

comprehensive survey of Picasso's
work with children; to Dec 3

LOS ANGELES

FRANKFURT

CONCERTS
AJte Oper Tel: (069) 1340 400
• City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra: Sir Simon Rattle conducts
Beethoven's “Symphony No.1” and
“Symphony No.3“; 8pm; Oct 31

• SL Petersburg Philharmonic

Orchestra: Yuri Temirkanov conducts
Rachmaninov's “Symphony No.2" and
selected pieces from Prokofiev's

“Romeo and Juliet"; 8pm; Oct 22
• State Orchestra of Dresden:
Giuseppe Sinopoli conducts Busoni,

Schoeriberg, and Tchaikovsky; 8pm;
Oct 30

CONCERTS
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion Tel: (213)

385 3500
• Los Angeles Philharmonic: with

cellist Daniel Rothmulier. Franz
Weiser-Mdst conducts Mozart's
“Symphony No^l", Dvorak's
“Symphony No.7" and Hindemith's
“Cello Concerto”. This concert marks
the beginning of the Philharmonic's

Hindemith centennial tribute; 8pm;
Oct 21, 22 (2.30pm)
• Los Angeles Philharmonic: with
violinist Joshua Bell. Franz Wetser
MSst conducts Hindemith, Sibelius

and Shostakovich; 8pm; Oct 26, 27,

28 (2pm), 29 (2.30pm)

GALLERIES
Schim KunsthaHe Teh (069) 29 96 82
11
• Longing for Happiness: exhibition

of paintings by the Viennese trio

Gustav Klimt, Oscar Kokoschka and
Egon Schiele; to Dec 3

HAMBURG

GALLERIES
KunsthaHe
• David Hockney; retrospective; to

Oct 22

LONDON

GALLERIES
County Museum Tel: (213) 857 6000
• Adrian, the Couture Years
(1942-1952): premiere of a permanent
collection featuring approximately 40
pieces by the costume designer

Gilbert Adrian. This exhibition focuses
on his post-Hollywood period of
couture fashion; to Jan 7
• Frank Uoyd Wright and Japan:
Japanese fbkfing screens, textiles,

sculpture, ceramics and prints

collected by the architect; to Jan 7
Museum of Contemporary Art Tel:

(213) 626 6222
• 1965-1975, Reconsidering the

Object of Art exploration Into the

development of contemporary art

between 1965-75 and how the artistic

community began to re-examine form,

function and meaning; to Feb 4
• Cycles, Strategies, Dialogues:

works created during the 1980’s from
the museums permanent collection

that survey the decade of asethetic

investigation; to Nov 12

CONCERTS
Queen Elizabeth Hail Tel: (0171) 928
8800
• Pascal Rogd: pianist plays Faurt,

Satie, Ravel, Poulenc and Debussy;

3.30pm; Oct 22
• The Chinese New Tide: with

soprano Judith Mok and baritone Shi

KeJong. Tan Dun conducts a
programme of first generation

Chinese composers such as Qu
Xiaosong and Chen Qigang; 7.45pm;

Oct 22
Royal Festival Hall Tel: (0171) 928
8800
• Guitar Encounters: an evening of

guitar, flamenco and Andean music
with John Williams, Paco Pena and
Inti-UUmeni; 7.30pm; Oct 24
• The London Philharmonic: with

mezzo-soprano Jennifer Larmore,

bass Jos6 van Dan and the London
Philharmonic Choir. Roger Norrington

conducts Berlioz's "The Damnation of

Faust": 7.30pm; Oct 25
• The London Philharmonic: Gary
Berkson conducts a selection of

ballet classics; 7.30pm; Oct 27

MADRID

GALLERIES
Fundacidn Arte y Technologies Tel:

(041) 522 6645
• Incorporeo: installation by Daniel

Conogar; to Oct 29
Prado Tel: (91) 420 28 36
• Francisco Bayeu (1734-1795): 72
sketches by the 18th century artist

who was responsible tor many of the

frescos in the Royal Palace of Madrid;

to Oct 29
Reina Sofia Tel: (91) 468 30 02
• Benjamin Palencia (1919-1936):

complete works by the Spanish artist

Highlights Include the unknown
aspects from the 1920's and 30's; to

Jan 1

• Frank Stella: retrospective

presenting 30 years of artistic activity

by the abstract artist; to Jan 9

MANNHEIM

GALLERIES
Barbican Tel: (0171) 638 8891

• Carrington: retrospective of works
by artist Dora Carrington (1893-1932).

The exhibition contains paintings,

drawings, woodcuts and illuminated

letters; to Dec 10
• The Art of African Textiles:

comprehensive look at Innovations in

textile design across the continent; to

Dec 10
Saatehi Tel: (0171) 624 8299
• Young British Artists V: works by
Kerry Stewart Glenn Brown, Keith

Coventy and Hadrian Pigott; to Dec
30
Serpentine Tel: (0171) 402 0343
• Big City, Artists from Africa:

sculptures, drawings, images and
objects by contemporary artists from

several African countries; to Nov 5

GALLERIES
KunsthaHe
• William Turner in Germany:
exhibition with watercolours,

drawings, graphics and oH paintings

by Turner from his visits to Gerrremy

between 1817-1844; to Jan 14

MUNICH

OPERA/BALLET
English National Opera Tet (0171)

632 8300
• Carmen: by Bizet Conducted by
Sian Edwards/Michael Lloyd and
(Erected by Jonathan MiUer. Soloists

include Louise Winter, Robert

Brubaker and Janice Watson/Cativyn

Pope; 7.30pm; Oct 21 (2pm)
, 20, 29

GALLERIES
Hausder Kunst
• Impressionist Masterpieces: from

the Barnes Collection. Artists include

Matisse, Picasso, Van Gogh and
Gaugin; to Oct 22
KunsthaHe der Hypo-Kulturstiftung

• Felix Vaflotton: retrospective of the

Swiss bom Nab!s group member; to

Nov 5

OPERA/BALLET
Bayerfeche Staatsoper Tel: (089) 22

13 10

• Anna Bolena: by Donizetti.

Conducted by Fabio Luisi and

produced by Jonathan Miller; 7pm;
Oct 30

THEATRE
Donmar Warehouse Tet (01 71) 369

1732

• The Glass Menagerie; by

NEW YORK

Carnegie Hail Tel: (212) 247 7800
• BBC Symphony Orchestra: with

violinist Nadja SaJemo-Sorwienberg.

Andrew Davis conducts Carter,

Glazunov and Brahms; 8pm; Oct 25
• Maurizio Polilni: pianist plays an all

Beethoven programme; 7.30pm; Oct
23
• Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra:

with flutist James Galway. Lorin

Maazel conducts Gould, Mercandate,
Maazef and Bartok; 8pm; Oct 27
• Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra:

concert performance of Wagner’s
“Tristian and Isolde" with conducted
by Lorin Maazel. Soloists include

Carol Yahr, Heinz Kruse amd Falk

Struckmann: 8pm; Oct 28
• Symphony Orchestra of Montreal:

with pianist Yefim Bronfman. Charles
Dutoit conducts Berlioz's "Les
Francs-Juges". Saint-Saens' “Piano
Concerto No.2\ Chausson’s
“Symphony in B Flat Major" and
Ravel's “Spanish Rhapsody"; 8pm;
Oct 2 1

!

• Symphony Orchestra of Montreal:
with pianist Louis Lottie. Charles
Dutoit conducts Berlioz's “King Lear,

Overture', Beethoven's “Piano
Concerto No.4", Martinau's
“Symphony No.5” and Enesco's
“Romanian Rhapsody"; 3pm; Oct 22

Winsfew Homer's “The Life Un*’ on show at the National Gallery, Washington until

January 28 PMacnripHi Mjsaun of Aft Gegigo BUM CotacUon

GALLERIES
EUs Island Museum Tel: (212) 363
3200
• Ellis Island Collection: as a point

of arrival for the many settlers in the

US, this exhibition consists of

photographs, clothes and other
articles that have been collected over
the centuries; to Jan B
Guggenheim Tel: (212) 423 3500
0 Claes Oldenburg: an anthology of

works by one of the key figures of

Pop art in the 1960's. This exhibition

includes a new piece entitled

“Shuttlecock'; to Jan 14
Guggenheim Soho Tel: (212) 423
3500
• Dieter Appelt retrospective with
more than 60 paintings and
sculptures; to Nov 5
Metropolitan

• Goya: more than 350 paintings,

drawings and prints in chronological

order by the Spanish master
Francisco de Goya y Ludentes; to

Dec 31

• John Singleton Copley in America:
portraitist of choice for affluent

Bostonians and New Yorkers in the
18th century before leaving for

England. Included are portraits of

Samuel Adams, John Hancock and
Paul Revere; to Jan 7
• Rembrandt/Not Rembrandt 22
Rembrandt fakes are compared with

18 genuine articles; to Jan 7
• Swords into Ploughshares:
influence of the military on crvtfian

dress. The exhibition consists of 10

0

costumes from the Costume Institute;

to Nov 26
Museum of Modem Art Tel: (212)
708 9480
• Alfred StieglKz at Lake George:
photographs from the 1920's and
193Q's whilst at hts family's summer
home In Lake George, New York; to

Jan 2
• Annette Messager retrospective of

the French artist consisting of books,
photographs and installations that

demonstrate how ail things can
represent objects of expression; to

Jan 16
• Light Construction: exhibition

revealing a new architecture of

transparency and translucency

through 34 recent projects by
international architects and artists; to

Jan 2
• Piet Mondrian; exhibition of 147
works on the 50th anniversary of the
artist's death; to Jan 23
Whitney Museum
• Florence Stettheimer. paintings

and theatre sets from 1920's New
York; to Dec 5

THEATRE
Atlantic Tet (212) 645 1242
• Dangerous Comer by J.B
Priestley. Directed by David Mamet;
8pm;

Cort Theatre Tel: (212) 239 6200
• The Heiress: by Henry James,
stage adaptation by Ruth and
Augustus Goetz and directed by
Gerald Gutierrez. Cast includes

Cherry Jones, Remak Ramsey,
Frances Sternhagen and Michael

Cumpsty; 8pm; (Not Mon)

PARIS

CONCERTS
Champs Bya6es Tel: (1) 49 52 50 50
• National Orchestra of France: with

pianist Andreas Haefliger. Claus-Peter
Flor conducts Mozart and Bruckner;

8pm; Oct 21

CONCERTS

GALLERIES
Centre Georges Pompidou Tel: (1)

42 77 12 33
• Feminine and Masculine: the

sexuality of art Exhibition exploring

sexual identity and its effect on
twentieth century artists; to Jan 8
• Hybert, Quardona and
Roudenko-Bertin: running in

conjunction with “Feminine and
Masculine*, three artists of different

styles produce works that

demonstrate the relationship between
sax, the body and sexual differences;

from Oct 25 to Jan 1

• Man Ray. recreation of the

atmosphere of Ray's post world war
two workshop where he produced

various furniture. This exhibition

consists of paintings, drawings and
photographs from the workshop
archives; to Jan 29
• Robert Morris: retrospective of the

American Minimalist; to Oct 23
Centre National de la Photographic

Tel: (1) 53 76 12 31

• Martin Parr British photographer

uses motorists and tourism for his

inspiration; to Oct 30
Gaferie Schmtt Tel: (1) 42 60 36 36
• “La Femme”: from Corot to

Chagall 60 paintings dating from
1824-1949 by artists such a Degas,

Gaugin, Picasso and Renoir; from Oct
24 to Feb 28
Hdtel de ViUe de Paris Tel: (1) 42 76

STUTTGART

OPERA/BALLET
Staatstheater Tel: (071 1) 2 03 20
• La Damnation de Faust by
Bsrttaz. Conducted by Gabriele Ferro

and directed by Luciano Damiani.

Soloists include Marilyn Schmiege.
Keith Lewis and Ludwig Baumann;
7pm; Oct 29

VENICE

GALLERIES
Fondazione Giorgio Cini Tel: (041)

52 89 900
• Henry Moore Exhibition: 1 49 works
by the late British artist; to Nov 26

WASHINGTON

CONCERTS
Kennedy Centre Tel: (202) 467 4600
• BBC Symphony Orchestra: with

violinist Nadja SaJemo-Sonnenberg.
Andrew Davis conducts Delius,

Glazunov, Carter and Bartok; 2pm;
Oct 22
• Korean Chamber Ensemble: with
violinist Young Uck Kim and director

Min Kim plays Arensky, Paik. Mozart
and Britten; 5pm; Oct 21
• National Symphony Orchestra:

with pianist James Tocco. George
Manahan conducts Debussy's
“Iberia", Stravinsky's “Concerto for

Piano and Wind Instruments’' and
Rachmaninoffs “Symphonic Dances”;

8.30pm; Oct 21 .24
• National Symphony Orchestra: Sir

Neville Marriner conducts Bartok,

Mozart, Nelson and Beethoven;
8.30pm; Oct 26, 27. 28
• Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra:

with violinist Hilary Hahn. Lorin

Maazel conducts Mendelssohn and
Bartdk; 8pm; Oct 25
• Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra;

with pianist Hae-Jung Kim. Alexander
Dmitriev conducts Tchaikovsky's
"Piano Concerto" and “Symphony
No.4”; 8.30pm; Oct 30

GALLERIES
Hirsctihom Museum Tel: (202) 357
2700
• Directions-Martin Kippenbergen
works on paper. Approximately 50
satirical drawings on hotel stationary

by the German artist along with some
of his collages and drawings on
paper, to Oct 22
National Gaflery Tel: (202) 737 4215
• A Great Heritage: Renaissance
and Baroque drawings from
Chatsworth constating of 105 works
by artists such as Rembrandt, van
Dyck and Raphael; to Dec 31
• Winslow Homer more than 225
works including 86 oils by the
American artist; 8pm; to Jan 28
• Secrets of the Dark Chamber the

art of the American daguerreotype.
An exhibition of American
photography produced brtween 1839
and 1860; to Oct 22

National Museum of Women in the
Arts Tel: (202) 783 5000
• Artful Advocacy: cartoons from the

Women Suffrage MovemenL In

celebration of the 75th anniversary of

this movement, approximately 25
cartoons produced between 1912 and
1919 are featured Artists include

Nina Alterder, Blanche Ames and Lou
Rogers; to Jan 7
• Julia Margaret Cameron: the Mia
album. 19th century photographs
including portraits of Alfred Lord
Tennyson and Sir John Herecftei; to

Oct 29

National Portrait

• Cecilia Beaux and the Art of

Portraiture: turn of the century portrait

painter, to Jan 28
Sadder Tel: (202) 357 2700
• Goyc: Japanese prints. 16 colour

wood-blocks prints by Hashiguchi
Goyo; to Mar 17

OPERA/BALLET
Kennedy Centre Tel: (202) 467 4600
• Suzanne Farrd Staged Balanchine:

an evening of George Balanchine

choreographed pieces performed by
an ensemble of dancers from
companies such as the Paris Ballet,

the American Ballet Theatre and the

New York City Ballet. The programme
includes “Chaconne”, “Slaughter on
10th Avenue” and "Tzigane"; 8pm;
Oct 21, 22 (2pm)

THEATRE
Arena Stage Tel: (202) 488 3300
• Holiday Heart by Cheryl L West
A play about hope and redeffntog the

family; to Nov 19
Ford's Theater Tel; (202) 347 4833
• Elmer Gantry: Michael Maggio
directs this revival of the Pulitzer Prize

winning novel by Sinclair Lewis with

libretto by John Bishop and music by
Mel Marvin; 7.30pm; to Oct 29
Kennedy Centre Tefc (202) 467 4600
• Master Class: by Terrance

McNally. Zoe Caldwell stars as opera
singer Maria Callas, reliving her

triumphs and tragedies as she
coaches a trio of young singers; to

Oct 22
Shakespeare Tel: (202) 393 2700
• Macbeth: by William Shakespeare,
directed by Joe Dowling; 7.30pm; to
Oct 21.

CHESS
44 24
• Paris Through Cinema: histone

relationship between Paris and the

Cinema over the last 100 years; to

Nov 4
Jeu de Paume Tel: (1) 47 03 12 50
• Jeff Wall: photographs by the

Canadian artist; to Nov 26
Louvre Tel: (1) 42 60 39 26
• Ancient Gem Stones from the
Orient: from 4000 B.C to 800 AD.; to
Dec 18
Musde d’Art Modeme, VDIe de Paris
Tel: (1) 47 23 61 27
• Arnold Schoenberg: exhibition on
the composer with a related concert
at the Ch&talet on Nov 7th; to Dec 3
• Beauty aid the Beast a selection

of young American artists; to Nov 19

Four annual congresses have
! established the Isle of Man
! Open among the strongest and
, best organised events in the

I
British Isles. Monarch Assur-
ance. its sponsor, provides
£8,000 in prizes which this

week attracted an impressive

entry from the UK, Europe and
the US.
The winners - English

grandmasters Hodgson. Miles
and Sadler, a Russian and an
Israeli - took home £700 each,

the next group half a point
behind a mere £30. Such steep
gradients are typical in the
UK, and discourage front run-

ners from taking risks in the

final rounds.
Continental opens often split

ties and require outright win-
ners, which may explain why
our GMs performed badly in

the final pressure games of the

last two Intel Grand Pits quali-

fiers. A multiple tie is a
smudged result, and I should
like to see our main events
insisting on resolving all

shared first prizes by immedi-
ate speed-chess play-offs.

A final round miniature,
where Black takes a poisoned

central pawn and loses his
queen (M Hebden, White; G
Buckley, Black; Monarch
Assurance Isle of Man Open,
1995).

le4c52Nfte69c3d5 4e5
d4 5 Bb5+ Bd7 6 Bxd7+ Qxd7 7

c4 NcfS 8 d3 Nge7 9 Bf4 h6 This

weakens key squares. Ng6 with

Be?,0>0 and 15 is a sounder

plan. 10 Nbd2 g5 11 Ne4 Bg7 12

Rg3 Qc7 13 0-0 Nxe5? 14 N*e5
Bxe5 15 NfS+ KdS 16 Qf3 Ng6
17 Rael KcS 18 Rxe5! Nxe5 19

Qe2 Ngfi Giving up the queen,

but if Qc6 20 Bxe5 b6 21 Qh5
and Black soon loses materi-

al Bxc7 Kxc7 21 f4 gxf4 22
Kxf4 Nxf4 23 Qe5+ ResignS-If

Kc6 24 Ne4! wins quickly, or

KcS 24 Qxc5+ Kb8 25 Qxd6+
and 26 Qxf4 with a piece ahead.

No 1097
White mates in four moves,
against any defence (by Sam
Loyd, 1858). Loyd liked his puz-

zles to look easy, but with a

twist. Here the BK is sur-
rounded, yet you will do well

to solve this in half an hour.

Solution, Page XV

Leonard Barden

BRIDGE
Today’s hand comes from
team-of-four

N
4 A J4
V K63
J 7 4 2

A A 63
W

4 10 9 8 5 2

4 J 9 7 4
-

4 J982

E
A 73
V Q 8 5 2

4 Q 10 9 6
A 10 7 4

S

4 K Q 6

¥ A 10

AK853
A KQ5

South dealt at game-all and
opened with two no-trumps.
North raised to six no-trumps.
West led the spade ten and the
declarer, winning in hand with

the queen, cashed his diamond
ace. West showed out and the

contract was now unmakeable.
In the other room, after the

same bidding and the same
lead, the declarer looked more
deeply into the position. With
three tricks in each black suit

and two hearts, he needed only

four diamonds for contract. To

make certain of getting them,
he must employ a safety play.

Taking the spade with dum-
my's knave, he returned the
diamond two. East produced
the six and South played the

eight When this held, it was
easy to concede a diamond and
claim the slam

Should East play his nine
,

South wins with king and
leads back the three to knave
and queen. Then he takes the
club return in dummy, leads a
diamond and finesses bis eight
It is equally safe to win the

spade lead in hand and lead

the diamond three to knave
and queen. East's ten and nine

can be picked up by two
finesses. But some safety play

is essential

The excellent Acol Bridge
Diaries are now available
(Standard. SAJX), Luxury £8.75).

The Bridge Hands far All Sea-

sons are back, four of them by
me. Apply to Juliet Burton, PO
Box 662, High Wycombe, Bucks
HP14 4YJ (tel 01494-565309).

E.P.C. Cotter

CROSSWORD
No. 8,898 Set by DINMUTZ

A prize ofa classic Petikan SouverOn 800 fountain pen far the first correct
solution opened and five runner-up prizes of £35 PeUkan vouchers. Solu-
tions by Wednesday November 1 marked Crossword &8S6 on the envelope,
to the Financial Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SE1 SQL. Solution on
Saturday November 4.

ACROSS
1 Source of oil in home conn-

ties. unvarying (6)

4 Embarrassed, perhaps, com-
ing out of pmtiah (4-2)

8 Improvements at university,
with passes (7)

9 Fifty-cell t cuts as rough mea-
sures? 17)

11 Ne plus ultra? It’s all changed
tor the nonpartisan (10)

12 Brewer's vehicle reverses into
policemen (4)

18 One of the Cardigan Barkers,
say? (5)

14 Maid once crazy for Laurel,
for example (B)

16 Pop before mixed relays will

make one stop dead (B)

18 State address (5)

20 Middling-loud tone (4)

21 Italy green all over is such a
principle (10)

28 Policemen do not need to
study in racing establish-

ments (7)

24 Reprimands from favourites
following coach (7)

28 Square earth, perhaps, to
some extent (6)

26 Prize points given to return-
ing huntsmen? (6)

DOWN
1 Unfinished meal for Franz,

the composer (6>

2 Constitutional nature's
changed (7)

3 Lying, refit a place (9)

£ A look over your paper in a
higher place (5)

6 Deposit, in fact, is held back
(7)

7 Yllad. the book? (9)

10 Bad crimes against the
worker, his? (9)

13 Kidney card (9)

15 Cases abandoned In America?
«)

17 hi new bar-coat find a tum-
bler (7)

19 Cuts in energy twice bring
blackout (7)

21 Honkers are silly people (Si

22 Ritual object to convey much
at first (5)

Solution 8,897 Solution 8386

GiaaiBQncJS ejhgjbbh
a 0 a n m m qSanaa qodbqdnaan manEHEEQ S00CIEEOQiuaaDQ
QQQDDDQQasaanaQasaaDooG
OdBEiaS SEEDED
a H Q 0 0 E Q
aaaaaa nmananaHana b s aa nmBDOEaD

staaaBD aaQaaniiahqodd aiaanaaaaaEHBn
aans nunaHHoana
a D Q B Q

HUDDE3Q
a a a
assna aaBQaaa

aam qhqdaanaDDBQnanoaanaasHD
aannnnaa

WINNERS 8,686: CA. Bainbridge, Nortbolt Middlesex; LC. Brander,
Cranbrook, Emit; JD. Bums. Harrogate, N. Yorks; AJfLW. Chanter.
Henley-on-Thames. Oxon; Mary Pickman, Lytham St Annes, Lanca-
shire; Miss EM. Scott, Edinburgh.
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James Morgan

wind
Would hurricane Adolf do more damage? Could a Ryan lead his country?

I
n the old days hurricanes
hardly happened and when
they did were named after

jolly sounding girts. Then
deregulation and gender equality

took over and we faced hurricane
Hugo and such like.

Last week I read in the Washing-
ton Post that there are in fact strict

rules on the naming of hurricanes.

“They have to be chosen with due
consideration for ethnic and cul-

tural sensitivities," said an official.

“You could not have a hurricane

named after Idi Amin."
That, like so much in the US, is

code. What it means is: "You can't

have hurricane Sambo."
Actually, hurricane Idi sounds

perfect So too does Adolf, Benito

and EalignTfl. But the official has a

good point if hurricane Mohamed

were to wipe out half Florida,

many would derive a peculiar sat-

isfaction from such an event but

many others would not
In this mother of all hurricane

seasons, it is evident that the spirit

of the great wind, or whoever is in

charge of such matters, has not

been appeased by the naming
authority’s sensitivity. In fact the

decisive argument against my list

of possible names is the evidence

of history itself. Once hurricanes

became male they also became
more frequent, damaging and
costly. Naming a hurricane Adolf

could well constitute excessive

provocation as it strove to live up
to its title.

Since things were better when
hurricanes were female, one Is

driven to conclude that their

names should be restricted to those

of 19th century heroines - Char-
lotte, Elizabeth, Lydia, Jane and
such like. These would maximise
femininity and graciousness. The
official need not worry about cul-

tural and ethnic sensitivities, as
the list is drawn from the one
group in the US with no active

ethnic lobby.

I am not sure whether such a

move would challenge or confirm
the unacknowledged modern con-

vention that the name has to fit

the job. This is so powerful that we
need an explicit theory of nomen-
clature to explain it and the name
explosion which is such a feature

of our time.

The phenomenon has many
roots. The free market has been a
particularly important force, with

its endless brands of car and soap

which need baptising. But people

get called the most amazing things

in a deregulated society. You know
you are in a traditional society

when every second man is called

Juan, Jan or Ion. The countries

with the fewest grass-roots tradi-

tions are those most abundantly
endowed with names.

Britain »nd the US lend in this

field. Anything will do. Emit, for

wcampie, was once an only moder-

ately silly name for a little boy.

But in the US last week I saw a

female television presenter called

Kent. Darrynn succeeds Darren,

and. huge sections of the popula-

tion end up sounding like brands

of cheap shampoo. In old-fashioned

societies, the name pool is smaller

and everybody knows how to spell

those names that are available.

But no matter how bizarre the

variations, even in the most
deregulated societies the name
pool remains small for certain

types of people. WflUam, George,
Ronald an^ John dominate the con-

temporary list of politicians, Just

as they dominate the memorials to

those who died In the first world

war. The wives and sisters of those

heroes were always called Mar-

garet. It is no wonder that John

Major defeated Neil Kinnock in

1993.

If you are called Wayne or Gary,

any success you enjoy win tout

fined to the sporting field. What

this tends to confirm is the myth of

deregulation: people believe

deregulation means fewer roles, m
faff*, jt always leads to more. Thus

in France or Italy one does not

a man's social position by

his name alone. In the US and

Britain no credible leader could be

called Ryan or Kevin- Smfisiifc-

people with back-to-front names,

such as Warren Christoph®, ftp

secretary of state, and thelawyer
Clark Clifford end up neab, but tiqfc

at, the top. \ v
It is not only hurricanes whaa$&

given specific characteristics fay

their names, I discovered, fertfBfe

New York a week ago oh m vmi •

booked aeroplane, that I am a -per-

fectly formulated bucket-shop,
;

economy class passenger. - The
(Afro-American) lady at She
check-in said: "At last, one man,

one bag and a simple name." that
a seat.

James Morgan is economics corre-

spondent of the BBC World Sente*' -

In search of

Poland’s looted
treasures

Negotiations for the return of the spoils of the second
world war are proving tricky, reports Christian Tyler

P
robably no country
- not even Russia -

suffered so much in

the second world
war as Poland.

About six million people, Jew-
ish and non-Jewish, were killed

out of a population of 35m. As
much as half, it has been esti-

mated, of all the country's cul-

tural treasure was looted or
deliberately destroyed.

Fifty years later, the dead
have been mourned and many
of the buildings have been
reconstructed. But negotia-

tions for the return of the
booty have scarcely begun.
National treasures have

unquantifiable cultural value
as well as a quantifiable com-
mercial price. It is this which
makes demands for their
return so charged with passion
- think of the Elgin Marbles.

In Poland's case feeling runs
especially high. Not only was
the country' occupied by both
German and Russian armies,

but the plunder and destruc-

tion - such as the Wehr-
macht’s torching of the Krac-

zynski Library of historical

manuscripts in Warsaw - was
systematic. It was designed to
wipe Polish culture from the
pages of history.

Negotiations have been fur-

ther complicated by the post-

war change of borders which
brought a slice of Germany
into Poland and left a slice of

Poland in the Soviet Union.
During the occupation, the

Polish underground deter-
mined to seek full reparation:

whole galleries and libraries in

Germany were earmarked on a
list which amounted to
between 30 and 30 per cent of

the occupying nation’s cultural

assets.

Some Polish treasures were
repatriated immediately after

the war, such as the monumen-
tal gothic aitarplece by Veit

Stoss, which was returned to

St Mary's Church in Krakow.
Also recovered were two of the

three Old Masters taken by
Hans Prank, governor of occu-

pied Poland, from the Czartary-

ski collection in Krakow.
Frank had packed Leonardo's

Lady with the Ermine, Rem-
brandt's Landscape with the

Good Samaritan and Raphael's

Portrait of a Young Man in a

box, written “LJLR." on the

lid, and sent the haul to his

villa in Bavaria, The Raphael
is still missing.

Only after the fall of the Ber-

lin Wall and German reunifica-

tion could negotiations with

the German government begin

in earnest. At a meeting in
1992 the Poles secured their

first token: the return of a
hoard of gold and silver coins

and ancient jewellery stolen

from the archaeological
museum in Poznan. For the
moment, negotiations seem
stalled, but the Poles have an
ace in their hand.
Few people know more about

the difficulties of negotiating

post-war restitution than
Wojdech Kowalski. Until the
change of government last

year he was commissioner for

Polish cultural heritage
abroad, reporting directly to

the prime minister

He is a lawyer, born 45 years

ago in the Upper Silesian town
of Gliwica where, he explains

Poland
suffered

- but it

accidentally

acquired

property, too

with an ironical laugh, the war
could be said to have begun. It

was there in 1939 that a gang
of Germans dressed in Polish

uniforms attacked their own
radio station to give Hitler a
pretext for the invasion and
occupation of Poland.
Kowalski's training in patent

work and intellectual property

rights is appropriate to the
complicated task of assessing

the intangible value of cultural

artefacts. But he stresses that
Poland is no longer seeking the

kind of wholesale reparation
envisaged during the conflict

It is seeking restitution of its

possessions, where these can
be identified.

“I never used the word ‘repa-

ration’ during negotiations,”

he says. “And I don’t think it

will be, because It would be
very difficult to find a legal

basis for it We don’t see this

as a form of punishment of

Germany, especially of present
Germany. We think that it

should be a European kind of

solution, in what is really a

multicultural region of

Europe."
Kowalski would like to see

the Germans give help -

though not financial help -

with reconstruction. The prob-

lem is that most of the archi-

tectural restoration work has
already been carried out There
are only a few places, such as

the Uphagen House in Gdansk,
to which missing interiors

could be returned.

Although Poland is drawing
up an inventory of objects lost,

few have been tracked down.
Because of Hitler’s ideological

decision to abolish Polish cul-

ture and turn Slavs into slaves,

the Germans made no record of

their Polish or Russian booty,

whereas they were meticulous

about their west European
loot. Kowalski says that the
Rothschild collection found by
the Allies in Bavaria, for exam-
ple, came back with a fuller

catalogue than when it left.

The most important cultural

treasure in Germany that the

Poles have identified, Kowalski
says, is the “Pontiflcale", a
13th century liturgical manu-
script from the library of the

cathedral at Plock which is

now in the Bavarian state

library.

A large proportion of the
Nazis’ Polish loot ended up in

Russia (along with the Red
Army's German loot, which
Included such items as Hein-
rich Schliemann's Trojan trea-

sures). Same objects have been
returned, such as the bronze
memorial tablets taken from
Poznan cathedral by the Nazis
and found in the Hermitage
museum, St Petersburg. But
although Poland's 1992 treaty

with Russia is said to provide a
better legal basis for negotia-

tion than the equivalent Ger-
man treaty. Information is

hard to come by.

Poland suffered extraordi-

nary cultural devastation, but
it accidentally acquired prop-

erty, too. Valuables found In

the former German territories,

for example, were carted off to

Warsaw for safekeeping. Local
museums (now Polish) are
demanding them back. “Of
course, the Germans will

always tell you we looted these
territories," said Kowalski.
An incidental gain was the

I Re-j'-t

Unfinished business: Wojciech Kowalski says the return of PoBsh treasure would not be a form of punishment of Germany

so-called Lyons Collection of
Chopin material, stolen in
France and proudly exhibited

at the Jagiellonlan Library in

Krakow, which Hans Frank
made his "capital". There it

remains.
Another was Hermann Goer-

Log’s collection of vintage aero-

planes, moved to the east to

protect them from Allied

bombing in 1941. By coinci-

dence, the 23 aircraft are

almost exactly the same in

number as a destroyed Polish

collection. They are unlikely to

go back to Germany.
But the great prize - and

Poland's most potent bargain-

ing counter - is an almost
priceless collection of 400 musi-
cal autograph scores now in

the Jagiellonian library. The
centrepiece of the former Prus-

sian State library in Berlin, the

collection includes Beethoven's
Eighth and Ninth Symphonies,
Act One of Mozart's Cosi fan
tutte, Mendelssohn's Midsum-
mer Night's Dream and exam-
ples of the work of every Ger-
man-language composer of
note from Telemann and J.S.

Bach to Bruckner. The collec-

tion also contains early Italian

opera scores and Goethe manu-
scripts.

The Berlin collection fell into

Poland's lap because it, too,

was removed by the Germans
from Berlin for safety and

stored in a monastery in the

KrzeszOw (formerly Grussau)
area of the Sudeten mountains.

For years, its whereabouts was
kept a secret by the Polish
communist government until,

in 1977, one or two of the best

items, including the two Beet-

hoven scores, were presented

to the East German leader
Erich Honecker.
The collection would appear

to be an archive of specifically

German cultural heritage, but
the Austrians have claimed it

too, on the grounds that most
of the music was actually writ-

ten in Vienna. Poland, mean-
while, has claimed legal owner-
ship, but seems ready to trade.

Kowalski says: “If yon are the

owner you can do what you
want with these objects." And
that includes giving them
hack.

But there are obstacles to a
trade-off. One Is Germany's
understandable refusal to
accept Poland's ownership.
Another is the shortage of
traceable Polish treasures to

ask for. A third is Polish public
opinion. “We didn't destroy, we
didn't loot, and now we have to

give something back?” says
Kowalski. "How could you
explain that to people?”

This is very much the feeling

at the Jagiellonian University
itself For one of the first acts
of the occupying Nazis was to

send its top professors to
almost certain death in concen-
tration camps in Germany.
An answer would be to

encourage Germany to make a
symbolic reparation, perhaps
by building the university a
new wing. “They could even
call it the Collegium Germani-
cum,” says Kowalski Or they
could rebuild the Museum of

Silesia, completed in 1939 and
immediately dismantled on the

grounds that Its architecture

was “too Polish".

There is a further complica-
tion. Some cultural objects are

so important, tt is argued, that

they transcend national bound-
aries. If the Berlin collection of
musical manuscripts is to be
included, the Poles may argue
it is immaterial where it is

housed - especially in an age
of cheap air travel - provided
it is well looked aft® and made
property accessible.

In 1943 an Englishman wrote
to the London Daily Telegraph
suggesting that whole muse-
ums in Germany should be
emptied and the contents dis-

tributed to nations ravaged by
the Nazis as a permanent
reminder that war does not
pay. Fifty years later, the

demand for vengeance has
been muffled. Kowalski says:

“It would not be correct They
have many such sights to

remind them. We cannot fill

the whole country with
reminders."
For him it is a question not

of vengeance but of unfinished

business. “We cannot change
the place of Poland. We have
our common border with Ger-
many, and we both try to do
our best We can settle the old

problems, but we cannot create

new bones of contention. We
are really thinking in terms of

a united Europe.”

Truth of the Matter / Hugh Dickinson

L
ike autumn crocuses,

Lauranawda is the flavour of

the month - the brand name of

a packet of breakfast fare

served up to the Party Faithful and the

rest of a sceptical nation via the media

in October every year. It also pops up

when criminals escape from prison or

when some particularly horrendous
crime or statistic hits the headlines.

Sadly. It has come to mean a blind

gut-reaction which promises, but does

not always deliver, more punitive,

repressive and incoherent policies for

treating criminals when they are

caught
The guts to which populist ministers

deliver their calculated dose of curried

venom are the already Inflamed intes-

tines of the most prejudiced, vengeful

and frightened sections of the popula-

tion. The inevitable result is a nasty
smell or something worse.

Offering ever more vengeful, punitive
and vindictive treatment of offenders is

clearly intended to win the approval of

this irrational constituency, it will not
be long before the length of sentence
will be decided not by the judiciary but
by a tariff agreed by the Party Faithful

who cheer tumultuously when someone

A punishment fit for society
offers to bring back capital punishment
The alternative is not to deliver crim-

inals into the hands of the soppy “Do
Gooders” so derided by Judge Michael
Argyle; it is to have a rational and
widely agreed penal policy which bal-

ances the complex components of a
just, effective and morally defensible

way of treating crime and punishment
Penal policy should not be allowed to

be a party political matter - frankly,

politicians are now clearly not to be

trusted with such an important touch-
stone of a truly civilised society. What
we do with criminals is a thermometer

of our own moral condition. Not even to

recognise that terrible truth argues a
hardening of the moral arteries.

A rational, effective and morally
defensible penal policy has to take into

account and balance five determining

strands. It must deter. It must be just -

in the sense that the punishment must
be what the crime deserves, no more
and no less. It must address and if pos-

sible reform the individual criminal It

must be humane. It must protect soci-

ety. If any one of those strands Is

neglected the rope will not hold.

It is quite clear that we have no pub-

lic forum in which the balancing of

these strands and their relative impor-

tance can be debated and decided. Par-

liament has grossly failed us by making
it a matter of public posturing. The
evidence is never attended to.

There is ample evidence that certain

forms of extreme punishment - like the

electric chair - which are advocated as

deterrents, do not in fact deter. That
agonising death designedly satisfies the
gut demand far vengeance of frightened

and hateful people. Longer sentences do
not deter. Douglas Hurd pointedly
remarked that in most cases the effect

of imprisoning young offenders was to

make bad people worse.

If it could be shown that the policy of

the young offenders unit near
Gloucester effectively cut recidivism to

15 per cent (as opposed to 65 per cent)

would that be an Irrefutable argument
for it? You may remember it involved

long trips abroad. And it was cheaper.

We might conclude that tt was OK for

juveniles but not for adults. But the

strand of reform, or curing the crimi-

nal, cannot stand alone. Society and

justice demand that, unless they are

provenly sick, criminals must be
treated as moral agents. There may be

mitigating or compassionate circum-

stances in a particular case where the

normative or just punishment becomes
Inhumane. But there must be a norm
and it must normally be enforced. Get-
ting the courts to agree on consistent

sentences is a priority.

The exceptional proviso of mental
sickness is a whole can of worms. Many
of us have met very Inadequate people,

the product of traumatic childhoods
and dreadful circumstances, whose
criminal behaviour does seem to be the

product of their environment It may
even be a result of their genes if recent
research is confirmed. A high percent-

age of prisoners is on the borderline of

mental illness. But even if society still

needs to be protected from them, it is

inhumane to treat them as if they were
all members of the Kray gang.

It is inhumane to tighten the screws

(without judicial sanction) on the rights

ofprisoners to see their families in such

a way that a girl is not allowed to see

her baby.

There are many features of our public

life which make those who live in Mid-

dle England uneasy and even ashamed.

The absence of a publicly agreed penal

policy is certainly one of them.

Hugh Dickinson is Dean of Salisbury
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3rd quarterly

Bids

Statoil, the Norwegian state oil

group, this week won control

of Aran Energy, an Irish oil

exploration and production

company, after trumping a hos-

tile takeover bid by Atlantic

Richfield (Arco) of the US.

Dublin-based Aran recom-

mended Statoil’s 77.7p-a-share

offer on Thursday, shortly

after Arco refused to increase

its 69.4p bid. Statoil also

offered holders of Aran's Amer-

ican depository shares $36-66

apiece, against Arco’s revised

offer of $32.84.

Arco and Statoil were
attracted to Aran by its share

in Schieballion, one of the

UK's largest unexploited oil

fields. The US group withdrew

after deciding a higher offer

would contradict a pledge -

when it said the worst outcome
would be to “pay too much” for

Aran’s assets.

Current takeover bids and mergers
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Directors' dealings

Buying at British Bloodstock
shows considerable commit-
ment from the directors, writes

Vivien MacDonald of The
Inside Track. Dealing in

smaller companies with sev-
eral major shareholders can be
difficult because Stock is hard
to locate, but private investors

often benefit in snch situa-

tions because the Institutions

cannot secure stakes large
enough for their purposes.

Peter Black Holdings, a con-

sumer goods and furnishing

accessory company,
announced (Inal results at the
beginning of September. These

Thomas Black, joint chairman,
sold 4m shares in association
with some family trusts. Chief
executive Richard Leivers sold
100,000 almost half his hold-
ing. Black will be retiring as
chairman soon although he
will remain on the board in a
non-executive capacity.

The selling by John Alleyne,
managing director of St James
Beach Hotels, Is the first sig-
nificant transaction by a direc-

tor since the leisure company
arrived on the market. The
group operates three luxury
hotels on the west coast of
Barbados and its share price

showed a fall in profits of has outperformed by a small
about 24 per cent, from £LL4m
to £9.4izl Two directors were
selling during the week.

margin since coming to the
market Alleyne retains just
over 23,000 shares.

Directors' share transactions to their
..- own companies--
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Peter Black Holdings

Burford Holdings, a property
investment company, this

week announced plans to
demerge the Trocadero, the
entertainment complex in cen-

tral London, wriles Christopher

Price. The move is part of its

plans for overall development
of the complex.

These include creating a vir-

tual reality theme park in a
joint venture with Sega, the
Japanese electronic games
company. The demerged com-
pany also will own the neigh-

bouring London Pavilion
building, which Burford
acquired for £l3.4m in July.

The Trocadero, at Piccadilly

Circus in the heart of London,
cost Burford £96m in Septem-
ber 1994.

Tt was valued at £H5m last

month by independent accoun-

tants.

Under the proposals, share-

holders will be given one
share in a new Trocadero com-

pany for every Burford share
held. Burford will retain a 29JS

per cent stake in the demerged
company.
The property group will

receive £70m cash from the

demerger and will extend a

£24.5m subordinated loan to

tiie new company.
Burford intends to use the

cash to expand its property

interests.

Trocadero shares would
trade on the new Alternative

Investment Market. Analysts

say the market valuation for

the new group could reach

£150m.
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Rhino Group is to raise £9m via a 5-6 issue of 117m shares

9 8p each

' Mani;|fedwMfe pteefa^w 'tcintwItotfBon*

Premium Underwriting is to rake £6.6m via a placing of

5^8m shares at 125p

In the Pink

Why Hong Kong’s future is

written in the mooncakes
It is time to ditch financial assets in the British colony,
says a pessimistic David Roche, who spells out the risks

David Koche is president

of Independent Strategy,
a global investment
research consultancy

G et out of Hong
Kong's financial
assets. Why do I say
that? Let me tell

you the stozy of the moon-
cake.

It looks like a varnished,
rectangular meat pie (but with
a difference: mooncakes are
delicious'). Heavy rice dough is

pressed into a wooden mould,

so the outside of the moon-
cake has a sculptured motif.

The inside is filled with paste
(lotos seed or red bean) with
the “moon" set in the paste as

a tiny, salted egg yoke.

Hong Kong has the best
mooncake bakery in the busi-

ness. This year, it decided to

mount a nationwide publicity

campaign to sell its products
everywhere. It made a big
map of f?hirta into a poster

with a simple logo: “We make
the best mooncakes in the
world.” Off went the posters

to be plastered all over the
mainland.

The nrert day, management
got a call from the top echelon

of the Xinhua news agency
(Beijing's unofficial embassy)
in Hong Kong. No, it did not
want to order mooncakes. It

wanted to know why the com-
pany had omitted Taiwan
from the map. Did It not know
Taiwan was part of China?
The next day, the posters

disappeared and the campaign
was dropped. It is a chilling

pointer to Hong Kong's fixture.

A cowed Hong Kong (and
foreign) business community
might go on saying that
things are fine. But they are

noL
My pessimistic view is a

minority one. That is because
there are several reasons to be
optimistic about Hong Kong,
and the first is bullishness
about china it is the biggest

development story in the

world and Hong Kong acts as
a conduit for 60 per cent or
more of its foreign direct

investment and nearly 45 per
cent of its exports. China can-

not do without Hong Kong so
Hong Kong will do well, goes
the argument
That leads to the second

reason: loads of rich Chinese
companies and elite individu-

als will rush to Hong Kong to

buy property and pretty
things for their pampered off-

spring.

chronised central bank easing

this year in the US, Japan and
Germany. That means global

interest rates will be higher
next year than they are now.
Will Chinese money pour

into Hong Kong after 1997? I

think that most of the hot,

privileged money that wanted
to move there has arrived

already - and the reason is

that Hong Kong is not part of

China- When it is. the hot
money from the mainland will

move on to safer climes

The present Hang Seng level is

fair value for investors,

with nominal interest rates

at 8 per cent and profit

growth at 10 to

12 per cent annually

Third, if interest rates in the
United States go down as the
economy there slows, then the
Hong Kong market will go up.

The question is: will US
rates tell? Real output might
have slowed but sales volumes
are trotting along at a similar

pace to last year. Demand for

cars is 10 per cent up. the cor-

porate sector is making a
higher return on equity than
in the late 1980s. and profits

have almost doubled their
share of GDP. Exports con-
tinue to boom and capacity

utilisation is at a near-record

high. This suggests that the

present growth rate, of 10 to

15 per cent, in corporate
investment will continue.

The American consumer is

doing nicely, too. Real dispos-

able income is rising 3.3 per
cent year on year and nominal
retail spending is up by 5 to 6
per cent. So. I expect output to

rise to meet demand by early
next year.

Moreover, the world will

have higher growth by this

time next year because of syn-

because the anti-corruption

drive in the People's Republic

is not going to go away. That
makes it risky to keep hot
money in Hong Kong.
Business will still get done,

of course, and investors will

continue to invest - but at

what price? The exchange rate

is considerably over-valued;

that is why manufacturing
output is down to nearly 10

per cent of GDP and the trade

deficit is going through the
floor.

Hong Kong must now com-
pete as a service economy, but
it is just too expensive and
major companies are leaving

for Singapore. In Central’s
luxury galleries on Hong
Kong Island, closed shops
stand tike gaps in rows of
teeth. A lot of retail business

is in terminal decline because
no one can pay the rents.

For now, the trade deficit is

being covered by capital
inflows: we foreigners have
been much more optimistic

than the locals. But if capital

exits when people begin to

realise what the Beijing take-
over means, the Hong Kong
dollar wfll come under serious
pressure. The authorities will

have to choose: either break
the peg with the US dollar or

jack up interest rates to
defend it
That brings me to interest

rates. Many East Asian tigers

are not nice in democratic
terms but they are good places
in which to invest That argu-
ment could apply to Hong
Kong after 1997.

In that case, though, Hong
Kong should have Indonesian-
style interest rates. After all,

it has Indonesian-style infla-

tion. How can a city in China
continue to have nominal US
interest rates but an Inflation

rate four to five times that of

the US?
Hong Kong's real interest

rates normally are negative in

real terms but they have gone
positive recently. My guess is

that they will reach 5 to 6 per
cent in real terms by 1997 -

and that could be seriously
optimistic if there is capital

flight

The present Hang Seng level

is fair value for investors,

with nominal interest rates at

6 per cent and profit growth at

10 to 12 per cent annually. But
if nominal rates rise to 14-18

per cent (&6 per emit in real

terms), then the Hang Seng
looks fair value only at 3,000-

7.000 compared with nearly
10.000 now. And profit growth
could be even lower than 10-12

per cent in a market domi-
nated by property and. banks.
Remember the mooncakes.

They are particular favourites

at Hong Kong’s moon festival

held in the middle of the Chi-
nese autumn, when the moon
is fullest

During the festival, it is tra-

ditional to try to chase the
moon back up to the sky so

that time will stand still. But
time is running out for Hong
Kong, and moon-chasing may
not work.

NOW YOU'RE REALLY READY FOR BUSINESS.
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Weekend Investor
Wall Street

Default: could the

impossible happen?
Maggie Urry watches the budget battle between

the White House and Congress

London

A heady taste of the high life

Philip Coggan looks back on a week of records

•Ay.;.

C
ould the biggest bor-

rower in the world
default on its debts?

Listen to the politi-

cians in Washington and you
might think that the United
States is about to do just that
And while the stock market
can usually manage to ignore

politicians, for the next few
weeks they will be thrust into

investors' faces as battle rages

over the budget deficit.

The unthinkable - as Robert

Rubin, the US Treasury secre-

tary, calls a possible default -

is threatened because the gov-

ernment is only Sobn away
from breaching its debt ceiling.

It is not allowed to borrow
more than S4.9 trillion. If the

ceiling is not raised soon, there

wiJJ be a crunch.

October is a bad mouth for

government finances, as more
money goes out than comes in.

On Tuesday, the Treasury
announced a Stibn cut in the

size of next week's Treasury

bill auction in an effort to post-

pone the evil day, and Rubin

has some other ideas for sav-

ing a lew billion. But even if

the Treasury does manage to

struggle through to November,
it faces a huge challenge on
November 15 when §25bn of
interest payments on existing

debts are due.

If it cannot make those pay-

ments. the bonds - backed by
the "full faith and credit" of

the US Treasury - will be in

default. Rubin warned the

nation in a Thursday night
television interview, that if the

US government broke its faith

with investors it would raise

its cost of borrowing for 20

years to come. And that would
increase borrowing costs for

the private sector too, from
mortgages to corporate debt
No one really expects the

ceiling to be breached. A last

minute deal will be done to

raise it and all will be calm.

But, before that happens, we
can expect a great deal of

brinkmanship, with the debt

ceiling being used as a counter

in the politicians' light over

the budget deficit.

Politicians do not seem to

care, or perhaps understand,
how the financial markets will

take the wrangling. Darwin
Beck, economist at CS First

Boston, expects “a great deal of

volatility over coming weeks”.
Equally, the foreign inves-

tors who hold around a quarter

of the US Treasury’s debt may
not realise that politicians'

threats of triggering a default

will just be posturing. They are

likely to become increasingly

Whither the budget deficit?

S biffion

500 CSO forecast

Source: Ccrgress'onal Budget Ottco

•The Republicans" ptan

to balance the budget

nervous, unsettling the bond
and currency markets and. in

turn, the equity market.

Bond yields are low. The
yield on the 30-year bond,
which has fallen to 6.3 per cent

although it was backing up
yesterday, is not far above the

cost of overnight money as set

by the Federal Reserve at 5.75

per cent. Bond yields have
fallen to levels last seen when
the Fed’s rate was 3 per cent.

That means the market could

be particularly vulnerable if

investors unnerved by the

headlines decide to take some
profits.

The real issue, though, is the

future course of the budget def-

icit It Is a fight which began
the day the Republican party-

swept into power in the Con-
gress in November last year.

With a Democrat president try-

ing to get re-elected next year,

and Republican leaders already-

elbowing each other for their

party's nomination, the politics

are complex.

Equally convoluted are the

finances of the budget. This
year’s deficit is forecast at

$161bn. The non-partisan Con-
gressional Budget Office esti-

mates that, on present spend-

ing policies, the deficit will rise

to S462bn in 10 years' time.

The Republican party's plan

is to balance the budget by the
year 2002. and it enshrined that

aim in a budget resolution

passed in the summer. Mean-
while, the president has count-

ered with a proposal which he
reckons would balance the
budget over 10 years, not
seven. But the CBO using dif-

ferent economic assumptions,
calculates that the president's

plan would barely cut the defi-

cit as the chart shows.

Part of the strength in the

stock market this year has

come from a growing hope that

the Republicans' balanced bud-

get can be achieved - or, at

least, that the deficit will be

substantially lower than it

would otherwise have been.

For, if it can be balanced, the

consequences for stocks are

positive, not least because the

Republicans have promised a

$245bn tax cut over the next

seven years. That would
include a cut in capital gains

tax. which would be especially

good news for investors.

T
he balloons were
inflated- the firework

display litup the sky
and the party poppers

were popping. The FT-SE 100

Index and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average both
reached all-time highs this

week.
It has been a good year for

investors. By Wednesday
night, with Footsie closing at

3.593.0. anyone who had
bought an index fund at the

start of 1995 was sitting on a
17.2 per cent gain (assuming
that the manager’s charges

and the dividend yield roughly

cancel each other out). The
stock market had managed to

climb the “wall of worry"
which seems to be the inevita-

ble concomitant of a healthy

rally.

But by the end of the week.

the champagne was starting to

go a bit fiat The anniversary

of the 19S7 Crash - October 19

or Black Monday - came and
went on Thursday with only a

14 point fall in the leading

index. But yesterday. Footsie

beat a hasty retreat, falling

nearly 37 points at one stage

before closing 27.2 points lower
at 3,551.4.

At every party, someone has
to worry whether the drink is

about to run out and whether
the neighbours are going to
telephone the police to com-
plain about the noise. It is the

sober duty of this column to

play the role of party poops'.

F
or a start, the latest

rally has been driven

by bid speculation.

Takeovers help the

market in three ways: by driv-

ing up the price of bid targets,

by causing investors to search

for potential victims and by (in

the case of cash bids) releasing

liquidity into institutional cof-

fers which can be reinvested.

For much of the year, the

utilities sector has provided

plenty of deals to keep the

speculative fever alive. But
ibis week, the market has been

stronger on takeover rumours
than on acrual deals.

After last week's merger

between Lloyds Bank and TSB.

insurance companies and fund

management groups joined

hanks as the centre of atten-

tion. As yet, none of the

favoured candidates, such as

Royal Rank of Scotland, has

been subject to attack.

The concentration on take-

overs aim pipnns that the rally

has become narrowly based.

On Wednesday, only 130 stocks

reached new highs for 1995:

back in May 300-400 stocks

were regularly recording their

best levels of the year. Richard

Jeffrey, group economist at

Charterhouse, says that "over

the last four weeks, the finan-

cials and consumer goods sec-

tors have been up, while every-

thing else has been down."
In terms of valuations, the

market also looks stretched.

On Wednesday, the yield on
the FT-A AH-Share Index fell to

a 1995 low of 3.79 per cent. Past

columns have shown that buy-

pg the market when the yield

is 'ess than 4 per cent has not

been a good policy in the past.

Furthermore, since gilts have

Celebrations seemed In order but (hen the martial started to tal)

!

Equities look clearer relative to gilts

Yield on 20 year high coupon gilts divided by yield cn F7-SE-A AT-Sha-e Irde*

2.20

2.15

Before the tax cuts can
come, though, the politicians

have to agree on spending
cuts. Naturally the Republi-

cans are proposing much
larger cuts in welfare and
health spending than the presi-

dent On Thursday, the House
of Representatives, where
speaker Newt Gingrich is per-

haps the most hawkish of the
Republican leaders on the defi-

cit, passed a bill cutting spend-

ing on Medicare, the health
service for the elderly, by
S270bn over seven years. The
Senate is expected to pass a
similar bill

2.io

2.05

Clinton's immediate
response was that he would
veto the legislation. That sets

the stage for an almighty

bust-up over the budget, with

at least some Republicans
using a refusal to raise the

debt ceiling as a threat. It all

adds up to a tumultuous few
weeks for Wall Street

Dow Jones Ind Average
Monday 4,784.38 -9.40

Tuesday 4,795.94 +11.56

Wednesday 4,777.52 -18.42

Thursday 4.802.45 +24.93

Friday

2.00 1 :

Jan

Source. FT Extel

1995 Oct

I Highfigfits of the week
Price Change 1995 1995
y"day on week High Low

FT-SE 100 Index 3551.4 -16.6 3593.0 2954.2 Profit-taking

FT-SE Mid 250 Index 3939.5 -5.8 3891.3 33009 Profit-taking

Amos 511 +20 515% 324 General investment buying

Argyll Group 324 -22 369 254ft Stranger sector competition

ASDA Group 96ft -8ft 111 64ft Stronger sector competition

Bluebird Toys 364 +103 381 202 New contract

Body Shop 128 -14 194 107 Lower than expected figures

Doritnq Kmdersley 538 +38 538 295 Positive presentation

GRE 243 +16 252 160ft Bid talk

Guinness 501 -14 636 404 Warburg downgrade

Microvitec 52 +9ft 53% 30ft £20m deal

Northern Elect 885 +47 989ft 621 1!* National Grid dividend hope

Smith (WH) 387 +19 484 321 Posfttva agm

Trafalgar House 22 -5 76 18ft. Profits wanting

Tring inti 52 -52 128 52 Profits wanting

not participated in the rally

(they have yet to recover from

the failure of the last auction),

the yield ratio edged up to 121,

its highest level of the year.

Wall Street also remains a
worry, although it is only fair

to point out that US bears have
been repeatedly disappointed

this year. Nevertheless, one
cannot view the historically

low US dividend yield and the

high price-to-book ratio, com-
bined with tiie lack of a 10 per

cent correction in the last five

years, without some measure
of disquiet.

On the UK corporate front

the four week average of the

dividend index, this column’s

indicator of corporate senti-

ment fell to 43.1 per cent this

week, its lowest level so Car:

Admittedly, we have reached

the tail end of the results sea-

son and few significant compa-
nies are reporting, but the

trend is not encouraging.

This week’s statistics gave a
distinctly mixed picture of the

strength of the UK economy.
From the point of view of ordi-

nary folk, the best news was
the 27,000 monthly drop in

unemployment, which took tire

jobless total to its lowest level

in four years. The markets
looked less benignly on the fig-

ures, however, on the grounds
that such signs of economic
strength make a cut in interest

rates less likely.

In contrast, the official sta-

tistics on retail sales show
scant evidence of economic
strength on the High Street.

The volume of sales was
unchanged between August
and September and was actu-

ally 0.4 per cent Iowa, on a
seasonally adjusted basis, than

its level in September 1994.

It is hardly surprising that

consumes are keeping their

wallets . dosed, since; . the
anniiiil rise in uhdexiyiDg aver-

age earnings is stock at'325
per cent That is less than tile

headline rate of inffatuh (£s
per cent in September), and
consumers have also had to

face tax increases this year.

The consumer sector is so
weak, in fact, that there may
be some economic justification

for tax cuts in the forthcoming

Budget. The problem
,
is that

public sector borrowing contin-

ues to race away - £3.7bn in

September and £20.4bn in the

first six months of the finan-

cial year. Economists are now
looking for £30bn in the full

year, compared with the Trea-

sury’s original forecast of

£2l.5bn (since revised to

£23.6bnX

Tax cuts, could be offset by
reductions in public spending

but that is a lot easier to prct

'

pose than to achieve in prac-

tice. Kenneth Clarke, the chan-

cellor, could also attempt to

square the circle by offsetting

personal sector tax cuts with
corporate sector tax increases
- another potential worry for

the market
But since the market did

reach a record high this week,
it is only fair to end with the

comments of a buLL *Tf you are

pessimistic, you could say this

is a speculative bubble which
will fall apart" says Charter-

house’s Richard Jeffrey. “But I

think these market levels will

be validated as traders start to

take a more optimistic view
about the prospects for eco-
nomic growth in 1996."

Jeffrey thinks that the UK’s
gross domestic product will

grow by 3.3 per cent next year
and he is expecting Footsie to

end 1995 at 3,800.

Barry Riley

Bursting the technobubble
Technology is hot now - but the boom carries seeds of bust

T
he City of London’s

investment
community is

worried: in

swallowing the emerging

markets story again this year

but ignoring the technology

story, it appears to have made
a big mistake. Only a dramatic

bursting of the technology

bubble, as opposed to the

recent mild sell-off, would
cure the woes of British

professional investors.

Those exotic emerging

markets are dull although,

admittedly, there has been

some recovery after a poor

first quarter. But the IFC
Composite index is down 10

per cent this year. In contrast,

investors in the United States

largely have ignored these

wilder fringes of the global

investment scene and have

bought heavily into their own
internal emerging market, in

technology stocks.

The new Morgan Stanley

Tecb-35 index, stitched

together hastily to catch this

particular boom, rose 62 per

cent between January 1 and
September 20 although the

recent burst of profit-taking

has trimmed the gain to a

more modest 40 per cent or so.

Technology has fuelled the

continuing boom in US
mutual fund sales, with $76bn

net being poured into equity

funds in the first eight

months. The more aggressive
funds have a third of their

portfolios in technology

stocks. As for the UK, the

best-performing unit trust

over both one year and five

years is now Prolific

Technology.
But is there really such a

thing as a technology sector?

In Europe, hardly. You mil
search for one in vain in the

FT-SE Actuaries tables.

If it exists, it is very much a
phenomenon of the US, a land

of fads and fashions which
believes that its restless and
iconoclastic approach to

business - the mare so, the

further westwards you go - is

now giving it a crucial

advantage over the
slow-moving and
backward-looking Europeans.

Certainly, there is not much
ofa technology story in the
London stock market A few
fashionable minnows have
soared to the top of the

performance charts (and some,

like Tadpole Technology, have
tumbled again) but major

sectors like media, electronics

and telecommunications are

only middling to poor in terms

of their performance rankings

in 1995.

According to Michael

Bourne, a City fund manager
now launching Finsbury

Technology Trust, a fear of

technology runs through
London (not to mention
Edinburgh). Professional

investors hate putting money
into something they do not
understand.

But technology-based

companies, begging the

question of exactlyhow you

define them, now account for

perhaps 20 per cent of the US
stock market So, British

investors largely have
shunned Wall Street and, to

the extent that they have
retained small portfolios

there, they have
underperformed the indices.

Yet. technology is a
powerful economic force, even

Professional

investors hate

putting money
into something

they do not

understand

if you do not gamble on
particular companies with

techno-babble names like

Globotron Meganet (if there is

such a company somewhere in

California, I apologise). You
can argue, for instance, that

the extraordinary strength of

the retail hanking and life

assurance sectors in the UK
stock market this year - up
nearly 40 per cent - is due to

technology as much as

takeover bids, which are only

the means whereby
productivity gains can be

implemented.

Suddenly, these are great

sectors in which to invest (but

very dangerous for people to

be employed in, except as

systems engineers).

Throughout the economy,
technology is being used to

raise productivity and de-skill

the bulk of the work force,

factors which help to explain

why UK company earnings

per share have risen by 75 per
cent over the past three years
while average employee
earnings have increased by
only ll per cent None of this

is new but it is happening
faster than before, certainly in

the services sector.

Structural upheavals also

are taking place. Look at the
way in which British Sky
Broadcasting has, in the space
of a few years, come from
nowhere to be a company
worth £6.7bn, not far short of 1

per cent of the whole UK
market capitalisation. But
BSkyB is not a high
technology company itself - it

simply exploits technology,

which is creating enormous
entrepreneurial opportunities.

At the same time,

technology is an important

factor behind the appearance

of large surpluses of industrial

and commercial property,
leaving the construction

industry in a desperate state.

Upstart BSkyB is already

worth more than Blue Circle,

Redland, PHWngton, George
Wimpey and Taylor Woodrow
combined.

This year’s boom can be

attributed largely to the

acceleration in personal

computer development
stimulated by the acceleration

of Intel's product cycle in

microprocessors and the

introduction of Microsoft's

Windows 95 operating system,
revealed this week to have
sold 7m copies by the end of

September, giving a new boost

to technology stocks. Ripples

are spraying throughout the
electronics industry, for

instance generating freak

profits in commodity products
such as standard memory
chips.

But this boom clearly

contains the seeds of the next
bust as enormous capacity is

installed to meet demand
which seems insatiable but. at
some moment not too far
away, will prove not to be.

Before that happens, the

technology expert's challenge
is to move on to another, quite
different cycle within the
loosely-defined sector in
biotechnology, say, or
telecommunications.
Technology stocks rarely

have been long-term
investments: RCA. a high-tech

Wall Street hot stock of its

day, rose from $10 in 1926 to

$114 in 1929 but was at £150
three years later. Each
breakthrough destroys its

predecessors, but the benefits

can still be felt elsewhere in

the economy.
So, think technology but

buy financial services stocks -

not including, though, those

UK fund management houses

where the investment
strategists are waiting

anxiously for some action in

Thailand or Taiwan.
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Outlook for rates leaves Dow lower
Wall Street

< '*
•

Specuktwn that interest
would remain steady thronrf?

sL1Erh,r
-

prices lower, writes Lisa Brrm
sten rt New York ^
With most of the reporting

season now over trader!
tamed attention back to mon*
taiy policy. Particularly impormt wal a speech delivered
late on Thursday by Mr Alan
Greenspan, chairman of the

the central bank must not he
lulled into a sense that infla-
tion was permanently under
control.

to peculation that
the Fed was not likely to cut
interest rates at the November
IS meeting of its Open Market

S™1 ““ding bondPnces sharply lower.

u” on the bond mar-

to-
1 techDol°ey sec-

tor combined to put an end to

M;. which began bte «
At i pm the Nasdaq compos-

3*2J Points lower at
L043.76 and the Pacific «ffock
exchange technology index

0.7 per cent Iowa-.
Several technology compa-

nies continued to be hurt by
reporting only as-expected
earnings rather than present-
ing investors with stronger
than expected profits growth.

Silicon Graphics, the US soft-
ware company. sBd io per
or $3% at $32% after reporting
on Thursday that net iriwwia
was up 29 per cent in the first
fiscal quarter. The company's

earnings of 33 cents a share

were in line with estimates.

The Dow Jones Industrial

Average was offa72 at A80L73.
The more broadly traded Stan-

dard& Poor's 500 was off L52

at 589.13. while the American
Stock Exchange composite was
L56 lower at 532JS5.

Volume on the NYSE was
very heavy far the second con-

secutive session as traders
unwound positions in connec-
tion with the afternoon expira-
tion of options and futures on
share indices. By 1 pm 218m
Shares had rhangpri han/jc

,

Amgen, a US biotech com-
pany, slipped 9 per cent or $4%
at $45% after a disappointing

earnings report Analysts at
two braking houses, JP Mor-
gan and Brown Brothers Harri-

man. lowered their ratings.

Canada

Toronto was weak in midday
trade on continuing worries
about the outcome of Quebec's
separatism referendum, and a
falling bond market. The TSE-
300 Composite index was down
27,89 by noon at 4.447.60 in vol-

ume of 342m shares.

The banking sector was
weak. Bank of Montreal fell

CSV* to CJ29V. and Toronto-Do-
minion Bank fell C$% to
CS23V4.

Some high technology issues
were also marked down. North-
ern Telecom lost C$1 1

/* to
C$44'/> and Lehch Technology,
the electronics equipment
maker, fell C$l% to CS83V4.
Czar Resources traded flat at

C$124 after news that Gulf

Canada Resources had decided

not to proceed any further

with its takeover.

Amsterdam hopes for

a dose of excitement
Latin America Trading has been lacklustre, says Ronald van de Krol

Early trade saw MEXICO CITY
firmer in thin early trade on
speculative buying ahead of

third quarter earnings reports

due next week. The EPC index
was up 026 at 3252.13 by mid-
day. Volume was 92m shares.

Export companies were
active on news that the prelim-

inary September trade surplus

was $904m. a much larger fig-

ure than had been than expec-
ted.

SAO PAULO was slightly

firmer by midsession in a tech-

nical correction to recent falls.

The Bovespa index was up 359
at 46209.

EUROPE

Traders take cover in Italian political crisis
A rapidly deteriorating
political situation left MILAN

.tumbling as Mr Silvio Berlus-
w^ocim and the centre right par-

ties turned up the temperature,
demanding a no-confidence
vote in Mr Lamberto Dini’s
government and threatening
strong opposition to the budget
proposals.

The Comit index fell 1725, or
3 per cent, to 57027, down 5 per
cent on the week, while the
real-time M5btel index lost 224,
or 2.4 per cent, to 9,077.

One Milan analyst said; “The
political situation has deterio-
rated significantly as the day
has progressed. The prospect of
an early general election is

looking much greater.”

Another said: “The traders
are sitting here with their hel-

mets on." He added that an
early general election, before
agreement could be reached on
the 1996 budget, made the out-
look very uncertain. Specula-
tion that the Bank of Italy

might soon raise interest rates,

to defend the lira, compounded
the downbeat mood. “The pic-

ture is becoming very clear,

and it is very dark,” he said.

The telecommunications sec-

tor, formerly a favourite with
foreign investors, was among

. the hardest hit Telecom Italia

ijfell L98 to L2277, Stet was L155
lower at L4290 and Tim lost

L65 to 12,496.
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FRANKFURT traders, ini-
tially nervous because of the
expiry of DTB futures and
options contracts, took cover
after the dollar fell through
DMl.40. The Dax index fell

27.97 to an Ibis-indicated
2,148.12, down 2.6 per cent on
the week.
Turnover, inflated by the

DTB expiries, rose from
DM4.7bn to DM72bn. A selec-

tion of front line cyclicals was
marked down, including Preus-
sag, off DM12.40 at DM403.60,
Volkswagen, DM8.80 at
DM43920, and BASF, DM520 at

DM809 although, mm Ms Bar-
bara Attmann at B Metzler in

Frankfurt, an intrinsic lack of
volume Tnremt that a trade of
300 shares took BASF as low as

DM800 at one stage of the day.

Here and there, defensive
stocks lived up to their name.
Merck, the pharmaceuticals
group, started trading at
DM5620 against an issue price

of DM54. Dresdner Bank saw

net purchases from retail
aiwwinte and the shares hart

only eased to DM56.45 at the
and of tiie day.

PARK continued to fall back
on currency weakness and the

CAC-40 index dropped another

1628 to 1,740.72, a week's loss

of 4 per cent Chartists pointed
to the fact that the next sup-

port line was to be found at the

1.720 level.

Corporate activity abounded
and there was considerable
trade in Generate des Eaux as
investors anticipated a set of

disappointing interims. The
shares settled down FFr15.10 at

FFr411.80 and, after the dose,
the company reported a first

half profit of FFriBtin, against

FFrl.3bn in the same period
last year.

GAN went against the trend,

rising FFr2 to FFr12820 as the

insurer reported a *rnaUw than
expected first half net loss.

ZURICH gave up an early
advance as activity eased after

the expiry of October options

and futures. The SMI index fin-

ished 4.1 weaker at 3,120.4, but
it was still 0.4 per cent higher

on a week which had seen the
market trade at its high for the
year.

Nestte registered lost SFrlO
to SFrl.171 and SMH. the
recently high flying watch-
maker, fen SFrl4 to SFr746 on
the easing dollar and an
increasingly downbeat mood
among analysts.

Financials were steady but
pharmaceuticals were mixed,
with Roche certificates down
SFr2D to SFT8210 and Sandoz
registered picking up another

SFi5 to SFT955 ahead of nine-

month results next week.
Elsewhere, there were vary-

ing degrees of pain. A 20.37

drop in the ATX index to 895.71

left VIENNA down another 52
per cent on the week following

the collapse of the Austrian
government, following a 3.6 per

cent drop in the week before.

HELSINKI was 7 per cent
down on the week with the
Hex index off 45.87 at L970.L
Nokia A fell FM7 at DM253,
down 142 per cent on a week
which brought eight month
results, disappointing the
stock’s US fans; a further
weaking in the New York ADS
price for Nokia yesterday indi-

cated roughly FM248 a share
after the Finnish market

closed.

STOCKHOLM was inclined
to accept Ericsson's argument
that it was less exposed to the
analog mobile telecom market
than Nokia, and Ericsson Bs
only fell another SKr2 to
SKr92. However, it was less

kind to what seemed very good
results from Trygg-Hansa, and
the insurer's shares dropped
SKr4 to SKr92 as the Affors-

vSrlden General index fell 16.0

-to 1,7702, a week's fall of 12
per cent
MADRID, meanwhile,

seemed to go down with the
herd, a fell of 3.88 to 29628
leaving the general index with
a five-day fell of 2 per cent.

Written and edited by WtlBam
Cochrane, Michael Morgan and
John Pitt

SOUTH AFRICA
Shares closed steady as inves-

tors reflected on the market’s
drive forward during the
week. The ontlook for gold
shares, however, remained
negative, dealers said, follow-

ing disappointing quarterly
gold mine results. The gold
index «mfc to a 30-month low
in morning trade, but picked
up later to end off 24.6 at

12352. The overall index fell

25.7 to 5226.7 and industrials
by 272 to 7,4832.

T raders on the Amster-
dam stock exchange
may well heave a collec-

tive sigh of relief on Monday. It

is then that trading starts in

shares allotted to investors
who participated in the second
tranche of KoninkUjke PTT
Nederland (KPN), the telecom-
munications and postal group.

They will be gratified, not
because the government is

more than F15bn ($3hn) richer,

but because the market can
finally swing its attention hack
to other issues, possibly help-

ing to bring some life back to
what has been lacklustre trad-

ing on the bourse.

At best, however, the
exchange can expect only a
very modest increase in the
months ahead, analysts fore-

cast Many resort to the word
“sideways” to describe how
they expect prices to develop
between now and the end of

the year. This means that care-

ful stock-picking is the best
strategy for the rest of 1995.

For KPN, the end to the gov-

ernment's sale offer is unlikely

to bring any immprtiatp signifi-

cant upturn in its share price.

The stock has underper-
formed the overall market by
nearly 20 per cent since it

hpramp clear in March that the
government was considering

pulling the issue forward to

the autumn, from a previously

planned 1996 or 1997. Before
March, the shares had
achieved a 17 per cent outper-

formance since the first

tranche of shares was floated

at FI 49.75 in June 1994.

In recent weeks, the shares
have stagnated closing yester-

day at FI 55.00, and this is the
yardstick which will be used
by underwriters when they
announce the final offer price

on Sunday night or Monday
morning.

With sentiment cooling
towards European telecom
stocks in general, the outlook
for KPN shares is quite modest
in the short term, unless for-

eign demand for the second
tranche proves to be heavier
than forecast

The market as a whole is fee-

ing a similar period of unexcit-

ing growth. The consensus
forecast for end-1995 puts the

AEX index at 460 points, barely

higher than yesterday's 45425
finish, a week's loss of 1.4 per
cent
One of the few factors which

could inject an element of
excitement, however, is the
impending start of the third-

quarter reporting season.

Among the first companies
to issue results, on Thursday,
will be Philips, the electronics

group. Its shares soared well

above FI 80.00 in July from
FI 65.60 in late June, before set-

tling back to close yesterday at

FI 68.00.

Analysts expect a rise of

some 30 per cent in the quar-

ter, compared with the same

KPN
Share pries and index (rebased)
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strong quarter a year ago. But
this may not necessarily trans-

late into a higher share price.

“The price of Philips depends
partly on sentiment in the US
for high-technology stocks."

says Mr Herman van Everdin-
gen, analyst at Kempen & Co in

Amsterdam.
Nevertheless, Philips appears

on the “fevourite stock lists" of
many domestic brokerages.
Other recommended stocks
cited by brokers - such as

Hagemeyer, the international

trading house, Ahold, the
Dutch supermarket group, and
KBB, the stores group - also

tend to have a consumer focus

of some kind

Ahold's shares hit a 12-

month high of FI 61.60 a month
ago and have held up well

since then, even though the
market has fatten. The stock

closed yesterday at FI 6020.
Mostly absent from the rec-

ommended lists are cyclicals.

since the peak of tbe business
cycle is now thought to have
passed for paper, chemical and
other commodity producers.
The cyclical sector’s pros-

pects were not helped by Ned-
Uoyd, the transport group. In
early October, the company’s
warning of a substantial fall in

its ordinary 1995 profits sur-

prised the market.
The shares, which dropped

15 per cent to FI 46.60 on the
day of the warning, before
sinking to below FJ 40.00 the
next day, have now recovered
some of tbose losses, closing

yesterday at FI 42.10.

One exception in cyclicals.

according to Mr Frank Hoogen-
dijk. an analyst at MeesPier-
son. is KNP BT. the paper,
packaging and distribution

group.

Despite its involvement in
tbe production of paper, now
deemed beyond its peak, the
company is also strong in the

distribution of paper and
graphic equipment, making it

an attractive “late cyclical".

Mr Hoogendijk said his bro-
kerage's recommendation was
“to focus ou tbe more defen-

sive stocks and to search out
growth shares in the more con-

sumer-orientated sectors, with
an eye to benefiting from a
recovery in consumer spending
in 1996." Besides individual
retail stocks, this also includes
the big publishers such as
Elsevier and VNU.

W ith the bourse now
expected to show lit-

tle more growth for

the rest of 1995, attention has
turned to next year. Kem-
pen & Co is expecting earnings

per share at Dutch companies
to grow bv 12.4 per cent in
1996.

At the same time, there
should be a continuing under-
lying demand from domestic
investors, while foreign inves-

tors are showing increasing
signs of being attracted to guil-

der paper because of the cur-

rency's strength.

“On a 12-month view, the
index should be able to move
in the direction of the 500-point

level," says Mr van Everdin-
gen.

ASIA PACIFIC LONDON EQUITIES
Wall Street high takes Nikkei over 18,000 LIFFE EQUITY OPTIONS RISES AND FALLS

On Friday
Frifls Sams

On tbe weak
Rises FUb Sams

Tokyo

Investors were encouraged by
Thursday's Wall Street rally

and the Nikkei average closed

above 18,000 for the first time
since Monday, writes Emiko
Terazono in Tokyo.

The 225 index closed up
201.97 at 18.15723, 12 per emit

higher on the week, after trad-

ing between 17.973.40 and
18218-61. A rise in futures

prompted arbitrage, which in

turn triggered buying in high-

technology stocks. Hie leading

electronics companies are

announcing their results next

week, and some investors tried

to increase their exposure;
Rarningfi are expected to have

been boosted by the decline in

the yen.

Volume totalled 260m shares

against 296m. The Topix index

of all first section stocks rose

1L46 to 1,445.73 and the Nikkei

300 2.19 to 27122. Advances led

declines by 701 to 319 with 164

unchanged.
In London, the ISE/NOskei 50

index rose 221 to 123420.

Brokers, which will release

half year results on Monday,

rose L7 per cent Nomura ris-

ing Y3Q to Y1.S40 and Daiwa
Securities Y20 to Yl.240.

Hie electronics sector rose

1.4 per cent Oki Electric, the

most active Issue of the day,

gained Y6 to Y968, Hitachi

gained Y10 to YL0G0 and Tosh-
iba added Y18 to Y753. Con-
sumer electronics companies
were also higher with Matsush-
ita Electronics Industrial
adding Y20 to Y1220 and Sony
up Y30 to Y520O.
Haseko, the condominium

builder which announced that

it would write off huge losses

from its property investments,
rose Y5 to Y356 following an
initial decline in early activity.

Trading in the company was
halted on Thursday ahead of

its awnmmMinpnt
In Osaka, the OSE average

rose 104.18 to 19222.48 in vol-

ume of 23.6m shares. Nintendo,

tbe video game maker, rose
Y16Q to Y720O-

Roundup

The region was mixed, but
biased towards tbe downside.

BANGKOK reacted to analy-

sis of brokerage earnings
which suggested that finance

stocks may have had a disap-

pointing third quarter. The
SET index fell 1520, or L2 per
cent to 1.38221, 22 per cent

down in the week, in moderate
turnover of Bt52bn.
Phatra Thanakit, a major

finance and brokerage house
which posted a 5 per cent prof-

its rise for the third quarter,

fen BU to Btl83.

HONG KONG fell on profit-

taking triggered by index
futures-linked selling, the
Hang Seng index shedding
8627 at 929524, slightly better

than flat on the week. Turn-
over rose from HK3.36bn to
HK$329bn. SHANGHAI Bs fen
0.461 to 56.243 on a poor debut

for Tnnw Mnwgniiii Erdos Cash-
mere Products, which closed

12 per cent below its issue
price at $0,462. Shanghai and
Shenzhen As, meanwhile, rose

by 32 and 52 par cent
BOMBAY saw short selling

ahead of next week's Diwali
holiday the BSE index fell

2525 to 3214.42 in thin volume,

nearly 2 per cent down on the
week.
SYDNEY ended a little lower

on the day, the AH Ordinaries

index closing 5.10 weaker at

2,10620, but a fraction higher
on the week, reflecting caution

about the US equity market
and uncertainty over the tim-

ing of the federal election.

SEOUL was disturbed by
claims that a former president

has amassed a huge illicit

slush fund, investors sat on
their hands and the composite
index fell below 1200, closing

529 lower at 99423 for a 1.9 per
cent fell on the week.
KUALA LUMPUR recovered

as economic concerns earlier

in tbe week gave way to talk of

a narrowing in Malaysia's
trade deficit for August The
ELSE composite index closed

14.42, or 12 per cent higher at

95923 on improved volume of

88m shares, but still down a
fraction on the week.
Chase Perdana extended its

run-up on rumours of a reverse

takeover and asset injection,

rising M$120 to M31220 in the
market's heaviest volume of &l
million shares.

SINGAPORE saw a late pick

up in Malaysian share activity,

while bargain hunting in
domestic blue chips led tbe
broader market higher in thin

volume. The Straits Times
Industrial index ended 19.16

higher at 2,10722, a percentage
point lower on the week.
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RIGHTS OFFERS
Issue Amount Latest
prtee paid Renun.

p up data

1995
High Low Stock

Closing VOT-

priOB

P
320 IM 14/11 114pm 93pm Alumasc 112pm -1

105 NB 24/11 17pm 5pm Anskv&tstn Ptrrt 5pm
16 NS 28/10 2pm %pm Bans 2pm
490 M 13/11 103pm 5£bm Forth Ports 9)pm
950 Ni 8/11 >52pm 1l3>apmRMC 128pm

pm pmrtdum.

FINANCIAL TIBflES EQUITY INDICES
Oct go Oct 19 Oct IB Oct 17 Od 16 Vr age ‘High -Low

OrrBnery Share Z5B9& 2821i 263&5 28203 2814 4 2333.7 26805 22383
Ord. dv. yield 4,06 4J3S 4 04 4.07 4.0B 4.41 4.73 4.02

P/E ratio net 15.92 1801 1805 1SLS4 15.S1 1830 21^3 1835
P/EnstonU 15 73 18B» 15.B6 1865 15 S3 17At 8821 1817
for 1BBS. Ontnoiy9m hdu since corrwUlon. m3JB ZJtxyw. tom AB.4 2&B/40
FT CWtay 9m Index bsse dale 1/7/35.

Ordniy Stare hourly changes

Open 9J» 10J» 11j» 12J0Q 1100 14jOQ 1800 1800 Wgh Low

8b 17

24b 35

1b

«b

9b

2D

X
s

2627.4 26312 2624.7 26283 2617.2 2613.3 26080 25989 2597.7 2634.7 2595.8

Oct 2D Oct 19 OCT 18 Oct 17 Oct 16 Yr ago

5* 7b Bb

25 38 <3

74b 67b SO

3 7b n
im mk 18b

SEAO faergalns 28064 29.824 29.215
Equity turnover pmJt - 16086 1909.4

Equity twponst - 34^11 34.085
Shares haded (rn^T - 8584 6398
t&Cfttae Intra-martat buonees ml ov»bb» turww.

28.372

1467.4

33^92
561.4

30.199 22J02S
12833 1407J
38122 25388
452JS 5581

* IMaripAg aecwlty preo. FVmnkam doei are

sad an Mtawt pnee
Oaotwr 20 Tad eorxiactt. Etay end Index

optbnc 53)750 CMc 24380 Pub: 28670

Americas i

Euope (740)-

J&DM
,,19430

Nordic (130)-
.28853

Padflc Basin (8321 —
Elko-Pacific (1572)-*

Nccth America (603).

Europe Ex. UK (533).

.154^6
J3T32A
ja&sn
.173.14

Padflc Ex. Jown P4®-
Worid Ex. U9.fi70S
Wodd Ex- UK PQS«) —
World Ex. Js»an (1783)

.

.35892
„172-42
-19050
-22M8

05
-0.1

-0A
06
02
as

-o.i

-02
02
04
02

20836 14052 10037

18345 123.74 14299

273.14 184)21 21006

14818 9058 11392

181.63 1O0LO1 12590

.22295 15090 17344

110333 11016 12729

24298 1B346 18098

102.66 10B.70 120.76

17079 12196 14011

20699 14098 102.78

10699
10301
24797
10226
12593
235.11

13692
2254S
12012
15857
20690

05
-06
-19
05
09
05

-0.7

-01
-09
09
Ol

243
390
1.78

127
2.13

244
294
326
2.17

298
2.75

219.70

104.77

29092
1S4.Q2

17Q.80

23496
17320
25796
17293
18078
22090

20792
18397
27451
14848
16143
22195
10397
243.10

16248
17926
20871

13892
12494

18598
9699
10894
14945
11095
18391
10898
12087
14072

The World lodge (2266) 183.7S 09 182.77 12327 14244 16198 02 228

162.59 10454
164.73

2S050
10952
PpKQ?

10354
215.70

17357
23253

I FT GOLD MINES INDEX
144.14

215X8 Od %c*b Oct In tail WE 62 aWk

113P8 101.73 17352 14553 17155 19 M day 18 ip ytt s mb H0k Ire

126.48 12550 17653 154.73 17256
6ofcl taes bates (34) 181846 -19 1837.12 227624 290 _ 238433 182751

173.68

12024
180.47

23358
167.75

22S57

23551
17858
268.72

17658
14845
211.10

18854

15458
280.08

Be^xralfaRea

fata (IB) 247624 -15 2S1341 368554 459 2151 371157 2428.19

12751 129.12 178.73 15542 17450 mrrUi(E) 225744 -05 227554 2891.14 222 2599 2951.40 176620

140XS 158.13 19152 163.48 177.18 Horffi America (12) 156SJ5 -05 158155 177058 056 4436 183150 1348.16

16352 206.17 22153 17655 190.13 Ccpyrlghc hie Rnandai Trees unwed 1996. TT Oou Mm inOeo* is a nademerfe ol The RnancU

14258 18153 10455 16552 17054
Urea Lhntad. Rgres h bradala taw mmfaar csrepwkn tela US Data*. Base VBbex 100050
91/1&9B. f Parties. leM prices •») irwwdi44s lor thb aAjgn.

ZL.^iQL.adSbltadaPairia.

fs^tstssasesssr'
1005. AI rigMs raeanrad. *FT*®iP Aeataa* b a JoH tndaoaik ol The rmnnriri Unwa LMtad ant aandard 6 Pacta.

il ksEchos
mucuLUMf UQnkBtndrrComlM

The FT can hdp you reach addBona! business rsadara In France.

Our Bnk wfth the French bLstnsss new^xaper, Les Echos, gives you a unlquo

recnitmem advertising opportunity to capitekse on the FTs European

readershtp end tn further target the French business world.

For information on rales and further details please telephone:

Toby Finden-Crote on +44 17) 873 3456

r
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British Funds, etc

Suarameafl Expat Franc* Cora PLC 12^%
Gtd Ln SJk 2002<Tteg) . £123)1 (iBOcM)

Corporation and County
Stocks

UK Public Boards
Metropotun Ware/ MetropaBa i Wmr 3% a

Stk 63/2003 • C?J (130=95)

Foreign Stocks, Bonds, etc-
(coupons payable in London)
Aooey National Starting Capital PLGB%%

SubOrtl GUI BC3 HJCWfBrfVarsJ - £99% 82
1170=95)

Abbey Nation* Treasury Seres PLC 8% Gtd
bos ana ibt C Van - E97%

Asda Hnonoe Ld 10%% Cm Cap
Bds2005{Br E5000&100000I - £123*4
(180=95)

BOC Group PLC 6%% Bds 2004tBr£ Vara) -

CB8% (130=351
Bangkok Land (Cayman blonds) Ld 4*2%
Gtd Exch Bds 2003 (Reg W Si COO)
ss7ij neoos)

Barclays Bank PLC 9.875fe Undated Subord
NTs - 002% n 60=951

Bradford A Btfigley Buflding SoceiyCotered
PtgFttefra ZOCOiReg MutoOCCO) - £97

British Gas W1 France BV Zero Cpn Gtd
Bds 2021 fBr SVar) - S15.1

British Gas PLC 7%-* Her, 2COO (Hr C Vit) -

£96 >2 (13Gc9Si
British Gbs PLC 8*1,% BCS 2303 lEr £ Var) -

£98.45$
anwh Gas PLC 8^54 Bds 2CG9 IBr E Varf

£100*3
British Tetecommunicaians PLC Zero Cpn
Baa MOOtBitiMo&lOOrai - C7t •*

Bmtsh Ttttcormrurv^ttdra plC Bas
2003 IBr E tfari - £33*2

Brrtrsh Tetecsmrrurweacra PLC 8*; 55 Bds
2020ffirCVarsi - £101 9385 i‘.GOC95)

Bttrrafi Camel Capdai’Je’Ser,' Ld 3*2^ Cnv
Can Bds 20C6 [Res CIOOCj - r-K*: *3

Cheltenham S Gtoucester PLC 11/49s
PerpSuMTO Bds -018% HTOC9S

Do Notional* Imresienngsa** N.V. &*!*-.

Bds 22/l2/39<Br C Vara, - £94=4 H 70=95)
DenmsrWWngewr err S-'i% tes 199S fBr £

varj- £98.1 i160c95j

Duons Group iCaenal! PLC 6%:‘ Cnv Gtd
Bds 20C2 (Br£500cai50XCl - £ICtb :2

ECC Group FLC 6>jK Or Btb
2C«3(BrnoaCSl30tKI - £95*2 |10Oc95)

EH Enterorae Fran« FLC 5V% Gtd E*ah

Bds 2006 (Reg ££C3CI - £101% (120=95)
Fcitc PLC 8%y> Bds 1997 Or £5030: -

£101*4

Gbuo Wellcome PLC 6.75'it Ms 2T0t>Br3

Vara I
- SI 02 .2 H80c35i

Glaxo Weucame PLC 8%^ Bds MOSiBiE
Varej - E100*« %

Guaranteed Expert Finance Cep PLC Gtd
Zen Cpn BCS 20CC^-CC«aiCC00Ci -

£68,41

HaBSm Buikttng Society 8%^ N3 1997
(BtCVar) £102.7

Hafihu Bukfing Socwry :C'-jV. SuPctd Bds
1998 fBrCSOOC) £105}| H70c9Si

Hanson PlC 9*2% Cm Suacrd 2006 fBr

EVan - £101 ltTOc95(
Hanson PLC 10**^ Sts 1997 (Br £Var) -

£10509 (iiOcQSi

totemaborcri Bank lor Rk & Dev 9*416 f?tia

2007 iBiEMOO) - £105 (18Gc95|
naly^HepuLfc Ofi 6^* Gets 37Va«C23
(RegtmMutlSiOOQi - S9J%$

Japan Devetapmen Bank 7.£%©d Bds
1999 (BrSeanous) - S1C5J6 1170=35)

Land Securities R_C 9:216 Bra
2OO7fBr£100OaiOOCO; - £102% 7, (780=95)

Land Securities PLC 6*4% Cnv Bds
2OO2(Br£10CO! - £97

Land SecunOes PLC 9*»% Cnv Bds 2004
(Br£500Cfl£0000) - £108 (160C95)

Lloyds Bank PLC 10% 14 SuDcrt BC3
lWtXBfEIOOOOl - £105 1130=95

London EJeondty PLC 8"6 Bds 2003 (Br £
VaiJ • E97JQ4

Lonrho Frame PLC 8S GtdCnvBds
20060r£l00a^0000,100c00l - £1001*
(170c95)

MBL tntl Finance IBermudal Tta 3% E«ch GM
NG 2002 - 5106325 106.45 t170c95)

Naocral Westmmaer Bank PLC J l4r*^
Subord NB 2001 (Er £/ar) - £1 14.7

(1BOC95I
National Wesmensier Bank PLC liljSb Und-
SuONB ClOOOiCnv to Pri)Reg - DCMIx
(1BOC95)

Portman Bunding Society Rtg Rte N!s
1997(Br£100008100000) - £100 100J01

(130c95l
PowerGen PLC Bds 2003 (Br

£100008100000) - £101 JS
Redland Capital PLC 7*4% Cnv Bds
HJOEIBrei 00081 0000) - £33 (13Cic95)

Rebel Henwig Inti Finance Ld 9*4% Pwp
Subord Gld Nts Or £ Var) - £82*4

RotftscMds Comraation BrtC.[W3% Perp
Subord Gtd Nts IBrtVancms) - £80*4

Hoy* Bank of Scotland PLC 9*2% undated
Subord Bds (Br C Var) - SS7(I70c95)

Roy* Insurance Hldgg PLC 9%% Subord
Bds 2003 IBr E Van - £102*4$

SaatsburyUi PLC 825% Nts 2000IBrC Vara) -

£1009 (130C95)

SalnsbixyU) PLC 825% Nta 2000(Heg) -

£101 (160c95J
SaJnsbuty IJJtChann* tstsubiLd
a*z%CnvC^jBds 2005(Br £50008100000) -

£1234i«4i
SEEBQARO PLC 8*J% Bds 2005(Br E Var) -

£97.72

SmHhkfew Beecham Capital PLC B*g%Gtd
NO 200«Bm 000. 1000081 00000) - £1009
(1BOCB5)

SudwestdeubcheLandbank CapMMsPLC 5%
Gtd Nts 1999(BrOWl 000.1 OOCOI DM99J9
100*8 (160c95)

TSB Group PLC 12% Sutxvd BOS 2011 (Br

£100008100000) - £121 .1 2 H30C951
Tarmac Rrtinoa (Jersey} Ld 3*a% Cm Cop
Bds 2008 (Reg £1000) - £96 (1 BOcS5)

TfltaKLyte KHn PLC/TaMLyle PLC 5*t%
TSUtFnGflBda 2001 (Br) W/WtafT&LPLC -

CB4^ M
Tesco PLC 8*»% Bos 2C03(Br£Vb^(FyPd) -

£101 <2

Tesco PLC 10^1% Bds 2002 (Br CVaO - £1.1

Tesco Capital Ld 9% Cm Cap Bds 20Cb<Heg

£1) - £120*2 *»1J»*8 l»J1*a*l2 ,4S
3

Tesco Capri* Ld 9% Cm Cap Bds
200S(Br£5000&10000) - £120 1%

3i Intematlan* BV 71,% Old Bds 2003 (Br £

Van - £95** neoesa
Tokyo Beane Pmrer Co Inc 3S»% Nts 1998

(Br $5000 8 10000) - S106.B25 (I30c95)

Tretaigar Hose PLC 10H% Bds
?006(BriM 0008 10000) - £80% 3 (170C95)

U-Wng Marine Transport Corporation *2%
Beta 2001 (Reg In MuU $1000) - $103*8
(1SOC95)

WarburglS-G.) Group PLC 996 Rsrp Subord
Nts (HepNtsaO - £89

Yorkshire BuOrtaty Group PLC 9*4% Bds
2020IBr£ Var^ - £99*2 flTOc99

YartoNm Bectrtclty Group PLC 8*8% BA
2005{BrCVaO - E98]] f160c95)

Bata Brcnoe Corponiikn SFIOm FRN
November 1996 EH9J6 (170c95)

Deutsche PtoidbneMJnd Hypo AG £l00m
8*b» Debt Inst 30/12/96 - £101.4$

Deutsche Ptandbrtaf-und Hypo AG $200m
6*4% Nts 29/12/38 - SI 00.85 (170cSS)

Euroflma B3J1 70m 8.125% Debt Ins 20/12/

99 - EG1D4*a (160c95)
FlrtamKpepubflc ofl £S00m 7K Bds 26/10/

2000 - E08JI18OC95*
OeatenetchtniiB KoruoBbank AG S20tbn

A8T5% Debt trebuniaiei 22/10/98 - SOT
97jni (130c95)

Smdenpungdom ol} ECUSOOm 7*s% Nts XV
6/2000 - EC10OB

S«t3B Bank Corporation £250m 8.75%
Subord Bds 20B/200S - C99J 11TOC99

Toyota Motor CredR Corporation S2S0m
7.75% Nts 19/12^7 - $103.42 (130035)

Treasury Corporation of Victgna SAIOOm 9%
Mb 27/B/2005 - SA1U% (1B0c»)

Sterfing Issues by Overseas

Borrowers

BnaaUQty Of) 11**% Red StV 2008 - £117
(16009

kM Corp 3*2% SOdla to) - £38(180c95)
Saltard (Cay Of) 7% Ln Stk 2019(Reg) - £81 *s

(1BOC95)

Bank or Greece 104,% Ln Stk 20iopn -

£1007,$
European Imestmav Bank 8% Ln Stk 2001

(Reg) - £104*2 I180C95)

EtnpGin kwestmant Bank I0*g% Ln Stk

200483eg) - £1 12.72$ 3x$
mtemaoan* Bank IwRec & Dev Hik Ln

Stk 2003 - £1 18*2

New Zealand 11*i*% Slk 2008(ReH) - £120 20

Petraleas Meaicanta 14*2% Ln Stk 2006 -

£108>a$
Span(Kjngdoro of) 11 Ln Stk 2010!Reg) -

£123*2 (180C95)

Listed Companies(excJuding
Investment Trusts)

ABF tmreatmenta FLC 5*j% Lws Ln Stk 87/

2002 50p - 41 (160c95)
ABF tanestments PLC 7*2% Una Ln Stk 87/

200? SOp - 45 (103C95)
ASH Capn* FinanceiJeraayiLd 9'j7* Cm
Cap Bds 2008 (Reg Unas lOOp) - £73

(16Qc95)
ASH Captt* FtnancflUemey)LiJ 9*2% Cnv
Cap Bds 2006 (Br £Van - £72*3 d60c951

Abbot Group PLC '*4% Cum Cm Red Prl £1
- 72 (I30c85)

Aetna Malaysian Grovnn FundCavmaniLd
Ord S0J3I - 512% (130C95)

Albert Flatter Group PLC ADR (10:1) - 38.1

Alexander 8 Alewnaer Services he Sits of

Class C Com Stk Si £143* (I30c95i

Alexon Group PLC 6J75p (Net) Cnv Cum Red
Prl lOp - 59 naOc95j

Atted Domecq PLC ADR (i:T) - S7 98

I180C951
Allied Ootnecq PLC 5*2% Cum Prl £1 - 61

(180C951
Aided Domeca PLC 11-4% Deb Stk 2009 -

£123*4$
ABied taomeco PLC 7*a5i Una Ln Stk - £77
|18Dc95)

AMed Domect) PLC 7/,% Urc. Ln Stk 93."38 -

£39*4

Allied Danccq Fmarraai Serra PLC 6V-s
GwCnvSiOVtScsJOJS ReglrtuiULlOOO -

£100
Allred Dome-sa FHarxol Ser.-a PLC 6/4%
Gld Cm Subord Bds 200&Br £ Van - £98
96*,

Albert Lcndwi PrcpertrCS PLC Id'S Cam Prf

El - 110 fl6Dc95l
Alins PLC 5 5 h. Cnv Cum Non-VTg Red Prt

£1 - 75*’ 9 *4

Arncrcai Brands ins Sns ot Com Sm 53.125
- £26*4 S 42.'c

Amentech Corp Shs ct Com Stk 51 - S5T *4

IITOeW
Ammcji PLC Ord IrTQ 05 - 57
Andrews Sykes &tva PLC Crr» Prf 50p - 70

Anglian Water PLC SV.i bvSar-Lnked LnS*
20CSlc.4S98r:l - £132*2 3

Anglo American Indusm* Carp Ld 5.625%
Cum Prf RZ - £3.11 1170=951

Asarey PLC 6Z5CC- Cum (rrt Pll £1 - 63 *2
neocasi

As&ociaxd Bnloh Ergmeerj-g PLC 4.3™
Cum PH Cl - 47 H60c95>

Autamated Securcyii-cdgs: PLC 5r
« Cnv Cum

Red Prtn - 40*2 :i€Cc95!

Automated SecuntylMttcs* PLC 6% Cm Cum
Red Pit £1 • 29 40 1 *2 52 2

BAT lneustr.es PLC ADR 12 1| - S176C4407
nroc95,

BET PLC ADP '4.1, - S7914BE5
BOC Group PLC ADR ,

f .1 * • S13 46 IITOcMi
BOC Group PLC 12*4“ Una Ln Stk 2012/17

- £128*2

BTP PLC 755-7*11 Cnv Cum Red Prti Op -

173|1BC=9S,
6TR PLC ADR i4 ll - S23:4 i130c»)
Bank ot treianciGcvemcr & Co ofi Unrto NCP

S3i SrsA £1 8 E9 liquidation - £1?.1

(180c96r
Bank of ScoCandfGavernar 8 Co ot) New
9*4% Non-Cum inti Prt Stk £1 - 113*2

Banner Homes Group PLC Ord I0p - 46
Bartiys PLC ADR (4: II - S47 7404 (130C95)
Bore/ava Bank PLC 12% Una Cap Ln Stk
2010 - £120*2 116GC95I

Barclays Bank PLC 16W Uns Cap Ln Stk

2002/07 - S13BA 11TOC951

Bardon Grow PLC 725p INeit Cm Red Prt

25p - 82 (1BOc95l
Bardon Group PLC 11J5p Cum Red Prt

2005 top - 103 (170c95)
Bar 8 Wallace Amotd True! PLC Ord 25p •

208
Bass PLC ADR i£:1) - S21.05 |160c95)
Bass PLC 10*6% Deb Stk 20TB - Cl 14.2 I2

(1BOC95)
Bass PLC 7\i% Lira Ln Stk 92/97 - £39
fl0Oc95l

Bass Investments PLC 7kj% Uns Ln Slk 92/
97 - £100 n;Oc9S)

Beigesen d v AS "B" Non VTg Shs NK2.5 •

NK1345 (180=951
Stmingnam LVJshires Buk*ng Soc 9*j%
Perm bit Bearing Shs £1000 - £94 '2 T» 5

Blue Circle bidustnes PLC ADR |i:i) - £4.68
BxwHenry) & Sens PLC Civn Prl |5J?5%) £1

- 64 f130c9S)

Boots Cc* PLC ADR (2:1) - S78.1B H30c95)
Bradford 6 B^ipley BUUng Socwtvli'e^k
Perm im Baarnig Shs C100O)- £115 *b

Bradtad S Binglay Bukfing Soraety13%
Perm mt Bearing Shs £10000 - C12fl*«$

Brent alternation* PLC 9% Cun Red Prt £1
- 99 (170c95)

Brent WaAer Group PLC Wts to Sub tor OW
-0>*

Brent Wefcer Group PLC 85% 3rd Non-Cum
Cm Red 2007/10 £1-11

Bristol Water PLC 84t% Cum bid Prt £1 -

111*4 (170C99
Bristol Water HkJgs PLC Ord El - £1155
Bristol Water Ffldgs PLC 6.75% Cum Cnv
Red Prt 1998 Shs £1 - 185(130=96)

Bristol & West Bedding Society 13%% Perm
Ira Bearing 9u £1000 - £132*4

Bfitarmifl Buddng Sooaty 13% Perm hit

Bearing Shs £1000 - £127*2 6 *4

British Airways RjC ADR (10:1) S74.4408
Brttth-American Tobacco Co Ld 0% 2nd
Cun Prt Stk £1 -65(1TOc95)

Bmtsh Land Co PLC £7% Suborn hrd Cnv
Bds(Reg) - £88V

Brttkfi Luxf Co PLC 10*i% DM 1st Mtg Dab
Stk 2010/24 - £112 (130C95)

Brftth Lmd Co PLC 1 l*s% First Mtg Deb
Stk 2019/24 - £121% H30C95)

BnOah Petroleum Co PLC 8% Cun 1st Prf £1
- 90 (1 70c95)

British Petroleum Co PLC 9% Cun 2nd Prf

El - 10? (180=95)
British Ste* PLC ADR (10:1) S2 7^2
318915

British Steel PLC 11*3% Deb Stk 2016 -

E123*e .175 (170=95)
British Sugar PLC 10%% Red Deb Stk 2013

- El 17 (180=35)
BrowrHJohn) PLC 4%% Sec Ln Slk 2003 -

£75*2 (1BOC95)£75*2 (190=95)

Bronn^ohn) PLC 5%% Sec Ln Stk 2003 -

Bran* KofeSniBS PLC 4.6p (Nat) Cnv Cun
Red Prf 20p - 59 60 1 2 (13OC0SI

B*gbKAJ= ) G Co PLC Ord Sfs Sp - 52$
Bi*na>(H-PJHidsa PLC B%% 2nd Cum Prt

El -112$
Burnish Castro! PLC 7%% Cun Red Prf £1 -

74(180=35)
Burton Group PLC 8% Cnv Uns Ln Stk 1BB8/
ram - £35

Butte NOrtlng PLC )0% (Net) Cnv Cum Rod
Prl 1084 top -3(170=35)
Cm FLC 7% A" Cum Prt lrt/1 - BXL7
Caffyns PLC 10% Cum Prt £1 - 108 (180c95)
CaStomia Energy Co Inc Shs of Com Slk

$005675 - 518%$
Canadan Pacific Ld 4% Non-Cum Prf SC
NPV-80

Captt* 8 Counter PLC 11*4% 1st Mtg Deb
Slk 2021 - C121*s (180=95)

Caban CommuitcatlaRS PLC ADR (2:1) -

5319
Cretan Communications PLC 7*a% Cmr

Sittsord Bds 2C07(Reg £5000) - £147 .18 %
Cretan Caununfcanona PLC 7*2% Cnv Bds
2007(Br £5000) - £146*2 (170=95)

FT-SE ACTUARIES INDICES
The FT-SE 100, FT-SE Mid 250 and FT-SE Actuaries 350 indices and the
FT-SE Actuaries Industry Baskets are calculated by The International

Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom and Republic of farelaid Limited.

G The Internationa! Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom and Repubic
of Ireland United 1995. AH rights reserved.

The FT-SE Actuaries All-Share Index is calculated by The Financial

Tunes United in conjunction with Ihe Institute of Actuaries and the
Faculty of Actuaries. G The Financial Times Limited 1995. All rights

reserved.

The FT-SE 100, FT-SE Mid 250 and FT-SE Actuaries 350 indices, the

FT-SE Actuaries industry Baskets and the FT-SE Actuaries All-Share
Index are members of the FT-SE Actuaries Share Indices aeries which
are calculated in accordance with a standard set of ground rules

estaMehed by The Financial Times Limited and London Stock Exchange
in conjunction with the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of Actuaries.

“FT-SE” and “Footsie* are Joint trade marks and service marks of the
London Stock Exchange and The Financial Times Limited.

financial times WEEKEND OCTOBER ^./OCTOBER22^

LONDON STOCK : Dealings
Details of business done shown below have been taken with consent

(torn last Thursday's Stock Exchange Official List and should not be
reproduced without permission.

DetaBs relate to those securities not nduded in the FT Share Information
Services.

Unless otherwise indicated prices are in pence. The prices are those at

which the business was done In the 24 hocra up to 5 pm on Thursday and
settled through the Stock Exchange Talisman system, they are not In order of
execution but in assenting older which denotes the day's highest and lowest
dealings.

niAJ"
or t^ose securities in which no business was recorded fn Thursday's

Official List the latest recorded business in the four previous days is given
with the relevant date.

t Bargains at spedal prices. 4* Bargains done the previous day.

CntrepOre me Shs of Com Stic $1 - S51*2

Ctnrtwwd ABanw HMgs Ld 7*2% uns Ln
Stk SOp - 30 (180=95)

Cheam Group PIC Prf Cl - 73$
Coast* CorpCrttrOfl SbS Of Gem Stk $033 1/

3 - 533.64742 (160=95)

Coats Pstons PLC 6%» Uns La Slk 2002/07
-£85(180=56)

Cose VlyoBa PLC 4.9% dim Prt £1 -86
Coh*KA_) a Co FLC NonV 'A* Orb 2Dp -

640
Commercial Union PLC 3_59t Cum Rod Prf

£1 - 68 1160=95)

Comnram! Union PLC 8%% Cum bid Prt

Cl - 103 >4

Cuu ttnrecial Union FLC 8%% Cum Ind Prf

Cl -110*4
Cooperative Bank PLC 3.25% Non-Cum kid

Prf Cl - 111% (180=951
Gootaon Group PLC d.9% Pta Ord SOp - 38
(160=95)

Coofcson Group PLC 4£% Cum F"rf Cl - 65

Cooper (Frederick) PLC &Sp (Net) Cnv Red
Cum Pig Prt lOp- 71

Content PLC ADR 0:1) - 54.53$ *g$
Content PLC 6% Cnv Uns Ln Slk 2015 -

E55 7(t80c95)
GourtaukK RC 7%% Uns Ln Slk 2000/05 -

£93(130=95)
Coventry Bufcteg Sooaty 12%% Perm tnter-

eax Baartng Shs £1000 - £118%
CnxU Intematnrul PLC 5£% Cum Prt Cl -

67(13005)
Batty Mai & General Trust PLC Old SOp -

£13 (170=95)
Dagety PLC 445% Cum Prf £1 - 67
(170=95)

Detjenhama PLC 7>4% Uns Ln Slk 2002/07 -

£89*2 (170C95)
Debenhams FLC 7%% Ura Ln Slk 2002/07 -

£90*1 1130=35)
Oencora PLC 6^5% Cum Cnv Red Prt £1 -

951180=95)
DewtVrct Group PLC 9.75% Cum Prt £! -

115
Owns Group PLC ADR 0:1) - SI 8.36

(160=95)
Dover Corp Com Stk SI - S40J4S1 |170c95)
EMAP PLC 5% Cum Prt £1 - 57 (16Cc9Sl
B*>3 PLC OnJ 10p - 485 95 5 500 10 5 20 5

a 30 5 7 840
El Ora MmngSExptaraiion Co PLC Old lOp -

640$
&TW5S FLC 6.25p(Nel) Cnv Cum Red Prt 5p

72 3 *j

Enterprise Oil PLC 11^% Urs Ln Stk 2016 -

£120 f130=951
Ertcst»xt(LJi>L)(T*efcnakiieboiaget)Ser

BlRegfSK2J - S22J1S95 SF258S SK149
27 *j *j A2 % .77 EO .16 2 *2 *2 1 1 85
*2 *2 % 2 2 *23 *4 *2 *2 87 4 13 *2 *J .73

JS 5 5 *2 67 7.13

Eifo Done-/ S.CA Shs FR5 (Depository

PecapB) - 199 202 3 5

Euro Disney S.CA Shs FR5 iBn - FBI 5.77

.78 B .93 8H 6 6
Eurotunnef PLC.'Eurotunrrel SA Lkirts

jSiroram tracnDed) - FR7 15 3
Exploration Co PLC Che Stk So 340 5

(100=66

1

FBD Holdings PLC Ora IrSC.SO - £1.795
El .33 I130c95l

First National Bukfng Scoety Perm
bit Bearing Shs £10000 - £110*4

FlsonsPLCADRM ij-S1c*s jB
Fbons PLC 5*£% Lha Ln 5tk 2304.TS - £74

7*2 (160C95I
Foikes Group fix era So - 56 nscir35l
Forte PLC 9.1% Uns Lr Sifc 35J300C- -

£100% lteOc9£-(

Fonnum 8 Mason PLC Orf Stk £1 - £73

(130=95)
Frelnum & tAis^n PLC 7'*> CxJtr. Prt Slk El -

79
Friendly Helots PLC 7"« 'Cn» Cum R?d Prt £1

- 90 (130=35)

GKN PLC ADR (Ml - $IJ%$
GN Great Manic Ld Shs Dh'ipa DK416J
<130=951

G.T. Chile GrCAin Fund Ld Crt SC.C1 S37*2
6

Gencrdl Aoadenf PLC :Vi Cum Ltd F*rt £1

- 96*4 *2 % % 7

Grewra! Acddmrl PLC a"’"*.. Cixn Inrs Prl Cl
- Ill *4

General 0e.^nc Co PLC ACR fin - S5.15
if70=95'

Gibbs S Dertlv PLC OTO life - ffi .170=35)

GfynweO tnlertwiios* FLC 7%ry Cum Prt £1
- 73(160=951

Grarfl Morirpotitrei PLC -: -t ~8 Cum Prt £1 -

54(160=95

1

Grand Mclropolcan PL£ £ » Cum Prt £1 - 56
iiaOc?51

Groat Poriland Estates PLC 9 5S tst I4tg

DCO Stk 3016 - £104% 5.37468 > 1 70=951
Groat Uniroras Stc'cs PLC 5-j> Red Uns
LnSlV - C59 :i7Gc35l

GraraSs Groip PLC 8 :s Cam Prt £1 - 100
1170=951

Greerutts Group PLC tt'i'-t Deb Stk 2014 -

C 1237e 1130=95.
Greenaits Grauu PLC 7°i Cnv Subcra Bds
3003 (Re-3) - £117 .1? *4 !j

Guardon Media Group PLC PLC 4% Cum
Prt £1 -60 |160c9S)

Gittrmeaa PLC ADR (51) - £25^$ S40$
HSBC Htdqs PLC Ord SHtC (Hong Kong

Regj -SHt 13.67 .
74 4.16 08666 .470B2

.470835 .471381 >2 £867
HSBC HWgs PLC 1 1 69% Subord Bds 3002

(Rogt - E110 3%
HSBC HWjs PLC 11.£3% Subord Bas 2002

(Br SVar) - £113% 080=951
Halifax BUkSng Society Perm hr 8e»-
mg Shs £50000 - £98% 080=95]

Halifax Binding Society 12 4" Perm bit Bere-

mg Shs £1 fReg £50300) - £121 |1EOc9£9
Hambros PLC Non Via £1 - 61 *2 il6Cc95)

Hardys S Hansons PLC Ord 5p - 273
Hasbro ln= She ot Com Stk 50 50 - 529*4

Haofcmere Bsiams PLC 10*2% lot Mlg Deb
Stk 311 6 -010% (1 BOcSS)

Hercufca Inc Shs of Com STk at NPV -

£3434
Hewn Group PLC We 10 sub for Ora - 38 40
Hllsdown Hldgs PLC ADR(4:1| - S1CL95

Home Housing Asaoaanon Ld Zero Cpn Ln
Stk 2019 - £10*4 [130=95)

Home Housmg Assoctofton Ld B%% Gn) Ln
Stk 3037 - £96*2 (160=951

Housing Fircmta Ccrporatan Ld 5% Deb Stk

3027 £53*2 (160=951
Housing Finance Corporation Ld 9%% Deb

SrK 2025 - £99»e *4 (160=95)

Housing France Corporation Ld 11*2% Deb
Stk 2016 - $7116.87 9 {160=951

(Ml PLC 5*2% Urt Ln Slk 2001/06 - £76 6
(160=95)

IS Himalayan Fund NV ora FLOJlf • $13%
(1BQC95)

behind Group FLC Cnv Cum Red Prf 30p -

128.94 9 32
Imftjstrial Control Services Grp PLCOrrt lOp -

856 7

htemalton* Inv. Tsi Co of Jersey13% Cum
Red Prt £1 - 100

hU Stock Exchange of UKARep ot Irl0*a%
Mlg Deb Stk 3016 - £108*2 (130=95)

Irish Life PLC Orel KD.1Q - K2.19 2.18 2.195

22 p 332 3 % 5
Jemera.Prfnces StreetEdWiurgh Ld 10%
Cum Prf £1 - 119$

Jcttmson Group aeaners R.C 7J5p (Net) Cnv
Cum Red Prf KJp- 120

Johnston Group PLC 10% Cum Prl El - 105

(160=951
Jreys Hoi* Group plc ora irso^s - 21 b
Keteny ktoustrioB PLC 11*4% Cum Prt £1 -

116(170=85)
Ktognaher PLC ADR (3:1) - S15.6 (180cS5)

Koraa-&xope Fund Ld 3HS0DR 10 BO 50.10
(Cpn 0| - £4600

Kvaomer AS. A Sts NK12S0 - NK273*2 .63

Lactoroto Group PLC ADR (1:1) - $3.66

Lend Securities PLC 9% 1st Mtg Dab SJk 98/

2001 - £B9%
Laid Securitas PLC 6%% Una Ln Stk 92/97

- £99 (170=951
LASMO PLC 10%% Ddb Slk 2009 - £110 %

fl 70=95}
Leeds 8 HoKnck Bulkfng Society 13%%
Perm frit Bearing Shs £1000 - £131%$

LewteOohn) PLC 5% in Cun Prt Stk £1 - 59
neocss)

LmtaGMrOPretnenNp PLC 5% Cum Prt Slk
£1 55 (130C95)

Lex Santee PLC 6*2% Cum Prf Cl - 56
(130=95)

Lkjnherei PLC Cnv Cum Red Prt 20p - 42
(160=95)

Lombard North centra PLC 5% Cun 2nd Prf

Cl 50 f130c95)
Laretto PLC ADR (1:1) - S2.47
Lonrho PLC 10*4% IB Mlg Deb Slk 97/2002

- £100*2
U30kw3 PLC 8% Cnv Cun Red Prt El - 105
MEPC PLC 12% 1st Mtg Dab Stk 3017 -

£127% (180=95)
MEPC PLC 8% Una Ln Stk 2000405 -

Cg7*2$
MEPC PLC 10*2% Una Ln Stk 2032 - £110*2

(160*961
McCarthy 8 Stone PLC 8.75% Cum Rad Prf

2003 £1 -93*2

McCarthy S Stone FWJ 7% Cnv Uns Ln Stk
BS/D4-E87

Mdranw Proportee PLC 'A* Old KD1.10 -

8
Malacca Fund (Cayman) Ld Pig Shs SOJJi -

S15W (170=95)
Medeva PLC ADR (4:i) - £1039696
Merchant Reufi Group PLC 6%W LfrB Ln Stk

B9AM - £75
Mwsey Docks 6 Hrebour Co 6%K Red Deb

Stk 96/99 - ESfl

Mdana Bank PLC 14% Slitord UnaLn Stk

2002/07 - £127*2$
Mn* Corporation Com She at NPV • £3%
(T80C9SD

Morgen Crudtte Co PLC 35% Cum 2nd Prf

El - 50 (170=95)
Mongrel 3naan PLC 5.625% Cmr Cum Rad
Prf £1 - 67 (13O095)

Mount CmtottB Investments PLC 10%% 1st

Mtg Deb Slk 3014 - CUBlJ (180C95)

MucWow(A5 J,)Group H.C 7% Cun Prt £1 -

59*2 81*2 (1 BOcSS)

NFC PLC 7%% Cnv Bda 2007((F)e9) - £89%
Nation* Westminster Bank PLC 9% Non-
Cum StJg Prt Sere ‘A* £1 - 106% *a % 7

National Westminster Bar* PLC I2*z%
SubOrd Uns Ln Slk 2004 - £122%

(170C951
Newcastle Staking Society 1*%% Penn
Merest Bearing She £1000 - £128%

News International PLC 49% (Fmty 7%1 *»
Cum Prf £1 • 69 (180=95)

'I

News tntemaikai* PLC 8% 2nd Cum Prf CT

-78*2
NewtorcChanbare 8 Co Ld 35% (Fntty 5%)

13t Cun Prt Cl - 59 (160=95)

Northern Foods PLC 8%W Cnv Suban* Bds
2008 (Regi -£85%

Northern Rock BuMng Society 12%% Pom
w Bearing sw nooo - ri36% 7

Ortsis PLC ora lOp - 24 6
P $O Property HokSngs Ld8% Uns Ln Slk

97/99 -£95%$
Pacific Gas & Bectric Co 5/B of Com SKS5
-S2S.4 (170=95)

Portdand Qraup PLC Old 25p - 167 7
Paterson Zochonb PLC 1DK Cum Pit £1 -

121 (170=95)
Pearaon PLC 1&625% Utb Ln Slk 2007 -

£133% [iBOcSffl

Pe* Hldgs PLC 10% Cum Prf 50p 55$
Pe* HkJgs plc 9%% 1st Mtg Deb Stk 201

1

- £102 (130=95)
Poet Hldgs PLC 525% INet) Cnv Cun Nan-
Vtg Pit £1 - 118

Pe* South East Ld 8%% Uns Ln Stk 87/97 -

£98 (170=95)
Pe* South East Ld 10% 1st Mtg D«0 Stk
2028 - £97 (160=95)

Pentreniar % Onentrt Steam Nav Co 5% Cum
PM 3th - ES2 (130=95)

Penradar & Oriental Steam Nav Co 3*2%
Deb BtXPerp) - E33$

Pretdns Foods PLC Spfffca) Cun Cnv Red Prf

lOp -92
PetraCna SA. Ord Sts NFV (Br m Denom 1 J5

a 10»- BC8800
Ftemaaan & General (ms RJC 9*2% Cum
Red Pit £1 -901130=95)

Pokphand (CJ>j Co Ld Sts SO05 (Hong
Kong Registered) - SH357

Rotgleteranrst Pfattnums Ld Ord RIOZS -

337*2$
ftawUng PLC 88% Cum Red Prf £1 - 96
(170C95)

Quarto Group me B.75oiNe0 CnvCumReoSIs
of PW Stk 50.10 - 155 5(160=95)

Queens Mom Houses PLC 12% 1st Mrg Deb
Stk 2013 - £94 (180=35)

HJELA.Hldgs PLC 9% Cum Prt £1 - 83
[130=951

RPH Ld 9% Uns Ln Stk W/2004 - £100*2
Racsf Bectrcnes PLC ADR (2.1) - 37^
(170=95)

Rank Ongmsabon PLC ADR (2:1) - 513%
Recfcm & Colman PLC 5% Cum Prt CT - 57
(130=95)

Regs Property Kdgs PLC 8%% Gtd Uns Ln
Stk 1997 - £97*4 (I30c95)

Ftenoid PLC 7%K 2nd Deb Stk 92/97 -

£90% (170=95)
Renctd PLC 6% 1st Deb Stk 91.W - £99%
(170c95)

Rectf CorpOroDcn PLC 455% (rfrty 6*2%)
Cum Prt Cl - 62 (180=95)

Rohr Inc Ste of Com Slk Si - S15%
Rofcrffcv=e Psner Engmeenng PLC 3%
Cum Red Prf £1 - 53 (170=95'

Roraon PLC Orf 5p - -*5 52 5

Rocner PLC 11*2% Cum Prt £1 - 125*2 30
(180=35)

Rotorfc PLC 9*2% Cum Prt El - 1:0 2
160=95)

Royal Bank of Scrcand Group FLC 5*2%
Gum Prl £1 - 72

Royal Bank c# Scotland Group PLC 11%

Cum Prf £1 - 110

Boyd insurance Holdings PLC 7%% ©w
Subord Bds 2007 (Br £ Vat) - £135*2

Rugby Group PLC6% ura Ln S% 93/38 -

£94*2 080=95)
SamsbuyfJ) FLC ADR )4:i) - SZ7.43

(1BOE95)
SLModwrei Properties FLC (L5% Cum 2nd

Prf£ - ICO (lGOtSS)

Savoy HoW PLCV Ota 5p - £18 (160=93

SchoB PLC 6^% Cun Red Prt 2001/05 £1

100

Scholl PLC 6*4% Cnv Cum Red Prf 2J06/11

£1 -96*z 8 100 (ISOcSS)
Scottish Metropolitan Property PLC 10%%

is* Mtg Deb Stk 2016 - £107.48 (170S95)

Scotash 8 Newcastle PLC 7% Cmr Cum Prf

£7 - 270 (130=95)

Sears PLC (FmV 7%) "A" Cum Prt n

-

71 fi 80=95)
se«a PLC 7%% uneLnSth 92/07 -=»%
(170=95)

Severn Rrvrr Crasams PLC 6% Index-Linted

D8b Slk 2012 (8666961 - £120*2 (180=95)

Shefl Transpcrt&TnctesCo PLC Crd Sto 25a
prXCpn 195 - 747 (160=95)

Shea Ttorapori&TreengCo PLC 5*2% 1c
PmCurqEl -6S(18C*C95)

SMd Group PLC Old 5C - 6*2 (180=95;

ShieU Grow PLC 5.84% (Net) Cnv Cum RK)
Prf £1 - 11 (130C95)

ShoprltB Group PLC Ord 5p - 7 8

Shoprtte Finance (LK) FLC 7^7JprN«t>Cum
Red Prf Sts 2009 - 69

Singer 8 Friedlander Grew PLC 8£% Cm
Suacra Urn Ln Stk 2003/14 - £130
(180=95)

Sodar PLC 7*2% Cum Prf £1 - 77 (170=95)

Skfpton BulOng Society t2%% Pen tre

Beating 9s £1000 - £128*4 :j
Smflh B Nephew PLC 5*2% Cam Prf ET - 5C

R30=95)
Srmhkkmn',Farid Hcart) Ld 5*2% Cun Prt £1

- 53*2 (130=95)
SraJtiiSLAutjynfMlrJjs) PLC 9*2% Cum 2nd

Prf El -92
SoBrtiKEna Beecham FLO ADR S:l) - £2245
S 50.73 JS5 (180=95)

SmariKHne Beecnam PLCiSmurtCne AER
(5:1) - E32JJ74 S 43479725 52% 3 A *2

Standard Chretered PLC 12*8% Subord lira

Ln Stk 20Q2/C7 - £118% (IBOeSEl

Stoddard Sekera tmemanonal PLC «% Cum
Prf £1 -51 1160=95)

Suoerframe Group PLC Wts to sub tor Ora -

8 (160=95)

Syroonds Cngnoartna FLC Old Sp - 37 *2 8
THFC QndexBd} Ld 585% bidex-LirAbd SX
2020,69390%) - £138*2 ;17C=9£;

TSS Group PLC 10%% Subcra Ln SSr 2023
-£111% %%<160cS5i

TT Group PLC 1C375K, Crv Cum Red Prt

Shs El 1997 - 515 nS0c95r
Tate & Lyle PLC ADR (4.1. . S28.-5 ,130=93
Taie 8 Lyle PLC 8% Uns Lr Slk £OC&Oi

-

£97*2 *2 fiecta95)

Trace PLC ADR mi) - SJ.9 ^60=9^
Trace PLC 4% ura Deep Qsc Ln Stk 2G3S -

£67%
Thai Prime Fund Ld Pg Red Prf SC~ -

5S22.474’5 (160^51

irgmrra mmu reauna* fin*0 kd Pig sra Sulrf

fCffnm Brl- 532000
THCfiNEM!PLCACR(111l-e4^
Tcps Pm»ir>t PLC Ws to sub tarOre - a

Deb Slk 3C21 - £110*5 (130=851

TreWsar Horae 5575% Cwn Prt t* -

50(160=35)
TatbgarHcuaaPLC 7% Una DebSth E* -

PtC 8% Uns Ln Stk W35 -

Tracer House PLC 3*2% Una LO Stir 20GG'

05 -£64 7
Ttyaatosr House FLC 10%% Ln S»
3)31/06 - £702 5 [IBOcW

TrssaSartSc HuMinga FLC B 6% Cnv Prt £1

Troto Ucyd PLC 185% (firty 5*2*1 OF*1

Prt £1 -60(160=95}
Urtigate FLC B%% Uns Ln S* 91/96 - E99ra

U-^^njC 6*1% Uns Ln Sa BZW - £96*2

neocffll

Uroy* Cap Com Slk S0D1 - S7.55 lieOtSS)

VAUX Qrcup PLC A Cutn Prf £!_ SC

Vaux Grccp PLCW Cutr Prf Cl - 67

veeaista Group PLC ADRfifl.'l) - S*1-E

.77 % 2% % % h -515

waccn mn-rana mugs plc 725p (Nay c™
FLg Prf 10p - 14S 9 50

Wartwg (SG.) Group PLC 7%% Cum Prt £1

gg
Werner Estate Hkigs PLC 6*2% urs Ln Stk

gi.'ae • £99 (1iOc3t>)
.

vfcKnKxpra/FBdQsl PLC 8"«W Ci*ii Ftod Prt

ZC06E1-104
V/etS Fa^a & Company Sro o( Com Stk SB -

5226.636-1$

WreeWreve Propcny Coro PLC 95% Ua M*9

Dec S*2015 - £100% f170c95)

WesCand Gratp PLC 13*3% 23:8 ‘
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SPOT IHE REFUGEE
There he is. Fourth row, second from

the left. The one with the moustache.

Obvious really.

Maybe not The unsavoury4ookmg

character you're looking at is more

likely to be. your average neighbour-

hood slob with agrubby vest and a

weekend’s stubble on his chin.

And the real refugee could justas

easilybe thedeainutfeDow on his left

You see, refugees are just likeyou

and me.

Except for one.thing.

Everything they once had has been
left behind. Home, family possessions,

aflgoneThey have nothiiig.

And nothing is all theyfl ever have
unless we all extend a helping hand.

We know you can’t give them back
the things that others have taken away

(h

We’re not even asking for money
(though every cent certainly helps)

.

Butwe are asking thatyou keep an
open mind. And a smile ofwelcome.

'

It may not seem much. But to a
refugee it can mean everything.

UNHCR is a strictly humanitarian
organization funded onlyby voluntary
contributions. Currently it is responsible
for more than 19 million refugees
around the worid.

.
..WM

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

P.0. Boot2500
1211 Genera 2, Switzerland
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®ha
I
e prices lose ground as profit-takers

Ry Steve Thompson,
UK Stock Market Editor

move in
and other Indices hit 1995 peaks.

second-line stocks
Itefeflure of an early attemot tn

5“ »*«* SlSS SS2-
drive the FT-SE 100

3’®5_Jevel saw equities qiricSv u UP on the day. although
1°®® upward momentum and

lt
o
elJ ^ ov®r the week.

iSrs^fa *«p»y 10^ JSsse. 1* ™ *»
With the continued absence of*» nanouredtek^veJ

bids m the financial and oSeTsK
tors again causingmm ftP 4-L^ _ _

feers jpeculator. to' Ice'S
enthusiasm, there was plentv nf

for Profit-takers to move in
.

*

The FT-SE 100 Index closed 27.2
dowocin the session and 16.2 lower
on the week. Earlier in the week
Footsie reached an all-time high

In equities was also

^ by a poor Performancefrom international bonds.
_.HS hoods performed well over-

bu^ ^)e®an to lose ground yes-
terday. after worries about US infla-
tion, put forward by Mr Alan
ureenspan, chairman or the US Fed-
ora! Reserve, undermined senti-ment GUts. which edged higher in
the early part of the session, began
to wilt m mid-morning, and contin-
ued to fall away during the after-

noon. There was increasing unease

in London ahead of next week’s
auction of £3bn-worth of gilts. The
last gilts auction was uncovered
and caused severe uncertainty
arrows markets.

The trading session began with
FOotsie up seven points and looking
In good shape after the latest
upsurge by US stocks. Wall Street

moved sharply higher on Thursday,
with the Dow Jones industrial Aver-
age closing at an all-time high.
With at least one of the lading

UK securities houses giving the
leaders a strong push. Footsie hit a
session high of 3,594.3 before 9am.
and looked well set to launch a
determined attack on 3,600. The

early enthusiasm quickly petered
out however, and intermittent bouts
of selling pressure saw the leading
index begin to slip away.
An almost total absence of sup-

port for equities was evident during
the rest of the session and share
prices continued to lose ground.
Wall Street's unexceptional open-
ing, which saw the Dow up a few
points before slipping back, did
nothing to sustain London.
Marketmakers were disappointed

with the day's performance but still

hoped that some of the bid stories

could come to fruition next week.
Bank shares, which have been in

the limelight since the surprise
merger between Lloyds Bank and

TSB, were among the biggest casu-

alties yesterday. Royal Bank of

Scotland, widely regarded as the
hottest takeover target in the sec
tor. was heavily sold, as was Stan-

dard Chartered.

Turnover at 6pm was 799m
shares, with customer business on
Thursday reaching £1.61bn.

Some traders refused to rale out
further moves in the utilities sector.

Moves by the water companies to

absorb their regional electricity

counterparts are thought likely if

the Department of Trade and Indus-

try flags through the North West
Water bid for Norweb. And North-

ern Electricity was seen as a poten-
tial bid target for Scottish Hydro.

FT-SE-A AU-Sttara Index

1.780

Equity shares traded

TiMbhv by volume pnflon). Excluding;

IrWa-maitet business and overews tunwrer

1.000

Aug

Source: FT Exsal

Indices and ratios FT-SE 1O0 Index
FT-SE Mid 250 3939.5 +1.3 Closing index for Oct 20 .3551.4

FT-SE-A 350 1769.0 -10.4 Change over week ....-16.6

FT-SE-A All-Share 1747.78 -9.53 Oct 19 3578.6

FT-SE-A Alt-Share yield 3.82 (3.80) Oct 18 3583.0

FT Ordinary index 2599.6 -21.6 Oct 17 3562.2

FT-SE-A Non Fins p/e 16.96 (17.01) Oa 16 3557.3

FT-SE 100 Fut Dec 3570.0 -38.0 High' .3596.0

10 yr Gilt yield 8.15 18.07) LOW* .3541.9

Long gilt/equity ykl ratio: 2.20 P-20) Intra-day hfcfi am low (or week

000« Orica
,

EQUITY FUTURES AND OPTIONS TRADING
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TJQO 43T —

T
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The expiry of the index options
dominated trading on the last

day of a busy week in

derivatives, writes JoeI Kibazo.

In traded options, it was the
mid-morning exptiy of the
October index options that

was the main focus of the
session. Turnover In the FT-SE
100 at the close stood at

31,280 but volume in the Euro
FT-SE option was more
modest, closing at 6,876 lots.

Total volume in the sector was
51 .718 tots.

Hanson was the busiest

stock option, with a total of
2,226 contracts and was
followed by Glaxo Wellcome
with 2,205 lots. J Sainsbury
was also busy.

In futures, the December
contract on the FT-SE closed
at 3,570, down 38 on Its

previous dose and some 7
points below its estimated fair

value premium to cash of 26
points. Volume was 14,767
contracts.

During the session, it rose to

a high of 3,625 and touched a
low of 3,555.

FT-BE 100 INDEX FUTURES (UFFE) E25 per fell index point (APT)

Open Soft pries Change High Low Era. vd Open tat
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FT-SE-A INDICES - LEADERS & LAGGARDS
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Price war
fear hits

retailers
Food retailing stocks came
under pressure, as fears swept
the market that the increasing

price war among leading com-
panies in the sector may start

hitting profits.

The sharpest decline came in

J. Sainsbury. The shares gave
up 15 to 408p, the day's worst
performer among Footsie con-

stituents. after the company
announced a maximum
national price for unleaded fuel

at its 170 petrol stations from
Monday.
Analysts believe the move is

another step in the growing
price war that may eventually

force a downgrading of profit

expectations across the sector.

One said: The market will

watch Sainsbury’s interim fig-

ures on November l particu-

larly closely for signs of the
effects of increasing competi-

tion.”

SBC Warburg, broker to
Sainsbury, said investors
should “avoid the sector and
reduce overweight holdings to

neutral due to the aggressive

promotion activity in the key
commodity areas of petrol, fro-

zen food and produce.” The
broker believes Sainsbury to be
cheap for the long term, but
urges investors to take profits

in Asda Group and “avoid” the

second liners.

Asda fell back on the gamp
concerns to dose 2% lower at

96’/* following a busy session in

which 11m were dealt In the
rest of the sector. Argyll
Group surrendered 6’/z to 324p,

while rival Tesco fell 5’A to

302p in trade of 5.7m.

Busy trade in Hanson
International conglomerate

Hanson experienced exception-

ally heavy turnover of 35m
shares yesterday and fell more
than 2Jb per cent
The volume of shares was

largely attributed to stock
lending, the practice whereby
institutions offer equity to

marketmakers for a short
period in return for an agreed

interest payment
However, the fall of 5Y« to

193l4p in the shares reflected

concern over a newspaper
story claiming that one
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unnamed company had been
ordered to pay an Inland Reve-

nue tax bill of £i.6bn_ As Han-
son has historically faced a tax
charge of around 20 per cent in

recent years, many analysts
immediately linked it with the
article.

Dissenting voices suggested
that, during a year when Han-
son issued bonds to US inves-

tors and bought a regional
electricity group, it would have
had to declare any big bills.

Hanson issued a denial late

yesterday.

However. Mr Zafar Khan of

SGST, a long-term seller of the
stock, argued that even if the
tax charge speculation were a
red herring, Hanson would
remain under pressure. “There
is a general feeling that the
commodity cycle has peaked.
The next story will be one of

dividend cuts,*' he said.

Regional electricity company
shares performed well against
the trend, as hope over payouts
from the National Grid flota-

tion combined with the con-

tinuing trickle of takeover sto-

ries.

Northern, seen as the biggest

beneficiary of the Grid float,

gained 12 to 865p helped by
speculation that one of the
generators was interested in

doing a deal.

Belief in tie-ups

Elsewhere, there was a grow-
ing belief in regional tie-ups.

London, which has already
been linked in the press to

Thames Water, gained 1,4% to

937Vip. while Thames lost 6 to

519p. Meanwhile, a rumour
developed that Yorkshire
Water might be interested in

making a move on Yorkshire
Electricity. The two companies
each gained 6 to 646p and 9D5p
respectively.

Pharmaceutical stocks
shunned London's falls and
Wall Street's weakness as they
responded to the possibility of

extended drug patents.

Merck, the US group, said a
district court ruling had
extended the US patent on its

cholesterol-lowering drug for

almost 18 months.
The ruling was called for

under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade and ana-
lysts said the GATT patent
extension had put a positive

background to all the pharma-
ceutical sector.

The most obvious gainer was
SmithKline Beecham, which
rose B to 652%p, ahead of fig-

ures next week. However
Glaxo Wellcome, which has a
big presence in the US, rose 2

to 7B6'/«p and Zeneca was rela-

tively steady, with a fall of

only a penny to 1176p.

Financial stocks, the most
geared to rises and falls in the
market, were affected strongly

by profit-taking as heavy sell-

ing in the futures dragged
equities lower.

Royal Bank of Scotland, per-

ceived as the next takeover
candidate within the banking
sector, fell 19 to 529p. one of

the biggest declines in the
Footsie. It was closely followed
by a fall of 167* to oOlp for

Standard Chartered, despite a
recommendation from one
securities house.

In the insurance sector.

Guardian Royal Exchange,
seen as the most obvious tar-

get within the composites, slid

6 to 243p.

News that engineering group
IMI was merging its !oss-mak-

sasssgsesN
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ing titanium interests with
those of Tremont Corp of the

US cheered the market.
The shares were one of the

best performers in the FT-SE
Mid 250 index, after they
jumped 13 to 342p. Panmure
Gordon rates the shares a buy
and said yesterday, “The deal

removes a huge element of
uncertainty from the stock."

There were rumours in the

market late in the session sug-
gesting BZW was about to pub-
lish a sharp profits downgrade
in Glynwed International The
shares closed 4 lower at 352p.

Glassipaker Pilkington was
the worst performer in the
FT-SE Mid 250 index after a

block of 6m was crossed at

185p, well below the market
price. The shares fell 10 to

186p, with volume at 15m by
the close.

Trafalgar House continued
to attract buyers on its recov-

ery prospects. The shares hard-
ened VS to 22p in trade of 23m.
Intemational news and elec-

tronic information group Reu-
ters Holdings lifted 2 to 583p,
after the company gave what
was described as a “solid and
long-term positive” presenta-
tion to investors at Panmure
Gordon.
A report that demand for

advertising among indepen-
dent television stations had
dropped for November and
December hit Carlton Commn-
nicatioiis. It dropped 15 to 972p
despite recent underperform-
ance against the market
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FT writers report worldwide investment in new technology

Intel to spend $3bn on expansion
Intel, the world's largest
semiconductor maker.plans to

spend more than $3.lbn over the

nest two years to expand produc-
tion in Ireland, Israel and Malay-
sia to keep pace with rising
demand for components used in
personal computers.

Its announcement yesterday
followed a string of investment
and co-operation moves this week
by the world’s leading semicon-
ductor manufacturers.

Intel will spend about $l5bn to

build a new microprocessor plant
at the site of its plant in Leizlip,

west of Dublin. The investment
will create 1.200-1.500 jobs. Con-
tinued expansion of existing facil-

ities will bring total new jobs to

about 2,000. The new plant is

scheduled to be completed in 1998
and will produce the latest Intel

microprocessors, the “brain"
chips of personal computers.

Ireland's development agency
is understood to have agreed
around LEI00m ($160m) in grant
support. Mr Richard Bruton,
enterprise and employment min-
ister. said this “was probably one
of the best investments ever
made on behalf of Irish taxpay-

ers." Intel also announced plans
for a $l.6bn memory chip plant in

the Negev desert in southern
Israel, in the country's largest

single foreign investment. It will

employ about 1,500 people when
completed in 1988.

“Industry experts are predict-

ing that personal computer sales

will reach 100m units a year
before the end of the decade. We
are taking steps to assure that

Intel will be able to meet the
demand of the rapidly growing
market." said Mr Craig Barrett.

cent of the total investment. This
has sparked controversy in

Israel's business community.
In Malaysia. Intel plans to

spend about $30m on a factory for

personal computer circuit boards.

It is scheduled for completion
next year and will join Intel's

existing Penang semiconductor
assembly and test centre.

Intel is leading an unprece-
dented wave of expansion
throughout the world semicon-

'Industry experts are predicting that personal computer sales

will reach 100m units a year before the end of the decade. We
are taking steps to assure that Intel will be able to meet the

demand of the rapidly growing market'

Craig Barrett, Intel chief operating officer

chief operating officer.

The international expansion
follows a build-up of production
capacity in the US. where the

company recently opened a plant

in New Mexico and is building

plants in California. Arizona and
Oregon. Under Israel's law for

encouraging capital investment
in developing areas, the Intel

project will qualify for govern-

ment grants worth 1808m, 38 per

doctor industry. With world sales

expected to grow by more than 30

per cent this year to about
$150bn, more than 50 plants are

in various stages of planning or

construction. International Busi-

ness Machines and Motorola of
the US. Siemens of Germany and
Japan's Toshiba confirmed on
Thursday they are discussing
joint development of the next
generation of advanced memory

chips, expected to start appearing
in electronic devices early next
century. Meanwhile Matsushita.
Japan's largest consumer elec-

tronics maker, yesterday
announced plans to build semi-
conductor manufacturing facili-

ties in the US and Indonesia. The
plants are part of a programme to

double its production of semicon-
ductors by the end of the decade
to Y600bn ($6bn).

Matsushita plans to build a
semiconductor plant in Washing-
ton State designed to manufac-
ture microcontrollers - used
increasingly in a wide range of

consumer electronics and multi-

media applications - and mem-
ory chips. It is expected to start

production in 1997, cost about
Y60bn and be the group’s second
semiconductor plant in the US.
Matsushita also plans a semicon-
ductor assembly plant in Indon-

esia next year, its third Asian
assembly plant outside Japan.

Reporting by Louise Kehoe in

Son Francisco, Julian Oznrme m
Jerusalem, Micliiyo Nakamoto in

Tokyo and John Murray Brown
in Dublin

Japan to scrap access accord,
Page 3

US-UK air traffic talks suspended
British accused of moving too slowly to transatlantic “open skies’ target

By Nancy Durme In Washkigton
and Michael Skapinker in London

Talks between the US and UK to

liberalise transatlantic air traffic

were suspended yesterday with
the US saying the British wanted
to move too slowly towards the

long-sought objective of “open
skies".

US negotiators concluded that

the talks were being conducted in

an effort to protect British Air-

ways from competition in lucra-

tive markets. Uncertainty over a
possible merger between US Air
- which has a code-sharing
arrangement with British Air-

ways - and United or American
played a role in jettisoning the

current round.
The UK had earlier offered the

US increased access to London's
Heathrow and Gatwick airports

in an attempt to end the deadlock

in aviation talks between the two
countries.

In return, it was demanding
more freedom for British airlines

to bid for US government con-

tracts. It was also asking for

establishment of a bi-national

body to solve pricing disputes.

Negotiators had been meeting in

Washington this week in an
attempt to liberalise transatlantic

air traffic. The countries reached

a preliminary agreement in June,

which allowed for a

small increase in flights between

the US and Heathrow.
The US has, however,

demanded greater access to

Heathrow. Mr Federico Pena, US
transportation secretary, came
under fire from members of Con-
gress for failing to win greater

concessions in the June agree-

ment. Talks over the summer
failed to make further progress.

The UK this week said it would
allow a US airline to begin mak-
ing daily round trip flights to

Heathrow. It would be up to the

US department of transportation

to decide which airline would run
this service, which would last for

two years. In 1997. a US carrier

could begin another daily round
trip service to Heathrow, which

would also last for two years.

The UK also offered US carriers

the right to begin two new ser-

vices into Gatwick. Although the

offer falls short of the “open
skies" arrangement that the US
has sought, US carriers are said

to be divided, with some urging

their government to accept
The talks were adjourned ear-

lier this week for US negotiators

to discuss the offer with officials

they said were “higher than the

Department of Transportation",

an apparent reference to the
White House.

The bi-national body being
demanded by the UK would look
at complaints of predatory pric-

ing by airlines.

Berlusconi in move to topple Italian PM
Continued from Page I

by the parties of the centre left

Its majority is most precarious in

the 630-strong chandler of depu-
ties where it has to rely in part

on the votes of Reconstructed
Communism, the hardline of the

former Italian Communist Party,

to survive. The latter has yet to

declare its position and much
wiD depend upon the wording of

the confidence motion. But at

this stage the government is for

from certain to survive.

Even if it survives, the crisis is

likely to accelerate the prospect

of general elections. Mr Dini had
been hoping to stay in office at

least until June, the end of the

six month Italian rotating presi-

dency of the European Union.

But the centre-left parties back-

ing him have been seriously

embarrassed by Mr Mancuso’s
revelations on Thursday that the

prime minister for several

months endorsed attacks on the
power of the anti-corruption mag-
istrates.

Major nears

Emu pledge
Continued from Page 1

US and UK titanium producers in merger
Continued from Page 1

by the end of this year when the

merger takes effect

IMI is the junior partner in the

merger. In exchange for transfer-

ring its operations to Timet, it

will receive new shares that will

give it 40 per cent of Timet’s

equity. Tremont will have 45 per

cent and Union Titanium Sponge,

a Japanese consortium, the
remaining 15 per cent.

But Tremont has an option to

buy an additional 8 per cent

of the enlarged Timet from IMI
over the next three years,

and has management control

over the combined operations.

Tremont is known in the indus-

try as an aggressive manager of

its assets.

However. IMI said that there

were no immediate implications

for its titanium operations in Bir-

mingham from the ceding of i

management control.

contest he resisted commitments
further ahead saying Britain's

opt-out would allow him to study
the circumstances at the time.

Mr Major is said to have been
emboldened in his position by a
growing conviction that a single

currency was unlikely in the
next six years.

He is understood to have
accepted that it would put fur-

ther distance between the Tories
and the opposition Labour party,

allowing him to make it a central

issue of the next election.

The timing of the announce-
ment is delicate and Mr Major
may delay confirmation until

closer to the election to minimise
any clash with the Tory left.

THE LEX COLUMN

Operatic society
The Italian stock market has been an
accurate barometer of the health of

the government this year, so it is

hardly surprising that it plummeted
yesterday. The fate of prime minister

Mr Lamberto Dini’s technocratic
administration is in the balance. If Mr
Silvio Berlusconi, the former prime
minister, fulfils his threat to secure a
vote of no confidence, snap elections

will be called. And Mr Berlusconi has
every interest in accelerating the elec-

tion process, given an impending
court hearing on corruption at his Fih-

invest business empire.

The latest political crisis Is ill-timed.

The 1996 budget is due to go to parlia-

ment within the next few weeks, if Mr
Dini's government falls, the budget
will be caught up in an election cam-
paign. And even if be survives the
immediate crisis, his administration'
looks to be on the way out, after being
thoroughly undermined by outgoing
justice minister Mr Filippo Mancuso.
Mr Berlusconi and his allies have
already vowed to block the budget
Such fiscal uncertainty bodes ill for
financial markets
This leaves the Italian privatisation

programme looking somewhat
exposed. The treasury is due to launch
a $10bn share offer for Eni next
month, one of the largest privatisa-

tions ever, but this would almost cer-

tainly be shelved if the government
falls. And if Mr Dini struggles on, the
background for wooing international

investors will still remain unfavoura-
ble. Either way, the subsequent offer-

ings, for Stet and End. look set to be
put back on ice.
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tougher. Ford chairman Mr Alex Trot-

man chose the motor show to warn
about the threat from South Korea,
which will have the capacity to pro-

dace 5m vehicles by 1996 - 3m more
than can be sold at home. Many will

find their way to Europe.

The big Japanese and os manufac-
turers are well positioned to meet the

competitive threat because they enjoy
global economies of scale. Ford and
General Motors are increasingly fol-

lowing tiie Japanese practice of produ-

cing world cars rather than different

models for different regions. By com-
parison. even the big Europeans,
Volkswagen and Fiat, look boxed in.

Given lacklustre volume growth at
hrnnp, expansion into emerging rnar-

kets like Brazil and Tmtia will become
ever more important

hurt the large chemist chains, as well

as small operators.

The impetus for change comes not

from consumers but from the increas-

ingly powerful supermarket chains as

they battle for market share in new
product areas. So for. Boots, the Larg-

est fihffmiftts nhttip
'
has proved resil-

ient helped by the strength of its own-

brand -products. But the latest threat

is likely to cast a shadow over the

group's share price. Boots will have
difficulty increasing market share suf-

ficiently to compensate for a price war
because its market share is already

very large. There is also little prospect

that a price war will induce consum-

ers to rush out and buy more aspirin.

Boots wfi] be hoping that price compe-
tition is confined to vitamins and the

like, where discounting could conceiv-

ably boost consumption.

European motors
The glitz of this week’s London

Motor Show cannot disguise the fact

that Europe’s carmakers are having a
poor year. Earlier expectations of a 5
per cent increase in annual sales have
been undermined by flagging con-
sumer confidence, rising interest rates

in continental Europe and the suspen-

sion of special tax Incentives in
France and Spain. The latest forecasts

suggest little, if any. growth over
1994's 12m units.

This is particularly galling for man-
ufacturers since 1995 is their peak
year for new launches. From the Mer-
cedes E Class to the Fiat Bravo, a
quarter of Europe's models by volume
are being replaced this year. Given the
soggy background, they have canni-

balised sales rather than added
growth.

Meanwhile, competition is getting

UK retailing

Retail {nice fixing appears to be
nearing the end of its shelf life. Hav-
ing helped break the net book agree-

ment. Asda is now challenging price

maintenance in the over-the-counter

drugs market by cutting prices of vita-

mins and minerals. Stiff, yesterday's

announcement of an Office of Fair
Trading investigation does not mean
that abolition is a foregone conclusion.

The issue is sensitive, since a price

war could force small pharmacists out

of business. But the anti-aboHtfanist

notion that bargain prices would
encourage consumers to take medicine
unnecessarily appears rather spurious.

A likely compromise solution, abolish-

ing controls on unlicensed products

such as heahhfoods while maintaining
prices of non-prescription medicines
supervised by pharmacists, could stiff

Private finance
British ministers will doubtless be

pleased that Hermes, the pension
fund, is sponsoring a £100m venture to

,

invest in privately-financed infrastruc-

ture projects. The government's initia-

tive needed a vote of confidence: it

will only succeed if investors believe

there is money to be made from it

Thanks to Eurotunnel they are well

aware of the opportunities for losing

money an these schemes.
The potential upside, though, is real.

Unlike Eurotunnel, most of the new
projects in the pipeline will ultimately

be paid for from future government
subsidies. Investors' very nervousness
wipans the government will have to

offer them generous deals, protected

from political whim, if it wants to see

action. For investors wanting access

to these opportunities while spreading
their risk, the new fund is an attrac-

tive modeL Given the number of
opportunities likely to be on offer, it

should be able to pick projects where
risks are likely to be best controlled -

for instance where the construction

contractors have put in enough equity

to have an incentive to control costs.

For taxpayers, even if the price is

high, better-managed projects can be
good news. The real danger for them
lies in the illusion that private finance

can pay for tax cuts. Using private

finance to build a hospital or a prisons

does not mean taxpayers no longer

pay: they pay in future rather than
upfront The result is to shift govern-

ment borrowing off balance sheet The
markets would be right to conclude

that it is, in effect, borrowing all the
same.
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Global banking made in Germany.
The world is shrinking. Whereas

your scope is growing. Theoreti-

cally And practically?

Whenever you wish ro make

more rhan just a small move,

include the WestLB in your

plans. We appreciate global

thinking and. as one of Europe's

leading banks, we have both the

experience and the potential to

achieve even exceptional goals

- with you. Established as a

German wholesale bank, we

otter you all services from one
source, made to measure, reff-

abte and, if you Eke, worldwide.

Alter all. what could be closer

to your wishes than a book with

a perspective as broad as your

own?
Are you looking for a partner

near you? Simply call our auto-

matic fax service in Germany on

(+49) 211 9 44 83 70 to request

a fist of our worldwide network

straight away. WestLB
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markets
Ius investor revives Czech stocksTHIS WEEK

t
PETER MARTIN:
GLOBAL INVESTOR
Betting on the French stock market
®. in part, betting against the
collective determination of the
French elite. Perhaps that explains
wfiy. on most measures, French
equities look such a bargain. Yet
thee is little in the way of buying

enthusiasm. Page 24

By Anthony Robinson in London

4

ROBERT CHOTEs
ECONOMICS NOTEBOOK
A country’s material living

standards are usually measured by
its real gross domestic product
(GDP). But this was not originally
intended as a measure of economic
well-being. Alternative Indices have
been produced but the numbers

that emerge are almost meaningless. Page 24

Mr Michael Dingman, who made a
personal fortune building industrial con-
glomerates in the US. has invested 8140m
in selected Czech stocks to launch a new
private investment firm.

Its aim is to make money by helping to
raise the efficiency and profitability of
newly privatised companies in the former
communist world.

The initial purchase of “significant”
stakes in seven Czech quoted companies is

expected to galvanise the illiquid and stag-

nant Czech stock market and give fresh
impetus to the industrial restructuring of
newly privatised companies in other for-

mer communist states.

Mr Dingman. the 63-year-old Bahamas-

based chairman of Fisher Scientific Inter-

national and a director of Ford Motor, said

the new firm. Stratton Investments, would
acquire stakes in recently privatised com-
panies and work with incumbent manage-
ment to improve corporate performance
through “hands-on" financial and indus-
trial expertise. The company was already
looking at other investment opportunities
in Russia and other former Soviet states.

The new company will be headed by Mr
Daniel Arbess, the Prague-based former
bead of the privatisation group of White &
Case, the international law firm. Mr
Arbess advised the Czech government on
several privatisation transactions, includ-

ing the sale of Skoda to Volkswagen and
the recent partial privatisation and
restructuring of the Czech oil refining

industry’- He has also advised the Russian.

Kazakh and Vietnamese governments.

The shares were bought from Harvard
Funds, the pioneer Czech investment fund
created and run by Mr Victor Kozeny.
founder of the Czech investment fund
industry.

Five years ago Mr Kozeny. who per-

suaded Mr Dingman to launch his new
venture in the Czech Republic, fiUed a gap
in the then Czechoslovak government’s
first mass privatisation programme by set-

ting up the first Czech investment fund.

Now. by selling blocks of shares to a
hands-on foreign investor he has helped
move the Czech privatisation process
closer to what Mr Vaclav Klaus, the prime
minister, calls “stage three” of privatisa-

tion.

The first two stages involved mass pri-

vatisation through the issue of vouchers

and the transferral of ownership in over
1£00 state companies to more than 7m
Czech privatisation coupon holders.

Given the shortage of domestic capital

and the inexperience of most domestic
fund managers, the government assumed
that foreign investors would be needed to

set off the “third wave”. This requires

owners capable of injecting investment
capital and know-how to restructure and
modernise former state-owned enterprises.

Stratton, by buying packets of shares
from Harvard Fund and working with it to

create controlling stakes in the as yet un-

named companies, has now emerged as

the external force likely to set the “third

wave” in motion.

AMD in

deal to

close gap
on Intel
By Louise Kehoe
in San Francisco

BONDS:
Until the French franc stabilises and greater darky
emerges about the government's plans to reduce
its budget deficit, dealers expect French
government bonds to remain volatile. Page 26

Alice Rawsthorn reports on Investcorp, the company behind names such as Gucci and Saks

Seeking value 2s**"h* ta*

C/ $m Net income Investments too*Net income Investments

EQUITIES:
International investors have been scanning the
horizon for large Italian privatisations for so long,
they could be forgiven for dismissing the
fast-approaching flotation of Eni, the energy and
chemicals conglomerate, as a mirage. Page 27

EMERGING MARKETS:
Jordan is establishing itself as one of the more
promising emerging markets in the Middle East
following a conference in Amman of Pensions 2000,
which represents 57 US pension funds with $500bn
under management Page 25

for money in

luxury shops

G ucci has rarely been out ery stocks in the

of the papers this typically in w
autumn following the brand names. It t

CURRENCIES:
According to the script, currency markets will take
their lead this week from growth and inflation

figures to be released In the US, UK and Germany.
But political developments in Europe are likely to
have an even greater Influence. Page 25

COMMODITIES:
This week is the 10th anniversary of the oolfapse of

the London Metal Exchange's tin market, when
LME members collectively lost £600m ($930m), and
the exchange was being written off. Today it rs

stronger ‘them ever. Page 24

INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES:
Deutsche Morgan Grenfell, the German merchant-

bank, has approached international Investors with a
proposal to sell $50m of proxy shares In Gazprom,
the Russian group that controls one-thrd of the
world’s known gas reserves. Page 23

UK COMPANIES:
Hanson, the Anglo-American group which recently

paid £2-5bn ($3.9bn) to take over Eastern, the UK
electricity group, is seeking to raise £1.5bn In the

international syndicated loans market Page 22
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G ucci has rarely been out

of the papers this

autumn following the
announcement of its forthcoming
flotation and rave reviews for its

latest fashion collection: but
Investcorp, its owner, has stayed

behind the scenes.

Investcorp first invested in

Gucci in 1987 and has played a
pivotal part in its transformation

into one of the hottest fashion

names of the 1990s. Gucci which
announces its share price in New
York and Amsterdam today, is

i the third share issue staged by
Investcorp this year and the lat-

est of its high profile deals.
inelniimg the acquisition awH flo-

tation of Tiffany, the New York
jeweller, and the $1.6bn takeover

of Saks Fifth Avenue, the US
Stores chain.

Despite the publicity generated

by these deals, little is known of

Investcorp. That situation seems
set to change as the company
prepares for further acquisitions
anri HiapnsalWj Including Saks

Investcorp was founded in 1962

by Mr Nemir Kirdar, who fled to

the US from his native Iraq in

1969 and became vice-president of

Chase Manhattan and the head of

its activities in the Guff. Mr Sir-

dar said in an interview that he
conceived Investcorp as “a
bridge” between the Guff where
oil wealth had created surplus

funds, and the US, where the
recession had left a number of

companies In need ofnew capital

Investcorp identifies corporate

investment opportunities for Gulf

investors in medium-term recov-

ery stocks in the US or Europe,

typically in well-established
brand names. It then works with
management to improve the com-
pany’s performance until it is

ready for sale or flotation, ideally

within five years. Its clients lock
up their investment until the
company is ready thereby giving

it time to convalesce.

Investcorp is something of an
oddity in hanking circles. It is

quoted in Bahrain, where all its

shares are traded except for the

37.5 per cent owned by manage-
ment But it is, as one Middle
Eastern financier said, “by far

the most westernised" of Gulf-

based companies.
When Investcorp buys a busi-

ness, it pays partly cash and
partly debt from western banks.
Its Bahrain office then syndicates

the equity among Gulf investors

generally keeping up to 10 per
cent. Some investments have
gone smoothly, such as Tiffany,

which Investcorp bought for

$135m in 1984 from Avon, the US
cosmetics company. Tiffany wait
public in 1987 and Investcorp has
since divested, giving its clients

an annual rate of return of 174

per cent . •

Other transactions have been
rockier. Investcorp has bought 39

companies and sold 23 since 1962,

helping it to generate more than
$550m from the two $50m
tranches of capital its investors

raised in 1962 and 1986. However,
it closed its five-year-old trading
operation last year after it lost

98m and some corporate invest-

ments have proved problematic.

Saks Fifth Avenue: US
specialty fashion retailer

with 70 stores nationwide

Sa0.73m

Camelot: specialty retailer

of recorded music with

approximately 400 stores in

the US

$71.61m

Total assets

Guoec Italian manufacturer

of luxury leather goods,

apparel and accessories

$54191m

Burnham Service Carp:

distribution and

transportation service

company

$3&95m

Monde German-based

fashion group
$14JJ3m

Soctete NouveSe Chaumet
manufacturer and retainer of

exclusive JeweRry, timepieces

and other luxury goods

$13L36m

1990 91 92
Soucee Company reports Nerar Kirdar. president and diM executive cffii

The New York Department
Stores chain in Puerto Rico fared

so badly that Investcorp aban-
doned hope of recovery and
returned the original investment
to its clients. Other difficulties

have simply taken time to

resolve, notably Gucci which Mr
Kirdar described as “a night-

mare" in its early days.

Investcorp initially bought the

50 per cent of Gucci owned by the

squabbling cousins of Mr Maori-
zio Gucci, who owned the rest
Mr Gucci had ambitious plans to

rationalise the business and repo-

sition Gucci as a modem luxury
brand. He had a flair for strategy,

but soon clashed with Investcorp
over costs. Investcorp bought out
Mr Gucci, changed the senior

management and brought in

Bain, the management consul-

tancy.

Gucci has since returned to the
black with net profits of 52-LSm
on sales of $206m in the first half
of 1995. Demand for its shares is

so high that Investcorp last week
said it was raising the proportion
of equity on sale from 30 per cent
to up to 49 per cenL

Investcorp is now looking for

new investments to replace
Gucci But Mr Kirdar hopes to

improve the quality, rather than
the quantity of its investments.
He believes Investcorp's
resources are fully utilised in

monitoring its 16 existing corpo-

rate investments and is reluctant

to increase the 200*trong staff

for fear of jeopardising its con-

sensual management style.

Investcorp's chief challenge is

the eventual sale of Saks Fifth

Avenue. The $1.6bn acquisition is

not only Investcorp's largest

transaction to date, but Saks has
a high profile as one of the most
prominent US retailers. Unfortu-
nately for Investcorp, the acquisi-

tion preceded two tough years for

US retailing and Saks fell behind
target. Investcorp staged a $300m
capital increase for the company
in 1992 thereby enabling it to ren-

ovate existing stores and open
new ones.

Mr Kirdar says Saks has come
back on track. It still has some
way to go before it can be floated
or sold, but he hopes it will ready
in a year or two. Investcorp will

then be under the spotlight once
again

Advanced Micro Devices, the
fourth largest US chipmaker, is

to acquire NexGen, a small
microprocessor developer, in a
stock deal valued at about
8860m. The deal is expected to
allow AMD to close the technical

gap between itself and Intel, the
world market leader.

NexGeu recently announced
that it was close to completing
development of a chip to com-
pete with Intel’s Pentium Pro, a
microprocessor that Intel plans
to launch next month. The com-
pany has no manufacturing facil-

ities and its chips have been pro-

duced under contract by
International Business
Machines.
The agreed price represents a

small discount on NexGen’s Fri-

day closing price of 82114. .

before the deal was announced.
The deal already has the back-

ing of NexGen’s largest share-

holders including ASCII, the Jap-
anese publishing group, Compaq
Computer, the leading personal

computer manufacturer, and Oli-

vetti, the Italian computer
group. AMD expects to complete
the transaction by the first quar-

ter of 1996.

Through the acquisition, AMD
aims to narrow Intel's widening
microprocessor technology lead.

While AMD is offering fourth-

generation 486 microprocessors,

Intel’s fifth generation Pentium
chips are the standard “brains”

of PCs. Computers based on the
new Pentium Pro are expected

early next year.

AMD, still struggling to

launch Us own version of the
Pentium, has seen profits from
its microprocessors decline
sharply. Earlier this month the

company reported a 33 per cent

drop in net earnings for its third

quarter. The NexGen acquisition

could enable AMD to compete
swiftly with Intel’s Pentium Pro.

A “top priority" will be to begin
production of NexGen 's new
chip, said Mr W.J. Sanders, AMD
chairman and chief executive.

“The union of NexGen with
AMD catapults us into conten-

tion for leadership in the market
for fifth, sixth and future genera-
tions of Microsoft Windows-com-
patible microprocessors.”

Intel has an estimated 80 per
cent share of the microprocessor
market and is on track to
achieve revenues of Sl6bn this

year, making it the world’s larg-

est chipmaker.

This week: Comj news

JAPANESE ELECTRONICS

Strong demand
despite sluggish

home economy

Japanese high-tech stocks

Share prices relative to the

Nikka 225 Index

140 •= l.

August “hole” in European sales when
much of industry closes for the holiday
season.

Several leading Japanese electronics

companies will report their first-half

results this week which should reflect

firm performances amid a generally

sluggish domestic economic

environment.
On Tuesday, Matsushita, the

consumer electronics group, will

announce its results for the six months

to the end of September. The period

saw strong demand for products

ranging from cellular phones to air

conditioners and semiconductors,

which is expected to have made a

large contribution to Matsushita's

results. , _. ,

The company is a leading maker

of cellular phones as well as air

conditioners, which sold strongly

during an exceptionally hot

summer.
Fujitsu, the high technology group,

will report its first-half results on

Wednesday. These are expected to

confirm the growing popularity of

personal computers in Japan and the

continuing strength of worldwide

demand for semiconductors.

In the PC market, the company is

believed to have increased its share ot

the Japanese market significantly

through an aggress*7® marketing

campaign which includes bold price

cuts. Strong demand for

semiconductors has led Fujitsu to adopt

a more active investment programme
m

that sector. . . ,

When Sharp, the Osaka-based

electronics maker, reports its first-half

results on Thursday, they are likely to

reflect firm demand for its components,

consumer products whidi use hQ

crystal displays and cellular and PHa

handsets.
, __

Liquid crystal displays have come

into wide use in video cameras and

notebook computers andwhfle

the market.

Daimler-Benz Aerospace: The
aviation division of Germany's biggest

company which groups together 80 per
cent ofthe country's aerospace industry

win today announce details of a
long-awaited restructuring, designed to

combat problems created by the foiling

dollar and a stagnant market for

regional jets.

Philips: Third-quarter figures from
the Dutch electronics group are

expected to rise to at least

Fl550m-Fl600m ($344m-$375m), before

extraordinary results, from FI455m in

the strong third quarter of 1994. The
increase represents a slowdown from
the rises of 110 per cent and 45 per cent

in the first and second quarters.

“Ive had to f j, sitmtaxis,attend

meetings and live on snacks for

24 hours straight.Nowwhat?”

Jan
.

Source; FT Extel

OTHER COMPANIES

Commerzbank to lead

German bank results

Commerzbank kicks offthe nine-month
reporting season of the big German
banks on Thursday in a year when
earnings in. the sector have been patchy

and the hanking environment has
become more competitive. The bank,

which will raise about DM1bn ($S99m)

through a share sale next month,
reported a doubling of operating profits

to nearly DM900m at the six-month

stage, outpacing its rivals.

SEP: The Swedish group, which is

the world’s leadingmanufacturer of

rolling bearings, is expected to report

profits of about SKr£.7bn (8326m) when
it reports its nine-month figures on
Wednesday. The result will more than
double last year’s SKrl.l4bn, reflecting

stronger demand, cost cuts and
increased market share.

Wolseley. Analysts expect the UK
heating and plumbing equipment
distributor's annual pre-tax profits to

rise from £2Q5L3m to about £245m
($380m) when it reports tomorrow.

McKechnie: Brokers expect the UK
plastics and metal components
manufacturer to report annual pre-tax

profits of about £45m ($70ml. compared
with £35^m last time

Japanese brokers: Figures today are

expected to highlight the differences

between the “Big Four” brokers -

Nomura, Daiwa, Nikko and Yamalchi -

and smaller houses. The Big Four
expect improved recurring profits while
Nikko and Daiwa last month
announced that they would return to

the black after reporting lasses for the

previous year. Second and third-tier

brokets expect weak earnings figures

because of their reliance on brokerage

.

commissions from retail investors, who
have yet to retain to the market

UAL: United Airlines' parent is

expected to post earnings per share
down from 810.05 to S8A3 tomorrow.
Consensus forecasts have risen 8 per

cent during the past month after the

airline said it would beat Wall Street

estimates.

Delta reports first-quarter results on
Thursday and is exported to post

earnings per share up from 99 cents to
$2.64.AFXNews, New York.

ICL On Thursday, third-quarter

results from the UK chemicals group
are expected to confirm that a
slowdown has set in, with pre-tax

profits for the three months of about
£240m ($372m). The impact of falling

chemicals prices will not yet have
affected the group, thanks to the
time-lag in contract prices. But weak
demand in July and August, and a
provision for the year's second
litigation settlement by the US
explosives division, will have done so.

Adidas: The German sports shoe and
clothing company will give details of its

planned flotation - expected to raise

about DML5bn ($lbn) - on Thursday.
The issue will take place in November,

with half the company’s shares being

sold to the public.

Smiths Industries: Strong
contributions from the UK group’s

medical equipment and industrial

divisions are expected to lift pre-tax

profits from £104_6m to El35m-£l40co

($2l2m-S220m) when the company
reports full-year figures on Wednesday.

Companies in this issue

Oil majors: The seasonal dip in the

ofl majors' third quarter earnings data,

which start to flow today with figures

from Mobil, Arco and others, is

expected to show annualised growth

still well ahead of 1994, and some cause

for concern in commodity chemicals

prices. Profits are expected to be
around 15 per cent lower than in the

second quarter, mainly because of the
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Loan to refinance comes at a difficult time in the syndicated market

Hanson seeks to raise £1.5bn

COMPANIES AND FINANCE .

Pub chain Bermuda showdown in

a™5 fo
f £350m Chile contest |

By Antonia Shape

Hanson, the Anglo*American
conglomerate which recently
paid £2.5bn to take over East*
em, the electricity group, is

seeking to raise £L5bn in the
international syndicated loans
market.

Chemical Bank and NatWest
Markets, the investment bank-
ing arm of National Westmin-
ster Bank, have been appointed
to arrange the five-year rev-
olving credit facility which is

likely to be one of the
largest corporate loans this
year.

Hanson's loan, which will

refinance existing borrowings
and is also for general corpo-
rate purposes, has emerged

YJ Lovell

chief to

take early

retirement
By Geoff Dyer

Mr Robert Sellier is to stand
down next month as chief exec-

utive of Y.J. Lovell, the strug-

gling builder and property
developer, eight months ahead
of plan.

Mr Sellier. who will be 62

next month, had intended to

retire next August. However,
problems at the group which
have led it to close its private

house building business
prompted him to bring his

retirement forward, he said

yesterday.

He will be replaced by Mr
David Heppell. current presi-

dent of Lovell America, who
joined the group in August
1994 from George Wimpey.
Lovell announced in March

that Mr George Miller, manag-
ing director of the construction

division, would step into the
chief executive's position on
Mr Settler's retirement. But Mr
Miller had derided not to take

the job for “personal reasons",

the group said.

In 1993 Lovell was forced
into a rescue refinancing
which included a £45m debt-

for-equity swap and a £30m
placing and open offer, which
helped it return to profit last

year. However, tbe weak -bous- -

ing market led it to announce
the closure of Lovell Homes in

July. I

Mr Sellier joined Lovell in I

1991 from George Wimpey,
where he had been one of three
group managing directors. He
is also a non-executive director

of Welsh Water. He said his

early retirement had been a

“joint decision” between him
and the board and was not the
result of a “boardroom coup".
He was paid £292.000 in sal-

ary and benefits last year and
his contract with the group
ends on August 3, 1996. He
described as “fanciful" some
reports that he would receive a

£500,000 pay-off.

during a delicate time for tbe

market
On the one hand, banks are

showing resistance to a further

fall in borrowing margins and
on the other, lending by Japa-

nese banks, the largest single

group operating in the market
with a share of about 15 per

cent, is being hampered by a

steep rise in their funding
costs.

The interest rate on a syndi-

cated loan is calculated as a

margin over the London inter-

bank offered rate (Libor), the

rate at which banks lend to

each other.

Fierce competition among
banks has caused margins to

halve over the past two years

and these are now at levels last

seen in the mid-1980s.

Over the past few months,

banks have become increas-

ingly reluctant to participate

in aggressively priced deals

and have only done so in order

to preserve their relationship

with the borrowers.

However, some leading
banks declined to participate

in a recent £700m facility for

BTR, the UK industrial group,

which secured a margin over

Libor of just U% basis points

(a basis point is one hundredth

of a percentage point).

Although BTTTs loan was
completed successfully, the

absence of some or the bigger

banks could be seen as a warn-

ing to other borrowers that

they risked alienating their

bankers if they pushed for

finer terms.

The pricing on Hanson's loan

is believed to be 12% basis

points over Libor, plus a com-
mitment fee of 6 bams points

on the undrawn element of the

facility. Although the loan is

double the size of Bin's, the

extra basis point should com-
fort bankers who had feared

Hanson would seek to improve

on BTR.
Hanson's strong banking

relationships should ensure
that tbe Utility is well sup-

ported by the market A group

of co-arrangers is expected to

be announced early this week,

after which the loan will be
launched into general syndica-

tion.

Trust admits ‘oversight’

on director’s connections
By WilDam Lewis

Murray income Trust,
managed by Murray John-
stone, is today set to apologise

to shareholders for failing to

disclose important details

about one of its directors.

Shareholders attending Mur-
ray Income Trust's annual
meeting will be told that Sir

Raymond Johnstone, a direc-

tor, is also chairman of Lom-
ond Underwriting, a bolding
company for five corporate
members of the Lloyd's insur-

ance market.
Murray Income holds an

investment valued at more
than £7m in Lomond Under-
writing - its second largest
unlisted investment represent-

ing 2.4 per cent of its fund.

Lomond's latest report and
accounts state that Sir Ray-
mond is an underwriting mem-
ber of Lloyd’s “and participates

on some of the syndicates in

which Lomond is involved".

Murray Income raid on Fri-

day that it had made an "over-
sight" in failing to disclose Sir

Raymond's connection with
Lomond. It said Sir Raymond's
directorship was disclosed in

the annual report of Murray

Ventures where Sir Raymond
is also a director. Murray Ven-
tures, managed by Murray
Johnstone, is also a share-

holder in Lomond.
“No rule has been broken,

but it is quite clear it is an
oversight," the trust said. Mur-
ray Income also stresses that

in comparison with other
trusts it “provides substantial

amounts of information**.

Its annual report gives the

names of six other companies
of which Sir Raymond is a
director.

Sir Raymond said: “It is not

unusual for me to be in the

same syndicate as another
member of Lloyd's."

However, Pirc, the corporate
governance consultancy, has
expressed concern about the
omission. "Our shareholder
guidelines consider investment
relationships of this kind affect

directors' independence," Pirc

said.

The consultancy has also
highlighted Sir Raymond's
long connection with Murray
Johnstone, manager of Murray
Income. Sir Raymond joined

Murray Income as a director in

1989, the same year he retired

from the post of managing

director.

Pirc says: “We do not regard

Sir Raymond as independent
for the purposes of compliance
with the Cadbury Code.”

Murray Income is chaired by
Lord Younger of Prestwick, a

former defence secretary and
current chairman of the Royal

Bank of Scotland. At its annual

meeting, being held in Glas-

gow. shareholders are also

expected to elect Sir David
Trippier, former minister for

small business, on to the
board.

Murray Income's memoran-
dum of association empowers
the beard to donate funds “for

any purpose which may seem
likely to further the objects of

the company or the interests of
its members". Last year it gave
£5,000 to the Conservative
party.

It reported a total return on
net assets of 13.4 per cent for

the year to June 30. represent-

ing a modest underperform-
ance of the benchmark FT-
SE-A All-Share Index, which
rose 14.8 per cent during tbe

same period.

Net asset value improved 9.4

per cent, from 314.4p to 344p
per share.

B&W drive focuses on core
By Alison Smith

Bristol & West, the UK's ninth largest building
society, today launches a television advertising

campaign intended to drive home the message
that, unlike some other financial institutions, it

is focusing on its core business.

Mr John Burke, B&W chief executive, said the
move to strip out non-core activities - such as
unsecured loans and health insurance - was in

contrast to many other financial organisations.
The picture of B&W as an organisation focus-

ing solely on mortgages, savings and invest-

ments also contrasts somewhat with its current

range of activities.

It still owns Hamptons, an estate agency with
about 50 branches, and it still offers a current
account with a cheque book and access to cash
machines.

B&W said that both those aspects of its busi-

ness were under review. Even so, it is currently

more diversified than some other building soci-

eties, such as Yorkshire, which are seeking to

differentiate themselves by focusing on a nar-
rower spread of business.

B&W is likely to decide what to do about its

cheque book account early next year, and is at
present considering offers for Hamptons
branches, although it is not committed to sell-

ing.

But the news last week that Cornerstone, the
independent estate agency chain, had put 70 of

its branches into receivership may now make it

harder to dispose of Hamptons.
The initial television advertising will last

about five weeks and the whole campaign is

expected to run for three years with a budget of

£8m.

aims for

£18m via

placing
By David Blackwell

Tom Cobleigh, the indep-

endent pub that is com-

ing to market, will launch its

pathfinder prospectus along

with tbe interim results

tomorrow.
The chain, which will be

aimmg- for a market valuation

of about £50m, intends to raise

£18m through a placing. The
money will be used to cut

debt, reducing gearing from
more than 100 per cent to 15

per cent, and increase tbe

scope for expansion.

On flotation the group wlH
have 46 managed houses,
which wiH account for 90 per

cent of sales. The pubs, along

with a tenanted estate of 34,

are mainly in the east Mid-

lands, Yorkshire and Humber-
side.

The group was founded by
Mr Derek Mapp, now manag-
ing director, with a single pub
in 1992. Mr Mapp, who was
once a pub tenant for two
years, spent 10 years as retail

director at Mansfield Brew-
ery.

Mr Mapp and the manage-
ment own 25 per emit of the

shares, with the rest in the
hands of European Acquisition

Capital, a small venture capi-

tal fund. Neither party is plan-

ning to sell any shares; EAC is

expected to have about 45 per
cent and the management
about 10 per cent after the
float

The rapid expansion of the

group, which relies for only 30
per cent of its profits from the
discount on wholesale beer
prices, is based on retail trad-

ing. “We have a dear focus on
very traditional pubs where
food is important 1

’ said Mr
Mapp, who believes his natu-

ral competitors are the super-
markets rather than other
pubs.
‘There are a growing num-

ber of people who want the

luxury of a meal out with no
washing up, but they are still

looking for value for money."
He also believes that the

retail market is ripe for expan-
sion. In the first 18 months the

group boflt two pubs on green-
field sites, and ft is planning
another eight next year.

Sponsor to the flotation is

Samuel Montagu, with Hoare
Govett as stockbroker.

Richard Lapper reports on the closing stages of^
the fight for control of the £350m GT Chile fund

T he battle for control erf

the £350m GT Chile

Growth Fund comes to a

head this afternoon when two

extraordinary general meet-

ings of shareholders take place

in Bermuda. But after the heat

which has been generated by
tbe fierce arguments of the last

two months, the denouement
in an office at tbe Bank of Ber-

muda's headquarters in Hamil-

ton is likely to be a low-key -

albeit tense - affair.

With most shareholders cast-

ing proxy votes, it seems likely

that the only attendees will be

members of the GT board and
representatives of Regent King-

pin, the investment manage-
ment group which has been
seeking to take over the
annual contract - worth some
She a year - to manage the

fund.

On the surface, the GT Chile

Growth Fund seems an
unlikely target far shareholder
action. Since its formation in

1S89, the offshore fund has
earned handsome returns for

its investors, many of which
are UK investment institu-

tions.

A £1 stake invested in 1989

would now be worth more than

£5, assuming all dividends
were reinvested - an enviable

40 per cent compound annual-

ised return.

But dissidents led by Regent

f Kingpin, which is majority-

> owned by Hong Kong-based

i Regent Pacific, argue that

i other Chilean funds have
- achieved better performance.

i In addition, they are critical

t that the fund's shares trade at

; a discount to the value of the

b underlying Chilean shares

t which it owns. The discount,

- which has been as high as 35

- per cent in the last year,

- makes it difficult for share-

holders who want to sell to

obtain the full value of their

r investments.

i Regent says the matter can
l be addressed relatively simply:

it is proposing that all share-

holders be allowed immecti-

t ately to exchange all their
> shares for cash at formula

! asset value (net asset value
* less withholding tax and

expenses).

i npiJhe GT board, however,

I argues that this would
i be illegal under Chilean

law. With the help of Barings,

its investment bank adviser, it

has proposed a complex
scheme which would allow
shareholders the right to sur-

render immediately up to a
third of their shares in

exchange for cash at formula
asset value.

This would be achieved
through an innovative piece of

financial engineering called a

CROSS BORDER M&A DEALS

rights entitlement crfEer. with '!

the rights to sum&te’&ncs^
at FAV trading for a limted

period on the London market. T
Subsequently, the board is;

promising to restructure' ths:J

fund in order to make it easier"

for shareholders .ta mOve. iii 't

and out of the fund.
;

The arguments have became -f

increasingly- fraught since -

Regent announced its jmopos- -

als on September 26.- with GT
even complaining; to taro; fte-

UK investment management *

regulator, about Regent’s

,

claims regarding the legaBty oT
its own scheme under Chilean *

law.

Tbe outcome - to be decided -

by a simple majority Vote at *

both meetings - is finely:

poised. Regent says that it is

confident of winning more '

than 30 per cent of sharehold-
.

ers’ votes. But the board, too, .

has been campaigning hard. ; /.

Irrespective of the result.
'

shareholders seem to have ben-

.

efited from the battle. Mr John •

Szymanowski, investment „

trust analyst at SBC Warburg,

.

notes that over the last few -

months the price of the ftmd
has risen and tbe (Sscoimt to

NAV has narrowed.

Although it has since wid-

ened to 18 per cent following a'.
dip in the Chilean market, last

7

month tbe discount narrowed
’

to 13 per cent

BtDDERffNVBSTDR TARGET SECTOR VALUE COMMENT

tax (USJ/Hafshind

Nyeomed (Norway)
tax Nyeomed
(US/Norway)

Pharmaceuticals C2.1hn Merger contin-

ues global

consolidation

' J

StatoQ (Norway) Aran Energy

(Ireland)

Oil 1203m Agreed bid

trumps Areo

National Westminster

Bank (UK)

Gtoacher & Co
(US)

Banking £85Am Trend-setting

boutique buy?

Siemens (Germany) Unit of Mercury

Communications (UK)

Telecoms
equipment

£80m Total cost of

75?6 state
•

Daewoo (5 Korea) Steyr-Datmter-Puch

(Austria)

Engineering £63m Continues Euro-

pe build-up

CRH (Ireland) Cementownia Ozaipw
Poland)

Cement £36.6m Stake via local

holding

RentoKP (UK) GMtC (Belgium) Security

services

£19.7m Mayne NtcWess
disposal

National Westminster

Bank (UK)

Capital Prta (Ranee) Financial n/a Buying out JV
partner

SSA (USJ/Soffwrigfrt Merger Computer
services

n/a MBO exit by
merger -r

Searmco Securities

[Thailand]

Martin Partners

(UK)

Broking rVa Cash * paper

deal

NEWS IN BRIEF

JONES & SHIPMAN has
bought Goodwin Electronic
Measuring Systems, a Che-
shire-based motion control

manufacturer which is one of

its main suppliers, for

£595,000.

PLYSU, the plastic container
manufacturer, is buying AMK
Plastics, a maker of bottles for

tbe toiletries, healthcare and
automotive markets. AMK,
based near Cardiff, has turn-

over of £7.5m.

PMI DATA, a subsidiary of
Photo-Me International, has
paid £3,003 for Macrodata, a
lossmaking plastic card com-
pany that employs two.

RMC GROUP rights issue has
received acceptances in respect

of 4EL98m new ordinary shares
(9L9 per cent).

TORDAY & CARLISLE is to

sell its surplus industrial prop-
erty comprising Unit 6, Bees-
ton Royds, Leeds for £1.73m
cash.

Appear in the Financial Times
on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

For further Information or to advertise in this

section please contact

Lesley Sumner +44 0171 873 3308
or lax 0171 873 3064
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This mxkx a issued in compliance with the requimnems of the lmcrrurtonaJ Stock Exchange of the tinned Kingdom and

the Republic of Irebnd Limited idle "London Stock Exchange"). It does not constitute an offer or (nvUnion io any person

no subscribe for or purchase any securities in Durban Roodepoort Deep, Limited fDurban Deep"!. Application baa been

rale to Ihc London Stock Exchange for the linked units (each linked unit comprising oat convertible ftml rate (Bfe)

preferred ordinary share ("preferred ordinary share") and one option to subscribe for one ordinary share ("OpdorOi in

Durian Deep to be admitted to the Official Liar. Conditional deal ing* in the linked units, nU paid, in Durban Deep are

expected to commence in London at 8.30 am today. 23 October 1995- Dealings will be for normal settlement save that the

effective trade date for any coodiooaaJ dealings will be tbe One day on which unconditional dealings commence. If tbe

Rights Offer docs not proceed, any conditional dealings will be of no effect and any soch dealings will be at the role risk

of ibe parties concerned. It is expected that admission no tbe Official Lin will become effective and unconditional

Healings in Ac linked units. nfl paid, will commence in London at 8-30 am on 27 October 1993. Scpcraic dealings m the

preferred ordinary shares and options arc expected to commence, fully paid, ai 8.30 am on 20 November 1993.

This announcement appears as a matter of record only.
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AHOLD CZECHOSLOVAKIA BV

Incorporated in the Netherlands

Durban Roodepoort Deep, Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa with registration number 01/00926/06)

Renoanceable Rights Offer of 2,640,000 linked units, at an issue

price of 3,000 cents (South African currency) per linked onlt

Share capital following the Rights Offer

Authorised issued

Na of shares Nominal value No. rtfshares Nominal value

15.000.

000 R15.000.000 ordinary shares of 100 cents each 6,600.000 R6.600.000

5.000.

000 R3.000.000 preferred ordinary shares of lOO cents each 2.640.000 R2.64Q.OOO

Socidtd Generate Strauss Tbraboll Securities Limited
is acting as

international financial adviser, underwriter and sponsoring broker to the
Rights Offer in the UK

Copies of the prospectus wUl be available for collection during normal business boors for a

period of two business days from 27 October 1995, from tbe Company Announcements

Office, London Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange lbw<x Opel Conn Entrance, off

Bartholomew Lane. London EC2 and on any weekday (Saturdays and public holidays

excepted) up to and including 10 November 1995 from:

CZK 1,000,000,000
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The FT can help you reach additional

business readers in France. Our link with

the French business newspaper,

Les Echos, gives you a unique

recruitment advertising opportunity to

capitalise on the FTs European readership

and to further target the French business

worid.For information on rates and further

details please telephone:

Toby Finden-Crofts on +44 171 873 3456
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Arranged and provided by
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INGHi)BANK
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Exchange House
Primrose Surer

Bnndgalc
London EC2A 2DD

Viaduct Corporate Services limited

19, Charterhouse Street

London EC1N 6QP
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GDR proposal values Gazprom at $23bn
By John fhomhlll in Moscow
and Robert Corzbie in London

Deutsdw Morgan Grenfell the
German merchant bank, has
approached international
“**2"* Mth a Proposal to
sell *50m of proxy shares in
Gazprom, the giant Russian
company which controls one
third of the world's known ras
reserves.

The speculative deal, the
first attempt to attach a mar-
ket value to Gazprom's equity
gives Russia's biggest company
an implied valuation of S23hn.
That ranks it among the most
valuable energy companies in
the world - although
Gazprom’s directors have said
it is worth 10 times more.

Given the tight restrictions
on foreign ownership of
Gazprom shares, Deutsche
Morgan Grenfell has had to
devise a complex structure for
the deal. The bank is aiming to
issue unlisted global deposi-
tary receipts in a Russian com-
pany, Energomashexport-
Invest, which was set up
expressly for the deal. It
bought the Gazprom shares
from Russian investors, and
the shares are its sole assets.
In its private placement

memorandum, the bank
stresses the risks in copious
detail. There is no guarantee
that the GDRs will ever be
exchangeable for Gazprom
shares nor that the company
will waive its pre-emption

rights. “An investment in the

GDRs is highly speculative,
involves a very high degree of

risk and may result in loss of

the entire investment," the
document states.

One fund manager who has
been offered the shares said:

"My sense Is that the implied

valuation is rich when com-
pared with other Russian com-
panies in the current market,
especially given the questions
relating to liquidity.

1*

The private placement coin-

cides with efforts by Kleinwort
Benson, the UK merchant
bank, to organise an official

deal between Gazprom and a

core group of international
energy companies. Those
efforts are said to have reached

a "deUcate" phase, according
to officials dose to the taiira

Negotiations on a trade sale

have been dragging out this

year alter it became apparent
that the original plan for an
institutional offering could not
proceed because of a lack of
reliable financial information
about Gazprom.
The bank says a share offer-

ing to foreign Institutional
investors is still planned, but
the priority is to secure a trade

sale to establish a credible

market value for the company.
Earlier this year the bank

said a core group of trade buy-
ers would form “a nugget of
demand” for tbe 9 per cent
tranche of shares that
Gazprom wants to sell.

Although analysts say trade

buyers might have a more
“instinctive" feel for the state

of Gazprom, they too are

demanding detailed informa-
tion on the Russian company’s
financial health. One western

company which haw hrfH talk*

with Gazprom last week said

any trade sale would have to

be more “symbolic", and
would have to include specific

commitments to undertake
particular projects.

A 60-member Gazprom dele-

gation is due in London this

week for talks with govern-
ment officials and a number of

British companies. These
Include British Gas, Shell,

Rolls Royce, and John Brown,
the engineers.

C&W Europe seeks role in telecoms alliance
By Andrew HHI in Milan

Cable and Wireless Europe, the
Anglo-German telecommunica-
tions joint venture, wants to
rjoin the global telecoms alli-

ance under discussion between
IBM, tbe US computer group,
and Stet, Italy's state-
controlled telecoms holding
company.
The addition of Cable and

Wireless Europe - which is

jointly owned by Cable and
Wireless of the UK and Veba,
the German industrial con-
glomerate - would provide a
strong pan-European leg to the
IBM-Stet alliance.

IBM and Stet reached a pre-

liminary agreement in August

on the formation of a partner-
ship, which would offer inter-

national business and private
clients a selection of net-
worked telecom and computer
services.

Officially, the companies are
still considering a range of pos-
sible allies. But it is under-
stood that in the past few
weeks. Cable and Wireless
Europe has stepped up its

efforts to join the accord.

Until recently. Veba was
examining another Italian
option. Through its main tele-

coms subsidiary Vebacom - 45
per cent of which is owned by
Cable and Wireless - Veba was
talking with Kirch, tbe Ger-
man media group, about buy-

ing a 5 per cent stake in Medi-
aset, which groups together Mr
Silvio Berlusconi's television

and publicity interests.

Kirch is committed to buying
10 pa cent of Mediaset as part

of an international consortium
which agreed in July to

acquire 20 per cent of the com-
pany from Fininvest, Mr Ber-

lusconi’s holding company.
However, it is understood

that in the past few weeks
Veba decided it would be
unwise to diversify into direct

television investment and to

concentrate instead on exploit-

ing the potential synergies
between Cable and Wireless
Europe's operations in differ-

ent European countries and

the fledgling IBM-Stet accord.

A three-way alliance would
help Stet catch up with exist-

ing international alliances,

ahead of the planned sale of

the Italian government's
majority stake in the company.
IRI, the state holding company
which owns the shares, is now
aiming for full privatisation of

Stet, which controls Telecom
Italia, Italy's domestic phone
company, and Telecom Italia

Mobile (TIM), the cellular
phone company, in the first

half of next year.

At the moment. Cable and
Wireless Europe's Italian oper-

ation is a direct competitor of

the state-controlled companies.
The subsidiary is in separate

discussions with Fininvest
about using its television

transmission infrastructure to

develop a city-based “personal
communications network”.
Veba’s domestic telecoms

expertise is concentrated in

Vebacom, which bag the ambi-
tions and the resources to

become one of Germany's lead-

ing private telecoms operators.

Vebacom is one of the two
major shareholders in E-Plus.

Germany’s third mobile phone
network and the first based on
the DCS 1800 standard. Veba-
com is also developing a corpo-

rate network and has a 10 per
cent stake in the Iridium
global satellite communica-
tions system.

Deadline given

to Czech bank
By Vincent Boland and
Kevin Done fan Prague

Ceska Banka, a small private

Czech bank that has been
placed in administration by
the Czech National Bank, yes-

terday suspended withdrawals

fry its 16^00 customers after it

ran out of cash.

The CNB began rescinding
Ceska Banka's licence on
Thursday after it sustained big
?
flan losses, severely damaging

isi capital adequacy ratio. It

has been given seven days to
devise a rescue plan, but Mr
Josef Tosovsky, central bank
governor, said he did not.

expect a “miracle solution”.

Softbank in talks on US acquisition
By William Dawkins in Tokyo

Corporate Japan is back on the

US acquisition trad, with nego-

tiations by Softbank, Japan’s

largest distributor of computer
software, to buy Ziff-Davis Pub-
lishing, for more than Yl45bn
($1.45bn).

Mr Masayoshi Son. Soft-

bank's president, has revealed
that he is seeking agreement
on the price with the owners of

Ziff-Davis, one of the largest

computer magazine groups in

the US, with sales estimated at
nearly $lbn annually. The
potential seller is Forstman
little, a New York Investment
group, which paid tbe equiva-

lent of Yl45bn for 94 per cent

of the company late last year.

Mr Son has paid that Soft-

bank is prepared to pay more
than the earlier purchase price,

for 100 per cent of the shares,

on the grounds that “Ziff-Davis

has been making good progress

in Its business”. Forstman Lit-

tle has the right to sell the

remaining 6 per cent of shares,

held by tbe publishing group’s

family owners.

If successful, this will be the
biggest takeover so far in a
series of ambitious Softbank
acquisitions over tbe past two
years. The Japanese group had
turnover ofbarely $900m in the

year to last March.

But Mr Son denied he risked

overpaying for Ziff-Davis. “It is

a company malting high profits

and we can expect high
returns," he said. He declined

to disclose details of Ziff-Davis'

profitability, on the grounds
that the group is unlisted.

Mr Son started Softbank 14

years ago. using the profits

from a pocket translator he
developed while an economics
student at the University of

California. Softbank has had
its eye on Ziff Davis’s pub-
lishing division ever since
it paid $202m last year for

the group’s trade show unit,

Ziff-Davis Exposition and Con-
ference. -I - 't •

It narrowly failed, at the
time, to buy the whole group,

including Ziff-Davis Publish-

ing, after being outbid by the

better capitalised Forstman
Little. Undeterred, Mr Son
went on early this year to pay
{800m for the computer trade

show division of Interface, a
US exhibition group, funded by
a mixture of new equity and
bank borrowing. Trade exhibi-

tions are an efficient method of

selling software, he argued.

The Japanese company is

planning to fund some of this

latest purchase by issuing 2An
new shares, to raise YSUlbn.
The balance would come from
bonds and other forms of ddbt

KPN
offering

priced at

FI 55 a share
By Ronald van do Krol

in Amsterdam

The Dutch government yester-

day priced Its offering of 100m
shares in Eoninklijke PTT
Nederland (KPN), the coun-
try’s partially-privatised tele-

communications and postal
company, at FI 55 (935.14)

each, unchanged from Friday’s

closing price.

The pricing confounded
some analysts’ predictions
that lnstltatiana] investors
would be offered a slight dis-

count, Retail investors were
told in advance that they
would receive a discount of
FI 2JS0 per share on up to 100
shares allocated. From the
start, the government said the

prevailing market price would
be the “yardstick” for the
price of the second tranche.

The public offer — ftp larg-

est in the Netherlands this

year - was twice subscribed,

with total demand running at

more than 200m shares.

Details of the price and size

of allocations were announced
yesterday afternoon ahead of

KPN*s trading debut today on
the New York Stock Exchange.
KPN's shares have been

listed in Amsterdam since

June 1994, when the Dutch
sold off a 30 per cent holding
to raise FI G.6bn after costs.

The latest tranche reduces the

state’s ownership to about 48

per cent This may fall to

about 45 pa emit if the issue’s

underwriters, led by global
co-ordinator ABN Amro Hoare
Goveti, decide to exercise their

“green shoe” option to sell an
additional 15m shares to meet
i»wwk teminil-

Mr WIIco Jiskoot, ABN
Amro’S director-general of
merchant banking, said the
bank had never seriously con-
sidered offering a discount to

institutions and expressed sur-

prise at speculation that this

wonld occur. At the same
time, he described the
unchanged price of FI 55.00 as
a “sign of strength” for the

company’s standing in the
investment community.
Dutch institutional and

retail investors took up 55 per
cent of the offer, with interna-

tional markets accounting for

the rest.

NEWS DIGEST

Trygg-Hansa
stages turnround
Trygg-Hansa, the Swedish insurer, posted a SKr2.48bn ($370m)
operating profit in the first nine months In a sharp rebound
from a SKr995m loss a year earlier. It benefited from a

SKrL45bn gain from the sale of some Swedish property
beddings and from a turnround in the performance of its

property/casualty insurance operations.

Tlie insurer is also putting behind it a disastrous

involvement in the US insurer Home Holdings. Home's
business was transferred to Zurich Insurance of Switzerland in

June and Trygg's shareholding in the company will gradually
be acquired by Zurich ova tbe next eight years.

TTygg's core property and casualty business recorded profits

of SKr479m, after a loss of SKrl29m. The group reported
"fierce price competition" but said claims had been much
Iowa than last year, falling from SKr4£4bn to SKr3£7bn. Last
year’s figures were aggravated by claims arising from the
sinking of the Baltic ferry Estonia in September 1994.

Tbe group’s total result, including the full impact of its

investment performance, swung to a SKi2.4bn profit from a

SKrL87bn deficit. Investment activities benefited from failing

interest rates and rising share prices.

Christopher Brown-Hwnes, Stockholm

Japanese banks downgraded
Japanese banks, already feeing a rise in international funding
costs due to increasing worries ova the country’s financial

system, were dealt another blow as Moody’s, the international

credit rating agency, lowered the ratings of three financial

institutions.

Long-tom debt ratings of Hokkaido Takusboku Bank,
Nippon Credit Bank, and Chno Trust and Banking

,
which are

among the country's 21 leading banks, were lowered from
Baa2 to Baa3, the lowest within the Investment grade.

The downgrades are likely to widen the “Japan premium",
the extra funding cost which Japanese banks face in the

international financial markets which baa emerged following

the spate of Japanese financial institutions’ collapses and the

DalwaBank affair.

Merita Bank to sell Swiss arm
Merita Bank, Finland's newly-famed largest banking group,

has agreed to sell its Swiss subsidiary NordfinanzBank Zurich

to Union Bancaire Privfee (UBP). a privately-owned Swiss hank
for a price expected to be about SFr550m (8482m). The sale is

part of Merita's strategy of concentrating on its core Finnish

business following the creation of the bank earlier this year
from a merger nfKansallis-Osake-Pankki (KOP) and Union
Bank of Finland (UBF).
Nordfinanz, which provides private banking and asset

management services, was previously a wholly-owned

subsidiary of KOP. Only about 20 pa cent of its private client

base is in Finland.

Nordfinanz made a declared profit of about SFi20m last

year, although under Swiss banking Laws it can keep hidden
reserves. Tbe sum of SFrS50m is 1% times the bank’s

published book value. Sources close to the company said the

deal's value was at a premium to hidden book value plus a

percentage of funds under management
The final price UBP will pay will be set on November 30.

Merita will receive part of the paymentin the form of an extra

divided of up to SFr230m from Nordfinanz. Merita should earn
a capital gain of about FM280m ($66m). The Finnish bank has
forecast a small profit this year after four successive years of
losses by KOP and UBF. Merita was advised by Morgan
Stanley.

Hugh Comegy, Stockholm, andPaulAbrahams, London
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THIRD QUARTER EARNINGS
New York. October 19- Net income was SI69 million and

earnings per share were $0.70, a gain of 25% compared to third

quarter J994. For the quarter, operating revenue was $1.92 billion,

17% above ibe prior year. Operating revenue for tbe first nine

months was 13% above the same period last year, while net

income was up 26%.

Oilfield Services revenue rose 14%, while rig count worldwide

decreased 3%. These results reflect in part our growing strength in

markets unrelated to drilling activity, which have been the focus

of our investment in research and engineering over the last few

years. In all our businesses more and more customers are looking

for solutions, rather than specific services or products. To respond

more efficiently to this trend, we have created a new product line.

Integrated Project Management,

Measurement & Systems revenue in US dollars increased 23%
over third quarter 1994. due primarily to the robust demand for

products and services at Electronic Transactions, Gas

Management and ATE. as well as the strengthening of European

currencies and business acquisitions.

DEPARTBHENT DE LA GUADELOUPE
FRF 56,000,000 TAUX VARIABLE ECHEANCE 2000

ISM CODE XSQ053466009
Forthe period October 19. 1995 to April If, 1996

the now rate has been (bead at8% PA.
Next payment date : April 19, 1898

Coupon nr: 3
Amount : FRF 33 8S8£9 fortne denomination of FRF 833 333^4

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING AGENT
SOGENAL

SOdETE GENERALE GROUP
15,Avenue Emile Reuter - LUXEMBOURG

CANADIAN PACIFIC LIMITED
(Incorporated ta Canada)

ST. LAWRENCE & OTFAW
RAILWAY COMPANY

Copica of die Balance Shea of Ac above

Company as ir December 31 1994 are

available and may be obtained Iran this

office (ferine normal busmen hours.

DJLKcM
Deputy Secretary

62-65 Trafalgar Square

London WC2N SDY

CANON INC YEN
30,000.008.WML-

FLOATING RATE
NOTES doe 1996

INTEREST RATE : OJSW*
INTEREST PERIOD:

FROM 23/1(VI 995

TO 3MJI/1996
INTERESTPAYABLEper

JPYUXMjm- NOTE: JFY M30
BY FUJI BANK

(LUXEMBOURG) SA.

PROPIiRT \

I
;
1NANCE

SOL RO'BOOK

WHY PAY EXPENSIVE FEES?
WITHTHE BOOK >TMJ ARETHE EXPERT

]

CONTACT ESTATES GAZETTE
ON 0171 41 1 2651

INFORMATION PAKISTAN
Development Baffin Joint Venture

General Procurement Notice

Loan Number 3500 PAK

Skid Mounted. Gas Engine Driven

Inquiry Number WELP-001-G6

rvwsmment of Pakistan and the Wald Bank have entered into a Loan Agreement (No. 3500 PAX)

Government of Pakistan funds for Development of the Badin Joint Venture in the

nnwfara of Sindh Pakistan, proceeds of this loan may be appted to eigfcte payments under the contract
province or Sinon

for^^this Invitation for bid is issued.

i In«n Taras Pakistan, tnc. Invites sealed bids from efigWe bidden for the supply of four (4) each 1000 HP
Union Texas

MounIedi Gas Engine Reciprocating Compressor Packages.

QUANTITY description
OF GOODS

BID DOCUMENT
AVAILABLE.

Four (4)
1000 HP Skid Mounted,

Gas Engine Driven

Rectorocatlng Compressor

October 16. 1995

BID

OPENING
November 30,1995

bkfdere may obtain further infomwtkxi from the office ofUnion Texas Pakistan, tnc. (or

a USS100.00 fee for each complete bid package raquested by the bidder.

«w.»B b.pn»rtK. h ,»*d
presence ofany ^ WB-P-001-85 to:

UNIONTEXAS PAKISTAN. INC.

1330POST OAK BOULEVARD .

SUITE 388

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77050

ATTN: J.D. Vaughn

TELEPHONE* (713)968-2088

FAX* (T15)B2SG122

European
Investment Bank
ItaSan Lira 500 BHon
Hosting Rale Nates

due Jufy 1997

Notice to the Holders

Notice is hereby given that the

Nates wi cany an Interest Rate ot

1025% per annum far the penod

ia 10. 1995 to 1001.1996.

• ITL 130972
per m. 5.000,000 nomnal

* m. 1.309.722

perm. 54000,000 normal

Luxembourg, October 23, 1995

Banesto Finance Ud.

US$100,000,000

Subordinated Coating rate

notes due 2003

Notice ft herebygiven thatdie

notes win bear interest at

7SOX perannum ham
23 October 1995 to 23 April

IS96. Interestpayableon
23April 1996 will amountto
USSlB0.63per USS5.000 note.

US$331J5 per USt10,000 note

andUSSXSIZSOper
USSIOO.OQO note.

Agent Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

jPMorgan

As of 1 October 1995

Dresdner Bank - Kleinwort Benson

Equity Capital Markets Group

European bookrunners:

1/1/95-18/10/95

‘ Name Tranches

Amount
US$ (m)

1 Paribas 4 2,570.78

2 Dresdner-KB 14 2,321.73

3 SBC Warburg 17 1,600.37

4 BZW . 4 1,346.60

5 UBS 6 1,111.81

6 Goldman Sachs 5 1,042.92

7 -Merrill Lynch 8 744.37

8 Morgan Stanley 4 . 589.55

; 9 Deutsche MG
.

5 550.14

1 0 C5/CS First Boston 7 • 434,11

Proportional credit

Source: IFR/SDC OmniBase

Combined Strengths in International Equity

Dresdner Ban! KleinwortBenson

Kleinwwt Benson Lkrftedb regutated by SfA.
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MARKETS
At Home in Ememne

and Capita! Markets

Betting on the

French stock
market is, in

part, betting

3gainst the col-

lective determi-

nation of the
French elite.

Perhaps that
explains why, on most mea-
sures, French equities look
such a bargain.

The French market is selling

at less than 12 times earnings,

compared with a European
average of 14.5. It is yielding

3.75 per cent, historically an
attractive level. And. as the
left-hand chart shows, it has
significantly underperformed
the European average in recent

months - surely a sign that a

re-rating is overdue?

Yet there is little in the way
of buying enthusiasm. The
only brief flicker or excitement
recently came on October 9

when the franc came under
attack and interest rates rose.

Normally that would be a

precursor to falling share
prices. Instead, briefly, they
jumped. For no more than an
afternoon, investors felt that
the interest rate rise was
unsustainable, and that at

some point France would have
to abandon its attempt to hold

up the franc. That would yield

a devaluation-led growth in

export earnings, and a sharp

drop in interest rates.

The further you get from

Global Investor / Peter Martin

A test of the elite’s collective nerve
France, the more plausible that

argument seems. Indeed. US
investors recently ranked
France as the most attractive

of the European stock markets.

From their point of view, the

numbers are attractive and the

possibility of a post-devalua-

tion rally more than offsets the

currency risk.

The closer you look, how-
ever. the less attractive the

prospect, which explains why
tbe October 9 recovery was so

short-lived. Recent events can

be seen either as confirmation

that pressure is building up to

intolerable levels within the

French economy and political

system - or as signs that the

government and the elite are

prepared to pay almost any
price to achieve national goals.

If the latter, there is a lot more

pain to be endured.

Look at those developments
in close-up. In response to a

none-too-serious bout of franc

weakness two weeks ago. the

central bank raised overnight

interest rates. This week, that

rise spilled over into the retail

money markets, where individ-

uals and business start to be

A market that looks cheap

Indices
GAC 40 Index relative to

the FT/S&P Europe Index

no —
Yield spread over Germany
Bonds// // 3-month

rates

100

1993

Source FT Extel

affected. The rise in bank base

rates came too late to influence

the recent surveys of industrial

outlook and consumer confi-

dence. But those were already

gloomy enough. Consumers in

particular have abandoned the

mood of optimism that briefly

affected them after the election

of President Chirac on a man-
date for change. Now they
have swung sharply back
towards pessimism.

(7

Metal trade gathers in London
Mining and metai industry
executives from all over the
world - more than 3.000 of

them - are in London today for

-metals week**, and to pay trib-

ute to the London Metal
Exchange, the world's leading

futures market for trading in

copper, lead. zinc, primary alu-

minium. aluminium alloy,

nickel and tin.

Coincidentally, this week is

the 10th anniversary of the col-

lapse of the tin market, when
LME members collectively losi

£600m. many were nearly
bankrupted and the exchange

was being written off. Today it

is stronger than ever, turnover
is about $5bn a day. having
increased last year by 43 per
cent to a record S30m tonnes of

metal worth more than
Sl.OOObn.

As usual, the LME has
organised a seminar to take

place this morning at which
analysts will discuss the out-

look for the metals it trades.

Analysts are unlikely to dis-

agree with the recent verdict

given by Mr Philip Crowson,
chief economist at RTZ Corpo-
ration. the world's biggest min-

ing company, who suggested
that metals supply and
demand was moving back into

better balance than seen for
some years.

Mr Crowson predicted that
prices this year would on aver-

age be above those for 1994 and
that they would increase again
in 1996.

LME week also marks the
begining of the so-called metals
“mating season" when miners

start serious negotiations with
smelting companies about
treatment charges. According
to analysts there is no shortage

What's more, it’s a Beech. We’re talking, of

course, about the lung Air EM.
This is an airidane whose utility and capa-

bilities strike fear in itsjet competitors. And

with good reason.

The King Air B300 is nwre fuel efficient. It

takes off from shorter runways and carries

considerably larger payloads in a significantly

larger, and more comfortable cabin.

You'll also appreciate the fact that the

Engto BSlfl isaproven, reliable performer.

Day in and day out, over long trips and short

hops, the B200 has shown its worth as an

executive aircraft, corporal* shuttle, even a

critical care medical transport

Little wonder then, that King Airs have

outsold jet competitors by an almost two-

ttKine margin. Or that they've compiled a

record of 19 million Bight hours. Offering

even more proof of King Air’s reliability

and versatility.

And, since the B200 is a Beech, aimers

receive same additional benefits. SncK.as a

Kt-year tradition of crafting airplanes of<hc

highest quality. And a service and snngort

network larger than any other in the woftl.

For mure information about the ntukiple

tafenls of the King Air B2QQ, contact the Beech

distributor nearest yon, or Raytheon ARpaft

Marketing, Wkhita, Kansas, USA81M7^1Ji2.
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Total return in local currency to 17/10/95
or period —

US Japan Gannir France Ml- UK

Coal)
WeeH 0.11 oxn 0.05 012 020 013

048 0.C5 0.35 048 0.85 057
Year 625 2.75 5.36 628 10X16 7.19

Bonds 35 yes'
Week 05« 053 044 Oil -005 064

091 0=6 058 -030 -OXS 016
Year 125C 13.71 12jS3 1050 14.38 12.17

Bonds 7-10 year
-025 082 028 -0.13 0.66

1.65 021 042 -1X10 -1.S1 -0.50

Year 18.48 17.57 1094 12.15 13.73 13.13

Equities
Week 1.4 06 CJ5 -25 -32 1.4

Month 1.6 -2A -5.4 -5.6 -112 12
Year 295 -7JS 6.0 -1.0 -2.4 202

But there is do sign of such a

policy. Orthodox French opin-

ion. symbolised by Mr Alain

juppg, the prime minister, is

resolutely committed to Maas-

tricht convergence. In the long

ran. this policy may achieve its

aftn; in the short term it is

likely to ensure continued stag-

nation. Those who favour the
French market in tbe short ran
are betting that the elite’s col-

lective nerve will fail.

Smrx Cash a Bends - Lsttnar.

TIM FT-Arajanes WartS WSoas
Goumsn Sac's & Co. and

stneC Sy T»m
2 5 Poor'V

EmrSm-O NMWest
Tores Um3*d.

Although by most real-world

economic standards France has

already achieved the conver-

gence with Germany that

would make monetary union a

realistic option, it has not yet

convinced the markets that it

will manage to comply with

the government-deficit crite-

rion inserted into the Maas-
tricht treaty at the insistence

of the Bundesbank. If France

does not achieve this conver-

gence criterion, it will be

unable to attain the political

rewards of monetary union,

the shift of power from the

Bundesbank to a new Euro-

pean Central Rank, The pres-

sure to achieve this target is

thus intense. This dilemma
helps to ensure markedly
higher interest rates in France
than in Germany, as the

right-hand chart shows. Such
interest rates - exceptionally

high in real tarns - help to

ensure the continuance of

France's mamszte.

Interest-rate sensitive sectors

in France - the banks, prop-

erty. construction, manufactur-
ers of consumer durables and
so on - have been the worst

affected. They will be the first

to recover if the government
abandons its commitment to

the fmnefort and decides on a
dash for growth.

M any continental
European countries,

including France,
face another, longer-term,
problem: financing pensions
and healthcare for its older cit-

izens in the 2lst century.

If monetary union occurs,

this long-term financial crisis

will occur against a signifi-

cantly changed background for

government borrowing. While
a country possesses Us own
currency ami central bank, the
government can always meet
its local-currency debts - in

extremis, by simply printing
more money. That may pro-
duce inflation, but it will

ensure that the pain of unsus-

tainable government borrow-

ing is shared betwem-aHjirifc-.

ers of local : currency^
denominated assets. -

After monetary
picture is quite dfflterenL- Afl

debt becomes, m effec^ denon-
ingted in an external currency,

one which the individual

national government cannot
"

control. Debt is thus “de-sover-

eignised", a nasty neologism
‘

now starting to creep into 'tfe .

dlscusskm of this issue .fit loses

its certainty of repaymentand
arqirirws the dMiatfBMCS Qj-

corporate debt. Lenders will

require much wider spreads for _

those countries with the weak- •

est financial position: thai is, 7

fixe highest level of bprowiag-
and the worst prospect of rate
ing taxes or cutting spending. -

The very wide variation

between the rates at whichthe.
least and most credit-worthy-

Canadian provinces can bor-

row is an example of this pro-

.

cess at work- in a .European v
monetary union, the gap -

between the best and worst
credits would be wider still,

since the “centre" in . such a
onion possesses much :less

Influence over its- members-
both to force lower bonxnring
and fo provide last-minute bafi-

outs - than the governmait et

.

a true federation Coping with

the burden of an ageing popu -

lation in such circumstances-

will tax the ingenuity - of
finanrp ministers to the limit

*

\

of concentrates (intermediate

materials), so it is the smelters

this year who have the upper
hand

• Other events this week
include the four-day annual
general assembly of the Associ-

ation of Natural Rubber Produ-

cing Countries, which begins

in Singapore today.

Also starting today, in

Luxembourg, is a two-day
meeting of EU foreign minis ,

ters. whose, agenda includes

deciding whether to sign the
International Natural Rubber
agreement

The ultimate
aim of eco-

nomic policy-

making is to

enhance peo-
ple's quality of

life, so it is

only natural
that we should

want to measure it Unfortu-

nately this is not as easy as it

sounds.

A country's material living

standards are usually proxied

by its real gross domestic
product (GDP) - the value of

incomes, spending or output

adjusted for changes in prices.

But GDP excludes many activ-

ities which enhance people's

well-being (like growing your
own vegetables) and includes

others which 'detract from it

(like the creation of pollution).

National income estimates

were not originally intended

as measures of economic
well-being. They were pio-

neered in Britain and France
in the late 17th century to

assess the scope for raising

taxes. Economists and politi-

cians have done themselves
no favours subsequently by
regarding GDP as judge and
jury of a nation's economic
success.

Several alternative indices

of well-being have been pro-

duced by making adjustments

to GDP. The best known was
constructed for the US in 1972

by William Nordhaus and
James Tobin. Their “measure
of economic welfare" added
the value of leisure and
unpaid work and subtracted

spending on defence and other
“regrettable necessities”.

Last month the Californian

think-tank Redefining Prog-
ress published a “genuine
progress indicator" in the
spirit of Nordhaus and Tobin's

work. Largely because of pol-

lution, environmental degra-
dation and the depletion of
natural resources, it suggested
that US economic welfare
peaked in 19K) and has been
on the slide ever since.

The World Bank has mean-
while produced a composite
measure of economic health

Economics Notebook / Robert Chote

The enemy of

understanding
Is economic welfare rising or falling?
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for various economies, aug-
menting data on their formal
economies with estimates of

the value of natural resources,

human skills and institutions.

The World Economic Forum's
annual ranking of national

competitiveness works in a
similar way. drawing on many
more categories of informa-
tion.

These various indices and
rankings make irresistible

reading. They allow us to rate

our performance relative to

other countries and past expe-

rience. Intellectually, how-
ever. they are reminiscent of
those “Answer these 20 ques-
tions and discover if your
partner is having an affair”

quizzes which appear so fre-

quently in glossy magazines.
They draw attention to an
issue of legitimate concern,
but the precise numbers that
emerge are arbitrary and
almost meaningless.
The desire to cram several

types of information into a
single index is understandable
as an attempt to draw a sim-
ple message from disparate
and frequently conflicting
indicators. But it is dangerous
too. Analysing why indicators

tell different stories is often

far more revealing than pok-
ing them all together to dis-

guise the contradictions and
draw a single conclusion.

The long-running argument
about the measurement of
unemployment in the UK is a
case in point The opposition
Labour party has undermined
the credibility of the headline
monthly jobless figure by
pointing out that it is based
on the number of social secu-
rity benefit claimants, and can
therefore be massaged by
changing the benefit rules.

Tbe Royal Statistical Soci-
ety argues that public confi-

dence demands a single,
undisputed monthly unem-
ployment measure. There is

already a quarterly measure
based on an internationally
standardised household sur-
vey, which the RSS would like

to see calculated monthly. But
this would be expensive, so it

has been suggested that the
two measures should be
blended.

However, this would mean
adding apples to oranges. It is

not possible to define unem-
ployment unambiguously, and
arguing that an official impri-

matur should be granted-fb

one particular measure risks

dangerously simplifying dis-

cussion of labour, market
developments.
At least the claimant and

survey measures of unemploy-

ment are looking at roughly

the same thing, however. The
big problem with composite
indices such as the World Eco-

nomic Forum's competitive-

ness ranking is that they .bun-

dle together very different
" sorts of information.

This means the compiler of

tbe index has to make arbi-

trary decisions about the rela-

tive importance (or “weight-

ing") of each component. How
do you decide which is more
important in determining a

country’s competitiveness - a.

doubling in the number of
people in higher education or
a 10 per cent rise in infrastruc-

ture investment?

The process is more arbi-

trary stm when some compo-
nents can only Jbe measured
subjectively, for example the

extent of central bank inde-

pendence or the strength of
labour market regulations.

A similar problem arises

when researchers try to adjust

national income figures to

take account of changes in the
way income is distributed, as

there are many ways to quazk
tify inequality. Do we care
about the income of the poor
relative to the average or the
poor relative to the rich, fra:

example?
Nobody argues that GDP . is

a perfect measure of national

p<

economic well-being, or that- it

should not be supplemented
by other information. But cal-:

dilations of. GDP are imper-
fect enough without adding.in
arbitrary adjustments and
measures of the inherently
unmeasurable.
Presentationally inelegant

though it may be, analysts
need to look at a wide range of

indicators, learning from the
different tales they tell rather
than trying to extract one con-
sistent story. Simplicity can
be the enemy of understand-
ing as much as complexity. ' -
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EMERGING MARKETS: This Week

N °5“?e symbolises
mowing foreign inter*
est a Jordan's stock“arm and its economy more

than the gathering last month“ Amman of delegates from
Tmsions 2000, representing 57US pension funds with gsoobn
under management
Although the organisation

has yet to decide whether to
list Jordan as an “investible
country" many of the delegates
went home impressed with the
country's prospects as one of
the more promising Middle
Bast emerging markets.
Strong economic growth of

about 6 per cent a year, a suc-
cessful macro-economic stabi-
lisation programme, the con-
solidation. of regional peace,
new liberal investment and tax
laws and low stock prices have
all contributed to make Jordan
an attractive market
However, although the conn,

try was discovered by interna-
tional investment houses such
as Lehman Brothers, Barings
and Foreign & Colonial during

l the market’s bull years of 1961
' to 1993, foreign investors have
stayed away in the face of
bureaucratic and political
obstruction and failing prices.
• Recent reforms will resusci-
tate foreign interest, particu-
larly in some attractive under-
valued blue chips and the
.tourism and services sector.
But foreign Investment will
-not surge into Amman until a
relaxation of monetary policy
.allows domestic investors to
return to the market, prospects

The Emerging Investor / Julian Ozanne in Amman

Restrictions mar Jordan’s attractiveness
improve for trade with Iraq,
and the government makes a
much deeper and unambiguous
commitment to foreign invest-
ment and economic liberalisa-
tion.

"Jordan has not participated
in the recent Sows to emerging
markets in the Mediterranean
and Middle East," said Mr
Angus Blair of Barings Securi-
ties. "With continued regula-
tions and restrictions Jordan is
still putting itself at a disad-
vantage compared to markets
like Morocco and even Egypt."
Activity soared on the

Amman Financial Market in
1992 and 1993, much of which
was the result of a massive
influx of capital from Jorda-
nian expatriates working in
the Gulfwho were forced home
after the Gulf war. Foreign
investment also began to
trickie in during 1993.

But the market began to cor-
rect in July 1993 when the Cen-
tral Bank curbed commercial
bank lending for stock par-
chases and the index fell from
a peak of about ISO- The bank's
measures were partly taken to
cool the stock market, where
average price/earnings ratios
had readied as high as 25.
Prices have rebounded

slightly in 1995 but the market
has remained sluggish. Con-
tinuing tight monetary policy
and rising interest rates have
kept local investors on the
sidelines as has the repatria-

tion of money from Jordan to
the Palestinian territories.

Any liquidity available in

Jordan^ Amman Financial Market ' LEBANON
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the past two years has been
sucked Into the primary issues

market. More than JD890m
($U25bn) has been raised in the
primary market since the
beginning of 1993 in a mixture
of IPOs and capital increases.
Many of the issues have been
heavily oversubscribed.

Investors also believe that
the market, and particularly
industrial stocks such as chem-
icals and pharmaceuticals, will

not pick up substantially until

UN sanctions against Iraq,
which had accounted for 25 per
cent of Jordan’s exports, are
eased.

Given the stagnant interest

of local investors the market’s
bulls are resting hopes on for-

eign investment New tax laws
should boost corporate profits

and new investment laws
should resuscitate foreign
interest For the stock market
the most radical change has

been the abolition of govern-
ment approval of foreign
investment Approval will now
be granted by exchange offi-

cials. But the law remains
unclear about whether the for-

eign investor can invest when
and how he or she chooses
without the need to seek per-

missions.
In addition, although the law

seeks to eliminate discrimina-
tion between foreign and
domestic investors, the govern-

ment appears set to keep a 49

per cent ceiling on foreign
ownership in all sectors except
industry.

The new laws go some way
to ameliorating Jordan’s gener-
ally dismal record on foreign

investment and have not come
too soon for the frustrated pio-

neers of foreign investment on
the AFM, like Mr Mohamed
Tash, general manager of
National Securities, a subsid-

* 0 M«m 100

io Km 160

iary of Jordan’s Business
Bank. Mr Tash says that 56
foreign funds lodged applica-

tions with the government
between 1992 and 1994 for total

investment on the market of
$450m. Up to $200m or applica-

tions were approved, but only
after lengthy delay. In the case
of Barings the approval took
seven months.
By the time the government

had given approval, however,
the market had begun to cor-

rect, and foreign investment
was effectively frozen last year
pending changes in legislation.

Less than S15m of the $200m
flowed on to the market as Jor-

dan missed out on the first

wave of regional investment to

follow the Middle East peace
process.

Foreign investment is now
likely to flow in much more
significant levels, but a big
influv ip unlikely so long as

local investors remain shy and
the government seems ambigu-

ous. The 49 pm- cent rale will

effectively bar foreign invest-

ment in many attractive com-
panies, particularly banks like

Arab Bank and Housing Bank
where non-Jordanian Arab
investors already bold more
than 49 per cent Faster priva-

tisation of government stakes

in 80 listed companies is also

essential to greater foreign
investment

"It is not an ideal package of

legislation and we would have
preferred no limitation on for-

eign ownership," says Mr Tash.
Nevertheless, foreign and

local analysts believe that the
market is ripe for speculative
buying with an average p/e of
17.5, or 16.5 if the Arab Potash
and Phosphate Mines are
excluded.
Foreign investors are partic-

ularly interested in the highly
capitalised and well managed
blue chip companies such as
Arab Bank, trading at a p/e

ratio of 15.5, Jordan Cement
with a p/e of 17 and Arab Pot-

ash with a p/e of 19.5. With
tourists up by 60 per cent in

the first six months this year,

the tourism and hotel sector is

also growing in appeal
"We will not have a sudden

boom in foreign investment."
says Mr Khaled al-Masri, an
executive at Arab Jordan
Investment Bank. "But there

will be bigger inflows and
selective bulling especially in
the tourism and services sec-

tors."

News round-up

Venezuela
Ihe equity market has been
performing well, notes Bear,

Steams but the political

Situation remains iiptyrtflin

with downside risk possible

ahead of December elections;

while disappointment could

also be generated if

negotiations with the IMF do
not turn out as expected.

Bear, Stearns believes that

Venezuelan ADRs will

continue to trade
independently of local shares,

and expects gains to be muted
"until a clearer picture
emerges as to what sort of

economic plan will be adopted
as a result of the IMF
negotiations. We also expect
ADRs to maintain at least

some premium to the local

shares unto foreign exchange
controls are lifted."

Fund launch
Hambros Global Investment
has launched the Hambros
Asian Korea Advantage Fund,
an open-ended investment
company to be listed on the
Irish stock exchange. Ms
Antoinette Girard, managing
director of Hambro Pacific,

said the fund would take
advantage of the doable

taxation treaty between South
Korea and Ireland. The fund
would bold up to 50 per cent of

Us assets in South Korea, with
the rest in Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Singapore and
Taiwan. Mr Angus Chow, fund
manager, said South Korea
was attractive as it was a main
Asian economy attracting high
economic growth.

Egypt
James Capel turned positive on
the Egyptian stock market last

week and believes it could
become the main regional
investment centre. Mr Albert

Momdjian says the market,
with 714 stocks and capitalised

at &6bn. is undervalued in a

global context There are
problems though, and the IMF
and World Bank have been
critical at the speed of its

privatisation programme.

Shenzhen
The stock exchange announced
a reshuffle on Friday. Mr
Zhuang Xingyi was appointed
as genera) manager, replacing

Mr Xia Bing.

• Edited by John PitL Further

coverage of emerging markets
appears daily an the World
Stock Marketspage

CURRENCY MARKETS Philip Gawith E Baring Securities emerging markets Indices

Politics and statistics dominate Dollar

Trade-weighted Index
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[According to the script,

currency markets will take
their lead this week from
[growth and inflation figures to
•be released in the US, UK and
Germany.

|
Hie main release will be the

•US third quarto- GDP estimate,
’which comes out on Friday.
jThe same figure will be avail-

able in the UK today.
'

In Germany, meanwhile, pro-

ducer and consumer inflation

figures for September will

probably provide further evi-

jdence erf the weak growth, low

inflation environment that
now seems to prevail in the
world’s leading economies.
None of this carries with it

much excitement for the for-

eign exchanges, or at least not
until developments have crys-

tallised Sufficiently to indicate

where the next likely move in

G3 interest rates will be. US
short-term rates look to be on
hold for the time being, while a
Bank of Japan official said on
Friday that the bank was not
considering a further cut in the

official discount rate.

While many believe a further

cut in German rates is possi-

ble. there is not much expecta-

tion that it will be scon.

What is not in the script, and
what will most likely rescue
foreign exchanges from the
current quiet period, is politics,

particularly in Europe.
Last week it was the turn of

the lira, and if Mr Silvio Ber-

lusconi. the former prime
minister, proceeds with his
threat to force a vote of no
confidence in his successor, Mr
Lamberto Dini, the lira may

face further troubles.

There are also many who
believe that the French franc is

an accident waiting to happen.
Not only is Mr Alain Juppe,
the prime minister, believed to

have a very tenuous hold on
power, but the policy contra-

dictions surrounding the franc
fort policy remain unresolved.

Although it is difficult to

predict where the next move
will come from, there is a

feeling of "the calm before
the storm" about foreign
exchanges at present
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Week on week movement

Actual Percent

Month on month movement
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Year to date movement
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World (362)

Latin America

...146.69 +0.49 +0.34 -4.08 -2.71 -1134 -7.18

Argentina (23) 77.60 -0.71 -0.91 -5.00 -6.06 -8.51 -9.89

Brazil (23) 197.45 +2.23 +1.14 -12.07 -5.76 -11.93 -5.70

Chile (15) 1868.78 +2.44 +131 -4.71 -2.44 -22.79 -10.77

Mexico (24) 71.06 +0.80 +1.13 -9.55 -11.85 -26.57 -27.22

Peru (15) 1.039.68 +32.78 +336 -36.90 -3.43 +191.01 +22.51

Latin America (100)

Europe

>121.06 +121 +1.01 -8.97 -630 -17.71 -12.76

Greece (20) 104.64 +1.82 +3.79 +0.17 +0.16 +17.65 +2039
Portugal (23) 119.68 +2.55 +2.17 +6.86 +6.08 +3.40 +2.93
Turkey (21) 111.83 +12.19 +1233 +13.46 +1369 +35.72 +46.93
South Africa (33) 143.61 +1.44 +1.01 +621 +4.52 +15.67 +1235
Europe 07)
Asia

...118.91 +2.49 +2.14 +5.53 +4.87 +2121 +21.71

Indonesia (32) 147.84 +3.86 +2.68 +437 +3.04 +14.15 +10.59
Korea (23) 154.35 -1.56 -1.00 +1.46 +0.96 +14.47 +10.34
Malaysia (22) 219.78 +0.55 +035 -7.84 -3.44 +8.92 +423
Pakistan (16) 79.84 -3.88 -4.64 -11.14 -1225 -26.36 -24.82
Philippines (15) 262.97 -221 -0.83 -10.07 -3.69 -19.16 -6.79

Thailand (26) 253.06 -637 -2.46 -1.04 -0.41 +1.42 +057
Taiwan pi) 128.48 -4.78 -3.59 -0.50 -0.39 -55.67 -3033
Asia (163)

AB kidkes In S tonus, Jan

—205.45 -2.21 -1.07

art nh 1992elQCL Sourcac Being Socuttes

-2.93 -1.41 -5.17 -140
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10920
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Orix Ireland Finance PLC

Yen 10,000,000.000

Fixed and Floating Rate

Guaranteed Notes 1996

The notes will bear interest

> at 0.60938% per annum from
' 23 October ]995 to 22January
1996. Interest payable on
22 January 1996 will

amount to Yen 15.404 per
Yen 10.000.000 note.

Agent Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

BAHQUE NATIONALE
DE PARIS
USD 225,000,000

Suterilnatal Reattna Rate

Notes daa 2882

Nttee Is hereby given that the tete of

tnwwt for me period from Octotwr

23rd, 1695B April 2tod, 1996 has bean
fixed a 5.75 pw cera. par amum. The
cnifHr anwutie due tor this penod are

USD 29.07 per denomination of USD
IPOq USD 290.69 per denontiiuiian

of USD 10000 and USD 2.90644 per

denomastien of USD MXMXX) and are

payable on the mterast paymerti date

April 22nd. 1996.

P’M'gAI TUficUpl
I !] l KU Baaqn Nflttonto tie PariseAkU (LaxnaBug)SJL

The undersigned placed 75,000,000 ordinary shares of

AO MOSENERGO under Rule 144A and Regulation S of the

Securities Act of 1933 in the form of American Depository

Receipts to Qualified Institutional Buyers in the United States

and to institutional investors outside the United States.

Salomon Brothers

»
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Having pushed long yields
down to the lowest levels since

before interest rates began to

rise in February last year, the
US bond market weakened last

week. The yield on the long
bond ended the week at 6.35

per cent having briefly touched
6.25 per cent.

It is now unlikely that bonds
can go higher again until the
political wrangling over the
budget deficit and the

government's debt celling is

brought to a satisfactory

conclusion.

With each passing day the

government's outstanding
borrowings are edging nearer
to the debt ceiling of S4,900bn,

and last week the Treasury
bad to cut today's bill auction
by $6bn to make room for the
two-year and five-year note
auctions due tomorrow and
and Wednesday.
Some more fancy footwork of

this kind should mean the

government can carry on
paying its debts until the

middle of November. The
crunch will come on November

Benchmark yield curve {%)*
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15 when S25bn of interest is

due on existing bonds.

Before that there is likely to

be much posturing between

the two political parties, which

will unsettle the financial

markets.
The main economic news

due this week is the

preliminary estimate of GDP
growth in the third quarter. A
rise or 2.5 per cent would be a

good bounce back from the 1.3

per cent growth in the second

quarter.

Gilts underperformed last

week, with the 10-year yield

spread over Germany widening

by more than 10 basis points

over the course of the week.

Some analysts now suggest

that, at least measured by this

yardstick, gilts are relatively

cheap. Next week their ability

to regain ground will be

heavily influenced by two
developments: third quarter

GDP figures are published

today and the Bank of

England's gilts auction on
Wednesday.
The GDP figures are

attracting attention because

they could have a bearing on
monetary policy. Market
expectations are for growth of

0.5 per cent, although the

figures may need to vary by
more than 0.2 per cent from
this estimate to generate

reaction from traders.

After the problems at its

September auction there is

extra pressure on the Bank of

England to ensure that its sale

this week of £3bn of 8 per cent

gilts due 2015 goes well. The

Benchmark yieki curve (%)*
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prospects are reasonably good,

with pension funds and
insurance companies usually

enthusiastic buyers of

longer-dated paper. However.

Mr Nigel Richardson, bond

strategist at Yantaichi
International, says the shape of

the yield curve between the 10-

and 20-year marks suggests the

longer-dated paper may, at

present yields, be too

expensive. He says prices could

fall in this area before the

auction.

With Germany's money supply
finally picking up. arguments
about whether the Bundesbank

is likely to cut official

short-term rates again have

been given a new twist Some
economists still expect Anther

reductions in the discount and
lombard rates, while others
think no more are likely.

M3 grew at an annualised

rate of L5 per cent in

September after only 0.3 per

cent in August Thus the

Bundesbank may take the view
that monetary activity needs

no farther help from interest

rate cuts; it jukified the last

reduction in August by saying

the money supply trend was
weaker than expected.

Mr Steven Bell of Deutsche

Morgan Grenfell expects no
further cuts. “With a

significant fiscal expansion due

to take effect in January 1S96,

and the German economy
stabilising, it is unlikely that

the Bundesbank will wish to

cut key official rates again in

this cycle.” A rate cut would

only be likely if the D-Mark

Germany
Benchmark yield curve (%)'
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strengthened markedly or

economic growth was much
weaker than forecast

He and others expect the

securities repurchase (repo)

rate to drop below 4 per cent

after last week's unchanged
4.03 per cent But Mr Adolf

Rosenstock of Industrial Bank
of Japan expects gradual repo

cuts towards 3.75 per cent to be

a precursor of a further half

point discount rate cut

between November and
February.

A reluctance to chase the bond

market higher due to the low

returns is expected to

continue. Although the Bank

of Japan has been supporting

the market, investors

searching for higher yields are

taming to investments

including foreign bonds.

This week leading

electronics companies release

interim earnings, which are

expected to be helped by the

yen's fall against the dollar. If

the Wall Street rally continues,

more investors may turn from

bonds to the stock market

A steeper yield curve will

help Japanese financial

institutions, which face a rise

in overseas funding costs

because of the “Japan

premium", but investors are

worried about over-supply,

says Mr Cameron Umetsu.

bond analyst at UBS
Securities. Increased reliance

on funding the country's

budget through bonds has

raised the amount of 10-year

bonds auctioned monthly from

Yl.000bn to Yl^OObn. In the

Japan " *

Bandura** .
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longer term, central bank '
. :

purchsses af government
bonds, which have risen /

;
~

sharply over thepastfew , ,-~r

months, could lead to inflation,

saysMrUmetso. ...
Mounting apprehension-

about the country's financial;
*

"

system, however, wiH force the

,

bank to keep shortterm cates

low. Such concerns are •
.

expected to persist until the f.

authorities clear np the bad V-
loan mess of the jusen, or.
housing loan companies. .

International bonds

Spotlight falls on
Brazilian offerings
Every arbitrageur worth his or her salt

has taken advantage by uaw of the

difference in yield spreads between
Brazil's doDar-denominated IDU (Inter-

est Due and Unpaid) bonds and Brazil's

DMlbn eurobond launched in June.

Brazil's 9 per cent eurobond due 1998,

its first for 15 years, was brought at a

spread of 385 basis points over short-

dated German government paper. The
spread has now narrowed to just over

300 basis points. By comparison, Bra-

zil's $7.2bn worth of IDU bonds due 2001

are trading at a spread of more than 600

basis points over US treasuries.

The difference in spread has spawned
several private placements of repack-

aged Brazilian debt but SBC Warburg is

perhaps the first to launch a non dollar

offering in the public market
Last week, SBC Warburg brought a

DMIOOm offering of eurobonds due 2001

which were priced to yield 450 basis

points over German government paper.

The bonds, which have a 10 per cent
coupon, are the result of a series of

swaps and a re-arrangement of the

cash flow on the amortising IDU bonds.

Mr Patrick O'Brien, director of emerg-

ing market syndicate at SBC Warburg,

said the offering was targeted at inves-

Greece’s fixed-rate

placing well received
tors who did not want to buy the under-

lying Brazilian debt but who wanted to

pick up the additional yield available

on emerging-market paper.

He noted that the $250,000 minimum
size of IDU bands took them out of

reach of most retail investors. However,
the minimum size of SBCs offering is

DM1.000. which allows it to be mar-

keted to retail accounts.

Given the good investor response

to D-Mark eurobonds from emerging-
market borrowers this year - almost

DMabn worth has been issued by Brazil.

Argentina, Mexico. Uruguay, Hungary
and Turkey this year - further offer-

ings of this nature could well emerge.

Although the IDU bonds are the most
suitable assets for this sort of structure,

debt from other Latin American coun-

tries. and even Russia, could be used.
Bank loons could also be used.

However, given tbe enormous pool of

emerging-market debt but the fairly

restricted appetite in the eurobond mar-
ket for such an end-product, it is

unlikely that the yield differential

between the two markets will narrow
significantly.

Antonia Sharpe

Greece’s infant bond market has taken

a leap forward with the successful plac-

ing of tbe country’s first fixed-rate bond
issue since capital flows were liberal-

ised almost a decade ago.

Domestic yields in the mid-teens and
the drachma's stability have been
attracting heavy foreign buying of gov-

ernment paper this year, encouraging

the finance ministry to place a Di95bn
"eurodrachma" issue with institutional

investors abroad.
While the bond market in Athens has

picked up following the launch over the

summer of bond auctions and the

arrival of computerised trading, it was
still considered too shallow to absorb a

sizeable fixed-rate issue.

Several offerings of fixed-rate

drachma bonds were made last year by
supranational institutions like the

European Investment Bank and the

International Finance Corporation. But
the small size of “marathon” bond
issues, which averaged DrlObn to
Drl5bn each, has discouraged second-

ary trading.

The seven-year bond offering at II

per cent is part of Greece’s strategy to

build a yield curve for domestic issues

that will help extend the maturity of

Greek debt, still financed mostly by-

treasury bills of up to 12 months.

Recent bond auctions have focused

on seven-year floating rate notes, with

interest rates pegged at 200 basis points

above the benchmark rate on 12-month

treasury bills. Last month's Dr40C'on

issue of seven-year notes wizh a yield of

16.5 per cent for the first year was
snapped up by local money market
fluids, which are keen on high coupons.

However, the success of the central

bank's “hard drachma" policy, anr-eri

at limiting its depreciation this year

to 3 percentage points against other

EU currencies, and a decline in the

inflation rate from 10.9 per cent in

January to 8.4 per cent in September, is

already reflected in falling interest

rates.

Rates on 12-month treasury bills, pop-

ular with retail investors who bold

them until maturity, have dropped from
17.5 per cent to 1435 per cent since

January. Next year, the finance minis-

try’ plans to start replacing short-term

bond issues with five-year and possibly

10-year fixed rate international bonds

denominated in drachmas.

10-year benchmark bond yields
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Government bonds
U.S. $100,000,000

B.B.L. International N.V.

Floating Rate Notes Due 1999

Guaranteed on a Subordinated Basis
as to payment of principal and interest by

ran.
Banque Bruxelles Lambert S.A./

Bank Brussel Lambert N.V.

Interest Rate

Interest Period

Interest Amount per

U.S. $5,000 Note due
23rd April 1996

5.9375% per annum

23rd October 1995

23rd Aprill 996

U.S. $150.91

CS First Boston
Agent

You want quality,

you want accuracy,
* *

vou want data that
J

you can rely on...

Then look no farther. With mote than 870 member
firms in 46 countries, the International Securities

Market Association (ISMA} - the official body in the

international securities market - is a leading force in the

provision of quality securities data.

ISMA’s database covers Eurobonds. Euio-mcdium term

notes, warrants, convertibles. FRNs and internationally

traded government domestic debt. Prices . . .

which are accepted as market standards, can I 1

be supplied an over 7,000 securities. I I

For more information and sample data, 0 U

call 1SMA is London on 44-171-538-5656. I S M A

Landeskreditbank

Baden-Wurttemberg
US$200,000,000

Subordinated floating rate

notes due 2002
Notice is hereby given that the

notes will bear interestat

5.625% perannumfrom 23
October 1395 to 22April 1996.

Interestpayablean 22 April

1996 willamount to US$2844
per USS1,000 note and
USS284.38per USS 10.000 note

and US$2,843 75per

USSmoon n^e.

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan
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Kommuninvest
I Sverige AB

U.S. $100,000,000

Guaranteed

Floating Rate Notes

due 1998

For the Interest Period 20th

Cktobcr, tv ’2nd joraurr,

1W6 the Note, will on> 3 Rate

ut hnerw <6 125% f»r annum,

(he Irwrea .Anvjunt payable ps
U.s. 55XWO Note will ic U-S.
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Bonben TriMt
Company, LonJai Agent Bank
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French troubles keep OATs depressed
French government bonds, or

OATs, have been bogged down
in recent weeks by currency

weakness, interest-rate uncer-

tainty. budget worries and
political jitters.

Signs of economic slowdown
and concerns that France may
not be able to meet tbe criteria

required for entry into Euro-
pean monetary union have
weighed on France’s markets.

Until the French franc stabi-

lises and greater clarity
emerges about the govern-
ment's plans to reduce its bud-

get deficit, dealers expect
bonds to remain volatile and

predict that the yield premium
that OATs pay over German
government bonds, or bunds,
could increase further.

Already the 10-year OAT
yield gap over bunds has wid-

ened to 103 basis points on Fri-

day from about 60 basis points

at thp beginning of the year
and a low of 47 basis points in

August
Although the spread is likely

to tighten when political and
budget tensions subside, it

could widen out further in the
near term. ‘1 would advise peo-
ple to avoid French bonds for

now, though I would look to

buy if the spread were 10 to 15

basis points wider.” says Mr
Mark Fox, chief European
strategist at I^hman Brothers.

Annrt
hl

Yield spread

Franca minus Germany
10-year government band yields

1J2 :

-.2 IT- J —J
1994 06:

Sauce: FTExtBf.

Political worries have been
at the centre of the markets'

attention in recent weeks.
Political Instability - high-
lighted by Mr Alain Madelin's
forced resignation as finance
minister in August, allegations

that Prime Minister Alain
Juppe obtained low-rent hous-
ing owned by the city of Paris
for himself and other family
members, and recent talk link-

ing Finance Minister Jean
Arthuis to illicit party funding
- has exacerbated some under-
lying problems, most visibly

apparent in the recent weak-
ness of the French franc.

Predictably, the bond mar-
ket's recent fortunes have been
closely tied to those of the

franc, which has fallen 2.5 per

cent against the D-Mark since

August 22
Last week, hopes of a rever-

sal of the currency's fortunes
were boosted on Monday when
the Bank of France reduced its

24-hour emergency lending
rate by 25 basis points to 7 per
cent, having stabilised the cur-

rency with a rate hike some
days before.

However, Monday’s cut was
widely deemed premature, and
the franc lost ground again.
Pressures against it were exac-

erbated by continued weakness
in the US dollar which put fur-

ther pressure on many Euro-
pean bond and currency mar-
kets as investors ploughed
their money into the safety of

D-Mark assets.

The weakness of its currency
poses a serious policy conun-
drum far the French authori-
ties. To tackle the deficit the
government needs faster eco-
nomic growth in order to
increase tax revenues and
reduce unemployment
But to achieve that, the

Bank of France should reduce,
rather than increase, interest
rates. In turn, however, lower
rates would put farther pres-
sure on the franc, threatening
the authorities' “Franc Fort”
policy, which could jeopardise
its standing in the European

exchange rate mechanism and
entry into EMU.
Radical changes in fiscal pol-

icy - including aggressive cuts
in public spending - could be
one way out of this impasse.

However, there are fears that

the government may not meet
its deficit targets, which were
set when growth prospects
were more promising.
While the government plans

drastically to pare back the
social security deficit, specific

ways of reducing it have yet to

be devised.

Moreover, strikes by public
sector workers in early Octo-
ber and more industrial action

.

this week by the railway union
will cast further doubt on the
government’s ability to push
through unpopular fiscal
reforms.

Investors will keep a fcson

watch on progress on this
front. “A failure to tighten fis-

cal policy further will leave the
Frenc franc lurching from cri-

sis to crisis in the future," say
analysts at Merrill Lynch.
“The fundamental issue

remains market concern about
the willingness of the French
government to take the neces-
sary and unpopular fiscal steps
to push the deficit more firmly
on a downward path."

Conner Middelmann
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Investors eye
Washington
budget battle

By the end of this week the stream ofcompanies reporting third quarteF
esrntags will have slowed to a trickle

SSFSSy *“«* more time toponder broader macroeconomic andbudgetary issues rattling other
financial markets.
Last week brought sighs of relief

from investors as technology ©ants
Micrrooft and Intel topped Wall Street's
expectations for their quarterly
earnings. That helped the Nasdaq
composite end 2 per cent higher despite
Friday s drop. But the news was mixed
For broader indices, which ended the
week much where they began amid
mixed news from cyclical companies
This week investors will focus

attention on Washington, where
politicians wrangling over the US
budget package are refusing to extend
the US borrowing limit
Few believe anyone in Washington is

OTHER MARKETS

EQUITY MARKETS: This Week
Lisa Bransten

Dow Jones Industrial Average

4.800

13

Source: FT Extei

October 1983 20

capricious enough to provoke a default,
but there is no telling what the effects
of the battle may be on finanrini

markets.
On Thursday the Commerce

department puts out figures on
September durable goods orders. The
median forecast is for the figure to be
unchanged after August’s 48 per cent
advance. On Friday investors get a look
at the Commerce department's estimate
of the third quarter gross domestic
product Wall Street economists are
looking for growth to have picked up to
2.5 per cent

LONDON Philip Coggan

GDP figure may
support Clarke

call on rate cut

The FT-SE 100 Index retreated at the
end of last week from the all-time

closing high of 3.593 achieved on
Wednesday, as the various takeover
rumours foiled to translate into action.

With the dividend yield low by
historical standards, and with shares

getting little support from gilts, a
substantial bid may be needed to give
the market a further fillip
There is little in the way of results to

delight or disturb the market this week,
with Wolseley, IC1 and SmithKline
Beecham the only Footsie stocks
reporting figures.

On the economic front, the key
statistic this week is likely to be today's

initial estimate of third quarter gross
domestic product growth.
The consensus of analysts’ forecasts

is for a 0.5 per cent quarter-on-quarter

rise, the same as in the previous period.
But because faster growth in 1994 is

FT-S&A Aft-Stare hide*

1.765

dropping out of the calculation, the

annual GDP rise is expected to foil from
2J> per cent to 2^ per cent.

That rate is arguably below the UK’s
trend growth rate and may give Mr
Kenneth Clarke, the chancellor,

an argument in favour of lower interest

rates when he next meets Mr Eddie
George, the governor of the Rank
of England, to discuss monetary
policy.

However, at the moment, the short
sterling future is not indicating that

base rates will foil from their current

level of 5.75 per cent before December.

International offers

Italy gets its act together

over imminent Eni sell-off

AMSTERDAM
The third-quarter results
season starts in earnest this

week, writes John Pitt.

Traders hope this will

kick-start what has been a
relatively lacklustre market in
recent months. Investors will

in particular be awaiting the
numbers from Philips on
Thursday, with forecasts that
the electronics group will show
an improvement In net income
of more than 20 per cent
The company will have been

helped by the tremendous
enthusiasm shown for

high-technology companies in
recent months, even though
the past week or so has seen
some of the shine removed
after US companies
disappointed investors with
their figures.

PARIS
Political troubles continue to

haunt the equity market and
most analysts have now
recommended adopting an
underweight position relative

to the continent
- There was more bad
corporate news last week, and
matters are unlikely to

improve much in the next five

days. Accor, the hotels group,

and L’Oreal are among those

companies expected to publish
interim figures. The fate of the
franc remains uppermost in
investors' minds; but any
slackening in the
administration's declared
policy to defend the currency
against speculators remains
most unlikely.

MILAN
The market will be hoping for
some clarification this week
after Friday’s rapidly
deteriorating political picture
increased the chances of an
early general election.

Mr Silvio Berlusconi, the
former prime minister, was
doing his best to stir the
political pot at the end of last

week, demanding a vote of no
confidence in the government,
pencilled in for today, and
threatening to oppose the

budget proposals.

The foot that foreign

investors have been giving the
market a wide berth for some
weeks has been reflected in the
recent low level of turnover, at
about L500bn a day.

The low level of business has
also been compounded by
inactive domestic funds as

they wait to subscribe to the
Eni offering, which could

absorb as much as LlO.OOObn.

The Comrt index, meanwhile,
had been clinging to strong

support around the 580 level

until Friday’s 570 point close.

Some analysts believe that the
way is now opes down to

around the 540 point level.

However, there are as always
optimists who believe that the
market is now oversold, and
could with luck be in for a
shut-term bounce to around
600.

ZURICH
Nine-month sales figures from
Sandra and third-quarter

results from ABB, both on
Thursday, will provide
corporate focus for a market
that posted a series of highs for

the year last week.
Expectations for the Sandoz

figure* are high and the share
has performed strongly in the
wake of the nine-month reports

from Roche and Cfha Rank*

however, have been at the
centre of attention, thanks to

the positive interest rate

environment, with SBC in

particular attracting interest at

the expense of UBS.

NORDIC
Good third-quarter figures

from SKF on Wednesday, and
from Asea on Thursday, could
lift the mood in Stockholm
after last week’s turbulence

among the technology stocks.

In Norway, takeover

speculation is building that

another suitor is in the wings
for Halfslund Nycomed, the
country's largest healthcare
company, which last week
confirmed long-running
speculation of a merger with
Ivax Corp of the US.
Norsk Hydro reports

third-quarter figures today

and, says UBS, there could be
positive surprises, given ICI's

statements last week that

fertiliser prices would continue

to rise steeply aver the next
few months as steady demand
meets a foil in manufacturing
capacity.

HONG KONG
Hoag Kong’s Hang Seng Index,

which last week pierced the

10,000 point barrier before

consolidating, is expected to

move back up towards the
10,000 level, although fall* on
Wall Street could postpone the
upward trend, writes Louise

Lucas
There is a dearth ofUS

economic data to affect Hang
Kong this week and local

investors will instead look to

see if the much-touted flow of
foreign funds is sufficiently

strong and consistent to fuel a
rally.

The picture at the end of last

week was slightly skewed by

volatility, precipitated by
heavy trading of derivatives.

Jonline Fleming, which claims

to be “cautiously optimistic”,

warns that the market is not
cheap but will benefit from
falling interest rates and a
recovering domestic economy.
According to the brokerage,

external liquidity could push
valuations higher and facilitate

the likelihood of a year-end

score of 10,500 to 11.000 for the
Hang Seng index.

TOKYO
While some investors remain
wary over potential selling by
domestic institutions above the

18400 level, most market
participants will be focused on
the spate of mid-term earnings
results this week, writes Entiko

Terazmo.
Brokers will release their

unconsolidated half-year

results today. The Big Four -

Nomura. Daiwa. Nikko. and
Yamalchi - are expected to

post strong figures thanks to

the rally in the bond market
Electronics makers' profits

are likely to be supported by
the yen's decline against the

dollar. The sector is likely to

see further buying, especially

if the rally in US
high-technology stocks on Wall

Street continues.

Compiled by Michael Morgan

International investors have
been scanning the horizon for

any trace of large Italian priva-

tisations for so long, they could
be forgiven for dismissing the
fast-approaching flotation of
Eni

.
the energy and chemicals

conglomerate, as a mirage.
But the treasury, which

owns all Eni's shares, is not
bluffing when it says it wants
to sell a large minority stake -

some reports now suggest as

much as 20 per cent - by the
end of November. Eni has
already begun an expensive
advertising campaign on Ital-

ian television, which stresses

the sheer size of the group.
Last week a series of safe-

guards for small shareholders,

plus a “golden share" for the

government, were introduced
into Eni's statutes, and the
company announced it was
applying for a listing on the

New York Stock Exchange.
Some analysts estimate the

sale could raise as much as
SlObn, which would make it

one of the biggest share issues

of all-time.

So what happened to the
political concerns, market
uncertainty, and wrangling
over regulatory issues which
have dogged the rest of the
Italian privatisation pro-

gramme.
The Italian parliament seems

close to approving regulatory

authorities for the energy and
telecoms sectors, but apart
from that, most of the old wor-
ries are still about, and some of

them are stronger than ever.

For example, the Milan
equity market has plumbed
new depths recently, driven
down by worries about trans-

parency over the plan to merge
Gemina, the investment com-
pany, and Femizzi Finanziaria,

the holding company. Mean-
while, in Rome, Mr Lamberto
Dim's technocratic govern-
ment has unexpectedly found
itself under renewed pressure

because of its attempts to oust
Mr Filippo Mancuso. the rebel

justice minister.

But at least when it comes to

Eni's privatisation, political
mind* seem to have been con-

centrated by the risk that
another high-profile delay in

the sell-off programme would
damage Italy’s dented image

abroad. As Ms Francesca Lolli,

head of research at Finanziaria

Indosnez in Milan, puts it “1

think there’s agreement at the
political level that this one has
to go well.”

At the same time, the trea-

sury has won legal backing to

go ahead with the Eni flotation

without a regulatory authority

in place, on the grounds that a
majority of the shares will

remain in government bands.
The legal decision makes one

wonder why the government
has bothered going through
tedious parliamentary
approval of a regulatory
authority for Enel, given that

it seems unlikely to sell off

more than 50 per cent of the

electricity producer in the first

phase of privatisation.

One explanation may be that
Enel is not yet ready for priva-

tisation. Eni, under Mr Franco
Bemabe, its young chairman

has been shouting how ready it

is for months, in an attempt to

get put to the top of the gov-
ernment's list

After a long and painful

restructuring programme the

group announced its first divi-

dend payout for 23 years in

May. and Mr Bernabe claimed

it was the fourth most profit-

able of the oil majors.

Eni's eagerness for privatisa-

tion should enable Imi of Italy,

and Credit Suisse First Boston
- global co-ordinators of the

issue - to exploit a gap in the
crowded calendar of interna-

tional privatisations. A sale of
Stet shares, by contrast could

now clash with next year’s

Deutsche Telekom sell-off and
might feel the repercussions of
sluggish demand for shares in
Telefonica of Spain. Eni, on the

other hand, could ride the
wave of the success of the Rep-
sol flotation in Spain earlier

this year.

The treasury is even tailor-

ing the sale of the rest of its

stake in ina the insurance
company, so as not to interfere

with demand for Eni shares.

The treasury placed an 18 per
cent stake in Ina with friendly

shareholders at the end of last

month, raising Ll,700bn. It has
chosen to sen the rest of its

shares - roughly 35 per cent of

Ina’s capital - through an
issue of convertible bonds.

between December and mid-
January.
The main reason for the con-

vertible offer is that a straight

share issue would have to be
priced below last year’s Ina flo-

tation price. That would irri-

tate shareholders who bought
into Ina at the sale of the ffrst

tranche, and depress the value
of the shares only just sold to

core shareholders. Another
equity issue would also risk

distracting investors from next
month’s Eni sale.

The change to Eni's statutes

provides further safeguards for

potential Eni shareholders.
Some of the measures seem
specifically aimed at prevent-
ing Mediobanca, the Milan
merchant bank, from using its

network of corporate allies to

build up small stakes in Eni

The treasury has again intro-

duced a 3 per cent ceiling for

shareholdings, and - under the

"golden share" rules, used for

the first time in this privatisa-

tion - will retain the right to

veto any large investor which
decides to buy the full 3 per

cent stake. At the same time,

as in the Ina privatisation, a
clause has been introduced to

impede "concert party” acqui-

sitions of shares. Investors

already linked in other compa-
nies’ shareholder syndicates -

as most of Mediobanca's allies

are - will find their shares
treated as though they belong
to a single shareholder.

The treasury's technicians
now claim they have elimi-

nated most political obstacles

from the path of the Eni flota-

tion. International funds are
said to be reshuffling the Ital-

ian part of their equity portfo-

lios to prepare for the arrival

of Eni shares, which should
offset the pronounced cyclical

bias of the Milan market
Whether the Eni privatisa-

tion will encourage interna-

tional investors to increase

their exposure to the unstable

Italian market wifi depend on
two linked factors: how the
Dini government comes
through its latest crisis, and
just how generous the treasury
and its advisers decide to be
when it finally comes to pric-

ing the offer.

Andrew Hill

deoressd

The Zambia. Privatisation Agency is offering for sale

CHOMA MILLING
COMPANY PLC

(In Formation)

C
homa Milling Company Pic

is located in Choma town in

the Southern Province of

Zambia about 280 kilometres from

Lusaka, the capital city ofZambia.

Choma milling produces two

major brands of mealie meal,

breakfast and rolleu The company

also produces brewers grits which

are sold to large brewering

-y companies. Mealie sump, mealie
1

rice and screenings are also

produced.

The Mill

The mill has an optimal production

capacity of 45,000 tonnes of mealie

meal per annum or sales revenues in

excess ofUS$6 million at current

prices. The mill produces high quality

mealie meal and has an excellent

reputation in the market Beyond the

loyal and well-established customer

base in Lusaka, Choma, Kafue and

Kabwe, Choma milling could tap the

latent market in the Copperbelt and

other parts ofZambia and

neighbouring Zaire (Shaba
ProvmceX

Malawi, Tanzania, Angola and

Mozambique.

Choma Milling operates a Buhler

mill installed in 1980. The features of

the mill are:

• Intermediate six concrete bins of 562

tonnes storage capacity
_

* Screen room rated capacity

of 14 tonnes per hour

* Milling section capacity of

6.25 tonnes per hour

* Extraction rates as follows:

* Roller meal 94%
* Bran 5%
* Milling Loss 1%

* Breakfast meal 70%
* No. 3 Meal 28.5%

* Milting Loss 1.5%

Key Strengths ofChoma
Mining
* Optimal production capacity

of45,000 tonnes ofmealie

meal per annum.

* High quality mealie meal

with excellent reputation in the

market

* Markets for mealie meal are well

known and guaranteed.

* Use ofreadily available local raw

materials, mainly maize from within

Choma town.

Workforce

Choma milling currently employs 120

people.

Offers

Offers are invited for the purchase of

Choma millingCompany Pie (In

Formation).

VIEWPOINT
Commerzbank’s focus on German
and European economic issues 10/95

The poor performance of

earned income mainly reflects

two developments: a marked

decline in employment during

the Gist half of the nineties and

an unprecedented rise in the bur-

den of taxes and social-security

contributions. Every year be-

tween 1990 and 1995, there was

a gap of almost IK percentage

points between gross and net

income growth for the typical

salaried employee. In addition,

private households’ purchasing

the D-mark do not support the

view that the second half of the

nineties will see a repetition of

what happened a decade earlier,

when 2 million jobs were created

in (western! Germany. What is

more, it can no longer be taken

far granted that the service sec-

tor will contribute significantly

to job creation. Projections show,

that if wages continued to rise at

this year's rate, employment

would expand by no more than

0.5% per year up to the end of

INVEST IN ZAMBIA. Africa 's model country, one

ofthe first to experience transition to plural potties

and democracy and a leader in the implementation

ofo privatisation programme which will establish

a market economy led by the private sector.

Apart from privatisation, Zambia has put in place

sound policies which have, in a short period of

time, reduced inflation, and stabilised exchange

rates. The abolition ofexchange controls in

January, 1994 made the local currency,

tlw Kwacha, fully convertible.

IfaZanbuItovataBticnAgntyfZltyutmoutomm

Agency ofIkeCcuenmal ofZambia. The finefida oftheAgaty

is top/an,impfemeiA oaf control tiepiuotaatmcfStott

owned enterprises in Zambia.

7pa
For further information about bid submission contact:

The Chief Executive
ZAMBIA PRIVATISATIONAGENCY
P O Box 30819, Lusaka, Zambia
Telephone: 280-1-227851, 221866, 227791. Telefax: 260-1-225270

Bidders will be required to sign a confidentiality agreement and pay

US$100 or K80.000 for receipt of a tender package.

The closing and opening date forsubmissionofbi^w3rdNQDembe^J395rtl&001toim.

Mil private

consumption curb

German growth

for long?

Economic growth was almost as disappointing in the first

half ofthe 1990‘s as in the first half of the 1980's: western

Germany's real GUP expanded by a meagre 1.8% on
average between 1990 and 1995, the second-lowest rate

in the past forty-five years. In the second half ofthe eight-

ies, however, the growth rate trebled. AS in afi, therefore,

the record for the decade as a whole was not too bad.

Is a similar development Gkefy to happen again?

Unfortunately, the answer is

probably no, one important dif-

ference between then and now

being private consumption,

which reflects the income situ-

ation of households. While real

private consumption grew at the

same rate as GDP in the first

half of the nineties, real dispos-

able income lagged behind by

halfa percentage print per year.

And the largest component of

household income, wages and

salaries after direct taxes and

soda!-security contributions, did

not even keep pace with infla-

tion; on average, they are 4$

lower in real terms in 1&5 than

they were five years ago.

Patterns ofgrowth and private consumption
Western Germany, at constant prices, average annual growth rates

4.1

1.1

0.6
0.3

Ji
1980 - 85 1985 - 90

a GDP
1.9

private consumptionI

J

real disposable income

of private hoiueMds

1990-95
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power was further eroded by

rises in administered prices.

What does the future hold in

store? Regrettably, the govern-

ment shows no great inclination

to cut its revenues as a share of

GDP. A reduction by no more

than 1 percentage print or so is

planned by 1998, yet perhaps

not even this modest decline will

materialize. While a further rise

in social-security contributions

next year will be mure than off-

set by a cut in income lazes, and

the solidarity surcharge on

income taxes may be halved in

the run-up to the 1998 election,

1997 could well bring another

increase in indirect taxes.

On the employment front.

1995's high wage increases and

the deterioration in the price

competitiveness of German pro-

ducers due to the appreciation rf

the decade. Late 1680’s-style job

creation would only be possible

with wage restraint of the kind

which prevailed in 1994.

Bur new jobs are essential if

private consumption is to achieve

solid growth again. A boost in

employment would significantly

ease the strains on the social

security system and thus contrib-

ute to the much-needed reduc-

tion in non-wage costa. While

wage discipline and fiscal policy

may leave much to be desired at

present, a return to late-1980's

growth rates is still feasible.

For more information

about our banking and

financial services.

contact Commerzbank's

Corporate Communications

Department Frankfurt

Fax +4969 1362-88 05
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212 1X3 -J22 1X6 1*1 IX _ 44348 T- f?W» -X3 3X6 ZOO EJ 130 28137 BCTS 23!

§40
ft. S-S MSS-9 — 1619*8 Btt 4SZ37 -X3 £10 1X5 11 ... i860 BCE Mi ~

42
i j-]

9 h - .jyo
, 8 +.13 8.10 4-42 40 —
1.00 -03 1.74 104 50 _
2X7 + 2X2 1=30 _
Ui IS <l§ !f z £

XJ5D +00 56 24 80

laoiao 18200.0 +190.0 18260.0 18000J) 11371 156867
18080.0 18240.D +220.0 I824a0 180600 IE *.5G0

TOKYO - woarrAcnvi STOCKS: Friday. October 20. 1995

5,906 11JB&1

8236 Omi Haml lor craMue <fti- OKIOectric
Haaeka Corp ....Ort 1* Tuwan V/egkwa SdSAI; Koran Comp &i 1(716 77. B*S» of* „ 100 0**^ Au3b*to« Otttoy t Cqrroctain. - Calculated ta 1£O0 GOT. • &duWng boo*. X hWta&W. Wo UHttre. fWlcM and ^ .
iJS!zS.Z7Rr-

and Mnng - MO- toira Traartt BELTO. FSX G«v. MB Gen. SSF2S0, CAC40. Euro Top-100, ISEQ OvenA TattW Ca=JU«a# i A Tha OJ tea. tediK taiiamBcai ray* Wcdn and kmc ara ttw araraow oi lhe ifthata aid ta«t pricre aw^B* wy by recti Heavy
rrewrari .wd DA7 - as 1 OU-. jS£ 'isid - 2SS 7: JSE 3S riduHnaU - 2640: NVEE Al Common - 50 fud Stendrei and Poor's - 10 S5 stock; whereas Om wAd itert hflhs aid kMS (swftad ft Tetokuft repnoert die Nflhwt nl Icmee* *ofc» «« *« «*« iwiwoehM Twt«ja Corp __—

.

Momoai Toronto i<u Or/A (ui UnavaJatue
(
I8S/DAX ariw-hows reteic Oct 50 - 21*8.12 -2707-

stoek; whsmasdm actual itayH h^s mA toss tswftad ft ranaen me H&mtm 1

doing Bn cby. (Tha figure In bractete am pnewxB day’s, f Suftea 10 official nmwfton. Fujitsu

Stoofca Owing Chengs
Traded Prion on day
12 .0m 968 +6
8-3m 3Q6 +5
7Xm 783 +11
r.4m 753 +18
6j8m 1240 +10

Sumftomo Osaka
NEGGotp
f^apon StPBl ...

Hftachl

Ttriaiyana

Stocfc* CSaelng Change
Traded Priced 00 day

5 .6m 435 +22
4J3m 1410 +«
5-8m 351 +3
g.Tm 1060 +10
3-5m 740 +13
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CURRENCIES AND MONEY
POUND SPOT FOr ward.against the pound

— Swfa? .

D*w'“ **d A-moimi TtaMRHnfti
Europe

* ^gay spread tow Rnf %RA Rett gW

(BFrt iJJS J2 15-6887 1S^830 1&4M8 2-* 1M1« 2-3

5?martt (DKr) 8.5579 1H®25 II?
‘ 705 «.7370 45X250 45X505 23 453605 23

(FM) 6 6885 ®? ' T*° a.6281 05598 8.S602 1.1 83437 1.1

?**!_ CFFil 7 7K»
01* - 757 6-7030 6«20 63841 OX 6856 a?

earn** (DM) pjaJ Io ft

7
?

540 7-8138 77417 7.7577 -1.1 7.7633 -0.0g» (M mS J!S2^"2? 27249 2.1982 2-186 2-6 2.1638 2.8
Intend J*J2 SBfi - 604 366.012 362X11 . - - -

!** W ZSZJ T?
™ - 787 “288 0^762 05771 1.0 0.9758 0.9

Lg’ramboorg (u+j 4i34S| .i"*!7 ““ ' »S 2528.12 2514X3 253043 -34 2S45X3 -05
N*he'*mrtB (R) HcRI "S

-^? U*
’ 796 45.7370 *50250 45X505 ZX 45.0806 2.5

(NKr) SSl ** «£ 24fltt £4610 24604 3.1 24495 20
Ronu8al (Es) 232.9*8 I2 ‘ 309 9 8405 48895 97117 1-5 90898 14
Soah (Pta) {ms.. "I

3®3 796 * 101 235017 232228 233.469 -20 234.709 -3.0
Sweden (SKrt inS73s "1^9? 71-4 814 192087 100428 191X14 -3.1 192XS4 -3.0
******* V738S 5S " S? 108071 10 5477 10-576 -02 105808 -03
UK 1

,

-0.0127 973 - 997 1X138 1.7953 1.7014 4.7 1.7795 4.2

SORt I 1]^ HJ.0053 024 - 037 1.2129 12013 1202* 1.1 1.1998 1.1

AiMriGn

M lna HS ^-?W3 750 - 762 15777 1.5703 - -

DOLLAR SPOT FORWARD AGAIMST THE DOLLAR
One yur Bar* of

Bate %PA Eng (Max
Oosing Change BkVaftar {toy's mid (to* month Ttaee months On* year J_P Morgan
mld-poni on day spread tigh tow Rate »PA Rala »»PA Rate 3vPA index

2.4 154146 2A . .

2S 45.0605 25 446255 22
1.1 25437 1.1 84812 1.0

(M ease a7 - .

-1.1 7.7633 -0.0 7.7579 -0.1

25 2.1BS8 2.6 2.1476 25

lO 09758 0.9 0.9726 0.S
-34 2S4&33 -35 2613.48 -3-6

25 45.0006 2.5 446256 22
3.1 24495 26 24033 2.6

1.5 94898 14 6.6143 1.1

196.654 -3.1

106039 -03
1.7266 40

Europe
Austria

8efcfctei

Denmark
Fkttnd
France

Gammy
Greece
Intend
Italy

Luxembourg
Netherlands

Norway
Portugal

Spam
Sweden
Swtaartand
UK
Ecu
SORT

Scht 9.8375 -0.1142 346 - 403 9.9320 9.8290 98224 IX 8.7923 18 9.683 IX 1072 Dalflkim

(BFr) 28.7725 -0.332 600 - 850 29.0500 26.5800 28 7315 1.7 29X525 1.7 28X525 IX 1094 week ago

(DKr) 54365 -0 0575 350 - 380 5.4840 54303 54372 -OX 5433 OX 54425 -0.1 109X Ram
frV) 42313 -0«23 280 - 345 42671 42206 4.2309 ai 42238 ai 42253 0.1 67.6
(FR1 4J1B0 -0.0442 175 - 165 4.9650 48122 4.9265 -2.1 4.8365 -1.5 4X58 -0.8 108.4

(UM) 1^79 -00182 975 • 982 14120 18951 1J957 IX 1.3313 1.9 12728 IX 111X week ago

n» 230690 -105 140 - 840 232.770 230070 232.115 -90 235X15 -66 248.79 -60 pr n
« 1.6117 *0.0055 108 • 128 1.6135 1X065 1X118 -01 1X119 -0.1 1X184 -04 .

04 1601.00 *5.7 000 - 200 1606.90 159725 1607.76 -5.1 1619.8 -4.7 1677 —S.7 69.7 fata

CL-FrJ 28.77J5 -0332 600 - 650 29.0500 29.5800 28.7315 1.7 28.6525 1.7 28X525 15 1094
<F6 1.5653 -00188 646 - 658 1-5831 1X632 1X626 20 1.5575 2.0 1X375 1.8 1092

(NKr) 6.1701 -00534 677 - 725 62595 6.1580 6.1663 0.7 6.1601 0.6 6.1501 0.3 886 week ago

fEs) 147.810 -134 760 - 860 149.760 147400 148X75 -3.B 149285 -JX 153X1 -4.1 95X
(Pta) 121.075 -1.175 050 - 100 122250 120-830 121.455 —3X 122225 -3.6 125.72 -38 810
(SKr) 6.7093 -00669 053 - 132 6.7977 67008 6.7268 -ai 67633 -02 6.9319 -XX 63X
(SFr) 1.1412 -00113 406 - 416 1.1520 1.1397 1.1376 3.8 1.1315 34 1.1037 OX 114X willk ego

03 1.5760 *00045 755 - 765 1-5785 1S7D9 1X749 0.8 1.5729 08 1.5619 OX 63.3 J«P»"
- 1.3100 +00095 097 - 103 1J120 1J990 1X104 -0.4 1X111 -4L3 1X134 -0.3 weak ago

WORLD INTEREST RATES
MONEY RATES
October 2fl Ora

e*
6i
4i
4V>

Si
55

One
month

Three

metis

six

ntihs

One
year

Lamb.
Inter.

Do.
rate

Repo
rata

4fe 4« 4 i 4% SLOO *a«a)

4 'A 4i 4 S 4H aoo 3X0 -

6% Bfi 6% 6H 5.00 _ 7.00

r* 6

i

616 6Vi 5X0 _ 7X5
*1 *i 4 i 4 i 5.50 3X0 4X3
*» 4i 4 4 5.50 3X0 4.03

Si 5% 6 6to _ _ 625
5fl 5B Gq «i - - 625
10J lOfe 'OS 10£ - 9.00 10X8
10ii 10i iog TOfe - 9X0 10X6
3% 3fa 39 4i - 3.50 3.70

3’A 4 4 4i _ 3X0 3X0
2 2 Vi 2V5, 2i 5X0 2.00 -

2 2U Zi 2to 5X0 2XD -

5% 5% 5% S« - 5X5 -
5* so se sto - 525 -

£ Vk » u - 0X0 -

£ to to l _ 0X0 -

TO 1-5147 *0.0078 141 - 152 1.5156 15067

£2 ["I
225 +0-0227 214 - 235 £1250 2.1100

"5 ?
+0-0222 165 - 389 10.5433 104981

kvflg cTnlT, Hie - oil u^ajaa IZ.l+OS ,£? 303 • 022 542230 * a**
fcl~l 4.7164 *0.0107 117 - 210 4.7213 4.7017

S^Lfa rJS TJSI
"°-48S 566 ' 808 158-®» 157.280

New^anri eJS I??
02 +°0081 781 -822 35675 33709^MZ^and (NZS) 2J867 -Q.000* 850 - 883 2.3886 25846

SStefa 40-8
?
57 +°-116® 733 ' S75 409620 40^18

£2 +0-0l6B 086 ' 130 55200 5.8920

SrS?^L ®S 2-2395 +<>-0009 380 - 410 2-2-154 22342
(R 5.7418 *0.0063 388-448 5.7552 5.7770Sot* Korea (Won) 1208.71 *455 825 - 916 1210.10 120*58

l“'*an TO 42.6197 *0.0986 991 - 403 eoptvp 42.3892
(BO 305340 *0l0815 135 - 544 39.6050 394200

(Peart 049688 998 05698 09997

2.1216 OX 2.1214 02 2.1265 -02 84.7

1X749 OX 1.5729 as 1X61B a9 92A

2.1017 -0.7 2.1046 -OX 2.1193 -ox 654
12.183 OX 12.1706 ox 12.137 04

156.772 7X 155.162 6X 148X37 8X 143.0

2X926 -3X 2.4019 -2X 24275 -1.7 101.1

- - - - - -

^^ **0*°"^ "» fera Pro dartrel nTaae. Rywdnra ar» not

!

. iai rmahirLS^L
4
.!!!??** -SWW|1 ***** cHaJmaa By me Bank oT Eertmd Bw loan tan, ram

^
McTmiom In both AW and the Outer Spot aUma WM keen TW WWRSJTE^^lIoSING WOTBATE3. Sana nSuas

BrazB TO 0X611 +0X022 610 - 611 0X612 0X602 . . . . . . .

Canada TO 12468 *00106 465 - 470 1X483 1.3413 1X473 -04 1X486 -OX 1 3588 -OX 844
M«*jcc (New Peart 6.6800 -0X05 750 - 850 6.6850 66750 66822 -04 6,6854 -03 6.69C3 -02 -

USA & ra ra

‘ - - - - - - . - 93X
Pnreic/MMrite Egrt/Afrioa

AustreBa (AS) 1.3326 +0.0037 323 - 332 1X363 1X322 1X344 -1.6 1X38 -IX 1X577 —1.0 668
Hong Kona (HK5) 7.7325 *0.0003 320-330 7.7332 7.7317 7.734 -02 7.736 -02 7.7562 -OX a

todia £Rs» 35.5750 *0X1 000 - 500 35 7000 34X500 36725 -5.) 36X3 -5.1 37.5 -54 .

bnui CShk) 2X926 -0.0016 906 - 946 3X020 2.9844 • - - - - -

Japan (Y) 100.055 -0.595 010 - 100 100770 100000 99X6 5X 98.64 5.7 94.765 5.3 143X
Malaysia (MS) 2X255 -0X021 250 - 260 2X290 2X240 2.5255 00 2.5259 -0.1 2.5335 -OX .

New Zaticnd (NZS) 1X142 -0X046 138 - 148 1X160 1.5132 1X163 -32 1X258 -31 1.5505 -24 a

Phftpptaea (Peart 25X300 - 800 - 600 25.9600 25 8800 - - - - • - -

Saudi Arabia PR) 3.7505 503 - 507 3.7508 37503 3.7511 -0.2 3.7519 -0.1 3.7551 -ai .

Stagapore TO 14210 -0.0035 205 • 215 14233 14202 14170 2.9 1.4113 2.7 1X865 24 -

South Africa ira 3.6433 -00064 425-440 3-6485 3X420 3X6% -82 3.7186 -ax 3X499 -8.4 -

South Korea (Won) 786.950 *0.7 900 - 000 7S8XOO 768400 768.95 -4.7 773.45 -34 791.95 -33 -

Taiwan TO 26.0795 -00145 750 - 840 26.9930 26X740 26.9995 -0.9 27.0395 -0.9 - . -

Thalond m 25X660 -QjQ2 600 • 900 25.1080 25.0750 26172S -42 24X2 42 26X4 -32 -

irawftqnk ndng 5% S3 sa sa - _ \

week age sa 53 SE sa - -

US Dotiar CDs 5X0 5X0 S.B1 564 _ _ _

weak ago 5.60 5X0 5.60 5-64 - -
ECU Linked Da Sfe 53 53 SB _ _ -
week ago 5V, S3 53 5* - - -

SDR Linked Da 33 % 32 33 - - -

week ago 35 33 3£ 35 - “ -

S UBOft kiiatank fcdno rates om ollemd mu lor SrOm quoted to me marfue ey lour mtaranco beeki
at Ham each aoUe bay. 17a tares are: Bartoes Irua. Bare o' lokyo, Bodays and NOMrak
WaeonkBter.
MU n«aa am akeen tor tna domesric Money Ratea. U3S COo. ECU A SDR Le*ad DepoWa (PeJ.

EURO CURRENCY INTEREST RATES
Short 7 days
term notice

One Three Six

month months months

rated to die market bu
V2/SS. Btt. Otter and
led by (ho F.T.

t SDH rate per 5 to Oct IS Bldtofto.

:

markM but am fenpaed by cunant intern

tr Spat table show only the

I * ECU en quoted In US a
Us mode
emnev J.P.

I pbee* Forward rates am rwt Cncsy <s*kad a> eta
on nomnal aUtcaa Oct IV. a™ sweeps iSOtolOO

CROSS RATES AMD DERIVATIVES
EXCHANGE CROSS RATES

Octao BFr DKr

B^gtan (BFr) 100 TS59
Dramark (DKr) 5253 to
Fra>ca (FFr) 5651 1105
Ctermaiiy (OM) 2058 3.889
•retad (K) 4657 8.761
»*{y 04 1.797 0340
Ntrthertand* (FT) 1038 3473
Nonwy (NKr) 4064 &811
Partusal (Es) 19.47 3.879

FT GOLD MINES INDEX

Sweden
Swftnrtand
UK

Ecu
Danbh Kroner,

(BFr)

BFr

100

DKr

18X9

FFr

1709

DM

4X58

K
2.157

L

5563

n

5.440

NKr

21.44

Ea

513.6

Pta

420.7

SKr

23X1

SFr

3X67

C

2X05

CS

4.681

$

3475

Y

347.7

Ecu

2.653
(DKr) 52S3 10 9046 2X71 1.141 2945 2X79 11X5 271

X

222.7 12X4 2.100 1.167 2478 1.839 184.1 1404
(FFr) 56X1 1105 TO 2.842 1X62 3255 3.183 12XS 300X 248X 13X4 2X21 1X90 2-738 2033 203.5 1X62
(DU) 20X8 0389 3X18 1 0444 1145 1.120 4414 106.7 86.61 4.798 0X17 0464 0964 0715 71.58 0546
TO 46X7 8.761 7X25 2X53 1 2580 2X22 9X43 238.1 195.1 10.81 1X39 1.022 2.171 1X11 181X 1X30
(U 1.797 0X40 0X07 0.067 0.038 100. 0098 0X85 9X31 7X62 0.419 0.071 0040 0064 0.062 6X50 0048
P) 18X8 3X73 3.142 0X93 0X86 1023 1 3X42 9441 77.34 4X85 0:729 0405 0X61 0.639 63.92 0488

(NtO) 46X4 8X11 7X71 2X66 1006 2595 2X37 10 239.5 196X 10X7 1X50 1028 2.163 1.621 183X 1X37
(Ea) 19.47 3.879 3X28 0X46 0.420 1083 1058 4.175 ioa 81X2 4X38 0.772 0429 0912 0677 67.71 0X17

(Ptal 23.77 4491 4062 1.155 0X13 1322 1X90 5.096 122.1 100. 5.540 0.943 0X24 1.113 0826 62X6 0.631
(SKr) 42X0 8.106 7X33 2.084 0.925 2387 2X34 9X00 220X 180X 10 1.702 0.946 2000 1491 148X 1.138
(SFr) 25X1 4.763 4X09 1X25 0X44 140? 1X71 5,405 129X 108.1 5.B75 1 0.556 1.180 0X76 87.86 0668
B 45X5 8X68 7.751 2X03 0X78 2523 2.467 9.724 3929 190X 10X7 1.799 1 2.123 1X76 157.7 1X03
TO 21X6 4036 3X51 1038 0461 1188 1.162 4X80 109.7 89X7 4X79 0X47 0471 7 0742 74X8 0567

(S) 28.78 5437 4X10 1X98 0.621 1601 1X65 6.170 147X 121.1 6.707 1.141 0.63S 1X47 1 100.1 0.7B3
m 28.76 5433 4X15 1X87 0.620 1600 1X64 aiee 147.7 1210 6.703 1.141 0X34 1.346 0999 100. 0783

37.70 7.122 6443 1X31 0.813 2087 2051 8063 193.0 158X 8.786 1495 0X31 1.76S 1X10 131.1 1

%cl«
Oct dace
* 30fl2A4

mu Cap
She

% et

GaU Gram tfhr

yWd%
NE
nrife

Goto Nfcws lott* (34) 1815.17 -8.1 45X3 IDO* 287

ItastoaNMfca
Africa (19 2436X6 -236 13.15 2B89 4.46 21.14

AoHndBOfl (6) -88 5.66 12.44 2X4 2491

IMAn**US 157932 +23 2671 58.67 085 4533

- 230473 1KDJI1

Copynghc The FlnonciQl fmes Lnwed 1995. *FT GaU Una todex* a a trader?

Tana Lorded. Flgww et emckuu *n nunber at ajngiurWu Bae LIS DoOere. I

31/12192.

LONDON RECENT ISSUES; EQUITIES
Issue Amt Md. Ck»
price pad cap 1965 price

Franco Franc, Norwegian Kroner, and Sweeten Kronor
|

Dec

Open

07134

SeBprice

07174

Change

+00047

High

07189

Low

0.7102

EK.VOI

29.708

Open toL

49,658

Pound fa Mm York

Ocf 20 —dose — -Re*, don- FT GUIDE fa WORLD CURRENCIES

Mar 07138 07206 +00049 07215 07138 393 2,837 tnw 1X730 1X765 "The FT Guide to World Cunntas
Jim — 07236 +0.0060 0.7235 1 69 l sa 1X719 1X754 table can be ftxnd on the Erruagtag

3 (nth 1X097 1X742 Markets pi«e to today's arSOon.

SWISS FRANC FUTURES (IMM) SFr 125X00 per SFr Hr 1.5506 1.5625

Dec 0X758 0X814 +0X045 0X833 0X730 13X55 32427
Mar 0.6807 0.8891 +0X046 0X905 0X807 48 1.771
Jun _ 0X868 +0.0051 0X870 380 402

P UP (EmJ High Loo Stack

SO F.P. 14.5 71 SO GonsoSiiiled Coal
. FJ». 5X5 130 i20 t&xo Seles Fm
. FP. 0X2 29 17 l2 German Srrt wts
- FP. 5.70 40 25 Hay 8 Robertson

45
FP.
F.P.

11.7

17X
119
61

112 iMptftadD
52 HuuMerts

- FP. 193 105 100 fAjrray Vet
. FP. 14.4 61 60 Pemberotone

TOO FP. 303 104 99 Pictet British

400 F.P. 162 400 400 tPresun Nth End
- FP. - >2 h Upfan 8 Stan Wte

Net Onr. Grs P/E
*/- <tv. cor. ytd net

Sham &n*ce noun.
! Itout For aU aplonaoon at at attwr nymoob

|

RIGHTS OFFERS
Issue Ainoure Latest Closing +or-

JMNW8C YBI RTTUBES (B4M) Yen 125 per Yen 100

Open Bert price Change High Low ESLvol Open tot

Dec 1X048 1X057 +0X018 1X090 1X009 10.142 56X14
Mr 1.0183 1X209 +0X021 1X233 1X183 296 6X85
Am 1X335 1X353 +0.0024 1X363 1X335 2 333

STBdJM FUTURES (IMM) £62.500 per E

Dec
'

1X706 1X704 -0X018 1X770 1X682 6,151 35.703
Mar 1X670 1X608 -0X018 1X730 1X860 3 211
Jun - 1X628 -0X018 1X670 1X610 2 10

UK INTEREST RATES

LONDON MONEY RATES
Oct 20 Ora- 7 dove

WMDBJHnA 8E 03 OWIMB £31.250 (genre per poured

Snfce
Price NW

— GALLS -
Dec Jan Nov

— PUTS —
Doc Jan

1X40 3X4 ann 4X9 0.18 0-77 1X7
1X50 2X5 3.18 3.63 0X5 1X7 1X1
1X80 1X1 2X0 3X4 0X4 1.45 2X2
1X70 1X0 2.05 2X6 093 1X9 248
1X80 0.74 1X1 2.10 147 2.16 2X6
1X00 041 1.59 1.70 2.15 2-44 3X7

Oct 20 Ora- 7 days One Three Sfac One
night notice month months months year

Motw* Storing 7^ - A 6% - 6h 6* - 6% flfl - Bfi 6^ - 6^ B% - 6lt

Stofcgcai - - eft-f&Bg-fllJtfi-eaitft-tfJ
Treasury Btes- - B*» - 6,»a . 6^ - 8,*.

Barit BIG - - 6|| - 6J2 6^ - BA 8^ - 6/,

Local auteotby dtps. 6& - t& 9,’e - 6f« Sii - 6i 63* - 6»* 841 - 6ft 67, - 61,

taccum Marital daps 7 - 6^ 6*, - ^2

UK clearing berk base leretog rale S3, per cent from February 2. 1995

Uptol 1-3 3-6 89 9-12

mcnOi math months made months

Ceils of Tex dap. (eiCtywj) 3 5% 53| 6 S’*

CWtoorTejrdapLundwClOatlOOIe2lipc. Dwloeto wkhdraeUorceui llapc.

Awl lender rate at cteeou* 6571 5pc. ECGO Seed rate Stp. Expert Rnsncn. Make up dqr Sop 29.

1BBS. Agreed me tor period Oct 28. 1995 to No* 25, 199B. Schama H 6 BJjtpc. Rstoence rra tar

period Sep t, igas to Sep 29, 19B5. Bchwna W * V &79Soc. Rnwce Home Boa Hem 7pc Mm

price

p

paid

Up
Renun.

data

1906
Moh low Storft

price

p

320 N1 14/11 114pm 93pm AiuiTBSC 112pm -1

105 Ml 24/11 17pm 5pm to&y&ctn Plants 5pm
16 NM 28/10 2pm Vpm Baris 2pm
490 IX 13/11 103pm 5Ctam Forth Porto 91pm
9S0 Ni arii T52pm 113+jpm RMC 128pm

RANK OF ENGLAND TREASURY BILL TENDER

Pimm rte/e uoL. Cote 5.197 Arto H537. Prau.ctayto open ML. Gate 237jS»1 Pi«a2e7jE73

BANK RETURN

BANKING DEPARTMENT

UabBUae
Cep*a |

Public depoads
Bankers depeshs

Reswe and other accounts

Government seeurttlea

Advance «d clher accounts

Premise, equipment and other i

Notes
Coin

ISSUE DgARTMENT

LlabMes
Notes w circulation

Notes bi Banking Department

Other Government aacufbes

Other Securities

00 20 Oct 13 Oct 13 Oct 6

Bfeon oliH 21500m £l500m Top sccapM rate 85780% 66181%
Total • Nndcatioas E4449D1 25366m An. rate ol dteccmt 6.5715% 65001%
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3711X7 2428.19 Open saa price Change High Low EsL vrt Open toL

2951.49 178820 Dec 94X5 94X1 -0.04 94XS 94.19 74X60 392.835

1831X0 1348.18 Mar 9443 94.38 -0X5 94.44 94.36 93X80 387.755

i of Tta Fnandal
* vatooa 1000*

Jite 9444 94X6 -0.07 94.44 94.34 50.175 250X85

US 1HSASUHY mu. FUTURES (IMM) Sim per 100%

Dec 94.82 94X0 -0.04 94X2 94.70 595 11,816
Mar 94.89 94.B8 -0X5 94.90 94.65 483 3.997

Jun 94X8 94X8 -0.08 94X8 94X8 25 189
I
Qpwi Mamet Ops. era tor pnnrious tty

BUSINESSES FOB SALE
Appear in the Financial Times

on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

For further information or to advertise

in this section please contact

Karl Loynton on +44 0171 873 4780 or

Lesley Sumner on +44 0171 873 3308

nxMK3ALinim

FT CONFERENCES
THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY - TOWARDS THE YEAR 2000
London, 20& 21 November 1985
Authoritative figures ham Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific region wtf

address this annual FT meeting, sharing their views on managing the boom-bus!
cycle; joint vonturax todustiy reshuettang and privatisation plana. Speatera hdudK
Mr Even Henkes, Chemicals Coonflnator. SheS International Chemfca) Company Lid:

kb Bryan Sanderson, Chief Executive Officer, BP Chemicals: Mr Kabuharu HoshL
Executive Managing Director, Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals tocorporated; Mr Edward
WUson. Vice President Oow Europe SA; Mr Joseph Sovtera, Corporate Vice
President Urion Cfftide Corporation; Dr Hank J Afcema, Aasodato Pamer, Arthur

Andereen & Co and Mr Areorio Seotathn Roy, Corporate Planning Co-Oirfinator,

PEMEX.

WORLD ELECTRICITY

London, 22 & 23 November 1995
Against a backdrop of rapid change and considerable opportunity, this annual
meeting - the ninth in a series arranged jo tatty with Power in Eiaope - wo examine
Ihe continuing trends ol deregulation and liberalisation around the world.
International experts wll consider bow utlUas are responding to a more competitive

environment and comment on the globe! power market In the We 1990a. Speakers
tachafe: Mr Jurgen Andersson, MHsler ter Housing and Energy, Sweden; Mr RE D
CoUwbI. Head of Government S Overseas Relations, The National Grid Company
pic; M- Gyorgy Hatvani, Chairman. MVM; Mr David Weaver, Vice ftaaktom. Asia.

CMS Energy Corp; Mr Rotator Lock. Counsel, LaBoeuf. Lamb Greene & MecRaa
LLP and Mr John Beaunonl, Director Of Marketing, Energta Communications LfcL

FWANOALRBK3WTWGWTHE UK: ACCOUNTING ISSUES, 199&BB

London, 23 November 1995
Developmams in ffnancial repotting have come thick and fast this year. The nth
annual FT conference on FtaanctaTReporting provides accountants to practice and
in industry with an opportunity to discuss these developments with the experts.
Speakers tnclude: Professor Sir David Tweedle, Chairman ol the Accounting
Standards Board; Sir Bryan Carsberg, Secretary-General of the International

I

Accounting Standards Committee; Mr D John S Roques, Senior Partner A Chief
j

Executive. Touche Race A Co; Mi Kevin J Plummer, Qmq> Chief Accountant at '

Guinness PLC; Dr David R Creed. Group Treasurer ar Tote A Lyle PLC; Mr Ken
WBd. National Accounting Technical Partner at Touche Ross & Co; Mr Malcolm
Gammle. Tax Parmer at Unktazere S Paines and Ms Uesel Knorr, Technical
Dketaor at the International Accounting Standards Commfflee.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
London, 27 & 28 November 1995
Biotechnology is s* In Is early years as an industry but holds the longer term

potential of opening up new medcai frontiers. This second FT conference, arranged

to association with Pharmaceutical Business News and Biotechnology Business
News, wlB examine how the sector is evototog and assess she new partnerships and
strategic aBances being toiged between biotech companies and pharma majors.

Speakers toefuda: Joshua Bogar, PrasidefU & CEO. Vertex Pharmaceuticals; M-
Paul Haycock. Chief Executive. Cantab Pharmaceuticals pie; Dr Simon Moroney,
Chief Executive Officer, MorphoSys GmbH; Mr Robert S Esposito, Partner National

Director. Lite Sciences, KPMG Peal Marwick LLP; Mr Glen Travers. Chairman.
Codecs totsmaticmal Ltd; Mr James Noble. Finance Director, British Biotech pic and
Mr Steven Bunfl, Managing Parmer, Bund & Craves.

WORLDTHjECOMMLMCA’nONS-THECOliA’ETTrORSYETTOCOME
London, 5 & 6 December 1995
The World Tetocommunlcaflons Conference organised annuaDy by FT Conferences
is (he leading high-level telecommunications strategy event, with speakers and
particroants drawn from afl over the world. This year the Issues indude; competing
with the dominant inewnbams; new farms ol regulation; the argument tor breaking

Into the local loop; tis technology rt tomorrow; and whether there wiB be enough
tovesenent funds avalabte to satisfy (he lefco s demand far il The conference takas

pface a the Hotel inter. Continental in London.

THE OUTLOOK FOR NATURAL GAS
London, 11 & 12 December 1995
Gas fa widely viewed as the fuel of the decade with production and use growing

strongly worldwide. With the advantages of being seen as an environmentally

iriendy fuel and rassnres that bib set to out-strip o£ n2 the gas business MS ha
widely held promise or are expectations being set too high? An totemationaf panel

o> speakers win address this FT meeting which fe arranged fat association with

rmemaitonar Gas Report

COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN THE ASIA PACIFIC REGION
Singapore 4 ft 5 February 1998
A prime optxxtunkjr far International airfoa operators and aircraft manufacturers to

meet Asian customers and assess theta requtaefflHrts lor new aircraft, and thefr

plans lor expansion through aBances Is provided by thb years conference. The
future of air traffic rights in the region, the development of the national aircraft

manufacturing Industries In Asia, and opportunities In Asia's aviation growth

markets- China and inda wfl be dtecussec by teadtag industry experts,

FT NEW MEDIAAND BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
London, 28 & 27 February 1996
The Impact and emerging opportunities arising from the transition to new digital

technology on national terrestrial broadcasters, eateRte and cable operators as

wel as tin business issues - who wl pay lor the muM-channei future - wH revenues

be sufficient to Justify the tovastmem to the technologies w5 be discussed and
debated al thisyean event

All enquiries should be addressed to: FT Conferences, 102-108

CferKenweU Road, London EC1M 5$A UK. Tel: 0171 814 9770

Fax: 0171 873 3975/3969

V
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BO* 49*W*1pi
«0* 20*WMoM
21V 15* MNban

24* 17* HMtakar

3»^ 2B* Mcorhe
40* 34*Mm

7 5V MMa
10* 6* HMnm
63* 61* WraOx x

ft
*
*
*

ft
-*
+*
ft
ft
ft

-ft

-*
-2

+*

ft
-*

27 381 a* a* a*
1 94 5.4 17 149 X* 30* 30*

6 in 16* 16* IS*
1/44 30 14 2872 46 47* 47*
000 10107 7 18* 18* 16*

3 331 3* 3* 3*
OX 1.4 21 42SG 27* 27* 27*
008 10 23 1871 5ft 58* 58*
000 00 1006999 23* 22* 23*
004 12 0 120 1* 1* 1*
250 30 16 3667 88 97* 67*
i0o 14 mamma* is is*
1.12 18 14 320 a 1ft 20
108 4.4 9 46 24* 24* 24*
4.40 10 17 43 300* 297 298

148 10 17 34 50* 49* 59*
1 3 1* 1* 1*

12 606 UZ7* 27* 27V
020 1.1 10 233 19* 1ft 18*
2/40 6.9 20 103 34* 34* 34*
004 140 a 1578 4* 4* 4*
004 30 15 91 a* 27* 28*
028 10 9 1038 »* 23* 23*
400 21 13 Z6132X* 221* 222* -5*
024 10 19 7251 20* 20 20* ft
05? 2.1 13 134 24* 24V 34*
0.92 80 11 b06 15 1ft 14*

29 297 47* 47 47

6 3302 16* 1ft 16V
000 10 48 01 16* IB* 1ft
000 2 4157 41 X* 25* X*
2.02 10 14 350 U33* 33* 3ft
000 1071810775 14* 14 14*
002 9.1 1 BS 3* ft 3*

18 in 20 19* 19*
0.73 15 1 3D 20* 20* X*
008 11 13 Z7B0 28* 28 X*
1.60 34 13 3314 47* 4ft 4ft
011 00 13 31X 14* 14* 14*
106 20 38 1582 53* 52* 52* -1*

80 5 SB 38 3D ft
OM 1.7 17 2281 U22* 21* 2*

X 159 2D IB* 2D

1.64 50 16 245 30* X 3D

109 27 17 T992U40* 40 40*
007 1.1 16 22 6* 6* ft
020 12 9 48 ft A* ft
>00 28 19 378 063* 63 63*

AdWIB
AgnfeoEl

AMEepr

Man ADR
AMU
Anatom
Attaint

AHCapt

AidDp
amC

AtaEUd
AtwaD

4*
-*

ft
4*
ft
-A
ft
-4

-1

ft

*
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
4*
ft
ft

7* mnetaga x 0.40 50 6 708 7* 7* 7*
291} 25* WbeEn
15 12* HteerO

35* 24*yHnQxp
32* 2SVWHXT

31 15* Hfeoartne

19* 12* Watam
16* 13* WMdWUe
13* 7* WartOonp

31* XV WP5ita

51* 43*mway
45* 19* Wytiisbor

a* 19* Wym fee

1/47 59 13 455iC9* 29* X*
040 13 12 115 12* 612* 12*
1.12 15 II 739 32* 31* 32
060 21 1815630 28* 27* X*
014 05 22 119 30* 30* 30*
080 30 X 2165 15* 15* T5*
0.10 00 49 15* 15V 15V

3 1588 9* 8* 8*
1.88 10 14 ICiCtl* 31* 31*
on 13 27 B71)fi1* 50* 50*
OX 07 21 408 41* 40* 41
05? 20 11 30 M* 26* X*

•*
ft
ft

:!

A
-*
4*

027 141380 45* « 43* -2*

010 37 X 12* 12* 12*
0X151711 22* 21 V 72

103 6 311 57* 57* 57*
008 221236 XV XX*
052 12 12 45V 44 44*

81734 12* 11* 11*
1.16 15 207 u17* 18* 17

008 11 06 13 12* 12*
OX 0 2 1(2 1U 1H
008 a 430 lA I* I*

50HB55 55* 60* 68%
An Banker 078 n 313 X* 34* 34*
AraOV&y 01610 XI 10 9* 9*
AeiCtyBa 32 2 27* 27* Z7*
An Umo 28 1347 uX X* 27* +1,*.

AnSaflwa 032 53 838 7* 7* 7* -ft
Am Fitwys 171222 13*d12* 13* ft
AmQrtA 064 151652 32* 31* 31* -1

AmkrtP 1 1444 iJ * S 4
AoMd 238 7 31 58* 57* 50* 4*
AmPMCom 1525540 13* 12* 12B ft
Am liar 101103 ?0* 20* 20* ft
Amtafta OX 17 477 32 31* 31* -*
Amgen he 3S1M 46A 44* 46* -4*
Am»cA Cp OBB 82 187 5* 5* 5* 4*

018 19 10 13* 19* 19*
Analysts 060 19 222 31* 30* 31*
AnangdAm IX 15 X 12* 12* 12*
Andrew CD X 7551 44* 43 43

Atoms An 29 10 17* 17* 17* 4*
Apogee En 032 12 33 14*d14* 14* -*

BO 969 7* 7* 7* ft
22X130 50>2 47* 47* -2*

048 034312 35* 34* 35* ft
005 401164 X 20 29* ft
OX 18 1757 17* 17* 17*
024 13 157 11* 11* 11*
102 11 49 X* X* XV
004 9 XI 10 9* 9*
064 15 140 16* 16 16

044 14 70 18V 18 18V
241363 10* 9* 9H
28 1978 o30 X* XV
34440 9* B* 9*
1 IX 10* 9* 10

034 17 1486 X* 25* 25*
3211190 33 31* 31*
75 4347 6,‘« SJ2 8,*

OX a 71X 36V 34V 34V -1*
16 253 3* 3* ft
1 689 3* 3* 3*

05 10 141 14* 14* 14£

Stock

up a?
Oman
OH Tfef!

OBiUI

0(1 Micro

Dig Sound

«BSyit

DtansCp

DbdeVm
DMA Rant

DnlarGn

Dotd! Hts

Dnooffloy

IX 12 383945* 44* 45 -ft

OX X 21 8* 8 8* ft
17 153 20* 19* X ft
191672 26* S>2 25* ft
5003222 10* 9% 10 -H
181 1765 1* TH 1U
IB 2330 10* 9* 9*
18 71 Si* 50* 51

V

0X 31 625 5* 5* 5*
205 1 1882 1 * 1

OX 22 86 25* 25* 25*
058 19 37 b13 12 12

10 10 13* 13* 13*
111096 10 B* 9*

Dm® 0X109 350 38* XX*
Dme&apo 008 11 71 4* iQ* 4*
DSBrnor 1X12 82 25V 25 25*
Dam 046X1Z73 27* 27 27*

13 5203 16V Id* 16*.Oyaafedt

aa™

BectrSd
rtatoifciTlUKTfUD

ft
2

APPBto

ASPUUU
ApphC

Appteteea

Altar Dr

naa
Aryam
AfkBflM

Amur Al

AnnUh

EmernAa
Emutex

EnmcaCnp

EogyvMra

EmkSnt

Etamtac

EuuiyOf

ErienB

Ethtd

Bans SSi

Exabyte

Emtabur

ErtJe&c

Expwftl

EzDorpAn*

37 -1*

4* ft

1 20 1* 1,1 1*
wrioo iV i* i*

010 IB 2138 21* 20V 20*
2B2 874 ft 7* 7*
X MS 32 31* 32

104 4 zlDO 45 45 45

42UC76 39*4 37

X 115 4* 4
592748 15* 13* 15*
0 7E3 1|| 111 111 ft

40 5 22* 22* 22*
X IX 1A 1* 1*
11 4937 3ft 2* 3& ft

010161 32 5* ft 5,
7
. ft

016 721356 22* 21* 21* +£
1371789 10 9* 9* ft
24 2382 U23 21* 21* ft
42 993 13* 12* 12* ft
49 97 1ft 1ft 1ft ft
X 425 20* 19V X ft

012 22 4 26,2 26V 26iJ ft
12 78 5* 5 5*

ft

ft
ft
ft

Aapecflei

ASTflnti

AIGEAlr

ft
ft
V

FXBp
fanCp

Fasusal

RPM
RffliUrt

fifly Off

Rg»eA

ft

ft
ft
ft

AtnSys

Attoskx

-V

-A
first Am
Fa Seay

FetTm

AutoToteA

ft

ft
ft

8 E I B
BatarJ

BMmLB
BbkUc

BriCDdh

BantassCp OX 11 220 18* 17* 18*

ft
ft

- B -

008140 146 7* 7 7

OX 6 633 7* 7* 7*
032 3 X 15*014* 15*

17 510 2012 20 20* ft
056 22 1847 30* 29* X ft

ft

ft
ft

-X- Y-Z-

UMfc
11* 7*IMays
4* 2*IMQorp
41* 34* LMAogt
15* ]3UdDamUr

l7*UkDaodto
. 34* UMncre

37* 29* Uunum
7* 4* DjitoakiB

12* ID* iMgduRnd 014 l!i

X* BjlUMtOv
14 4*USA»

IS* UMBO
id* us raw
14Vusto<aa

138* Bfllj XOtac 300 20 17 25M136* 134* 134*
52* 42* ktaOarp 004 10 12 3T5 44* 44 44*
22* 19* Hmkflt Egy IX 50 13 51 21* 21* 21*

OX 05 16 846 44* 43* 44*
014 30 6 49 4* 4* 4*

8 050 8* 8* 8*
100 40 12 9 23* X 23
072109 25 6* 6* 8*
044 20 15 102 15* 15* 15*
040 10 X 347 25* 25 25*

IK - 11 10* 11

255 8* 8* ft

•*5
**

4ft 34* YutiM

ft 2*&pta!
12* B*2MbEl
24* 19*2ankbMd
B* ftZmhhcx
16* 12* Zara

X 16* ZinW „
11*10*2^ Find 1.12102

9 7* Zwotfl Ton X 084 90

ft

ft

BayNtnk

Bay View

Bmitanta

BEAtm
BeanUOK

BFnMft

BenUBtiy

IV
ft
ft

V

-*

ft

laapWty Ttatam

31* 22*UGUCp
27V 1BV IlUSSwg
48* 3S*USWM
8ft 62* UtdTnC

14* 12*
‘ 17*IMrada

naty BUb ad tm tor UiSE taa to gertad torn Jn 1 1995
IWbb Btomtas natal rand tMdml n mam tMxawm tend an

1 tma tfedHRM Saka tarns in nfttt
ymrtr law W wfewaantopi mu. *n

MHtota ar »<«*- yMyML xmtn » ML

as* 27$ IM< Feeds

_ 15V IHrHVl
16* 10* UrhwOp
X1B*IMMCrp

25* Unocal

37V (MUM (tap

47* 30*Un|hn
ia 12* r1

US tad

10 usano*
. ftUSUFEhc

21* 15V USX U
30 29* USX US

13* 8 USX Dan
29* 2B*tHe«p

FTOn Annual Raporls Banlca
Hm cm mm itwmn awamtata icpart alaw camaar maototai •

f. Pkma toa cam fflMH tafe Oifll m Wit taw 24 Ba
fectumg mmm ar tatmm 770 3»a 1 map me emm atuu
444 iBir7a077Darki«44W 77P 3822. RtoMBm aam cn Ha aed
•ewt my. taWcl « amtobfety

Baoknortb 092 10 1100 33* X* X*
BantaGeo 056 16 IX XV 39* XV
BasSHF 000 15 232 25* 24* 25*

4826832 65* KV 63*
060 21 11X029* 27* 28*
200 121207 82* 81* 81

V

8 73 8* 8 8

04213 GO 1110* 11

25 66 3* 3* 3*
142 1899 18V 18* 1ft ft

BarktajWR 048 » 485 44* 44* 44* -1

BHA&p 012 13 9 13* 13* 1ft
22 550 8* 8* 8A

OX 14 701 IS 14* 15 ft
008 12 3 17 17 17 ft

10362661)82* 61 61*
24 4317 17* 17* 17*

1® 14 4 30* 3ft 89*
20 3384 X 33V 34

BontaanS 108 122291 3ft 38* 39*
Bob Enos 032 13 ISO 17 16* 17

BooteBB 19 104B33* 33* 33*
Bortita 51519 14* 1ft 13*
Boston Ok OX 10 372 37* 37* 37*
BtataiTc 262793 14* 13*
tedyWA 1X 19 7 73 72

028 9 1595 10* TO* 10*
OX 11 902* 31* X*
a« 5 174 2* 2* 2*

15 526 12* 11* 12

11 IS ift mo 10 ft
24 1974 34 X* X
20 51 39* 37* 3B* 4-1

V

040 9 X 20 28* 23 -ft

Rreflnr

Fsbtwrtt

FnbMss

Rm
FfawW
FtadLA

FoodLB

Foremast

Forecbner

FosurA

FifliFfn

FaFtnt

Fsttowd

FtitaHB

FifttaRn

Film

FunedAOR

- F -

18 32 6ft 6

024 12 11 8* 8 6*
002 51 1265 X 3S* 35>4

852276 KX* 24*
1 40 16 TOGO 65* 64* X

2 387 1% 1ft 1*
OX 4 313 11* 11* 11H

29B2&7 45* 44 45* +2*
1.12 12 1267 45 44* 44* ft
1.12 12 964 B3S X* 35* ft
IX 12 15X 57* 56* X*
064 13 54 36V 36* 36*
IX 14 64 44* 44* 44V
IX 18 445 1)27* 2ft 27*

211157 21* 21* 21*
X1325 29* 29* 29*
X 1012 11* 10* 11* +A

an 16 1207 6 512 5!1 -U
009 173X0 6A B BA iA

ft

ft
ft
ft

IX 12 4661)44* 43* 44*
12 22 12 11* 12 ft
6 80 4* 4* 4*

1.16 17 205 38* X X* ft
048 10 962 22* 21* 21V ft
1-18 122205 X 28* 20 ft
064 13 X 31* 31 31* ft
OX 14 170X2* 22* 22* ft
OX 13 Z100 17* 17* 17*

2 X * d* *

Hoc

B*B
BtodkyW

Btagen

Hornet

Buck Dig

BMC Soft*

GO App

GW 5m
SMOG

Garnet Rs

- G -

1 482 ft 2* 2*
007 X 256 23* 22* 23*

3 614 2* 2 ft 2*
3 350 2ft 2 2

-V

ft
ft
-V
ft

ft

Brencn

BSBBacp

BTSUpng

BtdMs

BaHanl

Bur ten
BustausR

Bunting

M ft
73

-*

GtanyXOO 1812B12 X* 29* Xft -ift

GHdCo 016 5 1» 7* 7* 7*
Bad Bad 002 17 K 21 20* 20*
6tnlytB 11 50 5* 5* 5* ft
GenstoPh 310S5 5* 5 5*
GertaQP 4X 21 219 72* 21* 22*
Genu he 202S2EO 10* B* 9* 4*
taKjma 457542 60V 59 99* ft
tefefcCa 72526 6* 8 8
Staon Gt 040 X 386 15* 14* 15

012111523 17* 17 17*
OX 12 X 1ft 13* 13*

17 72 9 ft 9

10 272 11* 11 * 11*
GMUtPnp OX X XI 24* 23* 24*
GredcnSys 11 27 2* 2* 2*
Granite 0X 1237X 028* 27* 28* ft
teen AP OX 9 2 21* 21* 21* -*

h a
dm. E m

- K -

KStobs 008 8 X 12 Ift 11*
Karan Co OM 121078 11* 11* 11*
tMy5«

Natal

KLAtaar

KoOA
Konugtac

NdtaeS

0® 14 2216 28 34* 25*
01147 5 11 * n* 11*
092 13 41 27* 27 27* +*

276755 43* 40* 40* -2*
0 553 * dft ft
2312946 71* 67* 67*
19 6072 33V XX*

lahnna

Ladd Fin
tan toco

iMJIf
Lancs he

LandraKph

Lanopdca

-L«
072 X 9 12* 11* 12*
018 3 X 13* 12* 12*

17 8358 61 X SO

0® 132276 X* X* X*
098 23 4X 1712 17* 17)J +ft

78 327 X* 21* a a*
72 235 14* 14 14* ft

350 226 3* 3* 3* -*

21 XII 39* X* 37 -1*
052 15 45 Z7* 26* 26}j -ft

016 1 74 3* 3* 3* .*
25 1557 11 10* 10iJ +ft

23 5 47* 47* 47*
OX 18 26 25* ZS* 2ft *

28 228 12* 12 12* ft
03Z 13 353 13* 12* 13 ft
058 14 58 18 17* 17*

14 181 35* 34* 34* ft
018 335393 44* 43* 43* ft
044 14 4 27*027* 27* -*

LoawmGp O10 43 872 40 3911 40

LneSbStfc 452322 41* 40* 41* ft
18 5X 9* 9 9 -*
29 3249 11* 10* 11

057 X 395 XV 3ft X*

LatuesG

aodPr

UP Cp*
Ucbtare

Legem Cp

IDs Tec*

LBBHM
LBytadA

XT
LMsoyW
LlneajTec

UquCor

LooeSta

LTXCp

LKlti
ft

ft

-M-
005 1833147 25* 24* 75

13 IX 16* IE 1ft ft
060 9 X 12* 12* 12* ft

41 1730 35 XV X* -1*
MadsooGE IX 15 13 1)34 33>4 34 ft
uagoa&p OX 14 745 U26* 2SV 26*

Macm
MS Car's

Mew

Mai Box

MansanCp

Marina Dr

Market Cp

ft
ft
ft

-2

ft
ft

»*

72 583 U14* 14* 14*
51 314 15* 14* 15

X 741 4* 4 4

16 303 73* X 70

77 21 8* ft 8*
UarebSmkA044 12 17 13V 13* 13*

056 13 806 X 24V X
16 885 11* 11* 11*

Hanim Id 611189 73* 71* 71* -2*
cp 22149 4A 4 4* ft

McGrath R 048 11 16 IB 18 18

Mctemic 052 39 3379 26* 20 26*
Medea he 018 41 597 11* 11 11*
MHDdnaS 006 21 121 45 44* 44*

024 13 158 0* 9 9*
MetaarCp 010X4172 22 21* 22
MaabG 024 X 2091 21* 20* 20*
UercanlB OX 13 861 UX 27* 27*
Meremtat 42179 X* 24* 24,*,

M«n>yGxO80 1S IDOitW* 40 40*
1X 172912 45* 44* 4S*

28 2049 6* 5* 6
MBtaAIr 27 453 6* 9* 9*
Methode A OM 22 607 23* 22* 22*
MFSCm 121665 44* 43* 43*

F OX 14 140 12* 12* 12*
Midi toffi 2X 10 556O110* 110110*

ft
ft
ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

MicreHMb

Menage

Mcracra
Mtagrebt

*w|XW
Mfcsft

MU AH M
iftdatoc

Qddtagd.

GBwnA
GUBtam
OBodGuys

ft

ft

- C -

CTec 50 156 24* 23* 24*
CadSchwps IX 17 IX X* X* 33*
CadiMgOotnCX X X 25*

Grensoana

ted Wir

GH Carp

GffNYSag

Gyraborw

4 3T7 1* 1* 1* ft
18 40 13 12* 13 +A
*4 185 1ft 18 18* ft
31 1934 Bl3* 13* 13*
191828B 21010* X -1*

AMEX COMPOSITE PRICES 4pm dose October 30

721809 ft
225 61791 7*

392457 2lV
11 117 3,»c

10 IX 3,1

25 S
8* ft
7 7*
X 20*

3* 3A
3* ft

Stock

W St,

Ota. E 1001 High LMOMaOmg
AtNMagn 142 116 25* 25* 25*
Affintac 9 IX 1* Tic 1*
Alpha tad 14 295 1ft 16* ift ft
Amtaft IX 8 6 52* 51* 51*-!*
AniMan a ox 10 X 39* X* X* ft
Amdahl » 0X 11 2597 ift ft Ml -tt

AmerBqrt 2 54 11* 11* 11* +*
Ampat-AmA 22 113 5ft d5* 5*
ASfUtws 200 G X
AsBDtedi 17 Z20

Atari 27 S3

AitaMtt A 18 102

tMwPtOfl 75 2

10* 18* 18*
4 4

ft
S*
ft

5,'.

ft

i
2V
ft *ft
4*

IX 2A 3A 2,‘e

IS 24* 24*
BW Ocean »0X 1

RadgeriWr 080 11

BaktwnT A 004 18 47 6 5* 6
BATadr 074 12 Ml 17* 17* 17*

12 179 2* ft 2*

0.

40 18 43 2ft 24*
13 90 39*

“
057 12 G 4ft

5 5 2*
OX 19 1M 20*

1.

M 19 II 16

Beard

State Man
BSo-Red A
BBMUIIA

X X -1*
46 4ft
!V 2*

Bourne

Basest! A

X 20*
16 IB s

Cdtptup

Camdna
Can Mare
MriFdA
Comtaco

CmpTcb
Comptdrac

Caned FDA

X 2 1 1

OX 14 64 41* 40*
014 36 M ft ft
OOT BO dS 4*
OX 13 Z100 18* 18* 164

67 568 1)8 7 74

X 2B 2* 2ft 2iV
15 5 ** 4* ft

IV
Stack Dta. E «0» Ugh LowOom Dtag

testATA 064 22 X 15* 15* 15* -*
Crown CA 000 4 3

Crown CBxO 40 13 32
Cobb 053 X 15

B 20

16 15* 15*
15* 15* 15*
23* 23* 23*
2* 2* ft

Rtads
Dtnrk
Dueoamwa
Daptn

12 10

24 117

16 49

008 43 72

* * *
14 13* 13*

Easts Co

Echo Bay

EcafEnA
EriWoRs
EnacaH
Eptape

046 11 6

007 X 11781

032 15 24

208 55
32 1220

7 385

12* 12* 12*
9* 9tt

8*
18* 18 18*
12* 11* 12

Fabtada

HnaA
OX 14

2.40 9
18 29* 29* 29*
15 45* 45* 45*

FMCSyOnC OX 24 4 24 24 24

Fares La 18 720 42* 41* 41*
Frequeccy 4&

Garan

Start FOA
Gtaffir

GcttOeU

47 17* 17* 17*
31* 31*

GXCda

?9
14* 13* 13* 4

tonDfr 64 264 2 1* 1H

W

HeaUtaCb

HmaatuA

Oto. E 1001 MX LMrCtaaa Cbag

OX 16 976 29* 2ft 20*
46 X 1* 1* 1*

1)19 19 19

7A 6* 7 -*
015 X 4

15 121

taafemCp

tat Omb
Uatmagn

01817 ia
9 2590

13 12*
r& 7

46 328 IB* 17* 18*
OX 31 13739 20S53t2Bh

13 ft
7ft

-*

ft

JaaBta

KtautCp
Nrby&p
ftwEd

1 262 3* 3* 3*
10 5 SA V. 3f»
20 4556 14* 1ft 14*
26 106 B» Bfi 08 +it

Laberga

taasrtad

LnPian
lanmtac
Lynch Cp

37 92 ft
15 1711 U12*
3 40 A

95

X

3*
12

A
73 11* 11* 11*
2 77 77 77

A
A

w
DU. E WO* Rgh Lew doss CHnp

WIR 12 759 0* 9A 9*
Pegasus G 0.1D14B1943 12* 11* II*
Petal OM 27 74 11* 11* 11*
PttwyA 050 X 19 57* 57* 57%
PMC IX 10 51 12* I2»j 12^
Preaidtat oio 0 10 A

1A

RaganBod » 8 34 33* 34

SJWCnrp
SWJa

016 12 *100 36I2 36* 36* ft
0 53

Tat) Proto 0X 21 60 5* ft 5* +*
TatSDota OX 23 1682 43* 42* 43 ft
Thetmdes 46 571 16* 1ft 18"

motaa X 142 u287
TctPNA 000525 377 IB

Towntery 5 11

Triton S 635
TubOSMn 3 B37
TimrHrA 007 B2 X
TimwBfl 007 X 379

CasqrS

CCH A

Itagm
cacp
Oaftocor

Dam
CMrtSpr

Charter

Chapter 1

Omasa
Mckfkta

Oieretab

OnrapoMr
CMpaiiTi

Chiron Cp

CtanFIn

OrtwCp
Cfrcon

OrusLge

QSTeeb

-*

ft
-*

A

MadtaA

MereCDx
Maid
MoogA

72 576 38*
008 17 183 32
OX 6 6

6

15 15

17 244

35 X -2*
31 31* -*

3* 3* ft -*
7* 7* 7*
14 13* 13%
1* 1* 1* ft

Nat PUT
HVTmA
NnmacE

1 3<1 2A 1% ZA
056 12 2717 20% 29* 20%

16 6 ft d4* 4*

UUFbodsA 5 2
UtfbodaB 0X47 3

us cam 36 4oe

ft 2* 2*

VbconA
VbctxrA

MET

X 874 50* 49%
0087 50* 40*

Caere Cp

tegne
CalMon
CandaU.

tela
Canoe lac 057 48 131 B7% B7* 87* +3*
CaritonC* 073 Z5 28 31* 31* 31* ft

OX 10 34 14* 14 14

010 24 918 X 22* 22*
OX 32 993 X* X* 23

6 202 9 all Hi
16 B8 14* 13* 14*
G 1342 11* 11* if*

IX 15 498 33* X* 32*
17 18 X 3ft X*
12 5 5* 5* 5*

078 ID S5 30% 3D* 30*
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15 X 4* 4* 4*

Haieriftoy

HoeoOd

kUttiTecb

RyarBto

1.12 72 230 11* 11* 11* +*

Xytroah 3 8 2* 2* 2*
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MONDAY

Clinton and Yeltsin meet

US President Bill Clinton meets Russia's

President Boris Yeltsin at Hyde Park. New
York state. Mr Yeltsin is likely to reiterate

his opposition to Nato's proposed eastward
expansion.

Major and Menem hold talks
John Major. UK prime minister, is to meet
President Carlos Menem of Argentina in

New York, the first time leaders of the two
countries have held formal talks since the

1982 Falkland^ War.

EU finance ministers
European finance ministers hold talks in
Luxembourg, focusing on job creation,

stalled efforts to reach a compromise on
the introduction of a carbon-energy tax

and Finland's progress toward the targets

for monetary union.

Euro parliament in session
The European Parliament's second
plenary session of the month, taking place

in Strasbourg until Friday, will be

dominated by a debate on the 1996 budget
Other themes are a report on the passage
to the planned single European currency
and the labelling of foodstuffs.

US unions to choose leader
The AFL-CIO, which represents most US
unions, begins four days of meetings to

choose a new president. Lane Kirkland,

long-time labour leader, is stepping down
and his successor will be expected to

reverse declining union membership.

World radio conference
The World Radiocommunication
Conference opens in Geneva (to Nov 17).

Industry and government representatives

from more than ISO countries will consider

proposals to allocate more frequencies to

satellite mobile phone systems.

Metals week in London
Mining and metal industry executives

from all over the world converge on
London for "metals week.” and to pay
tribute to the London Metal Exchange, the

world's leading futures market for trading

in copper, lead. zinc, primary aluminium,
aluminium alloy, nickel and tin. Most
world metal industry supply contracts are

based on Its official prices.

UN trade meeting
The United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development begins a week-long
session in Geneva to examine preferential

trade arrangements for poor countries.

General tariff cuts agreed in the Uruguay
round of global trade talks will erode the

value oftrade preferences, which now
apply to SSObn-wortb of exports each year
by developing countries to the

industrialised world.

Telkom share offer
Shares in Telkom, the Indonesian

domestic telecoms group due to be
partially privatised in an international

On Tuesday the United Nations commemorates its 50th anniversary at a special general assembly meeting in New Yens

offering expected to raise between
USS2.5bn and US$3.1 bn, become available

to international investors, with the offer

period ending on November 10. The
domestic share offer starts on Friday and
closes on November 2.

Green meeting in Bulgaria
Environment ministers from more than 50

countries meet in Sofia to discuss ways of

cleaning up central and eastern Europe
under the “Environment for Europe"
initiative. There will be little new money
on offer but ministers hope to help in

other ways by encouraging former
communist countries to adopt policy

reforms, change their institutional

structures and involve business more
directly.

FT Surveys
Germany and North Carolina.

Holidays
Fiji. Hungary. New Zealand. Thailand:

India. Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Singapore
celebrate Diwali. the Hindu festival of

lights.

TUESDAY

US-China summit in New York
Presidents Bill Clinton of the US and Jiang
Zemin of China meet in New York during
the United Nation's 50th anniversary

special commemorative meeting.

China had hoped for a full state

visit to Washington but in the face

ofUS reluctance settled for the New
York venue. Despite this, the meeting
is seen as a chance to improve relations

between the two nations, which soured

after a private visit to the US in

June by Taiwan's president.

German economic forecasts

Germany's slx economic institutes unveil

economic forecasts for 1996 which will

include the unemployment rate, the

budget deficit and gross domestic product.

The forecasts may confirm some signs that

the economy is slowing down.

Eclipse of the sun
The sun will darken
over much of Asia, as a

full solar eclipse cuts a

path from Afghanistan
to the South Pacific,

touching India. Burma.
Thailand. Cambodia and Vietnam along

the way. It will last from about two to

three minutes, depending on location.

FT Surveys
Business Locations in Europe and
Luxembourg.

Holidays
Egypt. Zambia.

German tax shortfall

The budget committee of the Bundestag.

Germany's parliamentary lower house,

convenes for a two-day session. It will

question Theo Waigei the finance

minister, about the expected DMilAbn
(ST.Tbn) shortfall in federal tax revenues.

It looks increasingly unlikely mat Mr
Waigel will be able to keep within his

projected federal budget deficit of DMtaObn
for the 1S36 financial year.

Kuchma tours in S America
Ukraine's President Leonid Kuchma, after

attending UN celebrations in New York,

begins an eight-day Larin America tour in

Brazil, before going on to Argentina and
Chile. The three have sizable Ukrainian
emigre communities. The Kiev leader will

be discussing trade and win also look to

learn from their recent reforms how to

turn closed and state sector dominated

economies to the free market.

FT Surveys
Jordan. Taiwan and FT Guide to Career

Choice >UK only.

Housewives of ail lands unite

/*v-

WEDNESDAY

Kohl and Chirac meet
President Jacques Chirac of France visits

Bonn to hold informal talks with

Chancellor Helmut Kohl over dinner. It

will be Chirac's first visit to Germany
since becoming France’s President.

Officials expect that the pace and criteria

for monetary union and next year’s

intergovernmental conference will be high

on the agenda.

Holidays
Taiwan.

THURSDAY

Trial of sect leader
The Tokyo District Court is to hold the

first hearing on Aum Shinri Kyo religious

sect leader Shoko Asahara. charged with
killings in connection with the Tokyo
subway gas attack. A panel headed by
Chief Justice Fumihiro Abe will deride the

case and sentence.

Housewives
representing 14

countries will meet

in Buenos Aires for

a two-day

conference aimed

at winning recognition for housewifely’ as

a profession. The organisers say the aim is

tn fight for quality, fair prices and

advertising that does not exploit women.

One of the Argentine delegates is quoted

as saying: “Where would mm be if women
didn't save all the money?”

FT Surveys
Swiss Ranking' and UK Consumer Credit

(UK only).

Holidays
Austria.

FRIDAY

UK rail bid deadline
Final bids for the first three passenger
train operating franchises to be sold off as

part of the privatisation of British Rail are

due in by today. Nine bidders, including -

management buy-out teams from each of

the three companies have been
short-listed. The franchises an sale are for

South West Trains, Great Western, and

London. Tilbury and Southend, accounting

for about 20 per cent of the railway by

ticket revenues. The government hopes to

persuade bidders to sign up for seven-year

franchises but several are pressing for

longer periods to justify investing in new
rolling stock.

Mastering Management
The FTs UK
edition contains

the first issue of

Mastering

„ Management a
V-3sterr-3Mwwfleme.it

20-part series

written by professors and other academics
from London Business School, the

International Institute for Management
Development iIMD) in Switzerland and
The Wharton School of the University erf

Pennsylvania, US.
Loosely based on an MBA curriculum,

the "course" includes everything from
finance and marketing to ethics and
organisational behaviour. Non-UK readers

will be invited to subscribe to the series.

Tokyo Motor Show
The Tokyo Motor Show is officially

opened <to Nov S). It will bring together

Japan's beleaguered motor manufacturers,

striving to meet the impact of recession on
domestic sales and the high yen on
exports. Foreign brands will be trumpeting
big rises in their Japanese sales because of

changing consumer tastes and price cuts

triggered by the yen’s strength.

FT Surveys
Chemicals Industry and London Business

Property.

Holidays
Turkmenistan, Zaire.

SATURDAY

Rugby League
The World Cup final is played between

England and Australia at Wembley

stadium, London.

Horse racing

Breeders' Cup Day. one ofthe premier

meetings in the international calendar, is

held at Belmont Park. New York.

FT Survey
Schools 1.000. a ranking of the top UK
state and private schools (UK and

European editions only).

SUNDAY

Amman economic summit
More than 1.000 government leaders and
businessmen gather in the Jordanian

capital to promote Middle East and North
African regional co-operation and.

integration. The gathering is a fbBcw-np to

last year's Casablanca summit which, for

the first time, brought together Arab and
Israeli political and business leaders.

Plans for the establishment of the .

controversial Middle East and North -

Africa development bank are expected, to

be announced at the three-day meeting.

Lebanon and Syria, who have yet to sign

peace agreements with Israel are
boycotting the meeting.

General election in Tanzania
Tanzanians vote in the first multi-party

elections in the country's history. The peL
was originally expected to prove a
walk-over for the ruling CCM party and its

candidate Benjamin Mkapa. who has
formerpresident Julius Nyerere's support.

But it has taken on an entirely different

aspect since former minister Augustine
Mrema threw his hai into the ring.

'

broadcasting an anti-corruption message
that has been drawing massive crowds.

Bike show In Birmingham
The UK's leading
motorcycle show opens at

the National Exhibition

Centre in Birmingham (to

Nov 51. It will be opened
by Steven Norris,

transport minister. This year, the show
has more exhibitors and runs longer than
ever before. Among the 450 motorcycles on
display will be more than 50 new
models to be shown for the first

time in Britain.

Clocks go back in US/Canad£
Daylight saving time ends and standard
time returns, as clocks go back one hour
in the US and Canada.

Motor racing
The Japanese Grand Prix is run at the
Suzuka circuit in Japan.

Compiled by Patrick Stiles.

Fax: (+44) (0)171 8733m

Other economic news

Monday: UK gross domestic
product is thought to have
grown by 0.5 per cent in the

third quarter, although the rise

may be smaller if companies
ran down inventories. Swe-

den's trade surplus is predicted

to have fallen last month.
Tuesday: The annual rate of

inflation in Italian cities is

thought to have been relatively

stable since last month, while

inflation in Mexico should
have eased. Recent rapid
growth in Swedish industrial

production is thought to have

ebbed in the year to August
Wednesday: Sales of existing

homes in the US are expected

to have tailed off last month,
following the rapid increase

which has taken place since

the spring. French consumer
spending is likely to have
fallen last month.
Thursday: US durable goods

orders are thought to have
grown less in September than

in the previous month.
Friday: Growth in US gross

domestic product is expected to

have doubled between the sec-

ond and third quarters of the

year, as the correction in

inventories unwinds and resi-

dential construction picks up.

Japanese prices are thought to

have risen fractionally in the

year to September.

: 'T-”r*"7T*
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Statistics to be released this week
Day Economic Median Previous Day Economic Median Pnwtous

Released Country Statistic Forecast Actual Released Country Statistic Forecast Actual

Mon US Sep Treasury budget S8bn -$33.9bn Fri US Oct Michigan aermmenl final - 90.4

Oct 23 UK 3rd qtr gross domestic product 0.5% 0.5% Oct 27 US 3rd qtr gross dem prod advance 2.5% 1.3%

UK 3rd qtr gross domestic product** 2.3% 2.8% US 3rd qtr GOP deflator advance 2.0% 1.6%

Spain Aug industrial production 5.3% 3.7% Japan Sep consumer price indx (nation)” 0.1% -0.2%

Sweden Sep trade balance SKr9.5bn SKr4.6bn Japan Sep retail sales” -1.1% -1.3%

Canada Aug wholesale trade't 0.4% -0.3% Japan Sep industrial praductiont -2JZ% 2.5%

Tues US Johnson Redbookw/e Oct 21 - -1.9% Japan Sep shipmentst - 14%

Oct 24 Japan Aug cotaddent fndx 40.0% 10.0% Canada Sep indust production price Indx* 0.1% 0j0%

Japan Aug leading differential indx 30.0% 20.0% Canada Sep raw materials price indx -1.0% *0.3%

Japan Oct trade balance. 1st 10 days - $4.0bn During the week...

Italy Oct cities consumer price indx' o;5% 03% Japan Sep superm&fcet sales” - -1.4%

Sweden Aug Industrial production
1' 11.8% 17.6% Japan Sep department atom sales” - -0.8%

Wed US Sep existing home soles - 4.11m Germany Sep producer price indx. Wear 0.1% 0-1%

Oct 25 France Sep household consumpttont -0J2% -0.1% Germany Sep producer price indx. West** 2-0% 1-8%

Aus'Ba 3rd qtr consumer price indx 1.0% 1.3% Germany Sep prod price indx, pan-Germany* 0.2% 0.0%

Aus'Ba 3rd qtr Treasury underlying CPI 0.9% 1.0% Germany Sep prod price indx, pan-Germany” 2.0% 1.8%

Canada Aug rnt C$ securities transactions C$2.5bn C$5.1bn Germany Oct prefim cost of Irving, West* 0X1% -0.1%

Thur US Sep durable orders uneh 4.8% Germany Oct prafim cost of living, West” 1.7% 1.6%

Oct 28 US Sep durable shipments - • 4.9% Germany Sep Icon consumer climate - 89.0

US Initial claims w/e Oct 21 355,000 361,000 Germany Sep Import prices* 0J2% 0.6%

US State benefits w/e Oct 14 -
. 2.66m Germany Sep import prices" 0.6% 0.5%

US M2 w/e Oct 16 S4.38bn -$Sj4bn Italy Sep balance of payments LQ-ffTr -LI^Tr

France Aug trade batanoet FFr6.Otan FFr5.3bn Italy Aug trade balance of payments - L2.9Tr

Sweden Sep produce price indx** 10.1% 104% Italy Sep M2 3-month average 0.0% -0.2%

Axis’ Ha Sep motor vehicle registrations 1.0% -5.1%

ACROSS
1 Worthless financial policy (11)

7 Small house In Scotland <3)

9 Repaired for only a penny in

days past (5)

10 Always runs to the front and
points to church with respect

(9)

11 It reflects on you and me if,

caught off course, the French
grasp victory' <91

12 Over eager to And common
ground (5)

13 Being impartial has unreal
outcome - and about time! (7)

15 Take off and go downhill with
the leader (4)

18 Guaranteed not to run
quickly (4)

20 Enters In disarray after park-

ing here t7l

23 About the old ship load <5)

24 Ambassador got into debt and
was demoted (9)

26 fm fearing the development
of the telescope (,9>

27 Shoot back - I'm returning to
tiie city <51

28 Fashionable name for a
watering hole 13)

29 Glance around merry mix-up
and draw up lines for the par-
ty's success ill)

DOWN
1 Pay no attention to girl’s

reckoning (8)

2 At the Oval our side Initially

played with courage C8>

3 Left, for example, to do up the
house (5)

4 Hard hearted competitor com-
ing I'D

5 Buys shares in society sup-
ported by specialist doctors
(7)

6 Opera lies in disarray - bring
it up to usual standard (9)

7 The heart of recent troubles

(6)
8 Melodies from “The Messiah"

03)

14 Working out how to check a
youngster is Inside at mid-
night (9)

16 You and I are on the way but
draw back from a certain
direction (8)

17 Dior gets wilder and harder to
stomach (8)

IB Part lame soldier might make
a mistake in rank (D

20 Mount a production for fellow

player t7)

21 Food is brought up when
affected inside 16)

22 A monster could be a bore! (Si

25 First girl confesses to mother-
hood In the third grade (5)

MONDAY PRIZE CROSSWORD
No.8,899 Set by ADAMANT

A prize or a Pelikan New Classic 380 fountain pen for the first correct
solution opened and five runner-up prizes of £36 Pelikan vouchers will be
awarded. Solutions by Thursday November 2. marked Monday Crossword
8899 on the envelope, to the Financial Times, l Southwark Bridge London
SEl 9HL. Solution on Monday November 6. Please allow 28 days for
delivery of prizes.

Name

Address.

Winners 8.887

H.A. Molins, London SW1
R. Green. Overijse, Belgium
C. ODonoghue, Road. Dundee
Mrs A.G. Olsen, Great Bring-

ton. Northampton
Miss M. Thompson, Lisburn,

Co Antrim
J. Williamson. Marlow Bottom.

Bucks

Solution 8,887

Open
Your mainframe has gone to meet its

maker. Now you have open systems,

client/server architecture, distributed

processing - call it what you like.

It works. And better still, costs less.

But now there are 300 budding IT
Directors on the network doing
their own thing, wreaking havoc.

.View
Hewlett-Packard’s OpenView is a suite
of cools that work as your eyes and
ears on the network. OpenView can
also distribute software, reduce system
bottlenecks and fix faults. What’s
more, it looks after multiple platforms
including UNIX systems and persona)
computer networks.

View OpenView at a MorseData
Technology Briefing. And prevent

‘Open’ dream becoming your
worst nightmare.

• ••

MorseData
Profile West 950 Great West Road.
Brentford. Middlesex. 0181-232 8000.

MORSE MEWUTT
PACKARD
..Ir

JOTTER PAD
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GERMANY
Giant cloaked
in uncertainty
Peter Norman reviews the five years
since the fall of communism and asks
where reunited Germany is heading
Earlier this month. Germany
celebrated five years as a
reunified nation.

It was a muted occasion as
befits a country which eschews
grand gestures and which ear-
lier this year was remembering
the 50th anniversary of those
even more momentous events
that resulted in Germany's
division: allied victory and the
end of the Nazi tyranny that
had plunged Europe into the
catastrophe of the second
world war.
There were, however, other

j reasons for sober reflection on
the union between the prosper-
ous and stable west and the
politically and economically
bankrupt former communist
east.

Five years on. Germany is

unified but it is still some way
from being one country. The
takeover of the east by the
west - for that was the nature
of the union - is only half way
to producing a self sustaining
economy in the new Lander.
Although Europe's economic
giant, Germany still has diffi-

culty defining its role in the
world. At home, despite
growth, there are looming eco-

nomic and social problems that
require the political system to

deliver that which generally
seems in shortest supply,
namely decisive action.

The foregoing paragraph
may seem an unnecessarily
harsh judgment about a coun-
try in which wages are high,
holidays long, cars big and
fast, and in which most of the
population enjoys all the trap-

pings of affluence. It does not
sound much like the Germany
which has been able to spend
DM475bn of public funds on.

... reconstruction in the east with-

i out letting inflation rip or
allowing the D-Mark to lose its

strength. Such a bleak view,

moreover, gives little credit to

Germany's obvious political
stability despite the strains of
bringing together peoples
divided for 45 years. That sta-
bility is personified in the mas-
sive figure of chancellor Hel-
mut Kohl: the man who always
had faith that the country
would again be united and who
in the course of next year will
become the longest serving
chancellor of the Bonn repub-
lic. the most successful Ger-
man state in history.
But it is difficult to escape

the feeling that Germany is at
a cross roads. Far reaching
changes are in store.

The capital is scheduled to
move to Berlin sometime
between 1998 and 2000. In spite
of Germany’s federal constitu-
tion. this event could point
Germany eastwards, pro-
foundly altering the way the
nation thinks about itself and
its role in the world.

A countervailing force. Euro-
pean economic and monetary
union, is scheduled to begin
about the same time, marking
an important step towards ful-

filing chancellor Kohl's ambi-
tion of embedding Germany's
future welfare in that of the
European Union.
Then there are the chal-

lenges of globalisation. For the
past two years, the govern-
ment has been debating how to

secure Germany's future as an
industrial base in the face of

low cost, high quality competi-

tion from the newly industri-

alising countries of eastern
Europe and east Asia.

Recent unemployment fig-

ures have been an uncomfort-

able reminder of the need for

change. Although German
GDP grew by 2.6 per cent in
the first half of this year,

unemployment in September,
at about 3.5m. was higher than
it was the year before.

There is widespread agree-
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meet over what is wrong. Ger-

man industry, thanks to a rep-

utation for quality and a con-

centration of expertise in the
investment goods sector, has
been able to maintain its pres-

ence in export markets in spite

of a strong D-Mark. It has
acquiesced in high wage settle-

ments in the interest of keep-

ing production going.

But these achievements have
been at a cost. Since the end of

1961, industry has shed 1.13m
workers, a loss of nearly ID per
cent. Even members of the Jfit-

telstand. the small to medium
sized companies that are Ger-
many's particular strength, axe

%
H y

%

investing abroad to average
out costs.

An obvious remedy would be
to attack rigidities and ineffi-

ciencies in the economy as a
whole and encourage growth of

the relatively underdeveloped
service sector. But advocates of
deregulation have a hard fur-

row to hoe. The counterpart to

Germany's enviable consensus
in politics and industrial rela-

tions is the fierce defence of

vested interests.

Any proposal, no matter how
mild, to curb non wage labour
costs or prune some of the
more luxuriant growths of the
German welfare state is likely

to generate howls of protest

from Germany's powerful trade

unions and their political allies

in the Christian as well as the

Social Democratic parties.

Germany is a country where
the consumer bas little clout

and deregulation has few
friends. In the summer, it

appeared that the government
might be in earnest in trying

to extend Germany's anti-

quated shopping hours. Cer-
tainly Mr GOnter Rexxodt, the

Free Democrat economics min-

ister. invested substantial
political capita] in the cause,

arguing that reform would cre-

ate 55.000 jobs. Two and half

Berlin's Getttchtniskircfte (left) and (above) the Reichstag buBdng
temporarfly wrapped In sBwar fabric this summer by artist Christo

months on, there is scant sign
of progress, partly because of

indifference on the part of Mr
Norbert BIQm. the labour min-
ister who is responsible for

shopping hours, and partly
because of opposition from
trades unions and some shop
keepers.

The shopping hours issue
illustrates the inadequacies of
political decision making in

Germany. The government in

Bonn is made up of three par-

ties, Christian Democrat.
Christian Social and Free Dem-
ocrat. The upper house of par-

liament is dominated by states

in which Social Democrats
have the upper hand. In the 16
federal states are coalitions of

various hues. Difficult deci-

sions are endlessly shuffled

back and forth between par-

ties, legislatures and concilia-

tion committees.
In recent weeks, attention in

Bonn has been focused on dis-

array in the opposition Social

Democratic party. But the cen-

tre-right coalition parties can
be equally quarrelsome. This
month, for example, experts of

the CDU/CSU and FDP gath-

ered for a four day conference
outside Bonn to crack the prob-

lem of restraining galloping

IN THIS SURVEY
• European integration: IGC
countdown; the currency

issue Rage 2

health care costs only for the
meeting to break up acrimoni-

ously after a few hours.

Fortunately, there are ways
through such knots. Like many
difficult issues, the shopping
hours question has been
declared a Chefsache, some-
thing that will have to be
sorted out by chancellor Kohl.
However, he will only knock
heads together when he
believes he has a chance of
success and when action fits

his political agenda.
The takeover of eastern Ger-

many may also prove to be an
engine of change. Unemploy-
ment in the east affects 14 per
cent of the labour force against

8 per cent in the west largely

because western trade unions
were determined to impose
western-style wages and labour
market conditions in the low
productivity environment of
the new Lfinder. Now. how-
ever. eastern German employ-

ers are increasingly making
local agreements with unions
which allow greater labour-

market flexibility.

The constitutional court in
Karlsruhe is providing other
ways forward. The court
grabbed the headlines and
angered coalition politicians

• Economy overview; longer

shopping hours Page 3

• Finance markets; banks;

industry Page 4

• Flexible practices; workers’

leader Dieter Schulte Page 5

• Social security system;

minister Norbert Blum
Page 6

• Ideology and politics;

Jurgen Stark, Kohl's 'sherpa'

Page 7

• Free Democratic Party; the

Greens reborn Page 8

• Industry’s R&D deficiency;

shipyard's bicentenary

Paged

• Eastern voting patterns;

1.1m ensettfed propert claims

Page 10

• Winegrowers in ferment;

agriculture at bay Page 11

this summer with a controver-

sial ruling against crucifixes m
Bavarian class rooms. But
recent rulings have also forced

the government into raising
tax thresholds for the low paid

and to reviewing Germany's
inheritance and wealth taxes.

It was a court decision that

paved the way for the Bundes-
tag this summer to approve
deployment of Luftwaffe Tor-

nado aircraft over Bosnia.

The agonising that accompa-
nied that decision was a sign

that Germany still has some
way to go before it can play a

role in world affairs commen-
surate with its economic
strength. Although Mr Kohl
struts the world stage like a
trouper, the uncertainties sur-

rounding Germany's foreign

policy role are shown in the

acres of newsprint devoted to

worried appraisals of Ger-
many’s relations with its allies

and neighbours.

However, recent events show
that, in spite of hesitation in

domestic as well as foreign

affairs, Germany is capable of

change. The big question is

whether change will be quick
or extensive enough to main-
tain the country's position in

an increasingly tough world-

A Dream of a Ship in Record Time
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Exclusive cruises are more in vogue than

ever, and meeting the demand is a challen-

ge both for shipowners and shipbuilders.

In a highly competitive market, success

means being faster and better than the

others. We in the Vulkan Group believe the

most efficient way forward is through co-

operation.

The four Vulkan companies Bremer Vulkan

Wcrft, Schichau Seebeckwerft, Uoyd Werft

and STN ATLAS Elektronik have set them-

selves the task of completing the 74,000-

tonne luxury liner Costa Victoria within

28.5 months. This cruise vessel combines

unique elegance with state-of-the-art

technological refinement and perfect sea-

keeping.
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FORWARD FROM MAASTRICHT; by Peter Norman

Doubts creep in
Domestic political

strains may slow
the advance
towards deeper EU
integration

Far the German government.,

next year's planned Inter-Gov-
ernmental Conference to
develop European integration
is at once full of promise and

threat
The hope is that the confer-

ence win be able to advance
integration In areas neglected
in the Maastricht Treaty and
close to the heart of Germany's
chancellor. Mr Helmut Kohl.
The threat lies In domestic pol-

itics, for Germany will hold a
general election in 1998. as the
conference will be bearing fruit

and a series of other European
Union issues could be dominat-
ing the headlines with unpre-
dictable effects.

Preparations for the third

and final stage of European
economic and monetary union,
with its inevitable consequence
of a programmed demise or the

D-Mark, should be moiling into

top gear in 1998. Disquiet
among German voters about
the single currency has already

prompted Bonn to insist on a

rigorous compliance with the

Maastricht convergence crite-

ria and to propose additional

agreements to limit fiscal defi-

cits among prospective Emu
entrants.

Mr Tbeo Waigel. the finance

minister, has also mounted a

noisy campaign against the
name Ecu for the proposed sin-

gle currency, proposing instead

the “Euro" as in Euro-Mark or

Euro-pound to win over a scep-

tical public.

Other controversial Euro-
pean Union issues such as
enlarging the EU from the
present total of 15 members
and reform of ibe common
agricultural policy should be
on the agenda in IMS. A poten-

tially acrimonious debate over
fairer shares in paying for the
EU budget could see Germany
trying to persuade unsympath-
etic partners that it is contri-

buting too much, with the
attendant risk of reducing
already lacklustre support for

the EU among German voters.

It is little wonder, therefore,

that the German government
is proceeding slowly in devel-

oping its aims and strategy for

the IGC. An additional problem

is the unpredictability of

France. Germany’s closest EU
partner, under Mr Jacques Chi-

rac, His mercurial presidency

has yet to do lasting damage to

Franco-German relations. But
it has upset many assumptions

on the German side that were
based on the expectation of

joint Franco-German action to

give European integration a

push.

Bonn has said it will decide

its formal goals for the IGC
after the •‘reflection group" of

member states’ senior foreign

ministry officials has reported

on prospects for the conference

at the end of this year.

But it is clear from the

thoughts of government offi-

cials, and especially those of

Mr Werner Hoyer. the foreign

office minister of state who is

also Bonn's representative in

the reflection group, that Ger-

many would like significant

progress towards greater Euro-

pean integration from the con-

ference.

The IGC will be charged with

looking at possibilities for

“deepening" EU integration in

four main areas: foreign and
security policy: interior and
judicial affaire: reform of the

EU institutions: and making
the union more democratic and
meaningful for its citizenry.

In all these areas, Bonn can
be expected to make proposals

of a strongly “federal" charac-

ter. But the German approach
to the IGC will not be simply
one of Euro-idealism. The gov-

ernment also wants a more
equitable sharing of responsi-

bilities among EU members to

ease what it sees as unfair bur-

dens on Germany.
Germany believes that a

joint EU foreign and security

policy is needed to maintain

peace and security in Europe.
The war in the former Yugo-
slavia has shown the need to

come faster to joint decisions

and action.

Mr Hoyer, and the small Free
Democrat party to which he
belongs, favour qualified
majority voting in this area to

avoid lowest common denomi-
nator decisions or the blocking
of EU action by a single mem-
ber state. However, in cases
where an EU member feels a
vital security interest is

involved, there should be scope

EUROPEAN MONETARY UNION: by Wolfgang MQnchau „

The mark of nationalism
for “constructive abstention".

A member state would not be

able to hinder an agreed EU
policy but it would be able to

abstain from its implementa-
tion. For example, it would be

inconceivable, under current
German thinking, for a EU
member state's troops to be
used in joint action against its

consent.

Germany favours building
up the Western European
Union to become the defence

policy arm of the EU. One sug-

gestion is that a single leading

personality should be
appointed as political secretary

general of the ElTs council of

ministers and secretary gen-
eral of the WEU.
Greater integration of inter-

nal and judicial affairs is nec-

essary and would be popular,

Germany believes. No member
state can cope on its own with

the growth of international

organised crime. Issues such as

immigration and asylum seek-

ers require an EU solution.

One idea advanced by Mr
Hoyer would be to give the EU
commission a right to initiate

policies in the area of interior

policies. However, this would
not be to the exclusion of the

rights of member states.

That Germany wants to push
ahead on this issue is under-
standable. The country has
absorbed far more asylum
seekers and refugees from
areas of conflict such as Bosnia
than other EU states. It wants
a fairer sharing of the burden.

The drive for institutional

reform comes from the recogni-

tion that European institutions

conceived for the original com-
munity of six countries cannot
cope with a Union that could
expand to 25 or 30 members.
With its strong federal tradi-

tion. Germany is likely to push
for more majority voting and a

reduction of national control
over EU decision making.

The Free Democrats have
gone as far as to demand a
European constitution with a

bill of basic rights. Mr Hoyer.
however, does not expect the
IGC to agree such a sweeping
development. Less dramatic
suggestions, under consider-

ation in the Bonn foreign
office, include pooling the
resources of small countries to

create team presidencies of the

EU.
Continued on facing page

Financiers favour a

single EU currency

but most Germans
want to keep their

beloved D-Mark
In Germany, antagonism
towards European monetary
union has been growing
steadily over the last few
years, with about two-thirds of

German opposed to the single

currency, according to opinion

polls.

The one sector society which
appears virtually unanimous
in its support for the single

currency Is German industry.

Having suffered from a

long-term appreciation of the

D-Mark especially against the

lira, the pound and the peseta,

many German industrialists

are hoping that European mon-
etary union (Emu) would act

as a protective wall against

appreciation.

The conundrum is that the

most likely Emu scenario -

that of a core group of coun-

tries. including Germany,
France. Benelux and Austria
pressing ahead in 1999 - will

lead to a currency union of

countries that already enjoy

stable parities against the

mark.
If Italy were ever to qualify

under the Maastricht Treaty's

economic convergence criteria,

then the lira. too. would proba-

bly by then have become a

hard currency. As a result,

whatever advantages Emu may
bring, it will not be a protec-

tion against devaluation. It

may still act as an inducement

for trade and investment,
which would constitute proba-

bly the strongest economic
argument in favour of the sin-

gle currency.

The notion of a hard-Emu
core around Germany has met
with a degree of alarm in Ger-

man industry. Mr Hans-Olaf
Henkel, president of the Ger-

man federation of industry,

said that "one should be care-

ful with such expressions as a

‘core Europe
-

or a ‘Europe of
different speeds’. There may be
some areas in inter-govern-

mental relations where this
may be harmless or even inevi-

table. But for the economic
community this is not suitable.

The legal unity must not be
undermined." he said.

A question of harmoriy: finance minister TheoWajgef conducts tfte Aachen customs brass band

At the same time. Mr Henkel
is among the many vociferous

proponents of the tough line

taken by the German govern-

ment and Bundesbank about

the strict adherence to the

Maastricht Treaty's economic
convergence criteria. He advo-

cates “even stricter debt crite-

ria". adding that the "rules of

the Maastricht Treaty are far

too soft".

In the debate over Emu. Ger-

man industry is tom between

its pure self-interests - free-

trade; coherence of the present

EU: low taxation - and its tra-

ditional support for sound
money, whether D-Mark or
E-Mark.
As a group. German industry

may speak through its repre-

sentatives in Bonn, but the

superficial unanimity in sup-

port of an ultra-hard single

currency may not last forever.

It may not even exist now.
Difference have already sur-

faced among banks. Snxali

savings banks, with little or no
cross-border business, are
dreading the logistical com-
plexities of a change-over of
their systems, and the associ-

ated costs. They are particu-

larly afraid that savers, fright-

ened by losing out on the Ger-

man government bonds, may
switch their savings abroad or
simply save less and spend
more. Large banks, by con-

trast. regard Emu as an oppor-

tunity to expand their business

and to establish themselves as
pan-European powers.
The same dichotomy applies

to industry, though this may
be less obvious. German multi-

nationals. such as Volkswagen
cr Siemens, with their large

business volumes throughout
the EU. already operate as
European companies.
These companies are build-

ing up European works coun-

cils. they employ mul tilingual

staff, and aspire to a European
corporate culture. The transi-

tion to a single currency will

facilitate inter-company
accounting in the long run,

and tvill greatly relieve the

need to engage in sometimes
costly hedging operations.
There can be no question that

the singie currency is in the

interest of Siemens, Volkswa-
gen and Daimler-Benz.

Small companies whose
activities do not cross borders,

will enjoy few of these benefits.

Yet they will be exposed to

many of the risks. A detailed

study on this issue was pres-

ented by Roland Berger, the
management consultancy,
which found that the retail

trade, smalls hanks, telecom-

munication operators and the

postal and rail services are

“potential losers".

Among the potential winners
ore printers, paper manufac-
turers and a wide array of ser-

vice companies. The study also
stressed that the change-over

would necessitate a significant

amount of logistical changes
that are not yet appreciated by
German industry in their
entirety.

If the convergence criteria

are not observed to the letter

for the sake of a more broadly-

based membership, the future
Ecu-value of German assets

may folk interest rates may be
higher than they might other-

wise have been: and share val-

ues may be lower.

The controversy caused by
Mr Theo Waigel, the German
finance minister, who in a pri-

vate hearing in the German
parliament said that Italy and
Belgium may not qualify for

the third stage in 1999. has
rekindled a new debate inside

Germany about the pros and
cons of the single currency. :

The single currency has
become one of the meet hotly-

debated issues among bankets,

academics, in the media ami hi

big industry. However, despite

the growing media attention,

most ordinary Germans, and
'most ordinary German compa-
nies, still see the single cur-

rency as a far off event.

Small industry is probably
subject to the same contradic-

tion of attitudes that is so topi-

cal of the wider German pub-
lic.

A recent opinion poll about

the public's attitudes towards
Europe found that the German
public has become increasingly

more hostile to the single cur-

rency since 1991. with about
two-thirds opposed.

At the same time, a great
majority of Germans say they
support the Maastricht Ttaaty,

whose most important compo-
nent is. of course, the irrevoca-

ble timetable towards the sm-
gle currency. The only, and
somewhat uncharitable, con-
clusion one could draw from
the pall is that Germans <fo not
know what they want
The reason behind the wide-

spread apathy and confusion is

Germany's current preoccupa-

tion with other more pressing

matters.
Industry is undergoing pro-

found changes, the result of

unification, the drift of invest-

ment into eastern Europe, cost

pressures from cheaper produc-

tion locations in the US,
Europe and the Far East, the

revaluation of the D-Mark
against the dollar, and pro-

found changes' in industrial

relations, marked by a trend

towards shorter and more flexi-

ble working hours.

These factors will probably
have a significantly greater

impact on the well-being of

industry, and the country -at

large, than the single currency.

But this is true only as long as

the currency fulfils two essen-

tial conditions: it has to be sta-

ble and must not endanger the

coherence of the EU.
While German industry lob-

byists purport to pursue both

aims at the same time, the
question arises what will hap-

pen if the two goals of a single

currency and intra-EL' coher-

ence are perceived to be in con-

flict

Growing Strength

in International Debt

Markets

Experienced public-sector bor-

rowers in .Europe know that finan-

cial integration achieved so far has

opened up real opportunities for

effective cross-border financing -

regional and municipal levels across

Europe. The Bank's specialized lend-

ing officers are recognized for their

ability to tailor loans - of any size

or complexity - to the requirements

SPECIALIZED DIMENSIONS
IN PUBLIC-SECTOR FINANCE

Undesban>. Rheinland -Pfalz

D-550P8 Mainz, Germany

Crosse Bleiche 5-s-So

Telephone (61 31) l Ml

Since its decision to diversify its funding sources, Landesbank

Rheinland -Pfalz has become a regular and respected Issuer in

Internationa] capital markets - raising funds in various major

currencies to refinance its loan business.

investors are attracted by the quasi-sovereign status of

Landesbank Rheinland-Pfalz, its top credit ratings, and the

quality of Its specialized loan portfolio.

The Bank also receives high marks for Us reliability to en-

sure efficient markets for Its bonds and for the excellence of its

reporting to investors. Moreover, the Bank has shown its readi-

ness to be innovative. For example, Landesbank Rheinland-

Pfalz was the first bank of a German federal state to issue a

Dragon bond (1 094 j and a Samurai bond (1095).

With total assets of more than DM 63 billion, Landesbank

Rheinland-Pfalz is a prominent German public-sector financial

institution concentrating on long-term lending and real estate

financing. An active investor itself, Landesbank Rheinland-

Pfalz also serves as banker to the State of Rheinland-Pfalz and

functions as central bank and liquidity manager for the state's

savings banks.

Landesbank Rheinland-Pfalz

including new sources of funds and

banking partners specialized in public-

sector lending on a European scale.

DGZ in Frankfurt is such a bank.

As a central institution of Germany's

Savings Banks Organization, the

country^ largest banking sector, DGZ
is a leading wholesale financial in-

stitution with an impressive record

in public-sector lending at federal.

of each borrower. This expertise is

backed by DGZ's strong funding

capacity, enhanced by its position as

a prominent issuing house and

through access to the Euromarkets

via its subsidiary DGZ International

S.A. in Luxembourg.

If your projects call for a bank

with European savoir-faire, just call

on DGZ.

DGZ - the small team with big resources

Deutsche Girozentrale
Deutsche Kommunalbank-
Frankfurt/Berlin
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK; by Pete, Mo^,n

Over the bis hum
On course for
steady growth, the
economy seems to
have adjusted to
reunification

After a fit of the jitters around
mid-year, it now appears as if
the German economy is on
«mrse for steady if unspecta-
cular growth this year and
next.

Gross domestic product in
the first six months of 1995
grew in real terms by 2.6 per
cent compared with the same
period a year ago. with output
in the eastern Lender advanc-
ing by a healthy 7 per cent
against growth of 2.1 per cent
in the west. Inflation, as mea-
sured by a new pan-German
cost of living index, has fallen
to annual rates of below 2 per
cent.

Exports, still the touchstone
of Germany’s economic suc-
cess. have continued to grow,
in spite of the sharp upwards
move in the D-Mark's interna-
tional value earlier thic year.
Since the D-Mark has lost some
of its earlier gains, some
experts, such as the econo-
mists of Hamburg's HWWA
research institute, have fore-

cast that exports might grow
by about 4 per cent in real
terms this year and so faster
than the economy as a whole.
Even the cautious Bundes-

bank, which recently warned
that “considerable risks” in the
export sector could act as a
dampener on the economy,
does not expect Germany to

cease growing.

On the other hand, growth in

1995 will fail to meet the fore-

cast of 3 per cent published by
the Bonn government early
this year. The expected short-

foil. together with lower than
expected inflation, has forced

Mr Theo Waigel, the finance

minister, to reduce his expecta-

tions of tax revenues by
DM20bn this year and next.
That spells more belt tighten-

ing at federal, state and munic-
ipal level.

The news of slower growth is

also bad news for Germany’s
3.52m unemployed. Since July,

when pan-German unemploy-
ment jumped by an unexpect-

edly sharp 133,700. it has
become apparent that Ger-
many is facing a jobs crisis.

While the July increase largely

reflected seasonal factors, a
jump of 74,000 in seasonally
adjusted unemployment in
August and September corn-

inflation

Annual % change In CP)

Chancellor Kohl with France’s Prwrfdant Jacques Chime; on course again

blued suggests unemployment
is a structural problem.
Unemployment affected 92

per cent of the working popula-
tion in September; in that
month the number lacking jobs
was higher than in the corre-

sponding month of 1994 Tor the

first time this year. At mid-
year, Germany’s 34.9m strong
working population was some
30,000 lower than in June 1994

in spite of economic growth in

the meantime.
It is the Bundesbank's view

that the sharp rise of the
D-Mark in the spring and rela-

tively high wage settlements
this year have deterred
employers from hiring labour.
According to the Paris-based
Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development,
the spring settlement In the
metal working industry could
lead to an increase in hourly
wages of about 4.5 per cent this

year and 5£ per cent in 1996.

Certainly, reports from com-
panies suggest that employers
are responding to high costs,

including the highest labour

costs In the world, by shifting

investment abroad. Although
some sectors, such as the
chemical industry, appear to

be thriving, others are faring

less welL The aerospace indus-

try is in a deep structural cri-

sis and faces heavy job losses.

The motor industry has been
reporting slower growth rates.

The building industry is facing

its first serious downturn in

nine years, following a 12 per
cent drop In orders in the first

half. There are feats that-a-
wave of bankruptcies could be
about to hit eastern Germany
as construction-led investment
growth slows.

Interest rates

%

In the circumstances, U has
been a boon that minimal
money supply growth and low
inflation have allowed the
Bundesbank to cut Interest

rates with a boldness that has
surprised many analysts, it

acted decisively in AugusL
when it cut the psychologically
important discount and lom-
bard rates by a half percentage
point to 3.5 and 5.5 per cent
respectively. The reductions
were followed by a steady
downwards drift in the securi-

ties repurchase or repo rate,

which acts as the bench mark
for money market rates.

The interest rate cuts,
together with tax reductions
scheduled for next year, should

give a boost to the domestic
economy and sustain growth.

The Bundesbank has written,

not without some concern, of

an anticipated “pause” in the

process of consolidating public

sector budgets next year. Ger-

many still expects to undercut
the Maastricht convergence
limits of 3 per cent of GDP for

the budget deficit and 60 per
cent for the stock of public

debt But the federal deficit is

due to increase to DM60bn in

1996 from DM49^bn this year
before resuming a downwards
path to DM29bn in 1999.

The Bonn finance ministry

has had little choice in the
matter. It was a constitutional

court ruling that obliged the

government to increase
sharply the tax-free thresholds
in the personal Income tax sys-

tem with effect from next year.

As a result of this and other

tax changes, the tax burden of
Germany’s citizens will be cut

by an estimated DMl9bo in

1996.

COP .

Annual 96 change

It is true that other levies,

such as payments towards the

state pension scheme, are due

to rise. Bui in general, govern-

ment policy is now tilted

towards cutting taxes as well

as reducing the share of state

spending in GDP to around 46

per cent by the end of the
decade from more than 50 per

cent at present.

Mr Waigel has bis sights set

on a reduction of business tax-

ation. Including abolition of

the local trading capital tax.

which imposes a levy on the

capital of a company irrespec-

tive or whether it Is profitable.

The government hopes to

begin removing the special 7.5

per cent “solidarity surcharge”

on personal income taxes,

which has been used to sup-

port eastern Germany, from
1996 at the latest. Germany’s
inheritance and wealth taxes

are also due for review follow-

ing a recent constitutional

court judgment. In the long
term, Mr Waigel would Uke to

see top rates of below 50 per

cent on most taxes.

Changing taxes in Germany
is fraught with political and
technical difficulty. But a
reduced tax burden is the sort

of tonic that the German econ-

omy needs. For although Ger-

many has come through the
five years since reunification

with a strong currency and low

inflation, its high taxes and
social levies have sapped its

growth potential. Even with
strong support for consumer
demand from this year’s wage
increases and next year’s tax-

cuts. the economy wifi do well

to maintain this year's rate of
expansion and grow by around
22 per cent in 1996.

Unemployment rate

Aa % of total labour fores
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SHOPPING HOURS REFORM: by Andrew Fisher

Putting the customer first

Sauce: DatasOTam

The debate over

shopping hours is a
test of Germany’s
responsiveness to

market forces

To their opponents, they are

out-of-date and anti-consumer.

To their supporters, they help

protect jabs and small busi-

nesses.

Germany's regulated shop-
ping hours are under discus-

sion again
,
and Uds time there

seems a strong chance that

they will be relaxed. Many
economists see the issue as a

touchstone of Germany’s will-

ingness to become more
attuned to market needs.

Despite its high quality
goods and sophisticated infra-

structure. Germany is not
noted for its service culture.

Yet in other western econo-
mies, the service sector is

among the -most dynamic
sources of growth and Jobs.

Shopping times in Germany
are kept within strict legal

bounds, but pressure for longer

hours is mounting. Mrs Ingrid

Berberich. a lecturer in Ger-
man, is one who would defi-

nitely welcome a relaxation of

shopping curbs. “I want to be
able to shop longer.” sbe said

while browsing through a

Frankfiut department store. "It

would be nice if shops stayed

open longer, Uke in the US.”

She is doing so in the hope
that the momentum generated

by a recent study, commis-
sioned by the government from
the Ifo economic research insti-

tute, finally leads to a change
in. the Ladenschlussgesea (shop
closing hours law). The report

has stimulated a debate which
could allow shops to stay open
longer on weekdays and Satur-

days, though Sunday remains
taboo.

The issue raises strong feel-

ings on both sides. While more
shoppers like Mrs Berberich
want longer hours, some see

no need or are opposed. “It

doesn’t concern me," said a
bank official shopping in the

same store. “I can. shop when l

want. I don’t need longer
hours. There's already enough
time available-"

Since 1956, shops and stores

have had to close at 6^0pm on
weekdays - though allowed to

stay open until 8.30pm on
Thursdays since 1989 - and
2pm on most Saturdays. On the
first Saturday of each month,
they may stay open until 4pm.
The so-called ‘long Saturday”
used to be longer, but was
shortened from 6pm when the
late Thursday concession was
introduced.

Shopping hours is not an
issue for which many politi-

cians are willing to stick their

necks out. Mr GOnter Rexrodt.

economics minister, pushed for

more, liberal hours last year

but the plan was dropped for

fear it might alienate voters -

especially among small shop-

keepers - ahead of October's

general election. This time, Mr
Rexrodt is being more careful,

holding talks with Mr Narbert
Bilim, labour minister, who is

circumspect on the issue, and

Shoppers on Berlin's Kurfurestendanun: a desire for fewer restrictions

the retail industry.

Opinions are divided in the

Industry and among politi-

cians. Ultimately, much will

depend on whether chancellor

Helmut Kohl lakes up the

issue. He intends to be
involved in any decision and
has told the main retail asso-

ciation (HDE) that be will

study “if and whether any con-

sequences” need to be drawn

Big stores want
a relaxation, but

there would be

losers in

suburban areas

from the Ifo report.

This comment, made before

lib's conclusions were known,
was interpreted by the HDE as

supporting its firm anti-liberal-

isation stance. The retail,

banking and insurance union
(HBV) also strongly opposes
longer hours. So do many
small and medium-sized shop-

owners who fear the weight of
competition and higher costs.

But Ifo has delivered strong
ammunition to those urging
change. It proposes that shops
and stores be allowed to stay

open until 10pm on weekdays
and until 6pm on Saturdays.

Certain types of shop should

also be pennrtted to stay open
at night. It also recommends
scrapping the 68.5 hour weekly
total limit on shopping hours.

Ifo calls the present law a-

curb on consumers' freedom.
Although people have come to

terms with the hours - about a
third of consumers say they
would like them extended - Ifo

said most would benefit
There would also be advan-

tages for employers and those

seeking work. Most retailers

say they do not want the law
altered, but new sales opportu-

nities could open up for depart-

ment stores In inner-city areas,

innovative family-owned and
other shops in niche markets,

do-it-yourself chains, and out-

lets selling long-life goods such
as furniture, cars, electrical

appliances and clothing.

Ifo reckons that relaxing the

law could add 2-3 per cent or
some DMZObn. to retail turn-

over over two to three years.

This would mean 50,000 more
jobs, many part-time; the
equivalent in terms of full-time

Jobs would be up to 32,000 iL3

per cent of those now
employed in the retail sector).

Ifo says enough people would
be prepared to work late if the

jobs were there.

Having looked at countries

which have liberalised shop-

ping hours - Germany is

almost unique in Europe in not
having done so - Ifo finds a

wide variation in opening
times. In Sweden, for example,

weekly shop hours range from
55 to 74 hours, and in France
from 40 to 66, depending on the

type of outlet and neighbour-

hood.

It is this very scope for meet-

ing different consumer needs
in different areas at different

times that lies behind the argu-

ments of the reformers. Ifo

notes that hypermarkets or
other big cash-and-carry stores

in out-of-town sites tend to

stay open later in France. In

the UK, the Netherlands and
Denmark, convenience stores

and evening- or night-shops
have sprung up.

In Germany, longer hours
would benefit businesses in

urban centres and shopping
complexes, says Mr Joachim

Bernsdorff. retail analyst at

Bank Julius Bar Deutschland.

Also, he adds: "Hus is a big

chance for the small mom-and-
pop stores which can then con-

vert themselves to convenience
stores with a strictly limited

product line, such as Seven
Eleven in the United States, or

with a selection such as is now
offered by many fuel service

stations."

But there would be losers,

too. mostly in smaller towns
and suburbs. Opponents of
relaxation have a large voice

through the unions - who
would insist on much more
pay for longer hours, as is the

case on Thursday's - many
retailers and a number of poli-

ticians of all parties. But the

front is crumbling, and Ifo has
helped weaken it

Mr Bernsdorff is convinced
the law will be modified, with
weekday hours to around 8pm
rather than the 10pm favoured

by Ifo. Big department stores

such as Karstadt and Kaufhof
now want a relaxation of

hours. Since consumers are
increasingly keen to shop
when it suits them, the govern-

ment will have to decide
whether to move In the direc-

tion pointed out by Ifo. and if

so how for.

EU hesitations
Continued from facing page
The obvious dislike of the aver-

age German for plans to

replace the D-Mark with a sin-

gle European currency has
come as a profound and salu-

tary shock for the policy mak-
ing elite in Bonn. Plans to
make the EU more comprehen-
sible and relevant to Ger-
many’s 80m citizens are there-

fore high on the government’s
agenda for the IGC.

Subsidiarity, the idea that
decisions should be taken by
bodies as close to the citizen as

possible, is inherent in the Ger-
man constitution. The princi-

ple will underpin German pres-

sure for democracy and
decentralisation in the EU.
Germany’s current thoughts

about the IGC may look mod-
est given Its long standing sup-

port for the idea of political

union in the EU. But Air Hoyer

is anxious not to overload the

conference, still less to put
things on the agenda, which
the government considers set-

tled. such as the Maastricht
treaty plan for moving to Emu.
As matters stand, the gov-

ernment is aware that careful

“agenda management" will be
needed to prevent progress
being derailed by rows over
such issues as the European
budget and the reform of the
CAP. Moreover, if the German
government is to fulfil Mr
'Kohl’s ambition of embedding
Germany in Europe to guaran-
tee the nation's future security

and prosperity, it is going to

have to launch a major effort

to win its citizenry for the idea.

Upbeat publicity to boost
Emu and the EU is in prepara-

tion. As Mr Hoyer says; “it is

impossible to sell Europe with

a downturned mouth."
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THE FINANCIAL MARKETS: by Andrew Fisher BANKS UNDER PRESSURE: by Andrew Fisher

A prolonged adolescence In an earthquake zone
E. ~
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The first insider

trading case and
big public offerings
are testing the
markets

plines of the equity market.

Raising funds from domestic

and foreign investors can be

cheaper than borrowing from a

hanir Companies willing to fol-

low this route are also aware

Life has not been dull In

Germany’s financial markets
this year. The country has bad
its first insider trading case, a
new and long over-due take-

over code has been drawn up,

plans have been laid for elec-

tronic securities trading, lead-

ing bourses are discussing
merger plans and an impres-
sive series of new share issues

has been launched.
In part, these developments

reflect earlier legal and struc-

tural changes aimed at bring-

ing Germany’s markets more
in line with those abroad and
with its economic strength. It

is a process that still has some
way to go, however. By the
standards of large global mar-
kets like those in New York,
Tokyo and London. Fin-
anzplatz Deutschland (Ger-

many as a financial centre)

still has to reach full maturity..

Despite the string of initial

public offerings (IPOs) this

year, the number of quoted
companies in Germany
remains low by international

standards. So does stock mar-
ket capitalisation in relation to

the size of the economy. Nor do
one insider trading case and a

welcome, though rather mild,

takeover code mean that the

German securities market -

centred in Frankfurt - has
finally shed its deficiencies.

But the trend is encouraging.

As well as the efforts of legisla-

tors and administrators, it is

market pressures that have
prompted the change. As this

year's flow of sizeable IPOs
shows. German companies are

increasingly keen to broaden
their shareholder base and sub-

ject themselves to the disci-
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stock market listing, with con-

sequent benefits for their inter-

national activities. Today's

managers, whether from com-
panies' founding families or

from outside, have far more
exposure to international fin-

ancing and business methods
than their post-war predeces-

sors.

This year’s new issues have

included companies in pharma-

ceuticals (Schwarz Pharma),
flooring (Tarketti. do-it-your-

self (Praktiker). specialty

chemicals (SKVY Trustberg;

and graphite and carbon (SGL
Carbon). As well as domestic

investors, foreign investors in

Europe and the US have also

been targeted.

The biggest rPO this year is

that of E. Merck, the pharma-
ceuticals concern. At around
DM2bn. a record for Germany,

it dwarfs the others easily.

Also on the way is an issue of

shares from Adidas, the inter-

nationally known German
sports shoe and clothing com-

pany that fell on hard times

and has now bounced back.
Compared with last year's

fairly thin IPO calendar, there-

fore. 1995 is proving a lively

year for new equity issues.

But 1996 will be the real test

for Finanzplatz Deutschland. It

is then that the country's big-

gest ever new issue will take

place - that of Deutsche Tele-

kom. the state telecommunica-

tions concern, which will raise

some DM15bn. Selling such a

huge issue at home and abroad

will stretch the resources and
skills of the German and for-

eign banks in the issuing con-

sortium to the utmost
With the Telekom sale loom-

ing. other companies have
been keen to have their IPOs
out the way first. “The decks

are being cleared for Deutsche
Telekom." says Mr Kevan
Watts, head of European
investment banking at Merrill

Lynch, the US securities house.

Thus it is unlikely that next

year will see such a flow of

other IPOs as 1995. although
“the unexpected can always
happen".

The Telekom issue will do
much to raise equity aware-
ness in Germany, where
investment in shares is tiny

compared with that in bonds

and other fixed interest instru-

ments. Institutions such as
insurance companies also
remain somewhat inhibited

when it comes to equity invest-

ment. even though restrictions

on the amounts they can put
into shares - both in Germany
and abroad - have been eased.

German markets would open
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GNP (constant DM bn} 2,701.4 2,758.6

Real GNP growth (%) .. — 2.4 2.1

Components of GNP (%)
Private consumption 55.8 NA
Government consumption. 18.1 NA
Gross fixed investment 19.5 NA
Change in stocks — 0.5 NA
Exports.. - - 40-2 NA
Imports - — - -34.1 NA

Annual % change in.

Consumer prices (%}.— 3.0 22
Manufacturing production (%)... 3.6 1.8

Unemployment rate (%) - 8.2 8.1

Financial balance (%GNP)— -2.5 -2.3

Public sector debt (%GNP) 59.5 NA
Money supply (M3)* 4.9* 0.3*

Total reserves exc. gold (Sbn)4.... 77.4 NA
DAX index (% change)4 -7.06 4.28'

Current account balance (Sbn).... -23.7 -17.5

Merchandise Exports (Sbn)* 425.3 524.5

Merchandise Imports (Sbn)* 374.5 454.9

Trade balance (Sbn)5 50.8 69.6

Main trading partners7
(%, 1994)

France 12.0 11.0

UK. 8.0 62
USA. 7.9 7.3

Italy. 7.6 8.4

Netherlands 7.5 6.2

Bet/Lux 6.7 6.1

EU 57.7 55.4

(1) Year to date. (2) Forecasts unless otherwise indicated.

(3) Change from average of Q4 of previous year, annualised.

(4) End period. (5)August (6)BOP basis. (7)Share of world trade.

Source: E1U, Dates(ream. OECD

Profits remain
high, but industrial

failures have left

deep scars on the

top lenders

up considerably if the national

pension system had more
scope for private provision.
Instead, it is based mainly on
the pay-as-you-go system in

which employees' contribu-

tions pay for current retirees'

pensions and are not invested

in funded schemes for the
future. But as the PAYG sys-

tem comes under financial

pressure, individuals are likely

to be more alert to the need to

save as a way of enhancing
their own future pensions.

Both German and foreign
banks see opportunities for
more portfolio management
business in this area, since

pension funds rely heavily on
equities to help provide a solid

average return over decades.
"We see an increasing trend [in

Europe 1 to the UK and US
model of professionally man-
aged pension schemes." Mr
Watts says. "The impact on
businesses like ours could be
very fundamental and excit-

ing.”

Without a well-developed
pension fond sector, the Ger-

man stock market will be
handicapped in its efforts to
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become as heavyweight inter-

nationally as the country's

economy. German companies
have large pension reserves,

with which they supplement
retiring employees' state pen-

sions. but these are invested

internally and not in the mar-
ket.

But Deutsche Bank has
plans to encourage companies
to diversify part of their

reserves, though it will have to

work out how to prevent such
funds losing their favourable

tax treatment if they are
invested externally. Other
plans are also being made to

encourage employers to focus

more attention on workers'
savings and pension require-

ments.

Another US investment
bank, J.P. Morgan, is working
with Dresdner Bank on the use
of existing tax incentives to

promote employee share own-
ership in large quoted compa-
nies. While pensions will not

be an immediate priority, Mr
Claus LOwe, head of the US
bank's German operation, says:

“Using incentives is an impor-

tant first step towards helping

employees build their own
worthwhile wealth base".

Employee representatives

have responded positively, he
says. Deutsche Telekom would
be an obvious candidate for

such a scheme. Mr Jurgen
Rahn, in charge of corporate

finance for J.P. Morgan in Ger-

many. believes the scheme
could help stimulate share
ownership. “The Idea of creat-

ing a larger amount of stock

placement with employees is

certainly part of the whole pro-

cess of improving Germany’s
equity culture." Thus the
long-term impact of such
moves could be considerable.

Germany’s banks have been

going through a tough time
and their problems are by no
means over. They still earn
handsome profits, but margins
are being squeezed, costs are

rising and competition is hot-

ting up. Customers have
become more demanding and
traditional banking methods
are under threat.

Outside their immediate
sphere of activity, the banks
are also under pressure. Cor-

porate disasters and costly res-

cue attempts have dented their

image. The very mention of the

names Schneider (property).

Metallgesellschaft (metals,

chemicals and trading). KlOck-

ner-Humboldt-Deutz (diesels)

and Balsam (flooring) are
enough to remind bankers of

their fallibility.

Some of these disasters and
near-disasters stem from
banks’ close links with indus-

try. another source of constant

criticism. The big banks bold

large stakes in MetaiigeseLl-

schaft and KHD and were
called on to help when the
companies ran into trouble.

Deutsche Bank. Germany's big-

gest credit institution, took the

most flak in both cases.

Nor did Deutsche Bank, and
Mr Hilmar Kopper. its chair-

man, emerge unscathed from
the demise of the property

empire of Mr Jflrgeu Schnei-

der. whose flight from finan-

cial disgrace ended In the US.

first in a nondescript Miami
apartment and then in jaiL Mr
Kopper uttered the word “pea-

nuts" to describe the size of
gmaii creditors’ cteims in rela-

tion to total Schneider edits

and the German press pounced
gleefully on this embarrassing
indiscretion.

Countering those who argue

that the banks have too much
power - Meekr der Banker:
(power of the banks ; is a recur-

ring theme on Germany’s

firiawmal avrre* - Mr Kopp€T

and others say the relation-

ships with industry generally

have a stabilising rather than a

disruptive effect MetaSgesefi-

schaft is now recovering fast

from the near-collapse caused

by its oQ futures trading losses

in the US. and it was the banks

which saved it

But banks' shareholdings in

industry continue to make
them vulnerable to political

criticism. Though small in

relation to total stock market
capitalisation, these holdings

to be in prominent com-
panies. Deutsche Bank has

sizeable stakes in Daimler-

Benz (vehicles, aerospace and
electronics). Allianz (insur-

ance). Continental (tyres) and
Philipp Holzmann (construc-

tion). among others.

Dresdner Bank. Commerz-
bank. Westdeutsche Landes-
bank and others also own large

chunks of industry. Some poli-

ticians would like to see these

stakes reduced, hot Mr Kopper
has threatened to go to the
Federal Constitutional Court if

banks are forced to sell shares.

Such sales would incur heavy
capitai gains taxes.

A parallel theme to that of

stakes in industry is banks'
representation on companies'
non-executive supervisory
boards. Because of their con-

nections with industry, bank-

ers often occupy prominent
positions an these boards. The
supervisory boards of both
KHD. the diesel company given

a much-needed and costly capi-

tal injection this year, and
Metallgesellschaft are headed
by Deutsche Rank executives.

This, too, is the subject of

political debate. The govern-
ment may try to strengthen

the supervisory board system
by reducing the number of
seats any individual can hold,

currently 10. Banks, too. are

trying to reduce their supervi-

sory board commitments. Mis
Ellen Schneider-Lean^, a direc-

tor of Deutsche Bank, said

early this year that bankers
should stop taking on the
chairmanships of supervisory
boards - “industrialists tend to

be better qualified because of

Economics minister GQnter

Roxrodfc tough time for banks

their experience".

Her comments show that

banks are rethinking their

industrial role as the corporate

governance debate continues
in Germany. Another imported
concept, that of shareholder
value, is also forcing them to

shift their ground. If banks
own too much of industry,

then companies are insulated -

at least, partly - from the disci-

plines of the capital market.

But the demand for cheaper
sources of capital is in any
case turning many companies
away from traditional lending
relationships with the hanks to

equity financing. The flow of

new issues on the German
stock market this year shows
that clearly. If more companies
can be persuaded to come to

the market and mare investors

induced to put money in equi-

ties rather than bonds, the
banks' financing role would
change significantly.

The hanks are preparing for

this, notably in the area of

investment banking. As capital

markets become more globally

integrated and German compa-
nies look further afield for

sources of finance, banks are

building up their skills in

mergers and acquisitions,
equity issues and asset man-
agement Thus Dresdner Bank
has just bought Kleinwort Boa-

son. the UK merchant bank,

and Deutsche Bank is utegrid.

lug sts investment .banking

activities more tightly with

those of Morgan GrenfeH, its

UK subsidiary.

Other banks are also spread-

ing their wings interaatinoaBy.

Commerzbank lias brat on a
buying spree in the asset -man-

agement sector and WeszLB is

building up its - investment
banking side in London. The
smaller BHF-Ba.uk has refo-

cused its activities on corpo-

rate advisory work, domestic

securities and currency txad-
- ing. and- portfolio management
and has close - links ' with
Charterhouse in tie UK and
Crtdil Commercial de France

But while, foreign activities

may absorb much of their time
and money, aff German banks
face intensifying competitive
pressures at homo m retail:

banking. As more, people take
to telephone, and direct .bank-,

ing. the traditional hrandrnet-
wtjj-fc - one of the worW’s den-

sest peh capita • will undergoY
change, with fewer staff- and
more focus on customer help.

Banks are already spending

heavily on new computer and
software systems to take them

- into the electronic banking
age, with younger clients espe-

cially keen to make the roastof
new technology. Deutsche
Bank has just launched Bank

as its comprehensive dfrect

bank, with C-omzoerzbank hav-

ing entered the fray first with

Comdirect in February.

Both of these units are run
as separate subsidiaries, away
from Frankfurt, with staff who
are mostly part-time and come
from outside banking. The
banks do not expea to make
profits from such operations

until 2000. But the potential

market is a large one, esti-

mated at around 6m people or

15 per cent of total customers.
Although they are- behind

the UK. German banks lead the

field in the rest of Europe with

their move into home or vir-

tual banking- Thus whatever

their other problems. German
banks have glimpsed the digi-

tal future and are investing to

ensure it will be profitable.

HEAVY INDUSTRY: by Wolfgang MOnchau

Voices of the apocalypse
Low-cost factories

in eastern Europe
and the Far East
are causing cries of

pain in Germany
German industry in the
mid-1990s is undergoing pro-

found change on a scale

unknown since the beginning

of the republic.

These changes are partly-

related to the increased cast of
production of in Germany - a
combination of rising wage and
social costs, energy costs, and
the strength of the D-Mark.
They are also a consequence of

competition from eastern and
southern Europe and south-

east Asia as manufacturing
locations.

This dual problem has given

rise inside Germany to apoca-

lyptic forecasts. One industrial-

ist. who runs a mid-sized tex-

tile machine company, said
that "if this goes on, we will

soon only be able to produce
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packages for condoms, and per-

haps not even that". German
newspapers and magazines are

full of warnings that compa-
nies may move entire factories

over to the Czech Republic or
to Malaysia.

The two factors that fuelled

the near-panic this year were
the strong appreciation of the

D-Mark against the currencies

of Germany’s most important
export markets: the VS, Italy,

the UK and Spain. The half-

year corporate results of 1995.

while generally strong, all con-
tained warnings that the
strength of the D-Mark had a
severe impact on earnings.
Given the current robust eco-

nomic climate, one can only
guess that, had the D-Mark not
appreciated. Germany would
be in a boom comparable with
that of the late 1980s and early

1990s.

The most prominent corpo-
rate victim of the strength of

the D-Mark is Daimler-Benz.
Germany's largest industrial

company.
Especially at Daimler-Benz

Aerospace (Dasa). the defence
equipment and aircraft manu-
facturer, the situation has
become critical, because Dasa
is a company with a D-Mark
cost base, while most of its

sales - and all aircraft sales -

are denominated In dollars. In
such a case, no buffer zone
exists when the currency
appreciates, except in the
short-term through hedging.
Despite vicious cost-cutting

programmes over the years,
losses have been mounting
with the result that the man-
agement has this year
embarked on a programme to
allow the company “to live
with a permanently low dol-
lar”. The result is a pro-
gramme of job cuts, a decision
to move some output to Asia,
and to put business with com-
ponent suppliers on a dollar
basis, which amounts to pass-
ing the currency risk down to
the suppliers.

Despite the D-Mark apprecia-
tion. the majority of German
industrialists remain commit-
ted to the rigorous monetary
policies pursued by the Bund-
esbank. Dissenting voices have
been relatively rare.

One of the few chairmen,
who came out against the
Bundesbank was Mr Wendelin
Wiedeking, chairman of Por-
sche. who in a maga^ne inter-
view said that German mone-
tary policy should not pursue
low inflation as a singular aim
but should also strive to main-
tain a stable, or non-appreciat-
ing. currency. Porsche, of
course, is a company that has
been severely hit by the strong
D-Mark, as much of its produc-
tion is exponed into the US.
But there are also examples

>V

Daimler Benz's Manfred Gentz and JQrgen Schremp are worried

of companies that have bucked
the trend and deliberately cho-
sen to invest tn Germany
despite strong competition
from abroad. One such com-
pany is Adam Opel, the Ger-
man subsidiary of General
Motors. Opel decided to build a
new diesel factory in the Pfalz
region of south-western Ger-
many. Opel managers maintain
that the location offered an
advantageous mix of low-costs,
high-quality labour, and an
unusually flexible labour
agreement, even by Germany’s
improving standards.
The general level of costs.

Even motor
companies are

starting to

relocate some
of their output
abroad

even without taking into
account the exchange rate
effect, constitutes without
doubt a serious problem for
many companies, and one
where there is no immediate
solution available.

Energy costs, a problem fre-
quently cited as more pressing
than wage costs, remain
among the highest in Europe,
especially if set against Prance.
The high price of energy is a
consequence partly of Ger-
many’s green politics. The
energy price gap with the rest
of Europe is likely to increase
if the opposition Social Demo-
crats and the Greens ever
assume power on the federal
leveL Both are committed to a
reshuffle in the tax system to
reduce direct taxes in
exchange for higher energy
taxes.

Set against this, German

managers will always point out
that the high skin level of the
German workforce remains the
key element that sustains Ger-
man competitiveness. The skill

factor, of course, applies
mainly to industries where
such skills are not easily emu-
lated elsewhere. While U does
not apply to textile manufac-
turing, a high labour-intensive
Industry in perennial decline,

it does apply to most engineer-
ing sectors, including car man-
ufacturing. an area which indi-
rectly accounts for 25 per cent
of employment in Germany.
An additional benefit that

partly compensates for the
high wage costs Is the
increased readiness by German
trade unions to entertain the
idea of flexible working
arrangements, which in some
cases has resulted in one-off
production gains of over 10 per
cent.

But even within car manu-
facturing there Is now a trend
towards relocating part of pro-
duction abroad. Mercedes-Benz
Is currently in the middle of
building its first car plant, out-
side Germany in Alabama.
BMW has started production of
its 3-series car and its roadster
in nearby South Carolina.
However, one must not mis-

interpret the reasons for such
shifts. In both these cases, the
companies have decided that In
order to improve their penetra-
tion of the US market, the larg-
est car market in the world, it

is necessary to produce and to
manage locally. The argument
Is primarily one of marketing.
Local production, of course,
also offers the ultimate protec-
tion against shifts in exchange
rates.

There can be no doubt that
these various factors together
precipitate change. However,
whether that change comes to
Germany’s advantage or disad-
vantage Is far from clear.
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A welder in Beilin: industry feels the heet

WORKING PRACTICES; Wolfgang Mfinchau

Battle of the
coffee break
Industrial unions
are increasingly

ready to be more
flexible over
working practices

Few aspects of German life

attract so many cliches as the
German labour market: labour
is said to be overpriced; social

surcharges are crippling; work-
ing hours short; and productiv-

ity gains moderate. German
labour, it is said, has priced

itself out of the market, losing

out to eastern Europe, Asia,

Spain and Portugal, and
Britain.

Like many cliches, this is

only partly true, and it under-

estimates the German labour

market's ability to handle new
situations.

There is no argument about

the cost of labour in Germany,
which is the highest in the

world, especially when consid-

ering the insurance contribu-

tions companies have to pay
for retirement pensions, health

and unemployment
The single most significant

factor that has catapulted Ger-

many to the top of the world

pay league table, as measured
by statisticians, is not the sur-

prisingly large 1995 wage
agreements - about 6 per cent

in the metal industry - but the

appreciation of the D-Mark.
A look at the unemployment

figures suggests that German
unemployment, while still

high, is below the EU average.

According to the International

Labour Organisation, German
unemployment was 8.2 per

cent in August, which com-

pares with 8.8 per cent in

Britain, 11.3 per cent in Italy

and 11.8 per cent in France.

The German figure is

boosted considerably by the

five eastern states, where
unemployment, though down
from the previously frighten-

ing levels, remains well above

the average. The ILO figures

(which are only for Germany
as a whole) would translate

into an unemployment rate for

western Germany of about 7.5

per cent, using the same statis-

tical base. The notion widely

held elsewhere In Europe that

Germany has priced itself out

of the market is certainly not

supported by the unemploy-

ment statistics.

The most important recent

trend-bucking development in

the German labour market Is

the increasing readiness by the

trade unions to accept more

working time flexibility. Mr
Klaus ZwickeL president of the

IG Metall. the metalworkers

union, caused much surprise

recently when he came out in

open support for schema
under which over-time work

can be recompensed not by

money but by shorter working

hours at times of low demanfl-

Two examples of such flexi-

bility are found at Adam Opel,

the German subsidiary of Gen-

eral Motors, and Volkswagen,

its arch-rival. At Opel, manage-

ment and employees agreed to

a deal over a working week of

30-10 hours, giving manage-

ment the right to decide on

actual working times in

response to production cycles.

Hie 35 hour week, the pres-

ent norm in the metal sector, is

therefore no longer a weekly

target but merely an annum

statistical average, to which

Opel remains committed. Mr

David Herman, chief executive

of Opel, said “this is the most

innovative labour arrangement

I have experienced m my

entire working Me, whether

here or in the US".
.

The question of working

rime was also the main topic of

controversy in the arduous

annual summer wage round at

Volkswagen. The agreement
reached in September envis-

ages a similar flexibility, with
the added concept of "employ-
ment checks”.

At times of above-average
demand, workers will be asked
to work at top end of the work-
ing week "window". For the
additional hours worked, they
will receive employment
vouchers, which can be cashed

in at times when employment
levels fall below average.
Outsiders are prone to

underestimate the impact of

working time rules on produc-

tivity. At Opel, the mere intro-

duction of a 10 hour window is

expected to produce an 11 per
cent Jump in productivity.

At Volkswagen, the deal also

marks an improvement, albeit

from a near- catastrophic
starting point Experts claim
that the company, which
employs close to 100,000 in Ger-

many, is overstaffed by about
30.000.

As a company with a long
state-owned tradition - today

the state of Lower Saxony stfll

retains a minority stake - VW
operates some archaic working
time rules.

For example. VW workers

High wages and
greater

flexibility over

hours may
become the

basis of further

industrial

agreements

are allowed an hourly break of

2‘A minutes - five minutes
before the recent wage agree-

ment - during which the
entire plant comes to a stand-

still and workers Hock to coffee

and cigarette machines. There

is now a debate whether to

have one break of 2*4 minutes
every hour, or a break of five

minutes every other hour.

The issue of flexibility does

not end with the working time

window. Both Opel and VW
tried, so far unsuccessfully, to

introduce Saturday as an ordi-

nary working day. VW oper-

ates limited Saturday work and
will continue to do so, but

failed with its central demand
for a six-day working week.

That level of flexibility is

still anathema to the trade

unions. The IG Metall argues

that Germany has a tradition

of a work-free weekend, which

should not be sacrificed for

profits.

A trade union, in a recent

press interview, said that by
agreeing to Saturday work "we
would open the floodgates for

seven-day work round the

clock".

Such fears are not
unfounded. When Siemens, the

electronics company, recently

decided to locate a semiconduc-

tor plant in the UK rather than

Germany, it gave as one of its

main reasons the ability to run

three shifts seven days a week.

The trade unions, however,

recognise that working place

security and high pay levels

still rank as the highest priori-

ties among the multiple objec-

tives of their members.

It is unclear whether Satur-

day or Sunday will ever

become ordinary working days.

But it appears that the mix of

high wages, low and foiling

average working hours and

Increasingly flexible time

arrangements will be the basis

of further industrial agree-

ments in Germany.
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PROFILE Dieter Schulte

Labour’s generalissimo
Michael
Lindemann on the
Influence of the
unions and their

national leader

If Mr Dieter Schulte plays his

i
cards right he can be one of

!
German's most powerful men.
As head of the Deutscher

Gewcrkschaftsbund or DGB.
the Federation of German
Unions, he commands an
army of almost 9.8m workers
belonging to 16 unions in

everything from the leather
industry to the police.

That army may be gradually

shrinking, as people In many
countries leave unions, but
DGB officials say membership
has risen in recent months fol-

lowing a successful wage bat-

tle earlier this year.

Playing the right cards is

becoming increasingly diffi-

cult for Mr Schulte, however.
Hw 55-year-old. who began

his career as a blast furnace
bricklayer at the steelmaker
Thyssen, acknowledges that
structural changes arc occur-

ring which are transforming

the traditional industrial soci-

ety and require the unions to

ad3pt quickly. On the other
hand, there is little evidence of

a strategy to combat these
changes. The DGB boss dis-

misses talk about German
companies moving production
abroad because Germany has
the highest wage costs in the
European Union.
“The suggestion that (pro-

duction) will be moved to the
lower wage countries in the
east - Poland, the Czech
Republic - has merely become
the substitute for Japan.” Mr
Schulte said, trying to relight

the pipe which has become
one of his hallmarks.
“Ton years ago we were told:

if you’re not more flexible on
the question or working hours,

if you're not more flexible on
the question of wage agree-
ments, then the Japanese will

overtake us." That has not

happened, Mr Schulte says,

and when German companies
invest abroad they do so
mainly to supply growing mar-
kets more efficiently and not

solely to escape Germany's the

high wages.

In 1993. he says. Gorman
companies made direct invest-

ments worth DMlS3bn in

other EU countries, invested

DM76bn in the US and spent a
thumping DM12hn in Switzer-

land which is even more
expensive than Germany.
When it comes to the

cheaper eastern European des-

tinations. the figures pale in

comparison; DM0.6bn was
spent in Poland. DMO.ibn in

Russia and DM2-2bn in Hun-

... '
.:
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But there is evidence that

this time Mr Schulte may have

got it wrong. Many factories

and plants in towns not Car

from Dtlsseldorf. where the
DGB is headquartered, have
closed in recent years.

Furthermore, the KB Deut-

sche Industriebank, a bank
which closely- linked to the
investment decisions of many
German companies, says that

its Dtlsseldorf branch has
received inquiries from about
400 of its 2,000 longer-term cli-

ents. many medium-sized Ger-

man companies, about moving
production several hundred
kilometres to Poland or the
Czech Republic.

A recent OECD report mean-
while identified Germany and
Japan as the only two indus-

trial nations where inward
investment is “negligible”.

Mr Schulte insists that
issues such as Saturday work-

ing and greater flexibility on
working time can all be dis-

Dieter Schuttes a question of strategy end vision

cussed but he says that in the
process the employers are try-

ing to dismantle the entire

relationship with the unions
which has proved remarkably
successful over the last 50
years. That is something he
rejects outright.

He says he is trying to

reform the DGB and get tbe

member unions used to the
ide3 of structural change,
including the implications
brought about by better com-
munications and information
technology.

Progress Is being made, be
says. Six or seven years ago jt

was still taboo to discuss such
developments, partly because

changes such as home-work-
ing may also have radical

implications for union mem-
bership. creating a situation

where unions can no longer

keep tabs on their members
the way they used to on the

factory floor.

Mr Schulte, however, is

keen to see more and more
people working from home.
Union members, be says, can

in future be recruited over the
Internet or other new media.

As well as hating to try to

reform the DGB, Mr Schulte is

in delicate discussions with
chancellor Helmut Kohl and
tbe barons of German industry

over bow to improve employ-

ment in Germany.
The DGB has made propos-

als to restructure the way
social Insurance is being paid

but that would merely require

the federal government ro find

more money. A 4 per cent

wage rise for the engineering

industry earlier this year sug-

gests that prospects of .i signif-

icant cut in wages look dim.

Mr Schulte is no fiery union
leader, who saunters up to the

rostrum and mesmerises his

audience- That is just as well

because the close ties between
German unions and employers
is not suited tu the likes of an
Arthur ScargiU. the turbulent

leader of the British miners.
Schulte has a penchant for

the blue shirts with white col-

lars - which one normally
expects to see the employers
wearing - and a weakness for

Hermes ties. His wife, he says,

used to drive a Porsche but he
has forbidden her to do so
because, even though she is

self-employed, it would cause
Mr Schulte, a “union function-

ary'
1

. problems.

Dress aside. Mr Schulte has
worked his way up through
tbe unions anti knows better

than anyone else how they con
be marshalled.

German workers may well

be reluctant to see a real Tall

in wages, given the high levels

of taxation. Mr Schulte
remains, however, one of only

a few people who can help find

a way out of the impasse
caused by high wages and ris-

ing unemployment.
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SOCIAL SECURITY; by Wolfgang MQnchau

Towards a two-tier welfare system

Gateway to a land of plenty: an entry point on Germany's border with Poland

Wealthier people
are turning to

private health
schemes as the
state pays less

The main reason why
Germany’s labour costs are the
highest in the world is not the

level of salaries and wages but
the cost of social security,

borne to equal degree by
employees and employers. In
total, they account for about 40

per cent of tbe wage costs.

The current debate about
Germany's loss of competitive-
ness invariably pinpoints the
social system as the main cul-

prit. both in terms of the way
its structured and the way it is

funded. The unemployment
insurance is the smallest, and
least controversial, or tbe
three. Most attention and criti-

cism has focused on health and
retirement insurance.

The health reform of 1992
was essentially a big cost cut-

ting drive which curtailed

so-called non-essential ser-

vices, such as the famous spa
health vacations, the Germans'
favourite remedy for virtually

any disease and a testimony to

their fondness fur alternative

therapies.

Expensive drugs were also

put on the blacklist where
cheaper alternatives are avail-

able. as were a series of cheap
but popular medications, such
as hay fever cures and certain

pain killers, which are now
available over the counter.

The reform of the health care

system may have been the only

real and substantive reform of

Germany's social security sys-

tem that has ever been
attempted.

It succeeded on its own
terms. It cut costs and health

contributions, added a degree

of competition between the
various insurance fluids, and it

eliminated at least some of sys-

temic abuse. Most doctors,

however, would arid that it has
led to a two-tier health system,
one for those on the mandatory
scheme and one for those who
can afTord supplementary pri-

vate insurance.

The health systems may yet

see further deregulation, but
this is a subject of strong dis-

agreement among the two
coalition parties in Bonn. The

FDP. the liberal party and
junior partner in chancellor

Helmut Kohl's government,
insists on further radical

reform, especially supply-side

deregulation to give doctors

greater freedoms, including the

free choice of location. If the

FDP gets its way. Germany
will he well on its way to a

health system closely resem-

bling that in the US.

Within the framework of
Germany's social insurance
system, the element that has
proved most resistant to

change is the country's retire-

ment fund, a grandiose book
balancing act. as pensions are

paid out of the contributions

from those in work. It is a sys-

tem based on a generational

solidarity, where one genera-

tion pays for the previous gen-
eration. hoping to be rewarded
by a pension financed by the

successor generation.

In the past there have been

many forecasters who pre-

dicted that the system would
collapse because of Germany’s
low birth rates. Again and
again, these predictions proved
wrong. The contributions are

higher now than they were 30

years ago. but the retirement

insurance itself is not under
threat for any foreseeable time
lthat is until the year 2010 on
current calculations, beyond
which forecasting would
become hazardous.

The system also coped with
German unification, absorbing

a whole generation of pension-

ers and one of early retirees,

and this without sufficient

compensatory contributions
from those in work.

Mr Norbert Blum, the labour

and social security minister, is

probably the strongest public
defender of the retirement
insurance system against regu-

lar and increasingly alarmist

critics. He dismisses tbe notion

that demography is a threat to

the system, arguing that his-

torically the income of the

retirement insurance fund cor-

related much more closely

with the growth in gross
national product and the pro-

ductivity of the economy, than
with the number of contribu-

tors.

In a recent article in Han-
delsblatt, the German financial

newspaper, he wrote “we must
stop always counting heads.
What matters for the future of

our retirement system, and for

the whole social system in gen-

eral. is the productivity of our
economy... if this isn't proof

enough, one should look at

countries in the third world
where the population explodes

and where the health provision

is totally insufficient."

Mr Bldm remains opposed to

any attempts of fundamental
structural reform, be it the

shift to a basic pension - one

that is unrelated to the level of

contributions - or a shift to a
fully-funded scheme which he
said’ would costs “trillions" of

D-Marks, an amount that

would overstretch the capital

markets, and that one could
not invest sarely and profit-

ably.

The system's capacity to sur-

vive has depended largely on
its ability to plug perceived

gaps. For example, early retire-

ment schemes currently fund

themselves partly through the

insurance system. The govern-

ment argues that early retirees

have a higher life expectancy
than normal retirees and
should therefore receive lower

pensions, lower even than
their contribution level would
justify. It is not inconceivable

that the principle that pen-
sions should match contribu-

tions could be interpreted
much more losely in the future

than in the past.

A crack-down on pensions
for early retirees would
abruptly end Germany's early

retirement boom - one of the
factors that has kept the rate

of unemployment significantly

lower than it would otherwise
have been, especially in east

Germany. There is. of course,
more leeway. The next funding
shortfall could be filled by an
extension of the retirement age
from 65 years to 70.

The real danger to the sys-

tem is not so much the threat

of bankruptcy of the system

itself, but of the effects it has

on the rest of the German
economy, and the continuing

backlash. If the high level of

social security and wages
resulted in lower competitive-

ness - not the imaginary crisis

as preached hum the bully pul-

pit of German industry but a
real competitive shift - pres-

sure for change wQl intensify*.

Despite the noise surround-

ing this subject. Germany’s
competitiveness, like the

retirement insurance system,

has proved more resilient than

the critics would acknowledge.

German unemployment
remains below the EU average

and corporate profits are

healthy, as are investments.

The other factor that could

precipitate reform would be a

sudden shift of expectations,

especially among the younger
generation of contributors,

who may conclude that their

contributions are dispropor-

tionate to their expected pen-

sions.

If private pensions were to

be regarded not only as safe,

but also as more advantageous,

political pressure could become
intolerable. Judging from anec-

dotal evidence, young people in

particular regard tbe retire-

ment pension as a tax. The sys-

tem is based on compulsion. Iz

allows no opt-outs, except to

the self-employed.

But despite these potential

hazards, the odds must be that

the system will survive, totter-

ing from one reform patchwork
to another. Its resilience is

based not merely on its seem-

ingly endless ability to pluck

ever more holes, but also on
the mind-boggling difficulties z
transition to a new system
would create.

It must be doubtful whether,

if Germany had to reinvent its

retirement system, it would
opt for exactly the same sys-

tem. But starting from here, it

is difficult to imagine a tran-

sition that is both equitable

and financeabie.

The German constitution

with its emphasis on inalien-

able property rights makes it

virtually impossible to allow a
change that would put any
generation of contributors a: a
disadvantage - and any
change would be costly.

Nofbert Blum, labour and social affaws mmfeeer

Big spender’s ordeal
Mr Norbert BIQm is a

politician with his back to the

walk PETER NORMAN
writes.

True, the 60 year old

minister for labour and social

affairs is the longest serving

member ofthe cabinet of

Chancellor Helmut KohL
having held his present post

since Germany’s centre-right

coalition first took office in

October 1982.

He presides over the Bonn
government's biggest

ministerial budget - set at

DM118£bn or 26 per cent of

planned federal outgoings for

next year.

An impressive stump
orator. “Nobby” Blum is also

one of the few politicians in

Germany to have a nickname
and to generate genuine
affection among voters. A
recent poll found that 67 per
cent “would like to see him
play an important role in the
future”, giving him a higher
rating in this respect than
chancellor KohL
But Mr Blum finds himself

increasingly criticised in the
media and elsewhere as an
old style politician with an
instinctive desire to spend
money and distribute

largesse. At a recent

conference about Germany's
industrial future. Mr
Hans-Olaf Henkel, tbe
president of the German
federation of industry, told Mr
BlOm that he could not tell

the difference betweenKm
and Mr Rudolf Dressier, the

social policy expert of the
opposition Social Democrats.

Such blunt talk is unusual

in Germany. But the reasons
are not hard to find.

Germany's generous social

security system may take care

of the nation from cradle to

grave But it accounts for a
third of gross domestic
product and is increasingly

perceived as creating barriers

on the road to growth.
To some extent, Mr BIQm's

present plight reflects his

longevity in office. Some of

the policies he has advocated

in the past are yielding bitter

fruits today. One such is early

retirement, a device that was
used for many years as a way
of keeping down

unemployment while creating

demand in companies for

voung apprentices. Since the

recession of 1993, firms have
used early retirement

increasingly to shed labour,

putting tbe state

unemployment insurance and
pension schemes under heavy

financial strain. One outcome

Norbert 8Kkm: gemraus,
stubborn and popular

will be an unpopular increase
in individual pension fund
contributions to 19.2 per cent

of incomes next year from 18.6-

per cent this year.

Mr Blbm takes issue with
those who say he is to blame
for Germany's high social

levies and is deeply sceptical

of many of the remedies
currently touted for trimming
the welfare state.

He says many of tbe
financial pressures OQ the

I

Blum's power
base is on the

left of Mr
Kohl's CDU

social security' system date

from German unification and
measures be has pushed
through since 1982 to

consolidate social security

budgets yielded savings of

about DM60bn last year. The
share of social expenditures

in western German GDP fell

to 30.2 per cent in 1994 from
30.7 per cent in 1989. he says.

It is the high cost of social

security in eastern Germany,
which had to be subsidised by
western employers and
employees as well as the

Federal budget, that has
pushed pan-German social

costs up to a third of national

output
However, it is Bkely that Mr

Bliim would have a more
sympathetic hearing if he had
not ruffled many feathers

over the years. He has beat
an extremely active minister
and never afraid to push
ahead with-a pet scheme,
irrespective or the opposition

that it incurs. A case in point

is his plan to prevent foreign

contractors paying low wages -

to non-German workers
employed on German building

sites, which he pushed
through cabinet against the

opposition, of Mr Gllnler
Rexrodt, the economics
minister. The plan has since

been disowned by the main ..

employers’ federation and
may he unworkable. But this

has not prevented Mr Biffin

from continuing to back it -

Undoubtedly, such
stubbornness,adds to his

popular appeal. He is a self

made man. who left school

aged 14 to work as an
apprentice machine maker at

tbe Adam Opel motor works
near Frankfurt. In the i95Gs

he studied at night school for

the qualifications that would
give Him a university

education. By 1967 he had
obtained his doctorate.

Mr Bliim is married with

three children. Trade onions

and the Catholic church haw
played an important part of
his life. He joined the I G
Metal! union and ihe Catholic

workers' organisation in 1950.

the year in which he became
a member of the Christian

Democratic party. By the late

1960s, he was making his

mark on the leftist, labour

wing of the CDU.
Mr Biffin s power base is

still on tbe left of the party

and it is here that he is of

most use to chancellor KohL
In June, for the first rime in

six years. Mr Kohl attended a
delegates' conference of the

Christian Democrat workers’

movement. It was a clear

signal that the party's left

wing still counts. With the

Social Democratic party in

disarray. Mr Blum, and all he
stands for. arc too important
to be pushed completely to

one side.
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Jurgen Stark

Mr Kohl’s
trusty sherpa
Jftrgen stark is a man with a
tot on his plate.
At the start ’of this year,

the 47 year-old official took
over one of the toughest jobsm the German government.
Uiat of state secretary in theBonn finance ministry.
He is. in effect, the

ministry's foreign minister.
But his responsibilities do
not stop there. A heavy
domestic agenda puts him in
charge of preparing the
government's privatisations,
racing responsibility for the
customs service, dealing with
money and credit policy, and
Keeping an eye on the
supervisors of Germany's
banking and insurance
industries.

This year, he also became
chancellor Helmut Kohl’s
“sherpa", and so one of the
senior officials that prepare
the annual Group of Seven
economic summits. Wearing
another hat as “G7 deputy",
he is responsible for high
level co-operation with
finance ministries of the US.
Japan. France. UK, Italy and
Canada.
Stark also belongs to the

European Union's secretive
monetary committee, which
oversees the workings of the
European exchange rate
mechanism. and Is

Germany’s chief negotiator
on the EU budget —

Stark's promotion to state
secretary followed the
surprise departure of Gert
Haller to head the Wiistenrot
housing finance bank. As
Haller was the second person
to leave the key finance
ministry post in two years,
Stark has promised Mr Theo
Waigel. finance minister, that

be will stay in his present
post as long as Waigel
wishes.

Stark did not initially plan
the career that would turn
him into Germany’s financial

eminence grise.

After completing military
service in 1968, he studied

economics at the universities

of Hohenheim and Tfibingen
and then held a junior
academic post in Hohenheim
for five years. . . .

He is deliberately self

effacing, but with a glint of
steel in his eyes. He could

still pass for a professor and
he would have stayed happily

in academe. But attractive

Two previous

holders of his

office rose to

become
president of the

Bundesbank

posts were few and far

between in the late 1970s. He
therefore decided to enter
government service, joining

the Bonn economics ministry

in 1978.

Stark’s career moved up a
gear in 1988 when he moved
to the federal chancellery, the

power centre of government

in Bonn.
There he became the

official responsible for

International monetary and
financial affairs in 1991.

By October 1992, be had

moved to the finance

ministry where he was

initially in charge of the

department dealing with

capital market issues,

government borrowing and

the drive to enhance

Germany’s standing as a

financial centre.

In August 1993. during the

crisis surrounding the French

franc in the ERM, he took

over the finance ministry

department responsible for

international monetary and

financial affairs as well as

Germany’s financial relations

with the EU.

It has done his career no

harm that he hails from

Rhineland Palatinate,

chancellor Kohl’s home state.

He Is dearly at ease with the

chancellor.

At press conferences, when

he has shared a platform

JOrgen Static preparing to fight

over Germany’s EU payments

with Kohl, he has shown
none of the nervousness
displayed by some officials.

In the chancellery. Stark
established a reputation for

competence and loyalty. He
helped prepare five G7
summits between 1988 and
1992. gaining valuable
insights for his role as
German sherpa for this year’s
G7 summi t jja Halifax, Nova
Scotia.

He is the senior official
supporting Mr Waigel in the
twice yearly meetings of the
policy making Interim
Committee of the
International Monetary Fund.
Such roles are influential,

but rarely grab the headlines.

In EU affairs, however. Stalk
has achieved some notoriety.

Shortly after becoming the
finance ministry's top
external official, he made
waves in the EU monetary
committee by proposing that

the European Bank for

Reconstruction and
Development, the
international institution set

up to help former communist
countries become market
economies, should move its

headquarters from London to

Bonn.
The suggestion, which was

made in response to EBRD
complaints about, its high
costs, was seen by some
committee members as an
example of his dry sense of

humour.
That was true to a point

But it also betrayed a
determination to fight hard
for Germany’s interests.

This determination will

betested to the full in the
years ahead as he takes the
lead in battling for a
reduction in Germany’s
contribution to the EU
budget.

Germany is by far the
biggest net contributor to the

EU budget, currently meeting
over 70 per cent of outgoings.

While annual federal
government spending is set

to increase by only LI per
cent between this year and
1999, Germany’s
contributions to the EU
budget are scheduled to jump
by nearly a third.

The EU budget is an issue

that raises the hackles of

government officiate in Bonn,
almost as much as it did
those of Mrs (now Lady)
Thatcher in the early 1980s,

when she demanded "my
money back" tor Britain.

The Bonn finance ministry

has made clear that, in the

review of EU finances that

will take place before 1999, it

will seek a new system of
contributions that shares the

burden more fairly.

The EU budget issue wffl.

be Stark’s big opportunity to

make his mark. And if he
succeeds, what then?

The state secretary's office

in the finance ministry has

traditionally been a spring

board to still higher office. In

the past 20 years, two of

Stark's predecessors -

Karl-Otto Pohl and Hans
Tietmeyer - went on to

become Bundesbank
presidents, while one state

secretary - Manfred
Lahnstein - became Bonn
finance minister.
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Ideologies on the wane
While Mr Kohl is

riding high the
SDP opposition is

in deep despair

One year on after the German
general election of 1994. chan-
cellor Helmut Kohl is the
unchallenged master of Ger-
man politics.

Recent national opinion polls

have given his alliance of
Christian Democratic and
Christian Social parties 47 per
cent of vote, putting them in a
commanding 19 points lead
over the Social Democratic
party, which has been register-

ing its lowest popularity rat-

ings since the SPD’s re-estab-

lishment SO years ago after the

years of Nazi tyranny and the
second world war.

In recent months, the envi-
ronmentalist BQndnis 90/Green
party has posed the only effec-

tive opposition to the govern-
ment in Bonn, although its poll

ratings of around 13 per cent
mean that for the time being it

will depend on participating in

coalitions at state and munici-
pal level for a taste of power.
The Free Democrat junior

members of the centre-right

coalition in Bonn risk total

eclipse as a serious force in

German politics unless they
can be sure of winning more

than B per cent of the vote in a
trio or vital Land elections to
be held on March 24 next year.
At national level, the perfor-

mance of the former Commu-
nist Party of Democratic
Socialism has been still less
impressive: its poll ratings
have been about 4 per cent
A year ago, chaswllor Kohl's

dominance of the domestic
political scene seemed any-
thing but inevitable. The CDU/
CSU parties garnered Just 41.5

per cent of the votes cast In the
general election. With the FDP.
which won per cent, the
ruling centre-right coalition
scraped back into power with a
majority in the Bundestag, or
lower house of Parliament, of

just 10 seats. In the Bundesrat,
the upper bouse which repre-

sents Germany’s 16 federal
states, Social Democrat-led
governments have a majority.

Cusandras predicted stale-

mate between the two
branches of the legislature

the collapse of the government
following defections from its

ranks.

Instead it is the SPD that has
plumbed the depths of despair.

Early this month, only IS per
cent of voters said they
thought Mr Rudolf Scharping,

the SPD leader, would malt* a
good chancellor, a dramatic
shrinkage of support from the

36.4 per cent who voted for him
at the last general election.

The precipitate decline of the
party of Willy Brandt and Hel-

mut Schmidt has kept the Ger-

man political class in thraQ for

the past 12 months. In the nor-

mally quiet summer months,
the SPD was riven by a fend
between Mr Scharping and Mr
Gerhard Schrftder, the prime
minister of Lower Saxony and
a long standing rival, ova* who
should be the party’s candidate

for chancellor in the next gen-

eral elections in 1998.

Policy differences have
smouldered behind the person-
ality clash. Mr Schrdder is

more pro-business than Mr
Scharping. He believes the
party must embrace ideas of

economic flexibility if Ger-
many is to prosper in an age of
globalisation and overcome the

handicap of having the frigfow*

labour costs in the world. Mr
Scharping talks of the need for

a modern economy but Is

equally determined that this

should not be at the cost of
"social peace”.

The party has been divided

over other issues ranging from
Germany's role in Bosnia to

whether or not to build the
Eurofighter aircraft. Differ-

ences over political strategy,

with Mr Schroder’s allies pre-

pared to contemplate a alli-

ances with the Greens, have
contributed to the picture of a
party in disarray.

The SPD leader's perfor-

mance in parliament has come
under critical scrutiny since a
disappointing speech in last

month's Bundestag debate on
the 1996 budget He has been
accused of lacking political and
tactical skills. He spent a lot of

political capital supporting an
unpopular plan to increase
MPs' salaries by about 50 per
cent by the end of the century
only for it ran into trouble
with SPD leaders in the Btmd-
esrat Mr Scharping’s lack of
charisma and wooden perfor-

mances at public meetings and
on television compare unfa-
vourably with the apparent
dynamism of Mr Schroder and
the comforting solidity of chan-
cellor KohL
Mr Scharping’s handling of

the gathering crisis could have
been better. He dismissed Mr
Schr&der as the party’s chief

economic spokesman at the
end of August But the move,
instead of instilling solidarity

and discipline in the SPD
ranks, was followed by a series

of high level resignations from
the party’s leadership in parlia-

ment. The problems in the
party were highlighted at the
end of September by the depar-
ture of Mr GOnter Verheogen

Unequal match: Mr KoM takes a

eaV whto Rudolf Scharping, leader

of the SDP, addresses parliament

from the post of SPD general

secretary.

But it is an open question
how far anybody could have
prevented the SPD from inter-

nal haemorrhaging. According
to Mr Matthias Jung, head of

Forscbungsgruppe Wahleu. a
Mannheim-based political
research institute, the party's

problems in part reflect under-
lying changes in German poli-

tics. Recent years have seen a
weakening of the ideological

and confessional roots of the
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principal parties set up after

the second world war. But Mr
Kohl's CDU and its Bavarian
sister party, the CSU, have
made a far better job oT adapt-
ing to this change than the
SPD. While the SPD has been
tearing itself apart this year,

the CDU has, for example, been
carrying forward a programme
of internal reform to make
itself responsive to ideas gener-

ated among activists in their

local part)' organisations.
Mr Hons JUrgen Hoffmann,

chief political researcher at the
Bonn-based Infas public opin-

ion polling company, points
out that the greater pluralism
in German politics, which over
the past two decades has pro-
duced a number of smaller par-

ties. poses challenges tor both
big parties. Though Mr Kohl
may be riding high in the polls

at present, support over the
long term has ebbed for the
CDU/CSU as well as for the
SPD. Lang gone are the days
when the two main blocks
could win 90 per cent of the
vote In a general election.

If Mr Kohl has any worry at

present, however, it will be
that the troubles of the SPD
and his own party's popularity
are peaking too soon In the

four year life of parliament.
For with a legislative pro-

gramme that is worthy rather
than gripping and growing
concern about unemployment,
three years to the next general

election is a long time for the
government to sustain current

levels of supporl-

lUore politics on pp 8 and 10
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M THE FREE DEMOCRATS: by Judy Dempsey THE GREEN PARTY: by Judy PEmpsey

The centre may not hold Colourful resurgence
After decades as a
junior Bonn
coalition partner,
the centrist FDP is

in deep crisis

Germany's liberal Free
Democrats (FDP) know that
the elections in the state of
Schleswig-Holstein. Baden-
Wtlrttemberg and Rhineland
Palatinate, which are due early
next year, could either revive
the party’s fortunes or send
the clearest ever signal that
the FDP is no longer relevant.
Over the past 18 months, the

FDP has suffered a string of

electoral defeats. It lost 11 state
elections and it failed to get
reelected to the European Par-
liament.

In a bid to seek explanations
for these defeats, FDP officials

now argue that during the
1970s and 1980s they relied too

much on the personality of Mr
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, the
former foreign minister.

Mr Genscher was skilful at

exploiting the party's role as

king-maker in German politics.

For many years, the FDP pro-

vided the crucial support for

both main blocks - the Chris-

tian Democrats; Christian
Social Union or the Social
Democrats - to form stable
coalition governments. It also

helped to prevent a polarisa-

tion of German politics.

Bur perhaps Mr Genscher
went one step too far in 1982

when he pulled the FDP out of

the Social Democratic coali-

tion, a move which precipi-

tated a general election. Chan-
cellor Helmut Kohl's Christian

Democrats were returned to

office, with the support or the

FDP.
Today, Mr Kohl enjoys only

a 10-seat majority at a time
when the FOP'S electoral sup-
port continues to wane.
By pulling the FDP out of

the SPD coalition. Mr Genscher
alienated the mare traditional

wing of the FDP. a v/ing which
was. and remains, committed
to civil liberties and more
rights for the 6m foreigners

who have no vote, except In

local elections.

But more importantly, there
was a perception among FDP
voters that because the party
could change sides so easily,

and since 1982 has been in

Quick change: foreign minister Klaus Kinkel (d with Gerhard WesterweBe (1) who replaced him as FOP chairman

coalition with the CDU. that

they were prepared to compro-

mise their policies to remain in

power. "Because of this, the

FDP has an identity problem,"

said Ms Cornelia Schmalz-Ja-

cobsen, a member of the PDF's

federal council.

Mr Klaus Kinkel. who suc-

ceeded Mr Genscher as foreign

minister in 1992 and leader of

the FDP in 1993. did little to

give the party a fresh start. He
was too beholden to Mr Gen-
scher, who had personally cho-

sen him as his successor, and
too inexperienced as a politi-

cian - he Joined the FDP only

Voters will soon

show how
much they need

the liberal FDP
in 1992. The question is

whether Mr Wolfgang Ger-
hardt, elected last June to suc-

ceed Mr Kinkel. will stem the
electoral decline
Mr Gerhardt. head of the

FDP in the state of Hesse, one
of the few states in which the

FDP was returned to the state

parliament after elections last

March, knows the party inside

out He also knows the chal-

lenges it faces. "We have to get

across the party's point of
view." he said recently. “This
means having a certain dis-

tance from the Christian Dem-
ocrats. I am in a position to do
this because 1 am not in gov-
ernment [unlike Air Kinkel],"

be added.

But distance from the gov-

ernment in a bid to sharpen

the party’s identity may not be

enough. Mr Gerhardt. who
often appears a worthy, but
dull politician, bas taken over

the helm of the party at a time
when the environmentalist
BUnd nis 90/Green alliance is

forging ahead in the opinion

polls, often reaching 15 per

cent.

“We know that some of our

traditional voters are drifting

to the Greens.” said Mr Ger-

hardt, admitting that the
Greens will receive more cred-

ibility as a party fit to govern

on the federal level if they can
successfully govern in coali-

tion with the Social Democrats
in the state of North-Rhine
Westphalia, Germany's most
populous state. There, tbe SPD
was forced to form a coalition

with the Greens last May after

it had lost its absolute major-

ity.

But even if some FDP voters

are defecting to the Greens,

one might have expected the

FDP to be in a position to

exploit the weaknesses of the

SPD. Under Mr Rudolf Scharp-

ing, tbe SPD bas plummeted in

the opinion polls as voters
believe be is an ineffective

leader of the opposition, has
failed to modernise the party

particularly since the Cold War
is over, and is seen incapable

of leading the SPD to victory in

the federal elections due in

1998.

Curiously, the FDP has made
little inroads in this direction.

If anything, SPD voters are
drifting to the Greens. The
SPD and the FDP are being
squeezed by the Greens.

This extraordinary develop-

ment suggests that the malaise

concentrate on

essentials. VIAG.
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The born-again
Greens now stand

for a lot more than
die pure milk of

environmentalism

in the FDP - and the SPD.- la

more than a leadership prob-

lem. "Whether we like it or

not. German reunification is

changing the political climate

in Germany,” a FDP senior

official said. "And I am not so

sure if we recognise this," he
added.
Tbe end of the cold war and

unification has made Mr Kohl’s

governing Christian Democrats
less ideological; the communist
threat is over.

At the same time, Mr Kohl
has skilfully managed to co-opt

some of the Green's policies,

for instance more commitment
to environmental issues. He
has also managed to weaken
the PDF’s agenda, far instance

by cutting - albeit with the

prompting of the constitutional

court - subsidies for the
uncompetitive coal industry.

This has led to a bizarre situ-

ation where the Greens have
increasingly become the party

for more radical libertarian

policies, the CDU is becoming
more pragmatic in its eco-

nomic policies necessitated by
the soaring costs of German
reunification, and the FDP is

searching for its identity.

"There is a competition
between the FDP and the
Greens [for voters and ideasL*
said Mr Gerhardt. “But at the

end of the day, and J repeat

this, Germany needs a liberal

party to act as check, whether
It be on the Christian Demo-
crats or any possible SPD,
Green coalition," said Mr Ger-
hardt. “We cannot allow a
polarisation of politics." The
coming months will reveal just

how much the voters need the

FDP as the liberal party.

Ever since Germany's
environmentalist Greens were

founded 26 years ago. the

established political parties

have repeatedly said they were

a passing phenomenon; that

their fundamentalist philoso-

phy, rooted in local grass roots

politics, pacifism, a rotating

leadership and a deep antipa-

thy towards the Nato alliance

would find no long-term place

in German politics. The
Greens, in short, would disap-

Joschfca Fischer. Green MPa’ leaden arousing strong feelings

That nearly happened. After

the December 1990 federal elec-

tions, they failed to jump the

five per cent hurdle required to

enter the Bundestag, or parlia-

mentary lower house. It was
only because of special circum-

stances in the first elections

after German reunification, in

which east German votes were

not counted together with west

Germany's, that environmen-
talists were represented in the

Bundestag- Eight east Ger-
mans were elected. The scep-

tics were ready to write off the

Greens as a force to be reck-

oned with.

Mr Joschka Fischer, the cur-

rent parliamentary head of the

Greens, used the 1990 electoral

defeat as an opportunity to
modernise the party. The fun-

damentalists. or “Fundis".
were marginalised in 1991, pav-

ing the way for the takeover by
the pragmatists or "Realos”.

By October 1994. the Greers,

which the previous year had
merged with B&ndnis SO, a
loose alliance of east German
civil rights movements thrown
up during the anti-communist

movement in late 1988, stunned
their critics. Not only were
they returned to the Bundestag
with 49 deputies. They had
become the third largest party,

after the liberal Free Demo-
crats.

Since then, the Greens have
gone from strength to strength.

They are in coalition with the
Social Democrats in the east-

ern state of Saxony-Anhalt and
In North-Rhine Westphalia,
Germany’s most populous
state. Opinion poll after opin-

ion poll gives the Greens 15 per

cent of the vote. There are

even suggestions that if the

Greens can maintain this

momentum they could possibly

be a junior coalition partner

after the 1998 federal elections.

But that is some time off. And
more importantly, the future of

the Greens may well depend on
what happens to the Social

Democrats (SPD) and the Free

Democrats (FDP).

The Greens have reached
this status for several reasons.

First, the pragmatists believed

in 1931 that the time had come
for tbe Greens to play a greater

role on the federal leveL

"We started cm the grass-

roots level, as an environmen-

talist party committed to green
issues and civil rights and
opposed to nuclear power,"
said Ms Anna Xflges. spokes-

person for the Greens. "We
believed that it was time to

translate these issues on to the
federal level in a coherent way.
1 chink oar voters expected us
to move forward, otherwise we
risked becoming irrelevant or
at best, remaining a fringe

party," she added.

The other reason is that the

1968 generation, which forms
the basis of the Greens, are
now successful middle-class
professionals, many of thiam

teachers, doctors, self-em-

ployed and running small Mit-

telstand enterprises. Surpris-
ingly, they have not defected

to the FDP, their natural con-

stituency. Instead, they have
stayed with the Greens and
have helped to shape the par-
ty's economic and foreign pol-

icy.

Far Instance, while the

Greens remain wedded to an
environmental or Green tax in

a bid to save energy, they say

they do not want to impose an
additional tax on an already
tax-burdened population. Mr
Fischer himself has said he
would try to shift taxation

from the employers and
employees to a Green tax. Tbe
pragmatic Greens realise that

even their most fervent sup-

porters would not support
more taxes.

And although they are com-
mitted to the state playing a

greater role, especially in the
economy and environment, the

Greens recently proposed that
the government of Lower Sax-

ony should reduce its 20 per

cent stake in Volkswagen,
which is located in that state,

in a bid to reduce subsidies

and give more scope to the
market
Even in foreign policy, the

Greens have broken a
long-standing taboo. Last July,

Mr Fischer unveiled a docu-
ment nailing for a radical reas-

sessment erf its foreign policy.

He saw no reason why German
troops could not be sent to Bos-

nia.

The point about these
changes is that the Greens
want to broaden their electoral

appeal, show that it is respon-

sible enough to share power on
the state, and possibly the fed-

eral level, and want to estab-

lish themselves as the coun-
try’s third largest party, in

effect becoming the new king-

maker, a role traditionally held
by the FDP.
The Greens, however, may

find themselves in a dflemma-

If they continue along the pres-

ent pragmatic course, they

may ran the risk of alienating

the traditional, radical and kb-

allst wing of the party

still enjoys wide support atthe

grassroots. Last May's elec-

tions in North-Rhine. West- -

pbalia suggests, for -the

moment, that the Greens can

hold on to this support

More importantly, the real

strength of the Greens might
only be properly tested if and
when the SPD and the FDP get

leaderships which are charis-

matic and dynamic, qualities

which tbe Greens today enjoy

over both of these parties.

Green politicians admit that

they benefit from weaknesses
of the SPD's and FOP'S policies

and leadership and that these

weaknesses have allowed Mr
Fisdier to move quickly to win
disillusioned voters .from both
parties.

The Greens, for example;
have increasingly taken over

the civil rights agenda, once

the plank of the FDP. They
have even, beaten the SPD to
the line in terms of foreignpat
icy, especially over Bosnia^ *

Indeed, the Greens’ policies

have not been ignored by the

CDU.
In recent months, the CDU

has become more “green",

aware that it bas to appeal to a

more prosperous yonngpr gen-

eration of voters. And in spite

of Mr Kohl's repeated criticism

of the Greens policies, be no
longer balks at the idea of
CDU/Green coalitions at local

level, recognising perhaps that

the Greens are a force to be
reckoned with.

It is still too early to say if

there is long-term room in the

German political system for

tbe Greens. Mr Fischer is the

first to admit that the estab-

lished parties have co-opted
Green policies. “That can cut

both ways." he said recently.

"The parties can chisel away at

our agenda and adept some of

our policies which means we
have been successful in mak-
ing them change. Look at how
many jobs the recycling indus-

try has created. On the other

hand, it also shows that we
have to keep up the pressure,

that there is support for our
policies, and that our voters

expect us to keep pushing {-

them higher op on the agenda
and act as a forceful opposi-

tion.”

Business Location Darmsta
"Center of High-Technology44

Darmstadt provides a home (o

more high-tech companies and

research institutions than almost

any other city in Germany'. A 1993

study conducted by the Fraunhofer

Institute for Systems Technology

and innovation Research (1SI) in

Karlsruhe classes Darmstadt as the

research centre of the Rhine-Main

region, with special strengths in

the fields of information and cam-

man!cations technology, power

engineering and new materials.

As a "technology

Darmstadt also boasts a whole

series ofother research institutions

with excellent international reputa-

tions, including the European Space

Agency Operations Centre (ESOC).

the European organisation for tbe

exploitation of meteorological sat-

ellites (EUMETSAT), tbe Society

for Heavy Ion Research (GSD, the

Centre for Graphical Data Pro-

cessing (ZGDVX together with the

Fraunhofer Institute for Graphical

Data Processing and other world

wide known
city” Darmstadt ITl &JDHESSOCHE inslilu lions-In

has a great deal GAS UN&WA5SS?AG envrironmenlhas a great deal
Q/\^ |

going for it. The

Technical University has a history

going bade over 100 years, and

now has twenty-one faculties, the

majority of them in engineering

and science fields.

GASUNDWKSSERAG ttrisenviranmenl

of high-grade

history mathematics, engineering and
s, and computer sciences, and with tbe

es, the added advantages of nearby Frank-

eering tint international airport and the

great pool of industrial diversity in

Looking for the best business location in Germany?

Talk to the Darmstadt Chamber of train stops. International inversion'

Industry and Commerce. We will families are also being taken care
provide you with detailed informa- of.A new international school with
tion relevant to your investment modem curricula prepares fra- a
decision. smooth start into your childrens

Only a few miles south of Frank- profession,

fort International Airport, you will

find one of the most beautiful areas For more mfoimatiot

to take residence. Business is wel- not hesitate to contact

come here, along the traditional Darmstadt Cbsunbt
Roman Strata Montana, backed by t' Industry and Conn
the wooded hills of tbe Odenwald. 3 Me Helmut Schoen
overlooking the wide valley of the |! P.O. Box 100705,
Rhine river, yet close to arterial D-64207 Darmstadt
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For more information, please do
not hesitate to contact:

P
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\\ Industry and Commerce,
v Me Helmut Scfcoeniebex;

.1 P.O. Box 100705,

I| D-64207 Darmstadt, Germany
il Fax +49 (01 6151 871 281

the Rhine-Main region, Darmstadt

has become a major software centre.

In their May 1989 edition the busi-

ness publication Industrie-Magazm

called tbe city (he country's "secret

software capita]” and die "Mecca
of Germany's top programmers’.

The pioneer of this development

was Software AG. now one of the

leading producers of. systems soft-

ware worldwide.

Science and research have a strong

technological orientation here, and

this is also erne of the city's indu-

stry. Darmstadt's biggest employer
is the major pharmaceuticals and

chemicals company Merck, which

operates its main R&D centre here

with a staff of around 8.000.

Other renowned high-tech.

firms to be found here

include Scbenck (scales

ami balances), Hottinger-

Baldwin (data acquisition Sp®
and control), Rdbm (phar- Dje

maceuticals and plexi- Untj
glass), Goebel (special

printing machines) and many
others, including "spin-offs" of the

Technical University such os Isra

(sensors and robotics) and Brain

(biotechnology).

The rapid structural transformation
of tbe world economy and the

growing importance of high tech-

nology in research, services and
manufacturing has m»A» Darm-
stadt a very attractive business
location. Today, the city provides
nearly as many jobs (1 13,000) as

the number of its residents

Ibis comri-

butts much
to making the

administrative

district of Darmstadt "Europe's

most dynamic economic regreti",

as it was called in a 1987 study by
the EC Commission.

Structural transformation has also

.

made more old premises available

for reactivation, thus reducing tbe

scarcity of industrial teal estate;

which was formerly the mam lram-

ing factor. The Deutsche Werkbnad
organisation has also recognised

the city's industrial and urban

development potential, and their

Darmstadt-based "Laboratory of

Sparkaaao Darmstadt
Die Letetungsstarke

Untemehtnen der * Finanzgruppe

Civilisation’ has started an .ambi-
tious development programme, tit-

led "City West 200 1".

For more information, please
contact: T I

Darmstadt Industrial

Dnctepmeat Board
Mr. Werner Vauth
Lirisenplatz 5

|

TeL: 449 (0) 6151 13-20 44/45
I Fax: +49 (0)6151 13-2024

From 1st December 1995,

EUMETSAT, the European

organisation for the exploita-

tion of meteorological satelli-

tes, will operate Meteosar

weather satellites from a pur-

pose-built control centre in

Darmstadt, Germany. The

centre is one of the most tech-

nically advanced in the world

and will ensure that Europe’s

weather forecasters receive

timely weather data from

space helping to ensure accu-

rate predictions for the safety

and comfort ofeveryone.

For further information about

EUMETSAT or its meteoro-

logical satellite programmes,
please contact;

^
The Director

fl
EUMETSAT

!’ Am Kavalleriesand 31
•
! D-64295 Darmstadt

jj
Germany

1
TO.: +49 (0) 6151 807-7

-Fax; +49 (0) 6151 807555ana comian ui evrayvuc. - cux; mi 6151 bavcsc . t „1 00 Meteosat provides full earth disc images.
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Self-confidence is shaken

worker, the race gets tougher
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Europe’s leading
industrial power is
aware of its

shortcomings in
innovation
Is Germany going through an
innovation crisis which threat-

so protesting too much in one
of the world's most highly
developed and successful
industrial countries?
There is plenty or talk of cri-

sis. Also criticised is the lack
or a supportive business, finan-
cial and political environment
for new ideas and dynamic
entrepreneurs. The Cassandras
include scientists, industrial-
ists and economists. Opinion
polls show their views have
permeated through to the pub-
lic who are concerned about
waning competitiveness and
the threat from south-east
Asia.

Those tending towards Angst
have much evidence in their
support, especially in the form
of stagnant research and devel-
opment spending, a weak

showing in the world patents
league and a relatively low
export share in high -technol-
ogy sectors. But so do those
who argue that Germany ha<
not lost its innovative spirit,
although it lags well behind in
some high-technology sectors.
Certainly, talk of a crisis

seems to be overdone. Ger-
many’s big companies are
world leaders in their fields
and are renowned for the qual-
ity. technological content and
reliability of their products.
The myriad Mittelstand (medi-
um-sized) businesses also con-
tain supreme examples of inno-
vative market leadership.
But Germany lacks a strong

presence in technologies shap-
ing the future such as micro-
electronics and biotechnology.
Surprisingly, in a country
which exports such a high and
varied volume of products, new
technologies often tend to he
regarded with suspicion -
either as “job killers" or as
environmentally suspect
Small companies in these

areas often find it hard to get
started and then stay alive.
Venture capital is woefully
under-developed in Germany

and much of the thrust in risk

financing comes from abroad.

Small concerns in the medical

technology, genetic engineer-
ing and software sectors often

have to leave Germany, mainly
far the US, to obtain adequate
finance.

This partly reflects an aver-

sion to risk among German
investors and the lack of a
stock market which adequately
serves both big companies and
those stffl in their youth. More-
over, among Germany’s large

quoted companies, only one -

SAP, the business software
producer - is wholly in a new
technology area. Other longer

established companies apply
modern technology exten-
sively, but have their roots in

traditional engineering, motor
and chemical and other sec-

tors.

On some measures, Germany
is definitely behind its main
competitors in the technology
league table. Mr Hartmut
Weule, head of research and
development at Daimler-Benz,
the vehicle, aerospace and elec-

tronics company, talks of an
acute Tack of agility", as

shown by patent statistics in

which Germany lags Japan
and the US in high technology.
“With increasing prosper-

ity.” he adds. “saturation and
complacency prevents profit-
able exploitation of companies*
potential for innovation." He
sees this mainly as a communi-
cation problem, with the devel-
opment side having insuffi-

cient contact with marketing
and manufacturing.
But this is not just true of

Germany. In other European
countries such as the UK. the
lack or innovation is also
bemoaned; ideas for new prod-
ucts, processes and services
are not easily translated into

reality, whether through corpo-
rate inertia and ignorance,
bureaucracy or lack of capital.

Nor is innovation a smooth
process. Examples of bright

ideas that have been conceived
in one country and been made
successful in another - notably
in Japan or the Up - are
legion. The Austrian economist
Joseph Schumpeter ' is often
quoted m support of the need
for innovation to stimulate eco-

nomic growth. But he also
wrote of “the perennial gale of

creative destruction".

Thus innovation has winners
and losers. Not surprisingly in

a country with high living

standards. Germany wants to

hang on to its winners and
avoid nurturing losers. But
winners can turn into losers.

Germany’s banks often bail out

companies that fall into trou-

ble, but there are fewer mecha-
nisms for bringing along new
ventures which could help give

the economy a new impetus.
Biotechnology is a prime

example. Despite its worldwide

prominence in chemicals and

pharmaceuticals. Germany is

an also-ran In biotechnology.

Because of strong opposition to

genetic engineering, seen as
tampering with nature. 75 per

cent of investments by German
companies in biotechnology
take place abroad. “Sites near
well-known universities in the

US have an especially magical
attraction for German compa-
nies," writes economist Mr Jflr-

gen Stehen in an article for the

Kiel economics institute.

Germany’s genetics law has
been changed to remove some
obstructions to research and
development. Strong regional

efforts are also being made to

encourage biotechnology. Bav-

aria is particularly active, with

a new programme to promote
links between research facili-

ties and fledgling biotech firms

and to help with risk finance.

As the world's big chemical
and pharmaceutical companies
buy in more research from out-

side, small biotech companies
have a promising future. Bav-

aria hopes to capitalise on this

by assisting small businesses

in this and other high-tech sec-

tors at an early stage and later

reaping the economic benefits.

As Mr Weule's comments
show, big German concerns are

aware of the need, and diffi-

culty, of maintaining the inno-

vative spirit in a large-scale

and often unwieldy organisa-

tion. Siemens has begun an
"innovation initiative” to

speed the implementation of

new ideas, "Only continued
innovation can secure market

shares and create new mar-
kets," says Mr Walter Kunerth.
a director of the electrical and
electronics company.
A hopeful note on Germany's

capacity for innovation is

sounded by the DIW economics
institute in Berlin. German
industry is highly specialised

and service-minded, with
extensive application of new
technologies In production, it

says in a recent report. True,

the share of high-tech products

in its manufacturing exports is

low compared with its main
competitors, with west Ger-
many at 19 per cent against 36

per cent in the US and 34 per

cent In Japan. But its high-tech

share in value-added output is

a more encouraging 21 per cent

against 24 per cent in the US
and 22 per cent in Japan.
DIW says Germany has suc-

cessfully established a strong
position in tbe high price seg-

ments or its export markets, a

reflection of its highly trained

workforce and use of technol-

ogy. But it warned that educa-

tion and research needed to be
given more emphasis. “Deficits

in these areas only become
apparent much later, but are

then more deep-rooted.”

M MEYER WERFT SHIPBUILDERS: by Michael Lindemann

The yard that built P&O’s flagship
How the cradle of
the Oriana has
succeeded in

holding its own for

two centuries

Get off the train at Papenburg
and you could be forgiven for

thinking you had arrived at

the end of the world. One other
passenger alights from the
train heading north and the
station has long since closed

for the day.

The sleepy town on the river
Ems. tucked away in the north-
western corner of Germany
just 16km from the Dutch bor-

der. is an unlikely site for a
showdown between British and
German industrial prowess.
Yet that is precisely what

* happened earlier this year

y
when the Meyer Werft, the

7
shipyard which is the region's

principal employer, launched

the pride of the British passen-
ger cruise industry, the liner
Oriana. a £200m ship which
Britain could no longer build
because there are no shipyards
with the necessary resources.

When the Oriana was
launched in March the British

press was full of innuendos
about a German yard which
once converted trawlers for
Hitler’s navy.

Much more than that, how-
ever. the Oriana launch sym-
bolises the remarkable success

of this small family-owned
shipyard which has for 200
years succeeded in holding its

own against fierce interna-

tional competition.

Constant innovation, an
emphasis on high technology

and a small and tightly knit

management has made the
Meyer Werft a legend among
the Mittelstand, the thousands
of smaller family-owned com-

panies which are the backbone
of German industry.

Shipbuilding began in Papen-
burg in 1614 but Meyer is the

only yard left of the dozens
which once dotted the river

bank. It celebrated its bicente-

nary earlier this year, an event
important enough to lure

Chancellor Helmut Kohl to the

chilly lowlands of Friesland.

Tbe yard's survival would
seem to have something to do
with its ability to stay ahead of

other shipbuilders. At the end
of the last century, Mr Joseph
Lambert Meyer, great-grandfa-

ther of the present managing
director, became the first of
the ’Em* sbipmakers to turn
from wood to steal, an innova-
tion which his rivals ridiculed.

Then nine years ego the yard
once again marked what has
since become a landmark shift

in the shipbuilding industry by
erecting tire first covered ship-

Ortana, 68,153 tomes, heads for the North Sea

yard, a 370m long hall in which
even the 69,153 tonne Oriana
could be completed.
Meyer's) covered yard has

seen productivity soar as weld-

ers and technicians no longer

have to battle the region’s dis-

mal weather. The innovation

has been so successful that

three eastern German ship-

yards are set to receive them -

funded by government money,
much to the chagrin of Mr
Bernard Meyer, the yard's

present managing partner who
also owns the company with
his father.

Technological innovations
aside, the yard has also been
very fortunate over the past

decade during which it has
built 16 passenger ferries for

the Indonesian government
When a second-hand ferry

sank in 1981 the Indonesian
government decided to con-
struct a safer, purpose-built
fleet and Meyer won the con-

tract, helped by its reputation

and the close political ties

between Germany and Indon-

esia. The Indonesians are.

admits Mr Meyer, "one of our
most important clients" and he
is hoping he can persuade the

Philippines to make a similar

investment.

But the Indonesians are

beginning to build the ferries

themselves and the contracts

are not likely to be endless.

How then does the Meyer
Werft intend to survive against

competitors such as Fincan-
tieri. the leading Italian yard
which is state-owned, and
Chantiers de I'Atlantique. the

much larger French yard?

Listing some of the compa-
ny's shares to raise capital is a
move which has repeatedly
been considered but just as
regularly rejected because of

fears that it might destroy the
tightly-knit yard where a team
of five make all the decisions

free of outside influences.

“We have a very Individual

way.” Mr Meyer says, sitting in

an office overlooking the yard.

"That's the way we became
strong.”

At the moment the yard has

enough work to last it until

early 1997.

Most forecasts, ranging from
the Association of Western
European Shipbuilders to the

OECD, are optimistic, Mr
Meyer says. Global trade is ris-

ing, spurring the demand for

container ships, and tbe
world's oil tanker fleet, much
of which was built in the early

1970s, needs replacing.

But Mr Meyer fears the ship-

building boom may be short-

lived. The supply of ships is

rising dramatically as the Chi-

nese, Russians and Ukrainians
come on to the market.

Yards once used to build

naval vessels are being con-
verted to civilian purposes the
world over and that is bound
to make life more difficult for

the Papenburg shipbuilders.

Clients can be persuaded to

stay with Meyer if the yard's

prices are up to 10 per cent

above its rivals. Mr Meyer
says. Beyond that, they will

almost certainly go elsewhere.

So as other German ship-

yards are studying proposals to

merge and shed more jobs, the

small family-owned yard in

Papenburg is once again
looking at how to be more
innovative and stay ahead of

the pack. At a time when the

European shipbuilding indus-

try is shrinking. Mr Meyer and
his executives are considering

whether to expand abroad.

Meyer was asked to draw up
plans for the conversion of the
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard,
which the authorities want to

use to build the high speed
container ships travelling at up
to 40 knots which are expected

to become popular as trans-At-

lantic trade picks up.

A decision has not yet been
taken but is being considered

carefully, Mr Meyer says,

partly because of the advan-
tage of producing in dollars,

the currency of the shipbuild-

ing industry which this year

has again fallen against the

D-Mark, in which Meyer must
operate.
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EASTERN GERMANY; by Judy Dempsey
JUSTICES by Judy Dempsey

Where socialism is down but not out
Western parties

have failed to

eliminate the

successors of the
east’s communists
When the Pam' of Democratic
Socialism (PDS). the successor
to east Germany’s former com-
munist party, got 30 of its can-
didates elected to the federal
parliament in the elections last
year, the established parties
were surprised and disap-
pointed.

Surprised, because the PDS
did so well. Over 19 per cent of
the east German electorate
voted for the party and the
PDS polled 4.4 per cent of the
vote across the country.
Disappointed because, in a

stranye way. west German pol-

iticians seemed to believe that

ir east Germans were becoming
more like west Germans in

terras of their life style, in how
they saved and travelled, then
there was no reason why they
should not adopt similar simi-

lar voting patterns.

In the aftermath of those
elections, there was a feeling

in Eoim that the east Germans,
by voting for the PDS. were
being ungrateful for all the
financial transfers from west
to east Germany which this

year will exceed DM207bn.
Even earlier, when the Social

Democrats (SPD) and the
Greens had formed a coalition

in the eastern state of Saxony-

AnhaJt in June 1994. there had
been a terrific outcry from
Bonn. The stability of that

coalition depends on support

from the PDS. The newspapers
wrote about the return of the

communists to east Germany.
The polemics recalled the days
of the Cold War. Mr Rudolf
Scharping. leader of the SPD.
was more than reluctant to

back such a coalition.

The reaction in Bonn showed
that the west German political

parties did not understand
their own parties in east Ger-

many. if anything, five years

after German reunification,

there is a wide gap between
the Christian Democrats (CDU)
and Social Democrats iSPD) in

east Germany and their sister

parties in west Germany.
"The point is that we all

lived here in east Germany for

the past 40 years." said Mr
Hans-JUrgen Beich. head of the

CDU in riemmin a small town
in the eastern state of Mecklen-
burg-Vorpommern. “We under-

stand the problems. The west
German parties expect us to

think like them. We cannot.
And we don't want to. We
want our voice to be heard."

Having that voice repre-

sented was one of the reasons

why the PDS did well In last

year’s elections. It was also

helped by the fact that it had.

and continues to have, a strong

grassroots organisation inher-

ited from the former Socialist

Unity, or communist party.

Over 90 per cent of the PDS's
122.000 membership are former

Indeed, what the Christian

Social Union is for Bavarians,

the PDS might well be a party

for east Germans.
However. Mr Brie knows

that iT the east German econ-

omy continues to grow, this

could erode the support for the

PDS. “We know the problems
we face. The older generation

will not live forever. And as

Eastern German parties’ 1994 voting shares

Party % of vote

Christian Democratic Union 3SJ
Social Democratic Poly 313
Party of Democratic Socialism 19JJ

BOndnis 90/Greens 4.3

Free Democratic Party 15

communist party members.
Many belong to the older gen-
eration. Many are unemployed.
“It is true that for many east

Germans, the PDS was a kind

of protest party during the last

elections." said Mr Andre Brie,

the party's leading strategist

and campaign manager.
But studies by the Free Uni-

versity in Berlin show that

those who voted for the PDS
also included a younger gener-

ation who not only sympathise
with the party's left-wing poli-

cies; they regard the PDS as
the party which can represent

the interests of east Germans.

more people become prosper-

ous. the PDS may not seem
relevant for them. That is why
we are moving away from
being a protest party to becom-
ing a modem left-wing party
which could replace the Social

Democrats in east Germany."
he added. The SPD has the
majority in only one eastern

state; Brandenburg. Elsewhere,

it is in coalition with the Chris-

tian Democrats (CDU) in the

states of Mecklenburg-Vorpom-
mern and Thuringia.

If the PDS does manage to

modernise itself - and remain
east Germany's third largest

jyilftirai party - zt will confirm

a trend which has been evolv-

ing in the eastern states since

1S9Q: there is little or no room
for liberal Free Democrats

(FDP). in most cases, the

Greens. If anything, the con-

test currently being waged in

eastern Germany is which
party will hold the left-wing

ground, not which party will

hold the centre or liberal

ground, a position the FDP
enjoys - for the moment - in

west'Germany.
The reason why politics has

become almost polarised in

east Germany stems not from
deep-seated ideological rea-
sons. “Policies matter up to a
point. Bat I think personalities
play a major role." said Mr
Belch. Mr Manfred Stoipe. the
Sru state premier of Branden-
burg. is just as popular as Mr
Kent Biedenkopf. the CDU
state premier of Saxcny.
The other reason is there is

not yet a -middle Hass, or new
entrepreneurial elite grouped
around the Mittelstand, the
sr^tan and Tnerinrnygv»i>ri enter-

prises which would automati-
cally lend its support to the
FDP. "Thai is exactly one of

our weaknesses in the east,”

«aid Mr Wolfgang Oehme. the
PDF’s spokesman in Berlin.
Tie don't have a Mittelstaad-”

More revealing is that FDP

officials believe the party's

support in the east is so poor

because east Gomans are not

ready to weaken their depen

-

rifvv-p on the state and are not

ready to take initiative. “The

Germans still expect the

state to solve their problems

and tell them what to do.

which is contrary to oar phi-

losophy.” an FPD spokesman

said.

As for the weak support for

the Greens, “the east Germans
have far more important
thing* to think about than

environmental issues and citi-

zens' rights.” said its Anne
Xflges. the party’s spokes

woman. In any case, east Ger-

mans believe the environment

is no longer an issue since the
rfprwti from the old chemical
works in Ssxooy-Anhah has
gone as old industrial com-
plexes have been shat. In last

year’s federal elections, the

FDP and the Greats polled an
average of 3J> pa- cent and 4L3

percent respectively in eastern

Germany.
“It will take time far more

stable politics to evolve in east-

ern Germany,” jaM Mr Wolf-

gang Gerhardt, head of the

FDP. But the PDS. much to the

chagrin of the politicians in

Bonn. st£Q believes it will be
an important factor in the
future.

Struggle of the

dispossessed

LEADING NATIONA
daily and business

NEWSPAPER

More than 1.1m
claims for property

stolen by Nazis or

Communists
remain unsettled

Mr Alexander Gerard lives in

Hamburg and Mr Freddy Kauf-

man™ lives in London.

They have never met. but

they have something in com-
mon. Both have tried, so far in

vain, to get back their property

in eastern Germany.
Mr Gerard, in his mid-forties,

is descended from Huguenots
who bought land in Berlin at

the end of the last century. Mr
Kaufmann, in his early seven-

ties. is a former Jewish refugee

from Nazism.
Gerard has been trying since

1990 to get a back a strip of

land in FOeinmachnow. a part

of east Berlin through which
the Wall once ran. Kaufmann
has been trying to reclaim the

family factory, house and gar-

den in the Saxon town of Gor-

iitz.

Both have been unsuccessful

due to what lawyers call a

combination of circumstances
- red tape, inefficiency and
above all a reluctance to
return assets to their former
owners.

}

They are among tens of thou-

! sands of people whose efforts

to retrieve their family's inher-

itance have been foiled by
enormous bureaucratic obsta-

cles.

The issue of property rights

is probably one of the most
contentious consequences of

German reunification.
S«ph claims - there are cur-

rently 1.1m outstanding on
more than 1.3m property titles

- will not be resolved Tor a
least another 10 years, accord-

ing to Mr Hansjurgen Schafer,

head of the federal office for

the settling of property ques-

tions.

Under the terms of the reuni-

fication treaty, former property
owners whose land had been
confiscated by the Nazis
between 1933 and 1945 and by
the east German communists
between 1949 and 1990 were
entitled to full restitution or
compensation.

This turned out to be easier

Lin principle than practice. For
example, in an apparent effort

to speed up investment in east

Germany, the government
introduced a clause giving
investors priority over restitu-

tion. This meant that if an
investor promised a certain
level of investment and jobs,

which the former owner could
not match, the investor got the
property. The former owner
was offered compensation.
some Some lawyers argue

that this danse was completely
unnecessary. “After German
reunification, there was so
much property available, the
government did not have to
introduce their investment pri-

ority clause,” said one who is

trying to get back property for

his client.

“This danse was an attempt
to roll back the government's
commitment to restitution. It

suits the finance ministry. It

cannot afford restitution or
compensation. It suits the
opposition Social Democrats
who never wanted restitution
in the first place,” he added.
Despite the investment prior-

ity danse, there are still large
swathes of land in Berlin
which investors will not touch.
And these will continue to
remain undeveloped until the
German government finds a
compromise with the owners of
one particular stretch of land.

This is the route of the for-

mer Berlin Wall which soaked

along 165 kilometres and
through 3.000 former resi-

.

dences. Instead of being
returned to its farmer owners,-

this land was placed under tbr
'

Bund, or federal authorities, in
'

1990. The federal ROvermnenb
argues that the eastern border
areas of the Wall had been
placed under the former est
German defence ministry. With
the advent of unification. -this

property was automatically

placed under the Bund, where
it remains.

Since then, however, Berlin

politicians and former owners
have campaigned to get their

land returned. The government
has not budged. And investors

are not touching tbese strips of

land, some of the most tacra-

tive in the German capital as

former owners, who' are
demanding restitution or com-
pensation. battle it cut in the

courts.

The “Mauei^randstede”. or
wall property dispute, is not

the only bone of contention
between former property own-
ers and the government to bald

up investment A reding last

February was supposed to mid
a dispute about the so-called

“Liste 3". This list consists of

more than 100 properties in

east Berlin, including depart-

ment stores.

The Soviet authorities, who
had administered east Berlin

and east Germany between
1945 and 2949. did not expropri-

ate these properties. There was
no official announcemeet of
these expropriations - com-
mon ev en during those chaotic

times - and at a time whra the

Russians were expropriating
vast amounts of Industry and

land.

Under the terras of the reuni-

fication treaty, former owners
whose land had been expropri-

ated by the Russians are enti-

tled neither to restitution nor
compensation. The land
reverts to the Bond.
Yet. in a curious twist of his-

tory. a Berlin court last Febru-

ary ruled that even though the

expropriation of the “Liste 3'

properties had not been regis- c

tered before the Soviet authori-

ties formally ceded the admin-
istration of east Berlin and
east Germany to the east Ger-
man communists on October T.

1949, it had to be assumed that

the Soviet administration bad
meant to register the property
as expropriated before that
date.

The claimants had argued
that because it had been the
communist regime which had
officially announced that the
property had been expropri-
ated - after October 7. 1949 -

they were, under the terms of
the unification treaty, entitled

to either restitution or compen-
sation.

This court ruling was very
like what happened to Alexan-
der Gerard's property. The
regional Potsdam office for the
settlement of property ques-
tions recently argued that
although Mr Gerard's property
may appear to fall under the
1949-1990 category, entitling
him to restitution of compensa-
tion, it does not do so because.
since the Wall ran through it.

the east German authorities
could have intended to place it

under their ministry of
defence!

“The German authorities
today are actually saying they
are rectifying what they think
was a mistake on the part of
the DDR authorities,” said Mr
Gerard. "It makes me wonder
about the government’s com-
mitment to restitution.”
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_W1WE= by Giles MacDonogh

The sour taste of competition
AGRICULTURE: by Michael Lindemann

At home and
abroad, German
wines are in retreat
against rivals from
many countries
In the old days they had no
problem selling the stuff.
Germans drank German, nat-

urally. And there was a nour-
ishing export market out there
particularly in Britain.
Hock and znosel wines were

almost the rule when it came
to officers' messes, gentlemen’s
clubs and senior common
rooms.
But in the golden age of Ger-

man affluence, a German who
drinks only German wine has
become a slightly suspicious
character, and in Britain to be
vehemently anti-German is a
badge of respectability among
the new right. Nor have sales
been improved by the undenia-
ble fact that the role erf our old
fashioned institutions has been
whittled away to nothing.
Who drinks German wine

= today?

Most of it is still consumed
in Germany, especially in the
“Wine Germany*' as opposed to
the schnapps and beer drink-
ing regions, where one is as
likely to find French, Spanish
or Italian wine as a bottle of
hock. And there is still an
enormous quantity shipped to
Britain.

Tbe problem is that this
wine is generally assembled
from the tiny estates of ffhein-
bessen and the Pfalz and
comes m the form of
Liebfraumilch, or something
similar. With the D-Mark at its

present high, it is virtually
dumped. How else can Salis-

bury's sell hock at £2-39?

It takes a rare tenacity for a
British merchant to want to

ship German wines these days.

With the present exchange rate

and the dwindling market for

German quality wines, many
have ceased to bother.

After a decade or two of
uncertainty the best estates

now sell well at home, or have
found niche markets in the US.
Scandinavia. Japan or Singa-
pore.

On the German market, at

yieast. lacklustre wines can be
turned into sparkling Sekt, for

which Germans appear to have
an unquenchable thirst.

September's annual grape harvest gets under way In Baden-WQrttemberg

The age of foreign travel has
certainly altered tbe German
perception of their own wine.
Once holidays in southern and
south western Europe became
the rule, Germans discovered

not only bigger wines with
more alcohol; they learned to

enjoy the combination of wine
with food.

-

Their experience called into

question the old Gemuttichkeit

whereby the wine was brought
out over the crumbs of an
early evening Brot • •

The change in German
drinking habits caused* much
hand-wringing at the German
Wine Institute In Mainz. Their
solution was to promote the
idea of German wine taken
directly with food. Millions of

D-Marks have been sunk into

this scheme. It may be too
early to say if it bas borne fruit

in Germany. Similar projects

do not appear to have altered

our perception of German wine
with food.

For a while, German wine-

makers played along with the
schema They made wines bone
dry as opposed to tbe tradi-

tional semi-sweet style. The
most successful of these were
the Sp&tlesen and Ausiesen,

which,had sufficient alcohol to

balance out the high acidity

levels. There were fewer takers

for the lighter Kabmetts which
tended to be tart unbalanced
wines when vinified dry, amt
many growers have now
returned to traditional tech-

niques.

Only in the sunnier parts of

the Pfalz and Baden are these
gutsier styles possible year in

year out It is not for nothing
that within Germany, at least,

Baden wines have proved the

real success story of the past
decade. .

Another issue which

obsesses wine policy makers is

tbe need to simplify the ver-

bosity of the wine label, which
confuses German speakers and
non-German speakers alike.

One which has received offi-

cial sanction is the gradual
abolition of the Grosslage, a
large geographical area sold

under a pretty, village-sound-

ing name such as Nierstelner

Gutes Domtal or Piesporter
Michelsberg- To the untutored

ear this is Indistinguishable

from the quality-producing
Einzelloge or slope. Famous
examples of these are the Bero-

kasteler Doctor or tbe Kied-
richer Sandgrub.
The solution is to replace the

Grossiagen by village names
such as Piesporter or Nierstei-

ner. The law was introduced

last year in tbe Upper Mosel,
but. it looks like being a long
time before we begin to see
results in the areas with the

greatest Interest the continua-

tion of this obfuscation.

One project which has failed

to achieve any official sanction

so far has been to introduce a

French-style cru system,
whereby individual vineyard
sites are designated Erstc Lage
(grand cru) or Klassifizicrte

Lage (premier cru). This would
have the advantage of giving

tbe consumer an immediate
idea of the quality of the wine
while eliminating some of tbe

poorer Em&Uagen established
by earlier wine laws.

The Rheingau has been the
first German region to draw up
a era system, The project is

currently being considered by
the state of Hessen, but for the

time being few people fee! it

will be adopted in tbe near
future.

The BC bas created plenty of
competition for German wine
makers. Very few can match
the French and Italian wines
which grace the supermarket
shelves at DM2 a bottle, in gen-
eral tbe larger firms are not
successful. Deinhard has only
survived by selling Sekt
despite owning some fabulous
vineyard sites in the best loca-

tions.

According to Stuart Pigott, a
British wine writer who lives

in Germany and frequently
stirs up the German wine trade

by his hard-hitting attacks on
those growers who rest on
their laurels, only two large

firms are currently setting an
example to the trade: Juliusspi-

tal in Wfirzburg and Reichsgraf

von Kesselstatt in Trier. These
combine quantity with a well-

merited reputation for quality.

Otherwise small estates have
come to dominate the quality

end of the market.
The future is clearer than it

bas been for some time. The
very best German wines are
now appreciated for what they

are: the most complex, indeed

intellectually challenging
wines you are likely to find.

This new-found enthusiasm
has communicated Itself to the

monied markets abroad, too.

America, it seems, has
accepted the food-and-wine
message from Mainz like

nowhere else. Only in Britain

does the situation continue to

be depressing, but then the
supermarkets' message that

“good wine is cheap wine" sim-

ply will not work for Germany.

The Maginot line
State aid for

farmers against
currency
movements is

under heavy fire

The editorial in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine, one of
Germany’s leading newspa-
pers. seemed typically reticent

H was headlined simply Erne
Extrawurst which translates
loosely as “something special”.

The content itself was less

judicious, giving German farm-
ers short shrift for demanding
special treatment. “The farm-

ers in hard currency countries

are the only group in the Euro-
pean Union which demands
and gets state-funded protec-

tion from the uncomfortable
consequences of currency
movements,” the papier said.

“There must finally be an end
to this.'*

The Frankfurter Allgemeine
is not alone in objecting to

farmers' demands. Mr Franz
Fischler. the Austrian who is

responsible for agriculture at

the European Commission,
recently told a rather dismayed
audience in Bonn that the mar-
ket for agricultural goods had
to be further liberalised and
that anyone who thought oth-

erwise was thinking in terms
of “agricultural Maginot lines’*.

However. German farmers,
like their counterparts else-

where, are a stubborn lot and
show little of sign of giving up
in their efforts to have their

tax-free threshold raised by a
further 2 per cent to make up
for the loss of business result-

ing from tbe stronger D-Mark.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl

recently promised a group of
farmers visiting Bonn that be
would intervene in Brussels to

ensure that they get their com-
pensation so the matter is not
likely to disappear

Many farmers are indeed
hurting. A large number of
Bavaria’s 200.000 farmers lost

sizeable amounts of beef and
milk business in Italy earlier

this year because the lira fell

in some case by over 30 per
cent against the D-Mark.
Elsewhere in Germany, espe-

cially in the eastern states,

market shares in the pork
trade have been lost to the
Dutch and the Danes, the agri-

culture ministry says. Both of
thf^ smaller neighbours have
more efficient marketing struc-

tures which enable them to

provider cheaper goods.

When not dealing with angry
farmers demanding compensa-
tion far currency movements,
Mr Jochen Borchert, the agri-

culture minister, is doing what
he can to weld together the

agricultural systems in the two
halves of Germany. Doing so
over the past five years bas
been problematic but much
has been achieved.

There are now approxi-
mately 25,000 farms in the five

eastern Lander compared with
the 5,000 mostly state-owned
collectives wbich existed in

1989. The larger units have
been split up into smaller hold-

ings, many of which are now
family-run.

Fortunately, unwinding the
farmer state-owned system in

the east has meant that farms
are larger and therefore, in the-

ory, more efficient than the

smaller holdings in the west.

While the average western

East German
live-stock herds

have dropped

by 65 per cent

since 1989

farm covers about 33 hectares,

the average eastern farm cov-

ers 157 hectares.

“Above all in the arable sec-

tor our east German farms are
absolutely competitive. ** says
Mr Constantin Heereman, the

head of the German Fanners'
Association.

However, while money bas
been spent an arable farming -

which is not capital intensive
- animal breeding and more
sophisticated forms of agricul-

ture have slumped dramatic-
ally.

The size of tbe cattle, dairy

and pig herds in eastern Ger-

many has slumped by 65 per
cent since 1989 and the agri-

culture ministry is doing all it

can to recover the breeding
capacity, the loss of which has
meant more sales for the
neighbouring Dutch, Danes
and French.

Unresolved property claims

and the lack of private capital

in the eastern Lander means
that government hopes of
rekindling the livestock busi-

ness in file east have so far

been disappointed.
More also needs to be done

to improve the marketing
structures in Germany, the
ministry says.

Abattoirs tend to be smaller

than those in neighbouring
countries. German pig farmers,
meanwhile, especially the
smallholders, are still inclined

to shop around for the best
deal and are reluctant to com-
mit themselves to longer-term
contracts as their Dutch and
Danish neighbours are. leading

to higher retail prices because
of the resulting uncertainty.

"In Denmark everything is

thoroughly taken care of from
the piglet to the pork chop.” an
official in the agriculture min-
istry said.

The ministry is also support-

ing efforts to regionalise the
sales of agricultural goods in a

bid to get German consumers
to buy German goods. Agricul-

ture ministry officials admit,

with a hint of exasperation,
that German consumers are “a

bit extreme" when it comes to

worries about what is in their

food and this has not helped
sales.

The row about bovine
spongiform encephalopathy -

otherwise known as mad cow
disease - has hit beef sales in

Germany but the farming
lobby hopes to win back con-

sumers' confidence by introdu-

cing stricter controls which,
they say. will prove that a cow
has never left a certain region.

The same marketing tech-

niques are to be applied to an
array of German agricultural

goods in the hopes of winning
back sales from the Danes and
the Dutch.

The problems with the fall-

ing lira - and other European
currencies which have dropped
against the D-Mark - have
reinforced calls among German
fanners for a single European
currency. Only then, they say,

is there any of creating

a market where competition is

fair

If a single currency comes
then it is not likely before 1999.

Until then, German farmers
may have to make do with fur-

ther falls in income.

In Baden-Wurttemberg, we know alt about bull markets.

And bear markets: too,.come to that. In turbulent times, L-Bank’s credit

quality and liquidity forge firm foundations for innovative issues.
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L-Bank is the bank of the Stale of

Baden-Wiiruembefg. »n economic

powerhouse of a stale, even by

German standards.The wealth of

blue-chip corporalions based in

Baden-Warttemberg includes names

that any state would be proud to

call its own. The close lies between

bank and state make for effective

synergies. Baden-Wurttemberg is

the force that underpins the high

credit quality, well known around the

financial world. In return, as state

development agency, L-Bank assists

ihe state with its public sector commit-

ments - targeted infrastructural

improvements, promotion oftrade1and

industry, funding for residential con-
,

affliction programs and family support,'

to name bui a few Oh,and the promo- '•

lion of agriculture, of course. Which

brings us back lo those bull markets.

L-Bank. Schlossplatz 10/12,

;
D-761U Karlsruhe, Germany.

Telephone INT 721/150-0.

l-bank
Landeskreditfcark Baden-WOrttemberg

r
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Linking up

with success

It’s no secret that the right connections help to start things moving.We make the

right connection in every sense of the word. As an east German gas merchant

company we are literally ‘welded" to our partners. We receive gas from the

European pipeline system; we feed this gas through our own 8.000 km grid to link

up with regional and local networks. These networks in turn connect with the

customer. So we are o vital link in the chain from the producer to the user. And our

sound energy concepts provide our partners with the service they need to keep

their customers satisfied.

Vferbundnett Gas AG Karl-Helne-StraBe 10 04229 Leipzig • Germany Telephone: (0 10 49) 34 14 43-01
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Deutsche Telekom was one of

the first companies in the world

to invest in the Infobahn. So it's

hardly surprising that we’re

further down the road than our

competitors. We already have

the most closely woven fiber

optics network - and the most
extensively developed ISDN
network - in the world. So wher-

ever you want to go in the world

of multimedia, we have all the

routes you need.

The Infobahn is major news. It will create enc-

aa mous opportunities; it will define the future com-

petitiveness of entire national economies. At

Deutsche Telekom, we recognized this potential

years ago - and gained a head start in creatine
• = ••** •=

the necessary high-speed infrastructures to

enable our customers to take full advantage of it. With the result

that we now operate the most developed ISDN network, tne most

comprehensive cable network and the longest fiber optics network

in the world.

The multimedia revolution isn’t coming - it’s here.

We are already seeing the first results of our efforts to make this

new technology Improve the way we all live.

Working with our partners, we have linked hospitals and clinics to

the Data Infobahn. Now X-rays and scans can be sent from special-

ist to specialist for analysis - in seconds. Teams of surgeons, per-

haps thousands of miles apart, can confer on-line, concentrating

lifesaving skills and expertise where they are needed, regardless of

where the specialists actually are.

In schools, the Infobahn is helping children to leam in new and

more effective ways. Thanks to videoconferencing, they can even

join other schoolchildren from around the world in “virtual" class-

rooms.

With our help, Lufthansa is now operating the world's first remote
aircraft maintenance system. Via the Infobahn, performance data is

transmitted to ground stations while the plane is in flight, and then

processed into detailed service checklists for the next stopover
point.

We’re also working with some of Germany’s largest mail order com-
panies to make teleshopping a reality: complete with on-screen se-
lection, on-line customer assistance and electronic order processing
and payment.

And, in conjunction with our partners, we’re in the process of con-
ducting a whole series of pilot projects, in thousands of private
homes in Germany, to test the potential domestic applications of
multimedia.

For the new era, a new structure.

Deutsche Telekom made the move to stock corporation at the
beginning of this year. This restructuring means we are now free to
press on even faster with technological innovation. At the same
time, we’re creating dynamic global alliances with market-leadinq
international partners like Intel and Microsoft.

Join the highway here.

We saw the multimedia revolution coming - and laid plans to take
advantage of it. Our vision has created a version of the Infobahn
which is now up and running, with an array of applications ar-o
services to match. It’s the fast lane to the future: and you’re wel-
come to join us on it.

Our connections move the world.
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NORTH CAROLINA
State with
many faces

North CwoOna'i school system, however, Is among the worst In America

Modem images
jostle with those of
an older society.
Success has
brought the risk,

however, of a
two-speed state
developing,
says Tony Jackson

T he trouble with North
Carolina, the natives
will tell you. is that its

image is out of date. Outsiders
still think in terms of the old
South: of tobacco fields and
textile mills, saw mins and tur-
key farms. In reality. North
Carolina is at the cutting edge
of finance, electronics and bio-

technology. It is the model of
the modern, knowledge-based
society.

On closer Inspection, this
proposition can be stood on its

head. North Carolina has done
a pretty good job of selling
Itself In recent years. To the
business community, at any
rate, the name now conjures
up the cities of Raleigb-Dur-
bam and Charlotte: the first a
high-tech enclave, a magnet for

industrial researchers around
the world: the second a finan-

cial powerhouse, its shiny new
skyscrapers home to some of
the fastest-growing banks in
America.
But the old image still has

truth in it North Carolina is

by a long way America's big-

gest tobaccogrowing state, and
its biggest producer of turkeys
and sweet potatoes. It Is also
its largest manufacturer of tex-

tiles and furniture - Industries

classically associated with the
Third World. Of all the states

in the Union. North Carolina
has the highest proportion of

its workforce employed in
manufacturing; and of those
jobs, many if not most are in

the older industries.

The theme of polarisation

can be extended. A quarter of

the state's population consists
of minorities, predominantly
black. Infant mortality is
abnormally high.

While the state's university
system is among the best in
America, its school system is

among the worst Its high-paid
Jobs are often by new-
comers, the low-paid Jobs by
locals. As the price of its suc-
cess. North Carolina risks
becoming a two-speed state.

The problem is to an extent
compounded by geography.
Like Caesar's Gaul, the state
falls into three distinct parts:

the central or Piedmont region,
the mountains to the west and
the farming region running
eastwards to the coast
In commercial terms, the

backbone of the Piedmont
region is Interstate 85. the
highway which runs from Vir-

ginia to the north down
through Atlanta to the south.

Built in the late 1970s, the 1-85

had the effect of linking the
technological hub of Raleigh-
Durham to the financial hub of

Charlotte. 140 miles to the
south-west
The 1-85 corridor, local econo-

mists say. is one of the hottest

commercial strips in America.
It has proved extraordinarily

attractive to foreign manufac-
turers: by one count, there are
240 Japanese transplants along
the corridor alone. In high tech
terms, its Jewel is Research
Triangle Park which has
drawn on the local universities

to create a remarkable
resource for electronics, com-
puting. biosciences and health

care.

To the west are the Appala-
chians: famous for their scen-

ery, sought out by tour-

ists - 9m a year to the Great

Smoky Mountains National
Park alone -and an increas-

ingly popular resort tor rich

pensioners In retreat from the

summer swelter of Florida.

Outside the local capital of
Asheville, the region has little

to do with the high-tech revo-

lution: the chief employers are

the textile and furniture com-
panies, and one of the biggest

crops is Christmas trees.

But it is the coastal plain to

the east which sbow6 the old

image of North Carolina at its

sharpest. This is mostly farm-
ing country, with tobacco
patches alternating with fields

of cotton. It is also, In part6, a
land of poverty and trailer

homes - although even the
most humble trailer is gener-

ally set in enviably scenic sur-

roundings.

Where there is manufactur-
ing, it often illustrates a gen-

eral truth about the poorer
parts of the state: that commu-
nities tend to rely unduly on

single industries, and are cor-

respondingly at risk. This Is

most obviously true of older
industries: but even high-tech

industries can prove fallible, as
illustrated by the case of the
regional centre, Greenville.

For some 25 years. Green-
ville - not to be confused with
the better-known Green ville.

South Carolina, on the I-6S

- has been home to the sole US
manufacturing plant of WeD-
come, the UK-based drug com-
pany. Earlier this year, Well-

come was taken over by
another UK drug company,
Glaxo.

As luck would have it,

Glaxo's sola US manufacturing

plant is also in North Carolina
- at Zebulon, 50 miles closer to
fhw two companies' US head-
quarters in Research Triangle
Park. Greenville will therefore

be the loser and the large and

imposing Wellcome plant,
which at its peak employed
1.800, will in five years' time
employ only 350-

This may not be as bad as it

sounds. According to Ms

Wanda Yuhas of the Pitt

County Development Commis-
sion In Greenville, the area Is

perfectly capable of making
good the Job losses over five

years. The record seems to

bear her out in the course of

the 1980s. employment In Pitt

County grew by nearly 14.000.

or 82 per cent - compared with

a state figure of 22 par cent

-and the population rose 20
per cent.

Lately, some of the new jobs
have been international: a Jap-

anese manufacturer of electri-

cal components, for example,
or the UK's Laird Group,
which has two plants in Green-
ville making keyboards and
cables for the personal comput-
ers which IBM assembles In

Research Triangle Park. But as
Ms Yuhas also concedes, much
of the growth has been at the

expense of the surrounding
areas. Greenville is a univer-

sity town, and draws from the
hinterland those Who do not
feel ready for the cosmopolitan

hubbub of Charlotte or Ral-

eigh.

There is an element of para-

dox here. The 7m population erf

North Carolina is still mostly
scattered In small communities
across the state, and some of
those communities are clan-

nish and suspicious of change.
Many of the elements of that

conservatism - the work ethic,

the religious observance, the

hostility to trade unions - have
proved historically important
in attracting outside capital
and Jobs.

If North Carolina la to avoid

becoming a two-speed state, It

must make these communities
part of Its success. In doing so,

it risks weakening some of the

qualities which made that suc-

cess possible. But the state has
one final advantage which
shows no sign of going away:
its sheer physical attractive-

ness, or what is known in the

jargon aa its quality of Ufa. To
the visitin’, the extreme disper-

sion of its population may be a
touch unnerving: one can drive

through a town as big as Ral-

eigh and scarcely notice It, so
widely scattered are the build-

ings and so pervasive the
greenery.

But North Carolina, say the
locals, is the opposite of the
usual tourist destination: it is a
great place to live, but - aside

from the mountains and the
sea - you wouldn't want to
visit it. To a remarkable
extent, it combines the isola-

tion of the country with the
amenities of the town. It

enjoys long, m»d springs and
autumns. And as a longstand-

ing resident - not a native - re-

marks: “The defining quality of

North Carolina is that it's

pretty-"

N O RTH CAROLINA
Our workers rank first in manufacturing productivity in the United States. We have tie nation’s lowest construction costs. Our work stoppage rate is 0.02%.

919-733*3333 • FAX 919-733-9265 • E-Mail info@mail.commerce.state.nc.us • INTERNET http://www.commerce.state.nc.us/

State of North Carolina European Office • 49*211*320-533 • FAX 49-21 1*132*954
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Banking: North Carolina’s indigenous ^nfcinn industry has never been stronger, says Richard Water*

i The economy continues to grow, reports Tony Jackson — —
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Education is key to future Soaring skyline says it all

T a year, while its universities a traHitintiflllv the rat five years in a says, the two bank leaders South East
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In part, the state

has relied on cheap
labour. It must
now rely on a
skilled workforce:
and that means
education

A good part of the credit for

North Canalilia's growth in the

past UU years is claimed by the
state government. There is

some justice in this. The state

can point to its investments in

roads and other infrastructure,

in universities and technical

colleges, and in specifically

industrial projects such as
Research Triangie Park.

Partly as a result, employ-
ment in North Carolina has
grown at well above the
national average: at 4.3 per
cent a year from 1976 to 1933.

Dam pared to 3.3 per cent for

the US. Manufacturing employ-
ment grew by 1.2 per cent a

year over the period: in the US
it grew by 1.2 per cent in total.

Last year's strategic plan
drawn up by the North Caro-

lina Development Board, from

which those figures are taken,

gives a concise assessment of

where the state goes from here.

Growth in manufacturing
employment U bound to slow,

giving piace gradually to ser-

vices. At the same time, manu-
facturing itself will shift fur-

ther from old industries to

new.

In part. North Carolina's

growth has relied on cheap
labour. Il must now rely on a

skilled workforce: and that

means education.

it is rnrnmonpiace in the L'S

to observe that the excellence

of the best universities is at

odds with the decline in ele-

mentary schooling. In North
Carolina, the contrast is partic-

ularly stark.

Mr Blair Sheppard, associate

dean .u Fuqua 'the business

nrhuol at Durham's Duke Uni-

versity says: "The tragedy is

that North Carolina has the

second- or third-best publicly-

fur.dni university system tn

the country, and the second-
worst elementary school sys-

tem. Money is squeezed out of

the schools to fund the univer-

sities.

"

Mr Sheppard. 2 Canadian, is

clear on the reason. "They'll

School of Science and Maths: the system faces an uncertain future

never tell you so. but this state

still believes in aristocracy.

The sons and daughters of the

rich go to private schools, then

they go to Chapel Hill (part of

the University of North Caro-

lina}. Discrepancy of income
doesn't bother people here.

Creating an educated elite was
a stroke of genius in its timing,

but it was an awful piece of

representative government.”

Not surprisingly, that analy-

sis is not universally accepted.

John Connaughton, economics
professor at the University of

North Carolina at Charlotte,

concedes that the state's SAT
istandard achievement test)

scores put it very near the bot-

tom of the national ranking.

"The standard line on that."

be says, “is that we have so

many students actually taking

the tests, and thai brines down
the average. But the bottom
line is that we have a large

minority population which his-

torically has had a problem in

terms of access and attitudes

to education. Fighting that tra-

dition lakes time, and it'll lie

better in 20 years. But the elit-

ist analysis is false and anec-

dotal."

There is also a measure of

disagreement about the extent

of poverty in North Carolina.

The official figures are discour-

aging: the state comes 37th in

the percentage of people living

in poverty. 33rd in annual pay
and 29th in the percentage of

workers with health coverage.

Mr Connaughton does not

deny that there is plenty of

poverty, both urban and rural.

But the official measure, he

says, is meaningless. Dating
hack to the Kennedy adminis-

tration in the 1960s. it consists

of a single figure for the coun-

try. adjusted periodically by
the consumer price index. "The
Southern states typically show
up with a high level of poverty,

but that's an absolute figure

which takes no account or the

cost of living. As an economic
indicator, it's disreputable."

Meanwhile, the school sys-

tem faces an uncertain future.

According to Arme Scbarif. ;in

economic planner at the gover-

nor's office. Governor Hunt
has identified the improvement
of the system as a dear prior-

ity. “There is a sense of

urgency about education." she

says. "The problem comes with

the state legislature. V.'e now
have a Republican majority in

the House, and close to that in

the Senate. The building bud-

get has been slashed, and there

have been a lot of lay-offs.
'

<The governor, it will be recal-

led. is a Democrat.!

But this need not be decisive.

While it is clear that the state's

education system cannot of

itself sustain growth at the his-

toric rate, the gap is so far

being closed by education. In

biotechnology, for example, the

state claims to create 2.000 jobs

a year, while its universities

only turn out 1.000 biotechnolo-

gists.

The difference is made up by

the migration not just of indi-

viduals. but of whole compa-

nies. In any case the problems

of schooling and poverty are

relative. One good indication of

that is the employment rate.

Since the early 1980s, North

Carolina has been included

among the 11 largest industrial

states whose employment is

measured by the government

on a comparable basis. Ever

since, its unemployment has

been the lowest of the 11. The
latest figure for September was
4.7 per cent, compared to a

national figure of 5.6 per cent

And. after all. the economy
continues to grow'. Mr Dan
Friel of NationsBank in Char-

lotte calculates that since 1980,

the states total personal

income - a figure he prefers to

Gross State Product as more
up to date - has grown by 65

per cent in nominal terms,

compared to a national figure

of 42 per cent. And while the

state's average annual pay of

S23.000 is S3.000 below the

national figure, the gap. he
says, is closing all the time.

Mr Sheppard of Fuqua sums
up with an analogy drawn
from California, 'it's very hard

to to predict how this whole

thing is going to evolve. It

could co the way of Los

.Angeles, with a huge influx of

people and not enough infra-

structure. so it becomes a

mish-mash of nothing. Or the

strength of the individual

cities may make n a more
extended version of San Fran-

cisco." So far the betting seems
to be on the latter.

A traditionally

liberal approach to

bank regulation

and a clutch of
ambitious bankers

led to dominance

Charlotte's soaring skyline

says it alL The jutting spire

speaks of the lofty ambitions of

NationsBank; the spreading

mass of its neighbour. First

Union, projects that bank's less

showy but equally massive

presence. This is a city which

boasts two of the country’s sis

biggest banks, and it has the

architecture to match.

The final step of Charlotte's

emergence onto the national

banking map will come early

next year, when First Union

completes its acquisition of

New Jersey's First Fidelity.

The most expensive banking
takeover in the US. at S5-2bn. :t

marks the latest step in the

city’s rise as a powerful bank-

ing centre.

While many other US states

are losing their home-grown
banks to acquisitions by out-of-

state institutions. North Caroli-

na’s indigenous banking indus-

try has never been stronger.

Besides the twin giants of

Charlotte, the state is aisc

home to Wachovia, a company
which ranks among the coun-

try's 25 largest banks, with

assets of S43bn.

Wachovia's smaller size

belies us impact on the bank-

ing markets in the South East:

among the best-regarded in Its

industry, the hank was ranked

the most profitable of the L'S

super-regional banks in four

out the past five years in a

survey by Salomon Brothers (it

slipped briefly to seventh in

1991.)

North Carolina's dominance

of" the South East regional

fcminrig industry can be traced

directly to two things; a tradi-

tionally liberal approach to

ha nit regulation and a clutch of

ambitious bankers.

The state was earlier than

most in the region to permit

banks to operate state-wide

through branch systems.

Allowed to grow their deposit

bases through acquisition,

local hanbg acquired the size

and finarwiai muscle to mount
big acquisitions elsewhere in

the South East when state bar-

riers to takeovers started to

tumble after 19S5.

State-wide banking also gave

North Carolina's biggest banks

experience in building and run-

ning geographically diverse

retail operations. The bankas
who built the state's biggest

banks “learnt how to merge
systems and assimilate people

and cultures," says Mr Joel

Smith, president of Nations-

Bank's operations in the Caro-

The emergence of Charlotte’s

banks also owes much to two
ambitious bank chairman- Mr
Hugh McColl. chairman of

NationsBank, and Mr Edward
CraicaSeld, his counterpart at

First Union. Between them, the

two have been the most aggres-

sive acquirers of banks in the

L'S over the past decade (First

Union aione lays claim to some
65 acquisitions, a number that

is almost certainly unmatched
by any other bank.)

As Sir Smith at NationsBank
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says, the two bank leaders

“saw that consolidation was

what the banking industry

needed to do to be competi-

tive." and acted before most

others to get there.

While Mr McColl and Mr
Crutchfield were out building

giant regional banking groups,

they could draw comfort from

the' knowledge that their local

markets were immune from

attack from rivals based in

New York or elsewhere in the

country. A regional compact
between states in the South

East. introduced in the mid-

1960s and finally laid to rest

earlier this year, opened up
hank takeovers across state

lines only for banks already

based in the region.

This compact “allowed banks
in the South East to grow with-

out worrying about the money
centre banks or other regiou-

als," says Mr John Georgius,

president of First Union. It

enabled a NationsBank or a
First Union to mount acquisi-

tions without having to com-

pete with a Chemical Banking
or a BankAmerica - or fear

takeover itself.

The passage last year of fed-

eral legislation to allow inter-

state banking and branching
has finally spelt the death of

the compact. It has also con-

tributed to the acceleration of

hank takeovers and acquisi-

tions in the South East, as it

has elsewhere in the country'.

Last year, when BB&T
Financial and Southern
National - two North Carolina-

based banks - merged, the

changing legislative environ-

ment was uppermost in their

minds: with big banking
groups from elsewhere in the

country now free to move into

the South East they needed to

get bigger to compete, the two
said.

With assets of S20bn. the
merged bank (known as

Southern National) now stands

close to NationsBank, First

Union and Wachovia in its

share of the North Carolina
banking market
A farther factor has helped

to foster the growth of North
Carolina’s banking industry.

Says Mr Georgius of First

Union: “We have been sup-

ported by a wonderful econ-

omy."
North Carolina - and the

South East generally - was
spared the sort of economic

problems that laid waste the

Texas banking system in the

mid-1980s, or the various prop-

erty collapses and industrial

;

traumas that have visited

themselves upon the banks of -

New Pr»g7and
r California .and

the Mid-West in recent years.

Bankers in the region expect :

this state of affairs to coxutoae.

“The South East wffl do better ,
-

tjian the rest of the UB over

the next 10 years," says Mr;
Bud Baker, chief executive of

Wachovia.
In the meantime, the

strength of the regional econo-

my - and the financial health

of the banks themselves - is

supporting what is likely to be
remembered as one of -the

great periods of bank expan-

'

sion. Not content with buying
other banks, both NationsBank

and First Union are busy
expanding into a wide range of

new products and markets,,

from mortgage banking, credit.
;

cards and mutual funds for

retail customers to derivatives

trading, syndicated lending

and bond underwriting for cor-

porations.

NationsBank and First

Union each say. for example,

that they have hired about 100

investment bankers in the past
'

IS months or so to staff their

growing capital markets busi-

nesses.

The rapid growth of Nations-

Bank and First Union has left

Wachovia with a dilemma. On
one hand, says Mr Baker, “we
have never focused an size as

part of our corporate culture,

and we're not going to do it

now."
On the other, he concedes

that “there is some truth" in

the argument that the higher

technology costs associated

with developing new delivery

systems - from telephone
banking centres to a presence

on the Internet - make scale

economies an important con-

sideration.

The US hanking industry' is

now abuzz with talk of the

next passible big bank merger.

Wachovia and SunTrust,
another well-regarded bank
headquartered in Atlanta.
Together, the two would create

a new regional giant, ranking

among the country's 12 biggest

banks.
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NORTH CAROnNA Hi

— Tobaccoi The Production system is antiquated and faintly absurd, says Tony Jackson

Culture has $lbn roots
Even though the
industry remains in
the moral
doldrums, it is

thriving

commercially
North Carolina has a curiously
ambivalent attitude towards
tobacco. In the booming high-
tech parts of the state it is
something of an embarrass-
ment: a dwindling and unsa-
voury business, symbolic of
the bad old days. “If tobacco
went away," says a Charlotte
economist, “it wouldn't cost
the state a year’s growth.”
Among the tobacco fields

100-odd miles east from Char-
lotte, the picture is rather dif-
ferent The visitor to the local
store - say. the Piggiy Wiggly

The first big
alternative industry
did not arrive until

1983, when the
tobacco giant

Philip Morris
established its

plant in Concord
Among the old and supposedly
endangered industries still

embedded in the North Caro-
lina economy, textiles take
pride of place. Of the 1.7m peo-

ple employed in US textiles
today, some 300,000 work in
North Carolina. That mafcpg it

the biggest textile-producing

state in the Union, with almost
twice the workforce of its near-

est competitor, Callfonua.
The bald statistics, however,

give little flavour of the status

the industry once enjoyed. For
that, you must talk to the
locals: for example, to Mr
George Liles, the mayor of
*Jancard, a town in the heart of

the old textiles region.

The first mill in Concord, Mr
Liles relates, was put up in
1870 by J W Cannon, fin* the

production of towels. The busi-

supennarket in Grantsboro -
is confronted with the product
in bewildering variety: ciga-
rettes, naturally, and pipe and
rolling tobacco: but also dozens
of brands of snuff - Society.
Honey Bee, Railroad Mills
Sweet Scotch Snuff - and doz-
ens more of chewing tobacco:
Red Juice, Days Work and
Browns Mule.
In this poorer region of the

state, the tobacco culture «Hii

has deep roots. In relative
terms, the crap may have last

ground to poultry, hogs and
cotton. But it is still worth
more than Slbn a year at auc-
tion. This makes North Caro-
lina much the biggest tobacco
producing state in the US. with
around 40 per cent of the
nation's output.
The land which produces it -

ness prospered, and Cannon
shifted operations to a new site

a few miles to the north-east,
which he called Kannapol-
is - dubious Greek for Loom
City. With a population of
33,000, Kannapolis is today
slightly larger than Concord
itself

Under Cannon and his sons.

Kannapolis was a mill town
with a vengeance. “It was very
paternalistic." Mr Liles says.

“The mill provided the store,

the fire and police department,
the schools and the houses for

the workers. It stayed that way
until Charlie Cannon died 24
years ago."

Mr Liles, a retired surgeon,

recalls treating an old woman
who told him she had started

working in the mill at the age
of six. "It was a family thing,

which was passed on. There
were no retirement benefits or
social security. When you
retired you would still live in a
mill house, whether your own
or your children's."

There were also precious few
other employers to choose
From. Like other mm owners,

Mr Cannon made sure rival

industries were excluded from
the area. The effect on the

mostly in small lots - could
not yield the same wealth from
any other crop. As Mr Bob Jen-
kins, head of the North Caro-

lina Farm Bureau Federation,
puts it: “If you went to a fruit

crop like strawberries, you'd
flood the market if you grew
com, it wouldn’t he worth as
much.”
The system of tobacco pro-

duction, In North Carolina as
in the US overall, is antiquated
and faintly absurd. In the view
of some local economists, it is

also the enemy of efficiency,

and perpetuates poverty in the
eastern part of the state.

Under rules set up by the
federal government in 1938, at

the US tobacco farmers'
request, tobacco growing is

subject to a mesh of regula-

tions governing price, quotas,

economy was predictably sti-

fling.

“Around 35 years ago.” Mr
Liles recalls, “a real estate
agent told me “buy up all the

land you can around here,

because the day Charlie Can-
non dies, it'll take off.' And so
It did."

The first big alternative
industry did not arrive until

1983. when the tobacco giant

Philip Morris established its

plant in Concord (in the face of

some diehard toed opposition).

Three years later. Cannon
Mills was taken over by
another North Carolina textile

company, Fieldcrest, and its

headquarters was moved to the

town of Eden near the Virginia

border. Today, Fieldcrest Can-
non remains a substantial com-
pany with a market value of
about $20Qm.
Opinions vary on where the

textile Industry goes from here.

Dr Robert Barnhardt, head of

the North Carolina College of
Textiles in Raleigh, points out
that it depends very much on
what part of the process you
are talking about. The amount
of fibre processed in the US
rose by almost half between
1980 and 1994. However, the

acreage and yields. The right
to grow tobacco Is granted
through a system of allotment,

or entitlement The owner of
the entitlement may or may
not produce tobacco; like the
owner of a New York tax*

medallion, he or she may
rent the entitlement to some-
one else.

The scale of operations
ranges from the small - say
250 acres - to the very small

,

at around five acres. The top
end, as Mr Jenkins points out
represents professional farm-
ing, with perhaps several mil-
lion dollars invested in han-
dling equipment and curing
bams. It is a Car cry from the
large-scale industrial fanning
of the Mid-West.
But that is largely the point

Tobacco fanning is, at least in

value of US-produced apparel

halved.

The trouble is that stitching

together clothing is inherently
labour-intensive - which gives

a huge advantage to the low-

wage developing countries of
Asia. All kinds of efforts have
been made to overcome this,

such as the development of

body scanners to measure the

customer precisely for a suit
and of lasers to cut out the
ninth

“The trouble comes,” says Dr
Barnhardt "with joining the 60
or 70 pieces of the suit
together. The industry has
worked for a long time an try-

ing to automate that but it

gets very complicated. You
come out with very expensive
machines which can automate
some simple functions. When
you analyse the return on
investment the sums aren't

there."

Historically, this has proved
particularly damaging to the

US industry. Textiles are a
politically sensitive product,

subject to tariffs and quotas.

Asian clothing producers are
reluctant to use American
doth, simply because of uncer-

tainty of supply.

part a form of outdoor relief.

President Clinton obliquely

admitted as much in launching

his campaign against under-
age smoking In August. Surely,

be was asked, federal support

of tobacco growing was incon-

sistent with the aim of curbing
smoking? Perhaps, he said, but
maintaining a system of small,

family-based production was
preferable to factory farming.
Behind all this lies an irony.

The general assumption is that

tobacco is in picturesque
decline, in fact, the opposite is

true. In North Carolina and in

the US overall, tobacco is mak-
ing a quiet comeback.
This year, the government

raised the national quota for

Hue-cured tobacco by 16 per
cent, to l-6bn lb. Being almost
wholly a producer of flue-cured

(as opposed to burleyj tobacco.

North Carolina had its output
raised in line with the national

total

The reason is made plain by
Philip Morris, the world's big-

gest non-government owned
cigarette maker, whose plant

US textile manufacturers,
previously advocates of quotas
against foreign apparel, have
thus become enthusiastic advo-

cates of the North American
Free Trade Agreement. Now
that the trade barriers are
down with Mexico, the theory

Is that Mexican workere will

supply the US with clothing

cut from US doth.

at Concord. North Carolina

(just outside Charlotte) turns

out about a third of its US pro-

duction. Established as
recently as 1983, the plant now
has 1,800 employees. Plans are

in hand to expand outpnt by
some 30 per cent, raising
employment to 2,400-

This ts partly because US
cigarette consumption has lev-

elled out after years of decline.

This results largely from an
epidemic of teenage smoking,
wbich Mr Clinton's campaign
is designed to address. At the

I

The world

industry has

been
transformed

same time, Philip Morris has
been gaining market share, a
fact underlined by this month's
cuts in jobs (though not out-

put) by its chief rival. R.J.

Reynolds, at its North Carolina

plant at Winston-Salem.

In any case, say defenders of

the textile industry, apparel is

only a third of the market. The
rest is equally split between
home furnishings and indus-

trial textiles - and in both, the

US and North Carolina can
compete.
Weaving and spinning. Dr

Barnhardt says, are modem
capital-intensive industries.

More important, the world
tobacco industry has been
transformed in the 1990s by the
opening up of markets previ-

ously closed to importers.

Potentially the biggest of these

is China, which accounts for

around a third of world ciga-

rette consumption. More imme-
diately. western producers
have enjoyed an upsurge in

exports and production in cen-

tral and eastern Europe, partic-

ularly the former Soviet Union.
As a rule of thumb, around

40 per cent of North Carolina’s

tobacco output is exported as

leaf; last year, for instance.

Japan bought $337m worth of

North Carolina tobacco, mak-
ing it the state’s biggest export

to Japan. Of the 60 per cent

consumed domestically, almost
half goes to Philip Morris’s

Concord plant, and the plant

exports some 30 per cent of its

output. Add the state's other

cigarette producers - in partic-

ular RJ. Reynolds, with its big

plant in Winston-Salem - and
it is plain that the future of

tobacco production depends

The technology is available

anywhere; indeed, much of it

comes from Germany and Swit-

zerland. America's strength
lies in the availability of capi-

tal and in cheap energy.

Thus, for example. North
Carolina can compete in home
furnishings. Fieldcrest Cannon
makes a decent living - and
more than $lbn of revenues

chiefly on markets outside the

US.

But if tobacco is thriving
commerciaUy, it remains in the
moral doldrums, particularly

in the US. This is something
the farming community contin-

ues to shrug off.

Mr Jenkins, as head of an
organisation funded by North
Carolina fanners, might be
expected to be a tobacco advo-
cate, and so he is. The Slbn
revenue raised by the crop, he
says, is multiplied at least 20-

fold on the way up the chain to

the manufacturer's end price.

"It’s a legally grown and manu-
factured product There's been
no hesitation at Uie county,
state or federal level about tax-

ing it" As if to underline his

point be lights a cigarette. “If

you do anything to excess, it

could be harmful. You could

say the same about people who
grow corn and barley for dis-

tilled products. My physician
smokes. I'd sure rather be
treated by him under the influ-

ence of nicotine than under the

influence of alcohoL"

- turning out sheets, towels,

pillow cases and blankets - all

requiring little stitching
, and

capable of automation.
Conceivably, the state might

have another advantage. For a
variety of reasons. US consum-
ers are turning increasingly to

clothing made wholly of cot-

ton.

Historically. North Carolina

was not a cotton state; indeed,

when the textile industry
moved south from New
England after the Civil War, it

concentrated in North Carolina

precisely because the state had
a plentiful supply of industrial

rather than agricultural work-
ers.

Now. however, cotton-grow-

ing is on the Increase. This is

partly because of scientific

advances in producing cotton

strains resistant to the boll

weeviL And in Research Trian-

gle Park, biotechnologists are

working on genetically-engi-

neered strains of cotton which
will grow not white, but green
or yellow.

The combination of invest-

ment and technology leads

some to hope that textiles will

survive - in terms of output, if

not employment-
Dr John Connaughton. an

economist at the University of

North Carolina at Charlotte,

says: “What’s left of textiles in

this state is probably as rooted

and solid as any industry we
have.”

* The textiles industry still takes pride of place, reports Tony Jackson .

Politically sensitive product

The combination of nvestment and technology leads soma to hope that textiles win survive
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PROFILE Research Triangle Park

The hype is mostly justified
North Carolina’s Research
Triangle Park is the subject of
a vast amount of promotional
hoopla. It is, we are told, the
biggest and most successful
research park of Its kind in
the world. It is the foundation
of the state's success in high
technology.

It is the main reason why
Fortune magazine ranked
nearby Ralelgb-Dnrham as
the best place to do business
In America.
Oddly enough, the hype is

mostly true. The park may
have had its share of luck
over the years. Nevertheless,
It remains an unusually suc-

cessful example of rational
industrial planning, aided
and abetted by goveramenL

It did not start that way.
The original idea came from
an Imaginative local property
developer who attempted In

the late 1950s to create a local

version of Boston's high-tech

Route 128.

The reasoning was sound
enough. Massachusetts' suc-
cess was founded on its uni-

versities, such as Harvard
and MIT. North Carolina had
a trio of more hurab if still

respectable universities in
Raleigh, Durham and Chapel
Hill.

Why not set up an indus-

trial park in the midst of
them to exploit their
resources?

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the

idea proved to be ahead or its

time. In 1959, thr project had
to be rescued under the aus-

pices of the local bonks, the

state government and the uni-

versities, and set up as a
foundation.

By now. the reasoning went
far beyond property specula-
tion. The trio of universities

were turning out technical
and scientific graduates in
large numbers, while local

industry consisted chiefly of
textiles and furniture.

The resalt was a steady
emigration of graduates from
the state. The park was
devised to reverse that pro-
cess.

Some 35 years on. the park
is home to a long list of blue
chip industrial companies:
IBM, Glaxo Wellcome. North-
ern Telecom, Rhone Poulenc,

Clba Gelgy. Matsushita, Erics-

son, DuPont and so forth, it

employs 35,000 workers, of

whom about 500 have adjunct

professorships at the universi-

ties.

At the same time, about
3,500 of the universities'

teaching staff have consulting

links with the companies.

The link between the park

and the universities has
proved a virtuous circle. Mr
Jim Roberson, head of the

Research Triangle Founda-
tion, says: "When the park
started, the universities were
much smaller. They were
good schools, but the park
has enabled them to attract

better faculty and good stu-

dents.”

At the same time, the state

has made heavy Investments

in scientific research and

research for Ciba-Geigy and
research in agricultural bio-

technology for Rhone-Poulenc
and BASF (true to North Car-

olina’s origins, its biotechnol-

ogy has a distinct agricultural

bias.) Glaxo Wellcome, the
world's biggest drug com-
pany, has its US headquarters

and the whole of its US
research effort within the
park. It also uses MCNC as Its

world centre for supercomput-
ing.

Glaxo Wellcome, as It hap-

pens, presents a slightly deli-

cate issue. Since Glaxo
acquired Wellcome earlier
this year, it has faced the
problem of what to do with an
imposing bnt duplicate set of

headquarters and research
faculties, only a mUe or so

apart The question of manu-
facturing plants elsewhere in
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Glaxo laboratories one of a long list of blue chip Industrial companies

development - specifically, in

the micro-electronic and com-
puting venture NCMC, and In

the North Carolina Biotech-
nology Centre.

The list of activities in the
park is correspondingly wide.
In communications, for

example - still the park’s big-

gest area of activity - North-
ern Telecom of Canada
researches, designs and man-
ufactures telephone switch-
gear.

Ericsson of Sweden has its

world centre for research on
mobile communications. IBM
develops and manufactures
personal computers.

In biotechnology, the park
Is home to plant molecular

the state has been addressed
(Wellcome's will largely be
axed), but the larger question

of headquarters and research

and development seems unre-
solved.

However, research staff

who lose their jobs could
prove luckier than most. Dr
Charles Hamner, president of
the Biotechnology Centre,
says the biotechnology indus-
try In North Carolina is creat-

ing 2,000 jobs a year at pres-

ent, but filling only 1,000 of

them from local universities.

And as Alan Blatecky of
MCNC remarks, the park Is

beginning to produce its

share of venture capital start-

ups. “If Glaxo Wellcome lays

folks off. they'll stay In the

area and start new busi-

nesses.”

Dr Hamner is a good exam-
ple of the blend of science and
commerce which the park
aims to represent. Some IS

months ago, be made strenu-

ous efforts to attract a new
manufacturing plant being
set up by Genzyme, the bio-

technology company based in

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

As Genzyme Itself concedes, it

was only persuaded to stay

where it was by a last-minute

intervention by Governor
Weld of Massachusetts.
“We're going to get Gen-

zyme one day," Dr Hamner
says. Meanwhile, he has suc-

ceeded in persuading another
Cambridge-based biotechnol-

ogy company. Biogen, to shift

its manufacturing to the

park. Other successes include

luring the US headquarters of

Novo-Nordisk, the Danish
Insulin producer, from Con-
necticut

IT you attract a SlOOm plant

such as Biogen’s, he says,

that creates 300-400 Jobs. An
HQ such as Novo's will only

bring 200. “But in biotechnol-

ogy, every time you get a new
product you build a new
plant. My strategy is to get

them to build four or five

plants, and that's easier If

you've got the headquarters."
In Europe, he says, “we con-

stantly visit Sobering, Bayer,

Roche and Sandoz. We don't

miss many. Sandoz has
bought 250 acres in Raleigh,
and we don't think they’ll

leave it idle.”

North Carolina, he con-
cedes. still ranks third among
US states in biotechnology-a
long way behind California, a
fair way behind Massachu-
setts and only slightly ahead
of New Jersey and Maryland.
“But we're John*
ny-come-lately. We'll chal-

lenge Massachusetts in the
next five years for the num-
ber one position on the east

coast And bear in mind that

while the average factory job
in North Carolina pays
S12.000-S15.000, the average
biotechnology job pays
$20 ,000^22,000."

Politics; The 1966 elections wfll be a test for the Democratic party, reports Haney Pwwg

—

A question of alignment

Tony Jackson

Last year the

Democrats lost

control of the state

house and retained

only a slim hold on
the state Senate

Four steep floors up in the

tower of Duke University’s

imposing library, virtually hid-

den behind stacks of supplies.

Is the office of Mr David Price,

political science professor.

Until last November’s political

upheaval in North Carolina,

Mr Price was more comfortably
situated in Washington as

congressmen for North Caroli-

na's fourth district.

White-haired, genial, hand-
some, he seems the very pic-

ture of the kind of moderate
Democrat which the fourth dis-

trict would send to Washing-
ton. Yet he was defeated last

year when voters, seeking
change in Washington, threw
out most of the Democratic
incumbents.

North Carolina was once a
member in good standing of

the "Solid South" which
elected only Democrats once
whites regained political power
after the US Civil War. Like
the rest of the South, it has
edged inexorably towards the

Republican party, although it

still has a cumber of “yella
dog" Democrats - those who
say the}- would rather vote for

a yellow dog than a Republi-

can.

In the Republican sweep las:

year, the 12-member congres-
sional delegation went from
eight Democrats and four
Republicans to eight Republi-
cans and four Democrats. The
Democrats lost control of the

state house and retained only a
slim hold on the state Senate.

Since then, the debate
among the state's political

establishment is whether the

election signalled a permanent
re-alignment, producing a
Republican “solid South,'' or
whether it represented a vola-

tile de-alignment from any
political party.

Mr Price's coming attempt to
regain his seat in the 1996 elec-

tions should settle that ques-

tion. His district is tradition-

ally progressive and diverse,

encompassing both high tech-

nology centres and agriculture;
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Raleigh, (the state capital),

suburbs and small towns and
two ipariing universities.

"Dave Price is the test case

of whether the Democratic
party can be successful in

North Carolina.” said Mr Chip

Roth, a spokesman for the

local Teamsters union. The
union, determined to help
Democrats recapture control of

Congress, is prepared to pour
resources Into Mr Price's cam-
paign and hopes to enroll the

district's 770 Teamsters in the

cause.

With a presidential election

and the governor and senator
both running for re-election,

Mr Price expects a high turn-

out and less of the kind of

straight ticket protest voting
that produced the Republican
victory.

*Tn not saying the Republi-

can tide has played oul I don't

think it has," said Mr Price.

"But the far right is not going
to be the only one that’s mobi-
lised next year."

Even when the state was
dominated by Democrats, its

politics were never predictable.

It has a streak of populism
among the more impoverished

mountain communities as well

as conservative democrats and
right-wing Republicans.

Mr Jim Hunt, the current
governor, serving his third

term and the likely winner
again next year, is a moderate

who made his priorities educa-

tion, economic, development
and crime control The state is

famous for its tine universities,

but it is ranked among the low-

est 15 states for per capita

spending on its primary and
secondary schools.

The new state house Republi-

cans also promised to reform
the education system. This

meant slashing the education

budget, giving local school
boards more authority, and
introducing a gun safety pro-

gramme and "character educa-

tion" (emphasising sexual
abstinence.)

Mr Ran Cable, executive
director of the state's Centre

for Public Policy Research,

says that throughout Its his-

tory. the state has always been
willing to send colourful char-

acters and demagogues to

Washington and keep its mod-
erates at home in the gover-

nor's office.

In keeping with that tradi-

tion. the current senators are

Jesse Helms, whose reign as

chairman of the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee is

playing havoc with President

Bill Clinton's foreign policy,

and Lauch Faircloth, another
unrelenting Clinton attic.

Senator Helms will run for a
tilth six-year term next year.

He will be 75 but the age factor

can be meaningless consider-

ing that South Carolina last

year reelected for a sixth term
an enfeebled Senator Streep.

Thurmond at the age of 92.

Republicans and Demcaata:
talk with awe of Senator
Helm's political and fnnd-rajs-

ing acumen -and hlswffitag-

ness to pour millions of dollars

into negative television adver-

tising. For two decades to has
entertained the home Aiks
with tirades against commu-
nism, liberalism, big govern-

ment. abortion and homweavn.

allty. His next campaign can
be expected to feature the

three Gs, said Mr Both: Guns.
God and against Gays.
Two Democrats will compete

in the state’s, primary next
May for the opportunity to face

the senator. Mr Harvey Gantt,

a black former mayor aI Char-
-

lone, lost to Senator Helms la

1990.

Mr Charlie Sanders, former

chief executive officer of Glaxo,
the pharmaceutical company,
is a political novice, but he is

given a better chance of

unseating Senator Helms
because he cannot be accused

of being black, a communist, a

liberal or too favourable to

homosexuals.

Mr Sanders.

a doctor, says he can eddr*;-
"

authoritatively the issue th**-

concems that state's growing
number of pensioners - Medi-

care, the US programme, for
the elderly.

'
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YES, WE HAVE UNMATCHED WORKER PRODUCTIVITY
AND AMERICA'S LOWEST CONSTRUCTION COSTS.
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We have over 450 golf courses. Ross, Fazio, Maples, and Nickkus have all designed masterpieces here. Private memberships are readily available
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